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Preface
 

The iMea oIr a con nreicq, on hength-ha.(d st(ck asmssment methods evolved throtugh tLhin
creastd Use ani(1d d'vheloilleiiI (r' it0let [llls )' Several rt)s ill various )irs O(f t he world over the 
last fr'w ye'rs. In Iany ill allies this r4i4-we4d attent ion ;ijv(t to length-Iisted ulethodlhgv was a 
direct ,l(IStlt tr itlri" lHIP (littiulty ()I. iulithiliy toi age fish ;,lt islactorily (a parti,'ulir problhm in 

trpical ar,;t.,) or I le al lor nt hod1 o's:l'ling,tish poulatils otr assessetking or ;I co4t-eItriient 
tillit o, .oi>. In w iltt l"i ,lnt \V;Is L ly tilt'lt iscotery (,f whole n w set oftur 	 .e1- l tlrt, ll(riltc(d 

.stock tst,sitqnl 14,(,> \ Iwim1h la lwt ll ug Irn ll. undtlli tiliz ,loIr ignored (tllarl rlrtolli tile i lOnc(,-fillg 

w ]ork Itu(lIlwy ill i- w t lst:e for tli thirty y'of mhllI> .\w~nlo , ill \%.til )t lin stucksi past nas.The 
opprtult ll'iit u lh ."i, I'im-w ill.n d del ent orlthilt,ot ho~dtlogy \\erc,. and st ill it,. sign;i( , 1'()I. 	 hvc'h ptin 


i;IIIl iirticulaliy \%ith th tpltrj Illtcr<ititll tf' (o lptttrs illfisltu ,s lcl-il torh sbalro t n hlil \Nirlh.
 
TIhe tlito cti;,l l'llttI l devthpIi o ;llit It fi h
uItcn jul ilt.'ltblells' uf practical iatll stocks 

ci'lile to,'(I,,h r thr(+u~gh Inkfflnill t ' d in alttolfr Thcl\Th,,-oryillit tull1y 	 Ct' , and~c"11111,;atlt lc ' , till 

and *\thtltit i)1 t lAt-nIr Stock A.\sss-elunt Methods "lith toolk illae onI 11-1 (;Ilru;iry 
dliTect'noh,,i:t ,ltclla Pcs,.it P(lt inll d , \':llo, sicily, Italy.1985 aitthel Is;tiltlln 	 e ( ic lto (l'lTl'l) M zar t -i 

lhets, iroc,c illn illgst il)'Ft or ti lal co I'.IIOl ie ,.
 
su ctil'iuii.- O tlh olTl f liltt, wore:
 
* 	 to id(lO tiry heli st,,.tific ft ittlrs ('r saillplillg,5(t-illws t1 (l ito Ohtaiihi len th-frequetncy data 

ro(r storck assssim nltl:
 

" to rview heIngth-tiisd ullth(hJlogis for st>ck assossillnt FIfish and ilnuatic invertebrates, 
W itht I ari't-1.t'tir 0 l 	 andilaccUi'ac\y,:1',ii'~tit n(' o thtl)r p~recision 

* 	 t( i'view andtllist c(0lliptelt 'tl.Og llis inilhtpll illetotds.nl ting lelgth-lIasetd 

wibs a,nized 

Mianagen-lnnt (IL(AIM) and the [Kuwait Institute for Sctintifi Rese'cllh ( KISRl). Th Food and 
Agriculur ()rganiz;itiun uf tit, I nited Natiou V'A() siupportesd the attellnlane uf several Ipartici
pants, \%hile the Itilian ris'arthi organiz:it ion, (Cunsiglo Naziunle delle Recherche, supported tho 
colferelice tlrohll. IT> the lust inlstitutill. 

hhlse pruceedings unclud the awloty-two were 

TI iolfrel-'nct I rigt Iy l)\ tit 1n(.1rlitinall (C011te" fror lIivinig :\tliit Resources 

Iapers which originally prese ilted in addition 
to the r,,tortz of t il't,\, rou"working groups fonlnd durinIliI e fi0rence. aretf' he thcn AIso included 
three Cntril)utiot. w oitten inimllied ately therc;iftr-the chatirnlan's overview y J.A. (iulland, a 
reviev' of'priograin, ticusscd at the confore nce ,cumiiled by the editois of this volumev, and a note 
o11 Some asiects of' tilet,prohln of leillth-ltu-:ge I'.ag-tu-length ncuil/versiull, ro[l)sd hy two 
workshop participtaltns. 

This conference \Va > tle first ever to I)W (evotel solely to length-hased methods for stock 
assessitll . Ill x itI.e >in.e,C.('.J. littersein's pionllerilp papiers of' 18 91,92, length-based methods 
were inasterly tiused Iv T.W. FuIlto n, F.I. BariNIA and Others. Then, iaperiod folhowcd where length
based lilethodologly wa. inalprol)riat ely used and which led to Its disappearance from major fish
eries texthouk.; and to a g radta decline in its use, a trend which last(d until the mid-1950s, when 
R.J.H. Bevei ton and SI. lhIt pro os1t their now chissic (quation for estimation of total mortality 
from the menan length of- fish in catch samples. 

Furl her develip)ment 0ofthe inet hodol(ogy was slow and itwas not until scienti-its working in 
variCus tiollical t'eas of the world (where routine aging Of fish presents significant problems) hegan 
re-examining those e'arliCr methods that tht Mlonen t tS( of these lenglhiltln of develollent and 
based techniques increased. The work of J.L. Munro in Jamaica may be nmntioned in this context 
along with work done in India and by staff of the French agency OF STOM in West Africa. 

vii 



T['hO Ift;s.l t Vtllil t i stI onid :111(t I 5IIliv he i'wj I rN'l5t.'P s I I t5 ist'(, ' In- i I.IIi s t I.I.;seto
earlier effots m d hriiS _tt'stos..5ti ls l it, [lost r ,nl mtods flitt't :mlIht-(timtpI t 't11ll 'lol Vlopl ltst 
wvith eixam5 ipIt si)I I iti- I I ip I c j os.-I , .Itt s Idt I)t I tIlerIs i;sIisit 1initI i.( 1 ;lu s() iv lI(dt I ' 
to alt(I vwt i w IVlIt' f It) I lst, ;1(1;tt it" 1fI r it t r lt(le tsp tist ifi l Is 

It , , I ii I tii l;\' I I I tLt I 'p, tlI, t i s p r ts t 5 sj, 1 t,, v) X(d ll s : 8t s w'i sS to incl
theto rt itc l cto,Is itt, ,tI ot'iss sit ttl), )ds ;II(I a 

ude 
' ,l\ . II5Ih -IIlt (.t.i, t l: ,w s Its t' nsist 1'

cw)st 5ilt iS i'l ts' d I(lt tw ill ph, ut-t :tl it '1 l t t)tfIs, s'provs i list is IsIs()d and tl +':s; instl lct iions. 
As it tI (Iis I ut.i , mtt tl, h 1s1_. A1 Iitl II,(!ts I) l;sn'l fi ts l Vsfl tl t ts, I is +stsl ISot trltly.
11h, \'tslulli. t'p i isits! hs' I: t, pss1 r tht'1. V, itl IIhow csist whI hil ,,, II;d nriginals ,ea),nsltl'rh tsi Is r tili t,,s\ . s:-,ssl;stt '.' l I 

I,5h)I lt1,s 5(5s I 1 . -1111 ,, m55 It r i h t.5,;,,,1 ss1usuls i rit is;dII' ex illil, is IlivehX'adsi t, ills ic+il , llsw-, It i t , tili+ ist, nt s 555Ilt t>tii .' t%;tli,se V\\ m.. rsi ill tIet fitlI, sisve l as 

Fin dl wt-,, \ misl lIk' tt th:ilk ill th,.st itIKl('l..\l'.I, ISHl. l.\ ) i l lT ill.m a litiosn to ill 
Ilt p st i,'isisait w hls ;sll tit. i'tiw t't', I' Ih I , leai;ssiltlt ,Xpts.ri s - tIhtt it ,at. 

D. PA, 

G.I{. .tI on,\N 
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Csirke, J., J.F. Caddy and S. Garcia. 1987. Methods of size- frequency analysis and their incorporation 
in programs for fish stock assessm,:nt in developing countries: FAO interest in receiving advice, 
p. 1-6. In D. Pauly and ( .It. Morgan (eds.) Length-basedc methods in fisheries research. ICLARM 
Con frrence Proceedings 13, 168 p. International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management, 
Manila, Philippines, and Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, Safat, Kuwait. 

Abstract 

FAO's task requires the adaptation of conventional methodologies developed in high latitudes for 
use in tropical situations and the development and further refinement of length-based methodologies.
However, a number of problems need to be resolved before these methods can be applied on a grand 
scale. Questions for which FAO requires detailed answers relate among other things io the following 
items: "quick and dirty" vs. elaborate approaches, problems with cohort separation, bias due to selecti
vity and heterogenous fishing effort, departures from steady state, sampling problems in multispecies, 
multigear fisheries, problems with very short-lived animals, appropriate trawl survey stratification for 
sampling length-frequency data, effects of sampling errors and biases on mortality and growth estimates 
from different methods, use of mean size statistics and translation of results from length-based models 
into management advice. 

Introduction 

Many questions have been raised over the last few years concerning the methodologies appro
priate to stock assessment in developing countries, and in particular, the extent to which conven
tional methodologies developed in high latitudes may be adapted for use in the tropics. Along with 
other organizations, FAO has advocated the use of length-based methodologies (by publishing rele
vant manuals, see, e.g., Pauly 1)83 or Jones 1984) as one subset of the range of methodologies 
available for fisheries research. We recognize that a precise evaluation of the strengths and weak
nesses of the various techniques of length-frequency analysis continually arising in the literature is 
still lacking, and that this question must be a focal point for the present conference. One further 
class of questions should not be neglected pertaining to the ranking of the various methodologies in 



terms of their content and use, and to the role they might play in an integrated program of stock 
assessment for developing countries. 

A brief review of what, in our opinion, are the more important questions is given here with 
brief annotations. These are respectfully addressed to the participants of this conference for their 
expert consideration. 

Short-Cut us. Long-Term Advice 

In some circumstances it may he use ful to have available a methodology which, while not 
pretending to great accuracy, allows a "first cut'" at estimating the parameters of, e.g., growth and 
mortality for the pitulit iol iln question. 

Circunstances where short- cut methodologies might apply are, for example, in the preliminary
stages of develolpment of an assessment program, or for a resource on which investigation is just
 
)eginning.
 

Questions 

Is there some validity in dividing length-frequency mnolthds into "short-cut" or "quick and
 
dirty" methods, and those more 
elaborate approaches appropriate to a long-term investigation?

What are the appropriate (length-Ibased and other) methodologies which should be recom
mended to fisheries departments 1f (h'vt'l()illg countries for use in long-term programs of fish stock 
assessment in their national wvate'rs? 

Length-Based vs. Age-Based Methods 

COHORT SEPARATION 

The use of age-based methods and the preparation of age-length keys allow estimation of mean 
length at age and o f its variance for each age group separately. 

These values can also be estimated by sequential modal separation for younger age groups
provided mean longth of different age groups are well separated and the variability in mean length
 
is relatively small.
 

Questions 

What sources of variability of the mean length-at-age may one expect in nature (e.g., for 
younger and older fish, or long- and short-lived species)? and how does variance change in age?
(important for stochastic age-length simulation). What are the consequences for sequential modal 
separation? 

1I3AS DUE TO SEILECTIVITY AND FISIHING EFFORT 

Growth studies of fish in the Northeast Atlantic were first based on length-frequency analysis,
but this approach was abandoned when aging techniques using hard tissues (e.g., scales, otoliths) 
were developed and proved to be feasible and more precise (although mere work intensive and 
costly). If prrnper sampling and subsequent age reading is possible, growth rate determination poses
few practical problems. The main possible source of bias (as for length-based methods), is introduced 
by the selective capture of the larger sizes of younger age groups (due to gear selectivity) and the 
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removal of the older age groups from the larger sizes (due to fishing mortality), which will reduce 
the average age con-esponding to a given length. These problems can be overcome by taking a random 
subsample for aging and construction of an age-length key. However, selectivity bias presents a 
serious problem for the use of length-based methods for estimating growth. Also, fishing gear con
monly used in artisanal fisheries (hook and line, traps, gill nets) may not have logistic selection 
curves as occurs, e.g., in trawls. 

Question 

What are the effects of gear selectivity and increased fishing mortality on the parameters and 
apparent shape of the von Bertalanffy growth equation estimated through sequential modal analysis? 

DETECTING, I)EPA RTURES FROM S'TEAI)Y STATE 

If there are no crucial sampling problem ,, and steady-state conditions are satisfied (or are 
approxinmat(d(by integrating over an aplpropriate period), most of the well-elaborated (theoretically 
precise) length-ase, met hod s should give results that are consistent with those that might be o)
tained through conventional age- ased approaches. The pIroblems siall' with departures from steady
state conditions. Age-based Virtual Population Analysis (VIPA) and cohort an alysis have dlemon
strated the interanmial varialhility of yar-class strength and of F'for fish stocks of temperate (and 
some tropica!) waters where aging has beell possille. In fact, recent research has picked up recruit
ment variation and its causes as a key ara o)f concern. For instance, there might he no problem in 
using Jones' length cohort an alysis (for exam ple, with shrimp) if only one cohort oCCUrs in the 
data, but. problems arise when two or more co horts are represented (e.g., two recruitment pulses). 
Variations in recruitment strength will then seriously bias F vectors when these are expressed as a 
function o f length. 

Questions 

How can changes in recruitment, availanility and growth, for example, be detected from length
frequency samples alone? If these changes cannot be detected, what are the types and the magni
tude of the errors that might be introduced into estimates of mortality obtained by length-converted 
catch curves or other length-based methods? Could a combination of length and, for example, a 
limited aging program be u:eful in coping with this problem? How intense should this combined 
sampling program be? What are the effects of changes in growth rate oil the estimated mortality 
rates? Can these effects be detected? 

Robustness of Length-Based Methods 

Since all length-based methods assume some degree of stability or uniformity over time and 
ages, there are serious concerns about the precision/of the resulP2 obtained when there a-e departures 
from equilibrium conditions or discontinuities in the effects on he population. In general, variabi
lity in recruitment, growth rate, differential fishing mortality of "fully recruited" fish (suAh as those 
caused by bell-shaped selection curves), year-to-year changes in fishing effort, etc. are all .ollrces 
of bias that may introduce errors into the estimates of Z. Since almost every fishery terids to show 
a certain degree of variability, it would be worth testing the robustness of different length-based 
methods to different types of departures from the ideal equilibrium conditions before encouraging 
their extended application as routine method,,of analysis. 
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Question 

How robust are the length-based methods in use to departures from the ideal conditions of
 
equilibrium with time and uniformity of certain parameters with age?
 

Sampling Problems 

MULTISPECIES, MULTIGEAR FISIIERIES 

Length-based methods were offered as a replacement for catch-effort methods in multispecies,
multigear fisheries because of the difficulty of defining effort in these cases. This benefit seems 
illusory since the same sampling problem occurs in both cases. 

Questions 

H-ow does one correctly sample the catch or the population so as to obtain length-frequency

distributions which represent either the size structure of the catch, or of the population? How is
 
one to evaluate the degree of confidence to be given to the results of length-frequency analysis? 

SHORT-LIVED ANIMALS9 

The use of length-based methods in short-lived animals (squid, shrimp) essentially involves a 
"dynamic nonequilibrium" situation. The annual catch size structure is "virtual", since the size 
composition changes. Also, there is a need for adequate sampling in both space and time, since 
biomass as well as numbers change greatly on a seasonal basis. 

Question 

What is the optimum weighting of the samples in time? 

TRAWL SURVEY 

Little use has been made of length-frequency data from trawl surveys, and their use should be
encouraged. However, it should be taken into account that sizes are usually not distributed at ran
dom in the population. Also the fact that different species of a multispecies resource may have 
different distribution patterns should be considered. 

Questions 

What are the characteristics and uses of length-frequency data from trawl surveys?
How can the appropriate sampling schemes (e.g., systematic, nonrandom) that might be needed 
to account for nonrandom distribution of sizes, and the appropriate (post?) stratification scheme 
to account for multispecies resources, be accommodated while ensuring that the other important
objective of trawl survey (i.e., estimating total biomass) is satisfied? 



SAMPLING ERRORS AND BIAS 

Length-frequency data are subject to sampling errors and bias due to the )articular properties 
of the sampled population and due to the sampling procedures and the characteristics of the fi.ihing 
(sampling) gear used. 

Question 

What are the validity and typical errors and biases in the estimates of mortality and growth
 
parameter; ,,Sing various length-lImselimethods?
 

Using Commercial Size Categories 

One of the most widely available sets of data in tropical areas is the commercial size category: 
fuller use of this data source is clearly desiralle. It has been not ed lthat converting fr. m, e.g., mean 
weight to mean length and then to mean age involves reversing the illdel)endent (age) and dependent 
(length) variables when fitting a conven tional growth curve. 

Question 

What are the appropriate procedures for using commercial size categories and the likely sources 
of error? 

Mean Size Statistics vs. Length-Frequency 

Under certain circumstances it may be quicker and easier tc obtain mean size data (e.g., as the 
reciprocal of the number of individuals per ciltainer holding a given weight) than a size-frequency 
distribution. In fact, commercial size categories may only allow computation of a mean size. 

Question 

Given an independent estimate of size-at-age, what are the relative advantages and drawbacks 
of estimates (of, e.g., mortality) from mean size statistics in the exploited population as opposed to 
those based on length-frequency analysis? 

Integration With Other Approaches to Stock Assessment 

Any method of stock assessment begins with data collection, leading through analysis, to 
conclusions on the state of the resource. Collecting length-frequency data on research or commercial 
vessels, in port, or in the market, needs to be integrated with other data collecting needs, methods 
of analysis and management Conclusions. This is because in any science it is usual to check the 
validity of a hypothesis by using more than one independent set of data to arrive at tvo or more 
independent conclusions that can be compared. For developing countries, however, the collection 
of a large number of independent data sets (e.g., on catch, landings, catch rate, sizes, etc.) may be 
probibitiv(, in cost and manpower. What priorities should be given to length-based methods in these 
circumstanc,;, and what other components will be needed for a stock assessment program? 
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Question 

Hlow should length-based methods be integrated with other approaches to stock assessment? 

Management Advice 

1Independen tly of'the nitthod of analysi:; use(d in a st(,Ck ass(ssment process, nanagemient
advice will noeed i(he given ill terms that are u nde'standa)le and usable by fisheries ad ministrators. 
'This may require ihe, use of ;1yield ll(lel and the prese'nl.atio(n of the final results in terms of an 
allowahh, catch g.. in IN.. 11tr1s (!IMSY, lE'Y etc.), or its correspon'ing level o"fishing (ffort
 
(e.g., fMSY ItMtYAV I "('hI."
 

Questions 

Ilow should tarameter values resulting from length-frequency analysis be translated into man
agement a(ivi('t? WNhich models does it seem most apIlropriate to apply for length-based assess-
Iflents? What possihle errors, biases and qualif'ications should he tak(n into account in the applica
tion of these apllroaches? 

Discussion 

We believe that the answers to the questions posed above, h)oth during the conference and in
the folio(w-u p work that will inevitally follow will greatly contribute to clarification of the validity
and scope of*length-based methodologies, possilbly by defining more clearly the limits of their 
alplicat ion. We hope that the answers obtained will confirm our conviction that a more general
and al)prol)rialte use shoul be)dmade, of' length-frequenC.y (laM, esp(cially but not only in the tropics.
'Ihese methodoloigies, particularly tl( short-cut methodologie s are very suitalih, for use in and by
(evel;oping countries in th(, preselnt situat ion, and are Very useful in promoting more work and in
volvem,.nt in stock assessment alld if li('cessary, the transition to methods more appropriate to lona
term tse. 

I ih ltitode fisherly s('iellc( has developed iiip to now a high lvel of sophistication, (physical
inputs and trail),O Inaillpl(,wr) th-ait will not ihe availatl(- in the tropics for a few decades at least. 
In the nltcain(an ,scicentists holin tievelopiln (' ountr'ies, after obtaining their degree, are often not 
able to progress t warlis a g-ohial mi lterstanding of' stock assessment and the provision of biolog~cal
advice fur nat ionllll r(,soll.c, I1lhlgenl(llt sillce t 1' met lodologics pr(il)(isedl have Until (luite reently 
heen largely nonlulicahle, a:'d solnetimes irrelevanlt. 

By r(IL('ing thIe (Iemand for more and more detailed data, and thereflore by reducing costs,
the length-hased theory offers them a possibiility of' starting work and learning. The price to pay in 
exchange for this is to accept some risk and t(ohI ffer the risk by cautious management advice. 
However, the potential gain in the long Ierm is enormous, as this )rocess might finally start the 
development of tropical expertise, "locally grounded", an essential condition for approl)riate feed
back and development of a more relevant. tropical fisheries scielce. 
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Abstract 

Some aspects of he history and present role of length-based methods for the study of the growth, 
mortality and recruitmnent of fish and invertebrate stocks are reviewed. The recently-developed ELEFAN 
(Electronic lEngth !requen-.,' ANalysis) system of BASIC microcomputer programs is presented and 
some of its key features are discussed in detail. 

Examples of the use of the EI L"FAN systemi are provided; these examl)les are used to illustrate the 
need for further research on such length-based systems and to emphasize the need for adequate sampling. 

Introduction 

Fisheries research emerged at the turn of the century, mainly in countries hordering the North 

Atlantic (predominantly the North Sea area). This had the effect, among other things, that research 
on cod, herring and similar long-lived fish became paradigmatic for the field as a whole (Cushing 
1983; Gulland 1983). 

When fisheries research exl)anded after World War I1 to the developing countries of the Third 
World, many of the hasic methods of "temptr ite" fisheries biology were not ap)licalble or (lid not 
sf.em to be applicable to tropical fish (Mt nr. 1953; Qasim 1973). 

This is especially trfe of methods fr aging individual fish, which, being based predominantly 
on "ai-nuli" on scales, otoliths and other bony structures of fish, proved difficult to apply to tropi
cal fish in which seasonal fluctuations of their environment are usually less marked than in tem
perate waters. 

*ICLARM Contribution No. 232. 



[ishries h itlogists workiih, en1 Iitpic IIl fisiI prior to PannIt'll's (1971) (liscoviry of aiIy rings 
as an uhiqnitO( tiiri eI'( t ir'il l hail to, I'Oiy IP"Ph)IIiintla IN M)l h LICgtl-ftnP()Icyiicanalyses
 
to draw 
ililtreiteis Ui [lii gnt'th ilt .. lth ,ds tt:int liitethi-i'f(ii'iue \'y data to utter liii' growth
j att'i'iis of 1i.'1 (:in. i ,t'hl t') tht' work (4f ('ters-i') ( I ,) I ), ' im di,'vihotp d '\ oU asic tc'hiliques. 

']'e first of tisi, ltt isri. nttllthodl" (Siflis.'rtor), tcwsists t(d th.[ iai,'sis UtfoilU 

sample (it a timo, with d iflnT i'i a aiv,) ats Kwilw lrit,,ttd (or 11i, l'ish coiisitig tIP' loliillenl. 
flod(s Utf a samill, ( IVi. la). 

Grlliliiial, sit1i- tl':edi, II iiding 19t.I I'd ( 'assi, 195 1"Tanaka 1)5;: Ihaittaclharya 196l7) and 
coniyut r-l iisttlittt ,thoik 0;\irni>in 1971 1 't Ing id Skillinaii 1971 ) for the sepaitioni of single 
samiles ii lto sjiz' a hivt 1u),tim* willy usol, 'ten with in ixed ristilts ( 1atlews 1.97-1). All of 
the se lIct h 1ddilS ;.,ti li t1 in1 i)O t d theh( nsiiteuilins vistigakid to he 1it1rnally distrihiuted. 

assnInt whithn111 ti has hIwtii >lhmtwn ltt to, a ly ill i! lltllniY 1 ()u' isi's wh.' Ii has heen ill to 
test isee, '.r., Pgiiii,tart !, this I'( ). The separation ), liitgtli griiups (evii W,,hen 'ornput-r
aided) anIld ti' altlril)ultion (f 1-;s t i [htdwI 'lte tl roi)lps ar, tw,)' distinct slt,!'ii thit ite is pur(ly
arbitrary whein itt additiolal in i'nM- ni 't anid tallinn tcruitin:ent. periodicity is availahh he very
misleadinl when twvo rcr int ilent pulss nLtr pe" N'ear"as is (n'0ni10n ill ti' tropies ( atuly and 
Navalua 1988;. wh il\,only ,.is ssinlted or eie uers. 

N F i year ? 

r- I year 2 -

Length 

N 

Sample 
at time I 

b 
NI ? Sam'ple 

at time 2 

Length 

Fig. 1. Basic principles imvlhvd in tradilimial methods for length-fre
( tliney ainalysis (fl'm-0 tit I . 198-1). N) Aji)Jtt .1tin 01f the Petersen 
Method iinsell .tictw t I ltntill-f-rItiltil'y silliplt . N te thait the time 
septin ii peaks tutn l i aS ittt , ifi l t task in ili ats which niia 
ol'r nllV i ol spawn sev it lilmes ; Vei'. )) A iplic;ilion of miodalm 
Class prl(q:_{-tes.,ion allal ,Nsis :() ai sc't of twol samllplestaSllihn d ill knlown 

hni es. Note that tire ttpin-tn here is the piroper id ntificattion of peaks 
to ehi ie oilettedi not that of, time seprititi rnodis Ias was the 
case ill a). 
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The second of the techniques pioneered by Petersen (1891), now called "modal class pro
gression analysis", involves the use of several samples collected at different ties, whose modes or 
the means of their component distributions are linked in a fashion thought to represent growth 
(Fig 1b). 

Various approaches exist for combining the two techniques. One, called the "integrated 
method" was proposed by Pauly (1978, 1980a, 1983a and see Fig. 2). 

The Petersen method sensu striclo and the modal class progression analysis were used rather 
extensively in the beginning of the century in the North Atlantic area, notably by Fulton (1904) 
and other authors cited in Thompson (19,12). Indeed, the latter was so convinced of the superiority 
of length-frequency analyses in growth studies that he rejected the results of Lea (e.g., Lea 1911, 

I year 

N 

t2 

\0
 

N 

t
 

Length 
Fig. 2. An application of the 'integrated method' to a hypothetical set of 
length-frequency samples. Note that the attribution of a relative age to the 
third peak of sample t, is confirmcd by the modal class progression, which 
suggests a growth curve passing through the major peaks of samples t,,t2, 
t3 and through the third peak ot sample t, repeated after one year (i.e., 
placed at the appropriate place on the time scale, after sample t3 ). Thus a 
smooth growth curve can be traced which explains most of the peaks of a 
set of length-frequency samples, including those of earlier samples repeated 
once, twice or more along the time axis. A certain degree of reliability is 
achieved which could not be achieved by applying separately either of the 
two earlier methods (from Pauly et al. 1984). 
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1.913) who, based on scait studies, was able to (Mucidatoe major aspects if the lift,history of North 
Sea herring. The conl ict lwen D A r)ompsorcy T n (who was quite wrong) and Einer Lea delayed
major advances in urtopeanl ti..dhries research for at least a decade (Went 1972) and iayN he o11, 
reason why Many contemporary htheri.s liolotgists wiirlil in tpllip;at( \i'Jit(,rsai nowV elctant 
to rely pridominantly onI lIotl h-freticncv data wheln conduct gr'l 1h tudies. 

The pendluni llay have swung hack too far, (o0sidlbring that llost rwth sttdies published
in major journals now onmit tile ti'(tUll f,tagin, using independeint etnodll>" or(oss-validations 
lBeanish and MlcFarlane .1983). 

\hih
1 
, wVcl-cohdtti'til growth ttuiie, si),td Oil .ttliths, orlrotilir hard piarts should gener

ally lead t) iore preci. infcre ncs on grwth than studies based On length 'rq(tounciesonly, length
iased net boids will rinlain ext r(nilv i ii li,:;t.(n'otwant, the tropics at for"the following reasons: 

(i) 	a Mlnlt or i)1' i( i)iit 1! iat s-InFI I aqtnit) ic( s,such ;is , cali not h(shrilnil . aged individually, 
leaving oi no() tl-,tchoice htt s hlgth ort
of tl li110rV ixIii\i, tIigging-i'aptur 
data: 

(ii)lngth-fr(linncy samlling,infish Illarketis is ri ila)per than salling say, foreioltal fah" 
Otolitlis, h(,C;itui(, alfoil(lg other thing,, fish that ;ure o(nly Inei;s Le',d miC(d noit he litrChased; 
this is i factor himiting the,,work (oI'fishery hiilihiists in Southeast Asia: th, phllonlenoll
is also Irii)rttd froin IKuwoit by Morgan ( 198 )and Mathews )Iart I,this vil.);

(iii) 	 estimating, growth frotn lo,1gth-frqteny data is:far less work-intensive than using hard 
parts; whi Ithe resiuri( til i stu iy ci(m)sists of small, s ittvliivi fish thait cin he aged
only 	I)', ciu titingdailyrings, rotulin :issismi;nnts ;ed ixclusivily on ig(-structtired

speimI )lo(es 1 itt' iliprFa t i'alI ( ally ini a milt isji)('ciS sitoat in; 
t I) 1:iuavz(u 

ries and oftln ti1y are thc only histli'al data availaihli. '[bus, fht,xaiilc, ljlhs and 

(iv) larg0alnAi ftlit I,1th-frI.(pun(c. dait ari iv;iihihl inii,>t fisheries laborato

,
l'atly (19M2 18.1) e\ie aleh to rutritvei,ritn the ipes )fvarious research institultins in 
the Philippines, liigth-fre(uelcy rtii onei;itta coverini.e than milliol masurellents, 
from which infereni-es were drawn on the griiwth, mortality and r(ecritnient (tf 56 species
of Philippine fishes. .oll, guis frim varios countries livi had similar experiences and 
s1ggest(d that length-feiuoIe(yV tmId(ertiiized type of informadalta are priihai)ly th,' Moist 

tion availaleh, o)n tIishl and (Ithcr taiatic resouti'es;
 

(v) 	 tile "ages" used itlIially m(odels are contrived hiats tHp rocss that ismodelled is 
actually sire-reClat id.A nitill)(er tfbiological and fishery-rtlatii I processes involve sizes 
rather than ages such as predatiton (trsin 19 31, foiod conversiol efficiency (Pauly 1981), 
gear (muesd) sebhet i n, t.irget strength (ill a'oust ( surveys), recruitment to fishing grounds 
and, quite importantly, iarkCtaibility anid price,. 

The ELEFAN System 

INTRODUCTION TO TIlE SYSTEM 

The ELEFAN system (Electroinic Ength Frequency ANalysis) was developed at ICLARM in 
response to (1) the n(ed for robtst nu1thods for analysis of length-fre(quency data; (2) the avail
ability of cheap microciomputers. These two pinits )rnov ide some of the reasons why the system has 
found wide acce plane in developing COtl 1 ties, as was intended. 

The system, as it now stands, consists of five programs, ELEFAN 0, 1, 1, Ill and IV. 
ELEFAN 0 is uisid to 'renate and ndify length-frequency data files for use with the other

four ELEFAN Progriains; th olther El,,FAN programs have hIeigth- fr(quency data created by
E LEFAN 0 as their main iniput (Fig. 3).

ELEFAN I is Used to estimate ti e growthI paran (is of fish or inverteb rat us. The growth equa
tion of which these lIarameLers are (st iated is a seasonally oscillating version of 'he von Bertalanffy
Growth Formula (VBGF). ELEFAN I can thus he tised to provide quantitative information on
growth oscillations of fish and invertebrates, which can be correlated with oscillations of selected 
environmental parameters. 
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ELEFAN II performs a variety of comiputat ions, of whiCh tl following are the main ones: 
- estimation of t tai nimort alit y (Z) 111d derived quantities fromi the straight, descen(ding arm of 

a leiigth-orivcrtCcl ('atdl ciuvO,; 
- estimation of pr(ohahilit as of (altuire Iy Nlngth and mean length at first ('apture (L, ) from 

the ascending, left a1 ao1f legth-(oiiverted e;t(h cuTv'; 
- expression of the seasoiial changes in recrlitl will inttnsity in the form of a graphical "re

cruitme(pt 1tel,'"(which can he further suhdivided into normally distriluted recruitment 
pulses, suggestiv, of the numher of sMwiling and/'or -crunit men t seasOIns per ye'l). 

F.st Ron Strcnd RUn Ptoqjrar Used 

LF r,itt 

colrrecrt LIP (Ltud,tisi TT 
PDiIpI I-F fih, probhlliti ,s o cpil t ro ELEFAN 0 

T 

, ,I'lllli I 'I, IT ELEFA N I 

M fr gTotlL IllTl I '',t , I I II 5,1 I' !S 
tvITS, Z frToT (IlTtcI (; VU! (If Z. .1111 NJ In pro(1Tlrl). 

zind prohla)laitws of I II ' (w1 ,I II 'lll I ELE FA NJ II 
C(Il(tli!t by ;Le(Jth class F r d,,i 

TeltilIl h 
, 

ljhT LiC IT iIITtNORMSEP o 
ShTI moltT , Tll Tt I iTI its I I[111li lTogIa 

'.' .--- "". .+v ' iTTIcm SITISt1)tC T~ LonC I tiTnS or T 'thoIdJi 

IIt ITll L/F fih 
ijn1( TTTITthl cxc:TTIT'Sto ELEFAN II 

([)
qtlw]t-I}I llo it hiy i"It",,
 

,11-h,11ilth d{it'it 

lis ot wl Tipafr t IIcIS
slctiorn Id 1 lll T I lM IItonV Ill
SI~TIcT~LT IIIiM Ils)iIPl~ ITI' ELEFAN III 
CIITV (s\) of VPA ind lsIilitt 

F{t N Fr t,.., r 

esmtTT t.IT , M . 2 and 
plobaillh! ll's of 

h t nTlrt biy ELEFAN IV 
IlOTJI th .I,+ss 

intllejli~t results I,) ,nailly/e time 
Iiqht of StILTlAr li st'it's of rurCuliltiT IT lln iOUS 

StoCk mlIITTI 0roSSIrR/S ITSttl1Ittis usiin11 cOimIteiItr 
mod-lS OI C0lTiTh! tlIIIT iwTl inputs as orTTfltTO pl i 

bTialysIs tuilr(T siuch ViIri tllIIsiIXplaTailrTTltoly calculator 

mi0 el',; r a lista pToIrarn st TtTT ! tnd hsh S/R 
malflag mtlT I IvicI; TLt lilOtliiIp if in, 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the ELEFAN Sy.s.em, showing inputs, outputs and their subseqtent analysis
where appropriate. Definitions (Ifplaramelters (Z, M, F', Ri, etc.) are give.i in Ihe tWxL, along with 
further detail; on system. 
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ELEFAN III incorporates three types of virtual )opulation an'Alysis (VPA), eoded here VPA 
1, 11 and II. 

'P\ I estinlates standing stock (in liullnhers) and fishing mortalities by time intervtls (month, 
quarter, year, etc.). ViA 11 is LIsett to estilate Standling stock (in lm i)ers) and fishing mortality hy
length clai;. in a st ock with stable age distribution, as can he simulated by coiniining data for several 
years. VIPA ill tIrovides estimates of standing stock ant! fishing mortality by mouth ainti b)' length,
which is achieved hy -slicing" (pseudo-) cohorts through the catch-at-lelngth data by m-eais of a set 
of growth paramiters. This approach assumes that little exchange occurs helv etu the monthly
'cohor'!s, which alpplies mailnly in short-lived animalk such as anchovies or ptriaid shrimps, for 
which the VIA Ill rloutine has been specifically designed. 

lIE ,'AN IV iV a prograni which, pr()vided that gear selection is known (i.e., that prtihahilities
Of Cal)t iVby0N 11h c'lass are availa)lte), can be used to (st inate M and pro)abiilities of recrtitmnllt 
by length class l mi catch sall lehIs representlvwe ()f an ixpldoite'd p)pulation. 

Tal)e I gives a sUinliairY !t liet necessary 1 1puts and )1" the ottput obtained from tlh, ELEFAN 
pi;gralns. luit hcr dh'tails are, given below. ."\ might be seen from Fig. 3, the overall system depends 

TabIe 1. Ilnptts atnid ot Irpiu s of the IIFIAN system fjr the tnalysis of IengtII-freun c (I /lY) trd 4.atch-at-IeIgth (C/I,) Iata. 

E L IEVIAN pirogram 
Inputl tr 1 I I1 Ill I V 

necessary iipitts l/t L/F I/F, growth parai- I,/F, ni nthly bulk L/F, selection curve, 
eters (excluding catch, M, growth growth parameters
t o ) parameters (ex- (excluding to) 

eluding to,), length
weight relationship 

facultative inputs selection curve to) (a grow ti parain- CI L data coitiiUted 
eter) externally van 

also liv entered 
aind i1sen 

output, giiven files for use with gruwth parameters Total, natural and Iishing mortality a
Total, natural and 

necessary FLE FAN I to (including sea- fishing mortalities, and population fishing mortalities,
inputs IV so nal gro wth) approximate '-iec- size by month recuitment curve. 

ion ct rve, nie-ri and length grou)p. 
length at first 
capture, seasrrnal 
pattern of recrlit
ment initu the 

fishery. 

output, givenr 1,/f"data Cor- - seasonal pattern (f
facultative re'ted furr se- reeruitment with 
inputs icetioun effects absolute tine 

(for use with settle 
ELEFAN I 
oily) 

aELEFAN 11 and IV use diffrnt methods to estimate natural mortality; wit., ELEFAN il, M is estimated from equation (6),
which is built into the jrttiram. it EEFAN IV, M is estimated from tire left, ascending side of a length-converted catch curve 
ani the seiectioi curve folhnwinm. tht)d devised by Munro (1984, and see text). 

critically on the availability of growth parameters (mainly Lo and K of the VBGF) or of length
frequency data from which these parameters can be estimated. The length-frequency type of data, 
On the other hand, while having to he representative of the stock from which they were sampled
need not have been corrected for the ,.ffects of gear selection or incomplete recruitment. This is so 
because it is possible to first obtain preliminary growth parameter estimates from length-frequency
data not corrected for selection effects; then the available L/F data are corrected for such effects 
using ELEFAN 0; then grt)wth parameters are re-estimated from the corrected L/F data (see below 
for an application example). 
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The Conceptual Basis of ELEFAN I 

INTRODUCTION TO ELEFAN 1 

The heart of the ELEFAN system is ELEFAN 1, the program for the estimation of growth
 
parameters from length-frequency data. The first version of ELEFAN I, developed in 1978 by the
 
author with the assistance of H1.Timmermann of Kiel University, consisted of two basic steps:
 

(i) 	 separation of a number of samples into their normally distributed components using the 
NORMSEP program of Abramson (1971), 

(ii) 	 identification of the growth parameters generating the growth curve which minimized the 
sum of the squared ,viations from the means of the coml)onent (list ributions. 

The program "worked". However, it required as input the number of broods (or age groups) 
in each sample, in other words, it required as input the very information which was wanted as an 
output (but see Sparre, Part I, this vol.; Roscnbcrg and Beddington, Part I, this vol.). Methods do 
exist to get, around thi'; problem (e.g., using the EN(RMSEP program of Yong and Skillman (1971) 
or tile method of Battacharya (1967) as interpreted by Pauly and Caddy (1985) to provide pre
liminary estimates of the number of broods in each sample). lowever, ELEFAN I incorporates an 
algorithm which bypasses this step, and which fits the growth curve to peaks defined independently 
of any assumed underlying distribution. 

PRINCIPLES O F FITTINGU GROVFtI CURVt.ES 

The method used in ELEFAN I to identify peaks and troughs in length-frequency histograms is 
a simple highpass filter, i.e., a running average which leads to definition of peaks as those parts of a 
length-frequency distribution that are above the corresponding running average and conversely for 
the trougi s separating peaks (Fig. 4). The running average used in ELEFAN I is taken over five 
classes; analyses of the effect of the number of classes included in the running average on the results 
of ELEFAN I have been conducted only once, by K. Sainsbur.,, CSIRO (pers. comm.), who reported 
that the results are sensitive, but not strongly so, to changes in the number of classes included in the 
running average. 

Fitting of the growth curves is performed by ELEFAN I through the following steps: 
- calculate the maximum sum of points "available" in a (set of) length-frequency sample(s) 

(see Fig. 4c) I"available points" refers here to points which can possibly he "accumulated" 
by one single growth curve; see below j. This sum is termed "available sum of peaks" (ASP), 

- "trace" through the (set of) length-frequency sample(s) sequentially arranged in time, for 
any arbitrary "seed" input of L. and K, a series of growth curves started from the base of 
each of the peaks, and projected backward and forward in time to meet all other samples of 
the sample set and/or the same sample repeated again and again, 

- accumulate the "points" obtained by each growth curve when passing through peaks (posi
tive points) or through the troughs separating peaks (negative points) (see Fig. 4b and 4c), 

- select the curve which, by passing through most peaks and avoiding most troughs best 
"explains" the peaks in the (set of) sample(s) and therefore accumulates the largest number 
of points. This new sum is called "explained sum of peaks" (ESP). 

- decrement or increment the "seeded" values of L. and K until tile ratio ESP/ASP reaches a 
maximum, and gives the growth parameters corresponding to this optimum ratio. 

THE GROWTH MOPEL IN ELEFAN I 

Although ELEFAN I could in principle be used to fit any type of growth curve, e.g., those 
proposed by Gompertz (1825) or Kriiger (1964), only one type of growth curve, albeit a very versa
tile one, was incorporated into ELEFAN I. It is a seasonally oscillating version of the generalized von 
Bertalanffy Growth Function (VBGF) (sensu Pauly 1981) of the form 

http:CURVt.ES
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(' K D-KD (t-to + sin 21,(t -t.))l/D ...1)
L,= Loo (1 -- e 2ir 

where Lt is the predicte-l length at age t 
L. is the asymptotic length, or the mean length tihe fish of a given stock would reach if they 

were to grow forever;
 
K is a growth constant ("stress factor" in Pauly 1981);
 
D is another growth constant ("surface factor" in Pauly 1981);
 

http:numbe(.rs
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C is a factor which expresses the amplitude oft the growth osil lilt ions ( Fig. 5): 
to is the "age" the fish would have had al zer) lengih if they had lhvays grown in the man

ner predicted hy thl eiliration; 
t s sets the heginiiing ,,f sinusoidal grovW h i)s,'illalt ion w ith resp(i to t (1 Pauly and Gas

chUtz 1979 . 
Within ILEl'\,N I, ,qui;d l ( I) isum(d with tw ()(4 lit ()riginal paialitter' replah,'ii y (others; 

thus t is replaced Iy lih(. \inter 1)()ilt I\\). ,lijcih designates tlhe perio()I f lhe y(a, (exprssed as a 
fraction of' a N,,ar) ,vhen gr'm1 h is slove;t . In th. northern henlisl)her,, WPI is ofteln hond in the 
neighhorhood of 0.2. i.e., i lehav. while WI (Ol'en has a value ft0.7 ill the .outhern hemi.siphere. 
The Wint(r 11(011 is related to 1 thro4ugh 

tSf0 ) WI' . . 2) 

pI)lhr;1itIr ()" t t(nt( I ) whiich rtlquires (-)mnlTh ()t11k pI' is t,. The1 significance of th1is 
parani(t(r is ofl",l 01 i.-tiidelit 00(). I11 ma bet (escrihbed simply il5a fatcr tore(,ed it;ilt. a gol'vlh 
curve to i :thsdultligt sith. lngtih-[rt.etlency datl., i, thllselves, e'Ui'r alh;w the estimation 
of to and EIIIA.N I Is no (ect'liun. Within EII.N I ;Ij)iffillletcr called "T()" is used nlternlly 
which fulfills the usual rlith ()!'t! ithi1t ip osit ionin it' grtwi'h curve olng the. tihle axis). Iln early 
versions (tf L VlIAN I tIis ""I %Va-. )litlitl, sutch :is to :lh i to d11-:aW 11awh1ir rw()'th curv-s 
Ie.g., White 19 2). Smlei users havek' d 11i,1, o)l lit kol a i al t), Ihiwever, which resultedinlidl l'sl 
in their gromvth (jtl11 t)l gen' i'tinr g "irrw (i' u " I li -a (ilt;l. "TI)l viil isuIldero-g- fI11he0r Ill 
standiin gs, thee f re, tilnutput (f""T" is low\ > rcs-e, LI I'Mirlulin(, Iiheiti iiuilt instead 
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Fig. 5. tRelationship betweei' the irnpliluth (() (o siisunal growth 
oscillations in fish, Ieti:iwid shrimp ,nld ;quiid iiulOhtiens and the 
summer-winter lcmper;tre difrferiice of I lir h:iitat (in C). The 
data points used here are doeiiint,d in :milv and Ingles (1981), 
Pauly (1982; 19Hga, tauly anl (I;aschiiz t1979) aid [noty et al. 
(1981). Note that values of C )--, I (lo not imply thal h(! animals in 
questi n shrink in the winter lime, lut ratler that they undergo a 
perioid ,f nmo-growth (ste Tlily ano (;asctiitz 1979). 
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into ELEFAN I which computes and outputs length in given months, and thus allows the drawing 
of growth curves. 

The parameter C in equation (1) is dimensionless; when it has a value of zero, equation (1) 
becomes 

-Lt = L , (1 -e K D (t ---to))l/D ... 3) 

that is, the equation takes the form of the generalized VBGF (Pauly 1981) which has only one 
parameter more (D) than the original equation (von Bertalanffy 1938).

Equation (1) is defined such that growth ceases (at WP) only briefly, once a year, when C = 1. 
When 0 < C -< 1, growth oscvillates seasonally, but is never completely halted. When C > 1, growth
oscillates so stongly that th, model predicts in winter a reduction of length. This latter case, it 
may be noted, should rarely happen in reality (as opposed to loss of weight). One paper referring
to teleosts was thus found in which a significant decrease in iength of 0.67 to 1.23% was reported
after starvation (in captivity) for up to seven weeks (Nickelson and Larson 1974) which is unlikely
to happen in nature. In most cases, therefore, values of C > 1 simply sugkest sustained periods of 
nongrowth, such as may occur in cold freshwater habitats. 

Extensive work with ELEFAN I and vith other programs incorporating equation (1) has 
shown that C is generally correlated with the difference between mean monthly summer and winter 
water temperature, that is, with the iange of temperature to which the fish of a given stock are 
exposed (Fig. 5). This rule may help in providing good "seed values" of C for use in ELEFAN I,
although it roust he restated here that C as well as WP and the parameter L. and K of the VBGF are 
outputs of and not inputs for ELEFAN 1. 

The parameter D of equation (1)'on the other hand probably cannot be estimated from length
frequency data and ELEFAN I alone. When D = 1, equation (3) becomes 

- KLt = L, (1 -e (t - to)) ... 4) 

which means that it recluiecs to the "special" VBGF, which is the normal VBGF used in fisheries 
research. 

When D - 1, equation (3), the generalized VBGF is actually a form of the curve proposed by
Richards (1959), used to model the growth of fish and invertebrates by e.g., Mathisen and Olsen 
(1968) and Ebert (1980, 1981). While these authors estimated the fourth parameter (equivalent to 
D) of Richards' curve from size-at-age data, Pauly (1981, 1982) showed that D expresses the growth
of fish gills as related to their body weight and also that D decreases with the maximum size that
they can reach. Rough estimates of 1) can be obtained therefore, from 

=D 3"[1 -- (0.6742 + 0.03574 • log1 0 Wma. ) ]  ... 5) 

where Wma x is the maximum weight (in grams) reached by the fish of a given stock. Equation (5)
is built into ELEFAN I. However, it should be used, along with values of D : 1 only when the 
arguments leading to the generalized VBGF are understood and agreed with (see Pauly 1981).

The earlier version of ELEFAN I required estimated asymptotic length to be larger than the 
largest animal in the set of samples analyzed, or L.x > Lmax. This requirement has been removed 
from more recent versions of the program; some of the consequences are listed in Table 2. 

THE PROBLEM OF MULTIPLE COHORTS 

One question which seems to have caused a great deal of confusion among users of ELEFAN I,
and indeed among fishery biologists generally, is the allegedly "continuous" spawning and recruit
ment of tropical fish and invertebrates. In fact, several colleagues suspect that it is impossible for 
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Table 2. Available options for definition in ELEFAN I of asymptotic length (Lo,) in relation to maximum length
in samples (Lma~ ), with a partial list of consequences (based on pers. obs. and various contributions in this vol.). 

Options Problem(s) solved 	 Problen(:) created 

L. must be > Lm IX "Age" ;and growth rate at I... are Some available empirical equations 
defined and hence VIPA and catch for estimtion of M (e.g., equa. 
curve can be used for all size tion 6) and t,) may produce 
groups; representation of growth biased estimates 
cunce still reasonable (because 
IL_ and K are inversely related) 

L" <- I'max possible L., and K estimates may be less Another set of growth parameters 
hiasd; estimates of NI and t." must be used for length-struc
basvd on empirical equations tured VPA, and catch curve. 
(e.g., equation 6) may be (See also -Jones, Part I, this vol., 
improved and Majkowski et al., Part 1I, 

this vol.) 

any algorithm--including that built into ELEFAN I -to tra : single relialh, growth curve through

the jumble of nodes generated Ny"'c(l tinus SpLawning''. IhIever. (, )nsider the following:
 

(ii continuous spaw ning in the sense ()I' .,pawning with ('onsit!at int ensity throughout the
 
year has never beetn demrstrated for any fish or aqjuatic inverteIrale, iL.,'ases of "con
tintuots" spawning ar. actnally 
cases v. here som females are reported in ripe conditions 
throughou the vear, t r suel egg> call he sampled througlholt the year. The hmlk of the 
fenmales, however, J( spawn within identifiable seasons, even in the tropics (Qasim 1973; 
Weber I97G; 101haines 1978; 1oInghtirst and Pai ly 1987): 

(ii) recruitment can oscillate seasonally even if spawning is contlintious. The oscillating 
transfer function between t hese t N%()Irocesses is also 1- N I S I recruitnt(,n window" 
which o)(11S on'ly (LIrigll certain parts of the year (Sharp 1980; lBaklin (f. al . 1981);

(iii) 	 if I'rc'rtlitmlCIlt inito a lI()ilat ion of fish or inverebVrates were continuous (i.C., (lid not 
osciliate sastnallyI, length-frequen(y sam pes woUld simply not contain pteaks and 
trO)ughs. 

For these reaso ns, lcn gthI-f'r.(l nenCy data obtained fromn fish (r invertebrate stocks (unless they 
are collected with a highly selectve gear) tistially contain modes pertaining to one or two major 
cohorts per year, even when they are sampled front )optilationS in which some females spawn
throughout the year, stich as by following a Ihlunar/tidal periodicity (Johannes 1978). 

When two cohorts occur per yer, ELEFAN I will, if left. to itself, fit a growth curve to the 
more prominent of these two cohorts. The )arameters of a second growth curve can be fitted by
selcting a prom in ent mode belonging to the second cohort, then letting ELEFAN I identify the 
best set of growth parameters for a CUrve forced through the selected mode. 

DEALING WITl (EARt SELECTION 

In simulation experiments constructed with perfect data, it has been observed by users at 
ICLARM and by others (P. Sparre, pers. comm.) that ELEFAN I recovers the growth parameters
used to generate the lenigth-frequency data (see Hampton and Majkowski. Part I, this vol.; Rosen
berg and Beddington, Fart I, this vol.). Real length-freciuency data, however, are obtained from 
populations with tmnknown growth parameters by means of gears that often select for certain sizes, 
a feature which is often aggravated by the migrations and/or schooling habits of the fish themselves. 



There are three approaches by which gear selection prohlems can be addressed in the context
of the ELEFAN system, and .:h of them pertains to a differtnt conm-bination of gear type and 
structure of the length-frequency data as follows: 

(i) 	 length-freqti(ency data (a) collected with gill nets with single me:,h size (or hooks of a 
single gap size), wiose selection curve is not known ainl (I)) colsiS! ig essentially of the 
same Size grout) of fish, with few or no shifts of nmoths throigh limtle. 
Soltion: growth cannot he estimated using ELLFIAN I. 

(ii) 	 hl'n1tl-lr(lUenc'y (laea (a) oItaiiied from catches of a fleet of gill nets ot different mesh 
size or flt)i)m trawl tor purse seines or other similar gears whose selectiou) curxe is not' 
known iii (t) showing a wide variability in the position of modes. 
Solution: preliminary estimates of growth parameters are obtained using ILEFAN 
then, using FEIIAN 11. approximate Probabilities of capture are comJtite( by length 

1; 

for the gerS) LSCd in sampling the available lcngtlh-freqitncy data. These Ilohabilities 
are tLIs(I with 1K EIKFAN 0 to correct the availahle length-frequemncy data for selection 
effect. 1LIIAN I is thiien reapplied to the corrected data to tlitain improved estimates 
of the ',rowth parameter., (se Fig. 3 and third application example below).

(iii) 	 leng-tilh-fl're uenevCy data an11d1 gear aS ill (ii), and selection curves of' gears ava.ilable, as obtained 
from a steciiot txpjteilntit. 
Soll/ion. c-rtt data fo)r stlttt(inn using ;l)(;tiotriait routiiiie ill ELEFAN 0, then apply

LFIFAN I to rotritctt-d data. .Ao, tsilai.ll 	 . , itl I and rec-1triiln('nlt culve using 
EILEFAN IV. 

Certain bhavioral :ind or life-iisttr t'atlr(s (,I* fish and iliveittctra.t es can alISo prevelt length
frequency data s,,ts fron teifig tll ftpv'(reselilat ive of tle p)O)ulal io sa1tle]d . StuCh eattures are
 
emigration fr mi 
 fishing groulIs tOr stlroig !growtlh dimorphisnl, the for'menr leading to overestimation 
of total iltortality aid the latter itt hi:ts(,t growth tarali(t-r estimate.,, ano(ng Other things. It isnecessary, when interpreting ittilts othtained through IlII ,AN I (or any othe, program of the
 
ELEFAN :;ysttim) to 
 consider all knttwn asp(ts ttf a fishery and of the resotires Upon which it
 
rests, Qnd toC)realize thait this all-important step cannot. be replaced by the User's guide, however
 
detailed, of a
Ittcomptiicr program. 

APPLICAT!ONS O1F EILEIAN I 

The ELEVAN I program ias been rather widely disseminated since 1980 and a relatively large
number oft Papers and rtports have been published which relied predominantly or at least partly
on this trgran.'lal, 3 gives details on some of these appications. It will b noted that they cover 
a wide range of animals, from cold temperate to tropical, and from invertebrates to teleost fishes.
With only one exception, those applications have not involved fatal misinterpretation of the pro
gram 	features and outptt, and liae helped their atlthors extract more ot of their dhata than if they
had used classical tal)er-and-peni(il methods. 

This is illustrated in the brief review below of typical applications of the EILEIFAN I program 
as used by this author. 

The first ex amp le presented here pertains to the shrimp Penaeus herathurus and is based on
length-frequnc.y data pultlished by Rodriguez (1c77). As might be seen (Fig. 6), the seasonally
oscillating growth cuWe fitted by EIAEFAN I to the data at hand provides what appears to be a good
fit. In fact, it appears necessary to reemphasize here that stich a curve is derived by ELEFAN I with
out external input as to Pib, age strucIure in the available length-frequency data. 

The second txampte presented here, pertaining to the squid Loligo pealei, features ELEFAN I 
as an alternative to subjet-live pape r-aiid-pencil methods, illustrated in Fig. 7a. The figure demon
strates how such methods can (and Often must!) lead to erroneous interpretations:

(i) 	 the peaks linked by growth ilcrements were selected in subjective fashion (also they were 
not linked by their bases as should be done); 

(ii) 	 seasonal growth oscillations were not considered;
(iii) no test was performed to determine whether the resulting growth increments identified 

led to an acceptable growth curve. 
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aTable 3. Some examples of applications of ELEFAN I as of early 1985.

Species investigated Area Computer system/language Reference 

Molluscs 

Al.hi.,dflort Bahamas TIRS-80 Model I/MIIASIC Berg (pers. eoorn.), 
CTltkia t 'ic s uri TltS-80 Mode! INIBIASIC Berg and Atalo (1984) 
"pearl oyster" Kuwait flewlett-Paekard 9841511111'IIASIC Alniatar et al. (198.1) 

Cnistaceans 

I'S iri,Sl)P. Galapagos Islands ti.a. Reek (1983) 
P . Kuwait lewlett-Packard 984511/11PBASIC Mathews et al. (Part I, 
.\,),' iiwn ll. ",Ji off Cochin, India n.a. this Vol.) 

Silas et al. (198.1) 
'leleo.steais 

.lI'rhtiitliu. n elim,, North Sea P1)P 10/FOIRlTAN V Itolide (1982)~h
I ma~
ltdttl
 

",t ll'o', l[ t
 

Sinii tiJ'un i, Pent P11'I0/FOIRTI.AN V Mendo 119831
 
Fitt,ainiii. ii, Southern Philippines liP 85/87/lHPBASIC White (1982)
 

t. 
 Westeni South Paeific n.it. Brouard et al.I1184) 
KAistsu,io,, p, hm Southerln Philippines 'I'ltS-4O Model III/MIBASIC Tandog (1984) 
'l'iituw albi, w. Western South Pacific n).a. lro iard et al. (198.1) 
7Uiiini. iUlicin. Southern Philippjimtns 111' 8518711P1BASIC White (1982)
 
)'l,r.'n.,r /tni;,;: Central Philiptpines TS-80 Model I, ll/MUxSlC Cabanhan 119841a, 1984b)
 
Stol.,li~ri sipp. Papua New Guinea TRS-80 Model 1, IIIIMIHASIC I)aliell (1983, 1984)
 
l.,'jiiitiin.:, spp. Manila lay, Philippines TIRS-80 Model 1,Ill/MtlASIt Pagdilao (1982)
 
Otolitin ,1. h. Central Philippines T1S-80 Model 1, IIIIMIBASIC Nav.lhtna (1982)
 
Il11.;,a hcl'., I 
 (;jdsiieter and Sousa 
lOccpt,,r.. 1N.,St 
 ( 1983a, 19831) 

arg"1,1",'s Kuwait Ilewlett-i'l kard 98 1511illI'BASIC Morgan (1983, 1985) 

"This table does riot include applications of II.EFAN I by the atithor (st- text); "ttla', refers to "iot available". 
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Fig. 6. Growth of females of tilt ptaeid shrimp P'nacs kerathurisoff Cadiz, Spain, based on length-frequency 
data in Rodriguez (1977) and thi. El EFAN I progeani. The l)arameter esl ma tvs are: L, = 2 1.0 (cm, total length), 
K = 0.5 (ycar- ,C' 0.9. Winte r Point = 0.8; thi est iniated ESP/ASP was 0.1"57. It.is recalled that this growth curve 
v.is e.,tablishetd by I"LEFAN I without any external input as to the age-;tructure of the populhtion or to the telative 
age(s) corresponding to any peak(s). 

Figs. 7h and 7c show an alternative irlterpretation of the same data through ELEFAN I. The 
resulting growth curves have parameters consistent with those of other loliginid squids and the 
seasonal growth oscillations have an amplitude consistent with that of the oscillations of tempera
ture in the Western Gulf of Mexico (see PaulN 1985a). 

The third example pertains to the Peruvian anchoveta Engraulis rintgens (Northern/Central 
stock) and demonstrates the impact of correcting length-frequency data for the effects of gem 
selection on growth parameter estimates, using an iterative approach first, applied to Rastrelliger 
brachysornain Burna (see Pauly and Sann Aung 1984), and illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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Fig, 7. ittr i o le"hngth-freque~ncy d l.ili 'o/w(IIiTwo rt v, tt fI',r I'rcm fth,Weste!rn G(t' of'M exico (original 
lenigIh-I4requlLncV (11t1l roin lixon et ;d. I . a) ()riginau intvil-rltatin (see txt t cof'mm ents), h) Restructured
sarlp!e a truti( ;asd ,(hd,' Imid\Ndata w ,rv, '-reroup 

ls I, with sul)( riniosi(I Lrmoith curves. (Note that original lengh-frequeticyd in~to hirer .size,classe1(,.dhi.I"E 	 . l .n h-ru,(v :n hs-"li
- .,\N I analyN i)
(1118 	 uwre(iI~r~ii izeIus~itinuil t, lii 	 LEI.\N Inis). c) Le1 411- hiujueuicv ' simlels of'1 Ifixoie(t a], 	 (1 TS] ),with su)eriml)ose( growth curvs as iltinil.d using EILEiAN I (s , text l'r coif htls). 

In a first pass, initial estimates of L. and K ohtained from the analysis of several sets of
length-freq uNC.y' data werc averaged a1nd used, along with length-frequency data from the two 
months of each year from 1953 to 1982 with the smallest fishes (i.e., the month at which recruits 
enter the stock) to dierive a length- converted catch curve (Fig. 81)). A selection curve was then 
derived (Fig. 8c) whith provi(e( Ihe pro babilities of (calnitre by means of which the original length
frequency data (here O(' o her 1963 to Septem her 1964 were criected). Figs. 8a and 80 show the
restructurel samtles foiir thi, unwo rrected and (orre(ted data, resp ectively. As might be seen from 	Fig.
80, the peaks related totliet smaller fish here shifted Cow ward Isug,gesting a more rta.id growth 
(i.e., 	higher K) than would have bte(u inferred from Fig. 8a . 

,Ottier applications of the EILEFAN I progrin to peiaeid shrl-imps and I'hilippine and Indonesiai, teleost s are nsentd in t al. (1.984), I gles and Pauly (198,1 )and Dwilonggo et al. 
(198;7). 

Ote important method(ological es.,It of these Vari()us app lication s is the identification of a
flaw itthe original ve'rsion of EIE'IFAN I, whi:ch (c(,unted I eaks (everyti(, th(y were "hit" by a 
grow h curve, although each peakl, represen t ing one agI group, ought to he hit, only once by a 
weil-litting growth curve. 

IJ'his flaw has now been corrected (see Pauly 1985h) and the points in a given run of positive
value,, are counted on(ce only when they are "hit'", which completely eliminates the "drifting" of 
seeded K values towards unrealistically low values discussed in Pauly et 0l. (1980). 
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ELEFAN II 

INTRODU'TION TI()111I, 'l"AN 11 

ILI .FAN 11 k a collection of routiiws which (an he used, following the appllic'ation of ELEFAN 
I t) a given (lat mi11. to w)Ntrahl estiates oft otal, natural and fishing mortalities, information on the 
seaso nality of oricrtitient in( (Ionptohahilitics of capture by length without catch data being aL'ail
able or slt'ltni (,.'tporimiclts hia-iug hecii cotdic t. The ])rogram thus differs from ELEFAN III 
an( IV ill that it r(,qlire-s no inputs other than growth parai-eter estimates and length-frequency
 
d at a.
 

IIE2N(1Ttt.CN VI1:t(TI,1(;CATCHII CUtRVES 

Jot al mortality in EI,EI \N I1 is oWtained via a length-converted catch curve, as described in
 
Pauly 198()a, 1.982, 
 1983a, 1983h, 198 a, 198,b). Inportant here is that, conceptually, catch
 
Curves hased(I on h111h Iiata are actually older than catch cuVes anhas age composition data,
d on 
with 	crude first esi inctes of iniortality being olained Ih.';' 1198), I ilie (1918) and Baranov 
(1918). Sulb<qtint work has shown, however, that these early htlohn-Laseil ('at ch 'u:'ves were often 
Ibiased and silice thit(,estltioltn )f / iXron) 'at('lh curves has heen based altmost exelsively on age-
struCtoi''ti Ca.t (li c'tll'VeS liVIew in R icker 1975,. 

Only r' 1)',l, have ltitllgtl-hasd catch clrve's I}ll proj0s d l hiCh piovic' Unliased estimates 
of' Z (IPattlI .198);i: (i llad 1988). Th'se "l('tngth-'oinvrted catch curves" have been shown to be 
filltm versatile than ;l't'-sl'uct catch ru'lves, allowing for example, inferences to be drawn on"ore rti 

the select ion prn'ess ofr th(, Vea' used for sallpling (lauly 198-1a, 198.b and soe blow) or, when
 
used in ('()njt)('! ion with sel('tin (curves, the eSti mation of NI f'iom 
 length samrples (Munro 1984
 
and see below).
 

It is plhaisized that 
 the datak usedI f,.,r {'at~h c've estinates of Z must be representative of an
 
equiiiriutii, or stlahld,-at,1 listribution. 'his pr)blhm, which was reviewed in great detail by Ricker
 
(1975) in ()nnju tion with iage-structuretl cLCatch ('ulves. also occur's with length-converted 
 catch 
curveS, i04, thWe Sali (h's useI t 1 ('0llStUi0c the Cateb Curve mtlist reflc average conditions curing
which recruitlen t has varied little Oir randomly such that total mortality can he c{onsidered constant 
(see lianfptoi) and Nlajkowski. Part I this vol.),. 

One oivi tus way to( silulate average conditions for construction of a length-converted catch 
curve is to pool lngth -frqn clV data from a lo nger period (If time to smooth out recruitment 
Pulses, lI Infrtunattv, guictelines on the size of length-frequency samples suitable for the estimation
of vital statistics are' no)t presently available, although some rules of thumb have been suggested (see
Munro 1982, Table 1 and floe nig et al., Part I1, this vol.)' Research on this topic has been initiated by 
a nutim her of aouthors and resIuts should soon appear ill the literature. For the tine being, a routine 
has been incorlporatpd into t1I2 FAN II which weights the samptles by the square root of their size 
prior to moin ing Ithem in a single sample for construction of the catch curve. This routine sug
gested by HI. lassen (fors. comm.) is based on (a) the need to use all the information incorporated
in a give set of length-frequency samples (very small samples are not discarded as Must be done 
with ELEFAN 1) and (b) the fact that the stadicard error of means (i.e., of the mean lengths of 
fish in the various broods is pi'oportional to the square root of the numbher of fish used in the 
computation. 

Obviously, schentes of sample weighting other than the dynamic range coiM)ression used here 
are feasible; two other a)proaches 'ire incorporated in the ELEFAN system: 

(i) 	 when catch-at-length data are available (rather than only length-frequency data), a single
'samnple" cat) be obtained by simply adding up the catches by length class. A routine 
provided in ELEFAN Ill (see below) can be used for such purpose;

(ii) 	 when sampling in certain pediods is less intensive than in others, an adjustment can be 
conceived, as suggested by J.L. M ano (pers. comm.), such that those samples represent
ing a longer period are given ,t larger weight than those obtained from periods represented 

http:IIE2N(1Ttt.CN


by many samples. Such an adjustnemt van he made using the alpropriat routine in 
ELFFAN IV,where the termpol wveighting iHctois'" are simply the distance (in time 
ull: .! t i and the nearest pioc(,de,; r su('c(eds it.w.en a given samhple sample that 

The raniifca! iw):s of these various schemes to sinmlate equ ilibrium conditions have not been 
studied fully. Users of the ELFAN system are invited to perform co)arat ive studies of" these and 
any other methods that night sem appropriate. 

ESTIMATES O1"M,F AN) E 

That the naturai mortality (M)0" fish and presumnably also of invertebrates has a strong rela
tionship with their growt h paramet ers has been known at least sinv( the landmark paper of Bever
ton and Holt (1959). Many fish(,ries biologists have used their empirical relationships to obtain 
preliminary estimates of NI in cases here other alproii(hes coul not be used. 

l'auly (1 980I) extnied the list of variables whieh can be used to predict.M by showing that 
after acc)unting fAr the aurtial correlatio n bet ween NI and I, en on, hand, and NI and IKon the 
other, M was st.rongly correlated with mean environmental teinlerliture. 'Tlhese interrelationships 
were then expresse(l in the form of a multiple re(ressionliwhie"i has the form 

log,( M - 0.0066 --0.279 logl 0 Q, + (4.65.1 log() K 1 (0..163.1 log,,, T ...6) 

and which (an be iisul to ohtain preliminary estimates of I, giv(n L,, total leegitIi, in (cm),'T=Inean 
environm~iental temperature (in (') and K (expressed, as is d;ne throughout the lILEFAN system, 
on an annual basis). Equation (6) is huilt into ELEFAN II. Readers interested in details of thederivation and of the aplm)pdat, use of this ,quatim should con;ult (1980h) and GullandOhy 


(1984), respect lvi.y. 
Once Z has been estinated fr(inia catch curve and MNfrom equation (G), prelirninary estimates 

of F can be estimaed by subtract ion, i.e., I, Z -- M. while is (stiniatedle ('.\plo)itat ion rate (E"1) 
from E = I/Z. This information is su fficint, given an estimate (f mean size at first cal)tu (Q. see, 
below) to perform a yield-per-r(cruit analysis using thbe methoda of Bev(eton atlid Holt (1966). 

Alternatively, it' it is a;cet; ted that the optimum vawc oif F in a given exhploitvd stock (Fot) 
is about equal to NI ((ulland 1971 ),we also have 

''l - 0) ' P l"(Tt + M) . . .7) 

Thus, using ELEI"..AN II as a follow-up to E1LEFAN I, it is in princ'lec possible to asses.s iheti'eror 
not a iock is =t'crlishei, based solely on length-frequency data Obtained froi ihat stock. 

It inust he ,mnphasized that this is so only in principle. In reality, the estimates of Z will be 
biased one way o the Other by the sampling gear and by the behavior of the animals sampled. Also, 
the est imated value of NI w'ill be an overestimate or underestimate of the real rate of natural mortal
ity prevailing in the specific stock under investigation (see Gulland 1984). Finally, equation (7) may 
not apply (as sug;es ted by Francis 1974: Caddy and Csirke 1983: Beddington and Cooke 1983). 
Still, the principle holds, and may serve as a rationale for attempts to improve the quality of a 
length-hased system, including data collection. 

ESTIMATION 0F PROBABIILITIES OF CAPTURE 

The estimation of probabilities of capture from the ascending, left arm of' length-converted 
catch curves goes back to an approach developed in 1981 (see Pauly et al. 1984) and to !Ipaper by 
Munro (198.4) in which this approach was put on a more rigorous footing. Essentially, the method 
(see Fig. 9) consists of extrapolating the right,, descending left side of a catch curve such that fish 
that "ought' to have been caught, (had it not been for th effect of imomplee selection and/or 
recruitment,) are added to the curve, with the rtio of those "exlpected" numl;ers to those that are 
actually caught being used to estimate piobabilities of capture (F ig. 10). This approach, which is 
related to work done by Jensen (1982) and Hoydal et al. (1982), has ben found (Anon. 1982) to 
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F'i. 9. Sehmi rntatil of metho deri,,eIprohahilities of capture from 

the hleft, ascvlndin : 1 of ai he thl- mlmverted catch Curve. PI identifies the first 
point frtmi which tin the probIalbility of capture is I, and helen the points to its-
right ind side which can he used fir coillptat ion of Z. Point "P'" represents 
the first point (wheln goin4 from right to left) wher theiprobability of capture 
is (): Ile lmorlIIalily ctOrresjOIldilwp to this point is IM, hy defh iton. With M at 
P., and Z af 1 , il erliudialo, ijoritalities can be interpohl;ted, and p)opulation
sizes retoil st ructtel v hac]ward 1.5traptdai Wi, startilig fromn point PI Thepr-Chalbilites (, c:111lttre c~uompild1'111th1, as the(ratios elwe.elltln11lers Caught 

ml iters .xantd 	 n vt, e(ted. Whoii Z NI, Ilie fletlo . (thvit sly reqluires no inter
poki+otioi ()f Inim'tliths auid i cI.ward pioflettilil is donl e via the catch cIIIrve itself.
The Iltetiod Ilsu Ilthws I'm" llnoIilit v tt bewhigelr ill small thitll ill argve animals; 
in this case, hbm ever, th, vale 44 NI used is A"Z. 

provide reasonable estimates of mean sizt at first caiture ( L, ). Thus, it has the potential of making
(some) mesh selection experimen ts superfnLuIOs, especially so when length-frequency data are avail
able that inlude very small fish, i.e., covering the month(s) in which recruitment occur (M. Yahiaoui, 
pers, comnt.). 

RECRUITM ENT PAJTEIRNS 

Since it, is tfi,. pulsed nature of annual recruitment into a population which generates the peaks
and troughs in length-frequency data, the converse also applies that, given a set of length-frequency
data and growth parameters, one should be able to recover the pulsing of annual recruitment. 

A routine which performs this task was incorporated into ELEFAN 11; it produces what are
here called "recruitment patterns", i.e., graphic descriptions of the recruitment process that gene
rated the length-frequency data at hand. 

The approach gives approximate resu Its l)ecause recruitment patterns, while allowving statements 
on the number of recruitment pulses per year and on the relative importance of these pulses when 
compared to each other, are based on two assumptions which will hardly ever he met in reality:

(i) 	 all fish in a given data set grow according to the equation defined by the growth param
eters used; 

(ii) 	 one month oUtt of twelve always has zero recruitment. 
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Fig. 10. Examples of length-converted catch curves and o1 the plots of Ipro!)atilit es ot capture against length derived 
-from them. Above: data on Sardimnolla longwCps, with estimated values of Z,= 5.77 (year ) and L = 13.5 cm; 

below: data on Poinadasys urgyreus with estimated values of Z 2.93 (year ) and L = 8.1 cm (from Ingles ande 
Pauly 19841). 

The first of these two assumptions is common to all r(utines and programs in the ELEFAN system; 
itsvalidity and overall impacts are discussed in lamlpton and Majkowski (Part I, this vol.) and Rosen
berg and Beddington (Part I this vol.). As far as recruitment patterns are concerned, it should have 
relatively little impact on the resllt because the actual computation of these patterns assigns a very 
small role to older, larger fish and a larger role to smaller fish, whose deviations from the growth 
curve typical of the whole population are much smaller than in larger, older fish. 

The second assumption will ipo)habtly never he strictly met, Ie)cauise (a) there may be more 
than one tmonth per year in w Iich n c recruits elnter a stock (especially in temIerate fishes and inver
tebrates) or becattse (I)) some recrtuits may lbe entering a st ock ever month (especially in tropical7 

fishes and inverteItrates). 
Fig. 11. shows the match between a re(rtilent pat tern as olained by neans of ELEFAN II 

and the seasonal pattern of gonad maturity in a stock of Iltilil)ine groul)ers. This and a number of 
application examples (see Pauly and Navaluna 1983 and Fig. 12) suggest that recruitment patterns 
obtained by EIEFAN 11 do contain useful inforrmation, from which legitimate inferences oi the 
dynamics of fish and invertebrate stocks can he drawn. 
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Fig. 11. Above: s, soonaj pij ttrn (,1.spa*,,Inhcp ('tclition in vOnalds tor six-land(d groipir
(Epineph'lus saex'iscciaus, froml Ihe Visa;van Sea, Philippines (data normialized by expressing 
as zero the month with lo)west nritan vonadl stage). BIeo\w recruitment pattern ill the same 
stock of fish. Note overall agroemntyl of shape, S.ugstive of two S)awningl setasolhs and two 
recruitment pulses )wryear. Note however that ahsoltte in ;wale ()I*rerruitment pattern is 
unknown. From Patuly un(] Ingles (1 98 1). 
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Fig. 12. Examples of recruitment patterns, a) lastr,,ligcrhrac'hysonia (;ee also Fig. 9). 5) Stolcphorus zollingeri
(from Pauly and Navaluna 1983). c) Loligo poeah'i (see also Fig. 8). Note in all three cases that annual recruitment 
consists of two pulses, one stronger than the other (see text). 
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ELEFAN III 

INTROI)UCTION TO ELEFAN III 

EILEFAN I11 differs fromn ELEIAN I and 11in that more data are needed to run the program 
than just lengi h-freq uenyC data. The added data which ELAEFAN It!requires are uionthly catch 
data. Also, as is characteristic of most approaches bascd o!) Virtual Po Pul;Ition A nalysis (VPA),itis 
the en tire catch from the whole stock which must he used, not only a part thereof. 

II,EFAN III consists Of four major routines: 
(i) the derivation of catch-at-length data from iatch data amd loigh-frequencyy samples; 
(ii)ordinary (age-structured t \'PA, terTed here VPA I; 
(iii)the V':\version of mes, (1981) hength -ohort analysis, ti ,Ind here VI,\A 11; 
(iv) a routine to derive (pseudo-) cohorts from catlch-at-length data, with sulPse(Luent applica

tion of age-structured VIt \ to these ''ohorts"; this approach is termed VI'A 111. 
The discussion below is limited Itothe principles Iehind these various routines a1dI the reasons they 
were incorporated into EILEIAN 111; further details m ILE'"AN ill are given in Morgan and Pauly, 
Part 11, thi,,,vol.). 

VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS (VPA 1)
 

The principle behind VP1.\ hinges around the ('o(ncept of the "cohort ",i.e., agroup of fish or 
invertebrates born or hatched an(l recruited at more or less the same time and sharing throughout 
their lives acom mon pattern of exploitation hy their predators and ; fishery. 

Inmust applications of V\PA, the "'exploitation" by predators iscxpressed by a single vale of 
the rate of natural murtalitV NI, which is assumed to apply throughout most of the life of the cohort 
(i.e., from the time the animals inthe cohort are recruited to the time the cohort isdecimated). 

VPA,then, isa method to recoJnstruct a cohort (that is,to estimate the number of animals 
that were lresent inea'h age group or cohort) by using a value of M and the catch by the fishery in 
terms of nuIlr)ers of each gro1u1)inthe cohort. The cohort isalways recons ructe(I backward intime, 
starting with the last caught animals of a cohort (the "terminal catch"), which isused to obtain an 
approximation of the "terminal po)ulat ion- using aguessed value of the "terminal fishing mortal
ity" exert ed upon the "'terminalpopulation". Then,successive estimates of the population sizes 
are ohtained for each age grou) iy "adding" the catch of the fishery to a previous estimate of popI
lation size, to which the number of fish caught by predators has also been "added". 

The method,which was formulated by G ulland (1965) has been reviewed by Pope (1972),
 
Mesnil (1980)and Pauly (198.1a). Itisincorporated inELEFAN Ill as VPA Ito allow users of the
 
ELEF AN system to acquaint themselves with VPA inits original form and to perform age-structured
 
VPAs whenever the data for such analyses are available.
 

VPA I 

Catch-at-length data differ from catch-at-age data (such as used in age-structured VPA or VPA 
I) in that they do not pertain-nor can readily be made to pertain-to a given cohort as defined 
above. 

Still, versions of VPA can be run with catch-at-length data. Two veiy different versions of VPA 
are incorporited in EIEFAN Ill which use catch-aL-length data. The first of these (VPA II) is con
cetved such that while itis not mant to help in reconstructing any given cohort, it can, given catch 
data covering the life span of several cohorts, reconstruct an average cohort. Thus,the results of 
VPA IIare not structured intime; instead the population size and fishing mortalities which are 
typical outputs of VPAs are related to sizes (Table -1). These results, therefore cannot be used to 
manage a fishery inreal time, nor to study temporal fluctuations of recruitment. 
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Table 1. Facsimile of printout of VPA If results obtained with the "Compleat IE'IEFAN" package. Data refer to
West African hake .1rluc'ius merhuccius (see Morgan and Pauly. Part I!.this vol.) for details on program used, anid 
source of hake data. 

VPA II results for ME,RSEN78
 

LENGTH CLA 5' CATCHES POPIU LATI ON F. MORtALI TY 
cm ) ( 1/year) 

3 .00- 7 00 46.00 92.00 0.28U0 
75 - 0 16.0,.116 1L.7 0 
69. 75. 01-1 96.00 304.23 0.4305
 
63.X 6U. .)1 181.00 5HA U.4432 
57. G- h i:Ui 228.00 1017.75 00336,4 
51 00- h7 1H 322 .00 1626. 4H 0. 3140 
45.00- 51,0H 65:3.00 2/14.9U 0.4193 
39 .DH- 45 . i1 171 00 5315 4 0. 700 
3 uo- 39. 00i 2359 .OU U500.45 0.6395 
2700- 33 u :38 829. 00 155:-9. 0.5259 
2100- 27. 00 8134.00 ASS6 .11 0 6931 
15.00- 21 . Oh 25227.00 58282.88 1.1.58 

.00- 15 .00 14463. 08 62681 .77 0 407H 
3.O-- 9 -j[0 1823.AO 96629.48 0.0421 

Total catch 59908 N'tural mort..: 0.280 K 0.100 
Mean E 0.620 Term. F. mort.: 0.280 Loo 130 Cm 
Mean F 0.457 

VPA III 

VPA III was devised to combine the advPUtages of both VI'A I and I1,to allow catch-at-length
data as input dala and still to( run an "age''-structured VPA, thus obtaining results that are stru,
tured both insize, and in l ime i Fig. 13). This was achieved by assuming th:at all fish in the popula
tion under invst ial in h)Ve th, same growl h parameters, as is also assunmd in the other ELEF..SN 
programs. 'I'li effects f1his asstiunption on the witlin-year estimates of reCruitnt variability 
havt not boon sluti l in d(lail. Exercises with the method suggest, however, that the VPA Ill 
roitine i f I, FAN Ill generates monthly est imates of rerriit menit that are strong]",autocorrelated 
see also Mendelswhn aiod Nhendo 19)87) and wbhich probaly underestimate true within-year recruit

monnt variability. 

ELEFAN IV 

HilE' ESTIMATiON OF M 

The ELEFAN IV program shares with ELEFAN Ill the feature of requiring more information 
than just length-frequency data. -lowever, rathcr than requiring catch data, ELEFAN IV requires
selection curves, that is, prohabilities of capture by length with the gear used to obtain the awilable 
samples and of the commercial gear exploiting the stock under consideration (the two gears may he 
the same, in which case only one selection curve is req uired). Given these, and a set of length-fre
quency data covering a period of at least one year, ELEF-AN IV can )eused to estimat M and its
standard error based on the method of Munro (198.I) and also can be used to estimate probal)ilities
of recruitment (by length) when recruitment overlaps with the selection range.

The basic idea behind this approach is illustrated in Fig. 14, which is based on co:,structed 
length data such as would be produced by a gill net fishery. 

http:96629.48
http:58282.88
http:25227.00
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Fig. 1.1.Left: length-converte d tcllh curv(. forfishes vxploited by a single size of gill lnet in which the values of Rm 
(number calhQl/1)rolal)ilityt f cy.p)t ure) are pl)htt td a'ainst rlattiv e ag,, and where the cIhange of slope is due to mesh 
selectivity. Rlight: plot (ofZ i (otwel succe-ssive lenglth groups) against p-obability of Cap)tttr4 Pi at the median 
between successive lenti l'rolps. 'CIte intvevpt provides an (stimate of M. (Both IigurTs talen flro1m MuNro 1984). 

The values of NI estimated via ELEFAN IV differ from those obtained through ELEFAN II in 
that the former are estimated from the length-frequency data at hand, rather than from a built-in 
empirical equation. Therefore, it should he possible using ELEFAN IV to estimate values of M in 
different years, e.g., to follow the effects of predator removal on the natural mortality of a given 
stock of fish. 
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Users of ELEFAN IV will notice that this program differs also from ELEFAN II in being able 
to handle data that have heen obtained using very selective gears, such as gill nets and hooks. 

PRESENT PROBLIEMS OF APPLICABILITY 

Two probleis must he nentior;ed which occur in conjunction with I.ALt FAN IV as it presently 
stands: 

(i) thet nethod appears very sensitive to random variability in the ength-frequency data 
us, (Iand reasonahle <tJinates of NI will generally be derived only from data that have 
been 0hlaind thro'ugh a ri-orous, well-p lanne sampling design; 

(ih) because of'(i) ald h iLtLC01st e i(lea behind ElEIFAN IV has been presunt ed only recently
(inmilid-198-1 ),no cIlta set has been fountd in the literature, which -o 1(he used to illus
trate the method, which terefore riees on a constructed example. It is therefore not 
certain that the approach inoolenented in ELEF\AN IV will find vide alpplicability. 

Discussion 

The ELEIFAN a,ck'kage of programs was developed to replace the suite of highly subjective
"paper-and-pencil" n.A hods which have been applied to length-frequency data since 1891. 

Several, highly sophisti cated alternatives to the EILEI PAN package already exist (Sparre, Part 1,
this Vol.; Pope, and Yang, Ilart I, this vol.) or at, )iesently heing developed, and some may turn out 
to he mo1ore n or, imore nt1)ir( rig'('rois than the EE'LFAN progranis (see Rosenberg andIial ()ltst and 

Beddington, lart 1, this vol.).
 

Such i)_ograins, in or-der to e)(co,(10 as sIselI d vidcspread as th I ElLEFAN package, will
 
require, howevetr, the following features:
 

0) they shoul run (e.g., in BA S( ) tn a widesp remd r-an(l of icreomputer;
on 
(ii) their logic sh)l!(i h( l('CS:itl(t tttisers witlnoit actvantced degrees in mathematics and 

statist ics; 
(iii) they shotld a(oiiil(1alte .l)e iftic feaiures of b)oth tempe1trate and tropical fishes and 

aquitatic in vert ehtrates, ie.t,
 
- seast)nallv oscillatin, grwth
 
- one or tI rt, t
rlItlen, .ulises per year;

(iv) 	 they should noi, req uire more than easy-t-obtain (lata such as length-frequency data 
with possibly sonic age or tagging data inccloded (see below); particularly they should not 
reCluire data to be weighted by C.I.U.E.; 

(v) 	 they should accom imodate data on incompletely selected and/or incompietely recruited 
anlim als. 

One method which fulfills all these criteria and hence goes heyond the ELEFAN I program is that 
developed by Morgan (Part 1, this vol.). There, the ELEFAN I approach is combined with an ap
proach for the incorporation of age and/or tagging data such that a single set of growth parameters 
is estimated through simultaneous analysis of tile combined length/age/tag returns data sets (or any
paired -ombination thereof). It is probably approaches of this type, optimally using a variety of 
inputs, which will prevail in the future, since they would allow combining the wide availability of 
length-frequency data with the greater precision that can be obtained from age data. 

Postscript: since this vas written (in late 1984), numerous improvements of the ELEFAN approach
many of them based on inputs received from part:ipants of this conference-were incorporated
into ELEFAN I to IV. Only a few of these are discussed in this paper, which thus remains 
largely as ori,:n'ally presented; see Morgan and P)auly (Part l1, this vol.) for a discussion of 
programs incorporating these changes and improvements. 
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Abstract 

When recruitment is periodic, average length in samples is smallest in the month of recruitment 
and largest in the month just before recruitment. The change in average length during a year is a function 
of growth and mortality parameters, which can be estimated by an iterative nonlinear regression tech
nique, using average length as the dependent variable and time since recruitment as the independent
variable. The model presented here uses a constant rate of mortality and the Richards function to model 
growth. Four parameters can be estimated: Z, the mortality coefficient; K, the growth constant; Lo, 
asymptotic length;and n, the shape parameter. 

Two applications of the method are presented. A simulation demonstrates that parameters used 
to generate size distributions can be recovered by the iterative technique. )ata for flathead sole (Hipto
glossoides classodon) show both the sensitivity of the iterative technique to starting values for param
eters and the effect of changing the shape parameter, n, on the improvement of the residual sums of 
squares. 

Introduction 

Size structure of a population is a record of its recent past history. A size-frequency distribu
tion contains information on individual growth, mortality, recruitment, and within- and between
year variation of these attributes. Previously it was shown that if average length is determined twice 
a year then, given certain constraints, it is possible to estimate two unknown parameters such as K, 
the growth constant of the von Bertaianffy equation, and Z, the mortality coefficient (Ebert 1973). 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend this system of two equations and two unknowns to 
one in which there are more measurements of average size than unknown parameters to estimate. 
This is a least-squares problem and not only parameters but also standard deviations for the param
eters can be estimated. This note also generalizes the growth equation so that. the Richards function 
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(Richards 1959; Ebert 1980) can be used. The RiChards function also is known as the generalized 
von Bertalanffy equation (Pienaar and Thompson 1973; Pauly 1981). 

Method,; 

The average length of individuals in a popuhltioll at time t after annual recruitment is 

Tt = T Nilt~./ I Z i.. = = 
i 0 i o 

in which N i is the inmber and It iS t he hlgth 01 inldiviltals ill the ith aige class. lhe value of t is 
the time since reCrUitlin ent and is expressed as a frac iol of on e year. Using t as a fraction of one 
year is a correction of"the maillner in which t. was p;eviously , aind incorrectly, Calculated; namely, by 
dividing nonths I y 1.] so t - I at the lo nth just bvel'ore 'tcTnitn elt (Vlbert 1973). 

BcNause lellit i'e hlnl)ers rather than al)sOlute densi it ie', are used, the index "i" for nuimlbers of 
individuals, N, does not haVe to 1e adjusted by tine' sine anal recruitment. 

'l hbe by stliealIh g(rowthNumber, N, and hlingth, I can replaced nmrtality anld functions: 

N i - N ()e I i .. 2) 

114i = , 1 - (t + i)) - n . 3) 

where 

1)= (L+ ( / )_LR (- n)/ o -1 ) 

Size at recruitment is defined as LH and is the mean of the first mode in the size distribution 
that was gathered on the date assigned t=O, which usually is the Sv1h)le with the lowest mean. The 
mean of the first mode can he determined by eye or, more rigorously, the technique proposed by 
Macdonald and Pitcher (1979) or others. 

Combining equations (2) and (3) leads to 

zTt = L. (1 - e ) - e-Zi(1 - be--K(t+ I )) - -n 4) 
i= 0
 

When n, the shape parameter of the Richards function, is equal to -1, that is, when the growth 
function is assumed to be of the von Bertalanffy type, equation (4) is further simplified by making 
use of the convergence of a series of partial stuns with negative exponents: 

L,,t =(1 - 1(eZ - 1) (et((t t))/(eK+Z) 1) .. 5) 

Frequently, average length of individuals is estimated several times during a year and some
times several years of data are available. If annual recruitnent is confined to a short period of time, 
such as one month, if growth can be described by the Richards function and mortality by a simple 
exponentiai, and if tile population has a seasonally stationary age (and size) distribuuion (that is, 
r=0, neither growing nor declining), then the l)arameters Z, K, L, , and n can be estimated by a 
least-squares technique. 

Equation (4) is not, reducible to linear form. Damm (Part 1, this vol.) has linearized a form of 
equation (5) and has used an iterative technique to estimate K and L,. 
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There is a stan(lard nonlinear approach that can be used to estimate parameters in equations 
(4) and (5). Average size is selected as the dependent variable and time since annual recruitment is 
the independent variable, that is: 

I = f(t, Z, K, ,1 , n) . . . 6) 

Penn ingto n (I 9G5), .ennrich (1981 ) and R alsto n ( 198 ) were followed in developing the 
program for iterative estimation of paraneters and standard deviations. 

Initial gleSSes in sI bo ImaIo for each parameter. These are btt estimates plus some unknown 
errors, Ei • 

Zi + Z ... 7) 

K. + E,, -K . . .8) 
i + E1'. 1" =L, . . . 9) 

n + 1 1 =:n . . . 10) 

equation (6) can then be rewritten: 

It = f(t, Z i + E I, K i + E", l, i + E3, ni + E .I) .. 11) 

which can be expanded by Taylor's formula: 

t = f(t, Zi, Ki, Loj, ni) + E, 3f/Z + E,.)f/oK + E:3 f/aLo+ E4 6f/3n . . . 12) 

Using initial estimates of parameters, residuals ( 1 i-f(tZ K,Li,n )) and partials are calculated 
for each data pair, ( li, t. ). A matrix, F, is constructed that contains the partials for each data value,
t : 

- f(t I . ) Z )fit 1 . .) K fil(tI . .. )/f ' ; (t 1 . .)i 

ia (t 2 . . )/; z of ( t,, . . . . )/ bK i)f( t ,2 . . . )f (ot.) . . . )/ 

F = o tf(ti . . . )/ Z i)f(t ji. . . ) / a)K 3 (tj . . . ) )L oo f(t j . . . )/ (' ) n. . 1 ) 

a f(tN . .. )/) Z U f(tN ... )/i)K ;f(t N . . . )/)o )f(t . ) nN 

If F is the transpose cf F, e is the vector with errors (El) and r i, a vector with residuals, then: 

=Fe Fr ... 14) 
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Multiplying F by its transpose, F creates a inatrix, A, which is tIh sum of cross produocts of the 
partials antd is a matrix of'the same order as there are tiknowi errors, Ei.With Fr -b, th,, matrixeq1uat ion: 

.. h .. 15) 

provides a sysilei of 'qtai ions that can ie solved f'or the E.terms of tihe vector e.Matrix inversion 
of A and niiiltipiicali ot hy I) woO tised to obtain terms in the vector e, which are used to improve 
the estimiates of Zi, l\i,I .iland ni
 

K I Fi1' K . .. 17) 

I ,- i . . .18 ) 

i4111 + ni . . .19) 

The nwv v,'kles ()1' K if , a' ni4 I/Zi4 1 nd are used to calculatt iiew inltils acad residuals and the 
proce(dire tomr 1d rs, HI E tlt] isiepe' edtttlht lig i(rri E,, I 


As tltir(}i, t\ ( k 
 l {}r ll' S l)rm)coliiie 

gram han, rlililh :it-mn(i. il'i'rt'.v Im)ill. Tli poit vhlere all eror terms vere less Ian or
 
eqial to 0.0001 Cxxs litre is i suNit;lhh 


%i IS}l1 t it, (qrl Simalle'r 01111 smaller ald the pro-

1'10i1V level of, convergenlce.
 
Tile, I t li (41 >ti '* SS,us 'i ] edI hy so 
 l 


iterat ion. T w lli oui tt;ll'*.\l . hoJmt (MlS"i (d'fVIhiPi n(1 ILtlill to ihe nt1.1ber nif daila valties, N,
 

ntl ins ing lie Sltiareld residluals frlll thelfinal 
c 


M il inti iS) ' S thi Ire M '
diit :liiil(,l ,Dh at iliMaiC{. 

.lS ,'-;t\( II . ..20) 

AsYmi )to'ic stainlard (,viai ions 01'I'alrIters arP estimated from the MS and the inverted 
reie
matrix of cr(oss produc ts, A'. which has (ia l I .O , a,:I ,I ' ."l" ni 

Sli 'a-iI S1 . . .21) 

'hI'l ter r{g'ili oolCC01 I ) rIl the nonlineIr regr(rssion is xviit ten in I3ASIC for a 6502
based llicrocomute)lr (Apleh 11+). A listinlg ald lser's instructions for the program are included in 
Morgan and Paiuly (Part 11,this vol.); hovever, iny nonlin("ar regression technique could be used. 
Other l)rograns inltule tie,S IMIP1AX method programmed for APIPLE II inicrocomlltiters by
Schnute (1982) or, on a main frame contulitr, BIMDPA R or BIMDP3R (Dixon 1981). 

Results 

Two exaln)lphs are uisodC to illustrat how piU'amete(rs are est inated by o nliniiear regression
with eltliatiOIns (1)ad (5). The examles show the manl"er in which data are handled and also 
illustrate certain irobIlems with the llethod. 

Example I. 

A simulation to generate size distributiions at various times followving re r!uitlinent Was used. 
The growth parameters xxere n = --1,K = 0.32, lc,, = 10.0 and LU = 0.05. The mortality coefficient,
Z,was 0.8. A size-age relationship was generated using time since recruitment, t = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7,
0.9 and 1.0, that is, the Richards fInctio n was Used t{( calCUlate average length for each age class, 
It+O, It+1, etc. A standard deviation was selected for each age class l1 iequal to 0 1(it+i). Points. on normal curves with means of It+iwere calculated at intervals of 0,1 and areas estimated by the 
trale:Coidal rule. Each area for alnlage class was reduieNl usingt Z = 0.8 and eqtation (2).One hundred 



atg( classts were used ill a simulat ioni :11d all n11mlal ciu,,es. xt' re,added loget her anti IlIel, adjustvd 
'tO qualI 100('. ''his is tI t 'I d Ci(,,Ised [tt)10'i0t.si. (F lh0-1 1981 1antI tw() si I ;ita size (IItriLuI it)i.h

.1c shlowl ill that rel'erriwe. 'Ta.I 1 hmv)s Illc ;lvel':po( ,izt, of ;111 illividl., ill the p()pul;1timl at 

ihir /
Tk i l l e 2 s h o w .- t h e :-, ll . ) ' I l u l i l' r b' '( um ' i Itt) d(l(l): ) : I l I l w i r a s s o 

c iat e(d p a r t u l . v , hi (l 

Various tillt s ilk rt.illow.) lt 

c h ;1n', p~r c s ( tt ; ',- :tn , .\p l 'n: \ . i kl t , 2 , m,-c 'l i <)m .\ , i l w 1,'u1 ; 1 vad lt w :;: 1 1 ( 'h s 

Table I. Simiulaitd avera , ,I. ( ) 1)t;m (11rc ptpultloltlt tttlit\ting rtriuilitltl ;i 1 (1. Gl,'t h paraillt es for 
the {ti'haius fitiol - -I, 100, (. ilk, 111))tally l ZmI':t: I 1, 0.321. tid li ( i (()f l -- (i.i0;standard 
deviaiton !tol" ach age t iaN,. = ().1 (t . 

lin (I) .\%e. it 

0.2 2.372 

0.3 2.612 

0.5 3.070 

0.7 :3.99 

0.9 3.902 

1.0 *l.09.1 

Table 2. Estimation of' growth an(i survival parameters by nonlinear regression using data itt Ta)le 1. Section A 
shows estimation of' all four parameters; section B shows estimation of just three parameters while holdiog Ihe shape 
parameter constant at n -1 .0. 

A. B. 

Solution by Solution by Solution by
equation (I) equat ion (.4) equation (5) 

df = 2 df = 3 df = 3 

Z = 0.8002 0.7993 0.7991 

K 0.3136 0.3195 0.3195 

= 10.1031 10.0071 10.0070 

n = -0.9952 -1.0 (fixed) -1.0 (fixed) 

Residual SS = l 86.94,Ix10- 8 8.3706x 10- " 8.3707x10

- 8 -Mean square (MS) = 3.4722xl0 2.7902x 10 " 2.7902x10- 8 

Standard deviations 

Z = 0.0013 0.0002 0.0002 

K = 0.0093 0.0010 0.0010 

L, 0 = 0.15,15 0.0218 0.0218 

n = 0.0074 n.a. n.a. 

http:tt)10'i0t.si
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t l t l r ' tim' ark w ito 1,tt V;IIL t is i ll in till ilt 1', .I I I' I %tl (ttt',all ti. A l11v a lt'li t Ill,os , st ta ttI -dt~rLis (Idevxia.l lot] ()f' tilhe ili~ tl" Ill ItIi'll,,i tlI;t It )I 01td dl! 'fl'enelt. l l, t call hct f h)Nr N 't ;wci i'tllte I 

r it Ii I w t rrt1 ' i 1l i I t I' ; ; II In irx, l t ; ttl ' r 1% 1, t1 t(1 'i'l'o i ',) ii9 t I '( I li "]ii'm ',) h )f " riI N ,.i!I"I , 

in (tttili inni) ni ltt :1 ',,11i :0it .l iI:I w ith ' 

lIMih.()(l i .1) .1.000 1 

TaI 2,'' ciit m I. hIk .Xt rn -4 1 tjt'I;t nnail t t l. t (,ilt:'t'r while I(tl tIal' liig 

steal ilita' c' i-,lll ilt n 1 . 'I his p I X'()vid(is a c'km ilt'i.p i 0 and is a,
i (4 qttluatiatns (.1 ) anI (5)part'ial tc,:;t ()f' tl t, ,I'IT ,-ct., ,,( t1, tl>s(, ()I' "tillillm~l itoli: ill tilt' 1,1l't i oni)land1 ils tparlials. It is ' ,l that 
thl e,',tli il'l' )iffll v ;11 tlt(, k l t (Itw iliill IplaLck. . It cill" 1wt c'm l(ic hded frl'( l thk that ithe l -()ih nI~k1s 
()I, dheviakl ,l (,fthll i, , i111:0 01,.1*'()ill t , 1 rtltl' ;1!'t,(' rh ill ~ ll, d t+UO- ) tmlidt~l,,i<l thf, s<imlal~ tio)n
 
M'1ill tl l,)lI 
, r-tlh {,r 11 lhti lilt I,1-1-' s' lin tr( Id tli.ed h y. tls<in lli2 l :ll I,ill I1"h(,'l' l{<$ ~ l t( U l 

tin l wlt'tltilIt i I Iand it, I l maI- > k st' .\lp li ix I. 

Example 2. 

J)ita kil t1la t' h'. /)itt",111 ), ( '..soj(Id '/s'ismot (M li \19t',ii ,'i,s iil iiI .. 1 71 1 w itTvioL SI\' 
analyzed (l rt itllo jusit twi( t) size's It)197 ) ;Iva'tl' est imatt' I l trs, Z and K . Tahlh 3l"t t l)ilitl 

-shows a(di it i l d txll:'tt'd Ili'ttii!11ititt ir l t till 'tlfin itd .' i t' Il illl Iati WiTi\'sis.kitilii a gVt'rag
ilt.ngl Il w i attait I ti'ii ti i hgh'ilti ill iI ilt 't Itt11n(1 l itla 'tiatce' (li( )(l ()l tr ami I)t'r m hi'. 

'i lll' (irI \'a iS ' it;11)1 W:11-1'( I t iaM ii it11' lit llwas il t Lit I! s Ill't lli\' l t)t lt ' I I lt t t' 'll N titt her 

Table :1. Ave'ra';i v ,i/.S (/ )I l lim il.l lilll ali a sokht'<h .~, /h? ,,,,,.,.if. i]+ lIromn E+astf'+.+ So(it l , ()1"ca1 Isandi~, 

WashingtlOli, 1962- 19 7 (Hual i rt'ctilisttl t 'dtrotm A+ ppitolix A Iit ihIr' itond Wellings 1971). 'The ave. Vo size'tifitgv-c'lais 0 indlikiduals ill No\ inihtr si. 93,. 1 nmill, ,o ;i ruj'slb;Ol tih, m'+liatt , 
of lIt is 90 miln with No ilbt, -laken 

ats t 0. 

Avv. siev (
Io nt h Time () (1nm) 

Dec 0.083 118.2 

Jan, 0.167 128.3 

Feb 0.250 143.5 

Mar 0.333 143.8 

Apr 0.417 182.4 

May 0.500 157.6 

,Jun 0.583 181.2 

Jul 0.667 181.7 

Aug 0.750 202.6 

Sep 0.833 178.8 

Oct 0.917 202.4 
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and December. Consequent ly , 'Tihle 3 does not have an average size for Novemb)er, =when t, 0, and 
December is assigned a Size ()Iftime of t :- 0.)08. recruitmen t in Novemb er was 90 imil.
 

An attepllt to est lllit(' allit taied when
!iaraniet,rs start ing values were K - Z - I "-, 
I, = 290 nun anI n I . The chalg ill the shalp, lminalet r from (ne it eratiion to the next 
caused an increasing anil litud, hic'h tailed to coive)'-,r E.LstiMiatlin all four lir;Imtrs r(quired
selecting diffHerent ii iiti1 v fl,or tl it rallliters. Thi.s wis dtl t y first filt Jlg thrte' i)lri-arneters 
(Z,K, aid I,. )winldini ii c),istant t -1. ,)!)s( SS and then11 replinlllg the-l -ving the, re0sidual 
prtocedurt, whil I'ixing n al 2 aid oi iilitiallles for othlher paramt ers equal to the final 
values ohtaiii,'d from the Irial usiitn -I . 'The residuil SS de'rtastsd and n ---25 was tried. 
Initial V'alu ,;I'fr t(l t1r 1';rll ichr''- were I1h final valti s olhtuiiiid with n -----2. 'Th'll ichards ftinc
titiii i'(l it ii in ):( tartih'e,( inl( 'lrtZt'trv(, is Ili' ali.sfltlte vaitl' it appl ait'ls iinfinity.
Accordt illglN, Ihi ((iii';>' ii 5 ini II 2 1t)ii 25 .tg- ('sti'(l thait Iisilivi' v lt's ()'ii might
I'furtherir (It,' i'(t lit' riii,nuiiiidal tf, (till'S. ''l ( inext trial wa s FIm i) f'-25 aid then i -+l. At 
S 4-+1 , it a;t ;i I ;ItIt It,I t( t(iI' t i(t allIIk,)I itlrY i iit'l t (T;iSUistIg i)iii a qtii a t( tli ise()S;

oht ain(il i.-fiial v)'1;1It , wIh, 'ix.i n I-- . W it l thl '.i i il vlli's, lie vs m ,( aidi lC i'r'i't ('(I 
t)rovidcdl est ilial', fr :ll In,-lpmlaranll tis ('lilfl, Ii. The iii'ite li'iitlihs togifthir with the fitted 
line are slwil ill Fig. I 

iili asIt is cleai" Jhat selicti n f Iitiai i (-St ilnliti' i., iv iill anlt otl)iiiiig t(nvergi'iit more 
I)iIaiillet l'S alt' t,51inltlll,'i. 

I- I I I I 

200 -

E 

C 
- 150 
4i 

too I I I I IA S 0 N D F J M A M J J 
0.75 083 0.92 0 0.08 0.25 0.17 0.33 0.42 0.50 0.58 0.67 

Time 

in 'no'ln it 
(data from Milter inl Wi'lilug, 197 1. lith-d Ii., ui..K ;.:9, I, 2(16.6 mim , Z 

Fig. I. Chianigi ling, t normal till.t 11,th ;itt ot 1lhppiiglssideselssudon) 

= 
2.01 and n +0.97: dait pointl i'xtl ii'l f il itl;diI'i ifmu ,k{,i', '.iXt). 

D iscussio n 

Using the lod(els shown in equations I.1tand I"j. it is possible 'toobtain estimates of growth 
and survival parameters from a time p)rt.'ssion of avrage sizes. The nonulinear technique used is 
sensitive to starting vales and for some datia sets it is niecessary to try a numbher of initial values 
bhifore the system stabilizes and converges tin final estimates. It is clear that at least four parameters 
can he estimated and, in principlh, the technique can ie,extend(ed to include other parameters, such 
as a shape parameter for the mortality curve (Pinder et al. 1978; Casw(ll 1982) or seasonally varying 
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parameters Pauly and David 1981 ). :s shown by Daminn (Part 1, this vol.) lt tchii ique can also he 
modified to alccommoldate more than one, recruitmenit e'isode per year.


Although many parameters 
can he estiniated using the nonlinear itechniqut, presented here, it 
is worth noting the price that is paid for est imating many ralther than few paramecters with respect 
to the confidence that call he placed in the ('s imatt's. lot' examhple in '[abde 1, the residual SS
 
obtained with n = +0.97.1 is 1,097..15 us. 1,10 1.(;7 with n :... 1.0 and 1,097.15 with n L +1.0.
 
Between the, gue{ss of n - 1.0 ai(f the0 estimal,.d value. (of 1i 0.97.1, the, rsifuNIl SS dcr(,ased hyv
only 0.6' . B13ecause f twin, ddi it0ial loss of one c'ire, of fre'ledon, the estiniiated standard devia
tions all increased: sd for Z ilcreased by 1.3'; . while f)r K the incre.ase was 593';; {)and for L,_ the 
increase was . I epii25' l i tig up(n tlie inattre of the questions heing, asked of the clataI, it imay not 
always he 'ortilhwfile I() ry t() (-st iiate all '()url'anlltr., ait icularly when the dalft sit is small. 

the technique(,1i';M!W U(f to tst iillat, ()Inl'\ ' parilill'. su,'h as Z, whuin other )xranlnitrs
hav( )ten (let'rniine'd by i()re convent ioiial It'ti ()(ls. Thin'ell od als() w(uml(1 find application
in est imating hoth growth and ilortility t)araict(,t(ti in ase where lack ()f' little or111c l)rol$hil)it
the application of trtditional techiliqui's. Suchti ('ir.tllIllanct's may ini'lud(e sperlis in) b nthi. SuIT.,ys 
or txploratoy fisheries adil species in vetry rich biolas, such as tropic.al fisii(ries, in which popula
tion information is needed foi lmllanageme1t hll 'tsolurce(s of' tile nd illoley limited.
1'(I n 'rec 

'Table 1. Estimates of growth anid survival paraitlers for normal nale f'latliad sof(' ( lilp u ,,gs.sloids i(I,o(1iot)
using data in Table 3 and taken from Miller and Wellings (1971): I.l- 90 mm. 

Paraneter st iliai s with different shape parantieters 

n --1 .0 (fixed) -25 (fixed) +25 (fixed) +1.0 (fixed) +0.974 

Z 2.4-11 2.199 2.183 2.019 2.015 

K = 1.728 2.179 2.54-1 3.364 3.387 

L. = 223.0 213.3 212.6 206.7 206.6 

df = 8 8 8 8 7 

SS = 1,104.7 1,099.5 1,099.2 1,097.4 1,097.4 

MS = 138.1 137.4 137.4 137.2 156.8 

sd n n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 9.365 

sd Z = 1.705 1.184 1.155 0.892 1.761 

sd K = 1.260 1.243 1.242 1.238 8.737 

sd L. = 41.16 26.72 25.92 18.91 51.41 
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Appeindix: lartia s of (,quation (.1) aid (5)with ,respect to p itram(ters: A) partials I'or equition (4), vlich usvs a
generalized growth e(liatiotn, the Richards fuictimi; B) partials PorRquation (5) which uses the von Bertaihnffy
grolwth ftictill anid is a special Case ol th Richards I'unction where ni-- I. 
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Abstract 

Ebert's method for the analysis of averagt, sizes in a population is discussed and its similarity to 
other methods for fitting a von BertalanfTy growth curve is pointed out. A simple fitting method is 
proposed. It is shown how this method can be applied to the special case of two reerntments per year; 
the robustness of this ;ipproach is discussed. A BASIC program is prest ted which can fit the relevant 
function to a give i set of data. 

Introduction 

Ebert (1973, 1981 and Part 1, this vol.), extending an approach by Green (1970), suggested a 
method to estimate growth ant mortality parameters from the increment of average individual size 
in a population. Saila and Lough (1981) presented equations which considerably simplified the 
computations needed to implement the method of Ebert (1973). 

In this paper, it, will e shown that if the regression of average size on time is used, a simple 
technique of fitting the von Berta!anffy growth curve can be applied. Further, it will be demon
strated that the method is in principle alplicable to the special case with two recruitment events 
per year. 

These considerations will he restricted to the case of the von Bertalauffy growth in length 
without seasonal fluctuations, although the method itself does not depend on a particular form for 
the growth cu~Ae. 

*Present ad(Iress: Instil ut fiir Kiisten-und Binnenfischerei, Laboratorium Cuxhaven, Bei Der Alten Liehe 1, 
D-2190 CLxIven, Federal IRepublic of Germany. 
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The Basic Concept 

When recruitment to a populaticn is not constant but occurs in discrete groups (cohorts), one 
may imagine the average length of individuals in the population at a given time as being the average
of the lengths of all cohorts which are present in the population, weighted by their absolute or 
relativc abundance. 

Length and abundance at time are determined by the growth and mortality functions, respec
tively. Mean size increases between recruitment events because of individual growth, and decreases 
more or less sharply when a new cohort is recruited. A plot of average size on time should therefore
look like a sawtooth function. The "teeth" of the curve will be sharper, the shorter the recruitment 
period is. 

The basic idea of the method is that when average sizes within one recruitment cycle areknown, these can be used to determine the l)arameters of growth and mortality. It is a necessary
assumption that growth and mortality parameters are constant with size-at-age and that the amount
and timing of recruitment are constant between cohorts. In order to estimate mortality, size-at-age
for cohorts (or individuals) must h,) known.
 

Some practical constraints are that the 
 )opulation studied should have a short recruitment
pe.'iod. and a correspondingly long phase of undisturbed increment of average size, and that growth
between recruitment events should cover a relatively broad size range, which tends to give more
 
precise regression estimates.
 

The Function 

Let It,the length at time t of an individual or the average length of a cohort, follow a von
 
Bertalanffy function
 

i t = L. ( 1 - - - K ( t - o ) . 1 

and let Nt, the number of individuals of a cohort at time t follow an exponential decay function 

Nt = N0 e-Zt 
 ...2)
 

then It,the average length in a population at time t is given by 

N( K + Z)X 
= 
t = L,, - (L. -.LR) x oe Kt 
N Zx 

x=O 

which when rearranged, is equation (5) of Ebert (1973), where N is the oldest age class and L., K
-rd Z are parameters of the growth and mortality functions, respectively. N has dropped out, ando
t. is functionally replaced by L11, "length at recruitment", which is the average length of the young
est cohort in the population at t = 0. 

The parameter L,1 is the same as Lo in the original formulation of the growth function by von 
Bertalanffy (1934), 

It = L. -(L -L O )e o Kt ...4) 

If any information is available on length-at-age (preferably at low ages) of cohorts or individuals,
this may be used to derive a value of LR (see also Ebert, Part i, this vol.). 
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The value of t in equation (3) is the time which has passed since t = 0, "hich one may set at 
the time of recruitment., but this is arbitrary. It is important, however, that t 0 be consistent with= 
the LR value and that length increases from then on only. The unit of time is arbitrary as well, but 
has to be consistent with equation (3) where a constant time interval of one between recruitments is 
assumed. With annual recruitment, t should be coupted in fractions of a year. 

When the summations in equation (3) can be done over an infinite number of cohorts (which
in practice means that all cohorts are equally represented in the samp-), one can use the relation 

Z e -- Zi = e 
i=0 Z
 

(Ebert 1981). Then equation (3) can be written as 

eK + Z e K i t = L. -- (o - Lid +e KL ... 6) 

A Fitting Method 

-Note that equation (6), which is the regression of It on e Kt, takes virtually the same form 
as the basic equation which Allen (1966) proposed to fit the von Bertalanffy function, 

-= a + b'e Ktt ... 7) 

Kt
with a = L. and b' = -Le 

It can be seen from equation (4) that b - L = L. - LR is different from "b" as used by 
Ebert (1973, 1981) which is equal to (L.. - Lr)/L. 

With an appropriate value of K, equation (6) is a straight-line relationship between 1 and 
eKt with intercept L.0 and slope 

b -(L.- L1 ) eK + Z _eK 8) 
eK +Z -- 1 

This can be solved for Z, yielding 

Z=ln b -K 9)b+eK(L.-LR) 


b + L, - LR /
 

Consequently, when individuals grow according to a von Bertalanffy function, the average size in a 
population will also follow such a curve, the shape of which is completely determined by K and L., 
while the level of average sizes is determined by Z. Once K and L.. have bran estimated, the esti
mate of Z depends only on LR. If some value of the latter can be derived, Z can be estimated, 
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otherwise not. Knowing K and L, any pair of values It and t canl be uSeI to compute Lit , using
 
e(luation (4),
 

1,1¢--I", -:L _ - --!i I' t
" ( L_ t)e .. .10) 

A fitting method call he used which searcheS for the value of K that gives the best straight-line
relationship for eqt aion (6) or ('7 and a set of values of I and t, such as the Newtoi method which 
Allen (196(6) uses in his algot ithrl. A siuper way in ight be to ust a trial and error routine to find 
the best value of K, by ininimizing the sum of squares of deviations. Once he o)timum value of K
is found, the intmrcept of the regression line gives 1I., and the slope yields Z fr a given lT. Such a 
routin could also he inpleinednt( on a oc!:et ('ilculittor. Vhere the progrn with \llen's ([966)
method is at hand, it shoult I)e easy to a(lalt it to a(('evt a vade of . gidgve Z in ilace of tAlternatively, 7,ctld be calculated 1b hand, .sing ,luat ion (9) wvih ---1, e instead of b!
 
according to e(uation (7. 
 It should he nted however, that calh'latii'g Z from a o valIc is only
 
possible when 
 th(, growth curie was fitte(I to ,verape' size in the whoh, i)ptlation.

.\ll:,'s ) [9(6 fitting wasmethod I ieId on om, of lIert' ( 1973 anl Part I, this vol.) txamples,
i.e., on the datla fot flatl had sole ('onnil mal'S-) whichel stenm from Millr and Veilings (1971).

The IIvalues had to be,r'ealculat,,d, because 1lur)'t (19711 
 id not split up1) the juveniles by seXes.
 
When weighting, the length values by satlnh, size, the foflow%
ing renlt. w,,re oIltained: 

L, 266.3 var (1") = 1.7656 
K 0.8501 val (K) 0.3747 

Z = .6567 for Ljl :90, t 0 in Novemher 

It = 0.773 

Fitting a von 13ertalanfry curve to the aged sample gives L,, = 269.7, K = 0.7281, t' = -0.5141. 
This looks like a good apgreement, but t ie large variatices indicate that this is partly coinc-idence. On 
another data set fro)m the saint sonurce (flath-ad sole, normal fernales) the algorithm (lid not con
verge to positive values of K. 

Note that in calculating these examples, values have been inviluded from t iies of th, year
when recruitnent was still (or already) going on, whil, strictly speaking is not allowed. 

nhie Special Case of rwo Recruitnients Per Year 

Pauly and Navaluna (1983) identify a pattern of two recruitments per year, with different 
magnitudes of recruitment, as a fypieal case for fishes in Philippine waters. With some modifica
tions, the method discussed here may he used insuch a situation. 

If it ean he assumed that the relative strength of the two recruitme t pulses remain consistent 
over the years, then one may imagine the total population to he composed of two subpopulations
(say A and B), recruiting at d ifferent times. The average size in the total t)opulation would then be 
the weighted iiean of the average si:'es within su populations, 

]1, It + (-f --)...10) 

where It andI It is the average Iigth in the respective subpopulation; p and 1 -p are weighting
factors, ind:cAing the relative amount of each recruitment, and thus also the average fraction of
each group in the total population. Thelparameter It,finally, is the resulting average length in the 
total population.Times L\ and tB are counted from their respective zero origin (say, the times of 
recruitment), with a phase shift between tA and tW; t is the time scale for the total population; 
for convenience, it will be set e(qual to LA. 
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Average lengths within su bpopulations are: 

tA = L + be- K t 

.11) 
IltB + be - K tB  = L ...12) 

with 	b as specified in equation (8).
 
Equation (10) may be written as
 

A + I1t13 P l t AIt = P lIt -IIt B -ItB ) + ItB 	 ...13) 
..
...
 KtA be -Ktlb(-Kt A - -KtB) 

---	 lt = L_ + )• e A- - b- = b (e KtA - e ... 14) 

thus
 

I = L. + pb (et KtA eK tB) + beK iB 	 ... 15) 

This is obviously the form of a multiple linear regression, i.e., 

y = bo + blx1 + b... 16) 

with 

y 	 = It 

bo 	 = L. 

b1 	 = pb 

= KtA -- KtB
 

(L, - LR) (eK+Z - eK)b2 b = 

eK+Z - 1
 

and
 

= e-Ktbx2 


Again the function may be fitted by searching for the value of K which gives the bcst linear relation
ship of equation (15) with a set of data. In the program "E2", documented in Morgan and Pauly
(Part II, this vol.), this is performed by a simple direct search algorithm. Standard procedures of mul
tiple linear regression are applied for calculating the sum of squares ofcleviations to be minimized, and 
once the minimum is found (which indicates the optimum value of K), the intercept gives L., while 
Z is estimated from 1),,,and p = b1 )/h.,


The program has the option of either fitting the total parameter set (K, Lco, Z and p) to the 
data, or only K, Z and p for a given L., or only Z and p for given K and L. values. In the first 
case, the program searches for the K value that gives the best sum of Sdluares, in the second case 
it searches for a K which produces an L,, value equal to the input value. In the third case, no itera
tion is necessary, since a solution can be obtained directly. 

In order to find data to illustrate the method, Ingles and Pauly's (1982) compilation of length
frequency data was searched, since it had been the base of their study on recruitment patterns.
It turned out, however, that no data set could be found which displayed the characteristic double 
sawtooth pattern discussed above. 

Therefore, synti'tic data were constructed with Lo, = 100, LR = 10,p = 0.7, and a time lag of 
5 months between recruitments. A simulated error (C.V. of It = 10%) was added to one of the two 
sets (Table 1). 
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Data set I (see Table 1) was foun' to be very sensitive to error; the K and L. values with 
which it had been constructed could not be recovered when the length values were rounded with
out decimals. Valiues for Z and P, however, were very close to the expected Iues. The entire 
Size ralige cover('ed( y this synthetic data set, was only about 15% oftlhe total possible range (0-100), 
so one Should not expect good estimates of growth from such data. 

Data set 11, which spans a larger size range, was less sensitive, but adding an error term to the 
values ,reven ted the programl from converging onto a positive valLe of' K. The amiount of error-a 
standard deviation of 10 of the lengths--is arbitrary, but chosen to be realistic. Using the option 
of a fit with ,bgiven 1,_, value gav the results in Table 2. 

Table I .Synthetic data sets used to illustrate the new method proposed here (see text). 

Data sets 
1II 111 

= K 0.5 K = 1.0 K = 1.0
 
Z = 0.6 Z = 1.2 Z = 1.2
 

t (months) Tt it 

0.5 44.91 41.15 45.85 1st recruitment 
1.5 17.16 45.86 50.05 
2.5 49.31 50.19 44.29 
3.5 51.38 5.1.17 52.2'
 
-1.5 53.37 
 57.83 60.02 2nd recruitment 
5.5 48.23 48.34 42.35 
6.5 50.35 52.47 55.27 
7.5 52.37 56.27 43.97 
8.5 54.32 59.77 55.68 
9.5 56.18 62.98 61.88 

10.5 57.97 65.94 64.06 
11.5 59.68 68.67 67.33 

* It + random error with S.). = 0.1 ' It. 

Table 2. Results of analysis of data set II in Table 1. 

Input 
K Z p 

75 2.11 1.48 0.58 
100 0.97 1.27 0.60 
150 0.46 1.19 0.61 

It was found that the parameter K fluctuated much with L. and that p remained biased, but 
that the values of Z that were recovered were reasonably close to the "true" value of 1.2. When the 

=third option was selected-forcing K = 1 and L, 100, values of Z = 1.21 and p = 0.60 were 
recovered. Thus, when a set of good growth parameters is available, one might be able to obtain 
reasonable values of ; and of p when the growth parameters cannot be estimated from the data 
because of sampling error. 



Discussion 

The case of more than one recruitment event per year poses particular problems for Ebert's 
method. First, when recruitment can occur more than once per year, there is the chance that it 
might be somewhat unpredictable in time and strength, or that the recruiting seasons might not be 
as sharply marked as would be necessary. 

Second, when th re is little time between recruitment events, the increase in average size 
between these events , ill be rather small, hence resulting in regression estimates of little precision.
The trials with synthetic data, though very few, gave some hope that under certain conditions 
(sufficiently high values of K and Z and well-marked recruitment seasons), reasonable estimates of 
Z could be ol)tained. It is disappointing, however, that real-life data to which this method could 
have been applied could not be found. This may partly be due to what, I feel is a particular and 
very nasty soturce of sampling error: the clustering of sizes in length samples, such that ettire 
size groups may be over- or undierrepresented. This feature, unfortunately may not be uncommon, 
being caused, e.g., by unequal distribution of size groups with depth. 

In such a case, only a very thoroughly l1anned sampling scheme, which covers the habitats of 
all size groups and allows the derivation of stratified estimates, might overcome the prot)lems.
Conversely, there is little hope that much can be concluded from sporadic or exploratory length
frequency samples, whatever the method of analysis. 
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Abstract 

Methods of using lenth-frequency statistics to estimate L, and the ratio Z/K in steady-state fish 
stocks with von Bertalanffy growth and exponential mortality are studied. Several standard procedures
applicable when mortality is constant are reviewed, and new methods are introduced which have superior
performance. The various methods are evaluated using Monte Carlo techniques. Problems of systematic
bias are discussed, and remedial measures are suggested. Finally, a method is developed (but not yet 
evaluated) to estimate length-specific mortality rates under the steady-state model. 

Introduction 

The current revival of interest in length-frequency based stock assessment methods has led to 
several new techniques which provide fisheries biologists with alternatives to well-established proce
dures or allow analysis in situations where traditional age-baed methods are infeasible. Because age
estimation is often difficult and usually expensive, length-frequency based methods may be the 
most efficient and reliable means for estimating some of the key parameters of tishery models 
(see Mathews, Part 1, this vol.). 

Most of the new length-based procedures, like Lhe graphical and manual methods they are 
designed to replace, are applicable to situations where spawning is periodic and the identity of 
cohorts is adequately maintained in the population's length-frequency distribution. Under such 
circumstances, it is possible to estimate jointly parameters of growth, mortality and recruitment by
fitting composite models to single length-frequency samples (e.g., Schnute and Fournier 1980), or 
to sequences of samples taken over time (e.g., Pauly and David 1981). Estimation and hypothesis
testing are facilitated by adopting specific structural assumptions on the underlying processes and 
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then maximizing likelihood functions or fitting model expectations to observed length class fre
quencies by least square., or oth,r criteria. Solutions are found by iterative sc-arch techniques which 
take advantage of, an(d indeed require, the numerical plower of computers. 

Less attention has been paid lately to the relatively simtple methods applicable in situations 
where cohorts are not clearly distinguishable in catch length distrihutions, individual length-fre
q uency samples are too small to be treated separately, first approximations are adequate, or sophis
ticated computer systems and optimization so ft'are are unavailable. Among these simple methods, 
)robably the best known is the formula due to Beverton and Holt (1956): 

which estima.tes the total instantaneous mortality coefficient, Z, in a steady-state population with 
constant exponential mortality and von Bertalanffy growth, from the mean length, t-,in a random
 
sample of fish above length 
LC In using (1 ),it is assum.ed that I,.and the von Bertalanffy parameters, 
K and L, are given. If only L. and L,_ are known (or est mat(ld from other information), slight 
rearrangement of (1)yields an estilate of the ratio 
 Z,'K, a (omponent of many standard yiold 
models and stock assessien t pr,,.edutires (see (u lland 1983 ). 

The Beverton-loll fornala ret resentS a )artiCular C(lass of methods for computing analytical
estimates of growth and i)irlity paramet ers on the basis of length-freqiUency data, IrocOdures 
requiring rather strong assM tio us but whose use is justified by their simplicity and their robust
ness under variable recruit iwrit . This paper revi(ws three such methods reported in the literature,
and introduces soe, 11Cw on1les whiCh reqti ir,m0ore computation but the same amount, or less, input
information. First, the assumptiolus underlying the steady-state methods are given and a structure 
for length-frequency samples is(Iescribed. Next, estimators, based on the assumption of constant 
mortality rate are( discuissed, f()lowed by a consideration of systematic biases. Next, the assumption
of constant mortality isrehx ed and methods for estimating length-specific mortality are developed.
Finally, some Monte Carlo experiments on the constant-mortality methods are described; the con
cluding section offers advice on use of the various procedures. 

Basic Assumptions 

PROBABILITY DENSITY OF FISH LENGTHS 

In all the methods treated here, a steady-state population is assumed. Growth is assumed to 
follow the deterministic von Bertalanffy curve with parameters K and L.. The curve's location 
parameter, to, usually included in modelling length at age, is omitted since it does not influence 
length-frequency distributions. Unless otherwise stated, mortality of fish above a knife-edge selec
tion size, L., is assumed to occur at a constant instantaneous rate, Z, and recruitment to this size 
to take place at a constant instantaneous rate, R. 

Under these conditions, the probability density (g (Q)) of fish length inthe sampled stock is 

G (Lu, - Q) 

g() = e . < LLc .. .2) 
(L. - L:)0 

http:assum.ed
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On integrating (2), the cumulative length-distribution function (G (2)) is seen to be 

G (Q)= 1 ... 3)
( L cc -- L U 

LC <.Q< Lc, 

and the mean and variance of length for fish above length L. are 

E(Q) = L.o (L -L ) .. .4)c


and 

v(Q) = ... 5) 
(')+2 +I 

A convenient ancillary variable may be defined as X = V/L., the actual length of a fish in propor
tion to its maximum possible length. By changing variables in (2) it is seen that the density for X is 

-
 I0 (1-X)U 
h (X) = 6 ... 6)(1 -Xc)

Xe <X<1 

where X. = Lc/L., and its distribution function is 

H (X) = 1 I..7) 

SAMPLING SCHEME 

It is assumed that a random sample of n fish is taken from g (2) above the minimum catchable 
size, Lc,with lengths.Q1, 2 ... n We assume the lengths are observed without error. In practice 
this assumption is usually violated, but the consequences may not be serious unless measurement 
errors are very large. We also assume, more critically, that there is no systematic measurement bias. 

Measurement error aside, observed fish lengths are recorded with various degrees of "accuracy." 
As a result, sample length-frequency distributions range from the very sparse (multiple observations 
of a given length being uncommon in samples of moderate size) to the highly aggregated (the data 

http:lengths.Q1
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being grouiped ilitli rehiti'ely few length intervals, eaeh containing relatively many ol)servations). ro(lescri)ie (th (ala t, we ad([It t geni-il stlene wherlein thle 11. Sample (b)servatilins are grouped intoi r - '2 c(nt igin)ti Inigth inlervals, each fish inl i parti(ular interval being assigned a length equal to
tIlt linterval 1i1i id int. [,t diil()Ite the ilitp )iit ()f the i-Il interval ()f width "'. (i I,2, ... ,r). Wedefi e', l i, a,> th, (), r le iiild (f th( first lngth iiti-val :,l 1,t as th, upe)trlI) und of the lastinteval,,i. .. l. t1 A1 2, am!. 2...\ (It t cOMsists of a set f"length in'terlal 11i ('ilii • *.. aldit {I I ,... (st ii,2. 

thait the i tt rvai frt'q i t still)i 1 ) ilt , Itoltal S"alli Slzt'. I).
 

rpi in(tig " fretuenites n I 1 ., (Note 

Estim at ors 

Tht irociditri> iseil ti1 estiiate gnwih aml mortality paraiiieters from length-freqJuency
sail~lh-s differ ill ilir statist ical piropetr is, tiile asti[)tinitins they re(ItUiii, and the amtIount of infor-Illation the'y pl'milite . In tiis si'lii n as.",unti g , ,-(,ilsl lll niiru'lity, wt review three estabilished 
lethaiis in IiXlhn' s'\'i li aij \,t',, lii' ni-Ihi's. , first examilt, s(one llet ht)o s applicatle when1)1th L'. illd lI. a n, kint \il ainl <ml. i."I() h(' esi iniaid. Theli Wve consid r tI',. joint estimation of 
and 1, %lw, n l, L ( is lt'l . 

Hi& \EI.'l'T()N-.lI, ML II IFII) 

The classical fonlulla for, giveni by rearranging (1), is 

L - V 

fill . 8 ) 

It was derived in i nlilm-pro(hahilist i' way hy Beverton and [lol (1956), from an expression for mean
length in the tatch. loivtvver, it is readily sein that fil is identical to the inoment estimator based

formally (n the density at (2) and the resulting expected length (-). Further analysis with Taylor

series shows that Bit has a 
 statistical bias approxinately equal to 

'(+1)
 
B ias ( .,fill)  ...9) 

n. (u + 2) 

and a large-sample variance of 

I ((- + 1)2
 
Var (G- - --
 .10) 

n. ( + 2) 

In constructing i.!Bl• L, and L, were assumed known. However, this is never true, so in apply
ing )Btl independent 0stirnates of these parameters, or simply educated guesses, must be substituted.
The statistical properties of OBI ! are consequently altered, so that (9) and (10) no longer apply.
This problemn of systematic bias will be discussed in a later section. 

http:EI.'l'T()N-.lI
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SSENTONGO-LARKIN METHOD 

Ssentongo and Larkin (1973) also assumed L. and L. werv known. TI-ey developed an esti
mator for ) by first deriving a moment estimator for Z, basci1 ol the mean Lige of fish in the sample,
and then, given the assumed relationship between length and age, changing variables. The resulting 
expression, assuming fish lengths are measured and recorded exactly, is 

SL y -. .11) 

where 

n. n. 

y - In = E In(1- Xj) 
n. L n.
 

i=l i=1 

and 

Yc -ln (1 - Xc) 

It may readily be shown that ,sl is also the maximum likelihood estimator based on the density at 
(6), and is a special case of a more general maximum likelihood procedure discussed later. 

As Sseiitngo aid Larkin report, uS has a statistical bias of 

Bias ) . . .12) 
n,
 

and a large-sample variance of 

02
 
Var (C)SL)  .. 13) 

11.
 

Thus the bias of oiSL is greater than that of 6B11, but its asymptotic variance is smaller, as expected. 
As in the Be-erton-l-lolt estimator, the properties of (SL are altered in practice, since L, and 

LC must invariably be estimated. Note further that. the estimate of L. must exceed Lmix; we return 
to this point later. 

POWELL METHOD 

Powell (1979) considered the problem of estimating both 0 and L. in a more general context, 
in which the asymptotic lengths of fish in a population are regarded as random variables, X, with 
expectation L.o and variance oX. Of various estimation schemes suggested by Powell, the most 
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interesting is based on use of the first and second moments of the resulting probability distribution 
of V. Manipulation of Powell's results (Equations (4) and (6) in his paper) reveals that 

E(Q) = L - ( (Lo-L ...14) 

and 

1 
 L - Le
 
V (Q)= () 
 + 24 ...15)(0 + 2 +I 

We suppose I, is given. Then, provided 'j is known, or the range of X is negligible compared with 
the expected maximum range of Vin the data (in which case set )2 = 0). E (Q)and V (Q) can be 
equated to the corresponding sarnple statistics and solved for t and L. Let V denote the sample
 
mean 
length for fish above( 1,, arId S the, ;anple variance. Then the resulting moment estimators
 
of !and I,,(when 2 = 0) ar,
 

2 S2 
)-

... 16) 
(Q - L) - S 

and 

Q2S(Q - L)
 
Lp= Q + ( 
 ... 17) 

= Q"+ 

Since Powell's method makes use of additional information in the sample to estimate L.,
61 is a considerable improvement over 6 BH and 6SL when accurate, independent information on 
L, is unavailable. 

REGRESSION METHOD 

Another method for estimating e and L, jointly may be developed by considering the equa
tion at (4), and exploiting the fact that E (2)is a linear function of LC.Let {w1 , w 2 1..... wm }be
 
an increasing sequence of fish lengths in the interval (L., L.). For a random sample of lengths in 
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this interval, let Q- denote the average length of the nifish in the sample whose length exceeds 
wj, It follows from (4) that 

E(Qj) = L. + wj ... 18) 

j = 1, 2, .. . in 

i.e., E (Q) is linear in w..The idea of the method is to partition the length-frequency sample using a 
specified sequence w and estinmate a an(l 0 in the linear regression model 

S-a + w j -. ...19) 

where the are rand om errors with zero mean and covariance matrix ..M inin uln variance un
biased estimates of (Yand 0 are found by weighted least squares, using the weight 'natrix A-1. An 
est;,..ite of A may be computed from the sample statistics, tie (i, j)-th element being 

Aij =Coy (-,-i j) j2/ni ... 20) 

where 2is the variance among the n.lengths in the smaller, "included" sample, i.e., the variance 
among die common elements in the Ith and j-th partitions. 

Consistent estimates of and L, are then provided by 

... 21) 

1 -p 

and 

L 1--p R = .. . .22).
 

Although the choice of divisions in the length-frequency distribution is somewhat arbitrary, there is 
undoubtedly some optimal partitioning. To a degree, precision in parameter estimates is increased 
by creating more partitions (data points). One possibility is to 1c.t the observed length interval mid
points define a set of partitions, resultir'4 in r data points for the regression, namely, 

A. 
j-  ...23) 

2 
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and 

r n/r
 
"i = 2: n. 1; 
 ni


i=j i =j
 

j=1,2... r. 

The drawback to this approach is that a large weight matrix must he inverted. The task is greatly
simplified when fewer data points are created. In )art iClar, if the divisions are not close together 
the covariances among the partitions are reduceI. Aceptable results can then he obtained by ignor
ing the off-diagonal elments of' A, and weighting the mean lengths by the recipro,!als of their
 
variances, or simply by the partition sample sizes.
 

Asymptotic variances and covariances among the estimates of t- and L. are approximately 

2 

Var ((R) - ( 1 -3).t..24 . . .24) 

Var(LR)- f + ( ) + o0(, f } ... 25) 

and 

a1 
Coy 6 ItCit)) =+ (1 -- ( g--)3 ... 26) 

Another linear regression approach has been developed by Jones (1981). From (3), observe 
that the probability of a fish length exceeding v is 

P (w) = 1 - G (w) ... 27) 

This may be estimated empirically by p (w), the proportion of fish in the sample whose length
exceeds w. Jones, assuming Le and L., are known, suggests plotting lnP (wi) vs. In (L, - wi ,
i = 1, 2, .. . , m and estimating 0 as the slope of a regression line fit to these points. We note that if 
this regression is fitted by least squares, an appropriate weighting scheme should be used to account 
for the correlated errors in the sequence of lnP (w). There are also unresolved questions related to 
choice of partitions. 

Some other regression methods are discussed in a later section. 
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHO) 

If n. fish are sampled from the density (2), and assigned to length interval midpoints as des
cribed above, the joint likelihood of the length-frequency sample is 

r ni
 
11IIfi ...28)

i=1 

where 

Ai 0 09)] (Vi A i
I -- + 

fi= 
 - ...29)'
 (I,o ---1 ) 


is the probability of falling in the i-th length class interval. When the A iare small, the exact interval 
probabilities inay be appro:imated by 

'(Lo -- i . A i 

f)i = ... 30)(Loo --
 c
 

For any values of ',and L, is maximized by setting L. as large as possible. Therefore, 
under the sampling scheme adopted here, the maximum likelihood estimate of LC is Lmin* Further, 
when K= 1, the maximum likelihood estimate of L, is L x . Except in this singular case, the joint 
maximum likelihood estimates of and L". (("MI, and oi)must be found numerically, applying 
iterative search methods to (¢or In X . If Newton-type methods are used, the asymptotic co
variance matrix for the estimates is also easily computed. Note that in the search for L M L max 
is a lower hound. Ohserve also that if both L. and L. are assumed known, the maximum likelihood 
estimator of is identical to the Ssentongo-Larkin estimator, K'SL 

Another likelihood model may be constructed by considering the conditional probabilities of 
the length class :requencies given the total sample. Such frequencies are multinomnial with probabi
lities 

r 

Pi .. .31) 

From (29), we have 

Ai
Ai 

[L -(i -- ) - [L -(i + -2)
1Jj0 a . 2[L. - Lmh ] --[L - Lmax].3
 

i--1,2,... ,r
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Given n., Ln, and L ax ,the likelihood of the sample is therefore 

r 
=f It pi 

ni 
...33) 

(n 11 n2 


andi miaximun likelihood estimates of L and f,and their asymptotic standard errors may be found1
in tile usual way mIaximizing X or In Z (irectly, or, for example, by fitting the expected length
class frequencies to corresponding oI)seivati:)ns using an iteratively reweighted Gauss-Newton algo
rithm. In the latter approach, one fiuds and Lt which minimize 

r 
-;i (n -- n. ii ... 3,


2 34) 

wi, h weights equal to the reciprocals of the ex)ected frequencies. The resulting maximum likeli
hood estimates wil! also he minimum Chi-square estimates, and the minimized I will he asymptoti
cally d ist ributd as X 2 with r - 3deg, (,es of freedom. 

In fitting the i ulItillomiai inodel, a q uestioni arises concerning the o)thmal ('hoice of the length
classes in to which th (,dat'a are gro uped. Intervals of equal width are cList omary in length-frequency

analy sis, Ibu t as a ru I ft him h o)se t-vatio us are oft en )ooled where necessary to ensure an expected
 
frequnen cy of 
at least 5 in eaCh interVal. This is ty Pi ally requ ired in !he right tail of the distribution.
More specific guiklanc on gro uping for a fixed 1um1h(r of intervals, r, may be offercd if an optimality

criterion is adopted. For example ont,Otw
sensiblh choice would he to set tile grouping intervals in such 
a vay that the ipoer of tIe usual in ultti!,'n ial C:I i-square goodness of fit, test (or likelihood ratio
 
test) for tih, null distrilbution is maximi".ed with respec t to some 
selected class of alternatives. 
Suppose We wish to test ,( ') against the open wlinsp(cified) class of alternative length-frequency
distribiutions. In this situ:I! ion it has been shown ((ox and H inkley 1974) that the optimal grouping
is that which uniquely maximizes the expected "entropy" of samples drawn from the null distribu
tion, namely, 

r 
I = - Ji loglJi . . 35)

i= 1 

and that this is accomplished, in our context, by dividing the length range into intervals of equal
probability under g (Q). Thus the r "optimal" length class intervals should have upper end pointf
equal to the sequence of quantiles of tile length distribution, of orders 1/r, 2/r,., 1. For our 
multinomial model these partitions are at 

1 

Lmx - (Lmax ) 1- - 0 .. 36) 

r 

j 1, 2, . . . , r 
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In practice the unknown parameters would he replaced by estimates. We have not evaluated this 
procedure. 

Because wC would expect grouping of data to result in lo.s of information and reduced effi
c iency of est imators, tihe actual numrher of inte.'alIs , sed shou ld in general he as large as possible, 
subject to the rule tI', eXpected frequencies in each length ,lass ceet A. This reco min endation 
applies provie(d the assumfd stead y-:tate ino(1l is correct. In cases whe', recruitment is actually 
cyclic but the steady-state io1del i; being used to estimnate ', simIilation studies (S. Ralston, tlnpub-
Iished dat a) suggest th aM co:Arser grouping of (Idt will 1ave the effeCt of smoothing out recruiitinent 
fluctuatl, ions and increasing the p recisio n , f (in the same "nannerthat pooling of several samples 
taken over the couorse of a spawning cycle v ill render the steady-state model applicable). In such 
cases, trial and error will indicate the optinal grouping. 

Systematic Biases 

We :10n nov to a consideration of systematic biases in the estimators, which arise when the 
underlying m del assumptions are violated. In some situations serious biases result, in others the 
estrimation proceduires are robtist and biases negligible. 

SUBSTITUTION OF l,M]IN FOR LC 

Since i, is a h)(ation paranleter, and L a scale parameter, they have no bearing on the shape 
of tHe theoretical length distribution. This is determined solely by "!.Estimators of (t based on 
samples drawn randoily from (2), and assuiing 1, and I. are known, therefore have distributions 
unaffected by LC and L,, and dependent only on and n. . Ih )wever, in practice both I,(. and LI 
are unknown. In most of' the procedures studied here "n est iinate of L,1, or of both !. and L,1mus'. 
be substitiltted,, ind )ro pCrt ies of the estimators are affected. 

We consid er 1. first. In oiJe of the likelihood idels, the inultinoimial, prol)leins related to L, 
w(re circuiv'ented by t.eati g it as a nuisance paraileter and conditioning the length interval 
prolbabilities on the sami)le end points, i.e., on 1, and I N*. In all the other methods :2pccica
tionc of I,( is require(d. In these cases, L, (or w ia the regression in ethod) is typically set to Imin, 
the lower )ond oft the sample length- freq uncy distribution. Indeed, in most applications the fre

1quency distribultion, is formed y truncating a larger sample at a selected Lmin, setting aside the data 
below this length, antI retaining for analySis (011ly thei UI)per "descending" portion. Setting L, e(lual 
to Lmi n in this inanner is clearly reasonable. As pointed out in the section on Maximnlurn Likelihood 
Method, doing so maximizes the likelihood of he sample under (2). Further, assuining continuous 
sampling tall i -- 0), analysis of the relevant ordeir statistics shows that 

(L -- Le 
E(Lmi) = LC + -... 37) 

fl; + 1 

so that for ) greater than about 2, Li n is essentially unbiased as an estimator for L, even for fairly 
small samples. In virtually all cases, then, systematic biases clue to estimating L. by Lmin will be 
negligible. 

SUBSTITUTION OF LMAX FOR L,, IN JB
i
t AND t:SL 

In the earlier sections, we noted that both CiBH and (SL were susceptible to systematic bias 
resulting from the replacement of L. by an independent estimate or guess. To avoid the bias, one 
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would need to apply one of the methods which estiinate 0 and I.,, jointly. lHowever, heretofore

only Powell's meth(l was available for this, anm we are unaware 
of any situations in which it has 
beet used. In the maltirity or cases, onet of the simpler methods has hen a(hopted insteatI. Except
when reliahh', independient estinuates of l... have been availalhl, froim tagging or analysis of hard
 
parts, the usual pract'ice bias been t) set L_ :,, I 
 the length Of the mligest fish m(asure(d, or the upper hound Of 1he length distriution. Whel growth is determinist.ic with I, the upper hound to
length, as assumied in (2 ). this stl)SittitloiH l)iaS Bialil d wwiward, the legree of' negative 
bias depentuhug oin , X,. and n.. 

If I. is lare aid X, small, \t'ry lrge sainphsar' requir(d tor this sytemlatic bias to he negligible.
Specifically, uniier (2) it may Qs shown that thi, sminthle size reluired to ensure that LI~Mis withinx100,5' of I", with proha ility ,. is tie, smallest it(,ger exceeding 

In (1 -
n (~,, ) 

. . .38) 

Ii 11 - ( ) 

I X 

For example, if X= 0.3 and , = 0.95, we have the following results for n (6, (1): 

:= 3.( = 4.0 

0.01 1.0 x 10V 7.2 x 107 
0.05 8.2 x 10 :' 1.2 x 105 
0.10 1.0 x 10 :1 7.2 x 10:' 
0.20 1.3 x 102 4.5 x 102 

Thus for lQ.ax to he a reasomiialy actirat, estimate of IQo, it must represent the longest fish in a
sample of several th tusanI. Ibis saml)e need not hi he same one used to estimate o. Indeed, if the
deterministic vt'n. [tertalin fly mKdel is coirecL and Samples are drawn under identical conditions, 
I. , x should reprsent lhi liiigisi specinn,'n seen in all the "amiples taken. 

To corrtct I'(r thins yetlatic bias, it is Olen recminmended that l,.m X bIh adjusted upward by
sorme arbitrary amotnut. typic;illy ilini 5 (e,.g., 1983, who5l;auly suggests dividing lmx by 0.95).
Depending on the tru valu Ot amd In size of the sample from which LM., is derived, a 5M
adjustrnt-l mayilit a tfort nitOus ChOiCe(, li t Some bett( priicl(tire is needed. The obvious 
choice, as sugVisthI abuivi, wolId Ih' o maki fuller use of the sample information to estimate it 
ano 1, jot)mt ly ieO, ust Powell's mlethod, the regression im'thod, oir a minlimurnl likelihood proce
dUre. In the same v(,in, an interesting alternative appri ach which accounts for the systematic bias
explicitly is based on the following pair of equations in and L, derived from (2): 

E(Q L, - (L, - Le) ... 39)
t)+ 1 

E (Lmax) = Lo -(, , Lc) ---- ... 40) 

i=1 ii/ 

Substituting sample values of - and LIMa X for tieir expectations and solving by iteration, one can 
compute joint moment-type estimates of L. and 0. Sampling variances and other properties of the 
parameter estimates can be derived empirically using bootstrap techniques. 

http:determinist.ic
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Numerical evaluation of the bias term in (10) shows that a simple 5% adjustment of Lmax (or 
division by 0.95) is rarely appropriate (Tahle 1). In most fishery applications, where X( is 0.5 or 
greater, the correct adjustment is apt to he anywhere between 11bout 0.5%1- and 25%, depending on (0 
and n. . The C(onsequences of using an inc()rre1t adj ust iI t may b( judiged by various criteria, one 
being the so-called "D-lmeaslre" descril)ed by MIajkowski (1982). For examle, a D-measure analysis 
of o I1 shows that the estimator is (Itlite sensitive to errors in the estimate or gu0ss of L_ (Table 
2). Since ^B11 is linear in L_,, the relevan D-measure is directly proportional lo the errors, and 
symmetrical. Combining the information in Tables 1 and 2, one can compule the expected bias in 
^BIt when a simple 5 upward adjust lnIent is ai pplied to L (able 8). Obvioisly, too large an 

adjustment simply replaces the negative bias in B1 with an unknown positive bias. 

Table 1. Percen age negative bias in l as estimator 
of L,, as a function of X,, -, and ii.. 

X' 9. 2.0 3.0 .. 0 

0.0 200 6.2 15.2 24.1 
500 41.0 11.2 19.2 

1,000 2.8 8.9 16.1 

0.5 200 3.1 7.6 12.0 
500 2.0 5.6 9.6 

1,000 I.1 .1.5 8.0 

0.75 200 1.6 3.8 6.0 
500 1.0 2.8 4.7 

1,000 0.7 2.2 4.0 

Table 2. Percentage carat, i.e., L, D-measure biases Table 3. 	 Percentage bias in when L. is set at 

in 013 due to systcmatic errors in I,, of - 1%.,,,/0.95, under various combinations of X,, 0, and 
(Biases in t I have same sign as errors in Ln..). 

X" 	 2.0 3.0 .1.0 X n. 2.0 3.0 4.0 

0.0 1 1.5 1.3 .1.3 0.0 200 -1.9 -14.3 -25.1 
2 3.0 2.7 2.5 500 	 +1.6 -8.7 -18.7 
4 6.0 5.3 5.0 1,000 	 +3.5 -5.5 -14.6 
8 12.0 10.7 10.0 00 +7.9 +7.0 +6.6 

16 24.0 21.3 20.0 
32 48.0 .12.7 40.0 0.5 200 +6.0 -7.3 -18.4 

500 +9.5 -1.7 -12.1 
0.5 1 3.0 2.7 2.5 	 1,000 +11.4 41.4 -7.9 

2 6.0 5.3 5.0 	 00 +15.8 +14.0 +13.2 
4 12.0 10.7 10.0 
8 24.0 21.3 20.0 0.75 200 +21.5 +6.7 -5.3 

16 48.0 '12.7 40.0 500 +25.3 +12.3 +1.6 
32 	 96.0 85.3 30.0 1,000 +27.2 +15.7 +5.3 

+31.6 +28.1 +26.3 
0.75 1 6.0 5.3 5.0 

2 12.0 10.7 10.0 
4 24.0 21.3 20.0 
8 48.0 42.7 40.0
 

16 96.0 85.3 80.0
 
32 192.0 170.7 160.0
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VAIIABILITY IN ASYMT'OTI(C LENGIITlI 

Another pr lhill tf syte tvllkltias can arise ifl issuhstituted l(or 1,,,in the Bever ,+ix 

r S i tim! iS ' t 1 , Ihe d('t
Ilt ,lo t-I .iI 1 t hut llilislic von BtralaI ffy model isincorrect. Specifi

cally, if th,, gfrowth I; ,torwis of intiviltual fish con.tvege On tli ifferent asylnptolict lengths, i.e., if 
"( I n 1' tliSily i't'tsd li_, Xliti.ti ltn~lil Ic le'itt h I... wheln derived froni large

Sall/le(s. A ., IP()w ellI's lllodh'l :'l t tlpos.'ilivp' tias ill 1I NXa a ll'- "to [' . he(si'nIificalltest''qillila ,r call 

\\hptll I2 is- 1u11!t'wqtltollt l -IsoIhe inflated.
-! k relattivetly ltA ,al,,i ll()I. tstimnattis of1 wvii 

.- iji 


rest s, sillct ',rd,,d & */we I Il lial rt night lidies 


:li.iii itilititlotis, it lilax:i 11 lillie t l I ethoits ha!;ed tin (2) -will also give hiased 
i,]-,} , 
 teto base estirna

tioonIvol I wlilicli (.111 )(Iil-Is m' I lit llf11 -;(t P1s tI c f P lt l , or t tirre Lsh11 so11li ' ' iit i,'I ti ll the Liig esin,tllic s-xe (d li fislt Illth ,e'atc'hes, Ii Pow\ell'slike:tlihood w md , Wa i"K as asl~il t',tiiatl.ll M l atnd 1.,. and~ wm~ltl'ilde I llwr'lic'alalpproxi

ti{)ttlttIha[I I:'t'l,". tI I l' S t I i It l is oill li, s ll lii htllt hs tolill t)(1 1) I ase l'it ItIcall 

th e~ , l. \i ,, ,]h f cledt} [ h e (-t, s ofl'":, it p r od u c' S lo n otsuffe rl
 - vli , ttllalt st i ll ato~ir : wc, a h w, h hy s.(tl 

fri ) ( itS ( t ) Ii+th. l !iw, ii:'S estilliat ors (If iviI :ssuni -

St arp t ,>ltall\tili !tl>.,t lohis ili ll lt iolli,-, 

t i ll o ist all 1.,ar, d ing , 
violated. 

VA IAIIt.: lE-(i iTI..,N F 

\'a r'iathill.i c'ltn.ll!,viola tes t h u:sic assu m p tio n ofJ ,o ptr chth e n iellts,h t is ino t u larly 
tronINesII, ;I.-)ikIII , liie pttess is statkitnatry, it., there has htill mii sysieiatii trend in R. When 
spawl'ilig is 1wliw aihlt 1Casialty' regular, andi survival t pre-recruits is stable, tho effects of 
varialle ritcriittiilit .:iii S..ln t 10d th11,eptlLilatitn (i ,tlIttp i)tit by Salltli several i(tVasi(lS dllring
it cornpiphte spievnil"". ,-ycoh anld poo~ling te individual l(-Ilgth-fI-0(Up1ny diStrilbmtiornS. DisLrilbttihns 

IlilatlslhouldI,i 'iiltt 'y aii iili tx tf -1 size, such as aveniage catlc per unit effort. When 
r(tilIiutml :t is Ireting Nip) (i)illi'l tti thing itrocedlurte Jsiil)tfT_,cli\ye, and serious bids in 
CSIimlates of tall n,,,ltIi l-l Use 0t ai. the estimators, the bias heing ill the same direction as 
tlh trnd ill H. 

VAIIAB 3LE Mt ) IA ALVY 

Ifthe siillh,, ctnstant mortnality modtels are applihd to length-frequency data when il fact 
mortality is VariaItie. StliSeqien tl1L~tip tion assessments and yield cornputations based ..n ilhe 
estimates Ir and I, are likely to he biased. But since tie rolustnwss of the methods in such 
cirltiltlaltncts has 1ot hin studied, the speitfic ranifications are unclear. 

Nvethrlleless. sevral titrills of va.ialtilitiy may lie ik(ktied, and soie miniri handhldle are easily 
thal others. One kind istemtoralt v;iriahility inlmortality, caused, titr ,xanill e,by a syst(matic 
clangt iafishingMi oc'ltk vtlneraility. Accommodating this kind of variability Wvould beeffort 
relal y ifficult, iecaus, ,steadyit sith plityi g state conditions no longer exisL. A second type 
of variation is tllt due lo size (torage) d.epnene of mortality. A-ssUnling Such siZe-speTificity 
is time invariant, c(Istructitn of steady-state populatioll mode(ls and parameter estimation proce
(lures is straightfOrwad . We develop sucl procedorsM ( in the foIllowing sectiii. 

Estimating Length-Specific Fishing Mortality Rates 

When aging of tihe catch is feasible, the analysis of cohort catch histories is one of the chief 
methods of estimating virtual populations and age-speemfic mortality rates. When it is not, but the 

http:t',tiiatl.ll
http:Xliti.ti
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catch is known by length class interval, one may estim ate population size and length-specific mortal
ity using a length -based analog of the cohort met hods (v.M., Jo ies 1981 ;lauly 1984 ). These are 
applicable under more restrictive aSSlntII)tions than Cohocrt analysis. Recruit in ent must be approxi
nmately constant, or smoothed ()t Ihy pooli.g caI c-ai-len th data, a gro(wlh model must be a ssumIned, 
and mortality rates nust be ronstal i in time. 

The method((Ieve(lo ped by Jones and exte.nded hy I'auly is Icased on the delerministic von 
Bertalanffy growth model md a constant inst.alltaneots natiral mortality rate, DO.Assuming M, the 
fishing inmo rtality rate il the largest length class, Fr, and the von Bertalan ffy )airameters K and !,L 
are k nown, the len gi lh-hased \ P.\ procm'eeds recursively in the same mnnner as t lie popilar age-based 
mlethods, beginning with the ca il if lhe largest length class and working bac~kward to estimate the 
sequence of' length-specili, pcpulat ion sizes and fishing mortality rates. Alternatively, if only L,
and tlhe "exploitat ion rate" F, /Z t in tile terminal length (lass :le specified (where Z/ -_ l" + M), 
estimates of Ni 'K and the remaininig ["i iZi may he fomid, there being in citiher case one parameter 
estimated for every d(lta I oint, i.e., every length -iltcrvtl catch. 

In this section w( ad(opT tihe same st (acly-:;t;ct assluiiptions, and describe all alternative proce
lure for estimaiting hlgth-spe('itc ,ortalitv rates, growth param('ters andilopulation size jointly 

from a regression analysis of' catch icy length class. This is simply an extension of the age-based 
catch cui-ve models c'w'hoped L l ick-hr (19.48, 1975) and ti'rqo(iently applied to cohort analysis. 

Ilistorically, in tact, th ag(,-hasc;ed catch clrves were pr'ecld by l'ngth-hiascscl methd:s dle to 
[llser (I1 08), I heinkc, (1.) 13, and Barniov (1918). 

We atstIiIe a steady AatC, with constant recruitnnt, H, constlant nat ural mortality rate M, 
and knife-edge seletcii at age I,. Beyond tc , the fishing murtality rate F is described as a step 
function of age t., namely 

F (t) =F . .41) 

ti < t < t i + 6 i 

i=1,2 .. , r 

where t i = t, 4 6j-_ and the bs are successive age increments (60 = 0). Under these condij~ I 

tions, the number of fish caught in the i-th age class, (ti, t i + 6i), during a time period of duration r, 
is 

i 
- : (F:I + M)5j_ 

(F J +IVI~I...42)
 

C(ti, i+6i) = RT _-e e 

= Ci, say. 

Let the 6 i correspond, by virtue of a bijective growth model, to a specific sequence of length inter
vals into which the catch is conveniently grouped, say the sequence (wi, wi + Ai), i = 1, 2, .... r,i 

,where w i . I+= - Ai/2 and A0 = 0. If the von Bertalanffy model is used, the 

conrespondence is established by the relation 

5i- K1 In { L. - w i 
... 43) 
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Making the subsitution of length for age, we have 

Ci = R7- F ) - --( - (wi +Ai) F3 i
1 

L ( c - j .1+ A j _ 1 ) 

... 44) 
(2o --Wi j = o -wj_ 1 

where Z i =F + M, Ci = Zi/K, and %v,) A= = Z) = 0.
 
If the fishing mortality rate is constant after recruitment, (44) reduces to
 

Ci R K ) .. . ... )45) ... 

Loo wi + \A o--) 

( - L) - le()-(w +Ai) 

where C. /r = R F/Z ii the constant total catch in a unit time interval. Alternatively, (45) may be
 
derived from the length density at (2), i.e.,
 

w1 + Ai 

rFf N(k)dQC i ... 46) 

w i
 

wi + Ai
 
R
 JrF - g(Q)dQ 

w i
 

- C. [G(w i -+ Ai)-G(w i)I 

where N (2) is the number of fish of length Qin the steady-state population. Recalling the earlier 
discussion on maximum likelihood methods, Ci/C is seen to be the probability that a fish taken 
at random from the population will he in the i-th length class interval, a function of Le, L., and 
Z/K, as in (29). 

As formulated in (44), the length-based catch model is a set. of r equations in r + 4 unknown 
parameters (R, M, K, L., and the Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , r), so additional restrictions must be imposed to
permit estimation. As usual, this may be done by making further structural assumptions about 
fishing mortality. One possibility is.to assume that fishing mortality rates are constant and distinct 
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within mi r -- segments of' tile catchahle length ranlge. A1 ;liher is to() relate l'ishing mortality rate 
to length class hy itparticular IpalUamietrie model, sutch as the quadratic F (i) ita 4-hi + ,i2 . In the 
latter event the prhiem is re( I:wed t o estimating soven Iparanieters from the r oI served length (lass 
catc Ies. 

With proper sirU U ing, so that adequtate degrees of fredom an, availale, the q-modlv panm
,ters cart he esltimat ed Q\' ite,'ti\vely lxvightld lCast . q ares. Whel weights are set equal to the 

expected catc('ies, tlhi ainwtllts to lnililii.ing the familiar l(arson chi-square statistic. For large 
samples, ihis stltistic will I, disirihuted as \2 "ith r - q - I dgree's of flteedol. The resulting 
l)ara:ele(r estillates will also he lximimnl likelihood estimates, and if a (iautss-Newto algorithm is 
used iii the optimizait io ;i ('slimale of their iasllptotilc covariance matrix will he readily availahle. 

For solle purpos- illivi(lWfi etimiates of M, K and the fishing mortality rates may not he 
and ill tlli eventn' essary, ' tlie catch models call Ihe parameterized in terms of R, f,". and tile ratios 

i- I,2, r the structured i 

(-1-I), for exampl, this is accomplishd hy replacing "i hy the product
 

MIK and lZi, . ..... (In moartlity nlomhn ht i la 'i , 12, In 

. .. 47 ) 

In the models just dvscribvd , it is assuned that the ut ie catcn is taken byv a single gear, so
 
that estimating the length-specific fishing mortality iatl 
 l, is (I, ivalent to estimating the selectivity
 
curve for that geal.r with restIeOCt to th SlI)Cics under St liy. IfI111o 
 than o1ne gear is significantly
 
involved, theln thle 'atl h (lla 
 from all of them nust be combiied (properly weighted), and tile 
analysis ipplied to the aggrigat( in inrmalt ion. :\s ill age-hased V 1 .\ methods, g'eu'-specific fishing 
mortality rales call he colnnitted )y allocatilng tile l'ishiing iliortaliy estillmle for each lenglth (lass 
ill piopirlni ion It t li -ear.the a.:ocil ed catch hy each 


V, have lnot yet aptili procedu es,
fI these l ll iivest iguael their"r)tUSt ill ( tidher l)l(l
ties. Nenvertlheless. we would Sl)(tulalt e th leigth-slecil'ic. fishing mortality rites wili not he idenl
tifiathle or estimable with 1111c'11 )lecisioln, Unless they \'ay fail dl'ralllti('al!v wi Ii hWihiI. Further. 
Selpairati(on of iatiual mortaility and the Fishing ln'ortality 'ates and Useful p)re,.'isio)l ill the mortality 
rate estimates will lik.ly require that a sutstalitial Flractioin of the l itul mortality himdlue to fishing. 
Thus, the Model will probably nol)t estimalte fishing mort ality rates well wlten :ipilied to lightly 
exploited sitocks. 

liowever, wlii adhquate lelthq-fr(quiency .lata are aviilahle fromi virgiii populations (r vry 
lightly exlofited stocks, a regression n-odel iniy he I evelo ped lto estimate L, , K and a set of len gth
st)ecifiC inatural iin()rality rates. Taking (q to he a small samnlle Iroportion al to - and the steady 
state poiulatin ri size in the i-th length ilass, wev ill haye, correslponding to (144), the mlodel 

7i- 1 {- + ] I (W ... 48) 

(--)w= I i , j =" 1 J- 1 

where :, is the propoitionality constant and Mi is the instanlhfneous natural mortality rate in the i-th 
length interval. Again, further restrictions oin the parameters are nec(ssary to allow estimation. 
Stiruciural relationships among the M could he introduced, as above. IHthe segmented mortality 
model is adopted, such independent in formation as average size at maturity cotuld be used to define 
poini s of change in the model. Note that the steady-state recruitment lev,, It, is no longer estin
able, and difficulty in estimating the mortality parameters can be expected unless the length-specific 
changes in mortality rate are striking. When variation in natural mortality rates is negligible, only 
L. and ij = M/K are estimable from the length-frequency information. 
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Evaluation of Methods 

Four of the constant-mortality methods descrihed abhove were clj )are(d by Monte Carlo
 
procedures in situations where Ihoth 
 and I were to he est imated fr)m lengt1-fre eltniy data 
and L, was assuimed known. Spe('cifically, performance ol the following irocedures was examined: 

(i) 	 1 .. was set e(lual to lIna× and the classical lBeverton-1lolt estimator then applied to 
estimiate 

(i 	 l'wll' Ilut,)(0 ()1Illmllents \wa;:; applied to estinlated L, and , given the sinuple meaan 
ai ln varia ', of 

(iii) 	 The wewh ed rire i method, iased ol the linear relationshi pl.s;'' hetweee -k;and lI 
was tsed 1o st mat 1,_ Hlnd 

iv) T'l ciiti inno i;axilmum likelihood method was applied to estiiait L_ and 
For specifie-d A X, anilh of hIngths were'iUtain lrawn fron (i) hy lhe inverse trans

formationi intlmit, a well-known imioi ('arlo piocedure. Let tl 1)(. a ralldlm variate uniformlly

( ist riI) te mi(.I a
oI Tli(,n :1cmrrc slot)Iii igI ranI doIm variate fromIn ((3 ), x, is uniquely detemlined I)y 

1 

X 1- 1 X (1 Ll . 49) 

A un if) ril ral( on 1iiitiui ,r gt-n( rat or was used to produce sets of li and the associated random
 
lengths, xi, i -: I. 2 ,... 
,. ,xci'lit when tle level of aggregation was heing studie(l, experilenlt.s
 
were(0intlun-tid .si 
 ill,,te raw gile'iated Igt hs. Thus a contilluius (listrilution of the sample

variates was asstllil,'t all - 0)l. H,-'all that use 
ot' the aluxiliary variah ,e,X. is eqLliValellt to) sealing 
the le ngth :a\is s(o that 1,, 1 .0. 

lreifoifnnc, ()F the est niiatoi' was liu('asure(l hy the cofficielit of variat ion ('V), the relative 
hias (B, and ti (' ()f (i'rroi- 'E For a part i('ular paranieter rwe define these as 

CV(k) = 	 ... 50) 
c V T-,50) 

Bias (r) 
B . . . 51) 

7T 

and 

2CE ( 	 ) V () + B(-)B 2 =7 ()5 . .. 52)-/MSE 

where MSE (r) is the mean squared error of 7. For each set, of experimental circumstances, these 
measures were comupuleld with respect to L- and .5 on tile basis of 200 replicate samples. Trial 
simulations showed that this number of' replicates was sufficient, to describe the sampling distribu
lions of the estimators accurately. 

Experimental variables of primary interest were tile level of' ( and the sample size, n. . Of lesser 
interest were I - X(, the proportion of the total possible length range selected in the sample, the 
level of aggregation in the data, and, in the regression method, the number of partitions and type
of weighting used. Below we describe each particular simulation experiment, and the chief results. 
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Experiment 1 

'['he performance of the flur estimation procediures was compared at three levels of :, (2.0, 
-3.0, 4.0) and 	thrt, lkwels of n. (200, 500, 1,000), with X,. 0. 

Rcsu tS." The Beverto r-I hot 1method p)ro(loCes eStimat ,s with the lowest ('\', hut thes( esti
mates have a sub.htalntial negative ias, especially with small ii and large (Tahles . and 5). The
 
Powell meth odi, ol the other hand, 'omputes e.st inittes wit h tie highSt (CV f' any method exam
ined, hut gelerally with tei smallest 13 (positive) as well. Istiltuate, dJerived by the regression
 

Table ,4. Perfornance measures for various estirnators of' L,, as a IUlction of atnd n.. 

2.0 3.) 	 4.0 
n. Method CV II CE CV I1 CE CV B CE 

200 	 fltl 3.3 -5.9 6.8 6. 1 -15.3 16.5 7.1 -23.2 211.3 
P 10.7 2.1 10.9 15.9 1.8 16.0 39.5 12.4 41.4 
it 5.8 -1.0 5.9 10.3 --5.:3 11.6 19.2 -7.2 20.5 
ML 4.7 -1.7 5.0 10.5 -3.2 1l1.0 25.2 3.7 25.4 

500 	 BH 2.2 -3.7 4.3 4t.0 -11.1 12.1 5.8 "-19.2 20.1 
P 6.6 0.8 6.6 11.2 1.7 11.3 13.0 1.3 13.0 
R 3.4 -0. 3.4 6.6 -1t.9 6.9 11.1 --4.2 11.9 
ML 2.6 -0.7 2.7 6.0 -1.1 6.1 9.6 -1.5 9.7 

1,000 	 BH 1.7 -2.7 3.2 3.5 -8.6 9.3 4.6 -16.7 17.3 
P 4.6 -0.1 4.6 7.3 1.2 7.A 11.6 0.8 11.7 
R 2.4 -0.1 2.4 5.0 -0.8 5.1 7.9 -3.8 8.8 
ML 1.8 -0.6 1.9 4.5 -0.2 4.5 7.5 -1.5 7.7 

Table 5. Performance measures for various estimators of 0, as a function of (i and n.. 

2.0 	 3.0 4.0 
n. Method CV B CE CV B CE CV B CE 

200 	 BI 8.7 -9.0 12.5 8.8 -20.3 22.2 9.7 -28.5 30.1 
P 20.0 3.5 20.3 24.0 3.0 24.2 54.8 17.5 57.r 
R 12.2 -3.0 12.6 16.7 -8.0 18.5 28.6 -9.0 30.0 
ML 12.2 -3.0 12.6 17.3 -4.3 17.9 36.3 5.8 36.8 

500 	 BH 5.0 -5.0 7.1 15.8 -15.0 16.1 7.5 -23.8 24.9 
P 12.2 1.5 12.3 17.0 3.0 17.3 18.0 2.0 18.1 
R 7.1 -0.5 7.1 10.5 -2.7 10.9 16.4 -4.8 17.1 
ML 7.1 -1.0 7.1 10.5 -1.3 10.6 13.9 -1.5 14.0 

1,000 	 BH 5.0 --4.0 6.4 5.8 -10.7 12.1 6.1 -20.7 21.6 
P 8.7 -0.5 8.7 11.1 2.3 11.3 15.4 1.3 15.5 
R 5.0 -1.0 5.1 8.2 -0.3 8.2 10.6 -5.0 11.7 
ML 5.0 -1.0 5.1 7.5 0.3 7.5 10.3 -2.0 10.5 
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miiethot)d, w itiiit I iit'litji ti
itil wt and 11) partitioIIs. il)lwarItroII avt sligIt ly gr(':ttr h ias its the 

mis llI th eimuttottt[ t il~lhi l itti idI t l i tS)adIhii hii( 1to tfil. M, (t-1 w iilllltt. iIt mgavil ot1cs. rI (% t I,10 ,Ihotl iel0fl-Stpro Iot)i' l iiMIt IIi v'(h isi 
;t>'i , a'. , l ii ) t i i hiI 's ltII I nti Is. t tit t lv'(,.-()1'i ' it I''l'tst hiG ()ltitit i ilmt h i(
.;t+',+)(vicd'(, Inlla',:in ,
tilit. Itlulikt lillo)()( inw('h(,t anlion!+A Ilict +

,x'a lll ed,(, 

hasl tilt,ilw.St()\(orilillwtl' 'o ll w(itt :';[]ll'(r(d andi'llC Eti y.t]\ 


o.+[lltt)' gton(erally
 
ill o( flll>il t'atll '", f'ollm)ved, l os h ilvt (,
 

t'trel onHmI ,"'hi'(ml;ti imu ml]itlil lt-tiht)t hhood( -A,,illlalf+s (, atll(o. fte .sinllol stC E,'.<)' , atl,,,ahadtt 

A\t 2 , tilt-
 ,: ()[,'<It p)r()vi't 'lt l',l)(( r(latlve~ly w oll ill tt-1,+n ofl, I.vir'tully~h ()itatparif 
\%,ithl illm l Il ),)di',lltd F(IJVl',,-,ll Illtt odts, hitltit olid c'(m )ar'altivt'ly po(orly

tilt'w llll [t"+-ilIh 
a t highe~r


,,al (,-, . A l ,,,t,.-;tut~
()f t,.l (2 I()ti'tt Y hk~m IHI l , " 'I : q I ,.tC F l'Ill,Inotthlod: w)horwise, 

lt,)tl tIk -,t'
In ll tl , 111k. t)I l ttF 'l i) I" lo)lilwr ( R , (T :I'') l )(th l):l,+ ('V ,a;ll o p l e(ters
 
(o.'linla;t(cd. A s, ( xlt cl.td illcroa,:slllw 
l1 xl H)ir
'tt(e: i, (CV , alldt (
 

E'xperin ,nt 2 

,i(it'i', iT -t c oil itItt t I ) w ,li tIllk~ltcll 'genl'+'at(4(i ',ullp .e.. , ofIhuiitsil I hias-r l ,.ttd st intc )'1. ,werestudied.(( )1,I,..x w l:imnF amst,(' tho, thtoro~i .<l] (mith",,lh~i,, lt ll:idc.,of

aulll tlli e'Ar.,t.tllatle o)]1. ', utI.tw
i: .;2 at aI!ls l I )'m~,i til2 

] ,'.it//:. . tItii m h.. lil i sig t ti t m itw _ t t I itt Ii ots l o I's it ifik'ta !.t'i ill 1S (I I I satni('i tpal<. :ill ;lt ill H' ( fill ) . an il l v , s in ('V !*ori lhoth paultnII-hlr ,-u t+ . T het (.'s' e 

i'htatin ii i\'' t i Iii is:<ttil l,. Illirtt'i t, t iat ii lliiii'1IUI(i'i
v('ty litt 
 w scirr l, li, vi 1ll(.lhivt I
 
illtlt'-itl ihv ,ri\'rt tl l o (.h) d 
' i i itit ) a (tM ),iA'., tht' Ihi h--'1i Ihat'(ts, itSill' v Mitilil I) It(t '.ti
i ll , n i p)Ii ,Iti' ii IA ittli i1w af i(l.',
 i hi, pI tjit I t'i ,t-til it(it',; t 

Egx periiient '3 

Thln. eftl',oftX,.on the(pl fill'i-nalnw(- OfIall ,,Iuiod,+,nithod,. wa'':s w'ith n. fixe~d at 2O0 ),andll 
ill83.0. Satvijt's ii.twl(,oitv iuiio () wiIh N, stit itthi',i levels (0.0, 0.5, 0.75) an1(d estinlators were
 
a)lieI with X, tsStBiltt kntiiwt,


IRcs11tS." AkS (-xlpec(tt'et inc.)l: ingthe'vaih ,llfX" (with. 1i.tuntcllan (,(I) ri,(lr(,d B, 'v,aind CE,'

forl L, ill aill Ille(tih ill.id ()nt of
,., o)ds, h>i Im> 
,ll,,' (,stiiite,,; . \%'ill) ires!po,(.l o I f' ,,(),s tin ">l 

iluiyi,s inlX<. hiv, Owt ".,ulti,
tl(1141 AS inu(ln(using, ,WiMiTll( Amz, with X,<fixed. On)lc thrlh(ihnd1, as
 
l)( i,< 11uI t,'ulher, tdist
-illli(ill (11 are unaffec.tted! I) h'Ill(,i ll( itu"Id, OfI X t, \when .X,is know)\n.
ThI ,aill]otil~l 01' 11fl-iWii'Iti,)l m nii by 10:illhtit , Il saiiilk-(dheipei; s only o) i nd+l ,.os'-;le ( size. 
INolit+ f'ori iii!,"that in th(w r'(gr'essi(>ll nllodhel if'I, is<k.ii)\\, , i.,;co ltenly(Id(l;i n'l~inied by th

t,.ap 

slot. ()I' the, regi+ssioln ]lilt,, (4lwhic(h is;the((,'lp,,ct,< valiu iiil~ce clItto)f X,..)
 

f"Xperimeut. I1 

The.vtl'<(.s ofi1,'(eightitll,"scthemest, andtiIL(, IntlIn )(!Iro.f' Iiffutit i(JlS Oil] OSt,iinateCS l)roCu:I ;)by the 
roresi(sionl ine,ithd.wiene stuiedi(t. Weights,werel'tdoel,)'mild ill thr(,t, waysi): ( I ) thle Comlete(. (,owiiiallev
rmat,rix %%,,is invcrt(,d, (21)lhv dliaipomd~t'iv'li- t.<only \"Tvlt irvimted, andi off dliago((nal elemnt~.s neg!
lec(ted aii;(. tilliifoinr wv '.tssignedl(3>) w,('ifl.i t.s Underi the!diago(nail \voig.htiing s(holnit,, rg ;i'os.ll 
t'.stinmtcse re( comp~luted( -withI~tdh 10 a)ndI 20(iartatkn..
 

I?(,Su!ls': I( >'.s co(variance'( wv('illhtinlf pri()dllc.,d the til(>st,
ofIho, fill] lp)(,ci. (,still-t as<+
,,s (expe((t.,ed,

hlut t he(,st thanil lhows( p m !,(cStillials had~ gr'eateri hhw.l. ii'((u Willh Wiih,(lili.,ollal 01-"Uniiformi~l weightin.
1lowvv,, the,fully we'tighted(e,lilllaik-s had t~he,how(,si C"l, Whenl "M pa,,rtitio)ns airelused, dliagonlal
weightling, or oven equatl \\'tif.htinT!, atp (l..i to h( cto(ry,t isfa1" 


,Shn~ihtry,inivi(asiing IS(nui~tlr o)f t]miilo
lnlS (poinhts) :nlLie iuif~w(sioin rn'dumd( Lte CVs t 
thle e;xlpmw.+ o)f gm)'t'ir ili antitr('ulting vsdnlmLv, had snualle:"-,;+ 
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Experiment 5 

Elects oif agregtliton were assessed y 'om)aring 's5iimatis (hl'iive( ing ('011llinuoUS datai 

(i.'., exac't l'!lths) \%ith 11OSfe i'tIII)Itt' l'l'0lldat'a g"r.1ip'(l y int'rvals (f w'.idth L,,100. 
Resu'(s. In IIimst c'as(es, aggivi'ation it this level slightly iiireased the (Vs and reduced relative 

l)iases (ex 'ept I'mi increastes il hias (dr'I ',will ("' i ites). ' e (']s \%(-I(- iier ,is(,d slightly in all 
Il'etII(,ls txi epi tIle lt'v ,rttn-l lt, ill'xhi'li (e:seIe.y ,er e ilt ',((Not(- that anioig the(,sti
nators stu(lie(l, Ihi).se(i i ' v i,' etItir, ,at,(IisiBt'v't 'till-I lilt ;,igli 'lui! y having their C',Es 'om
posed niristly ()ifias. In thi' tilir lmt ,d.l,ilh variatince hmniinat(,..)
 

Conclusions and Recomnendations 

Each of the methods out lile here has attrilut es which make it the method of choice in 
part icular t'il't'tLinStill('T'S. 

The lassiCtal eM1 L' to I('Vlltil litl ,I'mr e'xaiipl'. islhe only one apl)lical)eatl" ()ai(tIC 1l()l 
when lle availahh infrnlat i i> iltt ithl 'a, 'liln id l Ii it ample() fish a!)nve I".and an
 
inl'lpeindh'll i (4iI'I . lit d ('It ' \%li iiw l tlt ,(4f iitri., is that i i(m
til'fl xf si(lrable bias
 

". 
lty t', larg'e S;n flI i i Il i's! in itt' 

Ill ill 't'it tiii's I, is Lii ,',,1 ''tn it 'lv \ is'tus (,d}e lrliwir.('Iiltiatii !,b ' lI.nx is 
;idvisailbh i I :t Vurev I itt> i aii t'ttL. \Itii vt'!.v, (L' _ (and 1K) 

i.,n Ix'y ilin l'!'x' li i Y(' read
iligs (itblrd irls, lld then sIhstjitle( 1in1)itie 'eit i li lt (slimittir. lere' too.l , is rarely 
dtt'rnii'd o%t It s N' are , i-i' tagged and rie 

INHll, ( ivh,dmii(h hlnt i 'iitin g ih ,i' t'(erl nilti tt 'iat ii ul' datali n' to 

Sficielt ic(rli' uiss fl'sh ttil ventil, over the entire 
lenlh ra' iilll ainsylllptil' is elearly evitltit. 'Ihe'si' ionli ions ale (iffiult to achieve when 
Ihire is a Itixv priibility -.1t.g.;tl fish will "Iur'viO hng eniiughti a)li'aeh theHIasyniwljioc 
hlgth allI he rW inmlt,whelnl ()olit hs .ini I ihr hard trtwirt,s ir' difficult to Iretadi and inter
lint in old Fish. Th resull in ('lil m,'iitis ijas iw 'stiniats itt I.,and It. II)weVi', sillei these 
biases are inversely s m l tclti liI ,ir• ()f isselmtitI,'()il'nsalin whti li-'alint'ir esiimates 

"lie ii 
If'ilh,varian( :tnitag lngths in ti. :iple is kiiiix in add iliion io theii.cai, i consideral)le 

imlpri)viiie!nt is tlltiyli'(l iv Ittiwill's mlihth o' n)ftimeis, which lprttvides joiill stilates of - and 
.wi t i um inlftrnal ilnn. tuatui' or ottlith data 

insertie ilit Be'i, t i1,t-I1olt 'mn hlI '()n lt il /. 

\ ilitil tiali',iidi'pendl(it Iftag i't' statistics are 
available., t ' illi thin t, used ti at I", .\t est imale of Z folliwsistlitnai , 1Kwiih L_, fixet n 
imrlliiately.'dl 


Tlhe wxi'tli l(,d it ini isiiiia'tiv ral i'i't to i)erteg)'i's.tlltitti I'mr s'v(iw iis,t l d his plrov ni the 
i(ist (hltl)t-nlablt, ()f lhe colnstait-tntl rtalitv mltllmids il )rac'ti'e. Ill stil istical terils, itisvery effi
ciet', givizig laratil est imatei stntinininn Inleail S(lili'i'( ('Iror. It,ti', swith aill also isinsensitiVe 
t) a ,stl,)ptititSMt1, , xx..imla absolute upit to lengtih or as theIll N, i't'gailt'tI either as anl ti' boundt 
expected asymptot ic'lengih ill:1stiotehastiic 'll Bertalanlffy grow)h Ipi'iit'(,ss. .\1inong the simple 
Methods sttidi(d, only t'e Bi'vertin-l llt p'cedi'e shares this ri)ustiness withIr.,pect to L.. 

Another reason Ior rectiminending the regression me0thod is that it;provides a simlple gralhical 
Ille ns O julldging thel al))ropriateness oif underlying mo del assuml)tions; serio us violations can he 
d etected directly by ciomlparing ohIserv,,d Int.ll lengths above the specified cut-off point; with those 
lredicted hy the imod'l.
 

Perhaps tite only xrawIack Io thi regression .1nethod is the ineed 10i COill)LIte the covariaince 
matrix A to ao' it've lull efficiency. However, litlh issacrificed by weighting simply by the partition 
sample sizes. 

iiai'om at he iretical standpoint, the inaxin likelihood prowedtire ishighly attractive, yielding 
estitnaL.ors with greatest asyilootic efficiency and other desirahle prolperties. lowever,itis not. 
robust to violations oI the asSimptionL on L,, and this has apparently beii a soirce of difficulty 
in applications. In a inumber of cases, searches for L. have converged on LIM , suggesting overesti
mation of L, and 1. Use of Powell's stoclastic model (or a suitable variant) in a maximum likeli
hood context might be more appropriate, buIt we have not tried it. 
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II tile methids1 i 1tlited ut1ot i ,,>h.1mm(l(r lt t -requency data entirely,ed I oni lih i)r (1>1 
combinations of
1lt1'1th-requeIlcy ilattt IcImid
t ,rillI 4nat i<ll, :pplied Sequontially" Where con
sistent 1ini')m m tiot()ttrow h ;lt ,4i 

i l 11 11:1)11:11111v I ; likthlh I'l'mil leveral iI" sfron ' (,001illh ,llktly -r~ u u y ,~ :,it HIM' ;list,Idepenent V (1.sSs M, 'zlt i 1..1hiC ttSNI jointly to estilmate
 

p al wthel.' ' (Iitl()f i l- - (l it '].. I// i
prliate iv~r, tpn~vi(cd , ti cmtl i l,, ill illiklil (md l -'ich is mst approl"'
t , fm-l' ..(, II'I,,VilI'MtLl: t1I''" Ii:-,tlihils. A\tl alli'illrytlilo 


hllcn t' t td)I ml Ill11111Si. ioll 1,,4 a -i I Iit- i or eachlotytj(tI"i'llk lit(lill l Ivt . jI' 
Illr III .:,11 1.1I l'-,()Slttil'I\h1'a uilf 't1 ' iIl i i. I 1 W (pt(111141 proiv(Iii llhtl i fu utlla eor 
for r -searchph\l\lrhioJio llt 'tt itw 88l:4N) itll .'ti(i-,. il-.'il -ttiln otitl ()f gisr-\Iel - hUitd,.I enterlli r s 
f'rom] h'nLg h illc l(I tlils .ti'll ti l ti h i\' 1tii 'ellIll 11 1I, ,,- clre t al. 1198 3), .(1:1; 111ith 1ho
(()l )illed -ta l ilt cmlll - ' : r ilt 'rellll 1 ( t11s oti ri s a) o('r aia ,1 A 

cot ,vI. t1,8rk (,,)miI l l)S;{),wh,,l, 5 ih,(I rtittal t vr a : 1; with il',rm alprred-lfl(r-w a luni th
fr('tIlWI(v llrthii.iill <oL 1titr l-il rhit-fi'llt ai t Ihv NM <,r i (Part 1,[his '()I I. I8xt21)5si-211). SlIs eCh-
Iliqls I() 9()9lll.IS:Siliia)m l ()I' fln m'il. IlI)l'lgro ihi lll i Il-crls lil 1 p.11'n ll ri l ln r goner(a1( l.co.n
texts is t i, r1 r8. 
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Sparre, P. 1987. A etitod for th' estimation of grt,,vt, Intortlily iNtl gear sth'ctionirtitnoent 
par~aneters frot I nltgth-frettuenwy11 nples weighted by catch ptr efforl, p. 75-102. In 1). Pantly 
and G.R. Morgan (els.) lvigti-hased llmet,imls ill fisherit's researt i. ICLAIIM Co nference Protceed 

ings 1:3, 168, p. lint'nalional (0"t r for l Avg quatic Itesotrces Managelm tit, MaIila, Plhilippines,
an11AKuwait Inlittil,. fI' Sc'ivnilii Izvs,,.,rch, Safat, Ku,.vail. 

Abstract 

This paper desc ribes a inethod and a FOTRAIIAN program for the estimation of von Be rtalanffv 
growth parantete rs, total mortality rates and gear selection recruitmert parameters from a time series of 
length-frequency samples we iglhted by catch p'r effort (.4g,., noiibers cantight per hour by length class 
each qutarter (1I the y'-art. Thliength f elueties art separated intl normally distributed components
each of wlilch represetis a cohort. 'The metw 'anues of file ttorniallv distributed cotmponents conform to 
a growth curve as suggested by various authtors. Furth( r, th1e solutions also con form to the exponential
decay model and a gear selction recrittuent model. '[h chi-squared criterion a.s a neasure of goodness 
of fit is used. 

The ntetltod is cnnstrtled to allow for cotinituous seasonally variable recritmenll all year-rolld
and is inetle(I to he used eslecially for tropical and other fish stocks displaying an appropriate recruit
mernt pattern. 

The mtthod is illustrated by means cf a sintulated example, i.e., an example for which the true 
paralleters are kinown. 

Introduction 

The type of analysis to he presented in this paper deals with fish stocks for which it is difficult 
and expensive to obtain direct mNeastrernents of ag- compositions. This is the case for many tropical
fish stocks where otoliths or scales do not show a clear anuMal ring structure. Further, unlike fish 
stocks in colder waters the spawning seasons of tmost. tropjical fish stocks arte not restricted to a rela
tively short period once a ye'I , which makes the definition of age composit ion complicated. 

The present model assumes that only length-frequency samples over a period of time (e.g., a 
length-frequency sample per (Iutarter of the year) are available. It assumes that recruitment occurs 
continuously all year-round, but is seasonally variable, with one or two peaks per year. In addition, 
the method requires some basic knowledge of the fish stock in question. The method works as an 
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iterative process and tilleUser ha.- it)inv ido initial gl,:€:.,s or1'1w resut s (mo rtality rates, grl/\\'1h 

pa lle One.).ll' \' Isay I l ilt'!h s I illlpov)' e rs optinion.lers, () I sl' that ll aIitllitp t I lst' 

T7hus. this is imt an ,ntir'elv ohi j lv'li .in i.I! w'vtr, Iths M111 ,'d tlhIs that allNy' bhje-'ti


maethod htlscd ,,ntilel ' ,I) h I f1reIt',elcym,, d will e.ver he,del ope!t course,,
,c,,!i ( ,w 	 d. ()I' tht- highe¢r the, 

qulanltit' and tjlualit 5 ' or datl tht less Sltl)jteC ivits; iS iiulvt i ctMIL'ill it alalySi:.

T[his conltrihltion ism e illationg] worl, oi < ll",thI'l-lei lc
";e'iis'o, ll ai\ysi- o i(y data~, the startl' 

or which dotes iack to PAP~q' ,'s \"qk'l "o,klmdiyin age, gn.'mUls fnoni mmW4,, At hwi Zh-['rq~vmnj. 

Zto cils r. ,I 

sep~ar;ation orlove'rtatppitl 'olllp l l i iili,ih tions.
 

data t rc iPtt. ',,tP>ell I,"112 ). t'iarll I I d 've lped th'first sIat istical theory oil 

Fr IIIIy' i l I,I .t , t II c II I I v t t It'' SIittiX)nS.T he't.;yui-,,s r t i I (,I I 1i I I I X tl li t 
rtho tlI)ili typ t er iIct i lt (,!' il n ( . 91 ;l 1 I t*A( IiI 1 i Iti' l, ll .Iis (It'lli o ll heNused. T]ho, -p 'taaho!:t I lll " (It lll!P)?52:Tl'llmk:t 19,-): is'ulwthlh , t'xalllpl. TFhe paper-;Ild-pencil
 

n'lethod ipr ilre hy
fer 5 the,allth(l>i , llh~lt devil, trd hl..lih;ili lah .t,lI I 96.7L.\ IIllw tpaler-aund-llpencil
 
nl e t hlo ds hl .c ' li~ld ()It' l ";Ill 11
a r el igh ly tlhj- tiv ,c;i ' l{kI :t1y , t l lll1,1(,w i 'll,,o tl oIf e ci '[h e'-;tx e'r s.'; 

1 Foill iiih t II 1ii iIeC( I ti' l11t , -i't' 	 'l tiili tI ,,. lk1'.li:'l\1 166Itt 'I- 1i I 'il il'e4 it ti 

te8lllllt

Id al 1 it'l n,.l t,

t-
Iltl i it .'i )I'ti l i tii'll ii;t \tl-,llle ,il.- t i have aiiip e a oP'.i 1 I ~'(';Wttol.- Il"in ce(le 1 1 ,.l. I ( ', ' , l imkt 1I)a;:; Mcli \',. ),;il s l-1l Itw: el'if Il t 1i {!t 'r4: M\W wd ol'mll t hec 	 li m "-, 1 dI.\i n Ill 7.'- I ll ,d! te seletitl l otiit c'h er
 

19-)79: Sc'hnlelt mI ur I.t WI!-.( AMll 198 1 ).
Fl l'ill 	 <-


A eti i It'f'hr,,l 	 !'t ~lpl tllS 1111 lt'.ytt a! e i t l ii r illLt i tilimc ' ti llt 1 -fgit' analysis 
, I 1li q I . ai t i>,r wvI11' lit, intS. tw iIe so rI'sis 1tniANI'llt'Tain I,i l i lI1iit' id t' iti1 W hil llI 

aloe based tli ii il li lIlttt ' hi',l' il ll tX li ll t' tl t ,a soll il vIhl. si ;t 1,, til ti kl i l,l i n)i tIlu' 
lI new s t'sI.t't;I ilqu11' i ,illiili, I 1 aI'duc1 fitlitI llI'l t\ r ii %a t I a itidlt SIll I yl analylsi bv 

thai a ot(d ltl[fi ' l I ,ri'l lle l 'l i't. tl It ilt' t , hi r ilf01111Illl t 'Ih 'il-;hl-; l Iht Me h,!i modelt' 
and Ioll'lleme r t ( ) l l le ' y I1) ilt-,' tel ild ELt'eg 1hf.'" hitll'ni.(-hllrla ailliqit9-t'' 1'Slillr 1. eh l loll 

isco sihere it (a f I!ll li y thli ii hu
supl t J ,l, . 1g. itr of- r waIr dse Itad thodfrin01 ' Clllnlh iind V"toLI i,i"r -I They 111:iy. hete\,f,.i:.,,,d l 1<1 I 11. - ;1-; 

()fteli ,liialy,>i, o 'hdll if.,tt ! y , 'ill Ihe ,li:;wptar:illml () ilitil i ()I' l ortl h i:, d e-,ach,, 
which were', inidepend,enh tih,. l ,-.c:aried ()tit t ly (,!* 

I i ill('os'l'lio 	 n .y tilit i l,( l' l Iitnff Cgniro1Step l 	 oally t()1 the lelilh-Fr'pItllt th nllad Irt 

,lAl itedl hen m wptC 0'-,1Stq 4 L it the i llr '1an as ii ( 7- ill(,I'them ) i:(',llsand lt, assit(1
mentll o.f,all ageto t li.each ctll(}lor 

e, aii l 'l l il a nd,( lmf pi \, l i Illeat 


Fonrnn'rA 1i.~131(I'e ler iililall.-; f'romnre(lative(dliffTe,ices illlht c llort'l
 

S t e p 3 is inl(' dtii\ (io m 11I tl o l " / (ll,11a t affe'. 
Stepl .1 is li. derqivat ioli I'c'.M- ()i'ili(oilility iraltes
11111 %i'tlI-ellI:F 	 ishiltietlj e .in' lll.	 A(lo e iii 1tif51 Itt a 'lt't' gooderut

sizeVs.
 
eln lech iqult ga v e rOStilt th ait, , lllhi!.{u o rimad e~l o gfi e nle,. a v o id(.fit thils 	 s- W e ,u s n oIhi(>l ca l s s T o) 

21m1hiVItl SlSOL~tllls-01n10 Call att0,lIlt~t tI <('c 	 rulutre,0il the S0-;t~lills.Th':ilhiolog~ical so:, is'eqluir-Cs 
that all s eppS .iife,cal'ried otllsiltiltatlwously 1 . . r(,lltil ,tttlI0,l-C s4,~ l ions:. oIfIh ! 1eII -'II14 ,>sailIhI 
into( com onlllt',ls whoI(se nillal vailw.s c'orrep ond))lto)iivtil Borllallilffy grot),,,lh curve\;( art, acceptd)I I 

l dali it( 9 79) t :1 nilI j lIJ 
. 

T hO vW0 1'k),M cd' Ii,t in) I'iAMi~ 1 t1 jqlo M,.,qcq IlW V I ' ( ,I ll14)t hl,stlalis .al 
Iis; ail rl)i to. Ih-fr ,(lkIt,,n I i,, v , m tI e Ig.. lItheo(ry 1)eIil I It whl I -~I,,lI I I!Cy u I ,,w IIIt, (IhI d III,3 -;us ,,-tnay 

110,alt\.P iu11,1 i'sill ('lal'k.I 1!J.l~ i.y Us..ingl. 
th~e tf( the 

rstLIlI inlOtsilalt,,. 0 1l' 	 it Col"h10i'. )tcii't'uHnVO!'11.,, this i:,rolh~inI 
ileialt echllliqu,, o1' (ttladli'atiC !i11)rin lli2 llli, thie,,np''rl¢h l nl IsS o(lved by
, ei 3
 

rI nf.l l,P solulill to .Crrespond
)i tot lti,,(xilwliltinl decay;15 moel], :1 s.;)]ulioIn which is along lte 
lines Stlgosltd ihy ,"chiult,and F,'tirlnhq' i19N,<4,/)1in .-alQlivdl to a sii~jh, .<amlnel in'h-lbl b~y 
Fotrnivr andl~ Brl've, II9SKII Als,-o, tild(,rm~lrmseitlaioli "f <mall fish (Iti,(- tgeariselect'ion aind~ recrnift

di,r. f'ol'vin ll
mnle't, is accoun(t h)"Iy t,s titi ill> I4,c'(rre,:. nid toJOw, lll(itimo(ill'((Ttdel o,f
 
I loydal et I]. ( 19,82 1. 

ial the, a(waila!he 1eng llr e an-l 
catch] l.NTr r/) (4gb., wa(inqumtl 

The method(pr'esented Ile~r, ailtlels 	 -(ic IIert a i-exp~ressed is 
Unit or Arorf ( one(saintl& ll( of the,year. F~ronm thelse daki tivt mlethod 

estiates:
 
1. 	 Growth parameters of' the seasonally o scillat. ng weirsion of the von Bertralanlffy gr~owth 

equ1.ation presented by Pauly and Gaschilitz (1979). 
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2. Total mortality rates in each period between two consecutive samples. 
3. Gear selection/recruitment parameters after Hoydal et al. (1982). 
If the available length-frequency data are not expressed on a c/f basis, the method can still be 

used 	to estimate growth parameters and gear selepin/recruitnt parameters. If only one length
frequency sample is available, the method remains alipliicabhle; bat in this case, of course, seasonal 
growth oscillations cannot be considered. 

This paper (iffers somewhat from most other palers on the sub)ject considered in that it con
centrates more on the actual F()tATN !)rogramming of the method. h'l(sym)ols and notation 
use, are a mixture f 'computer Ian guage and ordinary mathematical expressions. The intention is to 

make the translaiion from ie Imat liematics to the,,o lnp iter prograi as easy as 1)ossible (see also 
Morgan and Pauly , Part II, this vol.). 

INPUT 1)ATA 

'rihe present, model assumes that NOS research cruises have been carried out. A single date is 

assigned to eacih cruise (e.g., the date when halt ofIa given Cr0Uise was COml )leted). 

Let S be the cruise indlex and let TIME(S) )e the (a1, IssOciat with Cruise no. S. If the (late 
assigned to cruise no. S is iii t 1 forniat YEAR(S), M(ONII(S) and DAY(S), then 

TIME)(S) YIYAR(S) - (M(O(MONTII(S)) + DAY(S) /3(5
 
S< 1, 2,. . , NOS.
 

where MOI ) -: 0, MO(2) 81 ,M (3) :- 8 ...... %1( 12) ---33.1.
 
The time difference etw 1,e(.i
%wosamles is defined by:
 

DT(S) 'IIME(S) -T- IME(S- I ). S 2, . . . , NS.
 

A cruise is onsi(h(re(l a sam)le. 'Iius, a samll e may be the pooled data from a numher of e.g., trawl 
hauls. The, basic d ata are n u ml )ers caught lI)(, unit. of effort by length group. 

Let L be the lenlgth group index. Lenigth g1rou1. ) l, consists of the fish of lengths between 

Lower limit FIISTL + DL* (L - 1) 

and 

Upper limit • FIRSTL + DL*L 

where FIRSTL is the lower limit of the smallest length grouip and DL is the length interval size. 

Let NOL be the number of length groups. Thus, the upper limit of the largest length group becomes 
FIRSTL+DL*NO L. 

The 	basic observations are: 

OBS 	(S, L) = The average number caught per unit of effort in sample S, belonging to length 
group L. 

= =S 1, 2,..., NOS. L 1, 2,..., NOL. 

NOL 

OBSSUM(S) = OBS(S, L) = total number of fish in sample no. S 

L=1 
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EXAMPLE: 

To illustrate the rmu-l'lttla, a hypothetical example has been (onstrcted (how this was done is 
explained further below. This txamle which will Ie used throughlut this aler consists of folir 
samples in Talh 1, ollectied at the dates given in Table 2. 

The length interval ;ize is )1, 1.0 cm. The lower limit of the smallest length group is FlIISTL 
= 5.0 cm. The Iinl)(,r ut( lenth groups is NoI. --50. Thus the upper limit or the largest length
 
gtroup beomesv 55 cm.
 

Tahhl Isihw, tilt, asic 
 )sel'ati ons and Fig. 1 shows the bar diagrams corresponding to these
data. 

BASIC ASStUMFIWONS 

It is assunId that each sample 

=
OBS (S,L), 1 = 1,2, .. ,NOL; S 1, 2,..., NOS. 

is a random slile of the fishahle part of the stock. The fishahle part of the stock is the part of the 
stock recruite( to t he area covered by the survey (the fishing grounds) Illd whivh consists of fish 
that wi iuld hi )(Ilitmid it' they (n ir(,ci IIll, e,'r. Thus, every fish r('ruitetd to the fishing grounds

which istooi largef to (''ap)i t rougit the ,neshes of the gear in use should have the sanm lrobability
 
of being sanili' I.
 

'[he'method ta io account I hat soi-,i
',t fish hieIonging to the stock have smaler probability
oteing sanplhil tha )Ithcrfish b)ecaustlty ar'c (t fully r(ecuitd or because the gear hiis reduced 
('atihahility I'mr,'. fly applying an "adijust mlnt factor" to the observations they are transformed 
ilt(t a randoiim sallip!". 

TIE E8TtMATION PI)BII.LM 

Thi apt)roach taken here is tl', iraditio)nal one, the theot'y ft'which can be found in many

textbooks of mathmnitical statistics (g.,,
('raner 1961, chapter 30; Kendall and Stuart, VOl. 2,
1961, chitj(it 30i Ran 1965, ('lAt ir 5: I)r'iuer and Smith 1981, chapter 10). This method has been 
applied to analysis of fish lenigth frequencies by several workers, e.g., Macdonald and Pitcher (1979), 
Schnute and Iou'rniir ( 1980) and Clhrk ( 1981 ).

Thus. ther, is nithing 11w in this seition and the basic results of the general theory are pre
sented here primarily to introdu(, the necessary notation for this special application:
 

If we consider ()HS (Q. 1) as a stochastic, variable it may be written:
 

OBS (S,L)L ( '.lIQ (s,) + e ... 1) 

where C FREQ is the mean value of OBS and e is a stochastic term with mean value zero. 
Suppose that we Itave a mathematical model of CFREQ (S, L), i.e., some mathematical func

tion of some deencinit i servat ions (e.g., the times of the sampling, TIME(S)) and a vector of 
NPAR parameters: 

THETA = (TI1ETA(1), TI!ETA(2) .... , ETA(NPAR )) ... 2) 

e.g., 

OBS (S, L) = CFREQ (S,L, TIME(S), THETA) ...3) 

http:PI)BII.LM
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Table 1. Basic observations (hypothetical length-frequency data, see also Figs. 1A-l)). 

Lower limit 
of length class 15 Mar 75 20 Jul 75 12 Oct 75 5 Jan 76 

La (cm) OBS (1, L) OIU ' (2, L) OBS (3, L) OBS (4, L) 

1 5 0 0 0 0 
2 6 0 0 0 0 
3 7 0 0 0 0 
4 
5 

8 
9 

1 
11 

0 
5 

C 
0 

0 
0 

6 5.1 21 0 0 
7 11 138 65 0 0 
8 12 156 (max) '1 (max) 0 0 
9 13 84 52 2 0 

10 1'l 23 19 6 0 
11 ;5 3 5 15 0 
12 16 0 8 36 0 
13 17 0 20 53 1 
14 1 0 39 69 3 
15 19 1 77 66 7 
16 3 85 15 17 
17 21 5 90 31 23 
18 22 11 69 32 40 
19 23 20 61 43 43 
20 24 32 32 54 45 
21 25 54 17 55 38 
22 26 64 8 72 (max) 48 
23 
24 

27 
28 

68 
91 

10 
18 

57 
43 

49 (max) 
40 

25 29 88 26 32 47 
26 99 33 25 46 
27 31 95 43 27 43 
28 32 111 53 32 40 
29 33 86 55 38 35 
30 24 96 77 41 31 
31 35 68 69 57 34 
32 36 68 77 49 39 
33 37 63 61 58 43 
34 38 70 69 62 35 
35 39 60 51 52 41 
36 55 45 63 35 
37 41 65 39 52 41 
38 42 60 24 36 35 
39 43 51 27 38 26 
40 44 42 18 27 23 
41 45 33 13 20 18 
42 46 29 9 15 14 
43 47 19 8 12 8 
44 48 15 6 8 5 
45 49 10 3 6 4 
46 5 2 3 2 
47 51 4 1 3 1 
48 52 2 1 2 1 
49 53 1 0 1 0 
50 54 1 0 1 0 

OBSSUM (S) 2,115 1,601 1,439 1,001 

aL = length class index. 
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The basic estimation problem is to determine the value of THETA, which produces the best fit 
of the theoretical frequencies, CFREQ, to the observed ones, OBS. 

As a measure of goodness of fit, the so-called modified chi-squared criterion is used. 

CHI2 (THETA) = 

LOBS (5, L)j--FREQ (S, L, TFiMIE(S), THETA )) 2 
. 4) 

OBS (S, L) 

{(S, L) IOBS (S, L) > 0 1 

Table 2. Sample dates of illustrative samples (see also 
Table 1, Fig. 1). 

S Year(s) Month(s) l)ay(s) Time(s) DT(T) 

1 1975 3 15 19 75.2027 
0.3479 

2 1975 7 20 1975.5507 
0.22 01 

3 1975 10 12 1975.7808 
0.2329 

4 1976 1 5 1976.0137 

Table 3. Structure of the four samples in Tables 1, 2, Fig. 1. 

Birth yr Spring/ 
Sample STRUC fall A MEANL SIGMA SURV Age SEPIND 

no. I (S, 1, 1-2) 0/1 (Sl) (S, 1) (Sl) (S,I) dist. X* Y* = X/Y 

1 1 1975 0 0.203 11.99 1.20 700.0 0.30 15.59 1.98 7.8 
2 197.1 1 1.203 27.59 2.76 ,t00.0 0.17 5.34 3.03 1.8 
3 197-1 0 1.203 32.92 3.29 600.0 0.26 7.01 3.64 1.9 
it 1973 1 2.203 39.93 3.99 200.0 0.09 2.40 4.11 0.6 
5 1973 0 2.203 42.33 4.23 100.0 0.17 - - -

2 1 1975 1 0.551 12.23 1.22 400.0 0.23 9.00 1.67 5.4 
2 19/75 0 0.551 21.23 2.12 501.6 0.28 11.81 2.71 4.3 
3 
4 

1974 
1974 

1 
0 

1.551 
1.551 

33.03 
!7.07 

3.30 
3.71 

286.7 
430.0 

0.16 
0.24 

1.04 
5.30 

3.51 
3.97 

1.2 
1.3 

5 1973 1 2.551 ,42.38 1.2,4 1,13.3 0.08 -- - -

3 1 1975 1 0.781 18.59 1.86 329.9 0.23 7.48 2.23 3.3 
2 1975 0 0.781 26.07 2.61 413.8 0.28 9.82 3.10 3.2 
3 1971 1 1.781 35.89 3.59 236.4 0.16 3.36 3.76 0.9 
4 197.1 0 1.781 39.25 3.93 354.7 0.24 4.41 4.15 1.1 
5 1973 1 2.781 ,13.66 4.37 118.2 0.08 - - -

4 1 1975 1 1.014 23.93 2.39 249.5 0.25 6.21 2.71 2.3 
2 1975 0 1.014 30.11 3.02 312.9 0.31 8.15 3.43 2.4 
3 1974 1 2.014 38.29 3.83 178.8 0.18 2.79 3.97 0.4 
4 1971 0 2.014 41.08 4.11 268.2 0.27 - - -

*X= MEANL (S, I + 1)- MEANL (S, I); Y = (SIGMA (S, I + 1) + SIGMA (S, 1))/2. 
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{(S, L) ,OBS (S,L) > 0 ris the set of all non.-zero observations. Let NOSI he the number of non
zero observations. 

ThI vaiu of 'IETA which minimizes CI2 is (for large salnl)h, sizes) the IlaXIumurn likelihood
estimator of TI- ETA, i.e., the value of TIETA which assigns maximium )prohahility to the observa
tions. It can he shown that under certain assumptio ns (1112 is asymnitoti.aitly :h i-s Uared distributed 
with NOBSIP-NPAR-1 degrees of freedom (for large samples).


The method ap)lied to minimize the weighte(d suill of Sqluares ol dleiations (equation 11), is

presented further below. An ii trodUCtu1in to the 
 (-H(,ral theory Of estimatin in non-linear models is 
given in Draper and Smith (1981 ).

Nacdonald and Pitcher (1979) and Schnut(- ,iIFournier (1980) used another measure,
 
namely:
 

02:
OBS (S ,L)*log(OBS (SI.,)/CER.,Q (S, 1, TINIE(S), TlIETA)) 

{(S, l') I OBS (8, ') .0 

However, as poinl,(d m)lltI bi ai,OVO-1n01tion(ld auth,)rs, this llleasure (and a few more
 
alternatives) has asymlptotic:dy In(, same l)rol)erties as (qutioll (I). 'Thus, selection of a 
given
function is nel.I,, ; I'isti cllola'of"att atlld calctlationi nv llien e. 

TIlE EXION ENTIA 1,DECAY MOI)EL 

To define the model for (CFJItQ(S,L') in equation (1), it is convenient to start by considering 

NOI, 

TOTLiSUlt(S) (F (SItE, L) .. 5) 

and then gradually modify the model for this quantity until it is converted into a model for CFREQ.
TOTSUR stands for total num,ber o f survivors. When the basic data are catch per unit of effort,
TOTSUR (S)call he assunwd prop)rtional to the number of survivors from the stock at time
'TIME(S). Equation (5) expresses 'I'OTSUR as the sum of length groups lbut for the present purpose
another splitting is require.', namely into broods (or cohorts): 

LOTSUR(S)- SUI V(S, 1) .6)
 

where I is index of cohort -rod SURV (S,1) is the number of survivors from cohort no. I at the time 
of sample S. (Actually, SURV is an inldex of nulml)er of' survivors, which is tacitly assumed in the 
following). In the present model, one or two cohorts per year are assumed. As will be seen further 
below, the method is probably not capahe of dealing with more than two cohorts per year. In the 
following two cohorts per year are assumed, as it is a simple thing to reduce the model to the case 
of one cohort per year. 

A cohort (or brood) may he (lefined in the fIollowing way: 
Spring cohort : All fish recruited from date 'I'B0 to date TB1 (designated as "0-cohort" or'spring' cohort)
 
Autumn cohort : All fish recruited from date TB1 
 to date T130 (designated as "l-cohort" or 

"fall" cohort) 
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A cohort is thus identified by the time the fish in it were hatched, i.e., (h itch year, season).
 
Thus to each index, 1, in equation (6) there is a corresponding pair:
 
STRUC (S, 1, 2) = hatch year
 

(0 if I is a spring cohortSTPUC (S,I, 2) =7) 

if 1 is an autumn cohort 

The same k'ohort may be represented in several samples. The following connects the cohorts 

in the various samples: 

=STRUC (S, 1, 3) index of cohort strength (to be explained below) 

index of cohort I in the foregoing sample if the cohort 
did not recruit between sampies S-1 and S. 

S.0, if cohort I re(cruited between samples S-1 and S or if S = I 

Each cohort has a strength, i.e., the value of SIJIRV when the cohort appears for the first time 
in a sample. These cohort strengths constitute a pa..urt of the iarameter vetor THETA, and the index 
ST.UC (S, 1, 3) is used to identify this THETA-elementi.c., 

'['tl ETA (STI LC( S, 1,3) 	 ) --S ltV (S0, 10) 

where 	 STRI.JC (S, 1, 1) = STRUC (S0, 10, 1) 
STRUC (S, 1, 2) = STRUC (SO, 10, 2) ... 9) 
STRUC (SO, 10, 4)= 0 

(This is further explained 	in the example below). 

The connection between 

SURV (S-1, STRUC (S,1, 4)) and SURV (S, 1) 

in the case STRUC (S, 1, 4) 4 0 and S > 1 is the traditional exponential decay model: 

SUP V (S, 1) -=SURV ( S-1, STR UC (S, 1, 4) )*:EXP ( -DT(S):fTHETA(9 + S)) ... 10) 

Recall that DT (S) = TIME(S) -TIME(S-1), i.e., the time elapsed between samples S-1 and S. 
THETA (9 + S) is the instantaneous rate of total mortality (usually denoted Z). Thus, in the 

traditional notation equation (10) reads: 

+ , Nt e-ZANt 

The reason for defining the index 9 + S as it is, is that the first 10 elements of THFET-, are 
occupied by growth parameters and some other parameters which will be introduced further below. 

Mortality does not have a cohort index, only a sample index. This is so because in this model, 
all cohorts are assumed to be exposed to the same total mortality, as soon as they are fully recruited 
and urder full exploitation. 

Fournier and Breen (1983) applied a similar model to analyzea single length-frequency sample. 
In this case, recruitment was assumed con.:tant. 

EXAMPLE: 

The samples in the example above are composed of six cohorts with a structure as shown in 
Table 4. An alternative graphical description of the sample/cohort structure is shown in Fig. 2. 
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50 
S S Sample 3 Sample 4Sample I Sample: 

5V 	 * Assumed represented in sample
 
0 Ignored in sample
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Fig. 2. Su.,ison;iIyjr(,wthV .cj ill Ln CtrwV 	S (,nrrel;,)nIinI, Io data in TaIdh 4 and 	illustrating4 the," a l,-	 y),"c)~ lt 

Table 4. Exanple of asample/cohort struc ure (see also Fig. 2 afld text). 

Sample no. 	 1 2 3 4 

STRUC (1, 1,1) STRUC (2, 1, 1) STRUC (3, 1, 1) STRUC (4, 1, 1)
STRUC (1, 1, 2) STRUC (2,1, 2) STRUC (3, 1,2) STRUC (4, 1,2)STRUC (1, 1,3) STRUC (2, 1, 3) STRUC (3, 1,3) STRUC (4, I, 3)STRUC (1, 1,4) STRUC (2, 1,4) srRuc (3, 1, 4) STRUC (4, 1,4) 

1975 
 1975 
 1975 
 1975
 
0 	 1 1 1 

14 
 19 
 19 
 19
 
0 	 0 1 	 1 

2 1974 	 1975 1975 1975
1 	 0 0 0 

15 	 14 14 14 
0 	 1 2 2 

3 	 1974 1974 1974 
 1974
 
0 	 1 1 1

16 
 15 	 15 
 15
 
0 	 2 3 	 3 

4 	 1973 1974 1974 	 1974

1 	 0 0 	 0 

17 	 16 16 16
 
0 	 3 4 4 

5 	 1973 1973 1973 -
0 1 1 

18 
 17 17 
0 4 5 
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Table 5 shows an example of the parameter vector. This vector, of course, will not be known 
at the present stage of the analysis since THETA is the final result of the exercise. However, the
input data given in Table 1 are constructed so that the parameters are those given in Table 4. For
the hypothetical example used the true parameters are thus known. We may also consider Table 5 
as the user's initial guess of the parameters. With the parameters given in Table 5, the numbers of 
survivors become those shown in Table 6. 

Table 5. Example of (incomplete) parameter vector. 

I TIIETA (I) Explanation 

I 
2 various parameters (to be introduced later) 

10 

11 1.0 Total mortality from TIME (1) to TIME (2)
12 0.8 Total mortality from TIME (2) to TIME (3)13 1.2 Total mortality from TIME (3) to TIME (,1) 

14 700 Strength of cohort (1975, 6) (= SURV (1, 1))15 400 Strength of cohort (197.1, 1) (= SURV (1, 2))
16 600 Strength of cohort (1974, 0) ( SURV (1, 3))
17 200 Strength of cohott (1973 1) ( SURV (1, 4))
18 400 Strength of cohrt (1973, 0) ( SURV (1, 5))
19 400 Strength of cohort (1975, 1) ( SURV (2, 1)) 

Table 6. Example of calculation of the numbers ok" survivors, SURV. ('I HIETA (S + 9) is the tctal mortality between 
samples S-1 and S and DT is the time pericd). 

S 1 2 3 4 

THETA (S + 9) 1.0 0.8 1.2
DT (S) 0.3,179 0.2301 0.2329


I SURV (1, 1) SURV (2, 1) SURV (3, 1) 
 SURV (4, 1) 

1 700.0 400.0 329.9 249.5
2 400.0 501.6 413.8 312.9
3 600.0 286.7 236.4 178.8
4 200.0 430.0 354.7 268.2
5 400.0 143.0 118.2 -

NUMBER OF COHORTS IN A SAMPLE AND SAMPLE TYPE 

The present method is not capable of estimating the number of cohorts represented in a 
sample. In case additional information is not available the user must guess the number of cohorts 
in each sample. If, e.g., subsamples of the length frequencies have been analyzed for age distribu
tion by reading in hard parts (otoliths, scales or bones), this can be used to estimate how many 
cohorts are present in a sample. 
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If only length-frequency data are available, the user must provide a guess of the number of 
cohorts in each sampie. Thus, this method is not a purely objective method, unless it is combined 
with additional information. 

The array STRUC (S, 1), 1 :- 1, 2 in Tal de .1 must )e given as input. lowever, the program does 
not take STRUC directly as input. 

To secure a consistent sample/cohort structure, the program creates the array STRUC from the 
inl)ut paranWtCi s: 

BM = maximuin numlber of cohort:; in any sample. 

STY !'E IS, 1) type of saml) . S, S = 1, 2, . • . , NOS. . . 11) 

The type of a sample can he 1. 2 or 3 and is defined: 

Sample lype 1 The youngest cohort repres:entd in the sample is the 1-cohort from the 
forgoing year. T10he 1i l Icr of cohorts is BM-1. (Sample no. 4 in Table 4 
is i type I sample). 

Sample type 2 : Tho youngest cohort is the ()-c(h-ort of the saml)lc year. The number of 
cohorts is 13M. (Sample no. 1 of Tahle 4 is a type 2 saml)e). 

Sample type 3 • The, young(st cohort is the 1-cohort 01" the sample year. The number of 
(cohorts is BM. (Samples 2 and 3 in Table -1 are type 3). 

The second element in STYPE is 

=STYPE (S, 2) winimer of cohorts in sample S . . . 12) 

Table 7 illustrates the sample-type concept by the example of Table 4. 

Table 7. Illustration of the sample type concept. (Compare Fig. 2 and Table 1). 

&mple, S 1 2 3 4 
TIME (S) 1975.2027 1975.5507 1975.7808 1976.0137 

STYPE (S, 1) type 2 type 3 type 3 type 1 

STRUC (1, t, 1) 
STRUC (1, 1, 2) 

STRUC (2, 1, 1) 
STRUC (2, 1, 2) 

STRUC (3, 1, 1) 
STRUC (3, 1,2) 

STRUC (4, 1,1) 
STRUC (4,1,2) 

1 1975 1975 1975 1975 (youngest 
0 1 1 1 cohort) 

2 1974 1975 1975 1975 
1 0 0 0 

3 1974 1974 1974 1974 
0 1 1 1 

4 1973 1974 1974 1974 
1 0 0 0 

5 1973 1973 1973 
0 1 1 

Number of 5 5 5 4 
cohorts BM BM BM BM-1 

STYPE (S, 2) 
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LENGTH DISTRIBUTION FOR GIVEN AGE 

In order to introduce length groups into equation (6) it is written 

NOL 

TOTSUR(S) = SUIV (S,I)*CFREQ1(S, I, L) ...13) 

I L=I 

where 

CFREQ1(S, I, L) = the probability that a fish in sample S, cohort no. I belongs to length 
group L. 

Changing th( order of the summations gives: 

NOL 

TOTSUR(S) = : T SURV(S, I)*CFREQ1(S, I, L) ...14) 

L=I I 

If CFREQ(S, L) of equation (1) is defined by: 

CFREQ(S, L) = SURV(S, I):ICFREQ1(S, I, L), ... 15) 

then equation (5) has been cnverl : ito equation (1). 
CFREQ1 (S, 1, L) as a function of L is assumed to be a normal distribution. That is, for given 

age (given I and S), the probability that a fish belongs to length group L is: 

CFREQ1 (S, 1, L) 

FIRSTL + DL*L 

1' 2' 
1 X - MEANL (S, I) 

SQRT (2:IPI)*SIGMA(S, I) /dX 6)SIMA 

FIRSTL +DL* (L - 1) 

We assume that there exists a linear relationship between MEANL and SIGMA (Schnute and 
Fournier 1980): 

SIGMA (S,1) = THETA (5) + THETA (6)*MEANL (S,1) ...17) 

The parameters THETA (J), J = 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 are parameters of the seasonalized von 
Bertalanffy growth equation (von Bertalanffy 1934; Pauly and Gaschiitz 1979). 

MEANL is a function of these growth parameters, the age of the cohort and the time of the 
sample. 

Let AGE (S,I) be the age group of cohort I at TIME(S). 

AGE (S,I) = 0, 1, 2, 3,... 
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Let STIME(S) be the decimal part of TIME(S), i.e., 

STiME(S) = TIME(S) - YEAR(S) .. .18) 

Let 

A (S,1) = AGE (S, 1)+ STIME(S) ...19) 

Thus, A is the age of cohort I relative to the start of the hatching year of cohort I. MEANL isconsidered a function of A and not a function of absolute age. Usually, absolute age is used as theindependent variable in the von Bertalanffy equation, but this is not possible in the present case 
because the absolute ages are not known. 

MEANI is a function of 
A (S,1). STIME(S), TllET:\ (Ji, J - 1, 2, 3,4, 7, 8 and STRUC (S,1, 2) (= 0 for spring cohorts 

and = 1 for fall cohorts) 
Usually the von Bertalanffy growth equation inits simplest form iswritten: 

-
1, (1
L,= I ---e K 0, --t,))) 

and in the seasonalized form (Wauly and Gaschiitz 1979): 

S--L (1 -e ko It --I, ' (C/27T)*sin (27r(t - tw))I) 

where t is the absolute age of the cohort.
 
Inthe Pauly and G(aschiitz model K is assumed to be a 
function of time: 

K (t)= Ko (1--C cos (27T (t- t ))) 

on the assumption that the cosine reflects seasonal oscillations of temperature, food availability

and/or anything else in fluenicing the growth rate. At time t, 
 (the winter point) K take its lowest
 
value.
 

The six growth parameters used in the present 
 ilodel are closely related to those defined by

Pauly and Gasch~itz (1979):
 

THETA (1) : Asymptotic length ( ...inthe traditional notation) 
THETA (2) : Curvature parameter (Ko)
THETA (3) : Initial condition parameter for the spring cohort with average birthday Tbo 

((to + Tho)*Ko))
THETA (4) : Initial condition parameter for the fall cohort with average birthday Tbl 

((t o + Tbl)*Ko))
THETA (7) : Amplitude of seasonal oscillation of K (C/(Ko*2,r))
 
THETA (8) : Winter point (t ).
w
 
The absolute age is 
t = A fS, I) -Tho for the spring cohort 
t = A (S,1) - Tbl for the fall cohort 
The birthdays Tbo and Thi cannot be separated from to in the present estimation procedure,

and consequently they are not used as parameters. Alternatively the parameters THETA (3)
THETA (4) which can be estimated are used in the growth equation. 

and 

With the growth parameters given above the growth equation reads: 

MEANL (S,I) = 

/THETA (3)
 
THETA (1)* (1 - exp 1-THETA (2)*A (S,1) + + 
 ... 20) 

THETA (4) 

+ THETA (7 )*sin [27r*(STIME(S) -THETA (8))] 1) 
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EXAMPLE: 

We are now in a position to continue tile specification of the parameter vector THETA initiated 
in Table 5. The extended parameter vector is shown in Table 8. 

Fig. 2 shows the growth curves for the two cohorts corresponding to the parameters given in 
Table 8. Fig. 2 is also used to illustrate the sample-type concept. 

Figs. 4A-D show examples of the separation of length-frequency samples into normally dis
tributed components (see also Table 3). 

Note that the youngest cohorts are underrepresented in Figs. 4A-D as compared to Table 6. 
The reason for this discrepancy is that the number of survivors has been adjusted to account 

for low catchability due to gear selection and recruitnent as discussed below. 

'fable 8. Example of extended (but still incomplete) parameter vector. 

I THETA (1) Explanation 

1 50.0 Asymptotic length, L.
 
2 0.8 Curvature parameter, Ko
 
3 -0.112 Initial condition parameter for spring cohort Ko (to + Tbo)

4 0.160 Initial condition parameter for autumn cohort Ko (to + Tbl)

5 0.0 Intercept in SIGMA
 
6 0.1 Slope in SIGMA
 
7 0.1019 Amplitude in seasonal ose. CK/27T

8 0.2 Winter point, tw 
9 - Gear selection parameter


10 - (To be introduced later)

11 1.0 Total mortality from TIME (1) to TIME (2)
12 0.8 Total mortality from TIME (2) to TIME (3)
13 1.2 Total mortality from TIME (3) to TIME (-t)

14 700 Strength of cohort (1975, 0) (=SUIIV (1, 1))

15 400 Strength of cohort (1971, 1) ( SURV (1,2))

16 600 Strength of cohort (1974, 0) ( SURV (1,3))

17 200 Strength of cohort (1973, 1) ( SURV (1,4))

18 400 Strength of cohort (1973, 0) ( SURV (1, 5))

19 400 Strength of cohort (1975, 1) ( SURV (2, 1))
 

RECRUITMENT/GEAR SELECTION 

Some fish may have reduced probability of being caught because they are either not on the 
fishing grounds (i.e., the area covered by the survey) or because of the selectivity of the gear (e.g.,
they may be so small that they are able to escape through the meshes of trawl's cod end). 

A reduction factor expressed as a function of length of the fish (GCORR (L , is thus defined: 

Probability of being caught in length group L
 
GCORR(L) = 
 ... 21) 

MAX f Probability of being caught } 
L 

Thus, 0 < GCORR (L) < 1.0. 
It is assumed that GCORR is dependent only on L (and not on S). This implies that the ex

ploitation pattern of the stock is assuned to remain constant during the sampling period. The 
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migration pattern is assumed to be a funCtion of Ile length of the fish only, and independent of
 
the season of tile year. The model for (.CORIt (L) presented by IIoydal et al. (1982) is used here:
 

GCORR (L) =(I + ,,p [ilI';T ()) + (I tiSI, + (1, 4 0.5)*Dl:)I,)*TIIETA (10) 22) 

The parameters can he interpreted in the following way:

Let ,5 0% and L75' bhe the lengths at which the probal)ility of being caught is 50% and 75%
 

of the maximum probal)ility, respectively. Then
 

TIHEI';TA .9) zz log( 3) 150%/(L75%-l50%)
 
and
 

T IETA I 0) 1 I! ETA (9)/L507,,
 

As defined by equalion 1.5 with no reCgald to r(crtuitnlell,'g( ;' selection we have: 

OHS (S, L)
 
= (C'O){R (L)
 

CFI{EQ (S, 1
 

Thus, if CFR EQ is refplacted by the adjusted value: 

(CIREQ (S, I,)*((CORI{ (L) ... 23) 

the model is expected to give the best fit to the dath. 

EXAMPLE: 

Table 9 shows the cor1 )lete parameter vector, i.e.. including the recruitment/gear selection 
parameters. 

Fig. 3 shows the rec'ruitment/gear selection ogives corresponding to tile parameter values given 
in Table 9. 

1.0 --

.9
 

.8
 

. .7
 
r_ .6
 

W .50 

S.3 

.2 L5 0 1% L7 5 %
 

.1 "
 

6.5 8.5 10.5 12.5 14.5 16.5 18.5 20.5 22.5 
Length (cm)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
L (= length class index) 

Fig. 3. Recruitment/selection ogive as used Io correct ength-frequency data 
for effects of incomplete recruitment and or selection (see text). 
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Table 9. Example of a complete parameter vector. 

I THETA (1) Explanation 

1 50.0 Asymptotic length, L,, 
2 0.8 Curvature parameter, Ko
 
3 -0.112 Initial condition parameter for spring cohort Ko (to + Tbo)
 
4 0.160 Initial condition parameter for autumn cohort Ko (to + Tbl)
 
5 0.0 Intercept in SIGMA
 
6 0.1 Slope in SIGMA
 
7 0.1019 Amplitude in seasonal o.:. CK/27r
 
8 0.2 Winter point, tw 
9 3.662 Gear select ion parameter (L50% = 10 cm)
 

10 -0.3662 Gear 'electieo parameter (L75% = 13 cm)
 
11 1.0 Total mortality from TIME (1) to TIME (2) 
12 0.8 Total mortality from TIME (2) to TIME (3) 
13 1.2 Total mortality from TIMEIE (3) to TIME (4)
 
14 700 Strength of cohort (1975, 0) (=SURV (1, 1))
 
15 400 Strength of cohort ( 97.t, 1) (= SURV (1, 2))
16 600 Strength of cohort (197.1, 0) ( SUllV (1, 3))
 
17 200 Strength of cohort (1973, 0) ( SURV (1, 4))
 
18 400 Strength of cohort (1973, 0) (=SURV (1, 5))
 
19 ,100 Strength of cohort (1975, 1) (= SURV (2, 1))
 

CONCISE MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION 
OF THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 

This SectiOl pre'sents stringent resume of the mathematics introduced above. Special reference 
is given to the functional relationships, which may be difficult to see through in the mixture of 
words and formulas used above. 

The estimation pro blem is defined as follows: 
Determine the ,alu of the tarneter vector 

THeTA = (TIIETA (1), IlETA (2) ..... tHETA (NvAtR) 

which fer given values of' B\ and STYPE minimizes the object function: 

C1I12 (OBS, 13M , STYPE, THI',ETA) 

- NiES (OBS (S, L), TIME(S), BM, STYPE, THETA) ... 24) 

{(S, L) I OBS (S, L)> 0 1 

where 

OBS (S, L) - CFREQ (L, S, TIME(S), BM, STYPE, THETA) 
RES (OBS (S, L), BM, STYPE, THE'rA) = ... 25) 

SQRT (OBS (S, L)) 

OBS (S, L) = observations: The average number caught per unit of effort in sample S, belonging to 
=length group L. S 1, 2,. .. , NOS. L = 1, 2, ... , NOL. 

BM and STYPE may come from an independent investigation or be based on a qualified guess. 
No general rule for selecting among competing solutions with different values of BM and 

STYPE is given. In that sense the method is subjective. 
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The theoretical frequency is defined : 

STYPE (S, 2) 

CFREQ (S, L, TIME(S), BM, STYPE, THETA) = . SURV (S, 1, STRUC, THETA)* .. 26) 

CREQ1 (S, I, L,'I'IE(8), STRUC, THlETAT~*GCORIR (L, THETA 

I i, a cohort index and is relat,,d t, '.h- '-ctor ST'Y P as follows: 
BM = maximum number of ohor'ts in any sample. 

STYPE (S, tyj)e of sampl'S.
STYPE (S, 2) number of cohbots in :;amph, F. STYP'E (S, 2) is dermined by the value of 

PM and S'IYIt, (s, I ):
S' YPE (S, 1) 1: T110 young'st co.;'iort is th( a)lU Lm n-cohort from foregoing year. STYPE 

STYPI: (S 2) BMI - 1
STYPE (,, 1) 2: T11 you nges, cohort is the slpring-cohort of the sample year. STYPE 

STYPE tS, 2) ht-NI 
SIYP (S, 1) 3: fTh(yYong st omrt is th1waut um .cohort of the sample year. STYPE 

SYE (S, 2 1 BM 
The vector STRUC is determin! d 6y !-M, STYPE and TIME: 

hatching yeai of cohort i 
=STR ITC (S, 1, 2) 0 if I is a spring cohort 

1 it I is an autumn cohort 
'rIllETA-inLdex of cohort strength, i.e., 
StRV (SO, 10) = TliET'A (STRUC (S, I, 5) when 
STRUC (S 1, 1) -'-TUJCI (SO, 10, 1), 
STVUC (S, 1, 2) STIIUC (SO, 10, 2) and 
STR. T(' ;, 10, 4) = 0 
index of cohort in tbi foregoing sample if the cohort did not recruit 

STRUC (S, I, 4) bet ween sampies S-1 and S. 

The adjustment 
0, if cohort I recruited between samples S-1 and S or if S 

factor for gear select ion/recruitment: 
1. 

GCORR.!L TIITA [1 + exp [TIETA (9 + (FIRST), (1L+ 0.51,DL)THETA '10 ... 27) 
The probability thiat a cohort I fish in sample S belongs to length group L 

[FIRST- + DL1,---1), FIRSTL + DL*LI, is: 

CFREQ 1 (s, 1,L, TIME(S), STRUTC, TtETA) 

FIRS T L + 1),*L 

1 
1 

SQRT (2*P1T)*S1(;MA ( -
exp 

" X -- MEANL ( -

0.5 (X --.. 
IGMIA (

) 

) dX .. . 28) 

FIRSTL -;.DLI (1, 1) 

where "( - )" stands for "(S, 1, TIME(S), STRUC, THETA)"
The standard deviati,.m of the length distribution is: 

SIGMA (S, 1, TIME(S), STRUC, THETA) = 

... 29)= THETA (5) + THETA (6)*MEANL (S, I, TIME(S), STRUC, THETA) 
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The mean length of cohort I in sample S is given by the seasonalized von Bertalanffy
 
growth equation:
 

MEANL (S,1, TIME(S), STRUC, THETA) = 

THETA (1)*(1 - exp (-THETA (',)A (S,I) +
 
+ THETA (3)*(1 - STRUC (S,1, 2) ) + THETA (,I)*STRUC (S,1, 2) +
 
+ THETA ('7)*(sin (2,r*(STIME(S) -TIfETA (8)))) 

where ... 30) 
A (S, 1) = AGE (S, 1) + STIME(S) 
AGE (S. I) = STRUC (S,1,1) -- ) EAR(S) 
STIME(S) TIME(S) --Y EAItS) 
TIME(S) YEAR(S) + (MO(MONTII(S)) + DAY(S))/365. 
where MOl)ii 0, M{02) = 31, MO(3) = 89, .. MC(1 2) = 334. 

The number of survivors in cohort I in sample S is: 

SURV (S-1, STRUC , TIE(S), TETA) 
ex, (-D'I (S)ITI ETA (9 + S)) if STRUC (S,1, 4) 0 ... 31) 

TLIETA (SI RLC (S,1, '3)) if STRUC (S,1, 4) = 0 

where DT(S) = TIMI(S) -- TIM E(S-1). S = 2, 3,..., NOS. 

The complete parameter vector is defined in Table 10. 

Table 10. Parameter vector. 

I THETA () I THETA (I) 

1 Asymptotic length, L,, 12 Total mortality from TIME (2) to 
2 Curvature parametez, Ko TIME (3) 
3 Initial condition parameter for spri ig 

cohort :Ko (to + Tbo) 
4 Initial condition parameter for autumn 

cohort : Ko (to + Tbl) 9 + NOS Total mortality from TIME (NOS-1) 
5 Intercept in SIGMA to TIME (NOS)
 
6 Slope in SiGMA 10 4 NOS Strength of cohort (STRUC (1, 1, 1),
 
7 Ampli: uie in seasoral oscillation: CKo/ STRUC (1, 1, 2))
 

CKr,/2r 11 + NOS Strength of cohort (STRUC (1, 2, 1),
8 Winter point, 1w STRUC (1, 2, 2)) 
9 Gear selection parameter: 12 + NOS Strcngth of cohort (STRUC (1, 3, 1), 

log(3)*L50%!(L75%-L50%) STRUC (1, 3, 2)) 
10 Gear selection parameter: 

- THETA (9)/L50% 
11 Total mortality from TIME (1) to 

TIME (2) NPARa Strength of cohort (STRUC (S1, I1,1), 

2 ))bSTRUC (S1, I1, 

aNPAR = 9 + NOS + number of cohorts.
 
bS, is the index for the last sample with a recruiting cohort. 11 is the index of the youngest recruit cohort in
 

sample S1. 
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BASIC ALGORITIM WITII CONSTIRAINEI) :STIMATION 

In the present context the algo)rilhm which defines the residuals (eq uation 25) in the optimiza
tion prothlem (equaiion 2.1) is considered the "hasic aliforitlhml".
 

The nlillinlization of Ilhe ol.iet functi(on (eqtuation 
 1or 21) might also haw heen considered 
the hasic algorithim, htilsince this isa standard t(,hn( whiCh Can be usId to iilimize awlI'
of squares, it is not consider'e(d woirt hvhi1e to go 

suim 
illt)) detail ahol it in the Ir(,sent conlext.


Ilowever, it 8111d(1 11toteIl that the linimization of the ohject ftinctiLn (,quation 21) is

solved hy the N.\G-suhrolltine F().lVI'.' I (NA(-,ilrary 1981). 
There exist a numlhr of suhroutine 
libraries( (ontli:1li NO similar to l().IH ( 'F,nd aylystibrontlis of these could hlave een lused. 

The routit l'ti1"('!" Isoof the (alUss-,ctwton t)t, an( is Iased on the algorithm by Gill and 
Murray (19781. 

El. 1("C' (oes lot rtuire (leriXVat iVOe. ntlI it aSSUnies that contilmious first and second deriva
tivs do exist Illi.,iasstlll ti (l isfulf'illed in the pr l lnt(last). 

E011"(lV retqoirts 01frit ' User the Stl trou olewhich CalCtilates the residuals aNI also an
 
initial gue1,s 
 il to e t)tl >, tte algorit h all i 'ative ess.i I einlg ie pi'o


8ieforl Ill,Is .alg(rittIllofno ti e 'alculatitll (ot"r(,sidcuals is presented, 
an outline of the main 
)rograln isgivn(-\: 	 Readt<. nhlservat ions, (ilS, Ilax intillheri of)l types STYtPIE.co(hnitIs, BaM and( ,Sallle( 

B: 	 {ead initial gltless (ill
Ihe IIlrallleters, TIIFTA. 
(C: 	(CalC('late,the re'>idulak for)lthe' currout TI ll'T \-wihi(,. 
D: 	('alcult( i ,otje t utcltion, ('1112 CIHIIET1'A!.
 

Itf(C1112 C'l II'TA is miiiinium thlen go to 
 F. (I)is pqieforied hy E0IFCF.)
h' TA in aE: 	('h lg the valli:) TI]II way which may lead to lower CH12-Vate; go to C. 

(E'.iS po(l'(oilled hv Iy 11:(I0 	 '.
 

F: 	 Print r(,h11 S. 
So far TEI TA has II(.ll ,oi- itered a varialde, NlPAR-dimensional vector of unknown1 param

eter valIs. Ilowiev'r, tht pringram all(ows 
for sone(if the THETA-elements to remain constant (i.e.,
known) ()1somec (l t lI I el)Irt iilaol ,o otler elment. For this purpose a parameer

vector, PAR{AM, is itittl(TctI. Attually l'.\1H A\I is the parameter vector uLseN in equation (24)
 
instead of TIIETA.
 

Ifwe inltrolute tlhe syinhtti ('1 11'1 
 for 	thIe ,ltd,,j function asaation of PARAM, then 

('112P (PAIAM) ('1112 M''IIETA) 

whaere 

THETA (I) I'AtARAN I WPOINT (1 )*I'FA'TOR (1) if PPOINT (1) >0
THETA (I)ktept constant = initial guess) ifPPOINT (I)= 0 32) 

PPOINT and PFACTOI are i11)npl t(tt ieselcted and entered hy the user. 

Suppose the total mortality i'(lii s t)nstant for all !Ieriods, then 

PPOINT (11) :--PPOINT (12) -- . . . I POINT 19 + NOS) = 11 and
 
PFACTOIR (11) = 'FACTOR (12) =... (9 = 1.0
ItACTOl{4-NOS) 

would produce an estimate of "common" total mortality, i.e., an estimation under the constraint: 

THETA (11) = TI iETA (12) = ...- TI ]ETA (9 + N()S) 

Entering, e.g., I'POINT (11) 1.0 and PPOINT (12) = 2.0 would produce all estimation of
total mortality Under the constraint that the otUl mortality hetween first and second sample is 
double 	that between second and third sample. 

Similar constraints can be imposed on the cohort. strengths. 
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The algorithm for calculation of residuals works as follows: 
A: 	 Select subset PARAM of THETA (equation 32) 
B: 	 S: = 1 (index of sample) 
C: 	 I: = 1 (index of cohort) 
D: 	 Calculate relative age of -ohort I (equation 19)
 

Calculate mean length of cohort I (equation 20 or 30)
 
Calculate standard deviation of cohort I (equation 17 or 29)
 

E: 	 Calculate dheoretical frequencies (equation 26) 
G: 	 Correct for gear selection/recruitment (equation 22 or 27) 

=1-1: 	 If I < STYPE (S, 2) then 1: I + 1; go to 1). 
=I: 	 IfS <! NOS then S: S + 1; go to ('. 

J: 	 Calculate resid uals (for all samplles) (equation 25). 

Morgan and Pauly (Part II, this vol.) present the FORTRAN 77 program corresponding to this 
algorithm along with practical hints on how to u tlhe program. 

SELECTING AMONG COMPETING SOLUTIONS 

The basic estimation problem was defined above as the minimization of CHI2 with resnect of 
THETA (equation 4). 

However, the implication is not that in general the parameter set which minimizes CHI2 is 
necessarily the best one. In case the number of cohorts (BM ) and the sample types, STYI'E, are kept 
constant (and thus also the number of parameters, NPAR, kept constant), the minimum value of 
CItI2 can he used to select the h,,st estimate of TIlTA. 

But Ci 12 for two competing solutions with different number of cohorts and, thus, different 
NPAR-values should not be compared. Usually (but not necessarily) a better fit is achieved the more 
parameters the model contains. To use the THETA value which minimizes CHI12 for all values of 
NPAR may lead to a very poor choice (Schnute and Fournier 1980). 

1 am not in a position to suggest a solution to the problem as far as statistical testing is con
cerned. If I were, the a.ialysis would not have the subjective component mentioned above. In fact, I 
do not believe that any statistical test exists, which would make a judgment based on biological 
considerations superfluous. 

Nevertheless, some guidance can he extracted from the CIll2-values for different NPAR-values. 
It can he shown that C1-12 is asymptotically chi-squared distributed with NOBS-NPAR-1 degrees of 
freedom. H-owever, the distribution of CI-112 is usually unknown (Cramer 1961). Schnute and 
Fournier (1980) recommend the chi-squared test for choosing among com1peting soiutions. They do 
not consider it a final criterion, but a useful guide. 

Schnute and Fournier (1980) did not apply expression (24) as the chi-squared statistics. The 
approximation of equation (24) to the chi-squared distribution becomes poor when some intervals 
contain few observations (say, less than three). They suggested, rather, the use of what they called 
the Br-statistics: 

2(OBS (S, L) - CFREQ (S, L)) 2 (SMALLOBS-SMALLC)
Br = +
 

CFREQ (S,L) 

SMALLC
 

{(S, L) I OBS (S, L) > R 

where 

SMALLOBS = OBS (S, L) and SMALLC = - CFERQ (S, L) 

{(S, L) I OBS (S, L) < RI 	 {(S, L) IOBS (S, L) < R} 

and R is some small number, say 2, 3 or 4. 
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Fig. 4. Separation of length-frequency samples into their normally distributed components (see text). 
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Let N1 be the number of observations greater than or eq ual t) R. SChuteV and Fournier
 
(1980) assu be Br to he apj iroxiniatCly Chi-squared distributed with N I-NI'\R degrees of"freedom.
 

However, rathe; lhan trying to find a solution in the theory of hypotbesis t(,Sting, it is as
 
important to search for solutions whiCh make biological sense.
 

If we were s( lucky that some r'esults from direct, estimationt olf age coil )ositio,n ((otoliths,

scales or tagging experiments) were availale f'om an earlier period Or froni al )th(er stock of the 
species in question and some estiniate of the total mortality, ',e would have in estimate of BM and 
the l)rol)Iem would vanish. If this is not the cas,, we are left with commituoen sense as the only tool. 
The maximuiim nmber of" (oiorts represented in th( samhples is not ,nly determinled hy the biologi
cal maximunm longevity of'the Species hlit also) the mwortality. 

Relate(d to the comparison oI' i()ietil g solutl(),,,s ;t1, the varimncs anld Cva)liailces of the 
estimate of TI LETA.Large covariances inficate that ranges of' T1E'1'A-est imats mnay give nearly 
equal goodness of' fi, betweell ob cva , ions and mlodel 

An exact expression lfr the variamt-hevariin, matrix V.\ R (est imi. TII l.\ ) (hoes not exist. in 
the general (ase. It(all he shoWi IIsym)toti ially that (Knldall a1n( Stuart 19;): 

VAR ( estim. TIIITA)T I)DI D) where I) is the Jaco)bian: 

f ~I (FBI'Q (S, L) 

SQIRT (OBS (s, L, ) I;TIHET'IA 0)1 

D is a matrix with NI'I u()InA ins and NOBS 13= nimwih(r 0) llo)n-zero observations) rows. 
The Jacobian is calculated hy Et.11F CF as a part of' the optimization process, so technically it is 

easy to obtain estimates of approximate variances andI ovariances. 

Discussion 

The question to be discussed is not so much the validity of the model pi sented here. It does 
not contain any new or controversial approaches in fish stock assessment or statistical analysis.
Rather, th (question is whether the estimation techlniques will work in practice. Even though the 
model is the hest possible one, we may not he alble to achieve the quality ani quantity of data 
necessary for a dependable estimate of the )arameters. 

The pro blem may be structured so that there exi', s a range of' solutions all of which give nearly
equal good ness of fit to the Ohs('rvations, i.e., parameter' estimates may be highly correlated. This 
obviously has som('th ing to d() xvith how pronounced the structures representing the cohorts are. 

In case a cohort appears as a peak in the length distribution, there is no big prohlem (e.g.,
cohort no. I in sample 1, Fig. 4A). But when they overlap considerably (as, e.g., the four oldest 
cohorts iln sample 1, Fig. -IA), very large unbiased samples are required. In case only one sample, 
e.g., sample 1, was available it would simply not. be possihl to arrive at any safe estimate of the 
cohort components. For all four sam)les in the exam)le only dependahle estimates for the two 
youngest cohorts can he ex)ected. 

In sample 4 (Fig. ,4D) the twVo youngest cohorts overlap considerably, but because samples 1-3 
provided good estimates of' them, they are not likely to create problems in sample 4. This example
underlines the importance of collecting samples covering the entire length range. If samples con
tained only fish from, say, 20 cm and onwards, the iata would Ile of little use. 

The interesting Cluantity in this connection is the ratio between the standard deviation, SIGMA, 
and the difference between mean-lengths, MEANL, of consecutive cohorts, i.e., 

MEANL (S, I + 1) - N]EANIL (S, I)
 
SEPIND = 
 . . . 33) 

(SIGMA (S, I + 1) + SIGMA (S, I))/2 
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SEPIND stands for separation index - degree of overlapping. 
Hasselblad (1966) and MeN ew and Smnmerfelt, (1978) have ohserved that if this quantity is 

less than two, the estimatio (n 0 rutMally (distributed cmnomits becomes poor. Clark (1981)the, 
using simulation techniques arrives at a similar result. 

The values of SEIPIND (eqnation 33) are given illTahble 8. Notice that in this example SEPIND
values greater than two produce peaks for t,he yotngest, cohorts. 

Fig. 5 shows; the effect of a doulling and a halving ot SEPINI). In this case THETA (5) = 0 (see
Table 9) so that: 

SIGMA (S,I1 'FlI: TA 1():M'\l,(S,I) 
Thus, a doubling of 'IlITA t6) Irndoces a halvinvr of SEPIND and vice versa. 

'Ihe data silmulated for 'I'l IKT\ 0.20 and 0.05 are not subject to raldoill noi.e as was the6) :--

case for the data ill Tabh I (land Fig. It. Foir (()ilml'isol the graphs oI Fig. I is also shown inl 
Fig. 5. 

()hviously t hi' Viiltit'S Of SF'lINI ) hav' ;agreat infl'hwni'e on how precistly the cohort characteris
tics can he est inmted. This is illist rated in gr IlluVS 
the paratll (t'ers troll which the data were geilerat ed). McNew and SummIiirfllt 7I8 

Fig. 5 by the tlrl( t t h(ose corresponding to 
I178) investigated 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the effect of dhiubling (THETA (6) = 0.20) and hialving
=
(THETA (6) 0.05) the separation inex SEPIND (¢se also Fig. -IA-D). 

http:Theta(6)-0.20


(y)
 

the problems of separating length frecuencies of Alicrnjp rus saht;oide,; 3eause ages were directly
measured from scale reading the true age compositions were kn (own allowing for an evaluation of 
the results of the len gth-freqluncy analysis. It. wold he very inocrest.ing to c arry out a similar study 
on a tropical fish stock (e.g., hased on reading of 6aily ring's in ot(olit lhs). 

Such investigat ion:; may give useful guidelines for plannin of sampling schemes. lseivily 
sample sWzes and sample freq u Nwis necmssay for a n',as,) 'l tle safe est imat ion is of' tit most imipor
lance for the applitalility ofI he iethod. 

Howev(,r, as pointel (ot )y FOtIchtr tt al. (1984), the age readings may he so q(tiinabie
that one shoull rath(r use ihe h'ngUlh-fre tiency analysis to test the age readings. "oucher et al. 
(1984) conmturetd rsults fr(i age readings and length-frequency analysis (the Sth nutie and Fournier 
method) ,n Pacific cod antI f)unld a COnsiderahle(1 disrepancy hetwten results of' the two methods. 
Thev concludei that the results fr)1in lgl-fhr'(tU0(i.y analsis in that jarti(u l:r c'ase were the most 
reaso nahle ones. 

2In case the tdala are not ( '.'.(t. . dlat;i, hut length freuencies not associattd with effort, th(
algorithm can still he applied, hut in that case t lie estimates of the mortality rates and tohort 
strengths have no mean ing. I Iwever , even if the valties of the ,shmates are of no use, theiruise will 
ensur'e that the relatively larg, ald th( relltivelyv SIall cohorts occur in tW appropriate ptroportions 
in all samples. vell inailtive iortalit ialt, ilay he tiseftul tools to f'orce a )iological stnicture ol 
the soluiiion. 

In ca. tr only oi(, l gth-fre~iuency sanple,t it(, o(lel can still work. If' the sample is entered 
twice-the fir'st tiie with actti;il s;..tling dat( ai next tiine with a (late one year later- constant, 
rel'rtlitillnt can 1e aSSUtill d, antI the growh parallefers TI IETA IW), J -: 1, 2, 3, -1(tin he estimated. 
lE]stimlatiol of th( sci'sonlility pai'anltett.-s TIIEI'A (J), ,J 7, 8 retquires at least four sainpils per 
year. lnder he assum)tioin of'('ostat rL(''ltitnllCt, this a!)plicaition of the algoritlhil provides also 
estinates of total nort.lity rinei(s (;Is aill anitual av('g). 

Ill case only oe(, anitull recitTitlel(,nt ieio(Tl is issum(tl, thte model is alaptet to this assull
ion simply by assigninlg the fixed value 0 to ever'y stecond ctllo't st(,ngilli. 

Obviously, tlte reliahility of l)araintt er estimiates detrevases with theiulnihr of samlhs and 
appro)priate samlling schemes should inlude far more sampies than are ahsolutely necessary. 
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Appendix: List of Symbols 

A (S,1) age of cohort I ill sauInpe S relative to the birth year of cohort S 
AGE (S,1) age group of cohorM I illsample 

BIM naxinium number of' ohlrtsll ;illy
sanlpl 
Br statistics I'mrcomparison oin compeling"solutions 

C 
('[REQ (S, l) 
CI"IREQ (SI1, 1I) 

am)litludh, ill svasooal growth o(.illal iim 
iheoretical riCquetty of hllht 11groujp I,ill sa;utphl)1o. S 

theoretical Iri-qu.iiny 1)fIhith ro)ip 1,in sanlph, no. belonging to cohort no. 1. 
(11112 chi-squared crit Ion 
CI1121 chi-squared criterint I'm)to, cm)ntraiwdowlin 

,la 11;m trix I 'm ',lEQ) wilh rv,,ipect(d''I'IIETJA 

):\Y (S) : day i. (11o. aitjhl S 
IlL : length jri()i iit l ;11"ic 
)1T(SI : leth )ilfI ii niiodp lit lw((l samilph's 

t, : stochlastic teril 

EO.l I"CF NA(;-lil)rary%ninimi/ation routine 

I'IISTI,: lower limit ot fir: t length group 

GCOIR (L) idjustllinlt Iactor fo recruitnentgiar silectton of length group L 

I : index oftolhort. I 1.2 .. STYPE (S,2). Also used as index for parameter 

K, Ko : un'atur parantiv's iilgrowth equation 

L length class index. 1, (...1,2 . N(I, 
asymptotic hod\- length 

L50; , L75 stlhcttin"ecrutihnit parametrs 

MEANL (S,1) mean value of length distribution of cohort Iinsample S 
MO (J) day no. of the first day of each month 
MONTIH (S) month 0o.of samph, S 

NOBSP total number o' ii(m-zero observations 
NOL number of hngth groups 
NOS number of samples (or ('raises) 
NPAR number of parameters 
NI sum of all ol)servati(nIS It 

OBS (S,L) numnb1er of fish i iitgilh group l,illsample S 
OBSSUM (S) tol)al numbher of fish in sample S 

P \RAM : suIst of the parameter vector 'l'THE''A 
PFACTOR (1) : factor of proportionality between parameter no. I and its basic parameter 
P| : 3.1415926 
PPCINT (1) pointer from PARAM to 'I'HETA 
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R 
RES (S, L) 

S 
SEPIND 
SIGMA (S,1) 
SMALLOBS 
SMALLC 

S'IME (S) 
S'THUC (S, 1, '1) 

S'TYPE (S, 1) 
STYPE iS,2) 
SI.I{ V (S,1) 

TbT 1) 
t 
TIIETA 

'TIME(S) 
T()TStIR({S) 


t
w 


YEIAR(S) 

: lowest allowable number of observations in a length group dlowing for the use of Br 
residual 

index of Sallph, lor criise), S -1,2 , NOS 
separation index 
standard deviation inlength distribution of cohort I in sample S 
sum of all OBS _ R 
sum of all CRIEQ for which 01BS < H 
decimal part, of 'IMH(S) 
salnple,cohort structur 
J1 : birth (-ar of cohort I in sample S 
J 2 ( I-(0ohort (sprilng fall) 
•1 HIIETA index forcohort strength 
,l I illdhx in f(oregoing sample (0 illtht case of recruitment)
 
salelI' tvp- ( 1, 2 '
 
nuiher of co liort in sanplv no. S
 
numbelr of urvivors of cohwt I sample S
 

irt hilday 
von li'Brtalanft'y growth p;rant(,r 
)aralle(cr vtclir 
titlmofsanlplh S1(unit: vtkar) 
total nuliiber of survivors at TIME(S) 
willtr ntil
t
 

year )t sanipl no. S 
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Abstract 

Two methods for estinmating growth, mortality and cohort size parameters from time series of 
groundfish survey Cat('h-at-Iengt lh data are described. ExampVs of their use are given based on North Sea 
cod ((;adus ,norhi) data from English groundfish surveys. 

Introduction 

Total catch-at-length data and catch-at-length p(r unit of effort data are generally much easier 
and cheaper to collect than the corresponding catch-at-age based lata sets, but they are more diffi
cult to interpret in terms of growth rates, mortality rates and cohort size. Perhaps as a result, many 
of the methods of interpreting them have 1:een kept as simple as possihle. t,'or example, it is com
mon to estimate growth rates and only then (it' at all) to estimate mortality rates and cohort size. 
Ve-v fi'requen l1'tl']h es imates are based only on one year's re,;ult or on a composite distribution 
achieved from averaging together several years' datai. Such approaches do have several drawbacks. 
These are notably that (i) mortality rate estimates will almost certainly he correlatedl with growth 
rate estimates and (ii) where a single length distribution is use(d, assumptions about the stationarity 
of recruitment and mortality have to he made which may not he justified. 

This working paper investigates the possibility of developing some methods where growth 
rates, mortality rates and cohort sizes (relative sizes) are estimated from a time series of catch-at
length data. 
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A Simple. Generalized Linear Model 
(GLIM) Model of the Problem 

Dr. J. Sheph'rd (iers. toltmni.) his shown hitnlttlt' l- ittet (l81,l'Ol)grOnidfish surveys and

total international W'Ai1'l-at-agp' dtala (ni 
 it' simltty (,XIplawt(td its :ll ii('imlte't, te wV analysis of 
vit nt e in two llt] Illl ''iti'tv t jt tt'-(' 1 1,,,i'il'0tI li,A 'tt si ilr i ) (),w hVci l heAii ( . sltlit si or "('atc'h-at-leuligt )dlata :tsW')HOw"-:
 

[",stilllitr, ()I, , t't)I" ;I\'()Ilt'(,: t 'f r ill
IQ. 1, :111d 1, w),\ (.t11'\vt c(h hln 'arn , t(h )p1,'dIandilt[t lh
 

, itI tl ' I 1 tvotI' i tl'.1,t0111111) ,1'(M)'' i liit '(\ ' ; itI V- ' tCaI*1'rit'( in 'd L t t- 0 ) atllo'5 tlf l'illit1tl
l t ll i !,' 1111, 1 ,!-ll]~ t l ,. X. . | 'i/ 'll 'i O w (( il!e ;mi( >,i1/,()f' I/lig h t het7 (ilgf.e') 


in tllded itI i'i, l to . ll 1 I'" ilttI ' V, ( ll iV. t u'] wtdi; I- rvi;t 'l i appro a l-The 


it3'  O) il 'l,',~ , l'i-11. n l , I l'.w llt v.)'. ''l(0i'- Iw ll'- 11'(11t~ ~lik ,llI . :Xt ai. ili1, 
"-;Llll!l ()I+.,{ l'' > ' I'm th et'(1 ':1({HiIT;t' . ht' 1' \"'lich i lll h (-.eO i~nl llit'd I'm .1it 111111j111111 Ill'p l;Il'ic'rdliscr'i1. t 

m utation O () ,(;'si" ,iuzcliwved(I'm.r tllh " 'lti _'>t t..thft, 


1 

it fotllows that in this ralge 

t .... I,1...1, . .... 
 ... 2 ) 

'Ihus, we shtltd e'xptt't til' of to shtow 8sh itt sqtplIai. Itili ilntin it)l'O1o iit'a'ticular value Of K., L,,.
A simplt t'xanj)h' (If this t('r'hltiqt, rill hi ('ostrtRIted using data romliEnglish grotti(dfish


SuIrveyS which it'ari,'tI Out in August-Septenher( each year inthe North S,+a. 'lahh 1 shows cod
 
catch rates I't ()ll(iiO su)(1ivisittits ()f the North S':t tnmt i)1 tit' 19,S0 to 198-I. E'xam hination Of
 
Taltie I slie tists that t'at-h,'s (o11and0l i' fish are stti,'whatt '8t.'il'tl a11d a decisiot was llade to
 
t't'Iel()Vi' all 'lt's 'l s;til tt; 0.5(t (1 (' tt ( 
t'Xt'I ' \tlldt 1-- 'lerV l t's they "': i' atlogarithm ic

tralnsft) tliatioti. '[h, 't'liwiIng 1:)p .ill., w\ t', I tllsfIr'' t its fl)Htws: (i)tht litullht'rs at length to
 
l ngtumhi't'ata tllglh, (ittilti' tinglth Itt uttt',tive igt. the and
(iii) I)liIatiVt' 'to a I)'1 utativeye(al'-Class Fl.n t,.wh [,,L, , t,, :,h)wt ilTal'e~h 2.att1i-\wayv .\N()V. (orI'
(g tlnniihi)-i's Vwa s ip rk'orn ed,

the f'act ()rs I)eill lutal iv(, ilge( andi ,',tal'+.,.cl:-ss degreet~ts Oflfreet,(h nlyetti The, silllnOflS-quars' andtt 
ofl'thetse. iil ,(>ill' t 1., ill'I ,,wI'e'4tllts tl
(m\ji ablh, 2. I*1 illdli :1 \'V( :lk l il in Ill", Stun/ ()f S(qt~ar'VS
 
ftlllclIj)l! f~l"
 

1,. 115: IK .2(0: 1, G, 
for L,, 1:10 K .15; to) .3. 
and for L, = 1.15; 1K 15: t G,. 

Although at Iest t lhit tOnly explains (G)t of tle total variation of age and year-class, effects 
are generall' SignIficant' as catl hi.jUdged from the AN()V..\ at ' 
 1K= (.2, L,_ 130. t,, 0 Shown on
 
[able .3.
 

A second example was con~structed lot North Sca Od (((;ttds 1hht11ora) using the catch rate ine 
the same survey series for the ,ltirt North Sea. Tlhis dta set is tnio'te tx tinsive antd is less variable
than the prIviotUS one. I low,vtr, leraust, iof the averaging of sttl)sttts' rruitnituit, and growth
rates itdos mtolt show the same cltar year-class strlt:tiur. 

Talie ,IshlOws the catch rate (at'heally total Catrh) Ot ach sturvey loonM 1977 tt 1981. A
similat ANOVA procedure was adoptted as for the first eXamlII and results are shown inIlahl(, 5.
(The r('sUlt.S in thi' e'lIsshow the mitiiL111tum sUm ttf sqtares ohtaitl'd for any t,,value and the' degrees
tf freidon, Ri'sidtuals ()flthe 'it fIti 1K ().2, 1,.,--180, t: 0 are shown inFig. 1. Tabtle 5 shtows that,
the suni of squares (and the d'gree's of IredMnn) 1)11 'ell with redutired K and L, ani the lowest 
sun of'squares result Obhtainetd is at a frankly unhelievaleht level of'K = 0.05. These results are 
presumably due to the lack of clear year- class struetrt in the data and to the greater num hers ofyear-class and age fators ftited at lower K and 1q, values. It is clear, therefore, that the results 
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TFable 1. Catch rate of North Sea cod (ICES Roundfish Area 1) from English groundfish surveys, 1980-1984. 

Length Year 
(cm) 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

0 0.00 130. 11 .67 11.00 .17 
10 .10 63.78 0.00 .83 0.00
15 6.50 11.33 1..1 .17 10.09 
20 31.10 1.56 27.11 -1.50 43.27 
25 14.40 8.5 6 32.33 5.17 24.30
30 6A0 9.1 1 11.33 2.00 6.17
35 2.50 6.33 6.33 6.83 2.50.10 .70 1.22 2.56 15.00 1.50 
45 1.40 .89 2.67 15.83 1.67 
50 3.20 3.22 3.1.1 11.84 .65 

Table 2. Sum of squares of ANOViA fits to cod catch-at-length data for various values of K and L, (t, adjusted
for minimum sum of squares) (ICES l{oundfish Area -1,1980-198,1). 

K L_.,(cmI)-(year 1) I I5 130 1,15 

Sum of Sum of Sum of 
squares d.f. squares df. squres d.f. 

.10 .10.1 29 33.7 30 :16.2 32

.15 31.2 32 28.6 32 28.6 32 

.20 28.6 32 33.7 33 32.9 35 

- ,Table 3. ANOVA for K = 0.1year L 130 cm, 1,, 0 for cod from Gloundfish Area 4(1980-198-1). 

Sum of Mean 
Cause d.f. sq uares squares F 

Age 3 13.53 4.510 '1.41 < .05 
Year-class 6 22.3.1 3.723 3.64 < .01 
Residual 33 33.72 1.022 

Total 42 69.59 

obtained from the sum of squares are essentially meaningless in this case an(l that the method 
hreaks down when there are no prominent year-classes to observe. 

Table 6 shows the estiniates obtained with 1.- 130 cm,K 0.2 year and 0.0 year and,

indicates that year-class effect ;are lnever significant and that age I~e in tfleetsconc feasingly nega
tive uip to age 8. No te also that the differences in efflcet fromnage to age l)eolliein redu(e oil tihe 
older ages slggestillg that. Z is for sone reason being underestimated on these ages. This suggests
that perhaps a more restrictive hypothesis about Z might be helpful and accordingly an analysis of 
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'Table 4. Catch rale of North Sea cod f'om Fogilish groundfish surveys (!977-1981) (ICES Roundfish Area 4). 

Length Year 
(cm) 197 7 1978 1979 1'180 1981 

5. 1,096.00 912.00 2,045.00 715.00 -I,093.00 
06.0(1010. 330.00 .I 125.(10 608.00 3,626.00 

15. 258.00 178.0(10 2' (1.00 271.00 106.00 
20. 1,569.00 700.(0 777.0(1 2,11(0.00 2-12.00 
25. 1,92.1.00 967.00 9-12.00 2,215.00 539.00 

1.)030. 1 I 72J.00 701.00 1,10.90 7641.00 
35. 937.00 33 1.00 :t63.)0 532.0(1 .117.00 
40. 559.00 285.00 208.00 280.(: 32 L.00 
.15. 227.0 ) 253.00 1.13.0(10 183.00 2,11.00 
50. I I .00 192.00 96.00 127.0(0 121.00 
55, 105.00 105.010 89.00 97.(1 78.00 
6(0. 88.00 68.00 .17.00 76. ((0 -9(0 
65. 51.00 57(00 53.00 5()0 ..1.00 
70. .17.00 52.00 -11.00 38.00 22.00 
75, 33.00 25.00 21.00 36.00 23.00
 
86. 21.00 23.00 19.00 23.00 141.00 
85. 7.00 14.00 12.00 8.00 16.00 
90. !1.0( 12.00 21.00 I 1.00 17.00 
95. 3.00 7.00 7.00 5.00 16.00 

100. 7.00 (.00 1.00 10.00 17.00 

000 

G 00 

0- -• -• -• 00 
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Fig. PPlot of residuals of ANOVA (using L. = 130 cm and K 0.2 year - )for data in Table 4. 
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('ovariml1e with av, as the c)V'atizlt iIl(l year- class ;t+ ils fila l"orws, m1it. The ('.til te (df the age 
effet is thus ai estlu;Itt)" of "he :Iv'a ,o / ()I I all yeur-, ;t,1 tl -,,s.

"l bo ShOws the' Z"., 1')r a m inil ,i ()I' c.n-thini,tiiis of K, atil I .-. v:dtws..\ltho~lluh tils :aty
sis in~d caltes cb,ilrl v IhE ' F 'l t t (0f ,Z )n :-.,t-w,, tll r'il,, (.Sl illl1t t 1' vc uhtlt ilr ,ll i )d, l tjlm . 
produced 1(1t'Ili t ; 11wt ',.-'' :1v',A\ .' K' ; I. h .'i ' ,u :. %% (V :111d bvea, 1 ! llt ,a tilt- [()we,'(st 
suIll of ; TltGII. ve'li,;tSlk' 1 , ll'.>l il 1() ,:It.er '11 li Y, (,' ,t illt'i (Itmt , sv m.c-(';l, I''+' dhl the 

ANOV .\ ,w n, the int;ti 01 yr-i'it,; t- the ItN ()f %7t 'ff i, v ry sM il. to residttal v ri'ittiim. is 
thus interesti ! fhitll,, (scnid lamt tlithfaglt havii" ()Ny hltf tlt, varitr uitiy ot1' l first., fails 
[o pl-f)dilte lit h! or wi,,,t) rM ,tt to nt ilt th I1atls() Slgtt.sts that ae , Cm - ! i, 'ii;t. test for a 
sinifit ,i-it t i h% ;il sstl'i t par; la(d' tht l I)ir,,h. 

ot'SP NOVA 
,+nitni m ,I of , fuisae) (atI areas, 1977 1981). 

Table 5. Slim of (f fits to cod c;t1ttlf-lt- tgli dlftI'f' VtiIltUS values of K ald 1, u ((t, adjusted for 

N+ (vtrl 1 
t L', (cIml 

115 130 145 

Sum of Sun1 of Sum of 
squares d.f. squares d.f. squares d.f. 

.05 10)8 .16 

.1( 17.1 59 18.3 67 20.3 71 

.15 21.3 69 25.2 75 24.A 79 

.2(0 23.0 7.4 26.1 79 26.A 83 

'Table b. G,IM est uniaies for North Sca cod (all areas. 1977-1981) (length = 5t cut; groups 5-100 cm; for K = 0.2 
(yea'-) and L,. 131) cl). 

"- Fstimnate Staadard error Parameter 

I t.867 .7717 %GM 
' -. 3675 7310 YC (2)
3 --.8514 E.01 .692-1 YC (3)
4 .A630 .6828 YC (4I) 
5 .5200 .680.1 YC (5)
6 .1128 .6995 YC (6)
7 .6229 .7043 YC (7)
8 .3396 .7123 YC (8) 
9 .7198E-01 .7197 YC (9)

10 .7172E-02 .727() YC (10) 
11 .5302 .7389 YC (11)

12 -. 6758E-01 .7574 
 YC (12) 
13 1.450 .9625 YC (13)
14 -. 589b .3121 Age (2)
15 -1.,i U .3360 Age (3) 
16 -2.6 5, .3,180 Age (,1)
17 - C)161 .3732 A e (5)
18 -4.207 .3973 Age (6)
19 -. 1772 .4134 Age (7)
20 -5.18, .1801 Age (8)
21 -01.921 .51,15 ,ge (9) 

Scale parameter taken as .3309 
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Table 7. Z-values from analysis of covariance fits to cod 
catch-at-length data for various values of K and L.. 

-K (yvear ) 1,. (cm) 

115 130 1.15 

.05 .21 

.10 .28 .,1 .49 

.15 .43 .59 .71 

.20 .57 .75 .93 

A Least Squares Approach to Estimating Growth Rates,
 
Mort ality Rates and Cohort Size
 

In the GLINI model (f the pIrNviotts Set lion each length gro(up was assigned a putative age. 
An alternative a)proa(ch is to assu(,il a I)mt I('(lar (ohi()rt structure, mtrtality rates and growth rates
and th(,n k)t. e this to prvdict theh(atch in ealle hngth group. 1.timates of eohott strture, mortal. 

rr 1( talaes ,'alt 11 lI)rtnrl5ssi\'(,ly alt,,relit a : m ior wl lht h) to I iiit ize Il1i stint of sluar(es of thed iff er ence:(l w( l a chlu a n d l) ,idic t(,( )Tr 1)(,T 10( 'th g r s O~ tra 11s fc l)a tio 1tw ,,,, ~ 11111111 , l 1) M)r lIe s Lit ;11)l(, 

o I t he(0. 
.\ )'()t I\ )VI'lth h)( I ()f this typeI, (l il t identify the prohlit s.was (hiv(lo)e t ordetr to This wasdesigned to ilit erpnt Ifnn dfish snrvev type data and has the following assumptions: 

* Cohorts. .\ notal e(horts (ofvaiIl iole s.i/e are asstumed, the size heing specified for the cohort at 
its age in y\'et'"]oi at the, yotylist age gre tflI' oht'Ots which do not txt(l that far back. Fitch 
cohtort has the sam trwhfitntl ion l(von 'B(rt'aitffywith tL, same K, l_ and t,) ). It was further 
aSSumed Ihai tl (listrilhutiin of length at, a)partictilar age CI is given liy a ('aussian cure N(L.,, 
where n, vario)us forms. For exaunhple. L then this wouldmight ta if' all fish grew to the same 
give , I ) (::( F.ln;1 t1h1LISs i . I l()w(,ver, sile solme fish o( grow larger than L_ it se'emed 
better to allsstlle that oil - (' iltItilt So talit, oilly nle Va.Itu had to h( CStilat(ld. SiteV it is 11t 
possilleh, I (o (i an in finite itii)lr Of fixed nuil),r "g) was considered andof''ohorts (each y(C:tr a 
the old(st co1hort treat(d as 0 "pfcss group. 
* (rowth. Average growl h ill !he model follows a silmple Von Bertalaify ctrve fo r all cohorts 
but since(ilIsrvI tiotns hill oily once a year at the same tile this is cotr)at iile with seasonally 
varying growth. 
* Morlahlt. NIortalit y rates are assunmied to he constant for all ages but can vary fron year to 
year. 
* Cat'habilitv.Catchahility in tle survey is assumNI to he (1(utal to 1.0 for all lengths greater 
than Some spetcified lengtli So that. catchalhility effects have to he estimated for the smallest sizes 
only. 
* Variabi/ily. Stocehast ic variation in the model and sampling error are considered jointly as error. 
Length distrihtitions are split into 1)lngth grouns speC'ified by h+1 size delimiters DI , D, . . . Dl+ I. 
Within each such length group the total nu.1hTs are assumed t,) 1: distribUtied such that some 
simple transformation will -atise the residuals to follow a normal (listribition. [or sitnplicity we will 
consider a square root transformation since this redulces the etnphasis on the Iigg(est nunhers with
out overempihasizing the smallest numbers. The choice of D I . I - of ('ours:, Ibe made. citih 
partly with the intention of revealing cohort strttcture and iartly to equalize variances of residuals. 
It would obviously make sellse for the biggest length group Db, DI), I to he large and to span the 
size range of' the oldest, ()lus group) cohort. Thl'ti ,1s, of Coui-rse, forms thesun of' tlie sqnard resid 
objective function to be minimized. 

A computer program was developed to try out. this approach to estimation. The procedure is 
as follows: estimates of population at age a in year y (P(ajy) are made by first assuming P(a, 1) and 
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P(1, y) (where age and year 1 indicate the youngest age and first year, respectively). Assuming total 
mortality Z(y) for each year then allows P(a, y) to be estimated progressively from the recurrence 
relationships 

P(a, y) = P(a --1, y - 1) exp I -Z(y -1)] 

for a < g, 

and 

P(g, y) = (P(g -- 1, y - 1) + P(g, y - 1)) exp[ ---Z(y - 1)]. 

Assu ming values of K, Lo, t, and o,we specify the distribution of length at each age N (L , 
ua ). We can now calculate the contribution of each cohort to population numbers at each size group 
iin each year as 

12 P(a, y) I erf (D(i) - La  erf (D(i+l )- LA a)_)I 
2 

where erf is the error function. 
Summing these Cont rihIttions from all ages gives the p)opulation at each length group which 

can he converted to estinated survey catch numbers (,St (i, y) at, length and year by multiplying 
by the catchability q(i) of the survey for fish of the ith length group. 

The transformation (square root) of these estimates can then be compared to the transformed 
observed numbers at length to give a residual. In order to find estimates that minimize the sum of 
squares of these residuals a standard minimization routine (National Algorithm Library (NAG) 
EIO4FDF) has been used. This is a robust algorithm which requires a subroutine which only esti
mates the vdues of residuals for each length and year and is therefore convenient for getting a 
prototype r lining. It is, however, very restrictive in the number of parameters that can be con
sidered due to the large overhead storage requ;-ment of the routine. In practice, solutions were 
restricted to six cohorts per year for five years in which 10 length groups are specified and catch
ability is only estimated for the two smallest length groups. 

With considerable correlation between the estimates of I,,, and K and between the estimates of 
Z and L., K it seemed sensible to optimize other estimates for specified levels of K and Le, and 
thus to build up a sum of squares surface for these two parameters from successive runs with dif
ferent levels. 

Even with this very restrictive model (18 parameters from 50 data points) the algorithm was 
slow and expensive in storage. Each run for a fixed K, L. took about 30-60 minutes and a day was 
needed to produce a reasonably comprehensive sum of squares surface on K and L . Fhe method 
Will have to be speeded ul) and made portable before it can be regarded as a very hel)ful tech
nique but the preliminary runs do indicate the feasibility of this approach to estimating the various 
parameters needed to ex)lain groundfish survey catch-at-length data. (One should also lerhaps 
remember that 1-1 years ago it took the author a week to produce a virtual population analysis of 
North Sea plaice, so speed is not everything, even though it is obviously highly desirable.) The 
method has been tried out on exact test. data for which it successfully recovered the initial input 
values and for the North Sea cod groundfish survey data shown on Table 1. 

Results from this method applied to the data of Table 1 are as follows. Table 8 shows the sum 
of squares estimated for each combination of K and L,, shown. This indicates the trend of the 
minimum from low K high L,, to higher K lower L. with little to discriminate between the various 
possibilities. Table 9 shows the estimated catches and the residuals for K = = 0.2, L", 130. 

Table 10 shows the estiriates of the various paramelers at this position. The results for mortal
ity seem particularly wild and a more restrictive hypothesis should b2 preferable on this data set, 
for example, a constant mortality for all years and ages. The fact that the algorithm has usuaily 
converged on this very rough data set is, however, ncouraging. 
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Apart from obvious improvements to the algorithm it, would seem po, -,il)le to extend the idea 
to a least squares selaral)le analysis for total catch-at-length data. In practice this would not seem 
very likely to succeed in estimating all parameters unless catch-at-length data could be produced
for finer su hdivisions of time than a year in order to emphasize the growth of year-classes. In the 
absence of such data the met hod could still he used to estimate fishing mortality by year, partial 
recruitment at age and cohort sizes, given estimates of K, L, and NI. 

Table 8. Sum of squares of least squares fits to cod catch-at-length data for various values of K and L., 

K (year-) L. (cm) 

100 115 130 145 

Sum of Sum of um of Sum of 
squares squares squares squares 

.15 68.0 59.4 44.8 36.4 

.20 -18.3 35.4 28.4 29.2 

.20 32.7' 27.2* 32.! 104.0*** 

aRuns marked * failed to converge completely according to the criteria of the algorithm. Extra "'s indicate pro
gressively less confidence in the value of the sum of squares function. 

Table 9. Catch estimates and residuals using restricted least square model (see text). 

Catch estimates in year
Length (cm) 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

0.00 1.26 132.12 .44 8.07 .08 
10.00 .67 57.93 .36 3.56 .21 
15.00 5.53 13.39 7.67 1.86 8.06 
20.00 19.13 5.52 26.96 4.02 28.45 
25.00 21.29 5.95 30.00 4.49 31.66 
30.00 7.52 2.32 10.54 2.29 11.16 
35.00 1.27 2.33 1,18 6.64 1.58 
40.00 1.30 5.83 .12 17.90 1.06 
45.00 1.12 5.10 .07 15.63 1.01 
50.00 3.37 3.21 .23 4.92 10.45 

Residuals in year
Length (cm) 1980 1981 1.982 1983 1984 

0.00 -1.12 -. 09 .16 .48 .12 
10.00 -. 50 .38 -. 60 -. 98 -. 46 
15.00 .20 -. 29 -1.57 -. 95 .34
20.00 1.20 -1.10 .01 .12 1.24 
25.00 -. 82 .49 .21 .16 -. 70 
30.00 -. 21 1.49 .12 -. 10 -. 86 
35.00 .45 .99 1.43 .04 .32 
40.00 -. 30 -. 36 1.26 -. 36 .19 
45.00 .12 -1.31 1.37 .02 .29 
50.00 -. 05 .00 1.37 1.22 -. 47 
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- =Table 10. Estimates of parameters corresponding to L., = 130 cm, K = 0.2 (year '), Sigma 4.42 and t(, = 0.91 
(year), at best fit point of least squares analysis applied to North Sea cod (data from ICES Roundfisi Area 4, 1980
1984). 

Z (1) = 1.307 4.338 .528 1.488 1.000 

S (K) = .03..25 1.00-1.00 1.00-1.00 1.00-1.00 1.00-1.00 

R (1) = 56.32 5,894.75 19.43 359.86 3.70 

P (J) = 56.32 5,1.63 3.22 .93 2.03 

Discussion 

Both methods presented here appear capable of estimating growth, mortality and relaLive 
cohort strength from time series of groundfish survey length data. Neither, however, is likely to be 
able to estimate growth l)aramreters with any gr(eat )nlfidence due to the correlated nature of these 
parameters uniess distingu ishable cohort,s can he (letected in the data uL ) to sizes approaching L],. 
In the absence of such information in the datl the methods vill only be ahle to estimate other 
parameters conditional I )on growth rate estimates which might be obltained externally (e.g., from 
aging a few fish). This would, however, it.self he useful Is the methods make fewer assumptions 
;about the nature of cohort size and mortality rate than do some simpler methods. Development 
an( tests of these two meth(is would, thus, seem well worthwhile. 

http:5,894.75
http:1.00-1.00
http:1.00-1.00
http:1.00-1.00
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Abstract 

A new robust method for the analysis of length compositions in terms of the parameters of a speei
fied growth curve (e.g., von Bertalanffy) has been developed. It does not require the number or width of
modes to be specified and is insensitive to sampling noise of the larger length groups. A goodness-of.fit 
measure is mapped as a function of growth parameters, which points out problems caused by multiple
maxima and enables the size and shape of approximate confidence regions to be estimated. Once growth
parameters have been selected, these may be used to 'slice' the length composition into age groups or 
as the basis for more sophisticated methods if required. However, the decomposition into age groups ishighly dependent on the choice of L, within the confidence region and it is probable that further
analysis of length data directly is preferable to mehods relying on such I decomposition. 

Introduction 

A variety of methods has been proposed for the analysis of length compositions into age
groups and particularly for the determination of the parameters of specified growth curves such as
that of von Bertalanffy. The state of the art is prohably best represented by the statistical poly
modal analysis developed by MacDonald (1980) and the method known as ELEFAN I (Pauly andDa-.id 1981). Neither of these methods is entirely satisfactory, however. The former normally
requires some estimate to be provided of the number of modes and their widths (which is often 
difficult to do and subjective) and does not constrain the mode locations to conform to any growth
function (which may be an advantage or not, depending on the application), nor assigns ages to themodes directly. ELEFAN I, on the other hand, is based on the goodness-of-fit of the data to a
parametric representation of a growth curve (usually von Bertalanffy), but the basis of the good
ness-of-fit criterion and the preliminary data treatment (compression and filtering) is arguably not 
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ideal and the method sometimes converges to strange results. Also, the method gives little indica
tion of the confidence limits of the results. 

This paper describes a method which isconceptually very similar to ELEFAN I in that it is 
based on the goodness-of-fit of the modes (if any) in one or more length compositions to the loca
tions expected from a specified growth curve. This places a strong constraint on the possible loca
tions of modes and their relationship to one another, eliminating many infeasible interpretations of 
the data and yielding directly values of growth tparameters, and an interpretation in terms of ages, 
without further analysis. 

The goodness-of-fit criterion used is akin to a correlation coefficient between the data and a
 
test function constructed from a growth curve. The idea is similar to that used in the time series
 
analysis technique known as complex demodulation (see, e.g., Bloomfield 1976). The criterion is
 
designed to take ac(ount of data in 
 )roportion to its quantity and likely reiiabiiity without pre
processing, andl not to he unduly sensitive to possibly spurious modes created by sampling noise. 

These modifications are intended to result in a more robust method and this is further assisted 
by not autoniatically seeking the parameters yielding the maximum goodness-of-fit (since there may
be several maxima), but simply mapping its value over a feasible range of parameter values and 
choosing the most appropriate values in the light of this information. 

Method 

We attempt to interpret one or more length compositions (arising from data collected in dif
ferent years or seasons, perhaps) in terms of a single growth curve. For simplicity this is assumed to 
be that of von Bertalanffy, without seasonal modulation of growth rate, though more complicated 
formulations could be used ifrequired. 

GiVen c rr(,ot estimates of the parameters L., K and toof the growth curve, the lengths where 
modes are to I)v expected ina season which isa fraction t. through the annual (or other) cycle are 
given by 

L = L. 1- exp {-K (t + ts - to) .1) 

for t= 0, 1,? ....etc. 
ThIs observations occuning at or near these lengths may be considered as evidence infavor of 

the current parameter choices. Conversely, observations occurring at the intermodal lengths (given 
by t = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 etc.) constitute evidence against them. 

For any scason one may c)nstruct a test funii. tion which is positive near the expected modal 
lengths and ne4al ive near 
h, interm<odal lengi hs. The sum of prolucts of the observations with 
this test fo actionl then (ns tO criterion of goodness-of-fit: ifitislarge and positive the datatutCs a 
are consistent with the current parameter choices, whilst if it, is large and negative they are not 
consistent. This sum of products may 1e computed for each length composition available (using a 
test function appropriate to the season) and an overall goodness-of-fit measure (or 'score') may be
 
constructed by summing these totals, thereby using all available data efficiently. 

Two refinements of this idea are used inpractice. First, because one may expect the numbers 
at length in any length interval to be roughly Poisson distributed, the square root, of the numbers 
observed isused inthe summation. This provides an appropriately modest degree of dynamic range 
compression so that illmeroos observations still carry more weight than rare ones, but not over
whelningly so. 

Second, since modal lengths do riot generally fall inthe center of length intervals,and for 
length groups approaching Leo there may be several modes in a length interval, itisnecessary to 
average the test function over the length intervas inuse. A suitable ba.ic test function issimply 
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cos 27r (t - t.) where t is just estimated age-at-length (measured from 1 January or whatever other 
origin is routinely used), i.e., 

1 L.. - LO 

t = ln-	 ...2)K L. - L 

1
=t 0 	 -K ln(1--L/L,) ... 2a) 

where Lo = L,,{ 1- exp (Kto) } .3) 

For a length interval whose upper and lower bounds correspond to ages-at-length of tmax and
 
tmin , it is easily shown that the average of this test function over the interval is just
 

T(C) 	= sin 7r (tM Wx-t - tmin) cos 27r (T- t) .4) 

7m(tMax in )- t 
"' 

where t is the average of tma. and tnin . The first term of this expression is the well-known Fraun
hofer diffraction function, which in this context allows for the number and placement of modes in 
the interval. It becomes small if there is more than one mode in the interval, thus correctly allowing 
for the obvious fact that observations in such an interval yield little evidence for modal positions 
and should be heavily discounted. 

The final form of the goodness-of-fit (or 'score') function is then 

S =E I2T (Q ,i) N' / 2 (q, i) 	 . . .5) 

Ci 
where . indexes the length groups and i indexes the various distributions available. 

Noting that, because of equation (2a), tma x and tmin P-id, therefore,also t and T(Z)are period
ic in t. $it is clear that S is similarly periodic (with a period of unity). It is therefore possible to 
determine very easily the value of to leading to a maximum of S for any choice of values for K and 
L.,. If we denote by A tie value of S obtained with t o set to zero, and B that obtained with t o set 
to 0.25, it can be determined that 

(A 2 + B2 ) 1 / 2Smax 	= .. 6, 

and 

to= arctan (B/A) ... 7)27r 

Thus, the full three dimensional mapping of S as a function of K, L. and to may be reduced to a 
two-dimensional mapping as a function of K and L. only, conditional on the choice of t0 given by
(7) above. Since such a two dimensional mapping is easily displayed and interpreted (e.g.. by con
touring) 	this constitutes a further technical advantage of this method. 

A concise algorithmic description of the full procedure follows: 

1. Read data. 
2. Select range of growth parameters (K, L.) to be used. 
3. For each value of L,, . .. 
4. For each value of K... 
5. For t o =Cand0.25... 
6. Initialize score (to zero). 
7. For each length group... 

http:Cand0.25
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8. Calculate ages corresponding to length group boundaries (tmi and tax) and At = 
tmax 	 - train sin r At 

9. Calculate diffraction function D = 
10. 	 For each length distribution ...
 

=
11. 	 Calculate C cos 27r (T -- t). 
12. 	 Calculate AS = D*C*SQRT(N(I)) and add to score. 
13. Next length 	distribution. 
14. Next length 	group. 
15. 	 Next, valUe of to . 
16. 	 Set A = Score for to, 0.
 

Set B= Score for t,, 0.25.
 
17. 	 Calculate max imomi score for current values of L. and K, Smax = SQRT (A 2 + B2 ).
18. 	 Calcolat e t ,o to give may score as t o = arctan (B/A)/2rr. 
19. 	 Next K. 
20. 	 Next l,,. 
21. 	 Tabulate results. 

A listing of the source code (in the Microsoft dialect of Fortran 77) is given in Morgan and
 
Pauly (Part 11, this vol.). Ihi. should be suitable for running on many microcomputers, and may
 
easily be translated into BASIC or any other suitablle language if requircl
 

Results 

Preliminary tests of the method have been carried out. A test data set for Raja clavata in the 
Irish Sea (courtesy of K. Brander) is given in Table 1. These data were obtained during routine 
groundfish surveys carried out three times per year and the numbers given are the total numbers
 
measured in each 
v',ason over several years. The data could equally well (perhaps better) have been
 
analyzed as the individual distributions obtained from each survey.
 

The results from the analysis are given in Table 2. It is apparent that the score function is not
 
entirely smooth, having several local maxima within a 
broad band of high values and also a maxi
mum on the boundary of the regioni of parameter space selected for inves;tigation. Both these 
features could have caused problems if automatic maximization had been attempted.

It, is also clear that (as expected) there is a wide range of almost equally good pairs of correlated 
values of K and L., lying between (0.14, 150) and (0.26, 100) and presumably beyond. The param
eter values (0.21, 120) selected by Brander and Palmer (1985) on the basis of subjective modal 
analysis are very close to the center of this region of good parameter values. The optimum value for 
the (fractional part of) t o is also strongly dependent on the choice of K and L . 

The statistical properties of the score function are not known so it is not possible to determine 
proper confidence regions for the parameter values. However, it seems plausible that contours ofconstant score would coincide with the shape of the confidence region and these may easily be 
sketched or computed. As a rough approximation, one may guess that the score function relative to 
its maximum is probably analogous to a variance ratio and that the contour cor:esponding to half 
the maximum is associated with something like a 95% confidence level (since they are likely to be 
observations in several tens of length groups contributing to the total).

A more detailed analysis of the basis of the solution corresponding to (K, L,) = (0.20, 120) is 
given in Table 3. It should be noted that because of the periodicity of the score function in to, the 
values for this and the actual ages assigned to particular length groups, are indeterminate to the 
addition or subtraction of any wiole number of years. Assignation of true ages is unlikely to be 
possible unless small mesh data (e.g., from research vessel surveys) are available, which permit the
unambiguous identification of 0 or 1-group fish. It is also important to observe that almost all the 
positive contributions to the score function have been accumulated by length groups of less than 
50 cm. Thus, almost all the useful information about modes and ages is carried by the smaller length 
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Table 1. Length-frequency data on Raja clavata, from the Irish Sea, used for testing method proposed here. 

Lower limit 
of length class 

(cm) 

Numbers at length 
Season (years) 

0.2 0.45 0.8 

Lower limit 
of length class 

(cm) 0.2 

Numbers at length 
Season (years) 

0.45 0.8 

9 
12 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
30 
33 
36 
39 
42 
45 
48 
51 
54 
57 

10 
180 
35 

4 
2 

23 
84 

124 
63 
39 
39 
52 
47 
46 
28 
26 
32 

0 
4 

15 
2 
0 
2 
3 

18 
34 
21 
16 
14 
31 
18 
27 
38 
38 

2 
62 

2 
0 

11 
56 

176 
108 
43 
29 
58 
65 
56 
44 
29 
35 
28 

60 
63 
66 
69 
72 
75 
78 
81 
84 
87 
90 
93 
96 
99 

102 
105 

29 
25 
17 
32 
29 
24 
29 
45 
30 
17 
4 
9 
1 
0 
0 
0 

31 
31 
36 
30 
26 
45 
37 
27 
25 
19 
15 
15 
5 
1 
1 
1 

24 
37 
29 
40 
35 
35 
33 
34 
33 
27 
19 
10 
6 
0 
1 
0 

Table 2. Results of length composition analysis for Raja clavala (Irish Sea). 

A. Table of score function 

Value of K (1/year) 

L. (cm) .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22 .24 .26 .28 .30 

100.00 
110.00 
120.00 
130.00 
140.00 
150.00 

7.1 
10.4 

6.6 
9.4 
4.1 
9.2 

9.3 
7.4 
4.2 
9.1 

15.4 
22.4 

8.9 
4.6 

14.8 
21.9 
27.4 
34.4 

5.2 
16.2 
23.3 
27.5 
35.3 
29.2 

16.5 
23.9 
29.9 
32.9 
27.6 
29.1 

24.0 
30.7I 
34.5 
31.4 
27.7 
24.1 

27.5 
32.2 
30.5 
24.7 
24.7 
18.3 

31.4 
31.7 
26.7 
25.8 
17.6 
13.6 

32.6 
31.2 
21.7 
19.7 
13.9 

9.8 

30.5 
22.7 
23.4 
14.0 
10.4 

8.1 

29.3 
21.4 
19.8 
11.0 

8.1 
8.5 

B. Table of t. values 

Value of K (1/year) 

L,, (cm) .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22 .24 .26 .28 .30 

100.00 
110.00 
120.00 
130.00 
140.00 
150.00 

.5 

.8 

.9 
.1 
.1 
.1 

.9 

.0 

.2 

.1 

.1 
.3 

.1 

.1 

.2 

.2 

.3 

.4 

.2 

.2 

.3 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.2 

.3 

.5 
.6 
.7 
.7 

.3 

.5 

.6 

.7 
.7 
.8 

.4 

.6 
.7 
.7 
.8 
.9 

.5 

.7 

.8 

.8 

.9 

.9 

.6 

.8 

.8 

.9 

.9 
1.0 

.7 

.8 

.9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

.8 

.8 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
.9 
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groups, as would1ho1 expected, h-caus( fo r 1)h,r i;h Ihe modes become hroader and closer together.
For this reas in toniiier+ial length cim posit ions (which are usuallyI runcat eil hy minimum mesh 

llgidim mii'much less uselllali I sizes) for nlio(kll analysis thall those, from1 research vessel surveys., ; 
Indeed, fr1. i iS me >m.a Ilie, omil; 1eria'll longth 'omnpos;iti) ions 'olli.ili very few fish lh..s than1t,omk 
5 i(iii1 iln r vlrually useless hir thi>. tl ii if ulalysIs (1i.,., the (het'r i atin of growthleigtl l, ;id t 

pa"lu I S).r It'
lFilla !]y , thle 1)(U111hers A It ,-(, c I-I-.)l'Ol id ill" 1() thle sal]l+,c (.11)i'e () paI';a leran illI'I~i S ' ;Ilt.() givell 

lale -1. 'lhis hasl +hieeiiohlai ,d hy simply sliciig" the length coIpo il iou at tlie iiiti'+m. atl vailues, 
with 0pjrlite older aid 'olnger ages where necessar-y, mi(d t LAl'tiu lioll todist rihtiI ionle welell 
giv(' c(nvelt ioilnal ilteger age groups referred to 1 January. l,;Xlcrimentat ion with Hit result:; o)
tiilw,,d wiilt ahln ot ii,,ualy "m)(Il hi on's (4 airanetir values shows Ias ild I w 'xjn'ttel that 
IH liiI IlS in i '\ uVuisl :t;ui' ups n' juite' w ll il ter' iniujiii , hi ll) Illse 010t o ilitl" ;age gl'L s 
are str l dpi' nl,, lIt i, ()' If The uiility of deeiiiupi)sit lol ilt) igo grorUlps is there-I l ,t l. ,'ho l,. 
hi i iln (liii t, n-i I>1'a IxtImI u p >e whi'h wiil id suhsi'tueuIInvihIu v , ill' ro'slnnlillnatioll over 
age groups. m hn i llmikldt' , 1ImnV ' loIlui ;SSSIInI'nt proed('retls le.g., 'at"l foruist ani yield-

Tabih 3. ligth cimpi losiilon imitsis lor Ram c'aato Table 41. "Agte composition" of data in Table 1, as 
from lilt- Irish S a. (1"tittiati o l[ iluti on i,. 0.2, (ibtaiid Ihrough "slicing'", using L, = 12(0 cen and K = 
I. = 120.0, 1, .;57). 0.2 (set also text). 

Length (ei)" :\gt' iers) ('uumula ive score Age NuMbers at age 

9.0 
12.0 

.96 
1.11 

1.63 
8.83 

0 
1 

.0 
233.1 

.0 
24.9 

64.9 
382.1 

15.0 
18.0 

1.2.1 
1.38 

1,1.25 
15.53 

2 
3 

365.0 
193.7 

108.6 
134.1 

257.4 
124.7 

21.0 
24.0 

1.53 
1.69 

15.53 
17.78 

,1 
5 

104A., 
85.5 

121.1 
104.0 

121.0 
96.3 

27.0 
30.0 

1.8,1 
2.01 

23.7-1 
26.88 

6 
7 

89.9 
f1.9 

71.6 
36.1 

73.2 
35.0 

33.0 2.18 29.93 8 11.6 19.7 11.4 
36.0 2.35 31.33 9 .9 3.4 .3 
39.0 2.5.1 31.07 10 .0 1.1 .7 
42.0 2.72 31.25 11 .0 .9 .0 
15.0 2.92 30.6(0 12 .0 .1 .0 

4t8.) 3.12 31.95 13 .0 .0 .0 
51.0 3.34 33.83 14 .0 .0 .0 
54.0 
57.0 

3.56 
3.79 

33.92 
30.95 

15 
16 

.0 

.0 
.0 
.0 

.0 

.0 
60.0 
63.0 

.1.01 
4.29 

31.65 
33.40 

17 
18 

.0 

.0 
.0 
.0 

.0 

.0 
66.0 -1.56 33.52 19 .0 .0 .0 
69.00185 32.23 20 .0 .0 .0 
72.0 5.15 33.49 
75.0 5.47 34.27 
78.0 5.82 32.46 
81.0 6.19 34.26 
84.0 6.59 33.07 
87.0 7.02 33.35 
90.0 7.50 33.88 
93.0 8.03 34.78 
96.0 8.62 34.45 
99.0 9.28 34.50 

102.0 10.06 34.56 
105.0 10.97 34.47 

'Lower limit of length class. 
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per-recruit calculations), it seems likely that it would be preferable to seek equivalent computa
tional procedures which utilize length data directly, rather than relying on an uncertain division 
into age groups and subscquent recombiination. For this roason the obvious possibility of improving
the separation into age groaps usin 4 a i formal deconVl ution l)roced rC h as not beIen pursuLd. 

Other tests of the method hav(, also been carried out for stocks which ian be aged and the
 
results have been found to be in excellent agreement with those obtained by conventional methods.
 
Further and more exhaustive tests are required, particularly in order to determine whether this
 
method is indeed more robust and informative than alternative methods when used on difficult
 
data sets as it is intended to be.
 

Discussion 

The method which has been developed for the analysis of length compositions avoids the need 
to specify parameters which may be in doubt (e.g., especially the number and width of assumed 
modes), and provides a direct indication of suitable values of K, L., and t,), together with an indica
tion of their likely precision. ireliminary tests indicate that it works well on suitable datra and the 
results are in good agreement with those from more convetionai subjective methods and those 
based on ag, (lhrnination where this has been tested.(,The ability to determine growth parameters 
depends strongly On the suitability of the data set, which must (of course) exhibit some modal
structure. Data from research work using small mesh nets (especially from series of surveys using 
research vessels) are theref'ore usually much Mor0 snit alh than that foim commercial landings. It 
should be noted however that giotwl rmeters dcetermined from one sort of data (e.g., from RV 
surveys) cannot he used imnediately to interpret, data from otir sources (e.g., commercial data), 
because of the differences of sampling bias (selection). 

It is possible to use growth parameters to 'slice' length compositions into age comtpositions. 
The results are however strongly dependent on the choice of L. within the likely confidence 
region, especially for older age groups. It is not therefore clear that it is useful to do this in order to 
use conventional age-based calculations and it seems likely that it would le preferable to develop 
alternative procedures based on the use of length compositions directly. 
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Abstract 

The suggestion of some authors that linear methods of fitting von Bertalanff, growth curvengenerate biases may be premature, at least in one case discussed here, where the direction of the ob.served bias is explainable by the use of a predictive instead of a functional regression. When growthparameters are needed for length-converted catch curves or length-based cohort analysis, an inverseregression (age on length) .nay be appropriate. This can be computed through ordinary linear regression.An estimator for the total mortality, based on mean length, is derived for use when recruitment occursperiodically rather thn, continuously. Surplus-production models employing total mortality as theindependent variable may become tilted to the left if natural mortality is compensatory. When growthparameters are unknown, surplus production can be modelled as a function of Z/K. When availabledata are limited to a small portion of the surplus production curve, fitting curves by regression may giveunreasonable results. In this case, one can constrain a parameter to the value of an independent estimate 
so that the other estimates become more reasonable. 

Introduction 

Surplus production modelling as a function of total instantaneous mortality Z, or as a functionof Z/K, was proposed by Csirke and Caddy (1983) as an altemative to collecting and calibratingdata on fishing effort. Total motality data can be obtained in a variety of ways, the simplest of
which utilize data on mean length in a sample. 

*Present address: RSMAS!CIMAS, University of Miami, 4600 Ricl-enbacker Causeway, Miami, Florida 33149, 
USA. 
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Linear Methods of Fitting Growth Curves 

Vaughan and Kanciruk (1982) suggested that traditional linear methods of fitting the von 
Bertalanffy growth equation (e.g., the Ford-Walford plot) be abandoned in favor of nonlinear 
regression because of bias in the parameter estimates. If this is so, it places an added burden on fisn
ery biologists without ready access ',) appropriate comp)uter facilities. However, Vaughan and Kan
ciruk (1982) used an ordinary predictive lin'"ir regression irstead of a functional regression line 
(D. Vaughan, pers. comm.). This resulted in a lower value of I.. and a higher value of K than if a
 
functional line had been used. Thus, the direction of the L.as observed by Vaughan and Kanciruk
 
(1982) is explainable by the choice of regiession line. Monte Carlo simulation studies are needed Lo 
see if the magnitude of the bias is accounted for by the type of regression line. Until then, it seems 
premature to abidcn the linear methods for fitting the growth curve. 

Predicting Age from Length 

Estimates of the time At required to grow through a given length interval are needed for appli
cations such as length-converted catch curves and length-based cohort analysis. Given unbiased 
estimates of the mean ages at the limits of the length interval, it follows that an unbiased estimate 
of the average time to grow through the interval At is given by the difference of the two mean ages 
since At is a linear function of two random variables. The mean age at any length L can be deter
mined by an inverse regression of the von Bertalanffy growth equation, i.e., 

-1t - log, (1 - L/L) + eLc ...1) 

where eLc is a random error term which can be a function of L (if c :A 0). This can be fitted by
ordinary least squares linear regression if L. is fixed. One can then iteratively search for the value 
of L. which gives the best fit. Since the linearization does not involve transformation of the depen
dent variable, the assumed error structure is unchanged. (The same is not true when linearizing the 

=von Bertalanffy equation by loge (1 - L/LoX,) -Kt + Kto where t is the independent variable. In 
this case, assuming the error structure independent of t implies that the variability in length about 
age decreases with age). 

To examine the importance of using equation (1) instead of the usual regression of length on 
age, growth parameters were estimated by both methods using nonlinear regression for two data
rFts from the literature (Table 1). For the butterfly fish Chaetodon miliaris,K and L. were both 
about 20% lower in the regression of age on length. For the shark Carcharhinusobscurus, the 
residuals increased with the dependent variable so that weights, proportional to the square of the 
independent variable, were used. In this case, K was about 60% lower, and L., about 5% higher
in the regression of age on length than in the regression of length on age. 

To see the effect of the difference in growth parameter estimates on a length-converted catch 
curve, an example from Pauly (1984) was recomputed using new growth parameter estimates which 
differed from the original estimates by the percentages mentioned above. When K and L. were 
both decreased by about 20%, the values of At increased by 70% for the smallest length class to over 
600% for the highest (Table 2), while the estimated value of Z changed from 1.8 to 1.0. 
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Table 1. Comparison of two procedures for fitting growth 
curves. Butterfly fish data from Pauly (1984), shark data 
from Hoenig (1979). 

Millet-seed butterfly fish (Chactodon Iniliaris) 

Length on age Age on length % changea Table 2. Effects of different procedures for obtaining 

growth parameter estimates on length-converted catchK .0031 day- K .0024 day 1 -22.6 curve computations. Data are for banded grouper (Epi-
Lo 127 mm L. 101 mm --20.5 nephelus sexfasciatus) from Pauly (1984).
to -30 days to 6.0 days --

Lower class % increaseDusky shark (Cariarh ins obseurus) limit (cm) N Ata Atb in At' 

Length on ageb Age on lengthb % changea 

K .029 year - ' K .012 year - 1 -58.6 4 5 .15 .26 71.5 
Loo 481 cm L 41cmLL.o 50250cm8cm +4.4629.6 29 72114 .18 .33 82.1 
to -6.9 year to -6.9 year -1 11 .28 .33 89.8 

10 161 .20 .37 89.8 
Length on age' Age on lengthC % change' 12 143 .22 .44 100.5 

14 118 .25 .53 115.4
 
- 1 - 1K .035 year K .013 year -62.9 16 61 .28 .67 138.2 

L. 439 cm Lo 482 cm +9.8 20 32 .40 .92 27.8 
to -6.3 year t,, -6.4 year -22 .50 3.83 667.722 17 .50 3.83 667.7 

aloo (2nd col.-lst col)/lst col. 24 4 .67 - 
bRegression weighted by length squared. 26 4 1.03 - -

Unweighted regression, aBased on L, =30.9 cm; K = .51 year- '. 
bBased on decreasing K by 22.6% and L.,by 20.5%; 

i.e., K = .39474, L,, = 24.5655. 
C% increase in At = 100 (2nd estimate-lst)/lst. 

Estimation of Total Mortality from Mean Length
 
When Reproduction Occurs Periodically
 

Methods for estimating the total instantaneous mortality rate, Z, from length-frequency data
have been available since Beverton and Holt (1956) derived the formula 

K (L.- L) 
Z = 
 ...2)

L-L' 

where K and L. are parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth equation, L is the mean length of
fish above L', while L' is the lower limit of length class in which the animals are fully vulnerable to
the sampling gear. This and other approaches, which assume continuous recruitment (i.e., through
out the year), were reviewed by Pauly (1983) and Hoenig et al. (1983) (see also Wetherall et al., 
Part I, this vol.). 

When recruitment occurs once a year as a discrete event, an analogous model can be derived
by equating the mean length with a function of the growth parameters and mortality rate. The 
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method can also be used when recruitment occurs with other periodicity if the quantities are 
expressed in appropriate time units (see also Damrn, Part I, this vol.). Thus, 

tmax tm"x 

L= ENi N. 
= t
i=t'i 

tmax tmax e-zi
 

it't
 

- -(ze z i L-i) (I - e Z) 

e-Zt O-Z (tma + 1)x 3) 

where L i is the mean length at age i, N i is the number of animals at age i, and t' and tmax are theyoungest and oldest ages fully represcnted in the sample. Note that L, the sample mean, is the mean 
of those fish vhose ages are fully represented in the sample. This implies that one should chocse 
a left truncation point (L ) that lies in a "trough" between two peaks in a length-frequency distribu
tion. 

Different growth models may he substituted for L i in equation (3), notably the seasonally 
oscillating growth model of Pauly and Gaschijtz (1979). 

If the simple, nonoscillating von Bertalanffy growth equation is selected, one obtains 

-
L, (1-e Z) (e - t ,z + K)_e-(tnx + 1) (Z + K)) eKta 
=
L L. 

"
(1- e -(Z + K)) (e-Zt e-Z(tmax + 1)) 

Finally, if there is no reason to believe the older age groups are underrepresented, then tmax can be 
taken to be infinite and 

L. (I - e- z ) e- k (1'- to)
 
=L L.o 

1 --e - (Z + K) 
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Rearranging this to eliminate t o gives 

+
L. -L' e(Z K) 

- z
L,, - - 1:-e
 

which leads to the estimator 

e- K (L-e)+ L. -L' 

Z = loge (.... '4) ... 

Using equation (2) as an approximation to (4) results in a positive bias whose severity increases 
;n absolute and relative magnitude as L' approaches L (Table 3). 

Table 3. Effect of using an estimator assuming continuous recruitment when recruitment occurs at discrete (annual)=intervals. K 0.3 year - I ; Le = = 40 cm; t,, 0 year. Table gives estimates of Z derived from equations (2) and (4). 

L'= 10cm =L' 15rcm L'=20cmL eq. (2) eq. (4) %bias ' eq. (2) eq. (4) %biasa eq. (2) eq. (4) %biasa 

15.0 1.5 .83 80.7 -  -
20.0 .60 .42 42.9 1.20 .71 69.0  - -25.0 .30 .23 30.4 .45 .33 36.4 .90 .57 - 57.830.0 .15 .12 25 .20 .16 25 .30 .23 30.4 

a%bias (eq. (2) - eq. (4)) x 100 

eq. (4) 

Production Modelling Using Mortality Estimates 
Derived from Mean Length 

If natural mortality rate is compensatory, then a plot of equilibrium yield versus total mortality rate may be expected to be asymmetrical and shifted to the left. n this case, transforming the
data may produce a more appropriate model (J. Caddy, pers. comm.). However, problems with param
eter estimation can artificially distort the shape of a production cuive. 

If the Beverton-Holt mortality estimator is used when the periodic spawning model is moreappropriate, the effect will be to widen the curve (Fig. 1). The estimates of MSY and naturalmortality rate (the left x-axis intercept) will remain relatively unaffected but the value of Zop t can
be greatly overinflated. The curve will be flatter-domed making it harder to locate Zop t . The value 
of Iopt will remain unchanged, however. 

When growth parameter estimates are unknown, production can be modelled as a function of
Z/K by simply plotting equilibrium yield versus (L. - L)/(L - L') (see Csirke and Caddy (1983) and
Pauly (1984)). A sensitivity analysis reveals that errors in the value of L., are somewhat magnified 
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0 .25 .50 .75 1.0 .25 1.50 i.75 

Total mortality (year -1 ) 

Fig. 1. Production curves generated using two models for estimating mortality. Curve A 
' represents the model YFQ = 4Z 2 + 6Z -- .5. Assuming that L. = 40, K = 0.3 and L' = 

10, Z values were converted to mean lengths using equation 4. Curve B was generated 
by converting the mean lengths back to Z values using equation (2) and represents effect 
of assuming recruitment to be continuous and using estimator (2) when the estimator 
for discrete recruitment (4) would be appropriate. 

when estimating Zopt/K: a 10% increase in the value of L, caused an 18% increase in (Z/K)opt 
(Fig. 2). 

Optimum length can be obtained from Zopt/K using the relationship (Pauly 1984): 

Zopt L. - Lopt 

K Lopt L' 

Thus, 

Lc, + Zot L'kK
 
Lopt -

Zopt 
+ 1 

K 
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Z/K and Z/K 
Fig. 2. Sensitivity analysis for the value of L. in the relationship Z/K
(L,, - L)/(I, - U,'). One curve uses a value of L,, which is 10% greater
than the other. MSY is little affected while (Z/K)o t increases by about 
18%. 

Replacing Zopt by any value of Z allows one to establish the relationship between Z (or Z/K) and 
the mean length of animals above L' in the catch. 

When stock production data are limited or overly noisy, it may be necessary to incorporate an
independently derived estimate of one parameter in the estimation procedure in order to obtain
reasonable estimates of the other parameters. For example, the production curve can be constrained 
to have height equal to an estimate of MSY obtained independently from a comparative study. Or,
the production Curve can be forced to have a left X-axis intercept equal to a given value of M or 
M/K. 

Let the production parabola be described by 

Y = bI X2 + b 2 X + b3 

where X denotes either Z or Z/K. The parabola has a maximum height of 

- b22 /4b 1 + 1)3 
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which will be constrained to a value of d using the method of Lagrange multipliers.
 
The task is to minimize
 

I (Y - 1 2 -- 1) - )2 + , (-b- + lbl1:J - 1l1 d)2 


where X is a Lagrange multiplier, by setting the partial derivatives with respect to each parameter
equal to zero. The resulting system of four equations can he solved simultaneously using Newton's 
method (Hoenig and I loenig 1986). 

Discussion 

Lengih-based surplus production modelling is an important new tool for fisheries hiologists. 
However, careful attention to technical details is required to avoid insidious systematic errors,

which will remain undetected if a simple good ness-o '-fit criterion isused to assess the validity of a
 
model. 

If an inappropriate mortality model or a poor estimate of L_ is used, the stock production 
model may he distorted in shape or shifted in location, Even so, the MSY (an be estimated. If the 
methodology used does not change, then .he fishery can be managed on the basis of the relationship 
between equilibrium yield and the X variable since it.will remain a simple function of the true 
mortality rate. Difficulties arise, however, when estinmates derived frolm such a production curve, 
such as Zop t and NI or Zot/K and NI/K, are tiken out of this context and used for other purposes. 
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Abstract 

Methods are presented for estimating I"and M from the proportions by length or age of each sex in 
a fish catch, and information on the total mortality coefficient and of the age at first capture for each sex. 
When dealing with seasonal fisheries, the additional data required are the ages at the end of the first fish
ing season and the duration of the fishing season. The methods are supported by programs for HP 67/97 
calculators. 

Introduction 

Sanders (1977 and unpublished data) presented methods for estimating the mortality coeffi
cients from data for which the sexes differ in mortalities and/or age at first capture. The data 
requirements include the overall proportions of each sex in the catch. A development of these 
methods is presented which makes fuller use of the data when the proportions of each sex are 
known for each length or age class. 

The additional data requirements are the total mortality coefficient and age at first capture for 
each sex. When dealing with seasonal fisheries, the ages at the end of the first fishing season and the 
fishing season duration are also required. Programs based on these methods and suitable for use with 
HP 67/97 calculators are listed (see Morgan and Pauly, Part II, this vol.), along with some worked 
examples based on data simulated from known parameter values. 

Theory 

The methods as programmed are associated with the basic assumptiont that the sexes share the 
same values of the natural mortality coefficient and/or the fishing mortality coefficient, that is, 
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Fm = Ff or Mi = Mf. Other assumptions are that the mortality coefficients remain constant for
each time period under consideration and the stock numbers at zero age for each sex and cohort 
are the same. 

Nonseasonal Fishery Method 

The multiple-cohort catch number, Ct _-tm , of individuals vhose ages are equal and greater
than td, can be described by the equation 

Ctd-t = F/Z ' No exp(-Mt(. -Z(t,--tc)) ... 1) 

where F, M and Z are the fishing, natural and total mortality coefficients, No is the number of pre
recruits at zero age, t. is the age at first capture and tm is the maximum age (Fig. 1).

Subscripting separately for males (ni) and females (f), the catch number ratio is given by 

cf (Zf-Mf)/Zf N' exp (--.-Mrt " Zr (tl - )) 

td-tm V - C 

tt m (Zm m )/ 0 exp (--Mt m - Z (t' - til)) 
..2) 

for which it is considered reasonable to assume that N' = Nf . This equation can then be used forthe estimation of catch number ratios for each observed value of both tm and t from predeter
mined values of Zm, Zf, t m and t , and trial values of M when Mm = M= M are assumed, or trial 
values of F when F m Ff = F are assumed. 

No 

M 

c Z-M Ntt tm Z d 

I 

M+F 

tC t dt 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the changes in stock numbers with age for a
multiple of cohorts where the No for each cohort is constant. 
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The extent of proportional "correlation" between the estimated and observed catch number 
ratios is used to determine which of the trial values of M or F is the best choice. The )arameters
estimated for this purpose are the coefficient of determination (r 2 ), the y-intercept (u) anc. slope
(v) as obtained from 	a linear (geometric mean) regression analysis. and the sum of !.he squared
differences between the estimated and observed catch number ratios (V D-). lIdeally, the best choice 
is presumed to occur when the r2 is maximized, i is zero, v is unity, and the 2D 2 is minimized. 

Seasonal Fishery Method 

For seasonal fisheries it is convenient to consider three separate time periods: from the age at 
first capture to the end of the first fishing season immediately following reading the age at first 
capture; from the end of this season to the end of the next; and from then to maximum age.

The equations enabling estimation of the catch numbers for each period are as follows: 

Ct(,jts (Z--M)/(Z-M(I - At)). No exp (-Mt,--(Z-M(1 - At))(td - tc)). 

At 

(1 - exp(- (Z-M(1 -- At)) (ts - t d 

At 

At 

3) 
... 3) 

in which td = t, when 	td > t; 

Cts_,;ts. (Z-M)/(Z-M(-At)). NOexp(-Mt-(Z-M(1 - At))(td-tC) -M(1-At)). 

At
 

(exp(-(Z-M(1--At))(td--(t.3+(1 - At))))- exp(-(Z-M(1-At)))) 

At ... 4) 

in which td=ts+(1 ---At) when t d < t,+(1-At); and td-(ts+(i--At))=At when 

td > ts 11; 

Cts+ 1-__tm = (Z-M)/Z" No exp(-Mtc-(Z-M(1 - At))(t - t- 3M(l - At)s 

At 2 

- (Z-M(1 - At)) - Z (td-(ts+l+(1 - At))))
2 ... 5) 

in which t d, = ts+l+(1 	- At) when td < ts+l+(1 -At), 

2 2 

t. is the age at the end of the first fishing season, and At is the season duration (Fig. 2). 
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td.."s- Z-M (0 - Mt)- Z-M (N(N d NN s1- 1 

No , Z-M (N N 
ts S Z-M(I- At) ts,(I-.At)- s+I 

M 
Cts/-i- Z-M NtsS+ i(I - At ) 

2 

M+F M 
I 

I 

M+F 

t¢ td t s tm 

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic rep,'sel(uition of the changes in stock numbers with age for 
a multipe of cohorts where the N( for each cohort is constant. 

Subscripting separately for the males and femates, and combining the catches for the three
 
periods gives
 

C f C f

*t rn Cf + + Ctt d t d - ts t s -t S+ 1 ts+ I"*t 

... 6) 
m C m C M C m 

C td-1 tm t 'I,"ts + s t s+ l + ts+ 1- t m 

This uquation enables estimation of the catch number ratios for each observed combination oftm and t f from predetermined values ofiZ, Z tmc, t , tm t f and At (taken as the same for eachdr cM' c' t' sfadA tkna h aefrecsex), and trial values of M when Mm = Mf = M are assumed, or trial values of F when Fm = Ff = 
F are assumed. 

Again the extent of proportional "correlation" between the estimated and observed catch 
number ratios is used to determine which of the trial values of M or F are the best choice values. 

2The ideal values are presumed to occur when the r is maximized, u is zero, v is unity, and the 
Z D2 is minimized. 

Application 

Each of the methods was applied to data simulated from known parameter values, The model 
used for the simulations was such as to enable the life history for each sex to be considered as the 
sum of many small time intervals, each of which could be associated with different parameter 
values. 

The simulations firstly involved estimating the stock numbers at the end of each time interval 
as for a single cohort, from 

N 2 = N1 exp (- (F+M) At) ... 7) 

http:ts,(I-.At
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where N1 and N, are the stock numbers at the beginning and end of the chosen interval of duration 
At. The catch numbers during each interval were then estimated from 

( = F/Z (NI - N.,) ...8) 

The number ,No)at he beginning of the first time interval was taken as 10,000. 
These estimated catch numbers for each sex, plus known parameter values (Zm, Zf, t', tetc) 

were used with the relevant program to provide estimates for the natural and fishing mortality co
efficients. The validity of the methods was then judged on the basis of a comparison of the esti
mated and known values for F'and M.
 

Results 

The known parameter values used with respect to each data simulation are give, in Tables
 
1 and 2, along with the estimates obtained for the mortality coefficients. In Examples 1, 3, 5 and
 
7 where the Mm = Mf assumption is valid, close agreement was established between the known and
 
estimated M values. Similarly, in Examples 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8 where the Fm = F, assumption is valid,

close agreement was established between the known and estimated F values.
 

In all cases where the assumptions were invalid, such as Examples 2, 4, 6 and 8 in the Mm = 
M, assumption, and Examples 3 and 7 in the Fm = Ff assumption, obviously Unrealistic estimates
 
were obtained for the mortality coefficients. No so:lutions were possible in the case of Example 4
 
where Fm = Ff is assumed.
 

The "correlation" parameters which proved most useful for identifying the best choice esti
2mates for the F and Mvalues were v and :£D . The single exception was for Example 8 where F 

= Ff is assumed, and for which the best choice was decided entirely on the value of v. The param
eters r9 and u were found not useful in isolation from the other parameters. 

Discussion 

On the basis of these results, it appears that both the non-seasonal and seasonal methods are 
useful in providing estimates of the mortality coefficients, provided the underlying assumptions are 
adequately met. The only situation in which it was not possible to obtain solutions occurred when 

=
tm = tf with the Fm F f assumption in Example 4.C cm
The latter can be readily understood from the simplification of equation (2)m f When Fm = Ff 

and t e = t, this equation becomes 

cr /Cm = z /Zr*Nf /Nm •exp (Zmt - Zt) .9)tC-+tm c t m f • .
 

for which the right hand side is constant for all values of F. 
The above limitation does not apply to the method applied to a seasonal fishery. In Example 

8,t' = t witht m = F.assumption, yet a solution could be obtained for F. It is suspected,
however, that in most cases where t. = tf , problems will occur when identifying the best choice 

c 92F and M values. As mentioned earlier, the parameter XD was not a good indicator for Example 8,whereas it had been for all the others. 
A positive aspect of the method is that the results themselves provide a basis for deciding

whether the assumption Fm = F.or Mm = M r is valid. In all the examples where one of the assump
tions was known to be invalid, obviously unrealistic best choice estimates were obtained in associa
tion with the invalid assumption, and correct estimates in association with the valid assumption.

In Examples 4 ar.d 8 where each of Fm = Ff and Mm = M, were valid, correct best choice 
estimates for the mortality coefficients were obtained in both assumptions. Although this was not 
tested, it is suspected that when neither assumption is valid, this may not always be indicated by
the output of obviously unrealistic estimates of the mortality coefficients. 
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In such circumstances it will not be possible to determine a single best choice solution for the 
mortality parameters. It is possible to obtain an array of solutions, many of them being clearly
unrealistic. The approach would be to apply the method (based on equation 2 or 6 as appropriate)
with a range of realistic values for, e.g., Mm , and by trial and error determine the associated values 
of Mf (and hence Fni and Ff) for vwltich there is agreenient between the estimated and observed 
length- or age-frequency distributions. 

Concerning the other assumptions, it is important that the N for each sex and cohort be
reasonably constant; a somewhat similar miethod by Cadcdy (1981) is less restrictive in this sense. 

Table 1. Nnown parameter values" and estimated mortality coefficients associated with applying the non-seasonal 
fishery me!tit. 

l'.t
inated ruortabdty coefficients 
Known parameter when

General values M = Mf assumed F= Ff assumed
description Males Females m ales Females Males l"emales 

Example 1
 

F = F F=1.8 F=1.8 F=l.8 
 F=1.8 F=l.8 F=1.8f M=0.4 M=0.4 M=0.4 M=0.4 M=0.4 M=0.4 

Mi = Mf Z=2.2 Z=2.2 Z=2.2 Z=2.2 Z=2.2 Z=2.2 
tin =/:t f t =1.333 t =1.666 

C C C 

Example 2
 

F = F 
 F=1.8 F=1.8 F=3.53 F=3.73 F=1.8 F=1.8m M=0.4 M=0.6 M=-1.33 M=--1.33 M=0.4 M=0.6 

M n - Mf Z=2.2 Z=2.4 Z=2.2 Z=2.4 Z=2.2 Z=2.4 
tn 
=: tf t =1.333 t =1.666 solutions unrealisticC C C 

Example 3 

F 9 F F=2.25 F=1.8 F=2.25 F=1.8 F=3.7 F=3.7F f
m M=0.6 M=0.6 M=0.6 M=0.6 M-0.85 M-1.3 

SM =Mf Z=2.85 Z=2.4 Z=2.85 Z=2.4 Z=2.85 Z=2.4 

tm tf t =1.C6'6 t =1.166 
C C olutions unrealistic 

Example 4 

F F F=l.8 F=1.8 F=a F=a F=a F=aFm f M=0.9 M=0.6 M=a M=a M=a M=a 

Min Mf Z=2.7 Z=2.4 Z=a Z=a Z=a Z=a 
ti= tf t,=1.166 t =1.166 asolutions unrealistic Ono solutions

C C 

aIn all examples (see Morgan and Pauly, Part II, this vol.), where the catch numbers are grouped by length inter
vals, the values used for the vun Bertalanffy growth constants were: Lo, = 25.0, K = 0.4 and t. =-0.5. 

http:M=--1.33
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Table 2. Known parameter valuesa and estimated mortality coefficients associated with applying the seasonal fish
cry method. 

Estimated mortality coefficients
 
Known parameter when
 

General values M = M assumed F = F assumed
 
dcci iption Males Femacs Mares Females Males Females
 

Example 5 

F=0.3 F=0.3 F=0.3 I"=0.3 F=0.3 F=0.3 
i =f M=0.3 M=0.3 M=0.3 M=0.3 M=0.3 M=0.3 

Mi =Mf Z=0.6 Z=0.6 Z=0.6 Z=0.6 Z=0.6 Z=0.6 
tin 4," t tc =1.416 t =1.25 

C C C 
t,=1.916 t s=1.916 

At = 0.666 

Example 6 

F F F=0.3 F=0.3 F=--O.-i F=-0.7 F=0.3 F=0.3 
in f M=0.6 M=0.3 M=l.3 M=l.3 M=0.6 M=0.3 

Min Mf Z=0.9 Z=0.6 Z=0.9 Z=0.6 Z=0.9 Z=0.6 

t =1.25 t =1.416In - t 
, ,C t,=1.916 t=1.916 solutions unrealistic 

At = 0.666 

Example 7 

F=0.3 F=0.6 F=0.3 F-0A F=4.8 F=4.8 
M=0.6 M=0.6 M=0,6 M=0.6 M=-3.9 M=-3.6 

F i Ff Z=0.9 Z=l.2 Z=0.9 Z=1.2 Z=0.9 Z=1.2 

M = Mf t C=1.25 t c=1.,116 

f
tin k t t =1.916 t =1,916 solutions unrealistic
1! C 9 

At = 0.666 

Example 8 

F=0.3 F=0.3 F=-0.8 F=-I.1 F=0.3 F=0.3 
M=0.6 M=0.3 M=1.7 M=1.7 M=0.6 M=0.3 

Fm = F f Z=0.9 Z=0.6 Z=0.9 Z=1 Z=0.9 Z=0.6 

M =/Mf t,=1.25 V1.25 

f
t = t
CI 

t
S
=1.916 t,=1.9 16 solutions unrealistic 

At = 0.666 

ln all examples (see Morgan and Pauly, Part 11, this vol.), where the catch numbers are grouped by length inter
=
vals, the values used for the von Bertalanffy growth constants were: L.. = 25.0, K 0.4 qnd t. = -0.5. 
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Equal numbers of males and females at zero age would seem to be reasonable in respect to a single
coho-t. Where it is not reasonable between cohorts, an attempt should be made to minimize thelikely error by applying the methods to the catch numbc: distributions for a combination of years.
This combining of data should be for years in which F, M, t., etc. have remained reasonably con
stant. 

Problems with the No not being the same will be most acute for fisheries based on few cohorts.
Where the number of cohorts represented in the catches is large, differences in the N. is likely to
have a negligible effect on the estimates for the mortality coefficients. 

Another safeguard from using catch numbers relevant to a relatively large time interval (atleast a year) is to ensure that the observed proportions by sex in the catches accurately reflect theproportions in the sea. This would be necessary when the sexes exhibit short-term differences in 
their vulnerabilities to capture. 
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Abstract 

A technique is described which enables data on length-at-age to be incorporated into the ELEFAN
I method of length-composition analysis. It is shown that by utilizing this additional information in 
a single assessment method, several important advantages .suit. Firstly, the resolution within the
ESP/ASP response surface of ELEFAN I is improved, resulting in the ability to identify parameter values 
even when the response surface has extensive "plateaus" or multiple peaks. Secondly, a test of con
sistency between the length-at-age and the length composition is possible and one such test is described. 

As an example of the application of the new technique, data on hamra (Lut janus coccineus) taken
in Kuwait waters in 1983 has been used and the optimal sampling strategy for this species considered. 

Introduction 

Length-based stock assessment methods are being increasingly used in fish stock assessment, 
not only in instances where age composition is unavailable (Morgan 1985) but also where age com
position either exists or is easily collected. The rationale behind this latter use of length-based
methods is that it is generally assumed or has been shown (Morgan 1984) that assessment based 
on easily collected length composition samples is more cost-effective than those based on the more
tedious and time-consuming methods of fish aging, although as J.A. Gulland (pers. comm.) points
out, comparisons between the costs of assessment based on length composition data and those based 
on age composition data should take the relative precision of the two approaches into acccount. 

The division of assessment methods into those based on length composition data and those
based on age composition data is essentially an artificial one since, if dr.ta on both parameters 

*Present address: c/o W.A. Marine Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 20, North Beach 6020, W.A., Australia. 
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exist, transfrm ation of the vor ius 4quations from engtLh-based to age-hased is, mathematically, 
a trivial conversion. Such conversion, in practice, is carried out via soille type of growth equation 
(usually von Bertalanfly) relatinL age mid length. Kirkwonod (19831 has used ji)nt maximum likeli
hood estilltiol Ih)('S(ltls et("ini:le t'owth 4'trV(, ()aill)te'Sfl'oln 1(,., th ilicrnlelit and age
length data. 

The Contijined separation of assessenlltlit 1vhods intk those I\() ! artificial (lasses also 
has important practical 1isalvai(tages.

Firstly, andt ots ill) mri ant ly, hy Ireating age andlohngth-lasedl asse: sllelts a." inde.pen~dent 

enltitihs, a loss 01f infrm)aioi)n an1(d coi15etqu(iI l(o)S of lI4r4isiOni ill the etsults wiln col
p iared with a,.(( -Ss(514ll which ti.,'s illthe inti t)liit l availhlil (4 i;lgth aind a!(. It both age 
anld length data ari availahle, sel ratiion of tile t\,)x ent ( i'hlts, thTrefore results in two 

, 
Cts5(5Tsi01t[ 

BSt-;Se('Ss l)l' 
less tlmeise asS(,ssMutS (rooi whichi i hI isheri: I)ioi,:'ist uslially lhas to choose tiIl most "realistic") 
rather than 1t siilh, more lprecise' asso,.5i 1t. 

Secondly, se):ratio(n )f tile a15sS!sPii1t te(h(lli(tOs (oes not alhoW i diti't com)paison of' the 
length and age composition data f)r ron"istincy. If 1he, twoi (1la sts are vry in',onsistent, the 
sel)ar'atet asst5s';mluillts ilst )1l l.. (lit a vill rohatly div,rge significanl l, agail leaving the choice 
of the lnost rcalistiu ass ltosint 1h j'.Idnlg lllllt of the fi ;iri,- olo)gist. 

Thirdly. setioal of Iuc4(1(1lnes ois w4 allow an tvaltulion oI the mostn i&PillSSSllit i 

aiih ril)r iarlt iliX ()if dlat ti ht , i'0llectil "ostoclk an Sl1li4lt i For Vxaillth,i1(llii!till aiSSl'(l cit mu'I1SiS. 
estimates (of the resullilt ii''easi , in precisi,)n o1f tl Various growilh ani ll rltalily l)ifrimeters used 
for assessmlnt ran be madi if the samnipling inltnsity (o1 age ioposit ion data is increaseI. Likewise, 
some Istilat, of1 ilnre~ased', lirailltt(,r precision can he iade if sampling intelsity of length conl
position ailta is inri:sed (although this is generally more difficult ). lowever, the separate assess
ment al)lIioaChe; do lot allow al examiaionlt of the effects on parameter estimation of simul

tuncous changes in collection intensity of age and length ('oiposition (111a. The o)tinluI1 sampling 
strategy lrr assessilult of a jl:lrticular fish stock cainot, therefore, he easily determilned. 

The tiri-esi of this rontril)ltnlmn is, tLt4i'rfore, to examiei ways ihy which age coiposition data 
caln he incorporated inlo the various hbngth-based assessment imethods to Irodui4' estimates of the 
growth par'ame1ters (alI, th1refore Ihe mortality rates) of a fish stock. As an exaille of the appli
cation of this in.4grati':e inethoI, ength and age composition data of red snapper or hanra (lu eja
ntus coccic tus -: L. imuilbmir'tsys?) Ir(im Kuwait has Wieen ustd t) derive estimates of the growth 
parameters n ecessary for stock asscssetlnt IUlroses. In allition, the (question of optimal sampling 
strategy for stock assessment- purp)oses is exaineuted. 

Methods 

Two of the more comnmon length-hased stock assessment methods are the length-based cohort 
analysis and virtual population analysis (\VPA) techniques (Jones 1979 and 1981; Pauly 1984) and 
the ELEFAN I program of Pauly and David (1 981). The first of these niethods uses catch at length 
data from one instant in time to lroduce estinates of vollation size and mortality rates while tle 
ELEFAN programs utilize a restructured time series of length-conlrosition data to estimate both 
growth parameters and mortality rates (see Morgan and Pauly, Prt 11, this vol. and other contribu
tions in this voilume for Other aspeCts Of the Ip AK ,AN package). 

Pauly (198,1) has shown that VIPA can h)e e:asily modified to accmmodat e cat(,h-at-length data 
and, more importantly. points out why such length-related VPA should Ie used in preference to the 
ap)roximate (but, (omp Ltationally simpler) length-related cohort analyses tecMique of Jones 
(1979). It is likely, howewe that the conciusions reached with respect to length-related VPA will 
also apply to its :tpllroximat ion, cohort analysis. 

If two dat a ..;ts are available (one catch-at-age with x age intervals and one catch-at-length with 
y length intervals), these may be combined with lenirth converted to age using the appropriate growth 
equation. This, how,;ver, results in a combined data set of x+y+l intervals with x+y values of catch. 
Values of catch for each interval in this combined data set canniot, therefore, be calculated from the 
information on catch in each age/length interval contained in the two data sets. 

http:asso,.5i
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However, if the two sets cOver different ranges of the age/,length composition of tile ca, . 
that the total catch for the range considered in each data set is different), the totals of the two data 
Sets May Ie used .I )rodutte x+y+2 values of catch for x+y+i intervals. T',is set of simultaneous
 
equations may, thele 
ore, he solved to produce a cat'h fo r each interval of the coml)ilned dlata set. 

l)ata on age at l('Ingth Can ilso ISlst'fully illCorporated into the El.EAN Itchtique ill several 
differen i vay.s. 

l'irst , t httatacal ic istsd if ctoaulatl iM ;thsotitc valtI, of to rather than it relative Value. 
This may he (1h)e y using the Inverse of the seasonally oscillating von Bertalan fly growth equation
although it sh hlIdh.' r,'COgn ized that. if there is an extensive distribution of ages-at-fenglgll, such a
 
techn iquie may giVe a (11.iite differeTil (and inappro)priate) value of to than that calculated from
 
lkngth-at-age, data. ,lout'> 1981 anid Part 1, this Vol.), Laurec and Mesnil (Part 1, this vol.) and
 
Majkowski et al. (Part 11, this vol.) hiaVi, plrovid(,d u0ftli distissions on the errors in growth param
ettr estillmation uerlratul h' lh tw:)-d in(,a:ltial distrilmtion of ages and lengt hs. If tlhen' is more 
than one [tminl i st imate of a-e andilthl valltth,, torhaps the most appropriate netlhotd of esti
mating t,, is to ultilie tlier, (Aher (kinown) Von Bertialfll'fy growth parameters 1K,I,., W P and D, 
(seetPauly ald il)avid (1 981 ) anod P lyll (tPart 1, this vol.), f'or paraliettl d finitions) to (letermillo, 
using_, an iterative, tl ln e, the value f t at xhich the s,.,ins Of squares O tiht dt''iatiois OfL the 
length-at-ae dta~i is uiiuiniized. Thii ttchni(ue has hieen usI in lh,, exaiplt' following. 

set'ld. the point st aililat's (f' ae illid leigi tll also he lised In anl alilgolls way to the 
series of, length ,.'olnpositioln dat~l to estimalte, for any set of' grovt h parameters, the proportion of 
the total agth''ingtlh ots;l'vatious through which the growth ('tirve passes. '[his is equivalent, in 
Pauly and l)avid's (1 9811 t'riniuohiogy o I estimating an ESI' :\SI ratio f*or the age/length data. 

The groxv\th curve whiCh Iprovitdes the hest fit to both the length composition and the age/
length data sets will, therefo ren,h that curve which maximizes not the length-related ESP/.ASP ratio 
but that which maxim izes t hc expression (IESPiASP + Pal where Pa is the proportion of the total 
age/iength data through which the curve lasses. 

'Fable 1. Age and length data for hanira (l.njanus coccincus) taken in Kuwait 1983. Tests of normality were carried 
out by using a chi squared distribulin tc O-st the diff.acaees in ,rerv,.-roi Iid cxpected (o, the basis of a normal 
distribution) freq'encies. NT= test not possible; significantly different at 5% level; ** significantly different 
at 1%level; NS = not significantly different. 

Age at length Length at age

Length Mean Standard Norn-alitv 
 Age Mean Standard Normality 
group age deviation test group length deviation test 

(cm IL) (cm) 

10.14 0.51 0.02 NT 0 13.5 3.61 NT
 
15-19  - 1 27.4 5.64 **
 
20-24 1.46 0.11 NT 
 2 38.1 8.66 **
 
25-29 1.63 0.2,4 NT 
 3 44.8 8.44 **
 
30-34 1.86 0.85 NS 4 52.9 
 6.18 * 
35-39 2.37 0.61 NS 5 57.0 6.15 **
 
'10-44 2.73 0.68 NS 6 
 60.2 5.08 NS
 
45-49 3.66 0.81 NS 
 7 63.3 3.35 **
 
50-54 4.23 2.77 
 NS 8 67.0 3.01 NT 
55.59 4.88 2.87 NS 9 68.7 3.03 NT
 
60-64 8.28 7.01 NS 10 66.6 
 2.61 NT 
65-69 16.19 8.30 NS 11 70.2 1.94 NT
70.74 18.69 10.61 NS 12 67.8 2.48 NT
 
75-79 20.20 13.84 
 13 66.2 2.32 NT 

14 66.4 2.46 NT 
15 68.1 1.99 NT 

> 15 69.3 - NT 
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This technique avoids the statist cal complications of comparing stochastic age-at-lengti with 
length-at-age data although th,, distribution of, particularly, ages-at-length needs t) he considered 
in providing an f)0' (onsidered helov.adequate sampl the agc!length data. This will he further 

Thirdly, a test for consistencv between age/length data and t he set of length (ontl)osition data 
can bhe devised. Since the tw(o data sets shouli he related through a Izrowti curve, it follows that any 
given growth curv( should, it'the data sets are consistelnt, fit tuth data sets equally well (or badly). 
A\ simple test for consisteny isthen the correlation between the 'oodlnss of lit Of'a series Of 
gyrowth curves to the length composition data (from htheFSt .\.S.%tlios) and lo the age'hength data 
(from the values of'Pa!. Such ;atest (.In 1w c-arried oLut inthe coarse ()I h1C itratitons preceding thef 
identification of thl,maximum value of (IKSPIAS!' + Pa). 

The a,,.Zhcngth dlta c.n also be ised t(tist +ite )fIlht itssuIMltiOhs iel)Trent inthe ELIE'AN 
and other lecitniques. For example, relt nmlletlis Of' si,+' (n()ll))siti ilalalyses (Schillute ald 
l'ourni(,r 19511: FI'oulInitr and l31'en 1983) itivol'ing Siinolt;1HOOnS estmation o: grnwth and mortal
ity paranwters asst(., a no)rmal (listlributioIn Of lengtlh-at-age. For ]'al.la(itls ioc'itIi'als taln in
 
Kuwait In19 -13,tlhis an unrealistic assumption althoth a e-a-length data were
was shown to 1W 11t)' 

normally list nibated (Tahle 1).
 

Similarly t Le ,AN I program :Issiliws that the peaks it, series (it l't r'..t tired length com
position data repsitt ag(, gr()rup)s (Lsually year classes). SLch all aSSItIIp1)tll ca';li testCd if agOe! 
length data arte available and laon'e iml)rtantly, if shown to be invalid, tie age length data can )(, 
utiliz(d to dissec, :apeak into its c(m)One(,nt age grotups. 

This dissect ion can be done inseveral ways iut lerhalps the simplest is to first use the agei
 
length data to esthimate the distrihution of :ag(s itt the, lgth sample. If this is normally distributed
 
(Table I indicates thatt su(ch age-tt-length data are, nt1rmally distribut(d in catches of'Iot/ans
0occi
ncus taken in Kuwait in 19831. then the, .Xl)(,'td c'tntitlhtt ive( numlwer of age gr)ulI)S, At, in length 
interval i will lI I ) ItI- I (lI f the vitt i t I) m I1w ;Ii he satlph. st~r(lard (heviat ionr,\I fri )n hi a,,tI 
S and the sallleh size, n, aticotding to the t distrilbtution (Or the n1orall.l deviate if Ii is large). Since 

I),:S, ',)lliwsthat I-) of the, ;I"(g f:illtL),1-- it gro)uls within a length clats w%,ill vitmiin 21'I of the 
mean. Weighting of the raw, restructured friuqtn(ie ; by I,Stp, (()rI S if sanple,sizes are suffi
ciently large), therefore, takes into accont the possibility that the, f'r(lLen Of anIy length class 
comprises contributions from a num) ,tiOf different age group)s. 

Other tests of assu mj)t ion according to specific requir(ncrts aily also he devised. 

Application of the Modified ELEFAN Technique to Data 
from Kuwait's Snapper Fishery 

Both monthly length composition data and age/length data are available for harnra (Lutijanus 
coccineus), a red snapper which is taken commercially by fish traps in Kuwait and for which land
ings over the last few years have average(d around I ,000 tonnes, representing soe 18, of Kuwait's 
total fish landings. llamra is characLerized by being a very long-lived species with fish up to 16 years 
old (as deterinined from ot(oliths) having been iecordvd. The growth rate issuch that at the larger 
sizes a 5-cm length interval may c'itisist of u ) to 25 sel)arate year (lasses, although a 5-cm length 
interval at the smaller sizes after recruitment usually consists of a single year class (see 'Fable 1). 

As a result, modes it tle length composition samt)les are not clearly defined and the additional 
information provided byll(the age/,lengh data in ight, therefore, Ihe expectid to reduce the uncertainty 
inherent in the application of a purely length-rtelated approach to assessment Of such a stock. 

A modified version of(ihe EL EI"AN I program wa'is used in a joint, analysis of thr length com 
position and age/lengtL; data hy incorporating into the ELFFAN I program a ro,,tine for maxitllizing 
the value of (d1, ESP/AS ) + (I,Pa) where Pa is the prop ortion of the total age/length data points 
through which a given growth curve passes, ESP and ASIP are as defined (Pauly and David 1981 and 
Pa, ly, Part 1,this vol.) and c1 and d, are weighting factors which determine the relative in fluence 
of the length composition and age/length data. The value of d is set either at 0 (which results in 
length composition data being ignored) or 1. 
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If dl = 0 then L) = 1 and if'd- 1 thn d.- 0. A value of d,, 0 and d I = 1 results in 
length data being ignored in the :,nalYvss whil1d d., = I results in equal weighting being given to 
the two data sets. The values of dI !1nd((, are requireI inputs into the mximization routine and, 
in the present eaulpe,. d I was set at 1 and d ) values of 0 t.o2 in step si:es of 0.1 were tested. 

Measures f the degree of consistency Ietween the lngth coI)omsition and the age/length data 
sets were ealcih;ted from the linoar correlation coefficient hetween dI, ESIV/:\SI , and d., Pa for a 
series of growth CLues isdescrihed earlier. 

VPA analyses were not u sed with the hamra data sets since the extensio) of length-related 
VPA to include age/length data appears trivial. 

Computer program s in 1l) BASIC,(designed to ru ln 1!,11IP 98,1 1microcoml)uter, are avail
able for the joint analyses of length conposition and age/length data using this modification of
 
ELEIAN l.a
 

Results 

LENGTH COMPOSITION AND AGE ,IFN(YTIIDATA 

Age and length data were available for 519 fish taken during 1983 covering a size range of
 
15-80 cm total lngi h (TL.). Tahle 1 presents the essential characteristics of this data set. Ages were
 
adjusted to) take In( aceiit'tllst Iil(
Sam)ling l()nllh relative to a nominal hirthday of 1 January, so 
that, for examleh,, a 2+ fish sapld in l"el)ruarV was assigned an age of 2.125 years. From Table 1, 
it is apparent that in the majority of cases,age data were nrmally distributed within a length class
 
whereas length dat a were general ly n(Ito(st rihu ted normally within year classes.
 

Length comiposition data were availale f'or eacih month of 1983 with monthly samle sizes
 
ranging from 115 to 656 fish. 'Th1 dlata w(re g(Ul)(-d intO 5-cm length intervals for further analysis. 

APPLICATION ()1i"Til EI'IFAN TECIINIQUE 
TO SIZE COMPOSITION IATA 

The value of do.-was set "t 0 and (11at 1 for this analysis. The modified ELEFAN I program,

when ap)lied to the 1983 monthly set of length composition samples of hamra, resulted in an
 
Optimum value of the S.Asl. ratio of 0.711 with the following parameters:
 

L, = 102 cm 'II, 
K = 0.17 
W' 0.3 
C = 0.7 

= -0.185 

These parameters differ somewhat from those previously calculated using data for 1982 
(Morgan 1984) with the differences probably reflecting sampling errors in the collection of the 
length data. 

aEditor's note: Brey and Pauly (1986) have developed versions of this routine for Apple 11 (CP/M), or IBM 
PC and their compatibles (see Program Number 5 in Morgan and Pauly, Part II, this vol.). 
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CALCULATION OF GIOW'I'H PARAMETERS 
USING LENGTH-AT-AGE D 'I'A 

The value of d., was set at 1 and d1 at 0 for this analysis. This resulted in a growth curve with 
the following parameters: 

L - 87 cm TL
 
K = 0.23
 
W 1' = 0 

C 1.0 
t,0.411
 

WI' and C refer t ,seasonal growth oscillations; see Gaschiltz et al. (1980) and Pauly, Part I, this 
vol.] 

At this )point, the value of Pa was 0.353. 

JOINT ANALYSIS OF LEG'IT ANl) AGE )ATA 

betwee(n 0.1 
tion which maximnized the value of ((It ESI'iA HP + (1,, identified for each d,, value. 

With (11 set at 1.0, Values of (1,, and 2.0 were tested and the parameter combina-
Pa) 

Table 2 presents these p'raiieter combinations together with those for the length composition
and age/length data. It is apparen t from 'lahle 2 that even small weightings of age/length data (i.e., 

Table 2. Parameter combinations which maximized the value of (dI ESI/ASP +d2 Pa) for various values of d1 and 
d,,. See text for symo! explanat ions. 

di d., K L. (cm) WP C t. Comments 

1 0.0 0.17 102 0.3 0.7 - Only length data 
1 0.1 0.18 101 0.2 0.9 0.09 
1 0.2 0.16 100 -0.3 1.0 -0.38 
1 0.3 0.24 87 0.2 1.0 -0.04 
1 0.4 0.24 88 0.1 1.0 -0.08 
1 0.5 0.23 87 0 1.0 0.38 Gradually
1 0.6 0.23 88 0 1.0 0.26 increasing
1 0.7 0.24 88 0.1 0.9 0.21 weight of 
1 0.8 0.24 87 1.0 1.0 0.36 age data 
1 0.9 0.22 89 0 0.9 0.43 
1 1.(a 0.21 88 0.1 0.9 0.41 
1 1.5 0.23 87 0 1.0 0.40 
1 2.0 0.23 87 0 1.0 0.41 
0 1.0 0.23 87 0 1.0 0.41 Only age data 

aEqual weighting of age and length data. 

values of d2 > 0.3) result in the optimum parameter combination moving away from that identified 
on the basis of length data alone, to rapidly reach values more in accordance with those based on 
the age/length data set. This, therefore, indicates that even a small amount of age/length data would, 
in combination with the length composition data, be sufficient for improving the resolution within 
the ESP/ASP response surface. 
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The most appropriate weighting of length composition and age/length data has, in this instance,been taken as d1 = 1 and d,, = 1 (i.e., equal weighting of the two data sets). The parameter combination which miximized the value of (d I ,ISP/ASP + d, Pa) at these values of d1 and d, was, from
 
Table 2:
 

= 88 cm TL
 
K = 0.24
 
WP 0.1
 
C = 0.9
 
"to" = 0.41 

At this point, the value of the ESP/ASP ratio for the length composition data was 0.694 (compared with the optimum of 0.711 when the length data were considered alone) and the value of Pa
for the age composition data was 0.267 (compared with 0.353 for the parameter com bination at thepoint of best fit of the length-at-age data). This low value of Pa no doubt reflects the high variabilityof length-at-age data, particularly for ages 2 to 6 (Table 1).
As a test to determine whether the value of Pa for any given growth curve reflects the goodness of fit of that curve to the lengih-at-age data, a numlher of growth curves were fitted and boththe value Of PI and tie pro)portion of variation accounted for (1{2 ) ly the curve calculated. Therelationship bet ween these two quantities is shown in Fig. I from which it is apparent that the valueof Pa is closely related to the variation accounted for (H 2 = 0.907, d f= 20, P < 0.001) and, hence,provides an ad(quate Measure of the goodness of fit of a growth curve to the age/length data.Using the correlation hetween 15 sets of ESP/ASP I.atios and Values of Pa for a range of growthparameters, a test of consistency between the two data sets was carried out as previoLIsly described.This resulted in a value of It, the correlation coefficient, of 0.798, indicating that the two data sets were consistent with each other at the 5% level. 
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0.4 
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0.I
 

0.0 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Pa ratio 
Fig. 1. rhe relationship between Pa (the number of length-at-age data points accumulated by a single growth curve expressed as a proportion of the total number of available data points) and R2 (the amount of variation accounted for) for various growthcurves of hamra Lutjaonus coccineus taken in Kuwait in 1982. The significant relationship indicates that Pa is an adequate measure of the goodness of fit of a growth curve 
to the length-at-age data. 

0.5 
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The importance -f carrying out this test over a suitably wide range of growth parameter values 
(particularly K and l,) was highlighted during preliminary running of the program when restricting 
the parameter values to narrow range, sometimes resulted in the two data sets being indicated as 
significantly inconsistent. This was a result. of either or both data sets being constrained to areas 
where local optima existed, hence giving spurious results. It, therefore, appears important to con
duct the test of consistency over as wide a range of realistic growth parameter values as possible. 

Fig. 2 shows the growth curve estimated from the two data sets together with the set of size 
composition data and the ohserved mean lengths-at-age for the dominant year classes. 
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Fig. 2. Seasonally oscillating growth curve fitte(l to thw combined length composition and 

length-at-age data for ham ra Lutjouns cocciem s taken in Kuwait in 1983. The monthly size 
composition data are shown along the vertical axis while the mrean lengths-at-age (based on a 

varying number of observations) each month are indicated by a dot. 

Discussion 

The estimation of growth parameters is critical in the application of any length-based stock 
assessment procedure since it is this growth curve which provides the link between length data and 
the time base. Its use in converting lengths to either relative or absolute ages enables subsequent 
estimation of time-related mortality rates, essential inputs for fisheries stock assessment purposes. 

The estimation of these critical growth parameters from length composition data for hamra 
(Lurjanuscoccineus) in Kuwait provided values which were not in accordance with observed data 

on length-at-age. The reason for this discrepancy is readily apparent when the values of the ESP/ 
ASP ratios derived from the ELEFAN technique for various growth parameter inputs are examined 
(Table 3). The response surface, of which Table 3 shows a part, has a broad "plateau" over a range 
of K and L,, values with a series of local optima. The maximum value of the ESP/ASP ratio selected 
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Table 3. Values of the ESP/ASP (x 1,000) ratio derived using the ELEFAN I program of Pauly and David (1981)
for various values of growth parameters, K and L,, of hamra (I.mlianus c'ccim'ust taken in Kuwait in 1983. Values
of the other growth parameters ar' C  1.0, \VP 0.1. IDtled line indicates ti' t.xt:sive "platean'' in the FSP/ASP 
response Surface. 

L, (cm T1,) 

86 88 90 95 100 105 II (0 

.11 380 30.1 32,t 523 3110 101 216 

.15 324 211 676 555 562 .181 211 

.16 222 611 672 679 580 .130 580 

.17 -bi1 550 684 584 621 7(12 685 

K .18 320 68.1 522 582 691 6.10 520 

.19 511 656 .126 638 620 626 .10,1 

.20 621 580 15.1 616 636 67:1 121 

.25 67,1 690 i .199 422 1,16 .122 85 

.30 61 25 101 2.1 99 :'ll 1 1,3 

I)y the ELEPAN I program was one( of' these local optima whi('h was marginally higher than sorne of
 
the other local optima (see also l osenherg and 3eddington, Part 1, this vol. ). Ulnfort onately, the point

selected( did not 
reside in the region Of the corre(ct growth piatraifleter vales. The value of, incul.
porating the a(hliti mial itloinltmioil p)rviided by the age 
 length data io the analysis was that these 
data coOll he us(l to identify which of Ihe local 0)1lina of 1hw lSlP!:\,lS respo)nIse surface mo)re 
closely (0l'esp)oiI(ld to the ('(o''tt I paramlleter values. 

The i(entification of the ('oroect" loCal Ol)tiilluoil the0 ,;St .\SI' respO )ise, sortco, ('oldnot 
have been achieved for hamra without some lngth-at-age (latJ since( the lar'ge illilhlr o)f yarI classes
 
and the variability off length within a 
year class (Table 1) t(nded to ol)scure (lefinitive peaks in the
 
length composition data and so lead to "plateatts'" in tlle ESI'ASI reslonse su rfa'e. Such a prob
lem might not he so imol)rtant in fish where either the variability in length within a year (lass is 
small and/or there ar(, few year (lasses. For example, the ELEV'AN I program id(etified almost 
identical growth paramet(rs as those C;l('ulatd froin longth-at-age, data for the short-lived, fast
growing newaihy (()tolitbes arge, leus) in Ku wait (Morgan 198.1 ).

The question of how mu(ch and what type of length-at-age, data is r(quireOd to SUl)port all 
analysis based on lFI "AN I ol length co(p-,(ositioll data (or more hroadly, what mix of' length and 
age data is desirable t() evaluate growth Iaramnt(ers) requires forther examination. 

Firstly, if only a single point of' length-at-age data is available or if inultiple, observations of 
length at essentially the Same age exist, liltle can be :whieved apart from cale ting a value of t,.
However, if ohservations of length At varioIus ag(,s are availabl, these data cal Ie incorporated into 
tile ELIEF"AN I progranm as (es'ribed ,arlier. 

The degree to which such le'ngth-at-age dlla is useful in describing the growth curve will depend 
not only on the numl TIr and range of' olservations availahe hut also oi the variability of length at, 
any age. At ages where length variability is great, a greater numlher of observations (If length at that 
age will he needed to a(equately define 1he, distriho tion Of length while, conversely, a smaller iunm.
her of observations should be required to define the length distribution at ages where length variabi
lity is small (usually the younger ages). 

Therefore, the first steps in designing a sampling program to gather growth information might
usefully be a large-scale, short-duration collection of length-at-age data designed to measure the 
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variability of length-al-age as well as an exam inlation tit the 1I'/,\)respole surace derived hy
the EIL.FAN i program from the ength comlposition data. If such a response surf'ace has extensive 
plateaus, it. nia reasonally be assumed that dhfinition or tie rNwvih parameters will rely niore
heavily on the length-at -age data than it would if' tih(' suLr'ft(, shw,,(l ani tlviotis peak. I)ata ()n length
variahility at age and ithe nmber r age gr(tl)ups in the p topilat ion call ien hI( se,i to delcrinline
 
the numher of sam!ples needed to, define the 
 r(owth curve It tie ro qui'd level of prteisioi. 

It shoul Ihe noted that , Inl(ess the lengt coI Ia):)sit ion onil lenglh-at-aIge (lat a ark iIwoiisistei . 
(which indicates a s:unplilti_ prohlem ). the lS \S,.I' res)Ise surfaCe should iIlude, th(, "corrc''" 
growth t arainettr coin)hiilat i)ill inla plateau or wak. ']t, 101t, ()I'flngth-at-a ie data llgliht, there
fore,, be view(,d Is lo catitI I, %ithinthat ItleitetI o)i pe.ak, the nost iIl Irolpriat set of growth inriill 
eters and, henc. ip(i-ovillg the re(s-OLuIiollti i o 1t )s(e piruietcrs. Sainph!ng inlt(nsity ()f I'tlngih -at-age 
data, therefore, ied otnly Itw ,Ifl'icielit (t iohii'til'v i t ,ro)wtli a ri)wn ,(,r ('il ti i,ntil wit hiin the" 

' l )raige encol passotl by th(, I'S AI )li t ;ii if a ait, st.:tl,\ ;ir) ilil ill length:it tlh ytouiger 
ages is siilaH, collection of a st1:1 :l )linott o (lth-at-agIll e \olngel tgci'tsiii niay
 
well provide suff'icient il'oriiiio it)to llitvk, thliK.
 

Th final cli(ojt-, ofal an hjtitu 
 satt pliti syslm will ivion>lv hed> .c.-st-.if'intl should 
.ak. into considlrationl tot onl' t , aitp, iniit,, it length l c()fil,().il ;()n tid l,,lt-it-age 

,data tatter tkirig ilt acc(unt te v'iitiltty tai'Ittih-;gilt-:: ae ll ,lsh the >t5 i .'ilv'(d i:i collect
itg stlil dtta. I lowiv,9-, hl,' ConIt ti-Igtlt iii ,ill ;ild ;atge Iiupo>lt] ()It(. ltualy-is, tlhe
S~lfl t)liif g i l , : ty r , u r . t o1 l'.-ach a.lly ,LWi%I ] ( ,]~ ,)1 l r IO I ()oll ',%ill I,,, i t lil 1h ;0 Y'(tlu irutl ill 

carrying ()tit st trit :Ii lalyse, t it ( W o hdata -'.
 
'Iht itwo r! r;pt il igi il-a , dt a i (,ain -i -, t
of ig i fi tt I tniit lli s ( rlil i ally. the 

FI,I,;IAN i lro,raii) hals. oflr,, all w( I a ino-1, r;li>ltic jhcltiftit! ii tw)t l piiiiwrs for 
liallrl inK uwait waters that caSl t ,iiI i'I ,Uirs effic ini
 
in tha! itmla;kes i t of lar' I, lpit)t)rtiiu (f 1)' tllntit'nl ti ( )i n itin Ill, hlgth ill itage data
 
and, ht('e, providts siAii'i,';it l antil,> ( tsa-i 


itht lti, (Iat aa l,It cl lilu (tillit 

isdii(tti >itiVlt'isi"i i I tSs)lth r(OtduCt ltn
 
in saltii ling inttn,,ity) I)'ir treatilng( ill twt dila st>,a., t-tl
i idepi elltl itis. l"uirthlc work is
 
Ietd hith to extelid Ihii ' -(elllU,e to lnlortalit t il lt I iti' d i intld. to exatilt the use
 
(f" jo)iiiliaxiliti itethnds itt
t lktiiltwOt ui iiyzii c i,ttiitit set> >int.,, ilt llit-ral liriiciplt of
 
data int-grilitti :all 
 ilmit :talyses aphtpears wirihy ott ftiirthtr itvt.sligatiott. 
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Abstract 

A review of the biology and stock assessments of three species of shrimps important in Kuwait 
(Penacusscmisulcalus, elapenaeusaffinis and Parapenaeopsisstylifera) is presented, with emphasis on
their growth parameters and mortality rates, and( on the use of ELEFAN I and II for estimation of these. 
The major result outaired is the evidence for a relative stability of growth parameters, and for a strong
dependence of natural mortality rate on predator stock sizes. 

Of all methods used to date in Kuwait, the ELEFAN programs were the most flexible and provided
the most reliable estimates of growth and moitality. However, successful application of the programs 
presupposes and must rest upon a good understanding of the biology and life-cycle of the species studied. 
Wheli such previotIs knowledge does not exist, preliminary in erences )ased on application of ELEFAN 
I and II mus, be confirmed by subsequent biological studies. 

Introduction 

Assessment of stocks of short-lived aquatic organisms, such as squid (Pauly 1985) and shrimp
(Mathews and Abdul-Ghaffar 1986) presents special problems. These are particularly acute when, 
as in the case of shrimp, it is impossible to carry out aging by examining the harder parts of the
body. In spite of these difficulties, it is often necessary to provide timely and accurate advice on 
the management of such stocks, many of which are very valuable. This is particularly true when
there is strong evidence of a long-term decline in recruitment, as has been shown for Kuwait's 
shrimp stocks (Morgan and Garcia 1982). 
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Mathews and A bdul-Ghaffair (1986) describe the results of shrimp stock assessments carried 
out in Kuwait. A two-prou)ged approach was adopted: catch-and-effort data obtained from inter
views with fishermen and from fishing companies' records were used to construct a surplus yield
model.At the sane tine, biological data were used to provide estimates of growth and mortality
pm'ameters andia dymmic pool model was applied to the shimp po!)ulations. Resultb lowed that 
managemont advice ebtained independently by application of tles- two in-odels was sintilar even 
though the dataases aod analytical tvlciklus employed were cWtirly ditferent. This analysis
pinpointed the levels a which b)imass ydiel and ec(onnic' yield cou Id )eoptimized (-6,500 and 
-',00 standard days fishing per year, res; ecticely, whih is inuh less than the pr, ;ent level of 
- 10,000 to 1200( days er year). The dynanim I )O),I a Unalysiswas hsbased oil estimates of 
growth and mortality rtes o)tained Ihy a von iina tion of th'ihniq ucs (Mathews and AI-Hossaini 
1984), most of which have been used in ,th,,r fisheries wit! vu'.rying (eg:rees of success. In 1982,
it was decided that lI.LE"AN-s, echiniques (Pauly and David1 1980; Pauly 1982) should bes 

applied to Kuwait shrimp, togetheT with the techniques used tn16itionally. lhe object of this paper

isto repo-t on some of the results of the work conducted since.
 

Methods
 

TRADITIONAL M!1U)itIIL;O( Y
 

Gro wti rat (swere determineCd using traditional modal progression analysis (Mathews and Al
lIossaini 19H.1). Von ,ertaIanffy growth curves were fitted to size-at-age data so obtained. Matura
tion of male shrilnp was quantified using gonadal index (AI-Ilos.ain i1981; Shoushani 1985).
These data were combined with data jitainled from sea srti-veys otf I/V !oium I,and with data on

catch ,tfort and catch jlu- obtained Iln-ugh
un1fft Olto)h n( ntlly interviwv.- from 1978 to 1984. The 
life cycles otI'Ponaets sci isulcatus, Ale tu!evnac )psisa/ninis and Parapenaeopsi,"stylifera were studied
l)y Mohamnled et al. (1981 )),Mathews (1982b, 1,982c, the nod and Agriciutre Organization

("AO 1982), and Mat Low> and Al-I lssaini (I 981. t sing tIW (ila l)Iemsetile in these reports, it
 
was possible to det ermine the nunlher of sh'imp ()f each 
sex and species in each cohort for each 
month fromI,1978 to 198 1 afl(, l i-ats illt(' ilisanal fishery were adjusted for the effort ex
pended in each innnnth. Time at recruit nnt was fixed for each coho1rt, usually in April or May for
the "spring- spawning cohort. Th resulting plots wver then used for estimating total mortality by
fitting a semi-logarithmic regr(*ssioii. liowever, Mat ilews and Al-Itossaini (1984), who carried out
 
this work, expressed dissatifac tion with the ri-suts ontaiue-i 
 and were concerned with possible
biases in est.imates of growth l)ranleters (particularly K) and the effects that these might have on
estimates of NI obtained by l'aoly's (1980) technique. Attempts to estimate M by a plot of Z on 
tota! effor-t failed because the data produced an apparently random scatter. All cowmrereial size 
categories referred to heh)w were converted to carapace length using morphometric data in Farmer 
(1980). 

ItECI, NT'St/ZEItAt:\S ;( 'I tN I t;IS 

OTIIER THAN ELIEFAN 

The need for size-based assessments in fisheries research was noted by Mathews and Mead
(1971). Mathews (1974) tried various techniques, including analysis by the methods of Cassie 
(1954) and the NORMSEP computer program (Abramson 1971). Mathews found these techniques
useful Iut. less satisfactoi-y than aging by establishe(l te(-hni(lties. The need for nore rliable size
based assessment techniques led to the development of a size-based cohort, analysis (Jones 1981)
which was applied, following a suggestion by A.S.D. Farmer, to Kuwaiti shrimp data by Jones and 
va Zalinge (1981). 

The technique of Jones and van Zalinge (198!) is based on the availability of L" and K esti
mates. Tle appropriate von Bertalan fry parameters derived for P. semikulcatus and l. affinis by
modal progression analysis were used in each case. This procedure was applied to the dhow and
industrial fisheries separately and combined, so the effects on the resulting estimates -f including 
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the dhow landings could he (teternined, The authors had excluded the dhow landings from their 
analysis. Because of this, their technique provided mortality estiniates that theoretically apply only 
to a very narrow size range (--5 mm CI). it was hoped to widen the size range and to obtain mortal
ity estimates applicable to the whole of Kuwait's fisheries and shrimlp species, not just thC industrial 
landings and P. scinisu!calus. 

ELEFAN-IIASI) ASSESSMIENTS 

The size-lased stock assessment techniques called ELEFAN 0, 1 and 1I have been described 
by Pauly and David (1980) and Pauly (1982b), while lauly (1980) should be consulted for his
 
method for estiiating NI from values of L,, and K (the von 
13ertalanffy growth paratmeters) and
 
the mean water tevnpratnre I'. The ELLEFAN pockago of mWtOds Ihs 
 oeen applied by Morgan

(1985), Samuel and Morgan (198.4) and Baddar and Morgan (1984) 
to Kuwaiti fish pqmlations;

Mathews (Part I, this \ )I.) disciss. the 1(,s:l0 f1stock ai5s5s55iesnt of long-lived ranisms (5-15
PS 

N,a:s ) separatciy. lstionaa-s or natural O, 
 rtatity ,ht aind I V PNlIaNy', (cqUation ar l'Cre referleu. to
 
as 'Nil) while the syn)io! M is re'r, ved for Ilaturi 
 mortality measured using the traditiolal tech
niques (eg., through a Qt of Z on ,O or using Z
i Ifht, I. 

Resu Its 

GROWTH RATES AND LIFE CYCLES 
OF KLWALTI SIHIMP 

Table 1 presents growth pararneters obtained using model class progression analysis for P. 
senisuh'atus, the dominant species in Kuwait's landings, and for Al. affinis and P. styliferu, the two 
other commercially important species. 

Fig. I depicts the growth of male ind .femal, senisul,.aus in Kuwait. Two spawning seasons 
and two cohorts occul-r annually; spring recruit: enter the fishery in MAy and ,June iod sni in 

TabhIt 1. Von elrtaItnffy growth tparll11et-rs fiu h twai I', iuta inc i, 'cialthr,, m .picivs uf shrimp for tht, 1978.1979 to 1981-1982
growth st-asm is,lh.m-d tl tt(td lt pr)ogression aialysis, Adapti fron 1- Mtui ( 198.1 ) am Mathows (1 982 
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September to Octobor, whereas ant(tIuin recruits enter the fishery in SeptemInber, Octobe r or Novem
ber and spawn the following April Or NI ay . This lif'o is disCisseId fully in Mathews (1982b )andcycle 
FAO 	(1982). Data from 198 1 to 198.1 ctlnirin these results. 

Fig. 2 shows a Schematic life cycle for Al. afiis Ibased oil avitlalhe ata on the life, growth
and spawning of' this species. Al. affinis females nature sexually at sizes greater than -- 20 mm cara
pace length (CL) and recruit from lay t,August at 18-20 mi. Selection experiments using a cod 
end cover of full mesh size -5 mm provided large samples (d' small shrimp during April, May and 
June, in 1980 and 1981: hnketnumllbers ()' .11. (ifi/i. were taken on the main fishing grounds at
lRixa, but all wtere at or above the 18-20 mm (CL) Size range. Other Species, e.g., P. stylifera, were
taken at sizes as small s - 5 	mm (ICL) in these nets and the aIsence of' Al. afinis below 18 mm CL 
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Fig. 2. Summary of information (1-rowth, spawning, recruitLment) on1tht lirecycle of Aletulcnacs afinis inKuwait 
walIrs (see text). 
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suggests that it recruited to the fishing grounds in Rixa at or above this size. Much smalier M. affi
nis have been taken in trawls in the winter months, especially in the discards and landings of the 
artisanal boats. This suggests that small shrimp occur on the Rixa fishing grounds from around
 
October to February.
 

The spring cohort recruits to the Rixa fishing grounds around May and June at a 
 size of-18 mm CL and grows steadily until the shrimp leave the fishery during the following May or June;
they stay on the fishing grounds for - 12 months, during which they are fished continuously. Even
during the closed season, fishing mortality occurs because shrimp taken while trawling for fin fish 
are discarded at sea. There has also been a limited fishery on Al. affinis during the closed season 
since 1983. 

A second cohort is recruited to the population from August to October, but at a much small
er size (-13-1 5 mm CL); the autumn recruiting cohort stays in the fishery until the following June 
or July, and then leaves the fishing grounds (or is fished out of existence at the same time as the 
spring recruiting cohort). Abdul-Ghaffar (1984) showed that Al. affinis recruitment was very low inJuly while in August recruitment to the smaller size groups occurred. In September and October, 
very heavy recruitment of small l. affinis occurred, but the larger Al. affinis were found only in
small numbers. Al. afinis spawned from April to October, hut showed major peaks in May-June and
September-Octc(her according to AI-Attar (1982, 1984b), who studied the incidence of eggs of
Aetapenacus spp. in the plankton. Although eggs of M. affinis (annot he distinguished from those
of Al. stebbingi, the only other species of the genus taken in commercial landings, it, is likely that
Al. affinis (the major species found in the landings belonging to this genus) dominates the Aleta
pcnaeus spp. egg plankton, which may, theicjore, be taken as an index of spawning in Al. afinis.
Peak spawning periods coiiwide with the two recruitment periods, and probably also with the 
presence of sexualiy mature cohorts in the population, especially during the spring recruitment
period. Peak spawning periods also coincide with temperature levels at -22-28° C; the onset ofspawning in spring and the end of spawning in autumn occur at -20 0 C. 

Entry to the fishery occurs over the size range 11-14 mm CL, because 11 m m is the 50%
retention length for dhow shrinp nets (full mesh size 32-35 mm) and - 14 mm is that for industrial 
mesh (44-16 mm, full mesh size; El-Musa 1982). Al-Hossaini et al. (1984) suggested that recruitment 
occurred over a wide range of sizes. 

Because Al. affinis of 18-20 mm CL recruit to the fishing grounds in spring (May to June) at
the same time as older and larger Al. affinis spawn, spring recruits are almost certainly the product
of autumn spawning. It is also probable that autumn recruits are the product of spring spawning,
although the possibility cannot he eXcluded that an early peak in autumn spawning (perhaps during

years with cooler summers) might provide some late autumn recruits. Entry of spring recruits in

large numbers to the fishing grounds appears to occur from outside Kuwait waters, probably to tle

north of the Rixa and Bubiyan areas. Mathews (1982b) noted a significant inverse correlation
 
between numbers and hours of fishing of Al. affinis in Rixa and Bubiyan and in Kuwait Bay. He

suggested that small shrimp are recruited from Bubiyan to Rixa, but Al. 
 affinis tended to avoid
Kuwait Bay. These data are in agreement with the migration of small Al. affinis towards Kuwait 
waters, perhaps from the Shatt Al-Arali area and the northeastern part of the Gulf. Analysis of a 
larger data series than is presently available is necessary to confirm this observation. 

The description of the life cycle of Al. affinis given here is similar to that given by FAO (1982),
based largely on data from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. Perez et al. (1984a, 1984b) studied the life
cycle and potulation dynamics of Cuban pink and white shrimp (Penaeusnotialis and P. schrnitti).
They relorted the same type of life cycle as found in Kuwait's shrimp, although recruitment arid 
spavvoing tended to be more continuous than in Kuwait. They also noted that for both Cuban
species, spring recruitment was stronger than autumn recruitment; the same o)servation was madefor Kuwaiti shrimp by Mohammed et al. (1981a), Mathews (1982c) and FAO (1982). Sivasubra
maniam and Ilbrahim (1982) reported essentially the same life cycle for P. sem isulcatus in Qatar as 
was recorded for Kuwait. 

It is likely that the type of life cycle found in Kuwaiti shrimp is general in penaeids: two
distinct cohorts, one with spring recruitment and autumn spawning (the stronger cohort), the other
with autumn recruitment and spring spawning. More work is needed to further elucidate this life
cycle, which has the paradoxical feature that the major spawning and recruitment episodes occur
in spring, while the major (spring) recruitment results from the minor (autumn) spawning (FAO 1982). 
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MORTALITY 

Estimation by the Technique of
 
Jones and van Zalinge (1981)
 

The method assumes that, the fishery is based on a single unit stock. For application to Kuwait's
shrimp stocks, Jones and van Zalinge (1981) assumed that over 90% of the industrial landings were 
P. se,nisulcatusduring the period of the fishery (prircipally from July to January). Dhow landings 
were excluded from their analyses because these were known to contain substantial quantities of
other species. The data used by Jones and van Zalinge were obtained from the industrial landings in
each commercial size grade (tail counts), which were converted to numbers landed by length groups.

Van Zalinge et al. (1981) subsequently extended this method to cover the fishery from 1972 
to 1979 and obtained estimates of Z for each year and each sex. In July 1981., a new sampling
system was introduced (Bedford 1982) allowing a full breakdown by species, size, sex and gonadal
phase of the Shuaiba industrial fishery. Using these data, Abdul-Ghaffar (1984) showed that approxi
mately 50%, of the industrial hndings were Al. affinis in 1981 and(that the unit stock assumption of 
van Zalinge et al. (1981) was violated. In subsequent years, a much smaller portion of the industrial 
landings were composed of .l. affinis because of a change in fishing strategy. The opening of a 
separate fishery from April to June on the A'. af/in is stock caused the industrial fishery to conline 
effort to the I.semisulcatus stock during the remainder of the year. N,.vertheless, it is clear that 
A]. affinis was an imt aiadt COMnIonen t of Kuwailti lad(lings in the I970s, as it was in 1980 and
 
1981.
 

Because of these diffic'Ilties, the method of Jones and van Zalinge (i981) was applied to the
dhow and industrial fisheries separately. Mean values of L,, and K used for three species are shown 
in Table 1. Abdul-Ghaffar (1984) provides the necessary data on the number of each species and 
sex in the industrial fishery. these data were used to produce estimates of Z/K from the slope of 
logarithmic plots of numbers ianded per size grade (ordinate) and L-L t (abscissa) for each sex
and species in each fishery, and for fisheries and species combined, according to the technique

of Jones and van Zalinge (1981). Table 2 shows typical results, while full results for all years and

cohorts are givern by Mathews and A1-lossaini (1984). This procedure allowed the following:


" Estimating mortality for each fishery separately to test whether mortality rates differed
 
between the fisheries and whether bias was likely if data for only one fishery were used
 
(e.g., the industrial fishery only, 
van Zalinge et al. 1981). This also allowed mortality 
rates to be determined for each sex separately.

* Expanding the size range used in mortality estimates. Jones and van Zalinge (1981) found 
that their estimates of Z were obtained for a vary narrow size range, i.e., 28-23 mm cara
pace lengzth. 

* 	 Testing the assumption that a'1 shrimp landed belonging to one species tends to cause bias
 
in the estimates of Z.
 

Fig. 3 above shows a typical set of curves for P. sem isulcatus from the dhow fishery with a

linear middle section from which the slope, a direct estimate of Z/K, may be obtained for values of
 
Loo-L t ranging from 26.5 to 18.4 mm, corresponding to a carapace length of 29.8-37.9 mm (see

Table 2, female P.semisulcatus). The upper parts of the curves have a declining slope because small 
shrimp are underrepresented in the landings due to selectivity or because recruitment of small 
shrimp to the fishery is incomplete in these size classes. However, recruitment to the fishery is 
probably completed within the 20-21 mm carapace length size range.

The same figure shows the data for P.seinisulcatusfor the industrial fishery and for both fish
eries combined; the rectilinear curves generated are similar (see also Table 3). The curves are not 
smooth but a rectilinear section needed to estimate Z/K can be distinguished in each case. 

Data for M. affinis in the two fisheries are shown in Fig. 3 (central part). Only three or four
points are available for females and two for males (not shown) because the values of L., are much 
lower, and relatively coarse size grades are used. The technique of Jones and van Zalinge (1981),
depending on the use of commercial size grades, is, therefore, not as useful for Al. affinis and other 
small shrimp such as P. stylifera, as it is for P.seinisuicatus. 

Results for all species combined, i.e., combining total landings of P.semisulcatus,M. affinis 
and P. stylifera, were obtained by assuming that the growth parameters of P.semisulcatuscould 
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Table 2. Estimates of Z for P. sernisulcatus from the dhow fishery for 1981-1982 using the method of Jones and 
van Zalinge (1981). 

=Males (L. 36.3 mm; K 2.4 per year) 

Market Carapace Numbers Cumulative L,, - L
 
category length (mm) 
 landed landings (no.) 

15 43.3 12,762 12,762

16120 37.9 39,307 52,069 
21/25 34.4 
 58,335 110,404 1.86

26/30 31.8 400,624 511,028 4.46
31/35 29.8 896,127 1,407,155 6.4636/40 28.2 692,629 2,997,784 8.06 Z = 21.341/50 26.3 1,511,043 3,610,827 9.96 per year51/60 24.3 1,167,588 4,778,415 11.9661/70 22.8 703,075 5,481,490 13.4671/90 21.1 648,954 6,130,444 15.16 

Females (L. = 56,3 mm;K 1.2 per year) 

Market Carapace Numbers Cumulative L,, - L
 
category length (rm) landed 
 landings (no.) 

15 43.3 183,833 183,833 12.99

16/20 37.9 563,675 747,508 18.39

21/25 34.4 838,058 1,585,566 21.89 Z =8.7

26/30 31.8 1,231,593 2,817,159 24.49 per year

31/35 29.8 1,878,212 4,695,371 26.49

36/40 28.2 439,274 5,134,645 28.09
41/50 26.3 775,889 5,910,534 29.99
51/60 24.3 521,697 6,432,231 31.99
61/70 22.8 344,878 6,777,109 33.49
71/90 21.1 589,139 7,356,248 35.19 

be applied to such a mixed population. The curves are similar to those for P. semisulcatus but are 
dissimilar to those for M. affinis (see Fig. 3). 

For P. semisulcatus estimated values of Z are close for both sexes regardless of the fishery
from which they were obtained or whether the data from the two fisheries were combined (see
Table 3). However, values for females are much lower than for males. Values for M. affinis are 
generally much higher for both sexes. For this species, there were no strong differences between the 
sexes, and estimates from the different fisheries (single or combined) were similar. 

Estimates for the different fisheries using all species combined were more variable but were 
generally comparable to those for P. semisulcatuswhen P. semnisulcatu. growth parameters were 
used. Combining fisheries did not seem to affect the estimates of Z. 

This contrasts with the results obtained when the data for all species combined were analyzed
assuming M. affinis growth parameters. This gave estimates of Z of 1.9 for females and 57.9 for 
males, i.e., very much larger than when the same data were analyzed using P. semisulcatus growth
parameters. It thus seems that the method of Jones and van Zalinge (1981) is particularly sensitive 
to variations in the values of L.o and K. It follows that estimates of Z based on application of growth
parameters from one species to a fishery based on two or more species with different growth param
eter estimates may be erroneous. The estimates of van Zalinge et a!. (1.981) and of van Zalinge
(1984) were almost certainly based on mixed landings of P. sernisulcatus,M. affinis and P. stylifera, 
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Fig. 3. Plots obtained through application of the method of Jones and Van Zalinge (1981) for various 
species of Kuwait shrimp, and two different fisheries (the plot for all species used growth pvrameters 
derived from data on P. setrisulcatus);O = e ;o, = 
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Table 3. Mortality estimates obtained by applying the method of Jones and van Zalinge (1981 ) to Kuwait's shrimp
population, for the 1981-1982 fishing season (see also Fig. 3). 

Size used 
range l, K Z

Fishery Species 1Sex (mmn, CL) (CL, mim) (year- ) (year-) 

Dhow 1'. sein isuhIcotUs 9 24.3 - 3.1 56.3 1.2 8.71
 
Industrial I'. sen isulctas 
 9 24.3 - 3.1.1 55.3 1.2 8.01
 
Combined I', senisulcatus Y 34.4 - 4t3.3 
 56.3 1.2 8.19

l)how 1'. seIisau'ait s 6 24.3 - 29.8 36.3 2, 
 21.22
 
Industrial I'. semisaihcatus 63 2.1.3 - 29.8 36.3 2.4 22.25
 
Combined I', sve1isucat s 6 28.2 - 34.4 36.3 2.4 20.79
 
Dhow .l. affinis Y 25.1 - 31.3 
 32.8 4.56 65.21 
Industrial .11, affinis Y 25.1 30.0 32.8 4.56 60.38 
Combined 11. (iffinis 9 25.1 - 28.1 32.8 4.56 61.82
Dhow 1!. aff'nis 6 25.1 - 28.0 28.5 4.08 5.1.51 
Industrial 3!. (lffinis 6 25.1 - 28.0 28. D 4.08 60.38 
Combined 2. affints 6 25.1 - 28.0 28.5 4.08 56.23 
)how All species combined" Y 24,.3 -- 29.8 56.3 1.2 10.58
 

l)how All species combinedl 
 ,- 22.8 - 29.8 36.3 2.4 16.78 
Ifdustrial All species combined' 9 29.2 34. 56:3 1.2 10.20 

Industrial All species comhined 6 21.1 28.2 36.3 2..1 20.47
)how +industrial All species combined a 9 28.2 - 3.1.1 56.3 1.2 10.56
 
Dhow + industrial All species conihined a 

22.8
c 28.2 36.3 2.A 23.64
l)how + industrial All species cflj)ine(h c 25.1 - 31.3 32.8 4.56 41.91
 
[)how + industrial All sp .civs co Ined1' 
 6 25.1 - 28.A 28.6 4.08 57.94 

'IUsing growth parameters for 1'. s,,ta stl attis.
 
'Using growth parameters for 11. uf/inis.
 

cNote that these values all appear to largely overestimate total mortality (see text).
 

with the growth parameters from P. semisulcatus being applied to a fishery frequently composed of 
less than 50%of this species. Their results were thus probably erroneous. While the method of Jones 
and van Zalinge (1981) itself is not in question, it is evident that it can only be applied to a single
species population, or to a population consisting of species with 5imilar growth parameters. This 
is not the case for Kuwait's shrimp. 

The very high mortality rates obtained by means of this technique, even for data pertaining to 
one species only (see Table 3), are also suspiciously high and suggest that some of the basic assump
tions may be violated. 

Estimates of Mortality from Survival Curves 

Survival curves were obtained for male and female P. semisulcatus from spring cohorts and for
those autumn cohorts for which sufficient data are available (Fig. 4). Good fits were obtained for
the spring cohorts although very low catch-per-effort values were found for some cohorts in the 
winter months. Such data points were excluded from the analysis because, at very low temperatures, 

1very luw catch rates were recorded by Mathews and Samuel (1982), who noted a significant re. 
tionship between catch per effort and temperature. For the autumn cohorts, only male shrimp in 
1979-1980 give a useful survival curve. 

For M. affinis, acceptable survival curves could only be obtained for the 1978-1979 cohorts;
other cohorts showed a clear pattern of increasing catch per effort of both sexes with time, suggest
ing strong and increasing recruitment from July to at least November. A similar, although less 
marked, pattern was observed for the two cohorts of P. stylifera for which data could be obtained 
(Fig. 5). Table 4 presents the estimates of total mortality based on Figs. 4 and 5. 
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Table 4. Total mortality estimates in two species of Kuwaiti shrimp, based on the survival curves in Figs 4 and 5. 

- SignificanceZ yer level)df 

P. semisulcatus 

Spring 1978 
d 
9 

5.14 
4.84 

10 
10 

P < 0.001 
P < 0.001 

Spring 1979 
6 
Y 

4.76 
3.56 

7 
8 

P < 0.001 
P < 3.00 

Spring 1980 
6 
9 

6.53 
6.33 

3 
3 

0.10> P> 0.05 
0.10 > P > 0.05 

Spring 1981 
6 
9 

4.61 
4.92 

5 
5 

0.05 > P > 0.02 
0.05 > P > 0.02 

Autumn 1980 
C5 2.88 7 P < 0.001 

Al. affinis 

Spring 1978 
d 
9 

2.94 
2.71 

6 
4 

0.01 > P > 0.001 
0.05 > P > 0.01 

Estimates of Natural Mortality (Mp) 
Based on Pauly's Empirical Equation 

Estimates of Mp for the Kuwait P.semisulcatus stocks were provided by FAO (1982), which 
suggested that M = 3 for both sexes of P. semisulcatus,based on the equation 

log 10 MP = -0.0066 - 0.279 log10 L + 0.6543 log10 K + 0.4634 log 10 T ... 1) 

(Pauly 1980) where, Mp = natural mortality estimate, L,, (total length, cm) and K are parameters 
of the von Bertalanffy growth equation, and T is the mean water temperature (in 'C). These esti
mates, however, were based on van Zalinge et al. (1981) who us,'d carapace length instead of total 
length as the units of measurement for L,. Values of MI for all Kuwaiti species and cohorts for 
which growth parameter estimates based on modal progression analyses were available, were com
puted. Values obtained varied from 5.0-16.0 for P. semisulcatus, 13.0-20.0 for M. affinis and 
7.0-8.0 for P. stylifera, for different sexes and cohorts (1978-1981). These were comparable to, or 
in excess of, the values of total mortality obtained from cohort analysis or survival curves for P. 
setnisulcatus.The estimates of NIP were also higher than any values of M reported in the literature 
for shrimp populations (Mathews 1981). This can probably be attributed to the use of parameters 
which did not account for the strong growth oscillations depicted by P.semisulcatus in Kuwait, 
and which lead to overestimates of K, i.e., to values of K much higher than would have been ob
tained, had seasonal growth oscillations been considered explicitly. Table 5 summarizes mortality 
(M ) estimates based on the growth parameters using equation (1). Estimates of M are substan
tially lower than estimates of Z (see below), and are much lower than estimates of iI obtained 
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using dates based on modal progression ataly'sis ( i.e., growth estimation which exclude temperature
and other environmental effects on gr w thTh e.) emphasizes lhe INIeed to estimate Mp only whenreliable growth l)aramoter estinlnt's an. availah( Isot text io,1w ald Lhle 6i). 

Trable 5. Mean growth parameter estimates for the three spcies of Kuwait shrimps, as estimated using ELEFAN I;the table also presents estimates of natural mortality (Mp)i s(d on these parameters, a temperature of 23.2)C andl 
the empirical equation of Pauly (1980) (see text). 

Parameter estimates P . . isa u int .. affin , '.Stv lifera(95% "onf. interval) y 5 I ? 

Loo (mam) 18.2 53.2 37.7 ,18.0 31.5 35.0 
(.2.04) (11.83) ( 1.03) ( 1.10) '3.39 ('11.79) 

K (year - 1 ) 0.96 
(±O.05) 

1.07 
(-0.11) 

1.09 
(0.21) 

1.22 
(0.25) 

1.23 
!00.10) 

1.23 
(0.36) 

WI) (year) 0.95 
(00.10) 

0.92 
('0.13) 

0.96 
)0.1) 

1.02 
(W0 10M) 

0.87 
(±0.12) 

1.04 
(0.10) 

C 0.83 
(±0,20) 

0 92 
(-0.20) 

1.00 
(t0.22) 

0.99 
('0.27) 

0.98 
(±0.1)8) 

0.98 
(40.12) 

MP 1.8 1.8 2.02.1 2.': 

Table 6. Comparison of growth parameters and natural mortality estimates in uninfested and infested male P.seinisulcatus in Kuwait (based on data for 1979-198,1), as obtained from using ELEFAN I and the empirical equa
tion of Pauly (1980), respectively.a 

CL (ml) K (year - ) MD (year - I ) 
(95%conf. interval) (95% conf. interval) (95% conf. interval) 

Uninfested males only b 1.840.0 0.99 
(- 1.3) (+0.04) (± 0.05) 

Infested + uninfested males 48.2 0.96 1.8 
(- 2.0) (± 0.05) (± 0.07) 

aWith T = 23.2'C.
 
bObtained by deletion of infested males and of a few extremely large males th-iaht to have lost their parasites
 

and have moulted (see text). 

GROWTH PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
BASED ON ELE FAN I 

The following data were analyzed:
 
" Size-frequency distributions from monthly samples for male and female P. sem isulcatus,


M. affinis and P. stylifera for the dhow fishery from 1979 to 1984. 
* Size-frequency distributions obtained from monthly cruises on R/V Oloum I in 1979;

these samples were considered to be similar to industrial landings because R/V Oloum I 
is similar to the industrial vessels fishing in Kuwait and covered the same fishing grounds,
at least for P. semisulcatus. 

2.7 



0 Size-frequency distributions for industrial landings obtained by sampling at the Shuaiba 
shrimp processing plant. Weight frequencies and species compositions were obtained for 
several size packs in each commercial size grade. Weight of the monthly landings was 
provided by the fishing company for each size grade. Combining these data with tho-e on 
shrimp morphonetrics provided by Farmer (1980), it was possible to derive monlhly 
length frequencies of the shrimp landed in the industrial fishery. These data, obtained 
each month, were also analyze(l for each species and sex from July 1981 to 1983. 

A total of 45 data sets (covering 6 years for 3 species and 2 sexes) were analyzed. For male P. 
semisuieatus, extra analyses were conducted beeause growth was probably affected by the presence 
of a parasite (see below). 

In these azialyses, the value>, of I.)StP/ASP v'aried fromn 0.1 (;7 to 0.960, but were often over 0.4. 
Although growth imanieter estimates varied between data sets for the saime species and sex, the 
results show that the estimates of L,,, K, WP and C vary by itrelatively small amount. For Lo, the 
95%. confidence limits vary fron - 2-5'( oft he nean (Table 5). The mean values of the various 
growth pa'amnieters (for each species anO sex) ol)tained over the six-year study periodl provide good
fits to all the data and can h e used to de:;cribe growth for any year with acceptable accuracy. This 
implies that the growth plarameters of the shriml) populations investigated here may vary littl,? 
from year to year. 

'Fable 5 presents inran growth iauameters for each sex and s)e(ies studied, on the assumption
that annual values for each )araneter vary randomly from year to year, although the randomness 
inay be apparent only and may indeed conceal the effects of enviromnentally driven variations. 
The estimats of K and C were more variable fron year toa year than those of other parameters.
It is likely that E,and C vary from year to y ear vith key environmental variables, probably tem
perattlre. 

INFLUIENCE' OF PAIRASITES ON (I()VTIt1I1 
ESTIMATES 0)BTAINED BY EIEI'AN I 

P. seinisulcatus individuals of both sexes are often infested by Epipenaeon elegans (Chopra).
This bopyrid parasite occurs in the gill chamber of the shrimp and appears to prevent females from 
spawning successfully. infested females do not reach gonad stages IllI to IV and tend to reach much 
larger sizes than uninfested males. It ispossible that infested males are physiologically castrated 
and grow as if they were female.3 (ltheinhard 1950). Mohammed et al. (1981b) reported that in
fested male P. senmisuhaflus in Kuwait reached a maximum carapace length of 44 mim. Branford 
(1980) reported that male P. semisulcatus infested by E. elegans also grew larger than uninfested 
males: 38.3 mm for infested males and - 30 mm for uninfested males. E!-Musa et al. (1981) described 
the effects of E.elcgans on P. semisulcatus in Kuwait. 

Analysis of size-frequency data by ,ex and degree of infestation showed that infested males 
are more common in large size groups (15-1005/ shrimp > 30 nim in 1979) than in small sizes 
(1.1-4.2% for shrimp from 13- 30 mm). Large in fested ma!e P. semiuleatus were sometimes accom
panied in catChes onIR/V Olou I by occasional large ni iles or fenales that had shed their parasite,
but which had tile typically distended and swollen gill eham ber that accom)anies infestation by a 
parasite. It is likt ly that the very large uninfested male P. seinisulcatuswere infested previously but 
had lost or shed their parasite, perhaps because of completion of its life cycle. When such shrimp 
moult, all signs of infestation may disappear, except for the fact, that their previous growth history 
was influenced by the parasite. 

Size-frequency data for nmale 11. semisulcdatus w,-rc analyzed from 1979 to 1984. Data sets 
including all male 1. senisulcatus, i.e., whether carrying a parasite or not, and definitely uninfested 
males weie contrasted. Ta, ie 6 presents the results; as might be seen, tile mean values for K and NP 
were not very different but the mean values of L. were, 

The versions of ELEFAN Iand I1used in the present analysis were based on the assumption 
that L,, > LIMa1, the largest inoividtia in the sample. It seems likely that adjustment of these pro
grams such that Lnax may be less than L.. would eliminate the types of bias discussed here (see 
Hampton and Majkowski, Part I, this vol. and Pauly, Part I, this vol.). 
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MORTALITY ES'IM ATES 

Tat de 7 presents estimaates of Z, F (- Z --M ) and NIp values for spring cohorts of the 3 species
of shrimps investigated here, based on the length-converted catch curve routines of the empirical
equation of lauly (1980), both of which are part of ELEFAN II. These wlues comnplement the 
values of NIp in Tabh, 5.As might he seen, these mortality estimates appear throughout far more 
realistic than those Ohlt~in ed using alternative techniques, particularly tagging which overestimated 
NI lV 01e ORNr (f iMnagnitude. 

Table 7. Selected estiniates of mortality for Kuwaiti shrim p (data fui spring cohorts only all mortalities are on :i 
per year basis). 

Size-based Survival curv, . ELEFAN 11(with 95% 
Tagging cohort analysis (with range) confidence limits) 

P. senistllcatus 

Z 6 28.5 12.5 5.26 (4,.61 - 5.63) 4.80 ± 1.18
9 31.5 4.8 '1.91 (3.55 - 6.33) 2.90 ± 0.42 

F 6 2.42  - 3.14 (=Z-MP) 
9 3.49  - 1.13 ( IMP) 

M orMp d 26.1 (= Z-F)  - 1.66 ± 0.08 (= P)
9 27.6 (=Z -F)  - 1.77 0.12(=MP) 

Al. affinis 

Z 6  -
 - 5.42 - 1.11 
9-
 4.36 ± 0.98
 

F d --
 - 3.36 (= -MP)
S--
 2.32 (= - MP) 

M  -
 - 2.06 ± 0.30 
S--
 2.04 ± 0.26 

P. stylifera 

z -- - 7.04 2.69 
S--
 4.75 1.44 

F --
S--

- 4.72 (= - M)
2.04 (= - Mp) 

M  -
 - 2.32 ± 0.21
9 - 2.71 ± 1.46 

However, changes in effort during the study period were considerable (Table 8). There is,
for P. semisulcatus,a significant negative correlation between Z and F, and an increase of total 
effort. Data for the other two species are too scattered to show a trend but are consistent with a 
constant value of Z. 

These results are incompatible with the assumptions of (a) proportionality of effort and fishing
mortality and/or (b) constant natural mortality, and in fact, suggest that natural mortality of
Kuwait shrimp stocks has drastically declined (luring the period covered here (see Discussion). 
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Table 8. Estimates of total mortality (Z) for males and females combined, based on the I mgth-converted catch curve 
routine of ELEFAN I1,and total effort in Kuwait's shrimp fisheries. 

1'.SefiscIIS Uallis ;1. af/ini. I'. stvlifri Effort (standard 
-Year Z (year- 1 ) Z (year') Z (year ) lays fishing) 

1979 3.87 ',.30 5.39 6,600 
1980 4.12 4.92 7.08 6,500
 
1981 4.47 5.88 
 5.14 3,200
 
1982 3.79 6.ll 
 7.04 8,900
 
1983 3.64 
 6.26 6.46 8,700
 
1984 3.32 3.91 4.23 11,600
 

aThe correlation between Z and total effort is significant, (P < 0.001) for 1'.scmisulcalus, but the correlation 
has a negatiue sign (see text). 

REPIOI ),UCTION AND IE CRUITMIENT 
'10Til FISHEIRY 

Fig. 6 summarizes the available data on seasonal changes of mean gonadal stages for the three 
major shrimp species in Kuwait. 

{ecrfitment of P. sentisu Icatus to the fishery estimated by changes inas catch/effort probably 

peaks in July and August and dereases rapidly to low levels in October and November. 
In1 P u.s',,Wdcatus, the )roportion of mature female shrimp is generally very high from about 

November to February, and starts to de,'hne in March. Assuming that the shrimp recover from 

spawning tairly quickly (i.e., in a few days), the rather high proportion of mature shrimp from 
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Fig. 6. Seasonal progression of gonadal maturation stages in the females of the 
Ihree species of shrimp reported on here. 
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November to Februoary is consistent with a lpeak spawning in l)eCi1her and ,January. I lowever, Al-
Attar (1982. 1.981a) and A) (1982) noted that there were two peaks of sjtaw ning in P. semisul
caius, one in spring (April to June) and one in auttun (Septemher to Novemehr). It may be argued
that mnatuIre shrimp are ready to spawn hit d() not do ,; ) until March, when increasing temperatures
trigger spring spawning (Al-At tar and lkenotiue 1974). 11111, tH high wolt r-tion Ur niat.1re females
in Decembher would not indicate spaw lilng. Spawning lay illcr',ase illantllll, )erhalS Iecatllse
S1l11mer tel),erattures are too high. Sunilar considrr;'ti(n sii()Lll(l alSU ajt)tly t0 ,i.U/f'i.S and P. slyliter(..
 

Fig. "7shows t' i t tirn or recluitlient to the fishery d,rived frohmsit catch attd-efort, dataand "'rocruii, tent pttterns ohtait,(I itogh 'LEFAN Ii and which it itmst he "niplasized pertain
tW "recruitnient'" at size zero (and, hen11ce, shtUltd he related to the pIots in [Fig. ().

Overall, the iplrlession eltierging from Figs. t atid 7 is thimat liso1 I(I)Iri N II I siip aterecruiti en t at tens may give a less reliable picturt of recrtititLnnt htan goitad maturatioi aitd/or
planktonic studie.; (Al-Attar 1982, 198Ib; FAO) 1982) whicll showed cear tiks ininuinTrs of
benlithic post larvae t A1imn ('I.) in Feuttary, March and April of 1979, 19801 and 981, with Ieak
num1,1ers of P. srniS/ctila generally occurring inFebruar-y . \Villt(tgrw()N\tll trates airllikely to he
vely lo)w and Jti
riip ut,ld Int thr re'suts of auttinit (Septenlr()r()ctt)terl stawning. Over
wintering or'ymititg shrimp could (ouur,witli groWt ,UsitIded froM allt DeCaM.ir to I"elruary
When t('ltj)(ratr'S ate low 
-- 1 (4 uinl)mtl ItStu-mIt'c tuniatitl (2801 t Shrimp recruit
ing to the fishery :f differetot t mites (011(ld hbe of silil~ar sizes and diftirt-t ageOs. and tlhis pi1ght
coitise recruitment Ipt-s estimated hy tmeais of i"I.EFAN II. tsi,lrch desigitd to obtain
direct (stiniates of recrtiittnent at earlier and stialler stages t haii tltose stutled here is tinder wany
(J.Bishop, KISH{, foms. comm.) mtd is ailed at further clarl'ification of recruitment patterns of 
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shrimp in Kuwait. The estimates of size at entry into the (how fishery (2.,1-27 nm CL) for ma!k 
and female P. semisiilatus;(atut 2) im in r fi'ni le Al. a/fftis and abuut 16 mni for fernale P. 
stylifcra) ohtained usin El. AN I1through analysis of the left side of length-converted catch 
curves o'iel,ill other hail. sinilar to those obtained through tontlihly biological sampling. 

Discussion 

The E LE'AN I and 1Hprograms productd the most reliable estimates of growth and mortality
parameters for the three species that are important components of Kuwait shrimp stocks. The pro
grams inldeeid prodteetd the only reliable estimatos for two of these SI)ecies. No estimate for the 
coinparative cost effectivencss of the I I.EI "AN approach was made hut, it was certainly no rmore
 
eXp)ensive and was mnuchI more flexible than any of the other techniqt es 
IplietI.


While EL,FAN I appears to he a much more flexible and rohbust analytical procedure than

all hithe apllid to the sLudly of g1r(wth in shriml) popttlat ions, it is not always o)jective. The
 
general growth paltterns that emerged from this analysis were detected in spite of somie atnomalies. 
For instance, in several cases, the growth partnaeters giving the highest value of HESI''ASP in a given 
yrttwe ( 'uediffbrt fr mi thos, (I)tailled for Ol yti ISnsuhVCs 'ca;ss,atse't Of airfalnmeterS
 
closer to it (liers lo't that spwcies nI se, ,as used, e'ven IfIhe c ritsl)tlin, value, fES'/AS >
 

was lttwr. () ( hi ttitn, :t a li d utH ofof LSl', ASI' -0.5) was thlainiutt wlen C 2.25; this
 
nit tles m lr 'd'ne tw h ,it%in ilt , si
'a:.'\v (t i)IU.'iJ iIt t(i tlt11 rtwt i (it ltio ll in EI"l FAN 

'iv'-titlm peiiod (ofztrtt iwiltl. :\ inc wors fit (ESIPASP -- 0.20) was, tilifr( , iccepted
bec'as ,etht, t),ttullitti tl,'irly (lid tot1 dlSlIlay scl(h it l g-ttwth stop. ()cCa.sitnilly. Vxalues Of %I'
wtit, anttiabtus )titMiv with eiiy distilh)utions. In tOl s, insti(es al.SO, a t110tr0 biologii.ut sizt-lt 
(-ally irealist it valut o tI' was holsen. 'Ilus, stLctssfLIl aplOicititn if LA'lN aitlsis fer growth
ainl ildit t'stililals i s r'es i oodpiI t Mifsd i t upolln 1indcers landing of the biology alld 
life cl'(e1()f Htle species st udied. (in tlhoill'r hlland, if no such knowhledge is availaIh, ELEFAN I
arid11 tolI~l le used tt Ot-lermlille the growt atlitlife CyCle O , e Sle(iTs St tidiedl ni IIOvisional 
lbasis. (inltlusiotis ohi ait.ed woiuldl then Iet(l itt he confirnlild Iy hiological otStllvati l. 

It appears friom our work that, the growth l)aranieters of shrim p populations renain similar 
between ye.us an' d(o not change as the level of exploitation increases. The growth lattern shown in 
the po)ulhation na'.' e viewed as the resuilt of interactionis between glenetically iixed growth rates 
of individuall shriml and environmental factors. It appears to he largely independent t)f bI)iomass, 
as influenced either by a fishery or by nat iturl predatOrs. I lowever, i'ifestations of many shrimp
parasites lay bias growth rate e-stimates, and care should he taken to exclide infrested individuals 
from the analysis. This observation may Ile trie for other short-lived anilnuds. Although growth rates
of longer-lived animals may 'hange, the biases may hle smaller if the parasite's life cycle is short. 

MNlathews (I981 and itn)1ullish(,d datal) nd Pauly (1 982a, 19821), 198.1 ) showed that IMprobably
decreases as fishing mortality increases in l)enaeid shrim Ip fisheries in the Gulf of' California (P.
ua(ifaln:i) and in the Gulf of Thailand, respectively. The possibility that IMo I 'F in Kuwait also 
exists; Z ('ould he approximately constant and F could increase at the saime timne as NI decreases. 
This would explain why Z remaitied approximately constant, where effort (and presumably F)
increased by a factor of 4 (see also M 'nro 1.980, Fig. 2). rhe equation of Pauly (1980) bein tied 
to growth parameters which do not seem to vary mucl,, tends to generate valies of Mp that are 
fairly constant for a given stock-independently of any compensatory changes i)its real value 
of M. For this reason, the usefulness of this equation will be limited in cses-suiich as in Kuwait
where massive changes of natural mortality may be expected. 

The use of ELEFAN II to estimate recruitment at size zero (i.e., spawning) was compared
with field data on the seasonal patterns of entry to the fishery, with maturation patterns and with
published est'.mates of the numbers of individuals in various planktonic stages. It was found that 
minor errors it.growth parameter estimates could lead to a major shift in the peak of the recruit
ment pattern along the time axis. Biological work (Al-Attar 1982, 1984a, 1984h) (Fig. 3) suggests
two spawning seasons of equal strength for both M. affmnis and P. senisulcatus, with a major spawn
ing period inspring. The recruitment patte!'ns obtained using ELEFAN 1I program often displayed 
only the major recruitment peak. 
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It is also possible, however, that recruitment of the autumn cohort occurs in a different area 
than that of the spring cohort (e.g., in deep waters of the central Gulf for P. semisulcatus), and 
this could explain the generally weaker recruitment in autumn. More work on the biological 
aspects of recruitment and spawning is needed before the use of recruitm ent patterns obtained from 
ELEFAN II can be fully appraised. For the time being, recruitment studies based on ELEFAN 11 
should be used whenever possible, but results should be coml)lementary to and not a substitute 
for biological studies of shrimps. 

ELEFAN analysis, finally, may be used to control the quality of sampling systems. In Kuwait, 
shrimp are sampled in two ways: 

1. 	 Dhow boat landings are sampled regularly for size frequency, species composition and 
gonadal maturation (van Zalinge et, al. 1981; Bedford 1982). 

2. 	 The shrimp populations at sea are samlled from the R/V Bahith. 
A comparison of the results by ELEFAN 1I analysis shows that the dhow sampling system

consistently provides samples covering a wide size range and probably provides generally more con
sistent results. 
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Abstract 

A method has been developed for combining a time series of length compositions and estimates of
growth parameters to produce estimates of future length compositions in the absence of mortality. This 
is the kernel of the problem of making short-term forecasts of catch rates (and hence catches). Various 
methods for estimating and allowing for mortality are possible, but the most suitable has yet to be 
determined. 

Introduction 

Methods of assessment based on length compositions have hitherto tended to be of essentially 
two types. Firstly, there are methods (e.g., MacDonald 1980; Pauly and David 1981; Shepherd,
Part, I, this vol.) for use in the estimation of growth parameters which attack the interpretative
rather than the assessment end of the whole spectrum of methods. Secondly, there are methods 
such as those of Jones (1981) which do attack the assessment problem but only at the expense of 
averaging over time to produce results appropriate to an approximate steady state. It is feasible to 
base certain other standard assessment calculations on length-based data and some estimate of 
growth parameters. Woolner and Pope (unpublished data) have for example developed such a 
method for the computation of yield and biomass per recruit. The ELEFAN I1l program (see Mor
gan and Pauly, Part II, this vol.) performs several standard assessment procedures (including cohort 
analysis) but only by using the growth parameters to "slice" the length compositions into age com
positions, a process which is rather parameter dependent and probably unnecessary for many pur
poses (Shepherd, Part I, this vol.). 

A central problem of fishery management is the forecasting of catch rates (and hence catches) 
one or two years ahead. Recent work on simple methods for catch forecasts (Shepherd 1984; Anon. 
1984) has shown that very simple methods which distinguish only between adults and recruits 
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can perform quite well for this purpose. It. is, therefore, most likely that a method vith even better
performance can be devised using length compositions without explicitly reinterpreting these as 
age compositions. Such a method could in many ways be similar to that of Jones (1981), but should
avoid the need for averaging and the restriction to steady-state conditions, as it.would be intended 
to take account of large and small year-classes (modes) in the length composition, and estimate 
their propagation rather than averaging over them. 

Method 

It is here assumed that one has available a time series (not necessarily a long one) of length
compositions which may be taken to be indicative of population abundance together with estimates 
of the parameters of a suitable growth equation for the stock. The length compositions should

therefore be of catch per unit effort or from a research vessel survey; for convenience it is assumed
 
that they all relate to the same sea;on or annual average. For simplicity it. is assumed in what fol
lows that the growth relationship is that of von 13ertalanffy, the parameters of which may be esti
mated in various ways such as tiat of Shepherd (Part 1,this vol.).


Given the growth relationship the future length of any individual fish can be(estima1ted at
 
ally time,; in particular, of cours, it can he estililate.l at the time fO which a OrecaSt is r(quired.

For simplicity 
we assume that this is for one year following the last data available. The method may
he repeated as often as required if necessary. This growth information is the essence of what is 
required for the forecasting process. It is very easy to estimate the forward propagation of individual 
lengths or length group b)oundaries, using the Ford-Walford relationship 

L(t + 1) L (1 -p) + pL(t) .. .1) 

where f) = cxt) (-- KAt) . . . 2) 

However, it is desirable that the future estimated length composition shall have the same form 
as the historic ones, i.e., that it should be based on the same length intervals. It is obvious that 
growth moves the boundaries of lergth groups and that the new boundaries will not in general coin
cide with the old ones. Furthticmore, it is clear from equation (1) that the size of length intervals is 
reduced by growth. The length groups are thus also compressed. If L( Q, t) is the lower length limit 
of the 01h length group at time t, 

L(V, t + 1) L,, (1 -- p) + pL (IQ. 

L(m, t + 1) = L (1 - p) + pL(m, t) 

and therefore 

AL(t + 1) = L(Q, t + 1)- L(m, t + 1) 

= p {L(Q, t) - L(m, t)} 

= pAL(t) ... 3) 
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Thus (coincidentally), for the von Bertalanffy growth relationship all length intervals are
 
compressed by the same factor (p).
 

The most convenient way to represent the transformation of one length composition into
 
another is by means of a transition matrix so that
 

N(Q, t +1) = XA(C, k)N(k, t) ... 4)
k 

Here the transition matrix A must depend on the effects of both growth (as outlined above) and 
mortality. Although these processes occur concurrently, we assume that for practical purposes they 
can be separated as the product of two terms, i.e., 

A(Q, k) = G(Q, k)S(k) ... 5) 

Here the matrix G represents the effects of growth in the absence of mortality, S represents the 
effects of mortality (survival) and also of selection to the sampling gear. 

The matrix G can easily be estimated and the procedure proposed is to use this to estimate 
from each length composition what the next one would be expected to be in the absence of mortal
ity and selection and then to compare ohl, rved and expected tr estimate these effects. 

The elements of the matrix G are ;ii1ply the proportions of each initial length group k which
 
contribute to each final length group V. Referring back to equation (1), the length L(Q) at time t
 
corresponding to the lower length boundary L(Q) of the Qth length group is
 

L(Q)= { L(Q)-X }/p ... 6) 

where X = L. (1 - p). 

The matrix G is then calculated as 

G([ , k) = 0 if L(k + 1) < L(2) 

G(Q, k) = { L(k + 1)-L() /AL if L(k) < L(V) <.. L(k + 1) 

G(2, k) = 1.0 if L(Q) < L(k) ... 7) 

and L(k + 1) < L(Q + 1) 

G(V,k)= {L(Q+1)-L(k) 1/AL ifL(k)<L(9+1)<L(k+1) 

G(Q, k) =0 if L( + 1) < L(k) 

where AL = L(k + 1) - L(k) is assumed to be constant for all k. The first, third and fifth cases are 
obvious, and the second and fourth have the effect of distributing numbers in accordance with 
linear interpolation on length. 
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To allow for the (usual) case in which the final length group is, in fact, a plus group one should 
also set 

G(, k) = 1.0 if V = Qfa ... 7a) 

and L(V) < L(k) 

An example of this matrix is shown in 'Fable 1. It has elements which are mostly zero but
otherwi.ke less than 0r equal to one. The non-zero elements lie below the diagonal in a fairly narrow
band not parallel to the diagonal. This matrix is just the counterpart of the usual age composition

transition matrix which is so simple that it is hardly ever written down as such, i.e., 
a subdiagonal

matrix with unit elements on the subdiagonal
 

0 0 0 0 . . . .
 
1 0 0 0 . . . .
 
0 1 0 0 . . . .
 
0 0 1 0
 

0 0 0 0 

It may als-o be regarded as a matrix representation of the Ford-Walford equation (the slope

of the non-zero subigonal band is just j:). It should ble noted that the elements sum 
to I down
 
the columns (because they are proportions) and sum to I./,, along the rows (because of the com
pression effect).
 

Once the G matrix has been estimated, it is possible to comnpulte for (VaC4, length composition

N(Q, t) available the next composition N (Q:,t + 1) in the series ill the absence of mortality and
 
partial selection. The ratios (inore generally, the relationships) hetweecn these "predicted" 
com
positions and those actually obse rved may then be use-d to e stiniate the combined effects, since for
 
each t, N( , [)/N(t, t) provides anl estimate of S(Q).


The best. way to make use! of these estimates is not yet clear. Tlhe y clearly may be interpreted
to provide estimates of mortality and this is it possibility which needs to h)e explored. 

Table 1. Length-bntsed catrei forecast fo r North Sea Groundfish Survey cod RF Area 4 for Lo 11l0 = = cm and K 0.2 per year. 

Transition matrix 

(cm) 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 50. 55. 60. 65. 70. 75. 80. 85.5. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .010. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .015. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .020. .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .025. .8 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .030. .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .035. .0 .0 .3 .9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .040. .0 .0 .0 .1 1.0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .045. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .9 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .050. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .6 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .055. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .4 .8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .060. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .065. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .070. .0 .0 .0 '0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .5 .0 .0 .0 .075. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 .0 .0 .080. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 - .0 .0 .0 .3 .9 .0 .085. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 1.0 1.0 

http:otherwi.ke
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For the present, however, the operational task of simply using the numbers available to make
 
some sort of forecast by a simple ad hoc procedure will be discussed. The methods are presented
 
below in the context of an example.
 

Results 

The method has been applied to data from the English Groundfish Survey of the North Sea.
 
Annual mean catch per hour by 5-in length groups was extracted for each of tthe eight years

availal)le for RIound fish Area .1 (1D. 
 1larding and J. (asey, pers. comm.). 'The data are tabulated in
 
Ta)le 2, and were analyzed ht a new method (Shepherd, Part 1, this vol.) t() provide estimates of K
 
and l . The transition inmatrix k( I is given in Talle I and has Ibeen discussed above. The raw "predic
tions" based oin applying the G-matrix to the data are given in Table 3. The predictions are zero
 

Table 2. Actual catches of North Sea cod (see also Table 1). 

Length Age group (year)

class (cm) 1 2 3 41 5 6 
 7 8 

5.0 .00 .50 .17.67 .00 130.11 .67 11.00 .17 
10.0 .08 .00 .50 .10 63.78 .00 .83 .00 
15.0 .67 6.00 .17 6.50 11.33 1.44 .17 10.09 
20.0 7.92 21.00 1.25 31.10 1.56 27.11 4.50 43.27 
25.0 9.92 20.50 3.58 14.40 8.56 32.33 5.17 24.30 
30.0 3.83 1-1.90 6.50 6.40 9.11 11.33 2.00 6.17 
35.0 1.83 .1.30 4.83 2.50 6.33 6.33 6.83 2.50 
40.0 1.33 3.00 2.33 .70 4.22 2.56 15.00 1.50 
45.0 .A2 1.50 1.83 1.40 .89 2.67 15.83 1.67 
50.0 .92 2.50 1.83 1.00 1.56 .44 7.67 2.16 
55.0 .25 1.20 1.25 .60 .44 .56 2.83 3.15 
60.0 .75 .40 .33 .70 .56 1.00 .67 .84 
65.0 .67 .50 .25 .40 .11 .117.78 1.00 
70.0 .33 .10 .33 .40 .44 .33 .17 .50 
75.0 .17 .10 .00 .00 .11 .11 .33 .00 
80.0 .33 .00 .08 .00 .00 .11 .00 .00 
85.0 .08 .00 .00 .10 .00 .11 .00 .00 

Biomass 2.7E+06 1.8E+06 2.OE+06 2.OE+06 3.2E+06 5.5E+06 3.3E+06 

for the first three length groups because the growth parameters indicate that these relate to fish 
appearing in the length composition for the first time. They are, therefore, new recruits in this 
context and prediction of their abundance must be based on information other than previous length 
compositions. Results for the first non-zero length group (the fourth in this case) must also contain 
a contribution of recruits (the row sum of the G-matrix is less than the usual value of eK ) and must 
be regarded as suspect, especially in view of the clear indication in the data that mode locations are 
variable to the extent of at least one length group. The ratios (see Table 4) for the remaining length 
groups show some consistency with time tending to be large for smaller (and presumably partially 
selected) length groups and generally less than one for longer length groups where mortality is 
dominant. There is, however, much variation about the mean ratios. 
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For this reason it is not clear that simply using the mean ratios (or even weighted mean ratios)
would provide a useful basis for prediction. It seems possible that the ratio may depend (inter alia) 
on the size of year-class involved, and for practical purposes it would also be desirable to strive for 
a more accurate prediction of the larger year-classes. A regression of actual catches on the catches 
expected in the absence of mortality would allow for both these factors and this has been tried out. 
The program used incorporated a regression subroutine which permits (amongst other things) the
regression to be forced through the origin if required, thereby approaching the mean ratio method 
and also permits a variety of weighting schemes to be used if desired. 

Table 3. Expected catches of North Sea cod in absence of mortality (see also Table 1). 

Length Age group (year)
class (cm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

5.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
10.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
15.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
20.0 .00 .00 .12 11.26 .00 30.73 .16 2.60
25.0 .00 .04 .38 36.64 .05 128.57 .51 8.78
30.0 .00 .50 4.07 .39 4.47 42.29 .98 .57
35.0 .00 7.35 20.83 1.18 30.09 5.04 24.87 4.11
40.0 .00 11.18 24.41 4.50 18.28 9.82 36.41 5.86
45.0 .00 3.99 14.56 7.37 6.48 10.17 12.12 4.10
50.0 .00 1.95 4.52 2.044.49 6.54 5.60 12.95 
55.0 .00 .91 2.49 2.45 1.11 2.54 3.21 18.97
60.0 .00 1.01 2.83 2.23 1.30 1.75 1.02 11.08
65.0 .00 .42 1.28 1.32 .76 .56 .78 2.96
70.0 .00 .53.88 .37 .72 .48 1.12 .59
75.0 .00 .59 .34 .36 .49 .36 .65 .21
80.0 .00 .26 .11.12 .13 .24 .21 .35
85.0 .00 .43 .01 .08 .10 .01 .23 .04 

Biomass 3.6E+06 7.3E+06 4.6E+06 5.6E+06 9.1E+06 8.4E+06 1.1E+07 

Table 4. Catch ratios of North Sea cod (see also Table 1). 

Length Age group (year)
class (cm' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

20.0 .00 10.59 2.76 .00 .88 28.44 16.66
25.0 560.04 9.37 .39 187.08 .25 10.10 2.77
30.0 29.90 1.60 16.55 2.04 .27 2.05 10.91
35.0 .59 .23 2.12 .21 1.26 .27 .61
40.0 .27 .10 .16 .23 .26 .41 .26
45.0 .38 .13 .19 .14 .26 1.31 .4150.0 1.28 .41 .22 .77 .07 1.37 .17
55.0 1.32 .50 .24 .31 .22 .88 .17
60.0 .40 .12 .31 .43 .57 .66 .08
65.0 1.19 .19 .30 .15 1.38 .22 .34
70.0 .11 .62 1.09 .61 .69 .15 .84
75.0 .17 .00 .00 .23 .31 .51
80.0 .00 .65 .00 .00 .45 .00 

.00 

.0085.0 .00 .00 1.25 .00 9.34 .00 .00 
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So far the,method has been tested using (a) a normal unweighted )redictive iegression (Table 
5); (b) an unweighted predictive regression forced through the origin (Table 6); (c) a regression 
through the origin whose slope is the ratio of mean numbers at length (Table 7). The first two cases 
implicitly assumne that the varian'e!of numbers is constant, which (since in practice it is probably an 
increasing function of numbers) effectively gives undue weight to the largest numbers which may be 
desirable for a forecasting procedure. 

These results may he summarized in a more intelligible way by constructing an index of survey 
catch rate, by simpjly summling the n umi)chrs at length multiplied by (length) : , a surrogate for 
weight at lengtl. This is !abelled "biomass" in the tables, and the results for this index are illustrated 
in Fig. 1. They may p)erhaps be described as encouraging but not impressive. All the predictions 
increase between 1978 and 1979 and none correctly forecasts the major feature, the peak in 1983. 

Table 5. Regression analysis (normal predictive regression, see text). 

L-GRP INTCPT GRAI)IE'T RSQUD XBAR YBAR RESSQ SXX SXY SYY CV 

20.0 14.7681 .5880 .1671 6.,4 18.5 1,360.2 112.8 66.3 233.3 .70 
25.0 11.5308 .1607 .5130 25.0 15.5 333.1 1,939.5 311.8 97.7 .A1l 
30.0 7.3495 .0932 .1186 7.6 8.1 91.7 203.1 18.9 14.9 .42 
35.0 3.3352 .1099 .A970 13.4 ,.8 9.9 115.4 2.8 .2312.7 

,t0.0 -- 1.5810 .3656 
 .7328 15.8 .1.2 38.A 112.7 11.2 20.5 .52 
45.0 -1.3057 .5941 .1983 8.1 3.7 139.4 13.9 8.3 24.8 1.13 
50.0 2.3686 .0152 .0006 5.,4 2.5 34.6 11.9 .2 5.0 .85 
55.0 .8611 .1252 .5181 -4.6 1.1 3.6 35.1 4.4 1.1 .47 
60.0 .575!) .0221 .1141 3.0 .6 .3 11.2 .2 .0 .30 
65.0 .2097 .2155 .3211 1.2 .5 .4 .6 .1 .1 .51 
70.0 .5730 -. 3707 .4,160 .7 .3 .1 1 .0 .0 .29 
75.0 -. 1219 .5323 .6092 .4 .1 .0 .0 '.0 .0 .54 
80.0 .0524 -. 0187 .0025 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .59 
85.0 .0631 -. 0908 .1426 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .57 

Predicted catches of cod from regression. 

Length Age group (year) 
class (cm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

20.0 .00 14.79 14.81 21.39 14.79 32.84 14.86 16.30 
25.0 .00 11.54 11.59 17.42 11.54 32.20 11.61 12.94 
30.0 .00 7.40 7.73 7.39 7.77 11.29 7.44 7.40 
35.0 .00 4.14 5.63 3.46 6.64 3.89 6.07 3.79 
40.0 .00 2.50 7.34 .06 5.10 2.01 11.73 .56 
45.0 .00 1.07 7.35 3.07 2.54 4.74 5.90 1.13 
50.0 .00 2.40 2.,.4 2.44 2.40 2.47 2.45 2.57 
55.0 .00 .97 1.1 " 1.17 1.04 1.18 1.26 3.24 
60.0 .00 .60 .64 .63 .60 .61 .60 .82 
65.0 .00 .30 .49 .49 .37 .33 .38 .85 
70.0 .00 .25 .38 .44 .31 .39 .16 .35 
75.0 .00 .19 .06 .07 .14 .07 .22 -. 01 
80.0 .00 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 
85.0 .00 .02 .06 .06 .05 .06 .04 .06 

Biomass 2.2E+06 3.4E+06 2.5E+06 2.7E+06 3.4E+06 3.6E+06 2.7E+06 
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It is arguable whether any of these forecasts would be of any use in practice or offer any significant
advantage over the use of the average as a predictor. 

Discussion 

The forecasts presented above were made using the most obvious ad hoc procedures and it is
doubtless possible to construct superior estimators. Close examination of all the results does, how
ever, suggest that the major discrepancies arise because of the variability of the data and could not 

Table 6. Predictive regression forced through origin (see text). 

Length
class (cm) (radient ItSQUI) XBAR YBAR RESSQ SXX SXY SYY CV 

20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 

1.2036 
.2731 
.3075 
.2616 
.2'1(; 
.6,13 
.3258 
.1955 
.1078 
.3380 
.3864 
.2792 
.2029 
.1313 

.3861 

.5636 

.3091 

.7766 
.8354 
.17.13 
.4020 
.6865 
.5136 
.7450 
.6171 
.7461 
.6014 
.1652 

6A 
25.0 

7.6 
13.4 
15.8 
8.1 
5.4 
1.6 
3.0 
1.2 
.7 
.4 
.2 
.1 

18.5 
15.5 
8.1 
1.8 
.1.2 
3.7 
2.5 
1.A 
.6 
.5 
.3 
.1 
.0 
.1 

2,478.6 
1,037.0 

385.9 
40.5 
13.9 

141.3 
45.9 

6.8 
1.6 
.5 
.3 
.0 
.0 
.0 

153.9 
2,564.2 

260.9 
293.6 
361.6 

84.5 
'11.5 
56.0 
20.A 

2.0 
.5 
.2 
.0 
.0 

185.3 
700.A 
80.2 
76.8 

107.3 
39.2 
13.5 
10.9 

2.2 
.7 
.2 
.1 
.0 
.0 

577.1 
339.4 

79.8 
25.9 
38.1 
38.4 
11.0 

3.1 
.5 
.3 
.1 
.0 
.0 
.0 

.95 

.73 

.86 

.47 
.56 

1.14 
.98 
.65 
.69 
.57 
.63 
.64 
.70 

1.02 

Predicted catches from regression 

Length 
class (cm) 1 2 3 

Age group (year) 
4 5 6 7 8 

20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 

Biomass 

.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 

.04 

.01 

.15 
1.92 
3.31 
1.85 
.64 
.18 
.11 
.14 
.34 
.16 
.05 
.06 

1.OE+06 

.14 

.10 
1.25 
5.45 
7.24 
6.76 
1.47 

.49 
.31 
.43 
.21 
.09 
.02 
.00 

2.3E+06 

13.55 
10.01 

.12 
.31 

1.33 
3.42 
1.46 

.48 

.24 

.44 
.14 
.10 
.02 
.01 

1.5E+06 

.04 

.01 
1.37 
7.87 
5.42 
3.01 

.66 

.27 

.14 

.26 
.28 
.13 
.03 
.01 

1.7E+06 

36.98 
35.12 
13.00 

1.32 
2.91 
4.72 
2.13 

.50 

.19 

.19 

.19 

.10 

.05 
.00 

3.1E+06 

.19 

.14 

.30 
6.51 

10.80 
5.63 
1.83 

.63 

.11 
.27 
.43 
.18 
.04 
.03 

2.6E+06 

3.13 
2.40 
.17 

1.07 
1.74 
1.90 
4.22 
3.71 
1.19 
1.00 

.23 

.06 

.07 

.00 

2.6E+06 
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be much reduced by fine-tuning the methodology. Any such forecasting procedure is necessarily
limited by the quality of the data available and it is entirely possible that this data set (derived from 
single anial surveys of a small part of tho North Sea) is simply not adequate for the job. Further 
tests on other data sets are obviously necessairy. Nevertheless, it is clear that, lenp-th-based methods 
of forecasting are feasible and one must now seek for practical methods and establish the quality of 
data necessary on which to base them. 

Table 7. Use of weighted mean ratios (see text). 

Length
 
:lass (cm) Gradient RSQUD XBARl YBAR 
 RIU-SSQ SXX SXY SYY (IV 

20.10 2.8895 .3978 .9 3.9 196.1 21.7 2-1.9 72.0 1.28
25.0 .6221 .1628 9.1 9.0 126.3 779.3 22.1.3 139.6 .A13 0 1.0592 .3082 .1.5 5.7 126.6 131.9 -13.( .15.6 .70 
35.0 .3597 .7,182 10.2 .1.1 11.3 20-1.1 51.9 19.8 .29
-10.0 .265, .7509 9.9 2.0 9.7 156.1 31.1 8.3 .56.15.0 .4387 .A955 7.4 1.7 26.3 66.2 1.1.1 6.3 1.06
50.0 .At505 .3913 5.6 1.3 26.4 39.3 7.0 3.1 1.11
55.0 .3137 .6816 2.7 .9 .1.7 18.6 ,4.0 1.2 .88
6"".0 .2120 .533:1 2.7 .6 3.9 15.1 1.7 .A 1.25
65.0 .3970 .6961 .9 .3 1.,l 1.1 .3 .1 1.54
70.0 .At832 .5133 .8 .2 2.2 .7 .2 .1 2.13
75.0 .2,172 .6835 .3 .1 .3 .1 .0 .0 3.88
80.(( .2391 .6281 .2 .0 .2 .1 .0.0 4.26
85.0 .4010 .2682 .j .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 9.30 

Predicted catches from regression 

Length Age group (year)
class (cm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

20.0 .00 .09 .34 32.53 .09 88.78 .46 7.51
25.0 .00 .02 .24 22.79 .03 79.98 .32 5.46
30.0 .00 .53 4.31 .41 1.73 1,4.79 1.04 .60
35.0 .00 2.64 7.49 .A2 10.82 1.81 8.95 1.48
40.0 .00 2.97 6.48 1.19 4.85 2.61 9.66 1.56
45.0 .00 1.75 6.39 3.23 2.81 4.46 5.32 1.8050.0 .00 .88 2.04 2.02 .92 2.95 2.52 5.84
55.0 .00 .29 .78 .77 .,1, .80 1.01 5.95
60.0 .00 .21 .60 .47 .28 .37 .22 2.35
65.0 .00 .17 .51 .52 .30 .22 .31 1.18
70.0 .00 .A3 .26 .18 .35 .23 .54 .29
75.0 .00 .15 .08 .09 .12 .09 .16 .05
80.0 .00 .06 .03 .03 .03 .06 .05 .08
85.0 .00 .17 .00 .03 .04 .00 .09 .01 

Biomass 1.2E+06 2.6E+06 2.2E+06 2.OE+06 5.9E+06 2.9E+06 3.7E+06 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of actual catch-rate indices and forecasts by 
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Abstract 

Phalanx andysis (multispecies length cohort analysis) is described. This method calculates fishing
mortality and population numbers at length, given information on the growth and feedilg characteristics 
and the catch length distributions from a multispecies fishery. The approach can also be adapted to
provide a method for calculating the steady-state yields which would result from a change in fishing
patterns. It is thus a multispecies extension of Jones' length cohort analysis.

An example of the use of phalanx analysis is shown based on constructed data which represent the
North Sea roundfish. This illustrates the results obtained and also indicates that the method might be 
used in consideration both of changes in overall size compositions resulting from changes in fishing 
patterns and of size dependent mortality rates. 

Introduction 

In recent years the need for fisheries management to consider multispecies effects has been 
nore clearly perceived and the state of the art of multispecies management has been reviewed, 
otably in Mercer (1982). 

A common problem is that multispecies fisheries models are apt to require large data sets if 
;hey are to be used successfully. Models based on catch-at-age data are particularly demanding in 
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this respet This nakes theni difficult to use even for developed fi~dhries such as those in the 
North Sea, and it makes thllm virtually impc{(Ssibh, to uso for area.; where ,..atch-at-age data have not 
been io tttiil,,c, llidl ed tOr H0 Ilt51 i liler(t)Is .-Vci,,s filr a Imillltr of years. For the fisheries of 
Miany t'i.c;S 81 1( l iiliSt :('alie.HAtivt tto Sslth ICitl .,iltwould h( t rate cat.tll composition by

length. It follows that dcvlht illg iXttIl',ilis (tf Jones' l gtli lohol ' alaNlysis to a Illitltispecies

fishery wmi lK r;Ihe L,Il, (.i;illt. '()w 'Inalysis
as5ss slltirs-:tl-tiiih ihtt;'iiitl 1howI(, t rt,%,vrit. this m Cdel1 asses<, th,' ffects of hangis in mesh 
size and ,l'>;linn+ tctlt. 

lut s ( lii.4. 1976) shows cohort ca Ihi adapted to 

Ilhe sail lle rtlch 'anKallused to tconVe't Pope's (1 979) inultisecies age
t'oJioit iity'.S to I inatlysis. Onilt iethod of extending length coliortt nitlt islIt ,.laLith colioii 

ailn ysis (ndlid phtklI x i i>isii scriheit illn this papelu.
 

Development of Phalanx Analysis 

1opw 11972i doeveolpyl ;I1 in ot )ri'ttroslit iV"anialysis of catch nunbers-at-age data usuallyt
called "'l.it t'iiar't ilysi'".Thlw rtsults o)f this !iitwli. l y app] r)oxinate the restlts obtained 
froitI \irtal l t t)ulatitin Anal\-.iq IVlR\tI(ulhtind 19(5) and romn the eqtuivaent cohort,analysis of
MurLphy (1951I rot id dt li,i:tnil linwrtality M1 lir t iiIt in is less Ihan about 0.3 and thatr, 

fishing ilnlrtality ti nI li, ri,)dl is less thiln hlitnit 1.2. hu' Iiasi- f 
 rm ula (t. this M isMthod 

N I C t('xip 0 2 - N I II t'Xl)\l) 
 . ..1) 

wiere N is the iitu11lnt1 a cohlort alive at age t and Cl. is the catch number of fish ofr(dt fish irttll 

age hetwtten t1ilan t i 1.
 

ltttliI
,J s"hnla(th )rt analysis ,lIolIes 197.111 is basd on the extension of Pope's cohort analysis
forlal. to varni~i, tim' iiitti'al: (It which tnuudifies ehuation (1) and gives the form 

N, = C1 , exp (I'AIti/2 /2) + N,, exp (MAtI/ 2 ) .. ,2) 

Then assuming ,.oi'lBertalan fty ,rwtll , 'l. Iildifies this tot the form 

2 K 
%1 K L.t-- L, ) M / 

( -m -L 1 
N1 PN2 1 + C1,. 2 .. .3)L,_ - +.., Lw - L 2 

where N, and N.) are illtrnuinhers inthe sea at length L, and L,, respectively; C,/, is the catch 
nlnihter in the itetrval 1,1 --L.2 and K and L,, are lhe paranleters of the von Bertalanffy equation. 

Jolw.s' lenl tli t' it analysis enahles cat(h-at-lhngth data to be used instead of catch-at-age
data in a cohttrt analysis. widrawback is that the method requires the data to come from a group
of cohorts whrio fishinImit Ility and recrtiit metit have been in a steady state, since although
equationi 1i ;tpptliis stictly only to cohorts these cannot he easily identified in the length distribu
t,ion 

In practjce, stead -sti te conditions are apl)roximiltv~l by averaging the catch-at-length data for 
(Ifyears andMil 

as a quick srilmary of (vents which c(an he based on fewer year.;' data than aln annual (VPA) 
a nitii ti cnly iIVTilag irsu.Its cIll I) ohtained. Nevertheless, the method is useful 

or 
coihort analysis. 

A practical criticisin is that when the interval I,.--- .. lies close to Lo then (At ) may become 
large. In these circumstances M AKt may hecome sufficiently large (> 0.3) to render the cohort 
analysis approximation to V'PA inaccurate. Inpractice therefore aVPA formulation of the problem
will be preferal I,to equation (2) illa COmp)uter algorithm. Equation (2) is, however, far simpler to 
understand and provies a better basis for developing tfhe multispecies extension of Jones' method.
This development may, of course, easily be ,onverted to the more accturate but less comprehensible
VPA formulation. (Pope 1972 shows detas of the VPA equivalent to equation (1) which may be 
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easily adapted to the variable time form of equation (3), to the multispecies forin of equation (4) 
and to the variable timenmultispecies form of eq oat ion (5 ) shown I)elo\v.) 

Given catch-at-age (ata for several species it is possil h to d evelop mti ispecies extensions to 
VPA and cohort analysis \%hich take so me ac('Ount, of pre Iat ion as a seurce <tf natural mortality. 
Such methods were developed I y F'orney (1977), Po p,. 1 979), 1lelgas,.)n and G islason (1979) and 
Majkowski (1981) and discussed 1,y ( Tsij (1,082).The'y are o fton described as "legion analyses'. 
Pope (1979) gives as the basic formula of his inetho I 

/2 )
N t -- (Ct + 1)1 )l xp (M + N, eX)(l)14) .. 

where 1), is tbhe uindIhr of fish of the cohlohrt devouret IIy cohorts of fish species for which catch-at.
age data are avzilahle, and which are included in the analy sis. 1),may b( thouLglt of as the catch 
taken by fish included in the analysis, whil IMI is l.l.lratl in ortality froin ciiules other than this 
predation. 

FrmuIla (3)may be c Onverte into a inultispecis length cohrt form which we will call the 
.x analysis formula 

2 ) M1/2K ) M1/K 
1 = C / 2 -- Dl!2 + N 2 L .. 
 ..
iM - L2 L,. L
 

wh!ere Di/2 is the nouin)er of fish eat en by other fish included in the analysis l)etween length andlI 

L, This can be straighti'orw ardly calculated as in Po)pe (1979) using estir,.ates ofipredat or/prey size 
ratio an( food preference developed in the next section. This approach to heding which considers 
other foo1 to he a constant pro portion of diot was considered hy Ursin (1982) to be less realistic 
than other approaches it also describ0ed as "charmingly simple". As such, it is most appropriate 
for the first explanation of a phalanx analysis. It could, however, be modified if this were considered 
desirahle. 

Calculating the Numbers of Fish Eaten 

D/, may be more conveniently written as D (i, 1),the number of fish eaten on average of the 
Ith length group of the ith prey species (hereafter called prey (i, 1).Clearly 

=D (i,l1) 1 - ',' d (i,l1,1, L) 
all I all L ...6) 

where d (i, 1,I, L) is the average ,lumber of fish of prey (i, 1)eaten by the Lth length group of the 
Ith predator (hereafter called predator (1, L). In turn we may write 

d (i, 1,1, L) = B (i,l1, 1, L) R)(1, L) At (1, L) N (1, L)/Wt (i, 1) ...7) 

where Wt (i, 1)is the average weight of an individual prey (i, 1),where N (1, L) is the average num
ber of predators (I, L), At (1, L)is the time an average individual predator takes to grow through 
the Lth length interval, R (I, L)is the ration (in weight) per unit time that it eats from all possible 
prey (i, 1) included in the analysis and B (i, 1,1, L) is the proportion (in weight) of this ration that 
it takes from prey (i, 1). Formula (6), thus, states that the biomass of prey (i, 1)eaten by predator 
(I, L) equals the proportion of prey (i, I) in the diet of predator (1, L)multiplied by the aggregate
consumption of all prey in the analysis and divided by the weight of prey (i, 1)to convert the bio
mass to numbers. 
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WEIGHT AT LENGTH AND TIME IN EACH LENGTH INTERVAL 

In the formula all the terms except N (I, L) and B (i,1, 1, L) which is partly a function of
N (i, 1)may be written as r(lat ively simple functions of length. Clearly Wt (i, 1) may be simply

expressed as a length-weigh t relal ionsh ip 

Wt ( i , 1 ) = a (i ) L ,t ( i )( i, )1h . .8 

where Lt (i, 1)isthe averag, length of orey (i,1). A similar formula holds for Wt (1,L). Similarly
At (1, L)may he given, followingJones (19741) as 

] ( Lm(I)-LtI,!L}
 

A t( ,L) In 
.9)K(t) \L,(I)-L 2 1,L)( 

where K (I) and L_ (I) are the von lertalan ffy parameters for stock I and where L1 (I, L) and L,

(1, L) 
are the initial and final lengths of the lth length group for predator (1,IU. A similar formula 
holds for At (1, L. 

INI)IVII)UAL RATION 

The ration (it(1,L)) may conveniently he taken in two parts. The first part is a total ration

given by a power function of the Inid-lenIgth of the, interval (Lt)
 

f (I) Lft (1,L), (1) 
... 10) 

where f (I) and g (1)are Parameters which characterize predator stock (1)'s feeding requirements per

unit time. An example of such a funct ion is given in Daan (1973) who suggests the formula
 

2 x average food in stomach 

S --.sto- ch dce)letion time Ila) 

which he takes as 

I 2= 0.00533 
... lib) 

for North Sea cod, where Lt is in cm and TIL is daily ration (g).

The second part )I*It (1,L) is the proportion of the total diet satisfied 
by all the possible prey

(i, 1) in the analysis. This may be simply expressed as a logistic ogive 

r (1)/(1.0 + ,xp {- 1)(1) 1Lt (1, 1,)--q (I)1i . . . 12) 

where p (1), (1(11 and r (i) characterize the rate of rise, 50% point and maximum height of the ogive,
respectively. Sparre (1979) shows an ogive of feeding proportion for North Sea cod. 

RATION PROPORTION TAKEN FIROM PREY (i, I) 

The factor B (i, 1,I, L) in equation (6), the ration proportion taken from prey (i, j) is perhapsthe most difficult factor to understand. It is in fact the ratio that preference for prey (i, j) multiplied
by the available biomass of prey (i, j)has to the sum of this product for all prey. Hence 

N (i, 1) At (i, 1) Wt (i, 1) A (i, 1, 1, L)
 
B (i, 1, 1, L) = -_ 


...13' 
a Ni N (i,)At 0,1) Vt (i,1)A (i,1,1,L)all i all I 
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where A (i, 1,1, L) is the preference of predator (I, L) for prey (i, 1).This is expressed as the prod
uct of a predator species/prey species factor i (i, 1) and a lo!, normal prey size preference as suggest
ed by Ursin (1973). Hence 

ax(,,, 1 In jW W~,I)/W t(T,L)}I-u(r)) 2 
A0,(I, 1,L)= exp-- ... 14)
 

(I -- 22 (I ) 

where p (I) and o (I) are the mean and standard deviation of the log normal prey size preference
 
function of predator 1.
 

ESTIMATING MEAN NUMBERS AT LENGTI 

We see from the above suhsections that l1e numbers of prey (i, 1)eaten on average by predator
(1, L)are a function of length ad o,'the average im)ulation nunhers of predator (I, L) and of all 
the prey (i, I) in the analysis. 

These N (1,L), N (i. I)nay be estinliated hy successive approximations in a way analogous to

that shown in m'owe( 1979).'li'
method consists of initially settimg D (i,1)= 0 and estimating the average numbers inlthc highest length interval I as ( (i,lI x)/(F/Z(i)).The nuinhers at thet)egilru-ing of each lower length interval N (i,1)are then estimated using the eiuiw'aleit to equation(-ft in(i, I) n;otation, i.e., 

M IW)/  2 K ' L o i  
-W2i ,l
N 0 ,1) = i 'l1) DM i I)I( h() - L l (i'l)JC + ' L 

)...
LOOM L2(11) 15)
L(i L (i I I) M iMlWi)/K 

+ Nti,t+l) (~ ~- tI 

Thus, first estimates of N (i, 1)for all prey (i, 1) included in the analysis are obtained. Since all
length groups of all fish species are considered as potential predators and all length groups except
lma x of all fish s;pecies are considered as potential prey these first population estimates can be used
to obtain first estimates of N (i, I) and N (I, 1).These are calculated by first estimating Z (i, 1),
the instantaneouS rate of total mortality using 

I / N(i,I )Z i,I) =In J
A to,I) N (i,l+ ) ... 16)

"
 

Then 

N (i, 1) = (N (i, 1) - N (i, I + 1))/Z (i, 1)*nt (i, 1) •... 17) 

Equations (5) through (14) are then used to estimate all the D (i, 1)and new values of the
N (i, I) computed using equation (15). This process of iteration is continued until no changes
occur in any of the Z (i, 1)estimated. The values of N (i, I), D (i, 1)are then adopted as the final
estimates for phalanx analysis. The mathematical appendix shows a flow chart of the operations
carried out to make these calculations (Appendix Fig. Al'. 
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Using an Inverse of Phalanx Analysis to Consider the Effeits of
 
Mesh Changes and Effort Changes
 

One very useful feature of Jonus" length cohort analysis is that the results may be used to
 
consider the effects of mesh and'or effort changes.
 

Jones (1976) considers the efPlt of a mesh change or effort change on catch-at-Jength data
 
using an aplproac-h basead on ,hone i 196 1). This approach is not possible with the phalanx analysis

because a hang, in the coeffi.ie . f fishing iortality c
il lead to a change in Wecoeff lent 
Of' nat Ural mnolalit V. Th inxersil ir()lien call, however, be solved is follows. The numi)ers in tih' 
smallest length group oIf each speci, are held constanit. he numbers al each succossively g.eatr

length are then c('ahulated ising Il)n on
!iinary estimates ofr total mortality basel the new level
 
Of fishig mortality and the natural olrtality obtained in the phlalain anlliy.is. These Ioj)ulation
 
sizes are u1(, to)calculate )rdaultion AvcS turn are Use( ('al('uiat, hetter est imnates ofwhich in to 

natLral Imortialit \ le t It is Ilhen Ssible o1 ilcIlat, 1he0 (O ulation 1m11)(1rs at,
Ain' redit 11o rec 

length using lth, ilprOVed estimates Of otal mo)rtalit' which can used to inpr iv(e the lpre(ation
 
isttinates. lh., (;y'h. of cahhli ms is rteate-d Untiil chnlllkes in the total mortality estimates are
 
less 0h:111 ,( > i, i 'i' ,. i lWKtails of ('ah'idoins arc shown in a lbh w chart in t h,, mathematical 
appe)(ndix ( 1.i;.,...,2 1 .
 

.\ ii a vau age. uii tis oi thod is that it wvuli Ihe silii lh,to (,xl(,n(1 this approach i)y including
 
a st,c'rcrxiiit, r('latioiship it) these, calCUlatiolns. 'I'llis would miodify tile uLin l)(ers in tie
 
smallest lejlth golit) o! (.u('h sl)ec('s in line with th(' hiomass of"fish of Sf)awning izu,. This might 
Ihe simply includeI in Hhe iterations indii'ated ahove. 

Worked Example of halanx Analysis and Its Inverse 

The absence of pulii(,iI tahbles of international catch-at-length data made it difficult in the 
short term to present a detailed analysis of the North Sea fisheries using phalanx analysis. Moreover 
such a detailed examlile woild he inatptlrolpriati to a first (escript ion of the method. An illustrative 
exampile has, therefoie, lui'w i nstrii'tce l)uSedW on the North Sea round fi.h. Thus, species A, 13 and C 
in the results are so(mewhat ike cod, haddock and whiting. 'I'abe I shovs the input values used for 
the various coefficients of growth, mortality and f,, cding. Tal)hes 2, 3 and -1 show the results of the 
phalanx analysis fOr Sl ecies A, 13 and C, respectively. 'hes, resetIts may )e used as inmts to the 
inverse fo:'n. As all example of' this, rediu,:ing the fishing mortality by 50% on all species results in 
chales in the )recdation levels. \s an example, the eff(''ts of this change are shown for species 
A in Table 5. By mak ing a series of such changes yield curves ('an he constructed (see Fig. 1) for the 
three species. In this case these are 5mn,,vhat artificial Ihecatse two of the species obtain food at 
the expense of smalhr fish sizes of the san three species, there Ieing no smalhr food species in 
the example (e.g., sandeels). Thus, the yield Cu'trves tend to increase sharply with increasing fishing. 
The lack olf a stock/recruit men t relationship is also a clear defect in the model in its current form. 

An interesting feature of phalax analysis and its inverse is that they provide a method for 
investigating overall size distributions and some siz-i'elated processes. It has been siui' sted that 
regular particle size ilistriltutiomis may he a consisLent feature of marine ecosystems (S'heldon et al. 
1977). In the North Sea some r'gularity of overall size distrii)utions has been observed (Pope and 
Knights 1982). Thus, an ability to investigate overall size distriitions may prove to be the most 
valuable feature of the phalanx model. As an example of this feature, tile length distribution 
obtained from the phalanx analysis is compared with the aggregate length distributions for the 
North Sea obtained from English groundfish surveys (Fig. 2) (see Pope and Knights 1982). The 
change in numbers with length can be seen to be rather similar in these two series, and, while this 
result may be coincidental, it certainly does indicate that phalanx analysis can be used to describe 
aggregate length distributions. Similarly, the inverse of phalanx analysis could be used to model 
how overall length distributions might change with changes in exploitation patterns. 

http:anlliy.is
http:coeffi.ie
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Table 1. Stock specific coefficients. 

Property Species A Species B Species C 
Symbol in 
appendix 

l1 
2 K 
3 Natural MI 
4 F/Z for L max 
5 Wt/length A 
6 Wt/length B 
7 Av. prey/pred 
8 Sd. prey/pred 
9 Ration coeff. 

10 Ration power 
11 Food ogive p 
12 food ogive q 
13 Food ogive r 
1- Largest len. 
15 No. oflen. S 
16 Length inc. 
17 (a, 1) 
18 (b, 1) 
19 (c, 1) 

130.00 
0.10 
0.10 
0.70 
0.000010 
3.0 

-4.60 
1.00 
0.000020 
3.00 
0.50 

30.00 
0.50 

120 
23 

5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

85.00 
.125 

0.10 
0.70 
0.000009 
3.0 

-I.60 
1.00 
0.000000 
3.00 
0.50 

30.00 
0.50 

81 
24 

3 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

55.00 
.125 

0.10 
0.70 
0.000008 
3.0 

-4.60 
1.00 
0.000016 
3.00 
0.50 

30.00 
0.50 

50 
40 

1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

L (i) 
K (i) 
M1 (i) 
F/Z (i) 
a (i) 
b (i) 
11(i) 
o (i) 
f (i) 
g (i) 
p (i) 
q (i) 
r (i) 

Table 2. Phalanx analysis results for species A. 

Length 
(cm) Population Catch Predation z F M2 AT 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
90 
95 

100 
105 
110 
115 

8,45,392 
384,659 
282,692 
234,672 
205,402 
167,646 
126,248 

85,650 
55,694 
38,979 
28,239 
20,873 
15,700 
11,960 
8,893 
6,463 
4,526 
3,026 
1,602 

552 
246 

62 

0 
0 
0 

2,167 
21,177 
30,775 
33,633 
25,392 
13,574 

8,395 
5,539 
3,709 
2,538 
2,076 
1,624 
1,292 

999 
1,071 

858 
219 
141 

49 

434,097 
87,145 
35,989 
16,371 
7,022 
2,692 

924 
293 

94 
32 
12 

4 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1.850 
.693 
.400 
.273 
.396 
.525 
.679 
.710 
.553 
.A67 
.408 
.356 
.313 
.311 
.303 
.302 
.302 
.413 
.585 
.363 
.478 
.931 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

.020 

.222 

.390 
.563 
.603 
.450 
.36t, 
.307 
.256 
.213 
.211 
.203 
.202 
.202 
.312 
.485 
.263 
.378 
.831 

1.750 
.593 
.300 
.153 
.074 
.034 
.015 
.007 
.003 
.001 
.001 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.426 

.445 

.465 

.488 

.513 

.541 

.572 

.606 

.645 
.690 
.741 
.800 
.870 
.953 

1.054 
1.178 
1.335 
1.542 
1.823 
2.231 
2.877 
4.055 
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Table 3. Phalanx analysis results for species It.
 

Iength 
(cm) Population Catch Predation z F M2 AT 

12 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
30 
33 
36 
39 
42 
15 
18 
51 
54 
57 
6 
63 
66 
69 
72 
75 
78 

4,103,95-
2,400,465 
1,768,770 
1,425,793 
1,207,767 
1,052,076 

853,025 
616,131 
377,327 
214,292 
10.1,1:25 
58,438 
33,76) 
18,94,.1 

9,04() 
3,312 
1,10,1 

554 
34,1 
202 
143 
99 
52 

0 
0 
0 
0 

6,917 
97,168 

171,156 
200,169 
142,053 

019,, 3, 
40,236 
21,510 
12,935 
8,836 
5,217 
2,007 

465 
158 
104 
31 
19 
26 

9 

1,594,507 
558,830 
284,449 
167,446 
103,191 
61,440 
32,82-1 
15,087 
6,081 
2,183 

766 
296 
115 
41 
12 

3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1.597 
.871 
.588 
.A32 
.3412 
.494 
.725 

1.031 
1,119 
1.338 

.998 
.879 
.855 

1.001 
1.233 
1.212 

.67,1 
.A08 
.386 
.210 
.176 
.227 
.155 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
.015 
.241 
.524 
.866 
.978 

1.211 
.882 
.769 
.748 
.897 

1.130 
1.110 
.573 
.307 
.285 
.110 
.076 
.127 
.055 

1.497 
.771 
.488 
.332 
.227 
.152 
.101 
.065 
.042 
.027 
.017 
.011 
.007 
.0014 
.003 
.002 
.001 
.001 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

.336 
.350 
.366 
.384 
.403 
.425 
.449 
.475 
.505 
.540 
.579 
.624 
.676 
.739 
.814 
.907 

1.023 
1.173 
1.375 
1.661 
2.099 
2.853 
4.477 

Table 4. Phalanx analysis, results for species C. 

Length 
(em) Population Catch Predation z F M2 AT 

12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

25,431,960 
11,457,542 
6,850,546 
4,702,830 
3,175,737 
2,688,655 
2,148,225 
1,758,976 
1,173,956 

625,603 
300,511 
126,813 
51,253 
24,309 
10,953 

4,111 
1,754 

659 
262 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1,076 
324,729 
401,362 
256,697 
144,012 

63,565 
21,820 
10,906 
5,741 
1,884 

873 
295 
187 

13,270,758 
4,242,511 
1,906,117 
1,046,0.14 

642,260 
419,584 
284,006 
176,644 

88,825 
37,671 
14,248 
4,925 
1,788 

700 
250 
86 
31 
11 
3 

2.093 
1.286 
.893 
.680 
.5,15 
.449 
.375 
.707 

1.022 
1.099 
1.185 
1.131 

.838 

.796 
.856 
.637 
.610 
.459 
.756 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

.001 

.393 

.756 

.871 

.988 
.957 
.682 
.654 
.725 
.514 
.492 
.345 
.646 

1.993 
1.186 

.793 

.580 
.445 
.3,19 
.274 
.214 
.166 
.128 
.098 
.074 
.056 
.042 
.032 
.024 
.018 
.013 
.010 

.381 

.400 

.421 

.445 

.471 

.500 

.534 
.572 
.616 
.667 
.728 
.801 
.890 

1.001 
1.145 
1.336 
1.605 
2.011 
2.692 
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Table 5. Results for species A, where fishing mortality is reduced by 50% on all length groups of all species. 

Length 
(cm) Population Catch Predation Z F M2 AT 

10 845,392 0 363,492 1.454 0.000 1.354 .426 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 

455,391 
276,892 
183,443 
135,901 
105,363 

0 
0 

782 
6,840 
9,886 

162,684 
32,953 
39,055 
17,556 

7,539 

1.119 
.885 
.615 
.496 
.444 

0.000 
0.000 

.010 

.111 

.195 

1.020 
.785 
.505 
.285 
.149 

.445 

.465 

.488 

.513 
.541 

40 
45 

82,878 
63 870 

11,746 
10,254 

3,09. 
1,226 

.45 
.A38 

.282 
.201 

.074 

.036 
.572 
.606 

50 
55 
60 
65 

48,989 
39,281 
32,132 
26,549 

6,380 
4,490 
3,330 
2,480 

.91 
203 

86 
37 

.342 

.291 

.258 

.230 

.225 

.183 

.154 

.128 

.017 

.008 
.004 
.002 

.645 

.690 

.741 

.800 
70 
75 

22,090 
18,4416 

1,869 
1,683 

16 
7 

.207 

.206 
.106 
.105 

.001 

.000 
.870 
.953 

80 15,159 1,460 3 .202 .101 .000 1.054 
85 
90 
95 

12,257 
9,670 
7,396 

1,300 
1,1,1 
1,472 

1 
1 
0 

.201 

.201 
256 

.101 
.101 
.156 

.000 

.00C 

.000 

1.178 
1.335 
1.542 

100 4,982 1,637 0 .3,12 .242 .000 1.823 
105 
110 

2,669 
1,593 

611 
588 

0 
0 

.231 
.289 

.131 

.189 
.000 
.000 

2.231 
2.877 

115 694 490 0 .515 .415 .000 4.055 

Change in F .50 P.atch weight 157,331 

F,4Species B 
500 Species C 

c,
0)
C 
C 

o 300 

0 
o /-Species A 

100 

0 50 100 150 

Percentage of current fishing mortality 

Fig. 1. Yield curves for species A, B and C when all fishing mortalities 
are changed in the same proportion. 
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In the example the only preferences predators have for different species are hased on weight
differences. Consequ(ently, the j)redation mortality at length is much the same for the three species
considered, as can he seen from Fig. 3. This also indicates that for this data set the predation
mortality estimates declined exponentially with length in a very regular lash ion and thus thatphalanx analysis provides a means of investigating this feature of tfish ecosystemI)esides having
obvious uses for fisheries assessment. 
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Fzig. 2. 'I'he tol4il lin.th distribution foill plhalatiix anlysis compared to those 
o}served from gIrolund fish sur\'Uys of tlie North Sea. 
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Fig. 3. Phalanx analysis: predation mortality in the example 
as a function at length. 
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Discussion 

The model presented of a mulItispecies length cohort analysis has essentially the same virtues 
and drawbacks as Jones' (1974) length cohort analysis. It is less demanding of data than the equiva
lent multispecies age cohort models but it may be sensitive to nonstationary data. There would 
seem some prospeCt of using Such a model on a little doctimented tropical fishery where average
catch length and growth poranieters might he inferred bUrt where ann ual catch-at-age data are not 
practical to estimate. It will also Ie w(rth developing the iodel for the North Sea fisheries where
it can be contrasl(,d with age n((hls and where its simn)le structure should help the (e(velo pment of 
insight inl liltItislpcies iodel dev(lopnien t. \W her eilessary, extra realism might be introduced into 
the version t)rIse11ed h(re. Mo)re realistic feeding models (see Ursin 1982) could certainly he devel
oped, Similarly, stock recruitment effects and possibly density dependenit growth effects might be 
introd,'ced into the inverse of phalanx analysis. 

Since the methIII (d gixes mo rtalit V coinmpollentIs anod p)pu lationi sizes by length it should be 
useful in interpreting the St ructu re:; of Iioniass size (list ributions in the North Sea. The method
 
should also Ie of vamUe in oltaining insights into the relationship between growth parameters and
 
natural mortality.
 

Phalanx analysis may, thu>, t seen as both a possil)Ie assessment tool and a possible bridge

between age-structured, fUm'tiOnal approaches to the analysis of complex 
 fisheries systemrs and
 
syste i Uveviews 1ased ,.)n an i 1 irical approach. In our pres('nt state of' knowledge this latter
 
spect of ph alai x anldysis mnay prove to 
be of greater utility than its parallel use of' providing

another bookkeeping inod 01' ul tispecies fisheries. The next stage is, therefore, to develop aofI 

full pfhalanX analysis to the North Sea which should provide 
a stiIMulus for further simplications 
in otr mnodels f'the North Sea fisheries. 

Other fisheries biologists may, however, see thbe method as a way to integrate their knowledge
of their fishcries, usinglie data they have accumulated frni standard Studies of fish biology such 
as growth andl feeding 
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Mathematical Appendix 

'1he seq tienliT o)f Cahleati pelformidatis in inak ing a in ultispec ies length cohort analysis is 
shown in Appendix l"ig. A 1A.'I'ti (Stlpl)o..,d) (onse(tincetCPs to species yield cause,d hy altering fishing
mortality rates re~sult fro m tHn ('ahulations shown in Appendix Fig. A2. This figtire should 1e 
rogarded as an extension it Fi-.._\ [ where many of the basic variabhles are (-alCulated.
 

In these charts the vuriabhls shown in 
 Tahles Al , A2 and A3 areW tised. In general, these ai1e 
expr(ssetl ill lreiis of the bllowing: fish stock is dCesignaited by the index i or, in the ease' of a 
pretdator, hy the index I; length interval is designated by the index I or, in the case of a piredator, by
the, index L: all g(ths (,1' all slpecies are, regi-Cdid as potent ial predators; all hut the greatest length
of each sj)tecie.s are re,:irted as poteintial prey; at pre,,Sent the fish iif the gi-eatist liiglh gi-oli) of" 
each species are re,(:rdl as exempt froin l datioii for the, sake of simlplicity the largest, lengths of 
each spcis are designatd by the index l ii illdthe smallest by 111 . 

l'edatioi ill the Idl is c(s)nideredl to consist only of IffOlartion bV thiis( length gl'itLi)S (L)of species (1 for which catch data are input. This source of mortality creates the M2 (', 1) coin
I)on'It of natural imrtality of the prey species i of length L. The M1 (i) ('i1l)tmp nt is that part ofthe nattiral mrtality of, stock i catisoil y p ro(lat.ioln by spcies ixternal to the model or from other 
caIses. Al prest it is set at an arlbitrary low valtie of 0.1 for alllengths of eOach s)ecies. 

Table Al. Stock variables: The following stock variables are used for all lengths of each species (i) of predator (1).
Together with catch-at-lengilh data by species they form the basic inputs to the multispecies length cohort analysis. 

Variable Use 

Lo (i) Von 1iertalanffy coefficients for stock i used 

K (i) to calculate At (i, 1) 

M1 (i) Non-predation mortality of stock i 

F/Z (i) F/Z ratio for largest length group of stock i 

a (i) Weight-length reladonship coefficients for 
b (i) stock i used to calculate Wt (i, 1) 

f (I) Ration requirement coefficients for 

g (I) stock I used to calculate 

p (I) Proportion of ration taken as predation. R (I, L) 
q (I) Coefficients of ogive for stock I used 
r (i) to calculate proportion 

S(I) Food size preference coefficients for 
o (I) stock I 

used to calculate 

c (i, I) General preference matrix of stock I A (i, 1, 1, L) 
for stock i 
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Table A2. Stock length variables: tile following variables apply to the length interval I of stock i or in the case of
predators to the length interval L of stock 1.
 

Variable 
 Use 

N (i, 1) Population numbers at beginr ing of length interval
 

N (i, I) 
 Average population numbers in the interval
 

C (i, I) 
 Catch numbers in tle interval (C1/2 in equation 3)
 

D (i, I) Predation numbers in the interval (I) 1/2 in equation 5)
 

At (i, 1) 
 Time spent in the interval (see Jones 1974)
 

F (i, I) Fishing mortality rate in the interval
 

F' (i, 1) 
 New level of fishing mortality rate for yield assessment
 

M2 (i, 1) Predation mortality in the interval
 

Z (i, 1) 
 Current total mortality in the interval
 

Z' (i, 1) Total mortality in previous iteration
 

Lt (i, 1) 
 Average length in the interval
 

Wt (i, 1) 
 Average weight in the interval = a (i) Lt (i, I)" (
 

R (1, L) Predators' ration from fish in analysis taken here 
 as f (1) Lt (1, L) g (I) x r (1)/(1.0 + 
exp . - p (1) (Lt (1, L) - q (1) ) 

Table A3. Predator/prey length variables: the following variables link predators of length interval L of stock I to
their prey of length I c stock i. 

Variable Use 

A (i, 1,1, L) Preference of predators (1, L) for prey (i, 1). This could be a matrix (see Pope 1979) 
but here it is taken as 

\ 1 
exp 

21Tu o(I) o (1) 

B (i, i, I, L) is diet proportion of predator (I, L) coining from prey (i, 1) which is take, as 

d(i, )*At ( Lnr e (i, )*A (i, , , L)o 

d (i, 1, 1, L) ir nur~ober of prey (i, I) devoured by predator (1, L) 
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Str 

T(i, I) = 0.0 for all i and I 

Calc. At (i, 1), Wt (i, I), i (i, I) for all i arid I 

I) (, 1) -0.0 for all i and I 

N(i~I) =C(i,N )F (i, )/Z (i,I) for all i and I 

FN (i, I) N (i, +l1)*exp M1 (i, l)*\t(I, ) + C (i, l)+I) (i, I)]*cxp [MI (i, l, At(i,I)/21 ] for all i and I 

Z (i, 1) IIn IN (i, 1)/N (i, 1+1)I/At (i,1) for all i and I 

N(i, 1)= IN (i, 1)- N (i, l+1)j/Z (i,l)*At (1,l) for all i and I 

SF(, I)= z (i, 1l)- N1 (i, 1) 1 A!C (i, 1)/!C (i, 1) +D (,)]J for all i and I 

(i,l)=F (i, )* )(i, !)FC (i, l) for all i and I 

d (i, I,1, IL) B (i, I, I, L)*R (I, L)*At (I, L)4N (I, L)/Wt (i, 1) for all i, I and I, L 

[D (i, 1) = : d (i ,l )] for all I and L 

ZSQ = [Z (i,) i,l)]2 for all i and I 

Z' (i, l) =Z (i, I)] for all i and I 

no Is ZSQ less than .00001?
 

yes
 

End of mu'tispecies length cohort analysis 

Appendix Fig. Al. Multispecies length cohort analysis. 
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Continued from multispecies length cohort analysis 

=F' (i, I) F (i, I)*Change (i, 1) for all i and I 

Z(iI)-F(i,)+MI(i, 1)+M2 (i,) for all i and I 

]N (i, 1,,, ) is uni h n e for all i 

(i, 1N =+)N (i, l)4 exp IZ (i, I)*At (i, 1)1 for all i and for I > Imin 

N (i, 1)= IN (i, I)-N (i, 1+1)1/ Z (i,l)*At (i,l) for all i and I 

=Cc i, 1) (i,l)*F' (, 1) for alli and I 

d (i, I, I, L) B (i, 1,1, L)*R (I, L)*R (1, L)*71 (1, L)*At (I, L)/Wt (i, I) for all i, I and I, L 

= a l , )[~ ~ ~1 1,,I' for all I and L
 

[M2(iI) F'(i, 1)*D (i, ;)/C (i, 1)] for all i and I
 

=FZSQ [Z (i, 1)- z',)] for all i and I
 

[Z' (i,i1) =Z (i, 1) for all i andlI
 

S no - I S esthn0001
 

yesv 

Yield (i)= EC (i, )*Wt (i,I for all i and I 

t S/R relationship could be put in here. 

Appendix Fig. A2. Multispecies yield changes. 
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Abstract 

This prper describes a simulation m.odel foe generating catch length-frequency data for ahypo
thetical population and associated fishery. Such a model can be used to test the reiiability of commonly
used mathematical procedures for estimating, from catch length-frequency data, population parameters 
important. to fisheries management. Data generatt d by the model, which correspond to a population and 
fishery of known characteristics, can be used as input information to these procedures. The reliability
of the estimation procedures can thei, be assessed by comparing parameter . stimates derived by these 
procedures with their "true" values (i.e., those used for the simulation model). The model is illustrated 
by an application to ahypothetical tropical population and fishery. 

Introduction 

Catch length-frequency data from a fish population often provide the basis for estimating 
imoortant parameters, such as rates of growth and mortality, age composition and abundance of 
that population. Several mathematical procedures (e.g., Pauly 1980; Schnute -aid Fournier 1980; 
Joncs 1931; Pauly and David 1981; Pope, Part 1, this vol.; Sheoherd, Part I, this vol.) are commonly 
used for estimating such parameters. However, the relia ility of these procedures remains largely 
untested (see review in Gulland 1983), despite the importance of the estimates in making fisheries 
management recommendations. 

The estimation procedures can be tested with the aid of a simulation model for generating
catch length-frequency data (for examples, see Jones, Part I, this vol.; Rosenberg and Beddington, 
Part 1, this vol.). By selecting values for input parameters of the model, length-frequency data can 
be generated .or a hypothetical oopulation and fishery of known (i.e., assumed) characteristics. 
These data can then be used as input information for the procedures for estimating the parameters 
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of that Ihy pothbetical population. Su)se(uen tly, the derived estimates can he compared with their 
"true" valtes (i.e., tiIose used for the sim ulati nmode I). By varying the input parameters of the 
simulation model, an indication of the reliahility of the (estimatolt proce'dures can be obtained for 
a variety of exploited fish I)OpLlations. 

In this paper, a simulation model for generating catch length-frequency data isdescribed. 
Features of the model incT-ide an allowance for a relatively long spawning period with one or more* 
peaks of activity (common in f-'opic.tl populations) seasonally oscillating growth with variation 
amongst individu;-I fish, a varial e nurn ei of fish recruited to the fishable stock each year (referred 
to throughout th is 11ap(r as "c01hrt strength"), t ime-, age- and size-independent instantaneous rates 
of natural mortal ity and encounter with the fishing gear and size-selective exploitation resulting
from a size-de!endent rate, Of (-scape from Ihe fishing ga.ar. Althouh dhese features of the model 
were incorl)orated specifically to examlinle the relial ility of the '1LE"ANl)acl age (see Hampton 
and Ma.ikowski. Part 1,this v'ol.), other feat.ures could easily Ih includ(d as required for specific 
purposes.
 

General Description of the Model 

In the model, eawh cohort (i.e.. all fish hatched (dt1iiig atparticular year) is considered sepa
rately. Each fish in a cohort is treat(%( individually in terms of'tine of hatching, growth and death 
from fishing or natural causes. B, sampling frc.-)iprobaility distrihutions whiCh d(S(rib( thesC 
processes, the life of ea,'h individual fish is followed until (i)(leath occu-rs ort(ii)the age of the 
fish becomes such that this fish 'ni longer subject t(ofishing (Justification for this condition is 
given below). When an individual is identified as caught, the time of capture and its length and 
age at capture are recorded for later compilation. 

Processes Simulated 

RECRUITMENT 

It is assumed that no fish are caught before all fish from the cohort considered are hatched. 
This condition is introduced for the convenience of computations and model presentation. The 
time (T0 ) of recruitment of;a given cohort to the fishable stock is defined a.;the earliest moment 
from which any fish of lha. cohort has a probability of capture greater than 7eft,. The cohort 
strength (Nr) is assumed to be a random normal variate characterized by a mean and a standard 
deviation denoted by Nr and ,N r respectively., 


The distribution of times of hatching (T ) is represented by n normal distributions. The age
(tr) of a fish at the time of recruitment is calculated as the difference between Tb and the time of 
n cruitment (T o ). The probability density 4unction (P1) associated with fish hatching at the moment 
Th is. thereiore, equi:l to the weighted sum of the prbhability density functions of the n normal 
distributions having means and standard deviations denoted by xi and f)i,respectively (i = 1, ...n).
Each component distribution density function is multiplied by Pi (a weighting factor specifying 
the relative contribution of each component distribution to the cohort). Consequently,
 

n 

--(T h
Ph(Th) = U[1/(i /7 ]e - x i) /2fi } 

i=1 ... 1) 

*Tw~o such peaks cm:often be identified in tropical fish populations (Editors' note). 

http:f-'opic.tl
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and 

n 
np= 1. 

=1
 

To determine TIh for a given fish, a pseudo-random number (s) from the range [0,11 is generated
by a computer. The fish is assumed to be associated with distribution k if, 

Pi <s < Pi ...2)X 
i=1 i=1 

The age (t) at recruitment is then determined by generating a random normal variate from dis
tribution i. 

GROWT I 

Growth of an individual is assumed to follow a von Bertalanffy growth equation modified for
 
seasonal oscillations (Pauly 1982):
 

11 - e - IK(t - t,) + (CK/27r) sin 2fT (t -- t.s)] } . 3) 

where I is the length at age t and L.., K, to, C and tt are parameters. L., K and ts o are the standard
 
von Bertalanffy growth parameters. C determines the magnitude of seasonal growth oscillations and
 
t
s refers to the age at which conditions are most favorable for growth during the first year of life
(usually assumed to correspond to mid-summer). In all model implementations, TO is assumed to 
correspond to the middle of winter. Hence 

ts = tr - 0.5 
...4) 

if age is expressed in years. As tr vlries among fish, t.is also variable. L, and K are assumed to varyrandomly among individual fish and their values are sampled from the bivariate normal distribution
defined by mean values of these parameters and a variance-covariance matrix. The parameters t. 
and C are assumed to take the same values for all fish. 

DEATH WHEN FISHING IS NOT SIZE SELECTIVE 

Initially we shall assume the instantaneous rate of fishing mortality (F) to be independent offish size (as well as time and age). When tracing individual fish in the population, the time of death
for each fish is a random variable conforming to the constraints imposed by the values of F and the 
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instantaneous rate of natural mortality (M). This is accomplished using a technique described by 
Kleijnen (1974), who showed that a value x can be sampled from its cumulative probability distri
bution f(x) by using the inverse of the function f (f- 1) and a pseudo-random number r from the 
range [0,11 so that 

x = f-* ) ... 5) 

The cumulative probability distribution of time of death, t, of recruits is denoted by f(t). It can be 
calculated by the equation (Hearn et al., in press). 

t 

f(t) f (F+M)e- (F+M)t dt' = 1 - e- (1+M) ( - To) .. 6) 

T
 o
 

By applying equation (5), we can put f(t) equal to the pseudo-random number r and solve for I, 
i.e., 

r e- (F+M) (t - To) ... 7) 

and 

t =T - In (1 -r)/(F+M) . .. 8) 

Equation (8) can be used to generate a time of death for each fish in the cohort. Note that equation 
(8) makes no distinction between death from fishing and death from natural causes. The probability 
(P) that a given death is due to fishing is determined by the equation 

Pf = F/(F+M) ... 9) 

The cause of death can be identified by generating a pseudo-i 4ndom number d from the range 
[0,1]. If d < Pf, the fish died from fishing; if d > P, the fish died from natural causes (Hearn et al., 
1987). ). 

From equation (8) it can be seen that t can take values ranging from To to -. However, for 
computational reasons (computer time and storage capacity), it is necessary to specify an upper 
limit (Tma x ) on t which would still encompass the majority (say, 95%) of generated capture 
times. Then, only fish caught during the period [To, Tmax] are considered in terms of their con
tribution to catches. As long as a sensible selection of Tma x is made, this is a very minor condition 
which could only have a small effect on the extreme upper end of the catch length-frequency dis
tribution. 

When all fish of a cohort are treated in this way, a number (C') of them will have been deemed 
to have been caught. C' is approximately equal to C as given in the equation 

C = [F/(F+M)]N r I, - - (F+M) (To - Tmax)] ... 10) 
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where Nr is the number of fish alive at time T o .Differences between C' and C are due only to
 
sampling errors involved in the determination of C'.
 

DEATH WHEN ISHING IS SIZE SELI,ECTIVE 

In the foregoing description of determination of capture time, it was assumed that there was 
no size selectivity of the fishing gear. However, for many fisheries there is a size-dependent probabi
lity of capture following encounter with the fishing gear (Gulland 1983). For example, small fish 
are more likely than larger fish to escape through the meshes of a trawl. To incorporate size selecti
vity into the simulation model, some modifications are necessary to the ahove method of deter
mining L's. The simulated distribution of _tl'sshould reflect the possibility of (i) fish escaping
after encountering th, gear and (ii) sLJbsc.quent encounter(s) with the gear.

Let us redefine F in equation (8) as the instantaneous rate of encounter with thu fishing gear.
Then, the time ( t I )of first encounter or death from natural causes can be calculated on the basis 
of the following equation 

__t1= 'I") - IIn(1 - _r I )/(I"+M) ...11) 

The encounter/death-from-natural-causes decision can be reached as described previously. For those 
cases where t represents a time of encounter, an additional decision must then be made as to
whether or not the fish is retained by the gear. The logistic curve is used to model size selection (see
Pope 1966). The probability (1)r) of retention, therefore, can be calculated from the equation 

Pr = 1/[1+e (a I)I ... 12) 

where lt is the length at the time of first encounter (calculated from equation (1)), and a and b areparameTers of the logistic curve. The magnitude of Pr in relation to a generated pseudo-random

number p from the ra)i- [0,1] determines whether or not the fish is 
 fetained (retention if 12< Pr;
escapement if 1) > P,). If the fish is retained, information on its age, length and time at capture

is stored as before. In the case of escapement, allowance must be made for the possibility of future
 
encounter. Therefore, the time of next encounter or death due to natural causes is calculated for
 
this individual from the equation 

t2 =- 1 + T,, - In (1 - r2)/(F+M) ...13) 

and decisions are again made regarding encounter/death-from-natural-causes and capture/escape.
This procedure is repeated until (i) the fish dies from natural causes; (ii) the value oftj (the time
of the j-th encounter/death-from-natural-causes) is greater than Tmix; or (iii) the fish is caught.

It is clear that if It is such that Pr is smaller than one, the real instantaneous rate of fishing
mortality, F' (F' = FPrj, of fish of this size will be somewhat smaller than the instantaneous rate of
encounter, F. However, as It increases, Pr approaches 1 and F' approaches F. This results in the
catch number (C') being les than that predicted by equation (10), which is valid only if there is 
no size selection. Whilst it may be possible to develop modifications of equations (8) and (10)
that allow for size selection, their solution would require the use of complex numerical methods
that would probably negate any advantages of the analytical formulation. Therefore, this approach 
is not dealt with in this paper. 
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Implementation of the Model 

The sequence of steps during a run of tle simulation model is as follows. 

1. 	 Determine the cohort strength (the numlber of fish at tine To)), Nr. 
2. 	 For each of the N1. fish: 

(i) 	 Determine a time of encounter/natural death, t , from equation (8).
(ii) 	 If t. - TmX , disregard this fish and return to step 2(i) to consider the 11(xt' fish; 

otherwise, coniuue. 
(iii) 	 De(ide( whethi.," :his in1livi(lual died trom natural causes or encountered the 

fishing gear. It it died from natural causes, return to stel) 2(i) to consider the next 
fish; otherwise, cont inue. 

(iv) 	 Determine the ,i('e (t,.) at time T, 
(v) 	 I)etermine the age at encounter ( a = ti. + t ). 
(vi) 	 Determine the growth parameters L' , K and t'. 
(vii) 	 Dtermine the length (l ) at nou('(tint(r ftwin e(ILuation (3). 
(viii) 	 Determine the pro hability (1),.) of rete ntion Ih. the gear fron equation (12). (I']' is 

equal to I if n() size selectivity is assInIed). 
(ix) 	 Decide if tlie fish is (aught or it it escapes. Itf it is caught, store a, It and t and 

return to step 2(6) to consid(r the next fish: otherwise, (ontinue. 
(x) 	 Dtermine th time of next encountnir/atuiial death froin eqt uati iL (1i1). Repeat 

steps 2( ii), (iii), (v) and (vii) to (x ) until the in(livi(lii lives beyond time ' max ,
is caught, or di(es from natlural (aLise, s. 

3. 	 Assign caught fish to specified time intervals of capture and construct catch length
frequencies for each time intetrval for that cohort. 

4. 	 Repeat steps I to :3 for as imany cohorts as r((uired and aggregate individual cohort 
length-frequencies in to a total length frequency. 

Potential Extension of the Model 

Various extensions of the model described are possible. The mathematical description of 
recruitment could be extended to include a stock-recruitment relationship. This would require the 
calculation of the hiomass of matur females at the time of spawning. Also, the parameters xi,
(si, and pi's could he made random variables, changing from cohort to cohort. I)ensity-dependent 
mechanisms, e.g., in relation to growth parameters, could also be introduced. Changes in NI and F 
with time and a dependence of M upon fish length, age or population abundance and age structure 
could also possibly he incorporated. Whilst these extensions may add to the realism of the model, 
they would also a(d SIl)stanti ally to 'om)u11ter t in Mid ne(nleory requirements and, therefore, would 
only be added for specific simulation irequirements. 

Example 

The following example demonstrates results obtainable using the simulation model. A hypo
thetical fish population having the following characteristics is considered. 
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SPAWNING ACTIVITY 

Spawning takes )lace intwo activity peaks represented by overlap)ping normal distributions. 
The more intense of the two peaks is centered at midsummer and has a standard deviation of one 
month. Therefore, the mean age at time To (inid vinter) of fish contril)ut,,d y his spawning peak 
(757 of all recruits) is six months. T1w Other peak is centered two months before the first*) and 
hence the moean age at linme 'TFof fish Contributed by this peak (the remaining 25"' (ofall recruits) 
is eight ml)nths. It also has a standard deviat.ion of one month. 

CO I)Ir) R IS'I -N( TI I 

Ten cohorts are simulated, with the cohort,streng-th (N.) at time To being sampled from a
 
normal distribution with a mean of 10,000 and a standard deviation of 2,000.
 

GIROWTIH 

The non-variable pa'ameters (t,, alld (') of ill) (' m)llvl ()CU>i ;tn -Irowilh CUIrV takv values 
of 0 year and ).4, respectively. Mean vaLues or I. ;1(.K.- .11) :11I ().5 ye ,rspectively. 
Their variances are 8.0 cm2 and 0.0002 year 
_'. FISI 1ev v\ 111 tIe , hl)ve it variane of --0.01.
 
The parameter t,depends on t ,the age at time,T,, (s, t
tili,)>n (1 

MO RTA LITY
 

The iinistantaneous rates Of (lc)unter and iitural mortality are I)oth 0.3 year-- . The fishery is 
assumied to operate oii individual cohorts for five years (i.., TiMI -- = 5 years).x o 


SIZE SELECTIV ITY 

The parameters a and )ill equation (12)take Values of -10 and 0.67 cm 1,respectively. This
 
means that few fish less than 10 cm long are caught, whilc almost all of those longer than 20 cm 
are
 
caught ifthey en1counter the fishing gear.
 

Information on fish length, age and time of capture for ten cohorts isgenerated and aggregated
 
into monthly periods.
 

Cohort strengths for the ten cohorts are shown inTable 1.Note the relative weakness of
 
cohort 4.
 

Length-frequency histograms of fish caught during 13 successive one-nonth periods are
 
presented inFig. 1.Each of the first five cohorts simulated has contributed to catches inthe first 
12 one-month periods presented inFig. I,i.e., cohorts 1 to 5 provide age-classes 4 (fish aged 4 to 
5 years) to 0,respectively. Inthe thirteenth period, new recruits have been introduced into the 
fishable population from cohort 6,fish from cohorts 2 to 5 have graduated to the next age-class and 
cohort 1 has left the fishable population. The effects of size selectivity, seasonally oscillating growth 
and the weakness of cohort 4 (represented by age-class 1 in periods 1 to 12 and age-class 2 in 
period 13) are very apparent. There is also some evilence of the bimodal spawning activity assumed 
inthe simulations. Although age-class 0 has awell-formed mode and age-class 1 generally can be 
discerned, it is clearly impossible to separate by eye the remainder of the distribution into age
classes 2, 3 and 4. 

*This two-month period separating the two spawning peaks is not intended to simulate a realistic situation, in 
which the period between two peaks of activity would usually be between five and seven months (Editors' note). 
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Table 1. Cohort strength for ten simulated cohorts. 

Cohort number Cohort strength 

1 11,177 
2 11,478 
3 9,764 
4 5,647 
5 11,414
6 	 12,368 
7 9,254 
8 10,976 
9 11,541 

10 10,606 
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Fig. 1. Example of monthly length-frequency "samples", generated as described in the text. 
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Because of the nature of the simulation model presented, it is necessary to consider sufficiently
large numbers of (i) fish in each cohort at the time of recruitment to the fishable stock and (ii) fish 
caught during each period for which length-frequencies are constructed. This is to ensure that 
errors associated with sampling during the implementation of the model do not change the assumed 
characteristics of the hypothetical fish population and associated fishery. To verify this condition,
the characteristics of the simulated population and fishery have to be assessed. 

Fig. 2 shows a plot of the natural logarithm of catch number against period of capture for 
cohort 1. Full recruitment to the fishery occurs after about the seventh month. The application of 
ordinary least squares regression to the data for months 8 to 60 gives the instantaneous rate of
 
total mortality equal to 
 0.593 year ia,value very close to that assumed. In a similar way, other
 
characteristics of the simulated i)Ol)ulation and associated 
 fishery can he examined. Spawning

activity, individual variation in growth and size selectivity of the fishing gear all show characteristics
 
in the simulated po)ulation and associated fishery consistent with the assumptions of the simula
tion model.
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Fig. 2. Natural logarithm of catch numbers against period of capture for a simulated 
cohort of fish (see text). 
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Abstract 

Catch length-frequlency data gnerated Iby a computr simulation model are analyzed by the 
ELEFAN programs and the resulting parameter estimates c'omplared with theil true valI li.e., thoseassumed inllhe simulation model). liour experiments were icviscd and til itilti (l ts (with 
differences caused by random sampling onilv) prodtced for cvacth. In ixperime,:t I, the data are halac
teristic ot a fisherN in which exploitation is size silective and Ihter isrelalive.ly high variation in tln 
vol Iertalanffy growth parameters, L_, and K. Itl experintivit 2, teidtla from exptt'iviit I1il t liimcatIi 
such that ttle largest lngth-class is oneilength-class intternal hI-s than the trut al 'L,Il 
3,,fishing is ;ize selective, but the individual variation ill growth paralteirs is 

(ittft experiment 
thatively ow. It experi

menit 1, data characteristic of a fishtery with low intdivitlual variation in growti parameters and size. 
independent fishing are atnalyzed. Ii all experitnts, tim-ruitet is asstlitcd to octir il two activit: 
peaks per year wiiich are approxinttfed by niortal distrihtuti .. [hi- imiher of recritits per year i; 
asslimed to be a inOiai randomlt variahile. 

E'LE"AN I overestinial.es IL_,,ly I 1-23'". tnd tttderestimae , K by ii ; in experillnten t-s where 
fishing issize selective (I to :3). li experiment I, whre iiini{ I si. c-inhptndIel tnd grNvlh parameter
variation is low, tiese estimates art almost extctly corr-C. Ill mxpterintnts 2 nd 3, wheri,nsarnles 
included fish larger than the true mean value of' l,-,th iia:s are rttumt,d Ibyemphmyitg ii procedur 
that.corrects the data for size-seiictiot. This procedure is ineffective in exlirimwnt I incaus- of the 
presence int the samples of'fish larger thani te l true mean \alue of _..
 

The two estimates of the instantaneous rate tof total mortality 
iZ} given I1bv ILE'AN 11are ho In 
positively tiased itexperiments I anid 2 (by about 20' oii average) but are pi'in(,ll,, qIlit- accurate ill 
experiments 3 and .1.Variatioin inyear-class strength is shown t(o be a serious potential sotr. of error ill 
estimates of Z. Patterns of recruittmneit1 I 'd by I'LEIAN 11slightly iwcri.timate the temporal spread
of recruitnent and patterns of selettitn dived hy tire Silnic pr{igrme 'tmv untdcrestimal, the true 
probabilitics of retention by length-lass.

ELEFAN II]gives reasonable est imates ot average recruitment, with the observed bias (about 10%
oit average for experiments 1 attn 2) being mainly dtie to the W~ias ill tile ,reviotisly derived Z estimates. 
However, the instantaneous rate of fishing ntortality (averaged over the fully recruited length classes) is 
overestimated by as much as 100% in some cases and appears to be quite sensitive to the selection of the 
terminal length-class. 
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Introduction 

The management of fisheries in many countries is handicapped by a lack of information neces
sary for applying standard stock-assessment models, inadequate manpower for data collection and 
analysis and limited access to modern, high-speed computers. In an attempt to circumvent these prob
lems, a package of computer programs named IIEFAN (Electronic LEngth I're[uency ANalysis) 
was developed (Pauly, Part 1,this vol.). These programs are written in BASIC for operation on small, 
!ow-cost microcomputers.The onIy input data required are relatively easy-to-collect catch length 
freqtuencies, tlrel'rably ina tine series (e.g., samples for each month of a year).
 

The version of the IIFAN package tested by the authors consists of four main programs. 
EILEFAN 0 (David et al., unpublished dta) is a pr)giam for creating and editing data files for input 
to the ELE'FAN 1,11and IlII programs. Itis not discussed in this paper. 

EL'FAN I(l':ily and David 1981: l'aul, Part I. this vo.) is a progrlan that enables von Berta
ianfl'y growth paralnleters to bw extracted froml set of length-frequelcy SailnIIssarranged se(luen
tially in tulne. ITnler certain as ulnllpiolns, the asymptotic length (l" ), the growth constant (K), the 
coefficient reflectiiLo tile agnit de, seasonlal growth oscillations W()and the parameter indicating 
the tille of year at which gl'o'tll isslowest (the so-called win terpoint, WP)may he estimiated. 

Given estimates of I',, ( and "I' 'oinplial(e with various assumptions. IEtAN IIU. and 
('auly 1982 and Part I,this vl.) evalualtes the instantoiioous rate of total mortality (Z). Two esti
mates ol Z are provi(ed by this program, one based on leng"th-converted catch C(irves (see Pauly, 
Part 1, this vol.) which are similar to the catch-curv metlhod otf Roson and (hafnnan (1 961 )and 
the other based on the mean lelml:h or'fully recruited size-classes IBeverton and lhlt 1956). Given 
an independent estimate ()f 1110 Ili :titaneoUS rate of natural mortality (M),ILEAN 11can also he 
used to derive fishiQg gear selection Pattter-ns by backwards projection of the descendilg, right limb 
of the catch curve. Ieciiit ment patterns may be ist imatted using LEFF;N II by backwards projec-
Lion of the lenglh-fr(o(, cuy data on tile time axis. This prO(Tedure, when used with independentan 
estimate of the parameter 1,,, plkvid sa griphic representation of the monthly fluctuation into the 
stock under invest igation; when reliable esfilnates of to,are not available, the lethod can still he 
used to shov seasonal chaNties in recruitment. Ilowever, no information isthen provided as to when 
reriitmllent occurs. 

F LE F"N Iill(l'on et al., unpublished data; 'ailyand Tsukayana 1983) consists of three 
routines, each being a form of virtual population analysis (VP:\). VI'A 1 is a conventional age
structured VPA (Pope 1972). \"'PA 2 is a version of ,Jones'(1979, 1981) length-cohort analysis 
(Pauly 19H4, ('hapter 7). Each of these roulines requires independent estimates of M and the 
instantaneo)us rate ot1t upon the last age or length group represented inthefishing mortality (I') 
samples. This latter tIunan tity isutsually referred to as "terminal F" and has the sym )ol F. 

The availability o fthe ILE.FAN prograns for use instock assessment has attracted the interest 
of iany workers inthis field (PIauly, Part 1,this vol.). Ilowever, to establish whether the programs 
can bh used with 'Mt'liden ce , their accu rac'y must he assessed and possible biases identifiec. For this 
purpose, a cimpnI nit rsimulation imodel for generating catch length-frequency data for a hypothetical 
population an {a:ssociated fishery was d,velojed (Ilamton and Majkowski, Part I,this vol.). By 
selecting values for input tarani , is tiA)this model, catch length-frequency data can be generated 
for a po[l[ation and fishery of known characteristics.These data can then be used as input informa
tion for the ELE FAN prograins and the derived parameter eslimates compared with their true values 
i.e., those used inthe simulation model). By changing the seed values for the various numher gener

ating routines (for random or normal deviate.), a number of independent data sets associated with 
identical population and fishery characteristics can he generated and the effects of sampling errors 
evaluated. 

In the descriptions of the simulation experiments that follow, it. isassumed that the reader has 
a working knowledge of the ELE FAN programs and isfamiliar with the terms used intheir docu
mentation. It is also assumed that the description of the catch length-frequency simulation model 
(Hampton and Majkowski, Part 1,this vol.) has been read. 
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In this paper, the reliability of a number of the more important procedures which are parts of 
the ELEFAN system are examined. There is no attempt to investigat.- the efficiency (from a pro
gramming point of view) of the computer programs themselves; concern is solely with the models 
and ti e assumptions underlying them. 

General Characteristics of the Simulation Model 

For full details of the catch length-frequency simulation model, Hampton and Majkowski 
(Part I, this vol.) should he consulted; only a brief outline of the model is presented here. 

Cohorts are treated individually. The life of each recruit to the fishable stock is traced from 
the time of recruitment to the time of death (from fishing or natural causes) or until the fish is 
assumed to no longer be a potential contributor to the catch. The processes simulated are: recruit
ment (which is influenced by a relatively long spawning period with two peaks of activity and 
variable cohort strength); growth (which is seasonal and variable amongst individuals); time-, age
and size-independent instantaneous rates of natural mortality and encounter with the fishir , gear; 
and size-selective exploitation resulting from a size-dependent rate of escape from the fishing gear. 
The time of leath of an individual is a random variable subject to the constraints imposed by the 
instantaneous rates of encounter and natural mortality andlthe process of size selection. 

Methods 

THE SIMULATED POPULATION AND FISHERY 

For the simulation experiments described below, a standard population and fishery was con
sidered, as follows: 

Spawning takes place in two activity peaks represented by overlapping normal distributions. 
The more intense of the two peaks (75% of all recruits) is centered at midsummer and has a standard 
deviation of one month. Recruitment of an entire year-class to the fishery (i.e., the moment when 
the probability of' capture for each fish from that year-class is greater than zero) is assumed to be 
instantaneous at midwinter; therefore, the mean age at recruitment of fish contributed by this 
spawning peak is six months. A minor peak is centered two months earlier than the major peak; 
hence, the mean age at recruitment of fish contributed by this peak (the remaining 25% of recruits) 
is eight months. It also has a standard deviation of one month. Cohort strength (total number of 
recruits) is sampled from a normal distribution with a meaw of 10,000 and a standard deviation of 
2,000. 

A seasonally oscillating von Bertalanffy growth curve (Pauly 1982) is assumed to describe the 
growth, in length, of individual fish. All fish have individually determined values of L and K. 

- 1These are sampled from a bivariate normal distribution having means of 50 cm and 0.50 year , 
respectively. Two levels of variation in L and K are tested; they correspond to coefficients of 
variation (C.V.s) of 10% and 2% for both parameters. Leo and K are assumed to be correlated 
(r = -0.8). 

The instantaneous rates of encounter and natural mortality are both set at 0.5 year- . In 
simulations where size selection is assumed not to occur, the instantaneous rate of encounter is equal 
to F. Where size selection is assumed, it is described by a logistic curve with the a and b parameters 
equal to -10 and 0.67 cm- I, respect ively (see equation 12 in Hlampton and Majkowski, Part 1, this 
vol.). This effectively results in few fish smaller than 10 cm being caught, while causing almost all of 
those longer than 20 cm to be caught if they encounter the fishing gear. These processes are used to 
define a probability density function from which the time of death by fishing or natural causes for 
each fish may be determined by random sampling. For computational simplicity, the maximum 
time from recruitment that fish are assumed to contribute to the fishery is set at five years. Less 
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than 1% of the iniLial recruits would remain alive after five years with the above mortality levels.This, however, does slightly reduce the probability of very large fish being caught. Tile possible
effect of this is discussed in later sections. 

DATA GENERATE) BY TIlE SIMI LATION MODEL 

The length-fre(uncy (lata ge1eral(Id by the Simulation model for analysis by the ELEFAN 
programs have the foilowiig teatures: 

1. 	 Fish contribute to the fishery for a maximum of five years.
2. Caught fish are grouped ioto '2 (ci length-classes. This results in the total num ber of length

classes being 20 to 21'.
3. 	 Six year-cla,;ses are geiier;oi M(Iand( cornbilled such that thtre, are iwo complete years of

catch data, each comprising fixe age-classes.
4. 	 Fish are aggregated into 2-1 monthly sam)les according to their date.z of capture. This isthe maximum nunber of saIl)les that can be analyzed by the version of ELEFAN used 

in this study. 

ELEFAN TESTING PROCED t!?ES 

Two aspects of fish population dynamics and a data treatment procedure that could affect the 
performance of the E FA,]N programs were considered.1. 	 The magnitud,, f growth parameter variation for tropical fish stocks has never, to these

authors' knowh,(Ig,,e, nen precisely quantified. However, Sainsbury (1980) has shown thatIhe Varialioi in I.- may be approximated by the variation i length-at-age of very old fish.As can be seen f'rom data in Ingics and Pauly (1981), this variation may he considerable
for many tropical s)eies. Simulat id length-frequency data with two arbitrary levels ofgrowth paraneter (L, and K) variation w\ere tested to assess the elfect of this variation 
oil ELFFAN performance.

2. 	 Simulated lenuth-frequency ata were rou tinely general ed on the assuLmIption that fishingis size-selective, i.e., F is siz(ldependhni. To see wh ether or not this affects the performance
of' the ELI, lFAN pr)grains, simulated length-frequency dialta generated assuming size-inde

3. 	
pendent fishing were also analyzed.Because the higher level of growlth parameter variation results in fish with lengths greaterthan the meanI 1, in the length-re(quency samples, the effect of truncating the samples at one 	length- class below the lean L. was 	investigated. Il data so treated, the midpoint ofthe 	largest length-class econles ,17.5 cm. This is done to remove large fish as a source ofbias in the estimation of' L.. Although this procedure is artificial and would be difficult to.illenlent in reality, these authors wanted to see whether or not it is possihle for ELEFANI to arrive at the correct estimate of L. in the absence of this biasing effect.

Using different seed vlues for the uLrnher-genrating routines in the length-frequency simulator, ten data ses were I)roduced for each of the four ex)eriments. The characteristics of the data
for these experiments are summarized in Table 1.

The ELEFAN package has facilities to provide a variety of population parameter estimates. Inthis paper, we have restricted ourselves to examining the reliability of the following procedures:
ELEFAN I-Estimation of' L,, and K (ten replicates per experiment);
ELEFAN II-Estination of Z (tell replicates per experiment), the pattern of i'oruitment (one

replicate for experiments 1, 3 and- 4) and the pattern of size selection (one re)licate for 
experiments 1 and 3);

ELEFAN Ill-Estimation of steady-state recruitment and average F using VPA 2 (ten replicates 
per experiment). 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the simul ,ted data produced for the four experiments. 

Experiment

Characteristic 1 
 2 4 

C.V.s of L'nd K 10% 10% 2% 2% 

Samples truncated No Yes No No 

Size-selective fishing Yes Yes Yes No 

EXECUTING TlE ELEFAN PROGRAMS 

The ELEFAN p)rogams were installed and executed on a Digital Rainbow 100 microcomputer. 
The procedures were as follows: 

ELEFAN l-D,.ta sets consisting of 24 length-frequency samples were analyzed. For all rep
licates of each experiment, the true values of C (0.1) and WP (0) were used. In order to 
identify the L. and K combination resulting in the natximumn ESP/ASIP ratio for a particu
lar se of data, a systematic searching technique was adopted. Values of L, ranging from 
',he lowest possible value to G5 cm were searched with a step size of 0.5 cm. For each value
of L. searched, the best (i.e., that resulting in the maximum ESPI/ASP ratio for that value 

-of L.) K value was determined. K.vlues were searched in the range 0.30 to 0.60 year 1 
1w ith a ste l size of 0.01 year

3LEFAN li-Using the optimum values of L,, 
 and K as derived above, estimates oT Z based on 
the riean length of fully recruited caught fish (Zm ) and a hlgth-converted catch curve 
(Zr) were obtained for the 10 replicates of each experiment. All 24 length-frequency
samples were used. For Zr estimates, the first fully recruited length-class is assumed (as
recommended by Pauly (1983 and 198.1, Chapter 5) to be that immediately to the right
(on the catch curve) of the length-class containing the highest catch number. Because of 
the variability of catch numbers in the largest length-classes and its pronounced effect on 
the Zr estimate, the largest length-cla;s included in the regression was 44.5-46.5 cm. All 
fully recruited length-classes were included for the calculation of the Zm estimate. The 
pattern of recruitment was determined for the first replicate of experiments 1, 3 and 4, 
assuming a value for t. of zero (its true value). The pattern of size-selection was deter
mined for the first replicate of experiments 1 and 3 assuming a value of M equal to half the 
derived value of Zr. 

ELEFAN ll-The VPA 2 routine is employed to obtain estimates of steady-state population 
numbers and F by length-class. The derived estimates of L., K and Zr and the 24 length
frequency samples (assumed to represent the entire catch) were used as input to VPA 2. 
A direct comparison of actual and estimated steady-state recruitment is not possible here 
because recruitment in the simulation model is a discrete event with respect to time. The 
known number of recruits is not readily comparable with the estimates of population
number by length-class given by VPA 2. As an approximation, the population number of 
the length- Tlass which includes the actual mean length of recruits (length class 10.5-12.5 
cm; actual mean length of recruits was 11.87 cm) was compared with the known number 
of recruits given by the simulation model. We assumed that both M and Ft were equal 
to half the calculated value of Zr. The true F was compared with the estimated average F 
for fully recruited length-classes (the same length-classes as used for the calculation of Zr 
were included in the average). 
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Results and Discussion 

ELEFAN I 

The estimates of L. and K derived using ELEFAN I are given in Table 2. In experiment 1, 
Lo, is substantially overestimated (by 14% on average), while K is substantially underestimated (by 
22% on average). 

A critical assumption made in the ELEFAN I program is that "all fishes in the samples have 
the same length at the same age, and therefore, differences in length can be attributed to differences 
in age" (Pauly and David 1981, p. 209). However, as Pauly and David (1981) recognized, fishes of 
identical age do vary in length. The original derivation of the von Bertalanffy growth model con
sidered only the growth of an individual (von Neltalanffy 1938), although it is commonly applied to 
describe the mean growth of a group of animals (Sainsbury 1980). When this is done, the growth 
parameters arn- usually assumed to show variation between individual animals, so the estimates, 
whether derived from length-at-age, length-increment or length-frequency data, represent the mean 
values of these parameters for the group of animals being considered. 

-Table 2. Estimates of L. (cm) and K (year 1 ) derived using ELEFAN 1. Their real values (input to the similation 
-model) are 50.0 cm and 0.50 year , respectively. 

Experiment
Replicate 1 2 3 4
 

Lc K Loo K Lo, K Lo. K
 

1 56.0 0.40 56.0 0.40 55.0 0.42 50.5 0.51 
2 57.5 0.36 56.0 0.40 54.5 0.41 51.5 0.47 
3 55.5 0.39 56.5 0.41 54.5 0.40 50.5 0.51 
4 55.5 0.40 56.0 0.39 55.5 0.39 50.0 0.51 
5 57.5 0.41 55.0 0.39 55.5 0.39 50.5 0.51 
6 57.5 0.39 56.0 0.41 56.0 0.39 50.0 0.51 
7 55.5 0.40 55.5 0.10 56.0 0.39 50.5 0.51 
8 55.5 0.41 55.5 0.41 56.0 0.39 50.5 0.50 
9 61.5 0.32 57.5 0.40 55.5 0.38 51.5 0.47 

10 57.5 0.37 56.0 0.40 55.5 0.39 50.0 0.52 

Mean 57.0 0.39 56.0 0.40 55.5 0.40 50.5 0.50 

However, in ELEFAN 1, L., K, C and WP are assumed not to vary between individuals. Depend
ing on sample size, the amount of individual variation in L, and the levels of F and M, any repre
sentative set of length-frequency samples is likely to contain some fish that are larger than the mean 
L,, of the population. Because individul variation in growth is a feature of the simulation model, 
the length-frequency samples generated in experiment 1 (where 10% C.V.s for L. and K are 
assumed) include fish 3-10 cm longer than the true mean L.o of 50 cm. However, these authors' 
version of ELEFAN 1 requires that the computed Loo be at least one length-class interval above 
the midpoint of the length-class containing the largest fish in the set of samples. This requirement 
alone would result in the biased Lo estimates in experiment 1. (It is possible, in fact, that this bias 
is slightly underestimated in experiment 1 because only fish up to five years after recruitment were 
considered.) 

To overcome this problem (if only artificially), experiment 2 was devised to truncate the 
length frequencies from experiment 1 such that the midpoint of the largest length-class considered 
was at least one length interval smaller than the true mean L,,. This produced little improvement in 
the L., and K estimates (Table 2). The reduction of the C.V.s of L. and K from 10% to 2% (Table 
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2, experiment 3) also had little effect. In contrast, the estimates of L,, and K in experiment 4 
(Table 2) were almost perfect. The only difference between experiments 3 and 4 is the operation 
of size-selective fishing in experiment 3 and size-independent, fishing in experiment 4. As explained 
by Pauly and San Aung (1984) and Pauly (Part 1, this vol.), size selectivity favoring the capture of 
larger fish should cause a negative bias ia estimated K and a positive bias in L. (because the gear 
initially selects the faster growing fish from the new recruits). This means that the midpoint of the 
first peak is somewhat larger (in length) than it would have been without size selection. In succeed
ing time periods, the effect of gear selection becones less and less; hence, the slow growers will now 
also he represented in the catch. Therefore, the change in length over time of the midpoint of the 
first peak will be less when size selection operates. Clearly, this will cause K to be underestimated, 
and, because they are negatively correlated, IL, to he overestimated. 

Pauly aind Sann Au ng (I 98,) and lauly (Part I, this vol.) describe a method for correction of the 
effects of size selection. The L, and K estimatus obtained in an initial run on the data are used to 
derive a length-converted catch curve from which the probabilities of capture by length-class are 
determined using ELEFAN ii. These pro)abilities are used to correct the original length-frequency 
data and a new set of growth parameters is derived. In the limited number of trials undertaken. we 
found that this procedure can, in some circumstances, result in more accurate estimates of L. and 
K. The results of applying the procedure to zeplicate 1 of experiments 1, 2 and 3 are given in 
Table 3. For experiment 1, only a very slight improvement in the estimates was obtained because 
a lower limit (55.5 cm) was imposed upon ,L by the largest length class in the samples (midpoint 
53.5 cm). This not only restricted the estimate of L,. , but also, because of its high negative cor
relation with K, reduced the estimate of that parameter. However, in experiment 2 the length
frequency data used in exl)eriment I were truncated (midpoint of the largest length-class considered 
was ,17.5 cm), consequently allowing more improvement in the L. and K estimates. Similarly in 
experiment 3, where growth l)arameter variation is low (the largest length-class had a midpoint of 
47.5 cm), more accurate estimates of th ese parameters were obtained. 

These results suggest that the application of the correction procedure described by Pauly and 
Sann Au ng (1984t) and Paulv (Part I, this vol.) may result in more reliable estimates of L. and K so 
long as the selection pattern can be accurately estimated (see section below) and the length-frequency 
samples exclude (either naturally or by truncation) fish of lengths greater than the tre value of 
mean L.. The difficulty in a real situation is, of course, that one does not know if these conditions 
are satisfied. The selction of an appro priate length for truncation is a problem for wnich there is no 
easy solution. A useful procedure may he to exclude successive length-classes from the analysis 
and see whether the L. and K estimates stabilize. This procedure was undertaken for the data, 
corrected for size selection, in replicate 1 of experiment 1 (Table 4). In this case, there was little 
change in the estimates after the exclusion of the largest length-class (midpoint 53.5 cm). This indi
cated that, for this data sot: (1) truncation of tile data did not adversely affect the growth parameter 
estimates and (2) growth parameters can be obtained that, almost certainly, are not biased by the 
presence of large fish in the samples. 

-Table 4. Estimates of L,. (cm) and K (year 1 ) de'ived 
using ELEFAN I for data truncated at different points.

-Table 3. A comparison of L. (cm) and K (year ) esti- The data, for replicate 1 of experiment 1, have been 
mates for replicate 1 of experiments 1, 2 and 3 before corrected for the effects of size selection. 
and after correction of length-frequency data for size -
selection. Midpoint of the 

largest length-class L.0 K 
Before correction After correction 

Experiment Loo K K 
53.5 (all data) 55.5 0.43 
51.5 53.5 0.46 

1 56.0 0.40 55.5 0.43 49.5 53.5 0.46 
2 56.0 0.40 53.5 0.46 47.5 53.5 0.46 
3 55.0 0.42 52.0 0.47 45.5 55.5 0.46 

43.5 55.5 0.46 
41.5 53.5 0.48 
39.5 53.0 0.47 
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An asect of ELEVAN I tht has not l en deall. wit spei ficaly in this paper, but which
deserves rmention, is the certainty with which VLEA.N I might arrive at the maximum ESP/ASP
ratio for a particular set of dta. It was Veat Ifrot ourOuse Of the Iprogram that the mximum ESP/
ASP could not,always h),identified romi a 0iio0,, I'IAI' N I run. The l,, aid K values giving the 
maximum SP'.\SI callrnnly he verified h' examinintq, lit- ' Sl'/ASP resfnmse, surface over a suitable 
range of L_ and 1K.Fig. I shows the retInse,of Ihe V8..SI ratio illrelicate I ()f ext)eriment 1 
to different l,, and K. [For clarity, Only thr' ,v'llie o}f I,_ r-considered in lig. I'a wider range
of, values is reTotnmMendlldin practice,. lon' are clear lioaxintla in the HlSP/..\Sl ratio i'o"specific
values of I,,. hut the overall i)Xlintin (i.e.. whoil different values of L, are considered) is less
 
distinct. It is stronlgiy recomnietided 
 that users Of L,[.\N I examine response cLrves, such as 
those shown in ,il.. :uitahlh1,over :t rang,- of hoth K and L_. 

0.35 
 o 

030 , 

0 , L =56U) 
< 0.25 - ' , 

0 

0.20 0 0 
L58, 

0.15 - z)=6 
0'0
 

0.10 L - L , ,
 
0.30 0.35 0.40 045 0.50 

K (year -) 
Fiv. t. IFt ASI' .spiamlls'&I( dilTer.nu1 l 4 and Lo in replicate I 
of eXlpt1illelt 1. 

ELEIF'AN II 

The estimates of ,derived using I ,,F\N II, for the teln replicates of experiments 1 to 4 
are given in Table 5. 'Ihe estimates Iasel on a regression of the fully recruited segment of the length
converted catch psit iye bias in 
on average, respect ively 1.'l'h ZZ , ! inlat ('s for expe'rlillet s 8 andi. on the other hand, were gener
ally quite acCUratet. The estilmat ,sderive l )lthe basis of the me,.all 

(curvt Z .) sh)wed a strong i xlperintents I aid 2 (+ 19% and +20% 

ength of fully recruited length
classes (Zn) ) perf:)rmed similarly to Z,. in each exlwerilm,'n. 

The m1uch bethter pm'trfornian,' OF hot h ('stilnlators ill expereits 8 anid 11suggests that the
higher growth parameter variation inexlrintlt.s I and 2 was the cause- of the large positive bias in
those experiments. There is f10 OlVious rePasol why this should he so; tort her work is re(quired to 
resolve this tLePSt ion. 

An important a stil)tion of the EI!AN II procedure aid indeed of"all catch CLrve or mean
 
length-hased est.ma .,." o ittr ,h,-t
s Th, gth i:; conn;taant both heftore alnd during the period 
over which the fish are sanl]ed, or varies only randornly. In aploying VLEFAN II, or any similar 
method, to estimate 2,one needs to I w ary of non-coin ptiac(1t with this assuLin ptic-a. 1,ven if
cohort strength varies only randonly, )rol)lems may still arise, particularly if few cohorts are re
presented in the samples. As an example, consid r rel)liatUe 7 ofr exlperiment 2. As for all the repli
cates, 5 age-classes are present in any given sample. Since the data analyzed consist, of 2 years (24
monthly samples) of length-frequencies, the total number of year-classes represented in the data 
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-Table 5. Estimates Z (year ) using the regression (Zr) and mean length (Zr , routines of ELEFAN 11. The corres
ponding estimates of L. and K derived by ELEF'AN I (Table 2) are used in the ELEFAN II procedures. The real 

- 1value of Z input to the simulation model is 1.0 year . 

Experiment
Replicate 1 2 3 4 

Zr Z1n Z1Zr Z Z1 Zr Z1 

1 1.15 1.1.1 1.15 1.17 1.03 1.1,4 1.02 1.02 
2 1.16 1.17 1.19 1.23 1.181.09 0.93 0.89 
3 1.07 1.08 1.16 1.21 1.02 1.06 1.19 1.11
4 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.16 0.99 1.16 1.00 0.93 
5 1.34 1.30 1.16 1.13 1.00 1.10 1.06 1.00 
6 1.26 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.10 1.18 0.83 0.83 
7 1.30 1.31 1.30 1.35 0.91 1.07 0.97 1.00 
8 1.19 1.20 1.19 1.24 1.06 1.051.16 0.97 
9 1.24 1.27 1.34 1.40 1.03 1.10 0.99 0.95 

10 1.11 1.11 1.14 1.16 0.98 1.10 1.07 1.03 

Mean 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.23 1.02 1.13 1.01 0.97 

is six. The numl)er of recruits for each of these,year-classes and tle age- iasses they represent in 
the 24 samples is shown in Table 6. By chance, 2 of the year-classes (1 and 3) from which the older 
fish in the samples are derived are very weak. In contrast, those Lhat make up the younger fish in 
the samples (year-classes .1,5 and 6) are strong. This wouId have the effect of positively biasing
 
both estimators of Z. In Table 5, we 
see that this is indeed the case, with estimates of 1.30 and 
1.35 year--1 for Z, and Zm respectively. 

To COI firn that this bias has been at least partially caused by the chance sequence of year
class strengths, we reversed the order of the year-classes, i.e., the weak year-classes now contribute
 
the younger fish in the samples and the strong year-classes contritute the older fish. The analysis
 
was repeated (using the same IL. and K as before) and produced Zr and Z estimates 

an imae of 0.98 and1.09 year , respectively. This indicates that the error in troduced by varial te recruitment may be 
considerable. However, recruitment variability ai, tie cannot fully account for the observed bias
 
in the original total mortality estimates (otherwise, the above re-estinmates should have been con
siderably less than 1.00 year I).
 

Table 6. )etails of the year-classes occurring in the samples associated with replicate 7 of experiment 2. The age
classes represented in the samp!es are denoted by the number of completed years since recruitment. 

Age-classes representedYear-class no. No. of recruits Samples 1-12 Samples 13-24 

1 7,650 4
 
2 11,523 3 
 4 
3 5,877 2 3 
4 11,443 1 2 
5 13,200 0 1 
6 12,407 - 0 

Given an independent estimate of LO, ELEFAN II may also be used to estimate temporal recruit
ment patterns by projecting the length-frequency data backwards in time using the growth param
eters derived by ELEFAN 1. This procedure was undertaken for replicate 1 of experiments 1, 3 and 
4, the results of which, along with the actual pattern as derived from the simulation model, are 
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presented in Fig. 2 as frequency hi ;togramls 0Of time (month) at age zero. Note that the patterns
determined by I,,E FAN I1 overestinmate the spread of tie recrUitmen t period as determined in the
simulation model. This occurs be(cause E LE FAN II attributes all variation in length to variation in 
age, whereas in the simulated data, soeu of, the variation in length is (tue to variation in growth (as
would be the case in reality). Therefore, the v\,riation in age at a particular time, or vice versa, is 
overestimated by IFI,E,'AN 1I. Also, any\ err( r in the assume(I value of t,, will cause identical errors 
in the times of recruitment1of all fish. 

3 3 0 FExpe ".ent I Experlment 4 

2 R plicte 1 2 Replicate I 

a) Ii 
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ELEFAN 11 is also; al h, to) pro>vide est imat e,, of the, I t tern ft size selecttion by the fishing gear
(i.e., approximate p)rohialtilities 'if retetioni, byv length .class,I by itroject ing backwardIs the descend
ing limb of the catch curv e and cahcuuhtting the, difterenee betwee~n observed and expec:ted latches 
(see, Pauly ,Plart!1, this vol.). This lirce(lure is subjec't tfl two main sourc'es 1ff Ifossihlie error. The first 
arises from the assu i! )tio n regarding the mode of ref ru itm enltto the fishery. 'Lbe El EFAN system 
assumles that fish are recrutit ed by length. This ineans that, if th, re i; Ito size selection, the smallest 
fish in the catch ' ,ould he the most numero als. 'The aIt erna tive to ref ru itnent by length is recruit
ment at a specific dime. Ihere, recruitment could be triggeredl by a change in some envitonmental 
factor or the Iifting of a man~iem ent regulation such as a vlet Iseason. In such a crase, the lengths
of the tmw recruits would l)e variable becaus ow(fd]iffere~nce(s n limes of hatc'hing, and therefore, 
th~e lengti -frcquency of the reenruits won ld appe)(ar as a peak, with the ablundanlce of the very small
est fish in the catch tailing off to Zero. 'lbi:; latter schenie was assutmedI in the simulation modlel 
(Hampton and Majkowsk i, P'art I, this vo)l.). 

This type of recruitment makes [he interpretatifon 01' the selec tion c'urve (leriwe~l by ELEFAN 
II (and also the app~lication of the length-f requency ('orreetion prot'eclure) di fficulIt bec:ause the 
tailing off of the catch of the very sm~allest. fish would he assttmed by ILI, I".AN 1I to tbe the result. 
of size-selection by the fishing gear. Tbhis wouIld lead to underestimates of the prob)hili ties of reten
tion for these fish. Secondly, an~y error in the estimate of the slop~e of the catc'h- curve regression 
line and in the estimate of MI(which cannot. be derived from length-frequency data alone and is, in 
may cases, highly uncertain) will, of course, result in etrrors in the estimates of probabfilities of reten
tion. Mainly b~ecause of the first source of error, we might expect that ELEFAN II would tend to 
underestimate the prcohai)ilities of retention, and hence, overestimate the effect of size selection. 
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This seems to be the case in experiments 1 and 3, where the pattern of size selection derived by
ELEFAN I1is compared with a typical pattern generate(d directly from the simulation model 
(Table 7). 

ELEFAN III 

The VPA 2 routine of ELEFAN Ill appears to provide, with few exceptions, quite reasonable 
estimates of average recruitment. The observed errors (Table 8) seem to be directly related to errors 
in the estimates of Z derived using ELEFAN II. 

The values of F averaged for tl fully recruited length-classes show strong positive bias ('Fable
9). This is due to very high values of F being generated for the thre or lour largest length-classes. 
The terminal length-cla.ss us,(l for these calculations was 11.5--I(.5 cm. 'I'le bias is ven stronger 
than that indicated in Table 9 if' largr length-classes are assigned as th(- terminal length-class. This 

Table 7. Selection patterns for replicate I of experiments I and 3 as det( rmined by ELEIFAN II, and the real selec
tion pattern as defined in the simulation model. The corresponding estimates of L, and K derived by ELEFAN I 
(Table 2) are used in the EILEFAN 11procedure. 

Midlength Probability of retention 
(cm) Experiment I Experiment 3 Actual 

9.5 0.00 0.00 0.03 
11.5 0.03 0.03 0.09 
13.5 0.09 0.08 0.28 
15.5 0.22 0.19 0.60 
17.5 0.32 0.29 0.85 
19.5 0.38 0.34 0.96 
21.5 0.47 0.39 0.99 
23.5 0.62 0.55 1.00 
25.5 0.81 0.82 1.00 
27.5 1.00 1.00 1.00 

'Fable 8. Comparisons between the mean recruitment levels determined by the simulation model (R) and by the 
VPA 2 routine of ELEFAN Ill (R,.). The percentage difference is shown ii. parentheses. Tie corresponding estimates 
of L. and K derived by ELEFAN I (Table 2) and Zr derh'ed by ELEFAN II (Table 4) are used in the VPA 2 proce
dure. We assume N = ZrI2.Ft 


Experiment
Replicate 1 2 3 4 

R RI it, i, R, I t, 

1 8,560 9,056 (+6) 8,560 9,053 (+6) 9,541 9,221 (-3) 10,203 10,662 (+4) 
2 11,907 12,983 (+9) 11,907 12,923 (+9) 10,282 11,335 (+10) 10,209 9,664 (-5)
3 9,700 9,918 (+2) 9,700 9,910 (+2) 9,180 9,409 (+2) 10,567 12,896 (+22)
4 11,132 11,081 (-0) 11,132 11,085 (-0) 11,137 10,710 (-1) 10,496 9,934 (-5) 
5 8,049 9,265 (+15) 8,049 9,211 (+1,1) 9,193 9,300 (-2) 8,979 8,997 (+0)
6 9,336 10,351 (+11) 9,336 10,314 (+10) 10,975 12,669 (+15) 9,75 1 7,643 (-22)
7 10,350 13,230 (+28) 10,350 13,230 (+28) 8,647 7,182 (-17) 9,137 8,244 (-10)
8 10,356 11,272 (+9) 10,356 11,270 (+9) 9,317 9,78.1 (+5) 10,022 10,428 (+4)
9 9,649 11,740 (+22) 9,6,19 1,190 (+19) 10,338 11,208 (+8) 9,740 9,576 (-2)

10 11,199 10,916 (-3) 11,199 10,905 (--3) 10,193 9,192 (-10) 8,948 8,445 (-6) 

Mean 10,027 10,982 (+10) 10,027 10,939 (+9) 9,910 10,001 (+1) 9,805 9,649 (-2) 

http:length-cla.ss
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Table 9. Estimates of average F derived using the VPA 2 routine of ELEFAN Ili. The corresponding estimates of
L. and K derived by FLEFAN I (Table 2) and Zr derived by ELEFAN It (Table .4) are used in the VPA 2 procedure.
We 	 assume M = = Zr/2.Ft The real value of F for fully recruited length-classes input to the simulation model is 
0.5 year - 1 . 

Ex perihmertt
Replicate 3 	 4 

1 	 0.87 0.87 0.79 0.65 
2 	 0.87 0.86 0.76 0.64
3 	 0.78 0.88 0.79 0.68
4 	 0.80 0.80 0.72 0.59 
5 1.03 0.8,1 	 0.79 0.66
6 	 0.93 0.90 0.84 	 0.56 
7 	 0.85 0.85 0.70 	 0.60
8 	 0.85 0.85 0.80 	 0.66 
9 	 0.91 0.96 0.75 	 0.61

10 	 0.87 0.86 0.73 0.61 

Mean 	 0.88 0.87 0.77 	 0.63 

may be de, at least in part, to the artificial termination of the fishery at five years after recruit
ment. This ould have 
 I to the larger length-classes being slightly underrepresented, particularly in
 
experiments 1 and 2 where growth variation is high. 
 If the terminal length-class is underrepresented

in this way, the preceding length-classcs with larger ca tches coul h Iiave f values that are much larger

than the terminal F aused . This indicat es the 1 mu I to ensure 
that: (1) fish from the terminal length
class are pro )erly sampled and (2) an optiana hontgih-class interval is chosen so as to minimize the

variation within length-classes whih, reta ining most of th lbetween-heagth-eclss information.
 

The reinarks made here probably also apply as well 
to Jones' length- cohort analysis (Jones

1979, !981), which has properties similar to the V\PA 
 2 routine of EILEFAN III (Pauly 1984, 
Chapter 5 andl ,h)nes,P.art 1.this vol.). 

Concluding Remarks 

In the analysis of the simulated data, we occasionally had to make assumptions that might be
much more difficult to make in practice (e.g., those regarding the values of to and M). In addition, 
some of the assumptions of the simulation model itself were, for the sake of simplicity, somewhat 
optimistic (e.g., 100"' sam p! ig of the catch and no variation in M or the instantaneous rate of
encounter). Therefore, we might expect that the analysis of real data would include additional 
complications relating to these assutnptions. Nevertheless, the results of this study have highlighted 
a number of points regarding the ILE 1tAN .ystem. They are briefly summarized as follows: 

1. 	 Unless one iSquite confident that the largest length-class inclumded in the analysis is smaller 
than the true mean Il, ELEFAN I should not be used to estimate this parameter. If this is 
not the case, the best (or least biased) estimate of L. that ELEFAN I can provide is one 
length-class interval larger than the midpoint of the largest length-class in the samples.

2. 	 Truncating the data might help to overcome the problem described in (1), although where 
the point of truncation should be is debatable. The deletion of successive length-classes
from the samples in the hope that the L, and K estimates will stabilize miay be a sensible 
course of action, but this procedure requires further validation. 

3. 	 Size-selection by the fishing gear also causes ELEFAN I to underestimate K and over
estimate L,. This may be at least partially compensated for if accurate estimates of the 
probabilities of retention by length-class can 	be ,ised to correct the length-frequency data 
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for this effect. \WhilFI.EIAN II caln iwOvide such esti mates, there may he iro blens with 
this procedure if fishi are not recruited strictly I)y length and/or there are suhstantial f-rrors 
in th,; estimates Of Z and M. 

4. 	 ILIEFAN If tends to Overestiniate X in exprinents wheretht,' growth )arameters are 
highly variihl,. :\lso, normal (r randoim) variat ion in year-class strengthI can (ause substan
tial errors in Z estimates. 

5. 	 The teli"ral spread of rtLCrtitinimn is OVerestiniated iy 1"[,l"'AN II; however, its peak (an 
be identified with reasonabhle accuracy if the e rri('t vailue of t, is provided. 

G. 	 ELFFAN ill 1'rovided reasonable estimates of mean recrui mlat (as measuied in these 
experiments). As arewith all Ofther f'rs (if \1'A, a'('urate estinates (0fM andl terminal F 
ncc essary. 

7. 	 The estimates (of av(ragt F prOvided hy I Il ptoitiyeiy hias;e(l,j1i probably due to 
it comhination of faict i's. including fi s i('tri suhject tio (.): p1 itat ion kow bv years Only, 
individual variation in t,'(wth anl( ti' diff'iculty in idelitif'Ig a 'correctvalue of Fl .


Th FIlVIIN systenm ini'Orp)orates nilirical eqLuatiOnSto hobtain Valies for I)al'liatrlW's which 
usually cannot he estimated from lengllh-frequ'n,.y data almo, (i,,and Mi). Their robust estimation 
requires suplenrintary data eg,, <ie-at-lc:ic hi,talg-rcaftlure andihto fishing eff)rt (lata). We (lid 
not make an assessllent of' Ihe mtethods ic-Orpoi-aed in 'tII"\AN 11for estimating these parameters, 
but, as 'igizetd iy IPart I, this 'vid.), they l()uld only ie u.ed where sulpri)r methods arerec(, y P 

not availalble. 
We str ongly r-i't m ,ltnndthat hoi' nIigh selnsitivity anal.'(,s (:ee reviews in Majk(iwski 1982, 

1983; Majkowski and I lalupton 1W ) be iidertakn when using the LAN programs. The 
ranges for the vati'iills [araiti -'i1 Ihe used ills;nsit ivity analysis will vary for different data sets, 
but our experiences in wrking vithl siiulated (lata would suggest the following miniium ranges: 
L_ 2O.:, K i 30'; (fHor inptuiL t l ,:KAN 11and 11) and! Z 1,1'0 (for inut to ELEFAN Ili. Also, 
the sensitivity of' rsulits to unte'rtahultes in to,and MIshould lhe addressed. This approach wcld 
allow mnallgment llt0i alviC that falck, inlt aco) t the shortcomings ,fthe methods used. 

This paper has identified sevral aiasthat waAraMt further investigation. These include the 
,ffe('tS of truniatiling the lelngth-fr<-t(,n.' (lata to remiove, bias; the effects of larger variations in 

growt h parameters and recruitlilT-t than used in this paper upon estimates of L_, K and Z; and the 
reliability Of the proc(dure I'rcnr'ect ing ti')rsize-st ,citic selection. Information on these topics is 
re(luired lwfeir the LEFIAN system (an be( nirth,tly ecommeunded for routine use. 
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Abstract 

This paper summarizes the results of applying two kinds of length composition analysis to simu
lated length compositions. The kinds of analyses investigpted are length cohort analysis for determiningthe long-term effects of changes in exploitation pattern and methods of converting the right hand limb
of a length composition to a straight line for estimating Z/K or Z - K.

Length compositions were simulated by combining length compositions derived by following fivecohorts with different growth parameters throughout their lives, and combining sets of normally distributed length compositions-at-age for a number of age groups. For both approaches, the effect ofselectivity on the relative proportions of small individuals was allowed for using a logistic selection curve. 

Introduction 

This paper presents an investigation of the effects of changes in growth and mortality parameters on the results of length cohort analysis and Z or Z/K estimates for length composition d.atsbased on simulated catch-at-length data. The aim of this investigation is to provide practical guidelines for the application of methods such as those presented in Jones (1984) and Pauly (1984). 

SIMULATION OF CATCH-AT-LENGTH DATA 

Simulation of a single cohort 

A single cohort can be simulated quite simply, either by following a year class throughout itslife or by simulating a steady-statelength composition given constant recruitment throughout 
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the year. For a cohort followed through its life, the number removed from any length interval 
L, - L 2 will be equivalent to: 

- Z tl 1)F/Z N o (e _- ) 

where t 1 = (-1/K) In (1 - L1 /L.) and t 2 = (-l/K)In(1 -- L2/L ). Note that tI and t,refer 
simply to relative ages (i.e., "to" can be ignored). 

Alternatively a steady state length composition can be simulated by assumning, as in Fig. 1,
that during some time interval, all individuals previously in an interval L1 - will grow to lieLa
within an interval L) - L.I. L-2 can he calculated from L1 , and L1 from L3 using the same von 
Bertalanffy relationship. Simulations show that both methods lead to results which are identical 
within the limits of computational accuracy. 

4) 

E 
:3
 

LI L 3 L2 L4
 

Fig. 1. Basic assumption in a simuliaed set of catch -t-length 
data: all individuals in an interval 1,-l will grow to lie if 
they survive within an interval L, -L4 

, 

Simulation of growth curves--whether to vary L., or K 

In practice, the variance of length-at-age tends to increase with increasing age, and the indica
tion is that fish grow according to different growth curves throughout their lives. Variation in K,
but not in L,,, would lead to length compositions for which the variance of the lengths increased 
with age up to a point, and then gradually decreased to zero (Fig. 2). It is, however, more realistic 
to assume that variation is largely due to variations in L., as indicated in Fig. 3. 

Two approaches to length composition simulation 

From the considerations above, two meiods have been adopted for length composition simula
tion. One, as indicated in Fig. 4, was to assume a normal distribution of lengths-at-age. Mean lengths
and numbers-at-age were calculated using von Bertalanffy and exponential relationships in the usual 
manner. This method is suitable for generating length composition representative of the stock. 
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0'0' C 
CU I/L 

Age Age 

Fig. 2. Gro vth curves that would result if variations of Fig. 3 Basic growth model use(d for simulation: all fish 
K were strong, while variation of L. were zero (see grow according to different growth curves. Their indi
text). vidual growth [1mram eters, however, remn ain constant 

throughout life. Variance of length-at-age is assumed to 
increase with age. 

I I 

/ 7 
' 

' \ 

/ 

Age 

Fig. ,1.Schematic representation of method 
used for constructing simulatedl population 
length-at-age data (see text). 

The second method was to use equation (1) to determine length compositions for five cohortsand then to combine these by simple addition or by weighting. This method (numerical examples
are given below) is suitable for generating length compositions reprsentative of catch.

Table I :shows the mean and variances of North Sea haddock for ages 1-7. Also shown are thevalues of each tuan -+the standard deviation and the values of each mean ±twie the standarddeviation. If von Bertalanffy cuves are fitted to the mean lengths;at age it is found that the L,for themean lengths is 58 and the valuie of K is 0.42. For the values of meant ± once and twicethe standard deviation the corresponding von Beralanffy curves have different values of L but 
similar values of K.

To allow for variations in growth rate two al)proaches have, therefore, been used:
i. computing the normal distribution of lengths for each age group using the means and

variances in Table 1 and combining these into a single length composition (Table 2);ii. simulating several cohorts, each based on equation (1), but with different values of L,. 
Several examples are given in Tables 3-5.

Tables 3-5 allow for various combinations of possibilities. In Tables 3 and 4 the values of Kand M are relatively high (0.42 and 0.63, respectively). In Tables 5 and 6 the values of K and M are relatively low (0.15 and 0.225, respectively). For all four tables, however, the value of M/K = 

1..To allow for differences in the relative proportions of fish with different values of Lo,theindividual cohorts have been combined in two different ways. In Tables 3 and 5, the numbers per 
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Table 1. Input data for simulating length compo.;itions using variances-at.length fur North Sea haddock.
 

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Age length Variance SI) - SI) + SD + 2 SD - 2 SD 

1 15 3 1.73 13.3 16.7 18.5 11.5 
2 30 8 2.83 27.2 32.8 35.7 24.3 
3 40 14 3.74 36.3 ,13.7 ,17.5 32.5 
4 46 19 4.36 41.6 50.4 54.7 37.3 
5 50 25 5.00 45.0 55.0 60.0 40.0 
6 52.7 25; 5.00 17.7 57.7 62.7 42.7 
7 54.5 25* 5.00 ,9.5 59.5 64.5 44.5 
1", 58  - 52.0 65.0 70.0 45.0 
K 0.42 - - 0.4.1 0.41 0..47 0.41 

• Assumed values. 
=SI) Standard Deviation. 

Table 2. Simulated length compositions based on summations of normal distributions at each age. Mean lengths-at
age and va.iances are as civen in Table 1 for L. 58 cm and K = 0.42 for ages from I to 16 years, with variance
at-age = 25 for ages =5 years. 

Length 
group z
 
(cm)a 0.1 0.5 1.0 
 1.,A 1.6 2.0 

S10 19 19 19 19 19 19 
10 397 3 7 397 397 397 397 
12 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,102 2,402 2,402 
14 4,363 4,363 4,363 4,363 4,363 4,363
16 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 
18 399 398 398 397 
 397 397 
20 39 32 27 24 23 22
 
22 132 89 54 
 36 30 20 
24 558 374 227 152 124 83 
26 1,461 978 592 397 324 218 
28 2,379 1,589 959 642 524 352 
30 2,460 1,624 972 648 528 354 
32 1,789 1,122 644 420 339 224 
34 1,352 718 350 206 160 99
 
36 1,604 712 274 132 93 48 
38 2,198 897 310 135 90 41 
40 2,704 1,014 329 137 90 39 
42 3,049 994 291 114 74 31 
44 3,424 907 227 81 50 19 
46 4,012 823 168 52 31 10 
48 4,842 751 124 32 18 5 
50 5,798 673 90 20 10 2 
52 6,636 580 62 11 6 1 
54 7,026 473 40 6 3
 
56 6,707 359 24 3 1
 
58 5,670 249 13 1 1
 
60 4,197 155 7 1
 
62 2,700 86 3
 
64 1,503 42 1
 
66 721 18
 
68 298 7
 

>70 149 3 

aLower class limit. 
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cohort have been adjusted so that the initial numbers at the smallest lengths are in the proportions 
6:24:40:24:6. 

In Tables 4 and 6, the numbers per cohort have been adjusted so that the weight of fish above 
a certain length (here taken as 28 cm) is the same for all five cohorts. This simulates a situation in 
which the potuntial reproductive output is the same for all five cohorts. Without some condition 
such as this, there would presumably he strong selective pressure for that combination of growth 
parameters that consistent' favored the maximum reproductive output. 

Table 3. Simulated catch-at-length data based on equatic.r. ..1). 

A B C D E A+B+C+D+E 

Input parameters: 

L. 45 52 58 65 70
 
K 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
 
F 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
 

M 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
 

Numbers in sea at a length of 6 cm 

6,000 24,000 10,000 24,000 6,000 100,000 

Simulated length compositions 

6 1 4 6 3 1 15 
8 3 9 14 7 2 35 

10 6 22 33 18 4 83 
12 15 51 77 41 9 193 
14 33 116 174 93 22 438 
16 71 248 373 201 47 940 
18 132 471 714 387 90 1,794 
20 205 745 1,144 627 147 2,868 
22 251 945 1,178 822 195 3,691 
24 251 989 1,587 900 216 3,943 
26 218 913 1,512 879 213 3,735 
28 172 783 1,348 807 199 3,309 
30 128 642 1,158 717 179 2,824 
32 89 509 970 624 159 2,351 
34 58 391 797 536 140 1,922 
36 34 290 641 455 122 1,542 
38 17 206 504 381 105 1,213 
40 7 138 386 314 89 934 
42 1 85 286 255 75 702 
44 47 203 203 62 515 
46 21 136 158 51 366 
48 6 84 119 41 250 
50 46 3286 164
 
52 21 60 25 
 106
 
54 6 38 18 
 62
 
56 23 13 
 36
 
58 11 9 20 
60 4 5 9 
62 
 3 3
 
64 
 1 1
 

Total 1,692 7,631 13,698 8,769 2,274 34,064 
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The effect of selectivity on the smaller individuals has been allowed for by using a logistic
selection curve with a selection factor of 3.0 and a slope at the 50% length of 0.1.

Investigations based on both principles have been carried out and preliminary results are 
presented later. 

Table 4. Simulated catch-at-length data (as in Table 3 but i-itial numbers adjusted to equalize biomass of fish 
> 28 cm). 

A B C D E A+B+C+D+E 

Input parameters: 

L. 45 52 58 65 70
K 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
F 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
 

M 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 
 0.63 

Numbers in sea at a length of 6 cm 

27,910 15,396 10,576 7,430 5,991 67,303 

Simulated length compositions 

6 5 3 2 1 1 128 13 6 1 2 2 2710 30 14 9 5 4 6212 69 33 20 13 9 14414 156 75 46 29 22 32816 328 159 99 62 47 69518 616 302 189 120 90 1,31720 953 478 303 194 147 2,075
22 1,169 606 391 254 194 2,61424 1,167 635 420 279 215 2,71626 1,012 586 400 272 213 2,48328 802 502 356 250 198 2,108
30 595 412 306 222 179 1,71432 415 327 256 193 159 1,350
34 269 251 211 166 139 1,03636 158 186 170 141 121 776
38 80 
 132 133 118 
 104 567
40 31 
 89 102 97 89 
 408

42 6 55 76 
 79 75 291
44 30 54 
 63 62 209
46 
 14 36 49 
 51 150

48 
 4 22 37 41 104

50 
 12 27 32 
 71
52 5 18 25 48
54 2 12 18 3256 7 13 2058 
 4 9 
 13

60 
 1 5 6
62 
 3 3
64 
 1 1
 

Total 7,874 4,899 3,624 2,715 2,268 21,380 
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Table 5. Simulated catch-at-iength data using equation (1) and based on growth parameters for Faroe Haddock. 

A B C D E A+B+C+D+E 

Input parameters: 

L. 55 69 83 94 105 
K 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 
F 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
M 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 

Numbers in sea at a length of 5 cm 

6,000 24,000 40,000 24,000 6,000 100,000 

Simulated length compositions 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 

8 
66 

450 
1,154 

757 
260 

63 
10 
1 

25 
212 

1,487 
4,247 
3,559 
1,814 

780 
288 

87 
19 

34 
294 

2,101 
6,380 
6,078 
3,744 
2,059 
1,049 

489 
203 

18 
156 

1,125 
3,526 
3,583 
2,418 
1,487 

868 
480 
248 

4 
35 

254 
814 
867 
624 
415 
265 
163 

96 

89 
763 

5,417 
16,121 
14,844 
8,860 
4,804 
2,480 
1,220 

566 
55 
60 

3 72 
21 

118 
50 

54 
28 

247 
99 

65 4 19 14 37 
70 6 6 12 
15 
80 

1 2 
1 

3 
1 

Tota! 2,769 12,521 22,528 14,103 3,642 55,563 

INVESTIGATION OF LENGTH COHORT ANALYSIS 

Cohort analysis (Pope 1972 and see Fig. 5) is a simple approximation of the virtual population
technique in which an exponential survival cur.,e is replaced by a "step function", by assuming that 
(a) the whole of the catch for an age group is taken at exactly the middle of that age interval and 
(b) only natural losses occur continuously on an exponential basis. Pope's cohort formula can then 
be derived quite simply by proceeding backwards in time from the oldest to the youngest ages.

Thus, let Nt+ I = number in sea at sea age t + 1 (point D in Fig. 5) and let M = the instantaneous 
loss rate due to natural causes. 

Then by proceeding backwards in time, the number in the sea at the middle of the age interval, 
just after the catch has been taken, is given by: 

Nt+ 1 eM/ 2 (point C in Fig. 5) 
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Nt7 CaOtch(Ct) 

ciLE Ntf I 

Z 
=3 C 

D -.. 

t W~ 

Age 
Fig. 5. Showing how, in co1or tainalysis, a negative 
exponential decay Cu rve is replacd by i sttep function. 

Table 6. Simulated catch-at-length data based on growth parameters for Faroe Haddock (as for Table 5 but initial 
numbers adjusted to equalize biomass of fish - 28 cm. 

A B C D E A+B+C+D+E 

Input parameters: 

L, 55 69 
 83 94 105
 
K 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

F 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
M 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 0.225 

Numbers in sea at a length of 5 cm 

36,681 13,852 7,608 5,345 3,986 67,472 

Simulated length compositions 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 

48 
407 

2,753 
7,052 
4,626 
1,587 

384 
59 
4 

14 
122 
858 

2,451 
2,054 
1,047 

450 
166 
50 
11 
2 

6 
56 

400 
1,214 
1,156 

712 
392 
199 
93 
39 
14 
4 

4 
35 

251 
785 
798 
539 
331 
193 
107 
55 
26 
11 
4 
1 

3 
23 

169 
541 
576 
415 
276 
176 
108 

64 
36 
19 
9 
4 
2 

75 
643 

4,431 
12,043 

9,210 
4,300 
1,833 
793 
362 
169 
78 
34 
13 
5 
2 

80 

Total 16,920 7,225 4,285 3,140 2,421 33,991 



Also, at the middle of the age interval, hut just. before the catch is removed, the number in the 
sea is given by: 

Nt+leM"2 +C (point B in Fig. 5) 

wlere (Ct= catch duringage interval. 
Next by proceeding back in time one more step to the beginning of the interval, the number in 

the sea at age t is given by: 

M 2Nt --(Nt + e 1Ct)e ' (point A in Fig. 5) ...2) 

where Nt n:inher in)sea at age t. 
Nu merical lysis prOceeds hy first determining the number in the sea for the oldest age, and 

theln successively aIply ing this formula for determining the 1umbers in the sea at successively 
yunglllrT agi's. 

IVurt1(r details alll !nmerical exaiples are given hy Jones (1984). 
Fig. G,shovs the relationshi !) between length and real time for a number of cohort.; each 

derived fron e-ggS thlt h at) onidifferent days. Cohort nU-11her I, for examle, may grow from L1 
to L., ,ie time e)riod. ('ohortit umher .1 grows through the same length interval considerably 
later in r',al time. The tiie intervals between the different curves depends partly on tile d iffereit 
hatching times and partly on dIifferent growth rates irior to the attainment of the reference length 
I cl'111. 

Fig. 7 shows the relationship betveen length and real age for the same cohorts as in Fig. 2. It is 
assumed that, each cohort is asigned a zero age at the time of halching. There will be differences in 
growth rate prior to the attainment of the length L1 and conseniuently each cohort will grow froI 
L1 to L.) cm over a different age range- 'fihe differences in hatching time will be eliminated, how
ever, and one would expect these curves to he much closer together than those in Fig. 2 differing 
only dle to differences in early growth rate. 

Real time Real age 

Fig. 6. Relationshil) hetween length andl time for Fig. 7. Relationshil) hetween length and age 
cohorts born at different timnes. Cor cohorts in which length L1 is reached at 

the saime alg(. 

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between length and relative age for the same four cohorts. By 
"relative" age is meant age relative to the age at the time of attainment of a particular length, 
such as L1 . Over a small length interval, it is to be expected that; mitch of the variability would be 
removed, and that the differences between the various cttrves xwould be relatively small. The cohort 
length analysis is based on this assumption, i.e., it is assumed that the variation in time needed to 
grow from L1 to L9 cm is small, compared to the variations in the ages or real times involved. 
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lh is is I L i ';l tlle'litr 1\v tinttir11 ', x ini) relati inshijps (Vi. 10). )n,. is the, relationship
hetwteli legil+tnd t' (I.e.,'i'isi.spiilI to ('eait] a there is a ImeIn length att(I the relationship
betweeut t be liltus a conve.tiol t"ii,t growth --,Utrit,, With this relationsipi) the value 
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\s part (,Ithe pirf'ptrat iott (i'"the length compoisitions shown in Tahle 2, it has been possible

Uo ctalt'i s('l1tean ages Ftor eai 
 l Itgt t .op and hentce to )repare curves of*mean ages on length.

l he adls t,)a wlhle, ;,,tt' 't-,e.eltl dlpeniding ol telVallt of Z adopted. Tl results are sum
ita-L;-d in) 12 . Ili tis sxitiliel, the ctrves age
)f' on hlngth tlnd to aln asymptotic age r,.Olher
Oait ai1 an mpt')I i,]('lt . 'l'hI to cii ill '.+ ie ;a e(leile, e of' including, the rig,1it-hand liib ofth, oldest aggi1tli> in ath urv(, ill tt, figtre. Ilwevet,tle lope if tllhright-hand lilh of ally
age grouti ng hltg sl'silltilatiott is not at I'is nltullf(l finetion of'growth and mortnality but a property 
o1ia Imt'til diistrilttion. 
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fish vall be larger thiml th. l", W'11' popuilation. 

If the tails of the distribution in Table 2 are neglected, the curves of age on length appear to be 
quite close to the underlying cule of length onl a e but not identical.
 

This inv(stigation 
shows that (ur,'s of alev on length do not conform to any one growth model 
and are not lik(,!v to I)e readily predic[able in Iiractic(. l,0cause-; of this, some Other way of choosing
Values of I and K is req uired. One procedure is to first choose a value of L_ that is greater than

the largest length grolu!) in the sample and theln to 
 adopt a value of' K that is comtpatible with it. 

Determination i'of coipat ille values of I,, and K 

Iti;important, when choosing a Value for K, to make sure that this is compatible with the
 
value of L_ adopted. One way of doing this is to relate values of L,, 
 and K to a particular growth

increment by means of a Ford-Walford plot. Fig. 13 shows an 
example for the situation where
animals grow from .12 to 1l(i (m in one year. This delermin(s point C in Fig. 1: . onl point
(A) is then determined by arbitrarily choosing a value for L.ogreater than the largest length group

in the samples. Ilere a vahw of 70 c-m 
 has boen adopted. A straight line can be drawn through point
C and through point A from which it is possible to calculate values of L.,, and K that are compatible
with the olIserved growilh increment. Thus th( s;ope oif this line is equivaent to AB/HC, i.e., 

= (70-- -10)j!(70. -12) = , ,. 0.86 

TIe value of K is therefore -- In 0.86 = 0.15. 
Other lines can In' drawn for other values of L. In this way values of L. and K can he 

obtained that are compatible with the observed growth increment. 
If'va ious lines are drawn it is clear that the larger the value of L , the smaller the slope and 

hence the smaller the value1 of 1K. 
For length composition analysis, therefore, it is appropriate first to choose a value for L" and

then to determine a value for K that is compatible with this and with one growth increment. The 
choice of growth increment is necessarily arbitrary, but a useful procedure is to adopt a growth
increment that happens to coincide with growth in the region of the modal length of the population. 
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Fig. 12. Effect of total mortality (Z) on tile Fig. 13. Method for estimation of a value of K com
growth curve resulting from a plot of age oil patible with a given growth increment and a pre
length (see text). selected value of Lo (see text, for details). 

Principle of determination of percentage 
change in steady-state catch 

Fig. 14 shows the relationship between the steady-state numbers-at-length in the catch and the 
steady-state numbers-at-iength in the sea for a given pattern of fishing.

Length cohort analysis can be used to determine the percentage change in steady-state catch 
for some other pattern of fishing. 

One way of doing this would be by converting length groups to relative age groups and then 
employing conventional age-related techniques. Alternatively, the various computational steps can 
he combined into a singh sequence that makes use of the values of F Lt obtained from Cohort 
analysis. This permits an assessment of the long-term effects of a change in exploita;ion pattern to 
be made without any further input data being required. The results are numerically almost identical 
to those obtained by converting lengths to ages and applying conventional age-related techniques, 
but fewer input assumptions have to be made. In fact, the only difference is that numbers caught 
are calculated from F AtN L instead of from 

FN B1 (1 - (-ZAt )/z 
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Fig. 14. Relationshi. I)(,twt,1 st,,,dy-statv nunI1llker-at-lngti in thv sa and the 
catch result in from a giv,,i pattern of fishery. 

where 

NI is the number at a length corresponding to the middle of a length group
NB is the number at a length corresponding to the beginning of a length group and 
At is the time needed to grow through the length interval 

The choice of either formulation is not likely to affect. the results significantly. 

Results and Discussions 

INVESTIGATION OF TIlE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN EXPLOITATION 
PATTERN (BASED ON COHOIRT ANALYSIS) 

Estimates of the long-term effect of changes in exploitation pattern have been made using thesimulated length composition data in Tables 3-6. In each instance, cohort analysis has been applied
to sets A...E combined and the results compared with the results obtained for sets A...E separately. 

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF A 
40% REDUCTION IN EFFORT 

Table 7a shows the long-term effect of a 40% reduction in effort on sets A...E separately from 
Tables 3 and 4. M/K = 1.5, final F/Z = 0.56. 

Two weighted means are given. One of -5% was obtained by using the numbers at the foot of
Table 3 as weighting factors. The other of -8% was obtained by using the corresponding numbers 
at the foot of Table 4. 

The object of this study, therefore, is to determine the effect of the 40% reduction in effort onthe combined length composition (A...E) from Tables 3 and 4) and to compare these with the 
values -5% and -8%, respectively. 
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For comparison with the mean value of -5%, Table 71) below shows the percenl age changes in 
weight for a 40% reduction ill effort for A... E cohnid, from Table 3 for three options. 

Comparison with the correct value of-- -5% shows that, vith a mean value of IL, = 58 cm all
 
three options underestimate the long-term bene',it. 
 For vaues of l,,. 70 and 90 cm, ()tions . and 
2 overestimate the long-term beneflit int o)tion : ilnderestali, ltes it. 

Table 7c shows the reult of sin ilar Ch('hkiti)PS using the (tall in Talh, I for c0)1lparison xwith 
the value of --8% 

The results of' this corpalariso are tb saim(, as those above, i.e., cOmlpared with the correct 
value of'--8W: . all thrie o)tions midnerestimate the long-term benefit for IL = 58 cma. For L., = 70 
and 90 cm, optiolns I ami 2 overestimate the lang-term benefit but option 3 underestimates it. 

SECOND IN"ES'TI(;:AIt[()N M. A 
-lI; tEDU'I'ION IN EI'F)RT 

Tales Ma, SIh and Sc show the results of a similar investigation using the simulated length
 
compositions in Tables 5 and G.
 

Vor compariim with t e mean value (of +25'; in 'lable a, Table 81 
 helow shows the perlcent
age changes in weight I'or a It); ret(Iictil) ill effirt I'rsets A...!'E comtine(l from Tahle 5 for three 
optionis. 

Comparison with the c'r('ect v:ie',(, ()f +25',; shoxs that with a mean value of L,, = 83 cm all
 
three options un(ter(,st imate it 
 hlt n0t b v,,y rot'Wh. F'or larger values of L , the tendency is for 
options I and 2 to ov{,ri,.t inate the core'rt valte, hit for Option 8 to un(,(restill-nate it.
 

For conparis(i) with flw corlec value of" 18'; in 'l'il e 
8a, Tale Sc shows that for all three
 
options, the tendency is () overestimate the hailg-, lel
hnetfit. 

LONG-TERM I' (FECT'S INCI'ASEOF-' AN 

IN MESH SIZE TO 90 MM
 

Tables 9 and 10 show the effect of an increase in nesh size to 90 mm using data from Tables 
3-6.
 

For col~ipaliso(n with th, value ')1 +9', 
 ill Tahle 9a, Table 91) shows the result; of calculations
 
for sets A ... E ci(mhined from 'lahle 3 for three 0)! ioi)s.
 

Compared vith the correct value of' +9"'C, th( mean value for Lo = 58 cm underestimates the 
long-term benefit for all ihrei, options. For larger values of Lo options 1 and 2 overestimates and 
option 3 underestimates; the long-term benefit. 

Compared wilh the correct value of +1i'.'( ii Table 9a, similar results were obtained in Table 
9c as for Table 9h. 

SECOND INVEI'STIGATION OF 'I E EFFECTS 
OF AN INCH EASE IN MESfI SIZE 

Tables 10a, 10b and 10c show the results of a similar investigation using the data from Tables 
5 and 6. 

For comparison with the mean value of +30% in Table I 0a, Table 101) shows the results for 
sets A...E comb ined for three o)tions. 

Comparison with the correct values of +30% shows that with a mean =value of L. 83 cm all 
three options agree very closely with it (i.e., 31% compared with 30%). For larger vahoes of L.,
options 1 and 2 overestimate and option 3 tends to underestimate the correct long-term benefit. 

For comparison with the correct. value of +28% in Table 10a, Table 10c shows that for all 
values of L and for three options, the long-term benefits are overestimated. 
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The results of this very lii it ed study appear to point to the following conclusions, as far as 
estimates of the long-tern effect of' changes in exploitation pattern arc concerned: 

1) If the correct or mean value of L_, is lised along with the Corr(ct value of NI/K, long-term 
effec s may be sz ill ulnder- or overes imat ed. 

2) If larger values Offa.. are li:se(.l along with tlie corleit values of N/K, long-terin effects are 
liable to be tilherest inlat'(l. 

3) If liarg0-vadus of L e;11(' alng with vallies ()FMK based on conpatille values of L. 
and K, long- eim efItects mayr(Ii may nut he ovrestiliiated . In gelel l, an overestiinate 
appears to he likely, it ' iK;cialculated f'rln L.-, I)nus atgrOwth inc'relntn for small fish. 
If the L'owbth intcelienl is based on growlh over itmid-sized range of indivi(duals, the likeli
hood of, ovrtest ima iit the long-term hlel'its appears to Ine considerably redduced. 

Table 7. Investigation of th long-ternm effects of a -0% Table 8. Investigation of the long-ierm effects of a 40% 
reduction in effort, based on simulated data il Tables reduction in effort, based on simulated data in Tables 
3 and 41. 5 and 6. 

a) Ana' ysis base d on data s tisA-E (separately), froin a) Analysis based on data sets A-E (separately), from 
= =
Tables :3and 	.1;M/K 1,5 and F/Z = 0.56. Tables 5 and 6; Mi/K 1.5 and F/Z = 0.78. 

l)ata set I,. % change in weight Dati, set 	 l,, % change in weight 

A 15 -11 A 55 +12
 
B 52 -8 B 69 +19
 
C 58 --5 C 
 83 +26
 
D 65 -3 D 94 +31
 
E 70 -I E 105 +35
 

weighted mean for Table 3 	 -5 weighted mean for Table 5 +25
 
weighted mean for Table .1 --8 weighted mean for Table 6 +18
 

b) Same as (a), hut based on data sets A-E (conbinmd) h) Same as (a), but based on data sets A-E (combined) 
fron Table 3 and three combinations of growth from Table 5 and three combinations of growth 
parameters, parameters. 

11 Option I Option 2 Option 3 l,- Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

58 -- -17 -17 83 +22 +22 +22 
70 +11 +1 -11 90 +30 +25 +21 
90 +29 +9 -12 100 +38 +28 +21 

110 +,14 +30 +20 

Option I : L. varied, M/K = 1.5, F/Z = 0.56. Option I : L. varied, M/K = 1.5, F/Z = 0.78. 
Option 2 : L., varied and K :;elected to correspond Option 2 L, varied and K selected to correspond 

to L. and an annual increment of 15 to to L,. and an annual increment of 25 to 
30 cm, M = 0.63, F/Z = 0.56. 	 33 er, M = 0.225, F/Z = 0.78. 

Option 3 	 L. varied and K selected to correspond Option 3 L, varied and K selected to correspond 
to L., and an annual incremenl of 40 to to L, and an annual increment of 50 to 
46 cm, M = 0.63, F/Z = 0.56. 5-1.5 cmn. M = 0.225, F/Z = 0.78. 

c) Same as (b), but based on data in Table 4. c) Same as (1), but based on data in Table 6. 

L. Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 
Opdion I Option 2 Option 3 

83 	 +26 +26 +2658 -14 -14, -14 90 +34 +29 +25 
70 +12 +1 -14 100 +42 +32 +25
 
90 +31 +11 -12 110 +47 +34 +24
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Table 9. Investigation of the long-term effects of an 
increase in mesh size fron 70 to 90 mm, based on 
simulated data in Tables 3 ani .1. 

a) 	 Analysis based on data sets A-E (separately), 'rom 
=
Tables 3 and .4;M/K 1.5 and F/Z = 0.56. 

Data set 	 L', % change in weight 

A 	 .15 +1 
B 52 +7 

C 
 58 110 
D 	 65 +12 
E 	 70 +13 

weighted mean for Table 3 	 +9 
weighted mean for Table 4 	 +6 

b) 	 Same as in (a), but based on data sets A-E (combined) 
from Table 3 and dlree combinations of growth 
parameters. 

L . Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

58 +5 +5 +5 
70 +21 +14 +3 
90 +29 +17 +1 


Option I Lo varied, M/K = 1.5, F/Z = 0.56. 
Option 2 L. varied and K selected to correspond 

to L. and an annual increment of 15 to 
30 cmi, M = 0.63, F/Z = 0,5i. 

Option 3 L. varied and K selected !o correspond 
to L,, and an annual incnment of 40 to 
46 em, M = 0.63, F/Z = 0.56. 

c) 	 Same as in (b), but based on data ii Table 4. 

L, Option I Option 2 Option 3 

58 +5 +5 
 +5 

70 +25 +16 +3 

90 +35 +20 +2 


Table 10. Investigation of the long-term effects of an 
increase in mesh size from 70 to 90 nun, based on 
simulated data in Tables 5 and 6. 

a) Analysis )ased (n data sets A-E (separately), from 
=Tables 5 and 6; N1 = 1.5 and F/Z 0.78. 

t)ata set 	 L", % change in weight 

A 55 +26
 
13 69 +30
 
C 83 +31
 
1) 	 94 
 +30

105 +28 

weighted mean for Table 5 +30
 
weighted mean for Table 6 +28
 

b) 	Same as in (a), but based on data sets A-E (combined) 
froi Table 6 and three combinations of growth 
parameters. 

L,, Option I Option 2 Option 3 

83 +31 +31 +31 
90 +35 +32 +30
 
100 +38 
 +32 +28
 
110 +10 
 +33 +27
 

Option 1 	 1, varied, M/K = 1.5, F/Z = 0.78. 
Option 2 	 L. varied and K selected to correspond 

to L, and an annual increment of 25 to 
33 cmr, M = 0.225, F/Z = 0.78. 

Option 3 	 L. varied and K selected to correspond 
to L. and an annual increment of 50 to 
54.5 cm,M - 0.225, F/Z = 0.78. 

c) 	Same as in (b), but based on data in Table 6. 

Lco Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

83 +42 +12 +42 
90 +46 +42 +40 

100 +50 +43 +38
 
110 +53 
 +43 +36
 

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF LENGTH COHORT ANALYSIS 

Use of yield-isopletl d iagrain 

Length cohort analysis can be used without having separate values of M and K to determine 
the current value of F/Z.This con be applied to a yield isopleth diagram directly, if this is prepared
using the tables of yield functions provided by Beverton and Ilolt (1964). They showed that their 
yield equation can be written with the principal part as a function simply of the three variables E, 
c and M/K, where E equals F!Z, and c equals L,/L, .
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Investigations have been carried out using the data sets illTable 5. These extend over a reason
able length range and F and Z are not influenced by selection for small fish. For sets A...E sepa
rately, c)hort analysis correctly estimates F/Z = 0.78 for all length groups above the selectionl 
r age when thet corre't inluLt parameters are used (Tab1 I ). '1hi is as expected. Investigation also 
showed that if1,, is overestimated, I/Z is ov(.restini at ,dand if 1, is tnderestiimated, F/Z is under
estinIted. 

Aln L,, 8f83 Correspornds It)the nmtan of the valties of 1,, ;used for set,, \...E separately inO1 cm 

Table 5. Using this value for ,,,.
the values of F/Z for fully exploiteo length groups obtained by
cohort analysis above tendedto he less than the correct value of 0.78 although not by very much 
(Table 11). For larger valwes of I,, larger values of F/Z were obtained for option 1. Option 2 gave 
values o f F Z quite clise to 0.78 and opt ion 3 gave values that were a littI smaller. 

Trable 11. Cohort av.mlysis bawmd on estimates of F/Z for two different values of L,, (83 and 150 em) and three 
options (set! Table 8b) based on catch-at-length data in Table 5. 

lower length Option Ii Option 2 Option 3 
class limit (er) 83 150 83 150 83 150 

5 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.004 
10 0.08 0.17 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.04 
15 0.39 0.61 0.39 0.36 0.39 0.25 
20 0.70 0.86 0.70 0.69 0.70 0.57 
25 0.76 0.90 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.67 
30 0.76 0.90 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.68 
35 0.75 0.90 0.75 0.78 0.75 0.69 
40 0.7.1 0.90 0.74 0.79 0.74 0.70 
45 0.72 0.91 0.72 0.79 0.72 0.70 
5C 0.70 0.91 0.67 0.80 0.67 0.72 
55 0.67 0.91 0.67 0.80 0.67 0.72 
60 0.64 0.91 0.6A 0.80 0.63 0.72
65 0.62 0.92 0.61 0.81 0.61 0.74 
70 - 0.92 - 0.82 - 0.75 
75 - 0.91 - 0.81 - 0.71 

aSee footnote to Table 8b. 

Methods based on the determination of Z/K or (Z - K) 

Cohort analysis provides estimates of FiZ and FAt for each length group and is a suitable 
method of analysis when mortality is not constant with age. A different kind of approach is to 
assume that mortality is constant with age or length. 

This can be done by a modification of the classical "catch curve" approach. When dealing with 
species that can be aged, a plot of the natural logarithms of the nunllers-at-age against age gives a
relationship for which the right hand part has a slope of ---Z.
 

For species that cannot be aged, the equivalent plot of log (mnumbers-at-length) against length is 
not likely to be linear, but forms a curve for which the slope at any point is a function of mortality 
rate and growth rate (Fig. 15). 

There are various methods for analyzing curves such as those in Fig. 15. The simplest and the 
ones considered below are all based on an assumption of a deterministic relationship between length 
and age from which it is possible to derive estimates of the ratio Z/K or of (Z - K). 
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Fig. 15. {elationship betveen catch nulmbrs and length under steady-slate con
ditions. 

Investigations uIsing silnulated d1ata-transformation 
to a straight lin' 

For this part or the study, investigations have been carried out using data from Tables 2-6. In 
each instance, to linearize the right, hand part of each length composition, log numbers-at-length 
were plotted against the logs of I,_) -- L', where L' refers to the center point of each length group. 
In theory, ihis should provide straight lines vith slopes of (Z/K) - 1. 

When real data are used, a plot of log numhers against the logarit hms of 1,. - L' should be lin
ear over at least the central part, of the range. The slope of this portion should be equal to (Z/IK) -1. 
The curve is likely to depart from iii .ariLy due to the non-representative sampling of ,inall fish, and 
due to the fact that the growth characteristics of large fish ,re likely to he atypical. 

Fig. 16 shows an alternative method, not further discussed here, for estimated Z/K. 

Estimates of Z/K (from slope of right-hand part 
of each length composition in', ables 2-6) 

Estimates of Z/K were obtained from the plots of log numbers against (L,, - L') by adopting 
the maximum slopes at the inflexions of the c'rves in those instances where the curves were sigmoid. 
Table 12 shows result- for different values of L. using data from Table 2. 

For the correct vilue of L. = 58 cm, the estimated value of Z/K was close to the expected 
value. For larger values of L,, the estimates of Z/K were close to the expected values provided K 
was calculated from L. and a growth increment near to the mid-part of the length range (i.e., 
option 2 in Table 12). 

Table 13 shows the results of similar calculations using the combined length compositions 
A+B+C+D+E from Tables 3-6. 

In each instance, the mean value of L,, was adopted (i.e., 58 cm for Tables 3 and 4 and 83 cm 
for Tables 5 and 6). Using these values of Lo, the estimated values of L,, were close to the expected 
values for Tables 3 and 5, but larger than the expected values for Tables 4 and 6. 
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Table 12. Estimates of Z/Ka from the maximum slopes of transformed data (see Fig. lb and text). 

Input values Expected values Estimated Size range
Input E t au includedZ/Kb ZvaluesKbKb Kc Z z/Kb Z/Kc of Z/K in plot (cm) 

58 0.42 0.42 0.1 0.2 0.2 
0.5 1.2 1.61.2 42.48 
1.0 2.3 2.3 3.1 44-48 
1.4 3.3 3.3 3.6 44-48 
1.6 3.8 3.8 3.9 44-48 
2.0 4.8 4.64.8 42-52 

65 0.36 0.27 0.5 1.81.4 1.9 42-48 
1.0 2.8 3.93.7 44-48 
1.4 3.9 5.2 5.2 44-48 
1.6 4.4 5.9 5.6 46-50 
2.0 5.6 7.4 7.1 46-52 

100 0.19 0.11 0.5 2.6 4.5 3.6 42-48 
1.0 5.3 9.1 9.1 44-48 
1.4 7.A 12.8 13.6 46-50 
1.6 8.4 1.1.6 15.7 48-52 
2.0 10.5 18.2 19.1 42-52 

aBased on simulated catch-at-length data in Table 2. 
bValues of K selected as consistent with L. and an annual increment of 15 to 30 cm.
 
cValues of K selected as consistent with an annual increment of '10 to 46 cm.
 

Table 13. Comparison of expected values with estimates of Z/K from the maximum slope of transformed data 
(see Fig. lb and text). 

Data source L,, Expected values Estimated values Size range included
 
(Table ) (cm) of Z/K 
 of Z/K in plot (cm) 

3 58 3.4 3.5 30-40 
4 58 3.4 4.3 30-38
5 83 7.0 7.0 30-40
6 83 7.0 9.5 25-40 

Method of Beverton and Holt (1956) 

Beverton and Holt (1956) show that for the right hand part of Fig. 15, an estimate of Z/K is 

given by: 

Z/K = (L L)(L Lc) ... 3) 

where L is the mean length of individual in the range Lc...L, and is calculated from 

L = fL'/Yf 
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Fig. 16. An alternative approach for estimation of Z/K, 
Which is equal to the slope of the central, linear section of 
a plot of cumulative numbers ; L vs. loge L. - L (from 
Jones 198-1). 

L' being the mid-point of each length -:oupand f the number of observations in each length group. 
LC is any length on the right hand part of a curve such as that in Fig. 15. Le is often refer-ed to as
the length at first capture. This is likely to be misleading, however, since it may cause one to adopt a
length on the left hand part of the curve (i.e., to the left of X in Fig. 15). To avoid bias, LC should 
be chosen somewhere on the right hand part of the curve. In practice, as much as possible of the 
right hand part of the curve should be included in the calculations, so that LC should be as close 
to X as possible as seems reasonable for the data concerned. 

Estimates of Z/K (using Beverton and Holt formula) 

Estimates of Z/K were obtained from the data in Table 2 using the Beverton and Holt formula 
(equation 3). The results are shown in Fig. 14. Table 15 shows similar results using data from Tables 
3-6. 

For all data sets, estimated values of Z/K were reasonably close to the expected values when 
mean values of L. were used (i.e., 58 cm for Tables 3 and 4 and 83 cm for Tables 5 and 6). For 
larger values of L., the estimated values of ZIK can also be close to the expected values. The results 
show, however, that this result is critically dependent on the part of the length range from which a 
growth increment is selected for determining K. 

Overall, results for estimates of Z/K lead to similar conclusions to those reached in the previous
section. Reasonable estimates of Z/K can be obtained. However the derivation of Z from Z/K is 
critically dependent on the choice of value of K for a given input value of L.. If K is estimated 
from L, along with one annual increment, this increment should relate to growth over the mid-part 
of the length range. 
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Tabie 14. Comparison of expected values with estimatesa of Z/K based on the Beverton and Holt mean length 
formula (equation 3). 

Input values Expected values Estimated values 
Ke 1 hKb Z Z/K Z/K c of Z/K 

58 0.42 0.42 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.33 
0.5 1.2 1.2 1.1 
1.0 2.3 2.3 2.1 
1.4 3.3 3.3 2.9 
1.6 3.8 3.8 3.2 
2.0 4.8 4.8 4.4 

65 0.36 0.27 1.4 3.9 5.2 4.5 
1.6 4.4 5.9 4.9 
2.0 5.6 7.6 6.7 

75 0.29 0.19 0.1 0.35 0.53 1.7 
0.5 1.7 2.6 3.1 
1.0 3.4 5.3 5.1 
1.4 4.8 7.4 7.0 
1.6 5.5 8.4 7.6 
2.0 6.9 10.5 10.2 

100 0.19 0.11 0.1 0.53 0.91 3.8 
0.5 2.6 4.5 6.3 
1.0 5.3 9.1 9.9 
1.4 7.4 12.8 13.2 
1.6 8.4 14.6 14.4 
2.0 10.5 18.2 19.0 

aBased on catch-at-length data in Table 2; all fish considered > 42 cm.
bValue of K selected as con sistent with L,, and an annual increment of 15 to 30 cm.
 CValue of K selected as consistent with L,, and an annual increment of 40 to 46 cm. 

Table 15. Comparisons of expected values with estimates of Z/K from maximum slope of transformed dataa (see
Fig. lb and text). 

Source of data Expected values Estimated values
(Table #)L of Z/K of Z/K 

3 58 3.4 3.1 
3 7 0b 5.0 4.9 

4 58 b 3.4 3.5 
4 7 0  5.0 5.5 

5 83 7.0 6.2
5 1 1 0 c 12.5 9.8 

6 83 7.0 7.3 
c
6 110 12.5 11.5 

aBased on catch-atlength data in Tables 3-6, and on fish > 30 cm.
 
bValues of K selected as consistent with L. and annual growth increment from 30 to 40 cm.
 
cValues of K selected as consistent with L.,and annual growth increment from 35 to 41 cm.
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Abstract 

Taylor's expansions offer an efficient tool to investigate some of the sensitivity problems encoun
tered in the estimation of mortalities from length distribution when a von Bertalanffy growth model is 
assumed. 

It w s found that large class intervals had a ver, negative impact on tileresults and should be 
replaced by smoothing wherever possible. 

Risk of bias associated with sampling and estimation error of K, Lo and of catch-at-length data 
is usually moderate, except near L.. The same is true for individual variabilities in growth parameters. 

This and related problems shoald be investigated when conducting a length-based analysis, for 
each specific case; the method presented by the authors allows such investigation and can be generalized 
to applications involving yield-per-recruit calculations. 

Introduction 

Sensitivity analyses are now generally conducted by stochastic simulations. The power of such 
tools has been widely demonstrated. Approximations through Taylor's expansion, when feasible, 
can also be very useful. Of course they do not give exact results, but they can offer an analytical 
understanding of the results, which are only observed by simulations. 

This paper is devoted to an extensive use of Taylor's expansions to address a number of sensi
tivity problems arising in the estimation of fishing mortalities from length-frequency distribution of 
catches. Von Bertalanffy growth curves will be assumed. 

The first part considers the simple situation where mortalities at length are constant. The 
second and larger part deals with Jones' length-cohort analysis. Simple microcomputer programs 
have been developed to provide numerical illustrations which, in the present case, are based on a 
widely published data set (Jones 1979; 1981). 
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Several equatiors hmve been considered important enough to be given a number, while other 
t-. which are "locally" important, are associated with capital letters (A, B, .) and are only 

refeired to within the section where they appear. 

THE SIMPLE CASE: IEVE'RTON AN) lIOLT'S FORMULA 

Beverton and Holt's formula is based on the relationships: 

(Lo¢ -- I ) 
Z = K __ ... 1) 

or its equivalent 

-l 
-]- = Z + K'I K (L 0 -I) " 2) 

]e being the length at first capture, and I the mean length in the catches. 
These equations are valid in general provided that: 
* 1 is accurately known, free of sampling error, and without any discrepancy due to the 

approximation of a continuous length distribution by a histogram with finite step.
* Growth of all fish larger than 11 is adequately described by the von Bertalanffy formula 

(the suitability of which is not discussed here), in which the parameters K and L00 are 
supposed to te perfectly known, no individual variability being allowed for (see below). 

Impact of Discretisation 1 

A histogram heing given with discrete bounds li,i = 1 .1. I + 1, the use of the mean lengths 
within ea -. interval (Ii, li+I ),as estimated by 

- li+ li+I 
2 

can only yield an approximation i to the true I , and the wider the grouping intervals, the larger 
the difference can be. 

It is possible however to define the true relationship between I and Z, and thus to deduce 
Z from T . 

The number N (Ij) of individuals attaining the length Ii is given by 

kLl -1 --/Lo-I ZIKi)
= N (
N (li) 


\ li/ L0 - c
 

1Our attention was drawn on the importance of this effect by our colleague, Y. Morizur (pers. comm.)
(Centre IFREMER de Brest, B.P. 337 29273, Brest Codex). 
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The number of individuals the size of which falls within the interval []i, 1i+] is equal to: 

S - Z/K li)Z/K - li+)Z/K] for i = 1 1. 

(L,, - Id1+ 

As 11+ . Le on the last interval the number is: 

N
 c
 
N (11) ,-- {L -lZ/K(I". -- 1,)zi 

11+1Lh
 

Those individuals are given the average length L.
 

2
 

Thus: 

1 - l.1 (I li)Z/K _Lo -li+IK + (L ll)Z/K 1 +Leo) 

which can he Viewed as a func'tionl IZ. 
Approximations can he used hut K and L, being known, it remains possible to solve numeri

cally the e(tuation g (ZI 1 for an obs.r-ved 1. + K 
Whet+ the widlh of the intervals (Il, li+)decreases to 0,1approachesl- = Ic Z + K 

(I", - l.) and we are back with Bovert<on and Itolt's formula. 
With K 0.5 and L,, = 70 fsee Ncphrops-like datia set, Table 1), Fig. 1 was built to show the 

effect up+ ll I Of varying the length-class width. I (Z)(solid line) is plotted together with I calculated 
for a width of I (dashes and dots) and of' 5 (dashes). 

When lBeverton and Ilolt's formula is used without taking accoLn1t the length grouping step, 
the difference between the cUr\,es ismerely neglected although itcan he quite considerable for large 
values of Z. 

Sampling Errors on 1 

Let I be a sample estimate forI, and 2. the estimate of total mortality calculated on this basis. 
Formula (1) can be rewritten as: 

A L, - IC L.-- 1. 1. 
K v-K" 1.) -K+ K ( ) ( -) =-K+ (Z+K) (-- )-.... = 

I - eI--1 c 1. +A 1.+A
 

where -
I 

]+ can be expanded as 1.- + 2 so that Z -K + (Z + K) (1 - A + 2) 

or Z :Z + (Z + K)(-- + ^2) 
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T \ 

55 \ 

K =0.5 
50 - LO: 70 

Ic =15 

45 

\ O4\7s 
40
 

35 ' 

0 
300 

5 

25 I 

0I 0I J. I I 

0.5- 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z
Z5 Z I Z
 

Z - True mortality. 

L = Appa.xnt mean length using a length-L.ass width of 1.
 

Z, = Apparent mortality corresponding to 2.
 

,Pi = Apparent mean length using a length-class width of 5.
 

Z5 = Apparent mortality corresponding toi5.
 

Fig. 1. Plot of.2 vs. Z. Comparison of actual values from Beverton and Holt's equation and results 
observed for two different length grouping intervals. 
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Table 1. The standaid data sets used in the examples. 

Step : 1 Step : 2 Step : 5 
L Catch Lt L Catch At L Catch At 

14 1 0.036 14 19 0.073 10 1 0.174 
15 18 0.037 16 64 0.075 15 163 0.191 
16 
17 

25 
39 

0.037 
0.038 

18 
20 

81 
163 

0.078 
0.082 

20 
25 

1,390 
4,120 

0.211 
0.236 

18 46 0.039 22 702 0.085 30 4,730 0.267 
19 
20 

35 
68 

0.040 
0.040 

24 
26 

1,340 
1,738 

0.089 
0.093 

35 
40 

3,040 
1,650 

0.308 
0.365 

21 95 0.041 28 1,567 0.098 45 827 0.446 
22 342 0.042 30 1,777 0.103 50 312 0.575 
23 360 0.043 32 2,053 0.108 55 94 0.811 
24 52!: 0.044 34 1,720 0.114 60 10 0.386 
25 815 0.045 36 1,345 0.121 65+ 3 0.386 
26 1,012 0.046 38 875 0.129 
27 726 0.0,7 40 668 0.138 16,340 
28 760 0.048 42 685 0.1,18 
29 807 0.049 44 506 0.1.60 
30 850 0.051 46 352 0.174 
31 927 0.052 48 266 0.191 
32 1,023 0.053 50 161 0.211 
33 1,030 0.05E 52 115 0.236 
34 900 0.056 54 64 0.267 
35 820 0.058 56 42 0.308 
36 715 0.060 58 24 0.365 
37 630 0.062 60 6 0.446 
38 505 0.063 62 3 0.575 
39 370 0.066 64+ 4 
40 320 0.068 
41 348 0.070 
42 365 0.073 
43 320 0.075 
44 297 0.078 
45 209 0.082 
46 185 0.085 
47 167 0.089 
48 149 0.093 
49 117 0.098 
50 85 0.103 
51 76 0.108 
52 61 0.114 
53 54 0.121 
54 36 0.129 
55 28 0.138 
56 24 0.148 
57 18 0.160 
58 15 0.174 
59 9 0.191 
60 4 0.211 
61 2 0.236 
62 2 0.267 
63 1 0.308 
64 1 0.365 
65+ 3 

- Catches in number at length reconstructed from Jones (1979, 1981). 
- At: time required to grow from lower to upper limit of each group as calculated wifh the parameters: L. = 

70; K = 0.5. 
-- M=0.2. 
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from wbich
 

E (Z) K + (Z + K) (1.+ Var (s)) = Z + (Z + K) Var (,;)
 

or 

1 AZ+K
 

(E (Z)- Z) -- Var (!)
Z Z 

which shows the existence of a (generally small) bias. In the same way: 

Var (Z) (Z+ K) 2 Var(.) 

Var (,I)is thus the critical parameter. It can be calculated from Var (1) since 

1 
Var ( -I) Var (1) 

If pi is the true frequency in the interval (l, li+) and pi1 tile estimated one, then:
 

= -:~ and Var( = "I I Coy (ii p.)
p.I 


As an example, one can take the case where I is cstimated from a simple random sample of 
size n. 

1
 
In this scheme : Var (ji.) - Pi (1 - P) 

I1
 

Cov(Pi, Pi3) - n Pi " Pj fori=--j 

therefore Var( I P i 1 -- ( pil 2 

This variance can be approximated in a simplified approach whereby the effect of discretisa
tion is neglected. This leads to the formulae given by Hoenig et al. (1983), Wetherall et al. (Part 1, 
this vol.) and Hoenig (Part I, this vol.): 

Var( i - 1I) 1 Z
 
var (/) - . .. . .
)-' 
0'f--l 2 Z + 2 .K 

1 ZZ+K
 

Thus -(E (Z)Z) = 1 (A)

Z n Z+2K (
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and VaK (Z) -)- Z
 
n Z + 2.K
 

Var (Z) 1 (Z + K) 2 
or : -- (B)
 

n Z(Z +2K) 

Coming back to the example given in 1.1 with K = .5, Z = .8 

1 72 Var (Z) 1.25 
-( (Z) -- Z) -- and 

2
Z n Z/

With 1= 100 the bias is very small (.0072) and the cocfficient of variation of Z close to 11%. 
When I is too close to 1, a firsi o.)rder Tlaylor's expansion may lead to poor approximations 

(Majkowski 1982). 

Igligher or(ler cx pansions na', thus. e, wecessary, I'()r instance: 

Z -- , +(Z+l l +'2 3 

Since I is an arithnt ic mean, n.rmality call 1w used as an approximation, so that: 

' 
1"(. 0 1and 1 ,(F ) ( ( 2 )) 2 

Il(Z) Z +(Z + K) (Var. + 3 Var( ) 2) 

In the case of simple random sampling where: Var (A) - this leads to: 
n Z+2K 

3 z
1 Z 
2 

, (Z) Z + (Z+K) ( +2
 
n Z+2K -(Z+2K)
 

1 (Z + K) 3 Z (Z + K) 
- ( - + - (C) 
Z n(Z 2K) n- (Z+2K)2 

32The term Z (Z+ K) -) is negligible when sample size increases. This suggests that
formula A) is a rust approximation. In the previous exaple 3 Z (Z + K) = .96 

12 (Z + 2 K) (100)2which is negligible. Similar derivations suggest the robustness of formula (B). 

Uncertainty Regarding K and L 

Let K and L. be estimates of K and L, and Z the estimate of total mortality rate Z given by 
equation (1). 

Formulas for expected value of a product imply that: 

I I 1 11 

E (Z) = Z + Cov(K,L,)

(1 -It)
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1 ^ A 

where the bias is equal to Coy (K, L.) 

appears. Further developments show the relationship:
 

E(Z)- Z Cov. (K, Lj) 

Z K. (Lo, -I) 

A very simple Taylor expansion yields: 

'
Var (Z) _K )2 LK2 Var(I )+2(L.--KI)'KCov(KL,)+(L, -) 2 Var(K)(I -le)2 

or a squared coefficient of variation: 

- 2 jVar (Z) _ LVar 2. (K ) (L -)
 

z2 K2K. (L.-i )2 

VARIABILITY IN THE GROWTH PATTERNS 

Individual Variability 

We consider that each individual within the population has its own pair of values K and L., 
and that the distribution of K and L. follows a density function (,)(K, L,). The mean length corre
sponding to given K and L., l,is also a function of K and L.. The overall mean in the population
is written I = E (1) and K and L,. stand for the expected values of each parameter, respectively. Z 
is assumed to be constant. Calculating the expectations of both sices of equation (2) yields 

(1-1) = E (A) 

For any given distribution function 2 (K, L.) it is possible, at least numerically, to calculate 
the right-hand side. Generally it will not be equal to 

1 + Z/1Kt 

as the nonlinearity introduces a bias. 
In other words, the problem of individual variability is generally not solved by directly apply

ing Beverton and Holt's formula using K and L. 
It should be noticed that the problem does not arise directly from La,. If the variability in K 

cancels out, equation (A) turns to: 

1 K(-c)=1 + Z E(a -l- Z + K 

k
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In this case the variability in L. affects in similar fashion both ( I - 1c) and L. - It).
 
Coming back to the general case, we write:
 

K 
f(K,L.) + K (L -I) 

By Taylor's expansion, we get: 

1 )2 f a2f 1 a2fI - 12 f (K, 1,0) + --- Var (K) + Cov (K, L.) + - -- Var (L.) 
2 BK'- aK.3L. 2 aL 2 . 

and it can be shown that: 

= - 2 

3JK 2 (Z + K) 3 

j)'2f Z 

)K. 0 L (Z + K) 2 

and 

a2f
 
=0 

therefore: 

K (I. -l') Z Z
 
- Ic -- + - Cov (K, L.) (L. - c)
Z +K (Z +K) 2 (Z +K) 3 Var (K). 

or, with the notation: 

Z Cov (K, L) Z 
=A Var (K)
 

Z+K K' (L. -l e ) K. (Z+K)2
 

K (LO, - 1C)
 
-- =_ (1 + A) (B)
 

A simple application of equation (1) with a given set 1, K and L. would yield an apparent 
total mortality rate: 

(L- - ) 

also given by 

-l - K I 1 
Z+K=K[U---]
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Using form ula (B) and another approximation: 

1
 

1 + A
 

we get:
 

z - Z K Var (K) Coy (K, 1,)
 

z Z+ K K2 K -d1) (C)
 

If K and L,, were inulependent, (C) would he sinplified into: 

Z - Z K Var (K) 

Z Z +K K2 

This shows first that the Inas is positive, and secondly that it is moderate. Even with a coeffi
cient of variation of 20% for K and thus 

Var (K) Z- Z .04 

,.04 
K-2 Z 1 +Z
 

K
 

-.If for example K 0.5 and Z = 0.8. 
z - z 

comes to about 1.5%. 

Variability Between Sexes or Subsets 

In cases where males and females have different growth carves but are affected by the same 
mortality rate Z, the mean lengths will differ between sexes. Write K 1,1,1 and-i 1 (resp. K 2, L 2 0 
and 1 2) for the values pertaining to the males (resp. to the females). 

Equation (2) leads to tw ()r lationships: 

(Z+K 1 ) l-1 K1 (L --It) (A)( ) 

(Z+ K2 ) (1- IC) = (K2 --l) (B) 

The proportions 1) and p, of males and females in the catches being known, we have: I 
- I
P1 + p') 12 and the relationships (A) and (B) can be combined to yield: 

K 1 11 -
 =
Z( -TIc)+ p, (T 1c) + P2" K2 (1 2 - Ic) P, K1 ( L1 .- Ic) + P2 K2 ( L 2 - Ic) 

If we put K1 K = K, this leads to: 

= 2
(Z+K). (I - c) K (( P, L1 + 2 L ) -Ic 
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Equally, an analogy to the basic formula is found when L. p 1 I + P2 " 1,2 , a result
 
already observed when individual variability only affects L,
 

However, when K 1 
 t here is no simple means to find an analogy with equation (1) that
 
would be fre e f error.
 

In any case, the difference should be moderate. TO illustrate this, use an 
example with Z = 0.8, 
le = 14, Lo = 70, K' = 0.5, 1 2 0. and P 1 )2 -- 0.5. 

One can verify that II = 15.5.1, and I,, 29.27, and thus I = 32.4. Applying formula (1) and 
taking an avewge K = 0.. would result in an apparent total mortality Z = 0.817 instead of 0.8. The 
)ias is small. It can also be no! iced that formula (' alove is aplied, the variability between sexes 

being considered as one (ase )f individual varial dlity with Var () = .01, formula (C) would predict 
Z = 0.816. This formua, thus, seems t() provide a good approximation. Overa l, it. appears that
 
Beverton and E Nolt's
formula seems quite roibust with respect to growth variability. 

Cohort Analysis 

THE BASIC EQUATION 

Equation Using Time 

Although it was certainly not the authors' intention, Jones' length-cohort analysis is sometimes 
thought of as a derivation of Pope's (1972) cohort analysis. As such, iHwould seem to be dependent 
on the latter's appr(ximaxtion. In order to clirify the issue, restart. froin the basic e(luations.

Let N, be the size in numbers of a cohort at age t. The catches from age Q to t will be noted 
C (t) (old letter) as oppose(d to the instantaneous rate c (t) where c (t) = dC( t)/ dt 

Likewise the instantaneous rates of mortality F (t) and M (%twill contrast with F (t) and M (t)
integrated over ages t,. tu 1, Beyond age 1, F (t) and NI (t), then Z (1) considered as constant, will 
be noted F +, M, Zf. Lasthy, tie cumulated catches beyond time T will be noted Cf . E = F+/Z is 
the terminal exploiation rato, assumed to he constant, or more generally the ratio between N (T) 
and CV. 

= C+E /N (T) 

In this context, the basic equation can be written: 

T 
M ( t )Nc =f c Mt).e d t + eM(TM . E ..
 

CC 
t 
c
 

To prove this: 

c (t)= F (t). N (t) 

and 

= P4 (t) • e- (F (t) + M (t))c 
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Thus 

T T
 

c(t'eM(t) *dt =Nc Ft)' e - Ft + M l t )) e Mlt) .dt
 
ttc c
 

T
 

Ncf F(t) • e F(t) "dt
 
t
 c 

Since, by definition, F (t) d F (t)/dt, the term under the integral is simply the derivative of 

-e-F (t) and thus: 

T 

Nc Ft ).(t)te Ft) *dt =-Nc (e F(t))T = Nc I-e-F(T) 

Similarly, C+ = E.N (T) = E.Nc.e-(F (T) + M (T)) 

Thus, the second term in the right hand side of equation (1) is equal to: 

• e- F (T)Nc 

yielding:N. =N c 1 -- e-F(T) +N c . e-F(T)=Ne 

and this establishes the proof.
 
If M is a constant, then M (t) = M • (t - to) and equation (1) reduces to
 

T 

Nc = f c( ) eM(t-tc) dt + eM(>tc) .2) 

If the integration is carried out on discrete steps instead of the continuous function, expres
sions similar to Pope's simplified equation can be obtained. 

Moreover, equations (1) and (2) can be used to develop convergence formulas with respect to 
variations in E as was done by Pope. 

Consider variations A (E) or, equally A (l/E). Since only the last term is subject to such varia
tions, one gets: 

A(Nc)= A(1) C+.eM(T) 

= A(-) E . N (T) eM(T)=A( 1) .E Nc eF(T) 

or, in relative terms: 

/A(Nc) e-F(T) e_F(T) (E) 
Nc (-) E
 

E
 

where the convergence is again demonstrated to depend on the term in cumulative fishing mortality 
e-F (T) 
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Since F (t) - N (t) 
N (t) 

a similar expression can be obtained for the fishing mortalities: 

A( F ( tc)) 
FI( tc) 

A(Nc) 
Nc 

e-F(T) A(E) 
E 

In both formulas, tc can be replaced by any age t and the general relationship for F (t) written 
as: 

A(F(t)) - eFtT) A(E)" 

F () E
 

where F (t, T) is the cumulative fishing mortality from age t to T. 

Equation Using Lengths 

By simply changing variables, equation (1) can be expressed in terms of length. 
If 1c is the length of fish at some reference age t., we obtain from the von Bertalanffy growth 

model 
1 ( L~-IC 


t- t c ... Log ( L 1
. 

Equation (2) (constant M) then becomes: 

L N -o - Ic M/K IIC Lao _ c M/K
C+Nc Cc(I) • -dl + ( _) ... 3) 

where c' (1) is defined as. dC(I) dCIl(t) dt dt 
dl dt dl dl 

Stock numbers at length l and c' (1) being given, one can derive the corresponding instantaneous 
rate of fishing mortality: 

c'(1)
F (1) = K L - I) N ()

N (1) 

The proof of this can be developed starting with the relationship: 

F (t) = c(t) = c'( (t)) d/
N(t) N(IHt)) dt 

Here again convergence formulas can be established:
 

/A(F(C) ACE)
S) _ . e-F (I,L)F(H) E
 

where F (1, L) = F (L) - F (1) is the cumulated fishing mortality from length I to L.
 

L being the length corresponding to age T. 

IMPACT OF DISCRETISATION 

Length intervals (li, li + 1) will be considered, with 11 = I and II = L.c 
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Generalities 

In general, the density c' (1)is unknown and call only be approached through the histogram
 
{Ci fitted along length intervals (li, 1i+ I),i " 1 .... I. C idesignates tile catches over the interval
 
(li, li+ 1) and is written in bold letters in order to avoid confusions with density. The quantity
 

Ci 

i+ 1-1i 

may be seen as an apparent nean ldensity hut the true distribution c'(1) within the interval (li,
 
li+ I )remains unknown. In our opin ion, this makes the( difference between Virtual Population

Analysis based on equalions (2) or (3) and cohort analysis based on catch equations.
 

The catch equations can then I) s)ICd se(quentially Withou t Pope's ap proximation used by
 
Jones by:
 

C i = T;-i+ M N i+l e Ji+ )" +1 t)

,,)

(F1 )tFi + M) i 1 

where the fishing Ieortalityv Fi is as.uniod to he constalnt over the time interval (ti,ti+ I) corres
ponding to the length inter val (li, Ii i I ).For simplification, the Ilatural mortality M is assumed to 
be contstant at all ages. Thli aISUII)ti(ll of consltancy of F withiin each Interval can also compensate 
for our ignorance of "w it hin intervakN" fluctuations of C'(1). The ahove( equation can also be written 
in terms of length as: 

a 

Fi + M 
Ci T~FI+ M Ni+l t -co- i1 .., L.-_ 4)4 

which can be solved for 1,'iby any iterative method as is done for backwards computation in ordi
nary VPA. 

Formulas for demonstraling the converge n(e are no longer appropriate for this equation in 
which relationships between (El) and ' (IF),-annot he explicitly (eveloped. -lowever,simulations 
carried out u.ming the formulas state,( Irevi0 nsly prow that these( remain valid. 

Gen(rally speaking, the e'ffects of (iscretisation are more important wheii the steps (li,
Ii - I 
are larger. Ina trial to bracket the maxim umi error, consider the cat ches to occur at either end of 
the interval (1I, Ii. I ), 

The corresponding virtunil p) pulal ions estimated at. some initial length Ic are given by: 

iL = i -n
( L,LO - Ic1 )M/K . i and L,L - Ic1i2i+ 1. )M/K i 

Hereafter, adopt the average definition: 

G (La) - c )M/K .Ci with 1i -.,21+ 

Through a Taylor's expansion, one can easily c:tain an estimate of oi - ai and i2 

aia Cl1 i M ( + 1 ) 
1 ai 

°i °li 2.K L. -1, 

with a constant step Al = Ii + -- li,the error can be larger as I approaches L,.. This is related to the 
increase of time intervals At as growth in length slows down. When the lower bound of the last 
interval (11= L), is far enough from L., which is preferable for a number of reasons (Pereiro 1.984), 
serious errors are unlikely. 
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Furthermore, a massive aggregation() of tolt catch lengths right on the interva hounds is quite
unlikely in practice. The act'ual density dist riliution c' 11)should be regular since length distrihu
tions used lor analysis often are averaged 
over the year and, thus, hotro)d to he Smlootelld as a conse
luenlce of individual variahility in growth .2 

Actually, except in the vicinity of I""', the size of the length intervals used correspond to time 
lapses which are quite sh (wt when cotrpareI t () the t m units ( generally the yINN' (luIrtes soIn(
times) Cttrren t ly used for W('-!;tru ctI red \AP . Th us, It is 1:at url that the, effects denionstrated here 
ale t alsbig as thos( evidenced bIy SIMS ( t98A). 

The Basic Approximation 

Consider the Scale of sizes (li, 1i , I ), i = I . .. 1, the ultilnate size class having no upper hound.C. designates ite catches in number over the interval (Ii, li In default Of the true density C' 
(1)within the interval, approach itby aImean density Cil/i+ - Ii . leplaced in equation (3), this
 
hecomles:
 

M/ _
Nc =(L, - Ic) M/ K 

C1 C1C, (L )MKM /I + - (L. - L F-M/K 

Integrating tiis formlla makes no prohlem and gives explicit results. HloweVer, for Colnsistency
with traditional \'PA, co, putatollS OF stock sizes altthe heginning of the clsses, anI of fishing

mortalities wit hin intrvals, wert, ,'arled out by solving iterat ively Itl 
 gotaralizt-d fotm (equation 4)Of th; CaltCh N11.t1ti, n. 

I lowever, for sesit ivit v amd,vsis etld assessment Of the effects Of iolivudH;il variationSs,the equla
tion established in this l tproved (1siler 1t us with ait alptroxhitnatiot to the middle of the length

classes Ii - (I + li , 1)'2 as was done by Jones (197.1) and Pqpe 1972).
 

In this context, equation (3) j)rovides an ap)proximation
o N Of N 

(A) N, v,. 
i=1 

where ( L _ - )M/K 

) M / K 
a nd 1 t- ~~i 

and 

The last coefficient is different from the others. From C* = CI one directly derives a number of 
survivors CI/E at length 11, which corresponds to a "virtual" number of survivors at length 1 
equal to: 

CI -T M/K 

From equation (A) an,estimate of the fishing mortality is given by: 

C1 1 
F1= K ( L.-T )(B) 

NI 12 1 

-When the length-frequency histograms are fitted on narrow steps and appear to be locally irregular, it ii 
preferable to smooth them instead of grouping over larger steps. A narrow step reduces the sid2-effects of discretisa
tion while smoothing is known to rEduce sampling variances, although it introduces a bias which can he larger as the 
true histograms in the population demonstrate marked inflexions. For the reasons above, such local accidents should 
be uncommon and the risk of bias sufficiently low. 
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Table 2. Results of length VPA on the standard data sets (solutions of the generalized catch equation). 

L F Numbers L F Numbers L F Numbers 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

.001 

.025 

.035 

.054 

.063 
.047 
.091 
.126 
.453 

19,658.3 
19,516.2 
19,355.6 
19,186.5 
19,002.1 
18,809.2 
18,626.0 
18,408.4 
18,162.6 

14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 

.013 

.044 

.055 

.109 

.467 

.923 
1.288 
1.275 
1.622 

19,656.7 
19,354.0 
19,000.5 
18,624.4 
18,161.1 
17,158.6 
15,528.2 
13,520.4 
11,707.7 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 

.000 

.045 

.377 
1.254 
2.003 
2.128 
2.115 
2.230 
2.147 

20,180.9 
19,489.6 
18,600.7 
16,472.6 
11,695.4 

6,493.2 
3,167.6 
1,361.6 

460.4 
23 .481 17,669.8 32 2.222 9,711.6 55 2.216 119.3 
24 .710 17,160.0 34 2.317 7,473.9 60 .787 16.8 
25 1.133 16,487.1 36 2.293 5,605.4 65+ .467 4.3 
26 1.473 15,52F.2 38 1.861 4,143.1 
27 1.106 14,378.8 40 1.738 3,174.2 
28 1.206 13,521.6 42 2.272 2,429.3 
29 1.3,43 12,635.6 14 2.273 1,684.0 
30 1.496 11,708.4 46 2.179 1,133.5 
31 1.746 10,744.8 48 2.352 749.2 
32 2.099 9,711.7 50 2.091 460.6 
33 2.344 8,591.2 52 2.26.4 284.2 
34 2.291 7,473.3 54 1.990 159.0 
35 2.3412 6,494.7 56 2.165 88.6 
36 2.300 5,604.7 58 2.374 42.7 
37 2.287 4,827.5 60 1.049 16.7 
38 2.061 4,142.4 62 .697 9.6 
39 1.671 3,588.4 64+ .467 5.7 
40 1.578 3,174.2 
41 1.895 2,813.6 
42 2.256 2,428.9 
43 2.289 2,031.5 
44 2.495 1,683.6 
45 2.057 1,362.8 
46 2.113 1,133.4 
47 2.245 930.9 
48 2.408 749.1 
49 2.299 587.7 
50 2.011 460.5 
51 2.171 367.0 
52 2.141 284.0 
53 2.387 217.3 
54 2.020 158.8 
55 1.969 119.3 
56 2.172 88.4 
57 2.173 62.2 
58 2.549 42.5 
59 2.238 26.4 
60 1.342 16.6 
61 .795 12.0 
62 .914 9.5 
63 .514 7.0 
64 .555 5.6 
65+ .467 4.3 

Terminal E = 0.7 
Loo= 70. 
M = 0.2 
K = 0.5 
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Formulas similar to formulas (A) and (B) can be used to define N. and F. at any length interval
(li'li + 1 ) . 

=N bj Cj 
i >i ... 5) 

=F i K ( L . - Ti ) 	 Ci1
 
Ni Tl-+1- i 


... 6) 

with L=T) /K= while jL<I-1 

' and L-im( ) M /K 	 i=1,. 1 

The approximations (5) and (6) are essential for the subsequent sections. They give explicit 
expressions for Ni and Fi, from which it will be possible to get explicit expressions for their partial 
derivatives. Equation (5) is linear in Cj. Both equations are simple enough not to make the calcula
tions too tedious. Usually, they give results close to those obtained by solving the catch equations. 
They are not. suggested as an alternative to the solution of the exact catch equations, however. 
Rather, the sensitivity, the bias or the variance of the fishing mortality, noted Fi, obtained through 
the catch equations will be approximated by the corresponding sensitivity bias or variance of F.. 
This in fact is the basic idea for the following sections. 

It must be pointed out that the N. cannot be compared directly to the stock numbers calcu
lated at the beginning of any length interval. They refer to the middle of such intervals. However 
they are used mainly as intermediate steps for the calculations of the Fi" If one is directly interested 
in stock numbers at the beginning of length intervals, a better approximation at length li would 
be given by 

E (L Li 11)M/K ci + I Lc - )iM/K C 
I>j 

Sequential Calculations 

Applying directly equation (5) would make it necessary for each length Ii to build a loop for 
j> i. Making use of the Vi previously defined this can be avoided. It can be verified that: b'= / 
Thus, with the notation ui = vj Cj, J V 

j >i 

1i = Ui ,i= 1 ... J - 1 	 .. . 7 ) 

Vi 

This way, a backward calculation will provide Ui for each interval, using the recurrence formula 
Ui = Ui + 1 + Vi Ci and U, = V1 C. From U.N i can be calculated through equation (7), and F 
through equation (6). If one is interested in stock numbers at the beginning of length intervals, one 
can use expressions Ui/Wi, where: 

M / K
 

11)
LOD 1-(Lc--- i 
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EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTIES IN Ci 

The General Case 

In order to distinguish the true values from the sample estimates, we shall use the symbol ".

Thus, Ci is0 estimatud hy (;N i stimated hy Ni and Pi by .i.In the same way I 'ould be esti
mated by F i.As prey(OslyIm entI jo ne1d, no direct calculation will be conducted on the expecLation
and the Variance of F i.A\ny bias or variance will be approximated from those calculated on 1,i
 

From 1th1e
l)I-itIS sections, we take:
 
N VVI Cj Z_ b'j l
 

j>, >3
j Vi' Ctl j7'I ~* 

Notice by the way I bat iithe C are unhiasetd the N also are. So, only the variances will be con
sidered.
 

We assumne that th, matrix 0f variances-oVari ances Coy (Ci. C )......is also known.
 
With these notati ns:
 

Voir (Ni) = bik b'm " Okm - Vk Vm "Okm ... 8)k,m l '! Vi2 k' -I" 
kk~m> 

During a sequLIen tial compIut atio n,tlbe qtIn t it iOs art, collected: 

W i Z Vk • Vm • (),M
 

using the I(tlriUl(C'V:
 
i + I
Wi 7 WiI+ V,2 0g, 2.V Z Vk 9 i,k 

k>i 

A 

For the cactulat ion ),i1the momnents of F. we need one more approximation. Fi is given by: 

F i K. -_c___LcL with /A i Ii+ 1 -
LAi1 N1
 

and
 

E ( F i ) = K • A/li "E % 

by Taylor's expansion, 3 we get: 

- AL( ) 
Ni Ni Var (Ni ) Cov (C i, Ni)

ci Ni 2ci • i
 

Ni 

and by a similar process: 

Var = l- ) oF) a)(K 
 Var 


tN i 

Ilt
must be noticed that if the variability of N iis too high, this expansion will lead to poor approximations. 
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Making use of the usual approximation for the variance of a ratio yields: 

/Ci Var (Ci C.2 A

Var 7- 2 + Var (Ni)-2--
C i 

. Cov(Ci, Ni) 

and consequently: 

V_r (F i )  Var( i ) Var (Ni) Cov (CiN
 
2 Ci 2
(Fi) 2 Ci Ni 

Var (Ni) is given by equation (8) and Var (C.) i, j, so we still have to solve Coy (Ci, Ni): 

CoV(C
A 

, 
A 

i Co b'j C j = bj' Qij 

thus 
Cov( CN i) - V 0j j


Vi 


i 
> tA A 

As compared to the expression for Var (Ni) equation (9) for Var F) 

(Ni) 2 r )2 

introduces an additional term: 

A 

Vor (C i 2 Cov (Ci ,N i )
 
Ci)2 A
 

Var (Ci ) 
which, in most cases, s~ould play a major part due to the dominance of (Ci) 2 

. As a matter of 
Afact, the variability of F1 will generally be larger than is the case of Ni, the latter taking advantage of 

a buffering effect upon the uncertainties in C. when j>i. This is not true for the Ci. As will be seen 
later, the narrower the interval width, the larger Var (6i) 

(Ci) 2 

Each individual F. can be affected by a large amount of uncertainty. This does not iyiply that 
the overall pattern and level of fishing mortality is,similarly affected. If for example, the Fi array is 
smoothed, the variance of the smoothed estimate F should be lower, and an increased stability may
be observed: 

A A 

Let F = gi F i and gi = 1 

=Var (F) E gi 2 'Var (Fi) + E gi " gj " Cov (Fi, Fj

i i~kj
 

At this point, one needs to know the covariances in addition to the variances developed
previously, and again the same type of approximation is used to derive: 

. A A A A A A 
1 Coy Cov (C i ,C j) Cov(N i ,Nj) Cov(Ci,Nj) Cov(Cj,NI )F i "-F j Ci C j Ni N j C i • j C j N i 

.9 
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a d Cov( (8i, :j) Oij
and _-~,~)Q, 

-cj
ci• ci-ci 

The other terms are simple to obtain. When i < j:
 

I
 

COv(Ni'Nj)= Vi V.V e)km
 

I 
' O i ' kCOv (Ci'Nj)::--- Vk 

Co 1 [i)i Vk 'j, k] 

where estimates of the variances 0 are used whenever the true values are unknown. 

Simple Random Sampling 

Obviously, circumstances in which the catches Ci are sampled through a simple random design
will rarely occur in practice. However, to give a simple illustration, it is supposed that this case oc
curred here. It is also assumed that the total catch in number C is known without error. 

For a sample of size n: 
A 

Ci•Ci
C.i
 

Var (- C-
 -- ) or oiC - C---C 
(C n CC n 

A A 

Ci Cj C CiCO (±!2 . . I. . . cr () --- Ci .C i for i V j
( C t 1 C n 

In this context, formulae of the previous section are simplified into: 
I;E vj2 . cj\ 

Var (Ni) 1 j=V' 
C j ) 2j.2 i 2 n ~ j"'IV . c 2 

n~ ~ I ~ , 

and, since 
A 

COy ( Ci ,N i ) 1-

Var (Fi) C 1 2 + AVar(Ni)
 

P, \ Ci iJ n i2 
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This also yields an estimation of the bias in F. when replaced in the equation: 
A1E(F) - F i Var (Ni) 

A Cov( Ci , N1% 

i
 

Ni2
Fi Ci"-N i 

(estimates of N iwere proved to be unbiased)
 

Example 

Results of calculations based on the variance formulae given above are presented in Table 
3. Most dramatic is the decrease of the (squared) coefficient of variation of N i as the computa
tion proceeds backwards from the largest to the smallest length groups;. The low v;ariability in 
stock numbers of small individuals is due to the concentration of the bulk of the catches over a 
limited range of classes, mainly from 25 to -10,and al )depends oil the assumption that the total 
catch is perfectly known. 

Table 3 suggests that large biases in the fishing mortalities are not likely. 
The larger variability of the fishing mortality estimates is obvious as well. It can be observed 

that the relative variance decreases first. with decreasing lengths, then increases over the smallest 
classes, in sp)ite of the decreasing contribution of Var (N/N2. T his pat tern demonstrates the 
importance of the relative u ncertahlly in the catches when these arc low. Thus, even in the length 
groups vith the lowest variances, large samples are required. For the class 32, for example, with 
a sample size of 1,000, the coefficient of variation is \/0.015 = 12%. 

However one is generally more concerned with the overall pattern of the F array than with 
the precision of individual values, so again the problem of calculating variances for F is addressed. 
Simple random sampling allows for tractable expressions. 

One may verify, forj > i: 

A A - k>v,(Vk2. Ck C
 
Cov(Fi, Fj) - i Vj C A I 


SN i Vi ( Nj Vj 2 j
 

1 i F (Nj VJ (n nVar NJ , C 
n Ni "Vi j2 

This gives, for the average V2 (F32 + F 33 ) for example, a coefficient of variation reduced to 
8.7% when the sample size is 1,000. 

EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTIES IN K, L. OR M 

Generalities 

Sensitivity of stock numbers at length 

Starting again with equation (3): 

L 
L _ M/KN = J I(11" ( ) M/K d l+ 

NC(I -L i+ + 10 
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Table 3. Variance components when catches at length are drawn by simple random sampling. 

L U V n*cv2(N) n*cv 2 (F) 

14 19,590.0 1.00 19,590.0 0.00 0.01 16,339.3
15 19,589.0 1.01 19,447.1 0.02 0.01 907.116 19,570.9 1.01 19,285.7 0.03 0.01 652.9
17 19,545.5 1.02 19,115.9 0.05 0.01 418.3
18 19,505.7 1.03 18,930.7 0.06 0.01 354.5
19 19,458.3 1.04 18,737.1 0.05 0.02 466.1
20 19,421.9 1.05 18,553.1 0.09 0.02 239.5
21 19,350.7 1.05 18,334.8 1.13 0.02 171.2
22 19,250.5 1.06 18,088.5 0.45 0.03
23 18,886.5 1.07 17,596.1 

47.0 
0.48 0.05 44.6

24 18,500.1 1.08 17,086.8 0.70 0.08 30.3
25 17,931.7 1.09 16,415.3 1.10 0.11
26 17,041.4 1.10 15,459.1 

19.2 
1.42 0.18 15.2

27 15,925.8 1.11 14,313.3 1.08 0.27 21.528 15,118.0 1.12 13,458.5 1.17 0.35 20.4
29 14,264.3 1.13 12,575.2 1.30 0.44 19.1
30 13,318.9 1.15 11,651.1 1.44 0.54 18.031 12,375.0 1.16 10,690.9 1.67 0.68 16.2
32 11,302.0 1.17 9,661.6 1.98 0.85 14.433 10,105.3 1.18 8,545.7 2.20 1.09 14.1
34 8,887.3 1.20 7,432.7 2.15 1.41 16.2
35 7,811.2 1.21 6,458.5 2.19 1.77
36 6,819.5 1.22 5,572.5 

17.6 
2.15 2.22 20.237 5,944.5 1.24 4,799.0 2.13 2.74 22.9

38 5164.1 1.25 4,117.2 1.93 3.36 28.8
39 4,530.7 1.27 3,565.9 1.58 4.04 40.0
40 4,060 6 1.29 3,153.5 1.50 4.68

41 3,648.5 1.31 2,794.7 

46.4
 
1.77 5.38


42 3,194.2 1.32 2,412.0 2.08 
41.6
 

6.38 38.6
43 2,710.8 1.34 2,016.9 2.10 7.82 43.744 2,280.7 1.36 1,671.0 2.27 9.65 46.1

45 1,875.4 1.39 1,352.2 1.89 12.18 
 67.2
46 1,585.5 1.41 1,124.3 1.93 14.83 75.147 1,324.6 1.43 923.1 2.03 18.25 81.7

48 1,085.0 1.46 742.5 2.16 
 22.92 89.6
49 867.2 1.49 582.3 2.06 29.53 114.1
50 693.0 1.52 456.0 1.82 37.98 159.651 563.8 1.55 363.3 1.93 47.80 173.8
52 445.9 1.59 281.0 1.90 61.99 214.6
53 349.1 1.62 214.9 2.07 81.17 232.754 261.4 1.67 156.9 1.78 111.49 358.1

55 201.4 
 1.71 117.7 1.72 148.21 455.2
56 153.5 1.76 87.2 1.86 199.04 506.1
57 111.2 1.81 61.3 1.84 281.64 657.1
58 78.6 1.88 41.9 2.06 408.60 718.2
59 50.4 1.95 25.9 1.82 654.09 1,208.9
60 32.9 2.03 16.2 1.17 1,022.71 3,096.1
61 24.8 2.12 11.7 0.73 1,364.88 6,744.0
62 20.6 2.23 9.2 0.81 1,638.87 6,629.8
63 16.1 2.36 6.8 0.48 2,046.46 13,602.064 13.7 2.52 5.5 0.50 2,328.32 12,675.5
65 11.2 2.62 4.3 0.47 2,667.87 

http:2,667.87
http:2,328.32
http:2,046.46
http:1,638.87
http:1,364.88
http:1,022.71
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designate 

L= i , K , L.O ) C ) M /K 
1, 1I, M 

4'
This corresponds to the Vi defined earlier. 

N. is a function of M, K and L. which can be developed using such derivatives as: 

L
 
_ c, - c , __ f3c) (i).d l -I- . , ,__)NC ')! ( )1(L + , I M ,K ,L m 

K ;)K EK 

(Possible problems which may occur when deriving Under the integral sign were not examined.) 
In the same manner, get the first derivatives in M and L., and the second derivatives based on 

the corresponding first derivatives. These derivations raise no particular difficulty. Logarithmic 
dcrivatives, and theii equivalent for second derivatives, were actually used since they provide simpler 
expressions, especially for computation. 

It can be shown ini this context that:5 

(A) - 0K 
K-2 Lcg3 K L - I 

B a L= K L-Ic LLI/ 

3L 1cKO 1CL - I 

C)..M=. -. L
( aM 

- Ic 

K Lou- I 

1 3124 2 -M /L,-Ic\D) .- aK2 Log IK (4K2
( 0 KK \K3Lm - I 

S112ow -M 1 1 ) 

(E) 1Lo0 = 0 KL = K2 Lm - 1c L I OK "L 

F. ) . . .2 K 1 ( L 

L o 2 - LL K (Lm - (LOD -C) 2 

1 a2€ 
M2G) OM 

2) ajM MM = M )2 

4 The following sections use functions such as 1)(1, 1 , M, K, Loo), with I1 instead of 1,. Equations (A) to (G)
of this section can be directly adapted, I being here replaced by 1T.5 Such computations can take benefit of the easily demonstrated relations: 

4) KK = B1K + ( §K , LLaK )Lmo + 

IKL = + §K" IL
1Lm 
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,K M and 3M • L are equally possible to obtain but are of little interest.The ability to calculate the derivatives of N. with respect to the parameters provides an oppor
tunity to make use of Taylor's expansions In the first place, these allow to investigate directly the
 
sensitivity of N. with respect to K, 
Lo and M by means of such quantities as: 

ONo 

P.c = K . AK 
C K
 

or, preferably: 

A N --	 ... .
C )Nc • /-,K + 1 )Nc A/K )2c 


OK 
 2 WK2
 

These are still easier to use when expressed in relative terms, such as: 

-	 2
"KK) + 	 -,K
2
NC iK K K 2KN 	 (AKK
 

and the equivalents in M and L_, 

=
A coefficient such as AK ( -- . . K will be called a sensitivity coefficient of first order. 

2 N
 
K2 K

AKK - c 
is a coefficient of second order.
 

2Nc )K2
 

AL and ALL are defined in a similar way for L,. 
AKL could be called a coefficient of "cosensitivity". It is defined by: 

AKL. = 2 N K L 

N1c 3)K i)Lco
 

As for the sensitivity with respect to M, one may wish to take into account the additional 
effect of M upon E for a given terminal F". Since E = F+/(F + + M), this consists of adding to the 
expressions given above a term: 

Taylor's expansions can also be used to derive estimates of the expectation and variance of 
N based on the variances of the parameters K, L. and M. Consider for example that field estimates 
K and L. are available from which N C is estimated. Then 

E(N c ) " - (K-K) -
SNN Nc + (E + -- (E (L,) L, ) + I.. 32 Nc Vcr (K)A.. 


aK aLco 	 2 3K2
 

32
 Nc A A I )2 Nc A
 
+ •Cov(K,L,) + Vor(L )


K. aLw 	 2 3Lm 2
 

Here again, the deviations are expressed in relative terms: 
A 	 A E(L)-L
 
(Nc)-Nc I .K E(K)-K - (E L._ L
 
Nc 	 N 0 V1\Nc NcKl )// K (Nc aLto Lo 

_2Nc
+ 2Nc K2) Vor (K) _1 _ LL.) Coy (K 

K2 K2
2N c 	 c K 3L, K L(, 
)
__1_ a2 Nc Va(A
 

Lm2 V r(L.)
+ 	 .
 
2"Nc L 2 L, 2
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When unbiased estimators are available for K and L., the only bias will be due to the second order 
coefficients. This explains why a second order expansion has been performed. On the other hand 
if one is interested in the variance of N., a first order expansion will provide useful terms, while 
those associated with higher orders will generally be much smaller and difficult to calculate. For the 
basic approximations only the first order coefficients will be used; for instance: 

A 

var (Nc ) 1I K(Nc Var(K) 

Nc 2 ( Nc 3K K2 

Zc NcC0v ",L"oo 

+ _c 1 K)N_ Cov(K,Lo) 
Nc aK N 3L
c K Lo
 

A 

_Nc -2 Var ( L,-c L
 
Nc DLo L,,
 

The formulas given in this section for the initial length Ic are straightforward to generalize for
 
any intermediate length.
 

Sensitivity of mortality rates 

N(l) being the stock number, and c' (1) the catch density at length 1: 

I dC(t) 1F(I) .-. K. (L, - I c'(I) 
NMl) dt NI)
 

which is a function of K, L,, and M through N (1) in the one hand, and K (L. - 1) in the other. 
First and second derivatives can thus be developed easily from those of N (1), giving 

1 oF 1 1 i)N 

F OK K N 3K K 

1 OF 1 1 3N 

F aLo La,- I N OLo 

1 32 F -1 1 ( 2 N ( 1 aN )2
 
-~~ ~ +TK
 

F N 
-.--

BK 2 K2 3K 2 N aK TK 

I a2F 1 12 N + I__.N )(I 3N +3KL 

F aK • 3L, N aK • aL, N 3K N aL00 

a2 F 1 1 32 N fI aN \2 2 
aL 2 2F (L -I) N aLo 2 -N- ) +lL2 

and: 
1 DF 1 a N 

F 3M N aM 

2S 2F 2 1 3N 
2F aM2 N 3M N am1 
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Discretisation 

As mentioned previously, when considering discrete intervals, use the following relationships:I 

N1 = EVi Cj F1 = K ( LM-T 1 ) C1 1
 
j= 
 N1 (12- 11I-,'-Vj 	 .C iC 

i 1 
= E C = Fj = K • (Lm-'lii

j> i Vi Vi 	 1 (i+i- i) 

i=1.,...... 

where: 

Vi = ( 1 i,K,Lo, M ) 

Then: 

3 j= K 

The sane holds for the derivatives in the other parameters and the second derivatives, which
all follow from formulas given above, and the same process could have been used for the derivatives 
of the Ni and Fi, with help of the relationship: 

vj
 
Vi ,,K, LmM) 

The formulas given above could be directly applied. It would require for each length interval 
a whole set of calculations. In order to simplify the computer program, another approach was
 
preferred. It is based on the relationship: Ni = ( ui / Vi)
 

As a matter of fact, backwards sequential computation proceeds with calculations of the first andsecond derivatives of the V. for each interval, so that the derivatives of the Ui are obtained by

simple sums. For example:
 

a u i (A) 	 = aUi+1 + Ci aVi
 
aK 3K K
 

It corresponds to the recurrence formula: 
Ui = U + +Ci Vi, previously given.
Here again take the logarithmic derivatives which simplify the expressions: 

I a~i I I aViaU i
(B) -. = -

Ni a K Ui 3 K Vi a K
 

In the ultimate class oUi / OK 
 is calculated by adapting equation (A) and the definition: 
1 ( 	L .- T 1 \M/K 1 

U, 
- 4__ ,1 ,KL,E 	 L-L) 

= -

E (L,i 1 ,MKL ) 
Then, for each length, aV i / 3K is calculated using the same ad hoc formula. Equation (A) from

this section will give au, IaK . Equation (B) will give 1 A i 

Ni OK 
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It can be noticed that this scheme will make it possible to obtain all the (1 / i ) (A i/3K) 
within a single backward sequential calculation. 

The same calculations can be applied to the other first dc¢ivatives. 
The calculaticns of the second derivatives will also proceed from a similar scheme. 
Equation (C) a2Ui a2i +1 )2V, gives a recurrence formula. 

) K2 K + Ci 3K2 

32U, /aK2 is obtained by an adaptation of formula (D) above. At each step a2Vi /0K 2 is 
obtained through this same process. Then 1 32 is given by: 

N 3K2 

1 32 i .... 
N i OK2 

1 
... 
Uj 

a2Uji 

,JK2 
.. 

Vi 

a2 V, 

aK2 
+ 2 

' 
.. 
vi 

Vi 
. 
aK 

1 .-
Ui 

a 

3K 

1 

Vi 

Vi 

M 

1 a2i, I a2f-.By the same means, we get 1- 2Ni and-- .- and 
aM 2Ni OLCO2 Ni a 

1 3 U, 1 a V /1j1 

S2 +2 1 aVi I avi 
N1 OK.)Lm, aK aLo Vi 3K-aLUi V i OK Vi ILco 

(1 a(1 __i I-u v 

Ui OKK Vi oLco/ Ui aLc -- OK 

The derivatives related to the fishing mortalities Fi are derived from those calculated on the 
N i.This can lone through the formulas given earlier. 

Example 

The results are illustrated in Tables 4, 5 and 6, based on the standard data set given in Table 1.
Table 4 makes it possible, for length 40 chosen as an example, to check the quality of the approxi
rnations derived from the second order Taylor's expansion. These expansions offer direct approxi
mations of Ai/g and A i4, used in fact as approximations for AZ/ 9 and AN /N .For instance, a 
change AK /K = 10% from the reference value K = .5 will lead to a value F = 1.751 instead of the 
reference value 1.57, while the approximations suggest 1'= 1.7502. An overall view of Table 4 shows 
the quality of the approximations. 

Table 5 gives the sensitivity coefficients of the estimated stock numbers, N, defined previously.
Table 6 is the equivalent table for fishing mortalities. 

Considering again length 40 in,Table 6, a change AK/K = 10% will create a change AF/P
approximated at first order by 1.089 x .1, at second order by 1.089 x .10 --0.002 x (.10)2. 

Consider now a situation where the pair (K, L.) is estimated by (k, L ). The uncertainty in 
the growth parameters will affect F40' From Table 6: 

0A 

E (F40 F40 1.089 E (K)- K + 2.69 E (L-L_
F0 40 P40 K Lo 

A A A AVar (K ) Coy (K,L,) Var (Lc, 
- 0.002. + 5.507. - 3.53 L 

K2 KLcon e2 
If unbiased estimators are available for K and L,=, only the second order coefficients will appear. 
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The variance of F 40 , and then P.10 can also be approximated. Only the first order coefficients 
will be used, so that: 

A0 
AVar (F40,J Var (F 4 0 ) Var (K)

- " " (I1.089 )2.~ 

F4 0  F4 0  KZ
 

A A1 

2 coy (_L,) Var (iL.)+ (1.089) (2,649)* + (2.649)2. 
K 2 Lo,2 

AWhen only the variance in K is considered, the coefficient of variation of 
A
F1 0 will be simply equal

to 1.089 cv (K), cv (K) bein the coeffi'ient of variation of K. However, due to the generally high
correlations between K and L,, it is wiser to refer to Athe joint uncertainty of K and Lo. 

ILcan he noticed in 'Fable 5 that AK = - ANI This corresponds to the fact that in the formulas 
only K/M appear:;. It can also be noticed that the coefficients AL remain moderate for small and 
medium lengths, but increase very rapidly when the length comes close to L,,. 

INDIVIDUAL VARIABILITY IN THE GROWTH PATI'ERN 

General Background 

Following are comments on the general approach and successive steps used. 
It is assumed that the rate of natural mortality is constant, and that the fishing mortality


F (I) equally affects all the individuals of length 1, whatever their age at that size. This assumption

deserves some discussion. In particular, 
it implies that the behavior and distribution of all the
 
animals of a given size is independent of their age.
 

Table 4. A comparison between 'true' F, solution of the catch equation for class 40, step = 1, F, and F calculated 
by expansions about the reference value of F, for various relative errors in the parameters. 

K L M 
0 

F F 
0* 

Reference 0.50 70.0 0.20 1.578 1.497 

K - 30% 0.35 70.0 0.20 1.061 1.008 1.062
K - 20% 0.40 70.0 0.20 1.233 1.171 1.234
K - 10% 0.45 70.0 0.20 1.406 1.344 1.406
K + 10% 0.55 70.0 0.20 1.751 1.660 1.750
K + 20% 0.60 70.0 0.20 1.924 1.823 1.922
K + 30% 0.65 70.0 0.20 2.096 1.986 2.094 

L,, - 5% 0.50 66.5 0.20 1.366 1.296 1.368 
L1 + 5% 0.50 73.5 0.20 1.788 1.694 1.786
L.o + 10% 0.50 77.0 0.20 1.995 1.890 1.991 
Lo, + 20% 0.50 84.0 0.20 2.409 2.280 2.392+L. 30% 0.50 91.0 0.20 2,821 2.669 2.783 

M - 50% 0.50 70.0 0.10 1.652 1.563 1.648
M - 25% 0.50 70.0 0.15 1.615 1.530 1.613
M - 10% 0.50 70.0 0.18 1.593 1.510 1.92
M + 10% 0.50 70.0 0.22 1.564 1.483 1.564
M + 25% 0.50 70.0 0.25 1.541 1.463 1.543
M + 50% 0.50 70.0 0.30 1.504 1.430 1.508
M + 75% 0.50 70.0 0.35 1.467 1.397 1.473
M + 100% 0.50 70.0 0.40 1.431 1.363 1.437 
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Table 5. Effects upon estimated stock numbers of uncertainties in the parameters. 

l AK AL AKK AKL ALL AM AMM AlIE 

14 -. 186 -. 329 .209 -6.073 .747 .186 ,022 .0006 
15 -. 179 -. 320 .200 -5.824 .733 .179 .021 .0066 
16 -. 172 -. 311 .192 -5.575 .718 .172 .020 .0006 
17 -. 164 -. 301 .183 -5.324 .703 .164 .018 .0006 
18 -. 157 -. 291 .175 -5.073 .687 .157 .017 .0006 
19 -. 149 -. 281 .166 -4.819 .671 .149 .016 .0006 
20 -. 142 -. 271 .157 -4.557 .653 .142 .015 .0006 
21 -. 13-1 -. 260 .148 -4.298 .636 .134 .014 .0006 
22 -. 126 -. 249 .140 -4.040 .619 .126 .013 .0006 
23 -. 120 -. 241 .133 -3.833 .608 .120 .012 .0006 
24 --. 114 -. 233 .126 -3.622 .598 .114 .011 .0006 
25 -. 109 -. 227 .120 -3.442 .592 .109 .011 .0007 
26 -. 106 -. 224 .116 -3.321 .597 .106 .010 .0007 
27 -. 104 -. 225 .114 -3.247 .610 .104 .010 .0007 
28 -. 100 -. 221 .110 -3.108 .613 .100 .009 .0008 
29 --. 096 -. 217 .105 -2.976 .611 .096 .009 .0008 
30 -. 092 -. 215 .102 -2.855 .625 .09? .009 .0009 
31 -. 089 -. 213 .098 --2.748 .637 .089 .008 .0009 
32 -. 087 -. 214 .096 -2.671 .657 .087 .008 .0010 
33 -. 087 -. 219 .096 -2.642 .692 .087 .008 .0012 
34 -. 088 -. 227 .097 -2.651 .739 .088 .008 .0013 
35 -. 088 -. 236 .098 -2.656 .790 .088 .008 .0015 
36 -. 089 -. 246 .099 -2.674 .849 .089 .008 .0017 
37 -. 090 -. 256 .100 -2.690 .912 .090 .009 .0020 
38 -. 092 --.267 .102 -2.710 .983 .092 .009 .0023 
39 -. 092 -. 276 .102 -2.693 1.046 .092 .009 .0026 
40 -. 089 -. 276 .099 -2.598 1.085 .089 .008 .0029 
41 -. 085 -. 274 .095 -2.474 1.117 .085 .008 .0032 
42 -. 083 -. 278 .093 -2.396 1.176 .083 .008 .0036 
43 -. 083 -. 289 .093 -2.380 1.275 .083 .008 .0043 
44 -. 083 -. 302 .094 -2.373 1.390 .083 .008 .0051 
45 -. 085 -. 322 .097 -2.416 1.550 .085 .008 .0062 
46 -. 084 -. 332 .096 -2.371 1.674 .084 .008 .0073 
47 -. 083 -. 345 .096 -2.335 1.822 .083 .008 .0088 
48 -. 083 -. 363 .098 -2.328 2.018 .083 .008 .0107 
49 -. 085 --.391 .102 -2.370 2.286 .085 .009 .0134 
50 -. 08S -. 419 .105 -2.401 2.583 .086 .009 .0167 
51 -. 085 -. 4t;8 .106 -2.360 2.852 .085 .009 .0206 
52 -. 085 -. 467 .110 -2.366 3.226 .085 .009 .0260 
53 -. 086 -. 499 .115 -2.371 3.667 .. 86 .009 .0332 
54 -. 089 -. 557 .126 -2.481 4.352 .089 .010 .04Aq
55 -. 089 -. 599 .133 -2.492 4.984 .089 .010 .0574 
56 -. 089 -. 642 .144 -2.492 5.720 .089 .010 .0752 
57 -. 091 -. 720 .164 -2.605 6.865 .091 .011 .1037 
58 -. 096 -. 825 .195 -2.788 8.402 .096 .012 .1466 
59 -. 113 -1.054 .263 -3.369 11.344 .113 .014 .2281 
60 -. 134 -1.335 .357 -4.096 15.000 .134 .015 .3488 
61 -. 133 -1.425 .422 -4.232 16.644 .133 .013 .4616 
62 -. 110 -1.279 .452 -3.700 15.558 .110 .008 .5551 
63 -. 084 -1.059 .514 -3.026 13.314 .084 .004 .7059 
64 -. 031 -. 457 .531 -1.362 5.733 .031 .001 .8227 

AK, AL, AM and A,/E designate the first order sensitivity coefficients associated, respectively, with K, L.. M 
and l/E. 

AKKI ALL' AMM designate the second order sensitivity coefficients associated with K, L,, and M.
AK L is the coefficient of crossed sensitivity associated with K and L,,. 

Terminal E = 0.70, K = 0.50, L,,= 70.0, M = 0.20. 
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Table 6. Effects upon fishing mortalities of uncertainties in the parameters. 

l A K AKKA l AKL ALL AM AMM 

14 1.186 1.590 .012 8.021 -. 224 -. 186 .01215 1.179 1.604 .011 7.772 -. 219 -. 179 .01116 1.172 1.619 .009 7.525 -. 215 -. 17217 1.164 1.634 .008 7.276 -. 211 
.010 

-. 164 .00818 1.157 1.651 .007 7.028 -. 206 --.157 .00719 1.149 1.667 .006 6.777 -. 202 -. 149 .00620 1.142 1.685 .005 6.519 -. 198 -. 142 .00521 1.134 1.703 .004 6.264 -. 193 -. 134 .00422 1.126 1.723 .003 6.012 -. 189 -. 126 .00323 1.120 1.747 .002 5.819 -. 187 120-. .00224 1.114 1.772 .001 5.623 -. 185 -. 11425 1.109 1.800 .001 5.462 
.002 

-. 184 -. 109 .00126 1.106 1.833 .000 5.371 -. -. 106186 .00127 1.104 1.872 .000 5.336 -. 190 -. 104 .00128 1.100 1.907 -. 000 5.227 -. 192 -. 100 .00029 1.096 1.946 -. 000 5.128 -. 195 -. 096 .000
30 1.092 1.987 -. 001 5.045 -. 199 -. 092 -. 00031 1.089 2.031 -. 001 4.980 -. 204 -. 089 -. 00032 1.087 2.081 -. 001 4.912 -. 212 -. 087 -. 00133 1.087 2.137 -. 001 4.983 -. 224 -. 087 -. 00134 1.088 2.199 -. 001 5.063 -. 240 -. 088 -. 00135 1.088 2.265 -. 001 5.1.42 -. 256 -. 088 -. 00136 1.089 2.335 -. 002 5.240 -. 275 -. 089 -. 00037 1.090 2.410 -. 002 5.341 -. 295 -. 090 -. 00038 1.092 2.490 -. 002 5.452 -. 317 -. 092 -. 00039 1.092 2.571 --. 002 5.524 -. 337 -. 092 -. 00040 1.089 2.649 -. 002 5.507 -. 353 -. 089 -. 00041 1.085 2.730 -. 003 5.460 -. 368 -. 085 -. 001
42 1.083 2.823 -. 003 5.476 -. 393 -. 083 -. 00143 1.083 2.930 -. 004 5.577 -.-. 29 -. 083 -. 00144 1.083 3.047 -. 004 5.698 --.471 -. 083 -. 00145 1.085 3.179 -. 005 5.893 -. 525 -. 085 -. 00146 1.084 3.311 -. 005 5.988 -. 573 -. 084 -. 00147 1.083 3.456 -. 006 6.106 -. 630 -. 083 -. 00148 1.083 3.619 -. 008 6.279 -. 703 -. 083 -. 00149 1.085 3.806 -. 009 6.532 -. 798 -. 085 -. 00150 1.086 4.009 -. 011 6.793 -. 903 -. 086 -. 00151 1.085 4.221 -. 014 6.979 -1.005 -. 085 -. 002
52 1.085 4.467 -. 017 7.254 -1.141 -. 085 -. 00253 1.086 4.742 -. 022 7.562 -1.300 -. 086 -. 00254 1.089 5.073 -. 028 8.058 -1.525 -. 089 -. 00255 1.089 5.426 -. 036 8.456 -1.735 -. 089 -. 00256 1.089 
57 

5.828 -. 047 8.893 -1.977 -. 089 -. 0021.091 6.320 -. 064 9.569 -2.311 -. 091 -. 003
58 1.096 6.912 -. 090 10.444 -- 2.697 -. 096 -. 00359 1.113 7.721 -. 137 12.085 -3.203 -. 1.13 -. 00160 1.134 8.704 -. 205 14.142 -3.381 -. 134 .00361 1.133 9.660 -. 272 15.367 -2.881 -. 133 .00562 1.110 10.61) -. 330 15.625 -1.983 -. 110 .00463 1.084 11.828 -. 423 15.931 -. 794 -. 084 .00364 1.031 13.184 -. 499 14.971 .291 -. 031 .000 

Terminal E =0.70, K 0.50, L, = 0.70, M = 0.20. 
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As mentioned earlier, a population in which the K and L. are distributed according to a joint
distribution , (K, L,,) is still considered. Again the means of K and L. are noted K and L, respec
tively;6 the squared coefficient of variation of the individual K is noted VKK, and that of the indi
vidual Loo VLL, while the coefficient of covariation between the individual K and Lo is noted: 

Coy ( K , Lc 
VKL = --

KLL
 
S (K, Lc,, 1) designates the survival rate from Ic to] of all the individuals having given param

eter values (K, L.o). The number of fish from a cohort surviving at length 1is thus:
 

N(1) =ff , (K,L, ). S (KL,,) dK dLm 

This number differs from the number that would be observed if all the individuals were growing with the same K (= K) and L, (E .), which is N (1) N . S, where S = S (K, L, 1) (it is not
 
an arithmetic mean).
 

The discrepancy is expressed in relative terms as: N(I N(1)
 

N (I) 

Making use once more of second order Taylor's expansion, of S (K, L., 1), as a function of K 
and Lo, one can approximate the true N (1) by the quantity N* (1), the asterisk being hereafter
 
associated with the approximations obtained through Taylor's expansion. The discrepancy will be
 
approximated through IN*( )-N(l )J/N(l) which will be expressed as a linear function of the coeffi
cients of variation-covariation. 
At length li, we have N (li) = N i, N (li) ='Ni and N* (li) = N*i,
 
and:
 

N:*- Ni 
+N 1,i VKK + 02,i" VKL 03 ,i" VLL 

and similarly 

N* - N( i )Ii ) KK + VKL + s VLL 
) - VKK+ 

for the middle of the length intervals. 

The coefficients m and , i are similar to those previously defined as sensitivity coeffi
cients. They will be called "discrepancy coefficients".
 

The discrepancy affecting the number of survivors at length will in turn give rise to a discrep
ancy in the estimate of catches over the corresponding length intervals. The true catches c (1) will 
again be approximated by the quantities c* (1). As a matter of fact, if F (1) is constant and equal to
 
Fi within the interval (li, I, + 1),
 

Fi

C*i - (N;i - N*i+ 1 

An additional set of discrepancy coefficients will therefore be defined to estimate (C*-C)/C
(where C is the catch predicted when K and L. hold for all the individuals) by a linear relationship: 

Ci ~ i + 2 i/=1CVKK " VKL + /3 i "VLL 

CiI 

The coefficients m OS i and ., are used in the first part of the analysis of the influence of 
individual variability in growth. Assuining that the fishing mortalities at length are known, we want to 

6The values K and L,, are generally different from those given by a direct regression of length on age (Sains
bury 1980). 
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assess the effects on the numher of survivors at each length and on the ,atlches at length, as com
pared to what wout Ihe ohtained had all the individuals a common pair of growth parameters (K,
 
L, ). These aspects are addresst,d helow. 

Afterwards, at tenlitoll will ie paid to the fishing llor alit c's estimated through length cohort 
analysis. In practice, the catches at length (' (I) are analyzed as if they were associated with common 
K and I,-. for all aiijinals. The solutions I''i to th10 catch equatioins for olserved (Cigenerally differ 
from ihe true , u iless there is no individual varialhility in growt h. 

It is o1sIsihble, however, to ;analyze silply dw differences i - i 'HI reT )mStruchtd nu1n.

hers Ni and th, derive-d fishig InItirtalilies 'iprsentlid earlier should he considered. Reconstructed 
numihers (site cililt mon 5)are tlhN ( tIdhrived aIt eact(h length l'iim catches over larger length intervals. 

Again, this (allm tew d(I reel lv. Wetin use an acditional approximation NT (1) derivedI ist 
froili the C t ittaiild y Tayh s (NtX as[.tindicated hy the asterisk. N:f. (1)will inturn heI7l i l allsio 
comter tId1 ltlt,moon r N 1twhich would he obtained in the abseclce of individual variahility ill 
grow th, N:!t(ht N I) iwing isstciltti with coefficients ;ii> ,in - I, 2, 1).

IThe disit paint Ill 11c0 l'o'olSI iLced stock llmiiners is not. of major concern here, but is an 
interinleili it,tp to :ssess the errrs affecting the fishing mortalities. In fact, instead of the dif

'feren( es I- "I I Il there telhr Viare t)rMiluced hy a usual cohort analysis of the C1 ), consider 
the difh't'I)C'S I'l 1Ior more precisely 1" Fi. '['he F*. are derived from the ratios of the CU. 
and the Ni \\ thei~a d iscrepancy N. - N. is moderate, it will he possihle to use an additional 
approximation, ieailing to number '"**.and the relationship: 

F11. F F +F 
SI VKK + I VKL + 03,i VLL

F1 

These considerali ols on reconstructed stock numbers and fishing mortalities are developed 
below. 

To Slml m11irizO, lti-r arc two sets of estiminates: 
N (I) numher of survivors at the middle of length interval (li,li+ 1)when K and L are 

coiolillnl to all individuals 
N ('L_ tIrue l iiier Olf Sulr"ViVOrS 
N* (I -i appiximation through second order Taylor's expansion of S (K,I,, 1) 

and 
N (ti) stock uo-niher recTi)st ructeid from the-(. 
N (1 stock numelhr reci''nstrUt('I from the C. 
N* I) stock number reconstructed from the C~. (derived themselves from the N* (1)). 
and the relationships: 
EN ' 1,} - N 1', [: i I r VKK + 0Si VKL + s/0,i VLL 

N t1i 

t. V = , VKK - VK + .VL 

N 1it 

)] 01 VVVKK + 2 + V1K<VL + 0 
F1 

Discrepancies in the Number of Survivors and Catches at Length 

Survivors in the continuous case 

The number of fish surviving at length I is: 

J
N (1) t , LO I ( K, LM I)* dK dLO 
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By means 	of Taylor's expansion, we find an approximation N* (1) of N (1):
 
N(I= 

= 
*(I ( (K_'_,_____1__2SK, _,I a2 S(K,Lm, I)
c 


N(1 N*() = 	 4 Var(K)+ 	 "Cov(K,L,)
 
,K2
2 
 oK. aL
 

1 )2 S (K,T- ,I)

+ -' Var (L,)
2 	 iL. 2
 

At that point, we have to develop the derivatives, whence:
 

ifc Fir)
 

e.... 
 drS( 	 K] L -rS(K'Lm,'1) =( Lm-lC~ M CK 

Lm-C / K 
The first factor corresponds to a function the derivatives of which have previously been 

presented.
 

Lm - M/K
 

and the second one will be noted t'(I, Ic , K, Lm) 

The derivations are carried out by combinations of derivatives of 4 and (1).

Those of 'p are easy to obtain
 

I
 

1 a'T =1 f F (r)

S-" 	 = dr 

a K K 2 LM - r
 
C 

1f F (r)
TL drTu aLa, K ] L. - r )2 

I a 2 qp 2 f F (r) 2
 
K 2 KK - -3 dr +
4K
 L -r
 

C 

-* _____ 2I a L- 1 	 -'Idr +PK."PF (r) 
K 2 	 24' aK.aLa- 1 (L. -r)	 Lc 

I
 

1 a2' = 2 f Fr) 2
1
- 2 = LL  dr -- Lc
' aL,	 2 
 K (L. - r)3
 

1C 
Thus: 

1 a2S 1 2 1 32 1 a I a
 

aK2 aK2
S(K,L.,I) 4 P.aK2 a POK aK
 

2 2
1 a s 1 a2€ a a2T 1 a I a1 3T' 


S(K,La,,I) K.3Loo aK&L, 1 OK 43KbL, 3 'IPaL, aLD K 

2
1 a S 1 )2o 1 a2 Il 1 a 1 a
2
S(K,La,,I)-I aL o -- ' ao 2 +, 'P, aLa,2 2 4' dam ' aLo, 
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Survivors in the discretecase 

We consider a discrete scheme in which F (1) = Fi for li< 1< 1i+ 1 and denote: 

k 1d / (L'-r) -- ( Fj dr 
K- (-C. -r) 

1 F Li1 ( L___ \j 1kl = -- Fj Log j ,i 
 K j=1 LCO I+ 

I i 
j + 1 

=- K(C. / -r)2 .dr K j=1 (CI-0 d 

k2 , - I1Z 'Lm-r) 

k2 'i= - Fj - -, j= 2 , ,I..... 


K 
 [-Ij+
C 
1 L- Ij
 

and, similarly: 
2 f F(r) 

k3 ,i - dr
 
K i1 (Lao-r)

3
 

k3 i = - Fj j+ 1)2  j)=2 I' K j=l -1 L Ij )2 ' '. . 

With these notations, at length li: 

1 aT klj 

T aK K 

=k2, i (= ' Li)

'P aLe I
 

1 3 2 T kl 

T aK2 R2 . (k 1
, i -2) =KK) 

2I a - k2,i k1 •k 2, i= - + -( = TK L i
 

T O dLC K K
 

1 a2 y2 
k3 ,i + 2-.-
 k 2 , 1 = LL iT aLa 2 

K i,eL i, KKj, KL i and ULj are defined similarly by derivation of ¢ 
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In addition, note: 9i = S (K,LE, li)andRi = N .S-9(these are not means, but quantities cal
culated using the means of K and L.o). 

Thus 

1 a2 S(I i)
 

- - 1. i = KK i + i +-2 - K i *KK K i 
aK2
!i 	 KKK
 

1 32 S(ii)
 
2.g, = KLi + KL i + K i [. + k i
 

§j aK - LCO 

1 a2 S(,i)
 
2 	 3aLi3 L i + "'LLi + 2" OLi kL
 

and: gl, i 3,i
 
N(li) N+ Var +9 2 ,.Cov(K, L )+-- Var(LMo))
,
2 	 2 

In order to assess the effects of individual variability, reference will again be made to the quan
tities - N and Vor (K) I CovU.,L 0 ) ' V r (L 0 , )
 

Ni 2 K"rL L EO 2
 

This implies that one is to consider the coefficients (- 2 / 2 ) qli ' *Lg2 i and
 
r-CC 2 /2)g3,i respectively noted 01, ,,' iand 03, P
 

Catches at length 

An approximation of the numbers caught can follow directly, using the relationships: 

= 	
i=
C i C (Nr- N*i 1} , for 1 ..... ,I-1
 

Fi+ M
and 
F+
 

=C N - N I E 
thus 

c1 F 1+M 

C = F+ . N c [i-Si+l + 
1 ] 

where
 

Var (K
 
Bi =' .(g91'i.iS - gi,i+l S§+l
 

2
 

+ Cov(K,LCo) ( 92, i+1.Si+ 1 

+ 	 L , ) (g 3 ,iS-g 3 1 1 lSi 1)
 
2
 

fori =1,...,Iand,byconvention,g II=g+ 1 2,1+ 1 =g3
, + 0.
1 1 


Fi
 

C 	 Nc (Si - Si+
 
Fi + M 

is the estimate of catches at length i based on survival rates corresponding toK and-. 
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As in previous sections, we are interested in the relationships between (C*--Ci)/-C and the 
coefficients of variation-covariation of K and L., thus: 

C i 1, V K ++ O2,i VKL + 03, i 'ILL 

where 

S 2 gl - gj, i+ S-- ) / 2 (Si -§Si+1) 

2,i= K *La) (g 2 ,i "Si -g92 ,i+ i + I+1)1 / (§S -+ 

3, iL ( g293,i 'S -g 3 , i+l (Si -§i+ ) 

Reconstructed Stock Numbers and Estimated Fishing Mortalities 

Reconstructedstock numbers 

If a cohort analysis is carried out using the Ci, it will not provide the actual N i and Fi, even if
the terminal F is exact. If there is no individual variability, it estimates: 

~ j_.C i 1 
=
N i =" and Fi K L, -1" 

J>i V, N i I±+ I- ) 

The diffeicnces between the Fi and the true Fistem from the approximations due to the dis
cretisation which were studied in previous sections. 

When individual variability in growth occurs additional biases occur due to the discrepancies
between C i and C i.
 

The stock numoer reconstructed at length Ii is:
 

Vj 
N i = - Cj


j> V,
 

which is approximated by: 

Vi cr= 
j>i Vi 

and 
=
N i -- C"C -di) 

Vi
J >i 

In order to obtain the relative deviation (N?* - Ni)/Ni, as dealt with previously, estimate the 
coefficients: 

0N 1k2 / Fj
2~i>- Fj +M (9i1X Sj-g 1 1 j+ 1 + / 

/ 
' 

V 
Fj 

F
+1 Mj+ 

S jj) 

N, K.L(V. F1J.>j>i 2.1c2Jl~ )= i( Vj. Fj _§M+121,(i E-j . j 12 Sj-g+j+,j+ +1)) /( V jF+MN > Fj +M"j> Fj+M§ _jj
2
03S, C.o Vj  gs3j'Sj -g3,j+l*Sj+l)/ - V S SjtI


( j>i Fj + M j>i Fj +M 
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Mortalities 

F , = (L - I
Finally, we have: 

and 

Fi C i Ci-'i1 

1+N Ni-Ni
 

Ni
 

Fi- N

When (and on ly w hen ) 

i 
is s a l e o g co p r d t , a a d t o n l p r x m 

tion can be used: N issaleogcoprdt1,aadionlprxm-

I I i*- N~i 

Ni*- Ni Ni
1+
 

It will lead to a new approximation, Fi**, the approximate term of relative deviation being
 
expressed as:
 

F*- F=
 
Li _ F + 
 FVKK + FVKLF 

S2, 3, i VLL
F1 

where 

f,i = ml,i -fi 
=
m mi m 1,2,3 

In fact since we are interested in the fishing mortalities F. obtained from the catch equations, 
we shall define Fi* and Fi** by: 

Fi*
o
i 

and Fi Fi 

F1** F i** 
0 " 

Fi Fi
 

Example 

An illustration is given in Tables 7, 8 and 9, based upon the basic data set of Table 1. 
Table 7 is devoted to catches at length, and gives the values of the corresponding coefficients, 

as discussed above. The risks of discrepancies appear low up to a length of 50. With a coefficient 
of variation of 0.2 (which appears quite large) for K, under 50, the maximum relative bias will 
be about 4%. Discrepancies are slightly bigger for Lo, for the same coefficient of variation (which 
may not be the case). For both parameters, individually, and when taking into account the co
variation effect, the problems increase sharply with lengths beyond 50. It is also worth noticing
the overall pattern of the coefficients. They introduce negative biases for medium lengths, where 
most of the catches are concentrated, and positive biases on both sides. In other words, individual 
variability in the growth parameters tends to smooth the dome-shaped distribution. 

Table 8 is associated with the numbers of survivors at a given length. Several coefficients 
appear in the different columns. 
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C Ii a Ni makes it possible to appreciate the effect of the discrepancy 
between the real rumbers of survivors and tile reconstructed numbers, D i. = S . ai N 
Table 8 shows that significant differences may appear between N.. S and the real numbers of 
survivors, again mainly beyond length 50. It also shows that the differences between the real num
bers and tile reconstructed numbers from the real catches will be much smaller; the coefficient
0111S ,"and 0 1N ' are quite similar. The Di i are small. However, for the largest lengths, significant 

differences may appear.
 
Finally Table 9 is devoted to the possible discrepancies in fishing mortalities. The coefficient
Orn i defined above described the influence on the difference between Fi and the corresponding
 

estimate Fi and FI'.
 
As mentioned, when the discrepancy (N - N)/N becomes too large, the approximations used
 

to define the pIII" i become poor.
 
Since several approximations have been used, the overall quality of the results has to be
 

checked. Complee simulations would be useful. Very simple ones have only been used here. They

consider that two equally numerous components exist. In the first component the growth param
eters are K and L o; they are K 2 and L- in the second one. 

K1 K 2
+ 

= K 0.5
 
2
 

With
 

LlCO + L2.
 
-= L,0 = 70.0
 

2
 

Three combinations have been used: 
L2In the first one, K1 = .56, K 2 = .44, L1 0 = 70 

In the second one, K = K2 = .50, L'1 = 61. , L =79 
In the third one, K - .56, K 2 = .14, L' = 61, L2 .o = 79 

The approximat ions using the coefficients previously defined appear as very satisfactory up to 
1= 50. For instance at length 10, the real fishing mortality being equal to 1.578, and Fi** being 
defined by 

F
 i F1
 

F = 1.556 while F. = 1.554 in the first combination
 
Oi oli

F = 1.468 while F. = 1.480 in the second one, and
 
Fi** =1.616 while F i = 1.612 in the last one.
 
The discrepancies become,,as predicted by the discrepancy coefficients, much larger beyond 50. It
 
is no more possible to use Fi** since - = is too large.

Ni* N i 

For the interval 55-56 (median 55.5) the real fishing mortality Fi is 1.97. A VPA neglecting
the individual variability associated to combination 1 would lead to F i = 1.10. The discrepancy is 
large since Fj F /Fi -44%. Fi would lead to predicted discrepancy equal to -70%, with- = 
Fi* = .59. This is a poor approximation', due to the fact that Ni* -N 1/=N is equal to 1.05. How
ever, the approximations for tile catches and numbers remain good since, for instance, the predicted
catches are equal to 35.8, while the real ones are 36.1 (and those that would be obtained with no 
variability 28.0). c- N 4-i* _ ~ 
Deriving F* Itrom - and --- from - -i gives a better approximation

C1 Ni Fi Fi
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0 0 =with li* -1.23, not so far from Fi 1.10. In any case, the difference between Fi and Fi suggests
that it will be difficult to get an excellent approximation of Fi from an approximation of Fi .
 The possibility of correcting the Fi, 
 in order to take into account the individual variability
through the approximations presented here has not been checked. It would require further examina
tion, and some estimate of Var (K), Var (L.) and (ov (K, L_). In any case, it is useful once some
estimates of Fi have been obtained to calculate the discrepancy coefficients defined here. They can
be used as an indicator of the length ralges where big discrepancies are (or are not) likely to occur. 

The example treated here suggests that individual variability in growth, especially the variability
in L.., may create serious problems for the estimation of fishing mortalities for length close to L,
These problems do not, necessarily affect the estimation of the fishing mortalities in smaller lengths.
Among the possible sources of variability differences between males and fenales can be a major 
one, when a single length distribution is considered with both sexes pooled together. This should be
avoided when )ossible, especially when length-specific fishing mortalities are calculated, and even 
if the mortalities are similar at the same length for both sexes. 

Discussion 

Taylor's expansions, properly used, offer a )owerful tool for addressing several problems. They
could be combined with simulations, and offer a synoptic view of several sensitivity problems, and 
sometimes a mathematical understanding of tle reOsults observed by sinI ulations. They could be
applied not only to the estimation of fishiluz mortalities, t!ht (over yield-per-recruit or spawning
biomass-l)er-re('ruit C'alculations as and MIsnil 1985).awell ( l.aiie 

It is possible to perform the sensitivity analyses on a microcomputer; the computer programs
developed by the authors are quite simple. it would be viSe to COnduct Stich analyses systematically.

Large length grotnpin intervals should be avoided when possible. Smoothing is preferable.
It can be performed on the basic longth distribution of the catches, or on the calculated fishing
mortalities at length. The choice between thi 1-c possibilities, or their combination, has not yet been 
analyzed. 

Risks (f bias associated with sampling and estimation errors on K, L. and on catches at length 
are generally moderate. Major problems may, however, occur when approaching L.. The same is 
true for individual variabilities in growth t)araif teis. In length cohort analyses the last length
interval must have an initial l., h much smaller than L_ . In our example it must not be larger
than 70% of L.. This is quite,. ,',, to what is suggested by Pereiro (1984). This problem can and 
should he however investigated for each specific case. 
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Table 7. Effect of an individual va~iability in K and L. on the catches. (K =0.5; L , = 70; M 0.2) 

Coefficient of relative bias of catches 

Initial len gth 
Sensitivity to the coefficient of variadon/covariation 

P 1 23 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

.993 

.977 

.960 

.942 

.923 

.903 

.882 

.858 
.819 
.765 
.7CL 
.610 
.490 
.373 
.268 
.156 
.036 

-. 093 
-.237 
-. 390 
-. 534 
-. 662 
-. 773 
-. 863 
-. 930 
-. 971 
-. 993 
-. 999 
-. 983 
-. 933 
-. 842 
-. 711 
-. 549 
-. 331 
-. 040 

.326 

.738 
1.215 
1.800 
2.525 
3.369 
4.276 
5.377 
6.744 
8.497 

10.667 
12.695 
14.218 
15.706 
17.254 
18.768 
27.112 

1.248 
1.241 
1.232 
1.220 
1.206 
1.192 
1.175 
1.150 
1.093 
1.004 

.888 

.711 

.463 

.218 
-. 003 
-. 244 
-. 507 
-. 798 

-1.124 
-1.470 
-1.790 
-2.062 
-2.281 
-2.434 
-2.518 
-2.539 
-2.516 
-2.429 
-2.221 
-1.851 
-1.279 
-. 540 

.330 
1.492 
3.071 
5.082 
7.347 

10.025 
13.420 
17.824 
23.131 
28.977 
36.486 
46.415 
60.198 
78.500 
95.848 

107.835 
119.358 
130.707 
140.343 
289.706 

1.560 
1.613 
1.647 
1.680 
1.713 
1.748 
1.784 
1.814 
1.816 
1.786 
1.730 
1.607 
1.402 
1.193 
1.005 
.784 
.522 
.205 

-. 191 
-. 660 

-1.148 
-1.624 
-2.087 
-2.523 
-2.912 
-3.218 
-3.465 
-3.718 
-3.991 
-4.221 
-4.352 
-4.342 
-4.191 
-3.849 
-3.211 
-2.197 
-. 873 

.881 
3.342 
6.871 

11.512 
17.002 
24.615 
35.543 
52.228 
76.589 

101.061 
117.730 
133.434 
148.385 
159.568 
516.645 
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Table 8. Effect of individual variability in K and L. upon numbers of survivors and reconstructed numbers (K = 
0.5; Lo = 70; M = 0.2). 

Mid-class /jS N D 2S, N D S1 i 1 i 2, 2, 2 1 3, 1 3N
N , D3, 1 

15.5 -.01 
 -.07 .06 -.01 .18 -.19 -.02 03
--. .0i

16.5 -. 02 -. 07 .05 -. 02 .18 -. 20 -. 04-. 03 .01
17.5 -. 03 -. 07 .04 -. 03 .18 -. 21 -. 05 -. 04 -. 01 
18.5 -. 04 -. 08 .0'1 -. 05 .18 -. 23 -. 06 -. 04 -. 02
19.5 -. 05 -. 08 .03 -. 06 .17 -. 23 -. 08 -. 05 -. 03
20.5 -. 06 -. 08 .01 -. 07 .17 -. 24 -. 10 -. 05 -. 05 21.5 -. 07 -. 08 .01 -. 09 .17 -. 26 --.12 -. 06 -. 06
22.5 -. 08 -. 09 .01 -. 10 .16 -. 26 --. 15 -. 06 -. 09
23.5 .-. -.11 .01 -.14 .15
10 
 -.29 -.21 -.10 -.11

24.5 -.13 -.12 -.01 -.17 .13 
 -.30 -.27 -.14 -.13
 
25.5 -.16 -.1S -.01 
 -.22 .10 -.32 -.35 -.20 
 "-.15
 
26.5 -.21 -.19 
 -.02 -.27 .07 -.34 -.47 -.29 -.18

27.5 -.27 -.2.1 -.03 .04 37
-.33 --. -.63 -.41 -.22
 
28.5 -. -.27
31 -. 04 -. 36 .04 -. 40 -.74 -.50 -.2429.5 -.35 -.30 -.05 -.39 .04 -.43 -.87 -.59 -.28
 
30.5 -.39 -. 33 -. 06 -. 40 .06 -. 46 -1.00 -. 68 -. 32
31.5 -.43 
 -.36 -.07 -.38 .10 -.48 -1.13 -.78 -.35
32.5 -. 46 -. 39 -. 34-. 07 .19 -. 53 -1.28 -. 87 -. 41
33.5 -. 49 -. 41 -. 08 -. 23 .34 -. 57 -1.41 -. 95 -. 46 
34.5 -.50 -.41 -.09 
 -.03 .59 -. 62 -1.52 -.99 -.53
35.5 -. -.39
49 -.10 .25 .92 -.67 -1.57 -.97 -.60

36.5 -.46 -35 
 -.11 .63 1.35 -.72 -1.54 -.88 -.66
37.5 -. 11 -. 29 -. 12 1.11 1.89 -. 78 -1.44 -. 70 -. 74
38.5 -.33 -.20 -.13 1.72 2.54 
 -.82 -1.23 -.42 -.81
 
39.5 -.23 -.10 -.13 2.39 3.25 -.86 -.95 -.07

40.5 -. 1'1 -. 00 -. 14 3.04 3.92 -. 88 -. 63 .29 

-.88 
-. 92

41.5 -.02 .11 -.13 3.77 4.65 -.88 -.25 .71 -.96
42.5 .13 .27 -. 14 '.77 5.66 -. 89 .33 1.34 -1.01
43.5 .35 .49 -. 14 6.16 7.06 -. 90 1.22 2.30 -1.0844.5 .62 .76 -. 14 7.83 8.75 -. 92 2.40 3.53 -1.13
45.5 .97 1.10 -. 13 10.00 10.92 4.05-. 92 5.23 -1.18
46.5 1.31 1.4,4 -. 13 12.14 13.02 -. 88 5.80 6.99 -1.19
47.5 1.71 1.83 -. 12 14.71 15.52 -. 81 8.03 9.20 -1.1748.5 2.20 2.31 -. 11 17.91 18.63 -. 72 10.98 12.09 -1.11
49.5 2.81 2.90 -. 09 21.95 22.55 14.94-. 60 15.94 -1.0050.5 3.49 3.55 --.06 26.56 26.97 -. 41 19.72 20.53 -. 81
51.5 4.17 4.20 --.03 31.37 31.49 -. 12 25.00 25.46 -. 46 
52.5 5.01 4.99 .02 37.48 37.21 .27 32.06 32.01 .05
53.5 5.96 5.89 .07 44.67 43.87 .80 40.84 40.04 .80
54.5 7.18 7.03 .15 54.24 52.73 1.51 53.23 51.32 1.91
55.5 8.38 8.14 .21 64.16 61.70 2.46 66.87 63.37 3.50
56.5 9.74 9.37 .37 75.90 72.14 3.76 83.92 78.17 5.75
57.5 11.45 10.94 .51 91.65 86.10 5.55 108.25 99.14 9.1158.5 13.47 12.77 .70 111.28 103.35 7.93 140.73 126.78 13.95 
59.5 16.24 15.32 .92 140.24 129.19 11.05 192.58 171.41 21.1760.5 19.18 18.08 1.10 173.54 159.27 14.27 257.37 227.68 29.6961.5 21.39 20.12 1.27 200.72 183.26 17.46 314.03 275.58 38.45
62.5 23.07 21.58 1.49 223.28 201.86 21.42 363.53 314.50 49.0363.5 25.31 23.63 1.68 256.63 230.71 25.92 440.53 377.81 62.72
64.5 27.05 25.08 1.97 285.89 253.43 32.46 511.42 429.94 81.48
65.5 29.35 27.11 2.24 330.58 289.69 40.89 624.67 516.61 108.06 

Din m, t m, I= s f _ N 
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Table 9. Effects of individual variability in K and L. upon fishing mortalities (K 0.5; L = 70; M = 0.2). 

Mid-class F1 OF 2, jF3,1 1 

14.5 .001 .001 1.06 1.07 1.61
15.5 .02 .02 1.05 1.06 1.6516.5 .03 .03 1.03 1.05 1.68
17.5 .05 .05 1.02 1.04 1.7218.5 .06 .06 1.00 1.03 1.7519.5 .04 .05 .98 1.01 1.7920.5 .09 .09 .96 1.00 1.83
21.5 .13 .13 .94 .98 1.8722.5 .45 .45 .91 .93 1.88
23.5 .48 .48 .87 .86 1.8924.5 .71 .70 .82 .76 1.8725.5 1.13 1.10 .76 .61 1.81
26.5 1.47 1.42 .68 .39 1.7027.5 1.11 1.08 .61 .17 1.6128.5 1.21 1.17 .54 --.04 1.5029.5 1.34 1.30 .46 -. 28 1.3730.5 1.50 1.44 .37 -. 56 1.2131.5 1.75 1.67 .27 -. 90 .9832.5 2.10 1.98 .15 -1.31 .6833.5 2.34 2.20 .02 -1.81 .2934.5 2.29 2.15 -. 12 --0.38 --.1535.5 2.34 2.19 --.27 -2.98 -. 6536.5 2.30 2.15 -. 12 -5.63 -1.2137.5 2.29 2.13 -. 57 -4.32 -1.82
38.5 2.06 1.93 -. 72 -5.06 -2.49
39.5 1.70 1.58 -. 87 5.79-- -3.1410.5 1.58 1.50 -. 99 -6.44 -3.75
41.5 1.90 1.77 -1.11 -7.08 -4.4342.5 2.26 2.08 -1.25 -7.88 -5.33
43.5 2.29 2.10 -1.42 -8.91 -6.5244.5 2.50 2.27 -1.60 -10.03 -7.88
45.5 2.06 1.89 -1.82 -11.46 -9.5846.5 2.11 1.93 -1.99 -12.69 -11.1847.5 2.25 2.03 -2.16 -14.03 -13.0548.5 2.41 2.16 -2.35 -15.56 -15.30
49.5 2.30 2.06 -2.57 -17.47 -18.1450.5 2.01 1.82 -2.81 -19.62 -21.4051.5 2.17 1.93 -2.98 -21.47 -24.5852.5 2.14 1.90 -3.19 -23.79 -28.67
53.5 2.39 2.07 -3.36 -26.05 -33.1754.5 2.02 1.78 -3.66 -29.60 -39.81
55.5 1.97 1.72 -3.87 -32.72 -46.3756.5 2.17 1.86 -4.00 -35.66 -53.5657.5 2.17 1.84 -4.20 -39.70 -63.6158.5 2.55 2.06 -4.27 -43.17 -74.5759.5 2.24 1.82 -4.66 -50.70 -94.84
60.5 1.34 1.17 -5.39 -63.43 -126.6461.5 .79 .73 -5.91 -75.44 -157.87
62.5 .91 .81 -5.87 -82.51 -181.0763.5 .51 .48 -6.38 -100.02 -229.4564.5 .47 .50 -6.32 -113.11 -270.40 
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Abstract 

In the first section of this paper we consider how variability in length at age can arise assuming 
von Bertalanffy growth. The variance in length at age is written as a function of age and the mean and 
variance of the growth parameters for the cases where L., K and t. are random variables. When L, is 
a random variable, variance in length at age increases monotonically with afe. With K variable, variance 
in length first increases, then decreases at older ages. The inflection point is at the end of the period of 
,apid growth. Variation in to produces high variance at th youngest ages which decreases rapidly with 
age. The results for Lo random are then applied to provide a simple necessary condition for the distribu
ion of length frequencies in adjacent age groups to have two distinct modes. General predictions for the 

determination of growth parameters from length-frequency data are made. 
Monte-Carlo tests of two methods for the determination of growth parameters from length

frequency data were performed. The ELEFAN I procedure appears to be able to adequately estimate K 
only if the true value of K is known to within about 25%. In this way it is very sensitive to the range of 
values to be scanned chosen by the investigator. 

A mixture distribution method for analyzing length frequencies requires a much larger amount of 
input information than ELEFAN I. It performs well provided initial cohort strengths (relative), mortal
ity and the form of variance in length at age can be approximated on input. Both ELEFAN I and the 
mixture method are sensitive to increasing variance in length at age, ELEFAN I more so. ELEFAN I con
sistently underestimates the true value of K while the mixture model tends to underestimate Lo. The 
implications of underestimating K for the estimation of total mortality and the calculation of potential 
yield are discussed. 
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Introduction 

The recent resurgence of interest in the use of length-frequency information for stock assess
ment has been directed toward the development of techniques which can be applied when more
conventional methods based on age data are inapropriate or unfeasible. Age information is noto
riously time (ollsuMing and costl\, to ()tain ( Mathews, Part 1,this vol.). For many tropical and 
cruistacean fliseries no s11itaIh, lent hIods I'mra,.n animals are availabhle. Because Of this, length-based

methods Such as th e E LE FAN program s(lauly 1982) have rapidly gained acceptance for deter
mining growlh,mortality and recruitinl clt inexploited stocks.
 

Two major piro blems arise inlthe use of methods such as ElEF kN or the more staistically
formal techniques emIhoy inginnlaxin inlikelihood or related estimators (MacIolnald and Pitcher
 
1.979; Schnute and lFourni,,,r 1980):
 

1) There btlas illt
b ,nlith g ()Il( ;WC aev'llCy enitlhods adll(]()f the their sensitivity to input 

2) ''her( ISIll) gui(e '()r h t :Hs "to j(tlg, when a b)artictilar method isal)l),i)riate for the 
data illhand. 

Testing accuracy and sensitivity of a proposd(l method isan essntial siep before its use can be 
widely advocated.This requiresap- lying the niodel to data whose characteristcs are known.Simula
tion of length-freqU(ency dat a and monte Carlo tests off the ai ilitv of the method to describe the
 
underlying structure Of the si.nu lated data can illdicate uMNe what COI(nditilS a method will or will
 
not perform a'ceptahly. Itisalso relevant to 
(onsi(er general conditions for obtaining useful (sti
mates from lengti-fre(q ocmy data. 

Il the next sect ion we eansider how variability inlength-at-age(can arise assuning von Berta
lan ffy growth. Th imeplicat io s oI"these results for the analysis of length-freqIuency data are dis
cussed. TheWn, Mot,,(arlo sensitivity tests Of the El E FAN I(IPauly and David 1981) and a miLxture 
distrib utio n mt(hod for 0ei-(rm ining von lertalanffly growth parameters from length-frequency data 
(MacDolald and Pitcher 1979: S('lnute(and loolnier 1980; !3parre, Part 1,this vol.) are described. 
The sensitivity of the two 1m1Iods to datz quality and input parameters isinvestigaled. The con
tributions Of 
lanipton and Mlajkowsk (Part 1,this voi.) should be consulted for a parallel investiga
tion of the pqrt ies of ELEF.,N :.
 

Sources of Variability invon Bertalanffy Growth 

The von Bertalanffy growth equat ion isthe most commonly applied growth model for fish
 
populations. Inits simplest form, termed tile special von Bertalanffy equation by Pauly (1982),we
 
write the length at time t as 

L- (- - ...
it - ( ) t t,)..I
 

where L. is the asymptotic length attainable, K is a growth constant with units of 1/time which 
determines the shape of the cur'e, and to,is the time at which the fish had length zero (the time
origin of the cutie). Equation (1 ) is most often used to describe the mean growth of a population.
However, we may also consider that. individuals inthe l)Opulation are growing according to (1), such
that variability in length at-age of fish in the population results from differences between individuals
in their v'lues of L,,, K and t,. Sainsbury (1980)has given the mean and variance inlength-at-age

when L. is a normal random variable and when K is a gamma random variable. It is useful to con
sider the effects of variations in 1L,, K and to,separately.

For L.o, distributed as N(Ln , with K and t,constant,S2 j,) mean length-at-age T isgiven by
 

E[ 111,i,Lni(1 e-KT] = -- --t,)) 

where E denotes expected value. The variance in length-at-age is 

V[ltITI = S2L (1 - e- K (T - to))2 ...2) 
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Fig. I.Patterns of variation in length-at-age induced I)y allowing von
 
Bertalanffy growth parameters to he random variales. For this exam
ple L1 = 70, Km =.7, tar =0.n 


Variance in length-at-age will increase monotonically with age to a limiting value of S2L when L. is 
the only source of variation (Fig. 1). The coefficient of variation in length will be constant. For L. 
random, the variance in length-at-age increases with age and length. Variation in length-at-age in 
nature is usually thought to increase with age (Schnute and Fournier 1980; Sparre, Part I, this vol.;
Jones, Part I, this vol.), which may indicate that variation in Lg between individuals is most impor
tant. However, increased error in age determination for older fish (i.e., the tendency for fish of the 
same size to be assigned the same age) could produce a similar effect. 

When Lo, and to are constant and K has a gamma distribution with parameters (A, B) where 
A = km/S2k and B = S 2k/km 

-
E[ ltITI = L., (1 - (1 + B(T -t)) A) 

and 

-V[ 1tIT] = L2. [(1 + 2B(T - to)) A - (1 + B(T - to)) - 2A 
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The gamma distribution was used because it,is always positive and provides a flexible two parameter
distribution for K (Sainsbury 1980). In this case, variance in length-at-age first increases and then 
decreases (Fig. 1). The point. of inflection in variance is at the end of the fast growth period (De-
Angelis and Mattice 1979). The maLximum variance in length-at-age under variable K is given by 

-(1 + I3T)- ( 2A 1 ) - (1 + 2BT) (" + ' )) = 0 

which can be solved numerically to give the age at which the variance in length-at-age starts to 
decrease. Belfw are three examples which are indicative of the general pattern. 

Age of maximum variance 
Km s 2 

1{ in length-at-age 

1.0 0.01 1.0 
0.7 0.01 1.42 
0.4 0.01 2.58 

Finally, when K and L,, are constant but t is N(tom, S 2 to 


E[lt T = L (1 - exp i K (T - toi--KS2t/2 

and 

VI 'ti' T ] = L 2 . [exp(--2K(T - ton-KS 2 1/2)) - exp (-K(2T - torm-KS 2t 

Here, the variance in length-at-age is high for the younger age groups and then decreases rapidly 
with age (Fig. 1). 

The distribution of length-at-age at a given ag(, will be normally distributed if variable L.. is 
the major source of variation. To detect two separate age groups or cohorts it is necessary that the 
combined distribution of a(ljacent length groups be bimodal. Behboodian (1970) has given a simple 
sufficient condition for unin(lality of a mix ture of two normal distributions as 

"),] I
U- . 2 mn , S,) 

where U and U2 are the means and SI and So are the standard deviations of the two distributions. 
Substituting the result.s given above for random L. and reversing the ineqt~ality we obtain 

[L1 exp -K(t --t,)J(e-k-) > 2 S2 1 (1 - exp (-K(t - to)))2 ... 3) 

to give a necessary condition for bimodality for the mixture of the frequencies of two adjacent 
cohorts. 

We can determine the point at which adjacent cohorts will have distinct modes by equating
the two sides of the above inequality and plotting the coefficient of variation in Loo against age. 
This has been done for a set of values of L., and K characteristic of several widely exploited species
using the vaIues given in Beddington and Cooke (1983). The pattern for all the species looks similar 
(Figs. 2 a-f). Over a wide range of variation in L., only the first few age groups are distinguishable. 
Only at a very low coefficient of variation in L. do adjacent older age groups show bimodality.

The question is, how much do the fish have to grow for the age groups to be detectably dif
ferent in the histogram? This condition for bimodality assumes that the underlying population has 
been well sampled and that the distribution of length-at-age is normally distributed. The condition 
as presented here is a necessary condition for bimodality and is conservative for separating modes 
in length-frequency distributions. The condition is not sufficient for bimodality. In other words, 
sampling variation or other noise in the data could still obscure the bimodal pattern even if the 
condition was fulfilled. On the other hand, the ability of a method to follow modes in the length
frequency distribution may be improved in a sequence of samples through time when, occasional, 
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very large year-classes occur. But methods for length-frequency distribution analysis necessarily 
operate on the assumption that the means of adjacent age groups are different (i.e., the fish are 
growing) and a guide to how much the separation needs to be for a particular species is required.
There is little information concerning the robustness of' this condition to departures from normality
although a simple plotting exercise for a range of parameter values when the distributions are not
 
normal indicates that it is in fact quite robust.
 

The distribution of length-at-age when K or to 
 varies is strongly skewed to the left. Indications 
of departures from normality for certain species may be a result of the importance of these other
 
sources of variation.
 

Predictions 

Some simple predictions -oncerning the sensitivity of methods for analyzing length-frequency
data to either input parameters or characteristics of the data can be made. The expressions for 
variance in length-at-age when the parameters of tie von Bertalanffy curve are random variables and 
the conditions for bimodality of adjacent age groups should be used as a guide by the investigator
in interpreting length-frequency data. Obviously, one (loes not have estimates of the variances of ,, K or to, between individuals for a population in nature. lowever, giwen an estimate of the mean 
parar. eter value we must ask how variations in length arise to produce a particular pattern in tie 
length-frequency histogram. 

It is possible to calculate the coefficient of variation between years or between populations for 
some species by examining published estimates of growth parameters (Table 1). The coefficient of 
variation in I,, between years seems to be C!uite small, but these estimates are made by taking the
 
mean of the meao size at age in the oldest age group, or by averaging several estimates of L.. We
 
expect the resulting coefficients of variation to be smaller than the true value for the variation
 
among individuals in a cohort. If these values are compared with the corresponding figures for the 
bimodality condition (Fig. 2) it appears that for several of the stock, at least three or four year
classes will be distinguishable as separate modes in the length-frequency distribution. This is 
an
 
encouraging result Io' the analysis of length-frequency data even though the method assumes the
 
population is well sampled and L_ 
 is the only source of variation in length-at-age. 

Table 1. Rough estimation of the coefficient of variation in L. for several exploited stocks. Method refers to means
taken between populations (1) or within a population between years (2). N is the number of years or populations
used in the calculation. C.V. is the coefficient of variation. 

Species Method Mean S.1D. C.V. N Reference 

Clupea harcngus 1 32.0 5.2 0.16 18 Anthony and Waring (1980)
Clupea harengus 1 28.5 5.98 0.21 5 Pauly (1980)
Clupea harengus 2 31.3 0.57 0.009 19 Molloy (1984)
Clupca harengus 2 30.9 0.62 0.020 20 Hubold (1978)
Clupea harengus 2 36.2 0.64 0.008 18 Jakobsson and Halldorsson (1984)
Gadus morhua 1 110.4 19.83 0.18 9 Pauly (1980)
Trachurus Irachurus 2 35.8 0.96 0.027 3 Borges (1984)
Scomber scombrus 1 41.1 1.81 0.044 4 Anderson and Paciorkowski (1980)
Pleuronectes platessa 2 58.8 2.74 0.068 4 Bannister (1978)
Pleuroneces platessa 2 50.6 2.95 0.058 17 Rijnsdorp (1984)
Solea solea 2 39.6 3.52 0.089 15 de Veen (1978) 

In general, it will be difficult to distinguish modes in the length-frequency histogram for more 
than the first few age groups unless there is very little variation in L. between individuals. This 
means that methods which try to estimate mean growth parameters from length-frequency data will
necessarily rely on the movement of the modes of these groups. There will be little information 
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available for growth at older ages and this may influence the estimation of L. and K. However, on 
the positive side, it appears that the first age group is distinct under a wide range of variation in Lo 
which gives some hope for the estimation of early growth at least, in most stocks. 

When K is large, it will be difficult to distinguish the variance due to to varying from tha4 due 
to varying K. In other words, for rapidly growing fish, it will be difficult to separate variations in 
growth from those in recruit ment times. Estimation of both K and the pattern of recruitment such 
as attempted by several length-frequency analysis methods may not be possible or should be inter
preted cautiously in these cases. 

Under varying recruitment timing, older ages may be more distinct, while variable L. will have 
the opposite effect. The effects of varying growth rates are more complicated because variance in 
length-at-age is not a monotonically increasing or decreasing function of age. 

Simulation Model 

Monte Carlo simulations of length-frequency data from a hypothetical fish population were 
performed to assess the accuracy and sensitivity of the ELEFAN I and mixture distribution methods 
under a variety of conditions. The simulation uses a modificaion of Breen and Fournier's (1984) 
program. The length-frequency data obtained from a hypothetical fish population is assumed to 
be a finite mixture of normal distributions, each component of which is centered around a mean 
size-at-age determined by an input von Bertalanffy growth curve plus a normal random error term. 
Although any growth curve can be used, here we used the simple form of the von Bertalaffy curve 
and concentrated on estimating L_ and K. The standard deviation of length-at-age for a given age is 
a linear function of ae. 

We assume a constant mortality rate Z. Recruitment vaies through the year as a gamma func
tion, so that the shape of the recruitment curve canlbe altered from knife-edge to near normally 
distributed (Fig. 3). The size of the recruiting year-class is a normal random variate centered on a 
recruitment factor, It. Recruitment is distributed through the year by multiplying the total recruit
ment for the year by a gamma variate defined by 

Xl - I e-x 

G(x) 

0.9 

0.6 q~I 

0.71 +-+ q =2 
0-0 q=3 

a) 0.6 7_0 z ~~=4 

o 0.5 

o 0.4
 
E
 

(D 0.3 / 

0.2

0.1 

0 1 2 3 4 
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Fig. 3. Shape of the gamma distrihution for several values of 
the parameter q (see text for formulation). X is the quarter 
of the year. 
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where G denotes the gamma function and (I controls tlhe shape of tim distrihiltion and x is the
period of the year in which the sample is taken. 

Fish are sampled from a populatio)n with tim in u t c IaraeristiCs descrilbed above. Each fishin a sample is first assigned to ian age class in proportion to the ulnderlyiiig polulation age structure.It is then assigned a length at the given age, alld ti tlllated ill the appropriated length class in tile
frequency distribution. The inpult sam pi ng IMe1trs for th,aral sin iklation !Ire: sample size, thenumber of age grouJ)s, the num111her of' smillllhs takOll :an1d 0heir spaCing in tLine. IHere, the sample size 
was 1,000 fish from 0.25 to .1 years ol. lFour sampies were taken a vear.


The von lBertamlnffy lIeillt I,_ UiVi
ers K, Mi,, tot were 1input along'with the parameters governingthe change in variance with size., A the intercetf awl B til slope. ile variance of the means aroundthe von Bertalanffy curve and recrui ment, vari;alic, wer, fixed for all rtur .. Finally, the total mortal
ity rate Z was input. 

The progrun outll)tts fl'ur ((o: a Specitied numl!her (o')sets (1)Ih1ngtli fre(1lien(jes for input to an analysis program. Two saini,1 art, fhown in Figs. I and . 
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ELEFAN I Simulation Tests 

The ELEL,'AN I nethod has heen well (oteun ted elsewhere and we will not repeat a lengthy
description here. ''h(, prograinused was a slight modifica ion-, (Sparre, pers.of Sparre's version 
comm.) written in Fortran 77. Basi-ally, he Iprogram seeks to score peaks and troughs in a set of 
length-fre(quenicy histogr'ams a.;positive and iegat ie, resptectively. The sui or1the scores is defined 
'Is tlhe Availahle S1lmn of le-aks i ;'Tal vi lBertalal'y growthi curves are, projected through the 
data and aC(tLllltlIlate ptints ,waeol'(illg to tin' iilhers of jlaks (p[ositive) and troughs (negative) 

'lii-; -;un of 'eaksthe curves pass tliru ,t. gie'(.s 1h, l-;xtil S (ESI'. The gr)wth Ilmenters with 
the highest IIS,Pvilllin a ,ant- i(iIt-rl rtasoiahly hy tli inlvestigator are selecled as the best fit 
to the (lta. 

\n auliitio tu (.11 i>,1- ftr ttIlt, t'st (ti I.,., M ust .all t i(l st', ij1 lili which he glater than o1)e 
to the largest size g)up il t ht .Ill IIlost olf o) trials, the I,,value chosnl on the basis of the 
s() as>i 1llt!l Ill(- the data, amn1 so IIe Iestimateiin g funt tin > all," :6t1St ,i' gn )p ili l I 'A,'.\N 

of l,, was the argest siz/,',p.Ilitll"-wotls. II,I.'K\N Iwas ;ituInlly only estimating K .
by
 
means of the st'tningl'nctt 'lii> i: t(tt) ili,lsthat thlittsilg ti(' largest size group in the data
 
is uinreasonable, as 
an cstitaw, lt I.finf a we\,u(' lt stotk .I t\V(v(,r,We have focused ()n the 
estimation )f K for this i-tasim. '[11, simulat tn was iotthlsigled to incluhde sampling variahility, 

estinate of Ity st'h'1t, a't'st is usully 'ltse to the true, 1,,,.so th .... w g ft l Si 1t'OHi)i 
ELE ,'.lN Iis,a ('urvt, fittiplt Iit (luduu ,bulit i't,liit's as input a range of values tolie sanned
 

for i.' best estiluat, otf K landl, i.
-givl tl trttvisit altttvt'). F0ttr tl(' to estimate tHe true 
paralleter, t litrn Mutit'outt'ttut tiss (lit' 1K..\nt ass;ssiettl l' iltortance of the critical
choice of i'ag,(, is give' IWhtw. l'r thC siiulit ittils iprts,,nt't(l here, with a K value of 0.7, a rangv of 
0.2 to 1 .1 was scanned hY the trtograi ii stp(s ott ((05. 

The tests considered variation ill :; pariuieittrs: .\, il ttite pt (or the relationship between
 
standard deviatiitii tf leagd-at-ige utl age: It.the neilruititnt factor and of the 
Iaranieter of the
 
gammnia distiibutioni fltr reI'Lliilltlit fil :-;.titchpa-ni ieur s(- was i-un 
10ttiies and the mean
 
squared error ,\S;1 ) Mid hias tillll i tiI a>
 

M S ' (o s t ill a l ( wl ) : i): I rIt 


and
 

Bias - (testimh(- truc)i1 ) 

for the 10 runs.Although samlle size issmall, rpeated runs of 10 indicated change in the results 
was no greaer than j . 

Data wit Ihlow variami.e in Ingtlh-at-age and knife edge recmitment should provide a realisi.ne 

baseline for the E1JI1FlAN Iprogram since peaks and troughs will he we!I defined. Note this is not 
)erfect,but gootd data. Itstill iontains atstitlast iecornpoient. Tables 2 and 3 indicate that both 
MSE and hias are st ill subsantial row this parameter comhination. 'I'he coefficient of variation is 
about 70' wit h a negative hias 3 ,hof ..As va'ialiie inlength-at-age increases, ho th MSE and bias 
also increase. Note that EI.EIl"AN Iconsistently iiilerestimiuttes the i-e value of K.This was a 
constant feature of the tiials. 

As recruitiient is spread out,over the year, sim ulated by increasing (lwith low variance in 
length-at-age ('abh, 2), thlei xleetson the ability of ILEFAN to accurately estimate K are similar 
to the effects of increasing variance inlength-at-age controlled by the A parameter. 

The effec'ts o f variah recru it ien t (Tabl) :3) are very sim ilar to those for variance in length
at-age. As Itincreases, the bias in 10 runs surpasses 50% of the K value. A large recruiting year
class will have a very high contribution to ASP. Its effect will be that of an outlier in the data, 
having a dispiroportionaely lirge influence on the ESP. 

In each run, the miraxiinum size of' the bias is determined by the input range of parameter values 
to be scanned. With K of 0.7 and a lower limit of the scanning range of 0.2 the bias cannot be greater
than -0.5 and MSE of 25. If the range is narrower or wider, the effect is obvious (Table 4). 

http:realisi.ne
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Table 2. Simulation tests of ELE1' 1: response to variance in length-al-age and varying recruitment times. A 
denotes the intercept for a linear relationship betwein variance in length-at-zge and age and q is the parameter of the 
standarAl gamma distribution controllinp the distribution of recruitment through the year. The input parameters

= were K = 0.7, R 50, 1H 1. The first number in each pair is the MSE of the estimate of K for 10 runs of the simula
tion. The second entry in each pair is the bias in estimati,ig K in the 10 runs. 

A 

0.01 - - 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0
 
q
 

0.281 0.207 0.250 0.282 0.293 
0.5 -. 205 -. 275 -. 380 -. 285 -. 415 

0.200 0.228 0.241 
1.0 -. 180 -. 295 -. 190 

0.191 0.257 
1.5 -. 370 -. 300 

0.207 0,213 0.236 
2.0 -. 415 -. 435 -. 485 

Table 3. Simulation tests of ELEFAN 1: responsc, to increased recruitment variability. R is the recruitment multi. 
plier. q is the parameter of the gamma distrib tion of recruitment times. The input parameters were K = 0.7, A = 1,
B = 1. The first entry in each pair of numbers is the MSE for the estimates of h in 10 tans of the simulation. The 
second mnmber in th. pair is tho, mean bias i i the estimates of K for the 10 runs. 

it 

1 25 50---------- 75
 
q
 

0.194 0.227 0.220 0.205 
0.5 -. 175 -. 2311 -. 260 -. 340 

0.208 0.173 0.241 
1.0 -. 110 -. 360 -. 490 

0.229 0.222
 
1,5 -. 350 -. 370
 

0.176 0.217 
2.0 -. 365 -. 325 

We examined the results of several trials of ELEFAN 1 in terms of the ESP tables for each 
parameter combination. In fact, thece is often a peak in the ESP surface at or close to the true value 
of K, even when the variance in length-at.age is large. However, this peak is usually a local maximum 
only. For example, in many runs, if the range of values given to ELEFAN I was between 0.55 and 
1.0 say, the program would find the K value close to the true 0.7. However, trial values below 0.55 
have higher ESP values and there may be other local maxima. In other words, the program usually
estimates the growth parameter K very well when it is already known to within about 20-25% of 
its true value. 
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Table 4. Simulation tests of ELEFAN I: response at different K values and increasing variance at age. The first 
entry in each pair is (he MSE for estimating K in 10 runs. The second entry is the bias in the estimates of K in 10 
runs. The input parameters were R = 50, q = 1, B = 2. 

K 

0.4 0.7 . 1..1-0-_-. 

A
 

0.185 0.296 0.270 
0.01 -. 025 -. 280 -. 450 

0.031 0.194 
0.5 -. 170 -. 425 

0.035 0.241 
1.0 -. 131) -. 490 

0.073 
2.0 -. 100 

0.123 
3.0 -. 035 

With respect to L.,, the ESP/AS " criterion usually underestimates the true value and so the 
sihe of the largest length group is chosen as the estimate of L,,. Sparre (pers. comm.) has noted that 
there may be difficulties with choosing L,, as the largest age because several of '.he growth curves 
projected through the data will pass through this length class and overinflate the ESP value such 
that the ratio ESP/ASP is greater than 1. Sinec this ratio is supposed to be analogous to a coeffi
cient of determination or lack of fit statistic a value greater than 1 has no meaning and the esti
mates should be rejected. Although this is eay to detect in the resultant estimation run, the remedy
for the problem has only i-ecently becn incorported in the ELEFAN' I program (see Appendix I and 
Pauly,Part I, this vol.). 

Mean squared error and bias do not show the whojo l)icture. Individual runs sometimes esti
mated K quite accurately. In our simulaiion we have !:a ;sumed that the results wero. obtained by a 
naie user. That is, it is not possible to analyze each, un individually as a practitioner would do for 
his or her own data. Subjective decisiens by the investigator cannot easily be incorporated into the 
analysis of each dta set in the sin ;lation. 

For a set of runs the ELEF AN I methed does not appear to reliably estimate growth parameters
from length-frequency data unless the input parameter range is narrow and the true value 'ies within 
this range. The explained sum of peaks surface appears to have multiple maxima, so that, while a 
maximum often occurs near the correct parameter value, other values could be selected with no 
clear mrwins of distinguishing between multiple solutions. ELEFAN I is particularly sensitive to 
increased variance in length-at-age or increased variance in recruitment times. With respect to the 
objectivity of the method, t is sensitive to the input parameter range to be scanned. Of course, the 
same input parameters and data should give different investigators the same answer. 

Recent modifications te the ELEFAN I method improve its performance. Runs of the model
with the modified method, which corrects for the projection of growth curves through a peak more 
than once, remove the tendency for ELEFAN to drift toward low K values. The results still indicate 
some bias in the parameter estimates, however (Appendix I). 

Mixture Distribution Method Tests 

One way of statistically treating the problem of estimating the growth parameters of a fish 
population from length-frequency data is based on the idea that a length-frequency sample can be 
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conceptually thought of as a mixture of probability distributions for length-at-age. That is, at each 
age we hypothesize that the lengths of the fish in that age tass (or cohort) are normally distributed 
with mean given by the von Bertalanffy or similar function and tl variance by a specified form 
(MacDonald and Pitcher 1979; Schnute and Fournier 1980). To follow the progression of a cohort 
through time, samples are linked by the growth curve, mortality rate and initial cohort strengths 
to calculate where each cohort should fall in the next sample and how large its contribution to the 
overall mixture distribution should be. The growth cU-vwe gives the means of the distributions and 
the variances are often assumed to be some function of the means. The cohort strengths and mortal
ity rate give the mixing proportions for the sample. The expected frequencies computed from a set 
of input parameter values can then be compared with the observed frequencies via a statistical
 
criterion sucht as chi squared 
or a (quite similar) maximuni likelihood estimator. 

One difficulty with this method is that the number of parameters to optimize over becomes 
very large if cohort strengths, mortalities and growth parameters are included. Parameters in the 
set can be fixed to reduce the dimensionality in the problem. 

A second constraint on the use of the method is that the number of cohorts in each sample 
must be specified as input. This information will not be available for many fish stocks for which 
growth studies have not already been done. MacDonald and Pitcher (1979) note that older age 
groups can be grouped together without adversely affecting the results. Sch nute and F'ournier 
(1980) suggest some goodness of fit tests similar to a likelihood ratio statistic, which can be used 
to choose between solutions using different numlbers of cohorts. lowever, the need to specify
the number of cohorts is a limitation of this method. 

In the lests presented below we have focused on the estimation of L. and K for comparison
with the resuIts for ELEFAN I. To this end the cohort strengths, parameters describing the variance 
in length-at-age and mortalities were fixed and optimization using a chi squared criterion was per
formed over the two parameters L,, and K. Some care is required in choosing the fixed values of 
the cohort strengths and mortality parameters. In our trials cohort strengths which conformed to 
the pattern of mortality (negative exponential) were input, but they were not the exact cohort 
strengths from the simulation program. In general, the results given below hold as long as the pattern
is correct and the magnitudes are similar to the true cohort strengths and mortality. A modification 
of Sparre's (Part I, this vol.) program written in Fortran 5 was used with a Gauss-Newton optimiza
tion routine from the NAG subroutine library.

The mixture method was most sensitive to variance in length-at-age (Tables 5 and 6). As the 
intercept for variance in length-at-age (A) increased, the quality of' the estimates of L. and K 
deteriorated. Note that the value of variance in length-at-age au which the mixture method breaks 
down is well above that for ELEFAN I. By comparison to ELEFAN I, the mixture method is in
sensitive to variation in recruitment times. However, because the cohort strengths and mortalities 
are given for these trials, the mixture model contains much more information as input than the 
ELEFAN I method. Also, the method seemed to perform better at high values of K than at low 
values (Table 8). 

The need to input the number of cohorts in each sample seems a major limiting feature of the 
mLture method. However, simulations when the input guess at the number of cohorts was incor
rect (Table 7) indicate that this factor may not be as crucial as usually assumed. Underestimating
the number of cohorts seems to have a more drastic effect than overestimating. 

The results of the mixtu-e method were independent of the starting values for the estimation 
procedure as long as they were in a permissible range (K non-negative). For example, starting values 
of K = 0.2, Lo = 40 when the true values were (0.7, 70) performed as well as starting values of 
(0.6, 60). 

Discussion 

The bimodality condition given in (3) provides a guide for determining when either ELEFAN I 
or a mixture distribution method can accurately estimate growth parameters from length-frequency
data. For example, consider the two histograms shown in Figs. 4 and 5. If we assume that the 
variance in length-at-age results from variation in L.. only,we can solve (2) for S2 L given knowledge 
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Table 5. Simulation testing of a mixture distribution method of length.frequency analysis: response to variance in 
length-at-age and variation in recruitment times. Symbols and format as in Table 1. The first entry is the MSE over 
10 runs in the estimate of L... The second entry is the mean bias over 10 runs for the estimates of L.. The input 
parameters were L. = 70, K = 0.7, B = 2, R 50. 

A 

4 6 8 - - 10 12 
q 

37.86 31.38 62.16 95.08 214.48 
0.5 -5.79 -5.52 -7.80 -9.65 -14.54 

26.81 37.75 
1.0 -'4.46 -6.06 

17.28 33.16 
1.5 -3.58 -5.70 

21.90 45.96 
2.0 -4.30 -6.65 

20.75 95.06 
3.0 -4.00 -9.68 

Table 6. Simulation testing of a mixture distribution method for length-frequency analysis: response to variance in 
length-at-age and varying recruitment times in the estimation of K. See Table 5 for input parameters and explana. 
tioln. 

A 

4 6 ___8 - - - 10 12 -_- -
q 

0.005 0.026 0.105 0.181 0.479 
0.5 -. 013 0.136 0.316 0.421 0.687 

0.008 0.029 
1.0 -. 064 0.152 

0.013 0.138 
1.5 -. 089 0.025 

0.009 0.068 
2.0 -. 076 0.252 

0.007 0.179 
3.0 -. 073 0.416 

of V[lt]. Using (3) we predict that at least 3 modes should be evident in Fig. 4 but only 1 in Fig. 5. 
In this sample case, it is obvious that there are clear modes in the first histogram. For many data 
sets it will not be so obvious and the condition can indicate whether the underlying structure of the 
length-frequency histogram is such that analysis for the growth parameters can be fruitful. 

Both ELEFAN I and the mixture method are limited in applicability. ELEFAN I seems to 
require very good starting estimates of K to find an acceptable value. The mixture method requires 
information on the number of age groups although perhaps less critically than previously thought. 
In addition, the relative initial sizes of the cohorts and mortality must be approximated. 
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Table 7. Effect of mis-estimating the number of cohorts in the sample on estimates of K by the mixture method.
The input parameter were A = 4, B = 1, R = 50 and q = 1. The true K equal to 0.7. The true number of cohorts 
was 4. 

Input number of cohorts 

2 3 4 5 6 - -

MSE 0.119 0.036 0.008 0.004 0.007 
Bias -. 124 -. 151 -. 060 -. 023 0.022 

Table 8. Simulation testing of mixture distribution method for length-frequency analysis: performance at different 
= =values of K. The input parameters were A 4, B = 1, R = 50, q = 1, L., 70. The first entry in each set is the MSE

of the estimates of L. for 10 runs. The second entry is the bias for L,, third is the MSE in the estimate of K and 
fourth isthe bias in the K estimates. 

K 

-\-_-_ 0.2 - 0.4 0.7 1.0----

MSE L. 824.54 103.23 26.81 82.91 
Bias L. -28.47 -8.27 -4.46 -9.06 

MSE K 0.118 0.023 0.008 0.012 
Bias K 0.330 0.110 -. 064 -. 086 

Both methods are most sensitive to variance in length-at-age, ELEFAN I more so than the 
mixture method. The gFoneral reason for sensitivity to variance in It is explicable in terms of the
bimodality condition (3). Distinct modes in the length-frequency histogram result from two factors,
small variance in length-at-age and wide separation of the mean lengths of adjacent ages. Therefore,
methods which try to separate adjacent ages (peaks and troughs in ELEFAN I terms) will be sensi
tive to variance in length-at-age and to the value of K. This is the pattern of the simulation results. 
The mixture method is less sensitive than ELEFAN I because the pattern of variance in length-at-age 
is explicitly taken into account as input. 

Why is ELEFAN I more sensitive to recruitment parameters tian the mixture method? This is
in large part due to the additional input information for the mixture method. But also, ELEFAN I 
will give greater weight to well-structured, large peaks and so depend heavily on the information 
from the recruiting year-class. The mixture method will give weight to age classes depending on the 
departure from initial cohort size. If, as done here, the cohort sizes are governed by the exponential
mortality rate the influence of the recruiting year-class will not be disproportionate. In addition,
the mixture model responds less to recruitment spread through the year because the number of 
cohorts in the sample is fixed on input. 

Overall, the mixture method seems more accurate and robust over a range of data qualities,
but the information required for its use is substantially greater. ELEFAN I requires less input, but 
cannot be counted upon to produce accurate estimates without substantial subjective input by the 
user. Note that this is not the same as producing estimates that appear reasonable when the true 
values are unknown. ELEFAN I has the potential to produce accurate esLimates because the scoring
function often (but not always) contains a local maximum near the true value. Recent modifica
tions to ELEFAN I may improve the ability of the program to choose between multiple maxima 
(Appendix I and see Morgan, Part I, this vol.). It is interesting to note that the mixture model as
implemented here was the more economical in terms of computer time. 
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Implications for Stock Assessment 

The estimation of the parameters of growth is not the end product of investigations of tile 
length-frequency data from fish. Usually, such data are useld to estimate other demographic param
eters which together (letermine the potential yield and dynamics of the stock. For example, a 
common method for estimating the total mortality of the stock is using the age distribution of 
the sample. Typically the estimation proceeds in two stages. First, using the estimated growth curve, 
the leigth sample is converted to an age structure. Variations on such techniques, e.g., Clark (1981) 
lse essentially the sam,e proceluore. '1"he m)rtality rate is then estimated from the age distribution 
of the catch ((Chapiman and l(o)bs(,n 1960). 

Applying this method to typical data generated from the ICLEFAN I program yields the results 
indicated in Tahle 9. The NI SI, and bias ind at e that there is both substantial uncertainty and a 
strong t enden(cy to underestim ate the level of mortality. This would imiIly, for stock assessment, a 
considcrabhle problem. For example, if V PA is used, terminal F values woould be underestimated and 
hence starting p() )Ulation sizes overestimated. Similarly, yield per recruit calculations will he biased 
and estimates of th l' tential yield derived from simple lieverton and Holt or Schaefer type models 
will be in (rror. 

T'alle 9. Simulation testing of II.E:AN I: INISI" and ias in the estimation of total mortality Z. These simulation 
runs are the same as from the top line of Table 2. 

A 

1.0 2.0 ----- 3.0 

0.176 0.181 0.222 
0.7 -. 290 -. 268 -. 369 

0.327 0.357 0.488 
1.0 -. 400 -. 460 -. 433 
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Appendix I 

An important modification to the ELEFAN program was proposed by D. Pauly at the February 
1985 conference. He suggested that problems of bias in the estimation of K may be in part corrected 
by ensuring that as growth curves are traced through the data to calculate the ESP, peaks are flagged 
when the curve hits them. Then, additional curves striking any part of a flagged peak are not counted 
in the ESP. 

The program we used was iodified in this fashion and a small number of additional runs 
(sets of 10) made after the conference. The results for the estimation of K -Are presented below. For 

=these runs, K was 0.7, L,, 70, It = 50 and B = 1. The variance in length-at-age as controlled by the 
A parameter was varied. The table below should be compared with Table 2. The range in A was 
wider for these additional runs simply because the program performed better and still gave meaning
ful (although biased) estimates at A = 7. 
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A 

q 
\5--

I 

51  - ----

0.045 
0.195 

0.053 
0.190 

3 ---

0.056 
0.225 

5-------

0.024 
0.120 

7 

0.050 
0.180 

It may be also mentioned that the modification tested here also has the advantage of suppressing
"drifting" toward impossibly low values of K, as can occur during the analysis of some data sets 
(see also Pauly, Part 1, this vol.). 
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Abstract 

A method is presented for estimating the von Bertalanffy growth constants relevant to determining 
length from age and age from length. Programs based on this method and suitable for use with HP 67/97 
calculators have been prepared. 

Introduction 

The traditional use of the von Bertalanffy growth constants is to estimate mean length from 
age. When it is necessary to estimate mean age from length, the same values for the constants are 
usually used (see Gulland 1969; Pauly 1980). It is now believed that the latter procedure is invalid 
(except when considering the growth of a single fish). When considering a number of fish, the 
relationship between mean length and age is associated with a lower Leo and higher K, than for the 
relationship between mean age and length (Jones 1981).

In this paper a simple method is presented for estimating the growth constants relevant to 
determining length from age and age from length. It is based on the reasoning that the best choice 
values for the constants will be those providing estinates of the mean length at age (or mean age at 
length) in closest agreement with the observed data (but see Rosenberg and Pope, Part I, this vol.). 
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Method 

A rearrangement of the von Bertalanffy equation provides the linear relationship: 

loge (1 - t,'L.) = Kt ° - Kt 

where Vt is the length at age t, and L., K and to are the growth constants. Hence when L,, is
known or assumed, undertaking a linear (least squares) regression analysis of loge (1 -- Vt/L,,)
against t provides estimates of K (= - slope) and to (= x axis intercept). The method was first
proposed by von Bertalanffy (1934) for the estimation of K, and by Beverton and Holt (1957) and 
Ricker (1958) for the estimation of K and to . 

The amendment proposed here is to assume a preliminary value of L., undertake the linear
regression analysis described above, and then to use the L. , K and to combination to obtain
estimates of the mean length for each observed age (or the mean age for each observed length). A
linear (geometric mean) regression analysis is then undertaken of the estimated against the observed 
mean lengths (or ages).

Identifying the best choice combination of L. , K and to (or L.', K' and t ) is based on the
values obtained for the slope, y-axis intercept and coefficient of determination. The ideal is when
the slope is unity, the y-axis intercept is zero and the coefficient of determination is maximized.
This procedure for identifying the best choice is preferred to that referred to in Pauly (1984),based on maximizing the coefficient of determination from the relationship of log, (1 - Qt/L.)
against t. The procedure is repeated with a new value for the assumed L,,, until the best. conibina
tion of the constants can be recognized.

Prior to applying the method, it is necessary to arrange the length and age data appropriately.
When estimating the growth constants relevant to determining length from age, the input datashould be expressed as mean lengths at age. If the constants relevant to estimating age from length
are required, however, the input data should be expressed as mean ages at length. These require
ments presuppose the availability of data in the form of an age-length key.

HP tprograms based on this method are given in Morgan and Pauly (Part II, this vol.). The user
instructions are the same for both options; option 1 provides estimates of the constants relevant to
length at age, and option 2 gives estimates of the constanLs relevant to age at length. 

Application 

The method was applied to the length and age data for the Pacific bonito (Sarda chiliensis),
quoted in Bartoo and Parker (1983) and originating from Campbell and Collins (1975). These data 
are reproduced as mean lengths at age and mean ages at length in Table 1. Only the mean ages for 

Table 1. Length and age data for Pacific bonito (Sarda chilicnsis). a 

Length at age Age at length
Mean Mean

Age lengths Standard Length ages Standard 
groups (cm) deviations n groups (yr) deviations n 

1 50.98 2.68 424 <58 1.00 0.00 4102 61.58 2.07 158 58 1.86 0.36 213 71.55 2.02 53 60 1.88 0.33 75
4 72.83 1.96 80 62 1.95 0.23 565 73.95 1.86 21 64 2.00 0.00 12 

66 2.33 0.52 6 
68 3.00 0.68 14 
70 3.53 0.62 32 
72 3.82 0.65 61 
74 3.92 0.69 36 
76 4.42 0.51 12 

> 76 4.00 0.00 1 
aFrom Campbell and Collins (1975). 
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(and including) the lengths 58 to 76 cm were used as input data. The mean ages of smaller fish 
were excluded as being biased, there being no length distribution given for the 0 age category. The 
mean age for the > 76 cm group was excluded, again on the basis of presumed bias, since there were 
too few fish in the group. 

Results 

The best choice combination of the growth constants relevant to estimating lengths from ages, 
to the nearest whole number value of the asymptotic length, is L. = 75, K = 0.81 and to = -0.40. 
This was determined on the basis of the values for the associated y-axis intercept (u = 2.4186) and 
slope (v = 0.9675) being closest to zero and unity, respectively. The maximization of the coefficient 
of determination (r 2 = 0.9821) was taken to be a less useful indicator of the best choice combina
tion in this example. 

The best choice combination of the growth constants for estimating ages from lengths to the 
nearest whole numb'- for the asymptotic length, is L.' = 89 cm, K' = 0.29 and to' = -2.13, and 
Loo'= 90 cm, K' = 0.27 and t.' = -2.25 yr. Again this is based on the values for the associated 
y-axis intercept (u = -0.0707) and slope (v = 1.0246) being closest to zero and unity, respectively. 
The coefficient of determination (r 2 = 0.9525) was also maximized with this combination. 

A plot of the two relationship, is given in Fig. 1 and the resultz Of th c.o."imati, ns arc given in 
Tables 2 and 3. 

90 L', 

B 
80 

2 ,
5 2 

20 5 

70 2 2 2 

E 2 

- 9 
C 3 5 
W.) 41 
_j 60 - 8 25 122 15 

1 3 

1326 1 

48 

50 77 
74 

4 4/5 

Age (years) 

Fig. 1. Plots of (A) mean lengths at age and (B) mean ages 
at length for Pacific bonito (Sarda chiliensis); see Table 1 
for source of data. (These plots suggest the possibility of 
some large fish of ages 1 and 2 having been attributed 
erroneous ages. Editor's note.) 
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Table 2. Estimates of the growth constants (L., K and t.), mean lengths at age and regression/correlation parameters. 

Observed Observed Estimated lengths (cm) when
 
age mean L. = 74.0 75.0 76.0 77.0
 

groups lengths 
 K = 1.4626 0.8082 0.6519 0.5595 
(years) (cm) t0 = 0.5651 --0.4025 -0.8048 -1.1056 

1 50.98 34.83 50.86 52.56 53.30 
2 61.58 64.93 64.24 63.79 63.45
3 71.55 71.90 70.21 69.64 69.26 
4 72.83 73.51 72.86 72.68 72.58 
5 73.95 73.89 74.05 74.27 74.47 

y-axis intercept, u -48.0701 2.4186 7.2534 9.0583 
slope v 1.6906 0.9675 0.8966 0.86972coefficient of determination, r 0.9091 0.9783 0.9821 0.9793 

Table 3. Estimates of the growth constants (L ', K' and t,,'), mean ages at length and regression/correlation param
eters. 

Observed Observed Estimated ages (years) when 
mean length L = 86.0 88.0 89.0 90.0 91.0 95.0ages groups K = 0.3381 0.3018 0.2865 0.26010.2728 0.2205 

(years) (cm) t(, - -1.7,132 -2.0103 -2.1339 -2.2516 -2.3641 -2.7691 

1.86 58 1.58 1.56 1.55 1.54 1.53 1.51 
1.88 60 1.80 1.78 1.781.78 1.77 1.76
1.95 62 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 
2.00 61 2.29 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.31 
2.33 66 2.57 2.58 2.59 2.602.59 2.61 
3.00 68 2.88 2.90 2.91 2.922.91 2.94 
3.53 70 3.23 3.25 3.26 3.26 3.27 3.29 
3.82 72 3.63 3.64 3.64 3.65 3.65 3.66 
3.92 74 4.08 4.08 4.08 4.08 .1.08 4.08 
4.42 76 4.62 4.59 4.58 4.57 '1.56 4.53 

y-axis intercept, u -0.0708-0.0719 -- 0.0707 -0.0707 ---0.0709 -0.0721 
slope, v 1.0250 1.0247 1.02461.0246 1.0247 1.0251

2coefficient of determination, r 0.9517 0.9524 0.9525 0.95240.9525 0.9516 

Discussion 

The underlying basis of the method (apart from the assumption of von Bertalanffy growth) is 
that the best choice combinations of the growth constants are those which give estimates of the 
mean lengths at age (or mean ages at length) in closest agreement with the observed data; this also 
assumes that the quality of the observed data is sound. 

Unfortunately, w ith respect to determining the growth constants relevant to estimating ages
from lengths, the limitations imposer, *',', practical considerations are likely to be substantial. The 
principal problem is in obtaining mian 'iges at length having satisfactory precision and minimal 
bias. To improve precision, sets of length and age data should be collected for as many short time 
intervals as practical. These should then be separately incorporated within a single age-length key; 
from these, mean ages can be determined for each length. 

The estimated mean ages at length will be dependent on the number of pairs of length and age
data in each time interval. If the number in a particular time interval is much larger than for the 
other intervals, the ages represented in that sample will be over-represented in the means. Minimiz
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ing this bias requires the number in each time interval to be proportional to the stock abundance, or 
some index of abundance such as catch per unit effort. The less valid alternative would be to have
the same numbers in each time interval (which may be achieved indirectly by converting the num
ber in each interval to percentages).
 

The method as presented relates to the input of data 
as mean lengths at age (or mean ages atlength). It is equally valid when the inputs are the lengths and ages of individual fish, although only
for determining the constants relevant to estimating lengths from age. With respect to determining
the constants for estimating ages from lengths, undertaking the linear regression of t against log, 
(1 vt/L,) gives K' (=: - 1/slope) and t(, (= y axis intercept).

The use of data for individual fish does not avoid the practical problems mentioned earlier in

this section. Furthermore, it increases the possibility of encountering lengths greater than L. 
 (or

L" ), in which case the metriod fails.
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Abstract 

Two views of the problems related to the estimation of the time interval (At) between two length
groups by means of growth parameters (L, and K) are presented. The first of these views leads to an
equation useful for correcting estimates of At close to L.. The second leads to the suggestion that the
classical estimation from the regression of length on age should continue to be used for estimating age
from length based on a calibration experiment. 

Introduction 

The contributions of Hoenig (Part 1, this vol.) and of Sanders (Part I, this vol.), which bothpresented methods for tie estimation of growth parameters suited to computation of At values
(mainly for use in length-cohort analysis and related methods) resulted, at the conference in a rather
excited discussion, and the opportunity was offered to the participants of this discussion to submit,
after the con ference, comments to be consolidated into a brief paper and included in the proceed
ings. Two such written comments by A.A. Rosenberg and J.G. Pope were received by the time this 
volume was completed, and they are presented below (the Editors). 
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J.G. POPE 

It was n oted that using a von Bertalan ffy growt h &uIIrwe fitted to the aV'rag* lngth-at-age data 
Will cause Ihias in estimates of'At if K and/or L. are subhject to variation. Sainsbury (1980) gives a
general desc, 'Ltion of the Il)oblen of estimating von BertalIan ffy curves suIjeCt to inldividuial varia
tions in 1K1md1KL. andib oth hllnes (Part 1,this vol.) and Laurec and .Mesnil (Parl I. this vol.) consider 
the probl'll in thm colt.xi (4)1bias illIh lengtlh-(olhittanalysis. Liurec ;and lesilil (Par't I, this vol.)
pl- ivitle torin ila,, firIalc't ,, hirll't , inilild d1u., I()sm'h v rialt im 1. nd 1K. ('e irl,, it wouldbe a sensileh p l orLttl llil'si, friinlae' wheln attellptlig liamhnith-vhlt alvsis. In what fol
lows, to Illliktl lll i llilht.- t]le' pri )],'i It, ie olearly, I have alssildlle a hplerform of variaitrather sim 

tiolll i ll.rni 
 eis and %\(irke m ti [lie >sizt ( oa' Itt tilletl, o (ireal e. [he st,S s that bys s 

avo id i , a p I it- ck ( ,
S fi. n i , I, it i],l)0s5 ihll, ii rtlu.we t1 ,Iias.e, .ulhst alliitIlly :am I thi; maytv

allm hegth-voliort analysis to h(, os. sl \without sritis 
 ,,rr*l. Tii tindim,' is, o)t' v(Mlrse, very si;ilmlr 
to thmt of La erlecar( ,\lsdii l 1, tilt, viii , Ilt, Ioing based on a ,ore ,n iit >tuiily tIth,1' proh
hemll, is lwrhaps; aeto '"lSiaSp. 

Assurmptiols 

To keepl) a1ssmut ioln> abiot ,'ro\Vth changes simple, I have nily cmisidered th, case where

the distrilh tint 'lellkth alae has :a
ii rit l:ll,13lair (list rilut im ou it Ihtbe aiverage henigth at age inl1 

I ;tssnllel.thel ange, lt - l t1,1, + 1?. that uRdividual fish remnai at the -,m1 , l tislaiwe t'lrom the
 
average grow%,th uthvrmthiroiiuoltl tle ;a1)I thill all tish h ve a voM-;talllt m)rtality rate ol, Z.The
 
S tll istalwl I lllnitai I I the at havet smV ,asi ; I Iptt t tal 'i.sh ( il the Ill o n',k.th Irit'lIlIllI t Ist he
 
average,-sized fish. With ii r distriIlttion (Ot size iml lt the mean
wt't.lt length at age, fish of
 
length !,I -aIIh undtI tw eN ace!(s ta and( t h where,
 

within this range the prolahility distribution of fish of length L, is 

- ze.' Zi. , X, b- Cta)t 

A fish of length I, at tinne t will have grown fro, length l,1 in time At. It may be thought of as the 
survivor of e, fish of length IL1 IWe need to coI)LIte' the average valtIe of e 1It to give the
appropriate muIlt ilieir or"the numbers of fish of lengt h L, to convert them to equivalent numbers 
of length 1.1 fish. This multiplier will he given by 

t0 I, I - ,,---I. NI/K Z--- t 
. z d i 

ta l e,--e- t,_e-z)
 

converting the variable of integration from t 

to X = Lt - 1") 

enabl,2s the integration to he performed by series expansion in X. Both the denominator and the 
integrand yield odd valued I owe.r series in I and, thus, writing the multiplier = A0 + A, R' + A 
etc. we may evaluate At), A 2 etc. by inspection. 

L -L 1 N/K 

A0 = ( ) 
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which is, of course, Jones result and which would be the answer if R = 0. 

L,, - L 1 M/K M (M -- K) 2M (Z -- M - K) 
A 2 = ( ) M + 

L. -L 2 K26 (L --- L1 )
2 K26 (L -L 1 )(L --L,) 

M - (2Z - 3K - M) 

K2 6 (L L)2 

If we consider that M : K as is often the case, then this becomes 

L. - L1 M/K (Z -- 2K) L2 - L1A2 = (- ) I - ( - ) 1 L, -1, 3K (L -- LI )(L. -L2)2 

which suggests that the correction will be strongly dependent on the value of 

it
 

(L" - L2)
 

and dependent on the size of 

(L2 -L 1 )Z-2
 
and Z-2K
 

L,, -L I) K 

Since from the rectangular distribution (-R, +R) the variance 

2 = R
2 

3 

we may consider the corrected multiplier of the survivors where K = M as 

2L.-L 1 ( (Z- 2K)(L2 - L)
 

Loa-- K (L. - L1)(L - L2)2
 

This is so, provided we ignore the terms A etc. of the expansion. 
It is clear that if we keep (L,, - L 2 ) > 3 u and (L 2 - Lj) < a then the correction will be no 

more than 

(Z- 2K) 1 

K 27 
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which should be small for most realistic levels of Z. It, thus, seems that by avoiding the close
proximity ot' L,, we can reduce the bias problem to fairly minor levels at least for the survivors 
part of the eqnation. 

Discussion 

From this rather simplified model of variable growth-at-age and mortality, it is possible to find
expressions for the bias in the survivorship multiplier ot the length-cohort analysis. This could be 
used directly as a correction hut perhaps it would be more sensible to use it to decide on a sensible
largest size fr initiating a length-cohort analysis. 'lie size of correction suggests that starting cal
culation at a largest length g.:oul, of at least 3 time-s the stanldard deviation of length at age smaller
than L. and alse keeping size classes small,,r than this standard deviation should serve to reduce
bias to acceptahle li mits. Tbhis resulIt applies to the U;,rvivors and an equivalent result for the catch
 
mul tiplie:" ne(ds to be devela pd. lBetter still is ohx iously to 
use the more detailed results of Laurec 
and Mesnil (I';,rt I, this vol.). 

A.A. ROSENBER( 

The question of whether the regression of length on age or that of age on length should be
 
used to predict the tim, necessary for a fish to grow from 1t 
 to It+d , is a problem of calibration.

A substantial literature exists on the statistics of calibration methods, albeit most of it concerns
 
linear calib'ation (see I uniter and Lanboy (1981) and accompanying discussion for review).


A general calibration l)rprlem can be described as follows: we wish to determine a quantity

which is difficult or impossible to measure directly. There are two (or more) available measurements 
we can make. One of these is difficult and expensive but quite accurate; and the other is cheap
and simplle but contliins substantial measuremenlt error. We perform a calibration experiment, where
both measurements are taken for a aset of samples, and produce calibration curve of y on x.
A further set of samples is then taken and only y is measured. How can we best estimate the under
lying quantity of interest? 

For the case where all relationships, are lin, ar, discussion in the statistics literature over whether
the regressioru of y on x (the classical estimator) or of x on y (the inverse estimator) should be used 
was instigated by Krutchkoff (1967). He concluded that the inverse estimator had smaller mean
squared error than the :laaxical estimator. However, for the linear case, the inverse estimator is not
unbiased while the classical is (Williams 1969). Furthermore, Lwin (1981) has shown that the
inverse estimator is affected by departures of the residual distributions from normality while the
classical estimator is insensitive. Lwin (1981) has provided more detailed comparisons of the two 
estimators Of particular interest is the observation that the inverse estimator performs more poorly
(in the mean square error sense) than the classical as the point x to be estimated gets farther away
from the mean value of x, and that sample size will not alleviate this problem.

For the fisheries problem of interest here, the calibration of length and age is more complicated
because of non-linearity. We can consider the calibration experiment is performed by measuring
and aging (e.g., with otoliths) a sample of fish. The otolith readings are costly and difficult and the 
length measurements are easy and cheap. The underlying quantity we want to know about is time.
Otolith readings measure age fairly accurately we hope and so can provide a time scale, but length
measurements are non-linearly related to age and are in addition highly variable estimates of time.

Many of the results from the study of linear calibration problems apply to the non-linear case.
Scheff6 (1973) hs provided an approach to non-liaear calibration problems which uses the classical
estimator. Much of his paper is devoted to the construction of interval rather than point estimates.
An example is given in Knafl et al. (1984). The inverse estimator has not been used for non-linear 
calibration. 
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Based on the results for linear calibration and Scheff6's method the classical estimator from 
the regression of length on age should continue to be used for estimating age from length based 
on a calibration experiment. 
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Abstract 

Data from one year sampling of sardines (Sardinapilchardus) in a port of the Adriatic Sea are used 
to introduce a new method to design sampling "as sampling goes on". 

The method is based on modification of Pauly's ELEFAN I program, used in conjunction with an 
estimator related to the jackknife technique. Potential uses of the proposed method are discussed. 

Introduetion 

Analytical models in fish population dynamics depend critically on the estimates of parameters
of the growth equation, especially K and L.. It appears of some interest to assess the influence of 
the number of samples used to estimate these parameters on the confidence of their estimates. 

We propose here to use estimates generated by a modified version of the ELEFAN I program
and jackknifed estimates of parameter changes (A%) to decide whether sampling should be carried 
on. A comparison of estimates obtained with and without reference to our new estimator (A%) is 
also presented. 

*Present address: Istituto di Istologia o Embriologia, Universit6 di Palermo, Palermo, Italy. 
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Material and Methods 

MATrERIAL 

Length data, represented by 79 samples of sardines, Sardina pilchardus,(Table 1) collected 
from the landings in the port of Cesenatico, Central Adriatic, in 1976 (Levi et al. 1985), were avail
able (there were 115 samples originally, but the data of samples collected the same day were pooled 
resulting in the 79 samples in Table 1). 

The port of Cesenatico was selected because it provided most samples on the stocks of small 
pelagic fish of the Northern and Central Adriatic since 1974. For further information on the sam
pling program see Levi (1978). 

METIOI)S 

We define here as "optimum sampling" a situation where tho withdrawal of any sample from a 
set of samples has no influence on the estimate of a parameter. An estimator of the adequacy of 
sampling can then he defined which is equal to the lwrcen tage difference hetw ,en the Iarameter
 
estimated once from all available samt les (n ) and the same parameter estimated as 
the mean of n
 
estimates, each based on all sami phs m imis a different samllh,.
 

This estimator is related to the jackknife method; in fact the estimator can he expressed as: 

(St- ;,__*) x 100A% = 1) 

where St is the desired statistic fi.e., the growth parameter estimate) based upon the complete
sample (Sokal and Rohlf 1981), and 7,--i is the average of the successive parameter estimates 
based on all samples minus one. 

We now define sampling as optimum when the above estimator is equal to O (not in mathe
matical terms, obviously, but as a "computer-0" allowing for rounding errors in the calculation 
procedures for paramecter estimation). The higher the percentage d ilfference (= the(estimator), the 
less satisfactory wil! be the sanpling. 

To calculate the desired statistics, St, the parameters K, L. and "to" on n samples, the ELE-
FAN I program (Pauly et al. 1983) was used, after it was modified to eliminate any "at least partly
human--aided optimization procedure". Note that the "to,, discussed throughout this contribution 
is a relative measure and pertains to a birthdate set :it1 ,lnmiary. It is not a "real" t,,(see Pauly, Part 
I, this vol.). 

The modifications introduced in ELEFAN I (translated into Fortran IV) were: 
- allowing K and L,, to vary between given boundaries, obtained from the paper by Pauly

(1980) as characteristic of the family to which the sampled population belongs (i.e., Clu
peidae); 

- automatically identifying the maximum ESP/ASP ratio found for all possible combinations 
of the three parameters K, L. and to within the boundaries of K and Le. 

These modifications were paid, as predictable, in terms of computer time, although there is
still a lot to be done to improve fitting procedures beyond the original version of the program, e.g.,
by optimizing through the program itself the selection of the appropriate step sizes in iterative 
search.
 

To runa modified ELEFAN I associated with the above jackknife-like procedure on 79 samples
required about 1,664 min.on an IBM 3033, while about 391 min.were necessary to process 48 
samples. Hence an increase of number of samples of 1.63 involved an increase of 4.25 in computer
time; this suggests that beyond a limited number of samples it is necessary to use powerful com
puting facilities. 



Table 1. Length-frequency data of Svrdinia ;pilchardus sampled from Cesenatico, Central Adriatic Sea, 1976. 

Date 511 14/1 17/1 23/1 4;2 11/2 26/2 27/2 3/3 1613 17/3 22/3 25/3 614 13/4 14/4 16/4 22/4 23/4 26/4 

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Length 
classes (cm) 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

26 
128 
61 
13 
2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

71 
81 
23 
3 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 

78 
87 
37 
5 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 

44 
98 
52 
6 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
4) 
0 
5 

10 
42 
101 
154 
53 
8 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
8 
29 
57 
73 
40 
6 
2 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
25 
36 
77 
C 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

17 
58 
67 
27 
3 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
2 

33 
149 
178 
21 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
6 

101 
178 
96 
16 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

41 
56 
21 
4 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

39 
101 
28 
3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 

16 
148 
361 
80 
3 
0 
0 

(1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

13 
115 
202 
53 
7 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 

17 
74 
104 
15 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

L 
16 
69 
22 
3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
4 

13 
13 
96 
19 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 

11 
42 
80 
2 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

10 
46 
87 
52 
18 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
5 

18 
90 
67 
15 
1 
0 
0 

Total 237 181 214 207 373 217 200 177 384 399 129 173 613 391 218 111 152 140 215 199 

Date 2814 5/5 6/5 715 1015 1315 18/5 20/5 26/5 28/5 116 15/6 18/6 21/6 23/6 2516 30/6 217 8/7 16/7 

Sample No. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

Length 
classes (cm) 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

0 
0 
0 
7 

24 
43 
163 
279 
255 
49 
5 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

30 
21 
61 
51 
34 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

14 
11 
17 
44 
66 
37 
7 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 

52 
182 
165 
25 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

12 
128 
215 
86 
22 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 

24 
47 
81 
37 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

18 
27 
31 
40 
28 
4 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

28 
186 
273 
107 
16 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

23 
74 
29 
8 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

18 
33 
35 
9 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

10 
41 
49 
150 
140 
20 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 

46 
255 
221 
17 
3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

10 
31 
86 
57 
4 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
8 

31 
40 

104 
83 
10 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 

13 
73 
43 
2 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

13 
59 
55 
8 
2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
20 
77 
55 
7 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
2 
4 
30 
67 
29 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
20 
67 
63 
9 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 

98 
77 
4 
0 
0 
0 

Total 825 204 196 427 466 194 148 614 136 98 410 550 189 276 134 138 168 132 168 187 



Table 1. Continued. 

Date 1917 20/7 27,7 5/8 11/8 1818 2718 6/9 11/9 15/9 17/9 24/9 2519 29/9 11/10 13/10 20/10 21110 25/10 29/10 
Sample No. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 54G 57 58 59 60 

Length 
classes (cm) 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
17 
75 
56 
6 
2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
8 

60 
68 
13 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
4 

42 
85 

107 

88 
16 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

12 
42 
124 
155 

46 
9 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 

31 
57 
24 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 

27 
112 
118 

74 
21 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
1 

56 
36 
24 
84 
74 
38 

6 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
1 

19 
56 
53 
9 
2 
0 
0 

0 
3 
0 
0 
4 
37 
23 
64 
15 
14 

2 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 

41 
73 
15 

4 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
2 

21 
16 
10 
36 
55 
22 

3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
5 

19 
19 
55 
35 
6 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
2 
9 

11 
18 

101 
223 
105 

21 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
8 

44 
63 
38 

4 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 

21 
27 
76 

142 
61 

8 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

13 
70 
43 
15 

4 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
4 

20 
117 
129 
23 

4 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
13 
6 

42 
136 
65 
14 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 

30 
28 
57 
174 
45 
10 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

24 
24 
96 
93 
65 

6 
2 
0 

Total 161 152 344 388 120 356 321 146 190 141 165 139 491 162 338 146 303 277 347 312 

Date 3111 4111 5/11 9/11 10/11 11!11 17/11 24111 25/11 26/11 30/11 7/12 9/12 19/12 14/12 16112 17/12 21/12 22112 
Sample No, 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

Length 
classes (cm) 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

0 
0 
0 
7 
4 

37 
15 
48 
98 
43 

9 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

16 
45 
35 
12 

2 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
5 

21 
22 
34 
112 
67 
17 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

56 
62 
14 

4 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 

21 
121 
112 
25 
i 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 

13 
51 
39 

9 
2 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

12 
11 
65 
152 
48 

6 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

10 
60 
94 
35 
5 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
2 

16 
64 
27 

5 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
8 

37 
56 

6 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

69 
111 
67 
90 
14 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

10 
79 
61 

5 
4 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
4 

43 
135 
75 

8 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
2 

12 
47 
34 
14 

1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

11 
14 
70 

104 
17 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
26 
71 
18 

3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

26 
77 
20 

4 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 

31 
97 
31 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
2 

46 
178 
35 

6 
0 
0 

Total 255 112 279 138 285 119 295 211 120 115 354 160 270 116 216 119 129 167 273 
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Results 

A first exercise was to run the above procedure on all available samples, under the assumption
 
that year 1976 had been, as a whole, oversampled. Estimates of growth parameters so obtained
 
appear to be very reliable. Our estimator (A%), defined as the difference between a single run of
 
the modified ELEFAN I on all samples and the average of 79 runs dropping a sample in turn (thus

expressing the average variability introduced by different samples) was = 0 for all three parameters:
 
i.e., taking out any sample had no influence on the final estimation (Table 2).
 

Table 2. Values of annual growth parameters (I., K, "t,,") calculated with modified ELEFAN I (St), with jack
knife method ( "= St), and precisition estimators (A%, C.V.) for different monthly sampling rates and for all avail
able samples. 

A B C 1) Eb 

ne 12 24 36 48 79 

Std L. 24.00 24.00 25.00 24.00 25.00 
I C 22.167 13.938 3,t.236 11.760 25.00 
A% t Loo 0.69 1.79 1.07 1.07 0.00 
C.V. Lo 13.08 25.48 4.31 23.79 0.00 

St K 0.200 0.,t00 0.600 0.400 0.350 
K -5.392 -1.708 1.621 1.134 0.350 

A% K 71.76 18.64 5.11 4.07 0.00 
CV. K 18.36 79.68 66.00 14.01 0.00 

St "t') -6.181 -1.268 -1.201 -1.268 -2.459 
€ "t" -53.431 28.422 9.219 15.721 -2.476 
A% "t ' 227.80 50.45 19.87 22.18 0.01 
C.V. "t," 14.63 .10.10 15.05 23.44 0.65 

aColumns (A) to ()) correspond to sampling rates of one to four times per month. 
bColumn (E)is based on Al samples of Table 1. 
en = number of samples. 
dst = best estimatcd obtained through ELEFAN Iapplied to all samples. 

Y = jackknifed estimate.
 
fA% = percent difference between St and the average of all pseudovalues (equation (1)).
 

=
'C.V. coefficient of variation of jackknifed estimate (equation (2)). 

We then estimated the reliability of growth parameter estimates based on different monthly 
rates of sampling during the year. The outputs of the modified ELEFAN I and of jackknifed esti
mate- (i.e., St and St = )are summarized in Table 2, together with their A%and the jackknifed 
coefficient of variation: 

t zE('Pi-T)9)2 

C. _n(n-1) •100 ...2) 

for monthly sampling rates of one to four times a month evenly spaced in time (i.e., every first 
week; every first and third weeks; first three weeks; every four weeks). In the rare case when one 
week had not been sampled, the two nearby weekly samples were interpolated. If more than one 
sample was available in a given week, frequencies were pooled and the resulting sample was given 
the date of the first sample in the week. 
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It is quite evident that, in real life, a simple increase of sampling intensity does not provide a
parallel increase of reliability of estimates. The improvement depends very much on the amount 
of variation intrAduced by new samples every month. There will be "stable" months, where the

length-frequency distributions do not change very much from one sample to the other, and con
versely months when the variability is so high that any new sample introduced in the calculations 
calls for further sampling. Hence, monthly sampling rate should be variablk. 

A cioser look al what happened with in months seemed, thus, necessary. A comparison of A%s 
was attempted betweeil estimates obtained on all samples available in a given month and estimates 
obtained by increasing th' number of samples from two up to the maximum numher of samples
available in that same month Results are summarized in Tables 3A-C (A for 1,,., B for K and C for 
''to'). The values for a given parameter reported in the last row of each table are the estimates of 
that parameter which would have been obtained if all samples available in that month had been 

Table 3A. l'ercel diff renrs IlwO.n estinat-s if I."" otaied by using an increasing number of tile available samples in a given month (n11)."••• C 2, 3 

All 
' aN 1976J I' M A %1 .1 1 A S ) I) sa6pcssnl es 

S1 8 13 21 :10 37 - 43.7 541 G0 71 79 79 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

4.44 
1.44 
0.53 

0.00 
0.00 
3.87 

2.22 
0.00 
1.10 
0.. ,I 

0,00 
1..17 
0.55 

l0.0)0 
0.0o 
0.00 
0.0, 

1. 10 
1.13 
5.21I 

.191; 
2.22 
2.61 
2.56 

7.87 
5.11 
1.59 
1.80 
1.I 1 
1.120 

0.00 
2.94 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

1.08 
1.16 
:1.78 
2.54 
0.74 
2.61 

4.17 
0.73 
1.10 
0.81 
0.36 

1.10 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
2.08 
1.55 
1.24 
1.03 
0.88 
0.77 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

10 0.00 -

11 0.00 -
0.00 -

S't 
SI 

d 
L, 
L, 

23.075 
23.50 

26.125 
23.50 

22.10) 
22.50 

o:) 00 
23.00 

28.111 
25l0 

25. 711 
21.00 

22.0) 
22.00 

23.00 
2:1.00 

28.857 
00 

22.583 
23.00 

23.00 
23.00 

25.813 
24.50 

25.00 
25.00 

a U,, ti.,lnulhlvsnulul-r f s-nmlss o'er tone. 
lbl~stilate h ed o lliI lllh ill 'I'alfle 1."St - iachlhI ed vlitalme using ill aniple oit (Ul,S u mo1uth (or all 1976 s. 
dSt = tl t, us,,,( all .a-nplrs (if thai mng l (or all 117t; satnl|lts inll cit 

l',s it, 
volul, }. 

jlst oulunin). 

Table 3B. Percent differences hrtween etimates tf K obl[tained by using all increasing number of the saniples available in a give,, moutlh (1 = 2, 3 . 

All 
a J F NI A M J J A S O N 1) 

1976 
samplesh 

1 8 13 21 30 37 .13 .17 54 60 71 79 79 

2 0.01 25.00 6.67 "1.5 71.13 65.22 39.47 .11.00 72.73 89. .47 28.57 0.00 3 3.57 15.31 0.00 82. 5 ,10.00 55.56 13.1.78 28.57 20.00 :1.57 O.GO 1.794 1.33 6.49 18.92 82.61 Gir.22 5.88 0.00 13.33 2.1.53 1 G.13 0.00 1.33 -5 20.00 77.27 11.11 58.33 1.12 21.62 28.57 0.00 1.06 6 73.91 7:1.3 3 .- !)2 :1.6-1 3.45 10.20 0.00 0.88 7 70.83 26.32 12,10 1.15 0.00 0.76 8 1.10 35.59 0.00 6.66 9 3.15 0.00 10 
0.00 1I 

.A9 -

Si K 0.988 0.712 1.000 -I.181 1.267 0.329 1.117 1.750 1.086 1.317 0.764 0.994 0.35St K 0.95 0.90 0.60 0.05 1.00 0.20 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.95 0.35 
cumulative number of samples over time. 

bEAtrmates based on all Damplea in Tabl- 1. 
cS . jackknifed estimate using all samples of a givedSt estimate using all samples of 

nmonth (or all 1976 samples In last column).a given month (or all 1976 samples in last cohluln). 
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Table 3C. Percent difference between estinates of "to" obtained by using an Increasing number of the samples available in a given month (n - 2,
3... 11). 

All 
a J F M A N J J A S 0 N D 

1976
samplesb 

4 8 13 21 30 37 43 47 54 GO 71 79 79 

2 12.97 22.74 87.93 4.52 58.61) 81.91 93.73 48.12 75.h2 93.71 25.70 0.403 3.09 16.40 0.61 .15.91 59.98 42.66 91.93 52.71 8.44 ,1.37 0.15 20.52,4 .1.02 7.2) 75.30 31.67 11.61 2.77 1.48 51.39 42.72 26.02 0.12 17.695 83.56 23.76 9.32 50.63 1.43 32.39 15.20 0.09 14.156 19.0!, 7:1.82 .1.39 8.44 2.78 23.22 1.40 11.207 :i..89 5.76 4-0.89 21.04 0.07 9.768 413..19 83.26 0.06 8.649 16.86 0.0510 
0.05 

11 
6.17 

St "to" -1.018 -"0.896 23,497 - 01.38.0.4224 11).788 -0.440 1.292 --0.394 0.366St "t." -1.16"1 - 1.173 -1.215' -3'0.236 -0.679) -5.011 -1.031 -0.105 -2.4760.817 -0.595 0.236 -- 0.715 -- 0.652 --0.312 -2.459 

a. cumulative number of samples over time.
 
bEstimates based on all samplhs in "lablh1.
 
dS"t= lackknifed estimate using all Sn, pies in correspo..ndlng Und prectding month(s) (or whole 
of 1976 in last column). 
d St - esti ate using all samples In that month (or whole of 1976. in last colimn). 

used as input for the modified ELEFAN 1 program. The row before the last reports parameters
obtained through the modified jackknife method. Tihe last column reports the best estimate of the 
same parameter obtained by running the program on all samples (79) available in that year. In most 
cases, these values are different between months, and between monthly and yearly estimates. Thus,
the values of A% can he viewed as estimators of goodness of sampl)Lng only within a month. Months 
where A% remained high or suddenly increased again, should have been sampled more. Conversely,
sampling Could have been stopped earlier without loss of information when A% had quickly ap
proached I' for all three growth parameters. 

Discussion 

It may not be fully clear at this point why we trust the parameter estimations on 79 samples
taken along the year more than those based on monthly samples alone. The reason is very simple.
In the case of 79 samples, 79 pseudovalues, computed such as to provide "an unbiased estimate" 
of the growth parameters, are practically all the same ("t," is a minor exception; 7 is -2.476 
while St is -2.459). Within each month, on the other hand, the pseudovalues keep fluctuating,
sometimes with one order of magnitude. Such large fluctuations seem likely to be due to the fact 
that our modified version of ELEFAN I has not yet incorporated a routine to eliminate the com
putation of ESP/ASP ratios higher than one, corresponding to unreasonably small values of K and 
incredibly large "t ''s, by putting "flags" on peaks already counted once (see Pauly, Part I, this vol.).

In fact in all cases where ESP/ASP is smaller than one (e.g., January, February, August, Sep
tember, October, November, December of Table 3 and columns (1), (2), (3) of Table 2), the values 
of K, Lo, and "t 0 are acceptable. The month of May is an exception, showing anomalous values for 
t. with ESP/ASP still < 1, but there the K value is very low indeed.
 

The consequence is that the standard deviation remains very high, and 
so does the coeffi
cient of variation of St. In those months when this fluctuation does not occur, however, both the 
jackknifed estimate and the St obtained through ELEFAN I are, for all parameters, very different 
from the yearly estimate (see, e.g., the November values in Table 3).

These are also the reasons why we devised the new estimator A% for use within each month. 
The jackknife could not be used traditionally as suggested by Pauly et al. (1983) to estimate the
variance of the parameters being calculated, as it is both sensitive to sampling error influence when 
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dealing with few samples, and to the number of observations when dealing with many samples. This 
can be shown by transforming Tukey's equation as given by Sokal and Rohlf (1981) into: 

= n (St- ,-)+7-
. . 3) 

Table 2 shows that the differences between St and St can only be explained by A%. In these
 
cases ESP/ASP ratios are always < 1, n 
 is fairly high, yet the jackknifed estimates (St) produce 
unacce)table values. 

This phenomenon is clso apparent, although for smalier differences, in Table 3 (see values for 
February, August, September and November). 

From the above remarks one could easily reach the conclusion that the sampling design for
sardines landings in Cesenatico in 1976 was not very good, and that one should try to better allo
cate between months the sampling effort. This is the use .ommonly made of examination (generally
by ANOVA) ()1 historical data (e.g., Gulland 1955). lHowever, that contribution does not propose 
a neth( d for use when no historical data are available. 

A sampling design cannot be planned once forever; rather, it should be changed when the esti
mated l)arameters vary in timc. 

In developing fisheries, explicit consideration of the vaiiation in time of biological parameters
is necessary if parameters are to he proterly estimated, rat her than guessed.

Based on the exl)erience l)r.Sented in this paper, we would like to propose the following proce
dure to optimize sampling "as sainpling goes on'". 

I - Start sainplijg i. a iven month. 
Run the ELEFAN I program on samples collected, and calculate St. Also calculate 
pseudovalues and their average. Go on sampling and stop when the A%between the 
mean of pseudovalues and St is close to (, and does not fluctuate. 

II When samrnpling is reinitiated the following month for continuous spawners, possibly
after several months for other fish. steL) I is ,'epeate(d, but, al;o, modified ELEFAN I
is run on all samples available so far. Sampling is then stopped when St. and St, (= P) 
converge while A% tends to decrease. 

Convergence should occur when the cycle of changes in the population structure 
begins to repeat itself and has been captured. This should rarely occur in less than a 
year.

III - When the method proposed here is applied to data obtained from trawl surveys,
"stratum" might be substituted for "month". 
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Abstract 

This paper re -iews growth and mortality analyses presently completed or undenay in Kuwait and 
shows how the use of a -ombination of purely sizebasfd and age-length-key based approaches has en
riched stock assessment work and produced inor, flexible, cost-effective and timely output, without 
detracting from the longer-term work required for successful application of classical age-based tech
niques. 

Introduction 

Stock assessment has traditionally been based on the techniques initially developed in northern 
Europe from the turn of the century onwards. These techniques rely heavily on the aging of fish 
by means of examination of scales, ololiths and other hard parts, sometimes after simple cleaning, 
sometimes after Much careful preparation. The work on aging of fish has generated a copious litera
ture which iue outside the scope of this paper. Holden and Ilaitt (1.974), however, give a useful 
summary of the techniques used, while Williams and Bedford (1974) examine the aging of otoliths 
in som, detail. Christensen (1964) first reported the use of heat in preparing otoliths for examina
tion. Other parts of fish, e.g., vertebrae, ope-cular bones and spines have also been used, including 
especially scales which are particularly useful in the case of many highly priced species such as 
salmon that cannot be sticrificed or bought for age determination. In spite of the development of 
a widely accepted technology for age determination (Bagenal 1974), this approach has been general
ly difficult to apply in tropical and equatorial waters because many fish in these areas tend not to 
form annual marks. Marks are either absent, or they are present but are formed irregularly. They are 
usually also much more difficult to distinguish than the annual marks found in the hard parts of 
temperate species. 

A new approach was developed by Panella (1974) who showed that marks were formed in 
otoliths at daily intervals; a rigorous demonstration of the daily occurrence of microstructures in 
otoliths was provided by Brothers et, al. (1976) who applied this technique to the validation of aging 
by means of annual marks in a tropical species of hake. This techniqtue, suited for tropical and warm 
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water fishes, has been used Ior stock assessnieil puros.bilt (lrlywith (fficullt' itecause high
quality (:qtLi nLi I I lttnLiitdtvtll-l,'iLLL rte ilire lveie('nne , i and( ,c llte itisialh rii s and costly.

li general, tilt high (List of est:abtilhiL a :<'t(InL ,rfIish iit: :11. ttLttit1 %itii geller.l lifficul
ties ot ap)lyiutL this alpp i' il)lt Vt i.;,tropical 
t't II lt{ ()fi %\hi.h are,c'c")llot'ii alh' less aLlle to
SUpl)ort COstly L s. has caLlSei grel i ri IL Ultie,> ini ,-'Ir , imuh ,k lSS(eSSIlieLtIl Illtropical
.0(d uI.toLlrial \v !trS..\IL (LLL(1 ir,\ittl d ir .IsLtn;,I t(M iflnaLtes fir .tin fish aid Iltet d 
how eXIwNIsiLliagiLllL ,5Ioan s o(foto1)I01O tis , l ho.

lh( difficti ic it g,.lligfisJhih l il'Llls it')their ha lrd iitis ta' ,,ti'L )i+ll otnei( ()iI iltSetp ration of 
age groups hy other tILit!,, (h)it. (if' the earlier atti,'ipts to do this (,n fiL' was
 
carried out by (CasVie (195A.I) wivl 
 si'iuittni agt,gr)ups by ineans of ot(ith (xItnft.atlin ou; Mathews 
(unpubhlished data) Carli,, '(nM ilMa alysis for I 'piLulati n ,I'Epil)lti('!lc/ morio fronm theCanipeche Bank, Mexico, LILt iitititil that one ape gtg'ou wa,,:Overlooked ii,'l-IuS Onc Of the infhec-

LioLL poi)nts t1>0 t()-,t'I rltl'thetiLt ' 'rOLIJ)S Was difficult t (ii.t tAil h r. .ilrlnsI()ll P.71 )developod

a collpiter-liase+ itchliiquto for soiiaratilg age i'.)Li)>; Inot the N()I{MSp' hL,rIle (ie%:iloped

r(LuiL i iil inl' lflatit tl( ,hillit: 1,i ill' - ,.t , ", i
a.,, titt 
 (i l c'.d i 'ibitiiS and this
limited its ustqi'uhIL1 siil We atiie limits clitLhui for cIt age g,roup u oftei le kI il subjectivi. considertatos thws I1 97.1W .r wh(.it74 giyrot rates for fiur .Ltes tf tropicl fish dhter-
Miined by Ulise, te('hnique(s of IlLi H itl i(atrItlioll })dby IllIn[5 'iSoL dyiiig oitoliths. lfe con
.'lu.led that the sttimly (r ;l tLLyhaird I ,' : :ius mnore, relial)e0, hilI ltI,IL ('111 iiLatiol l of tehIli(iuts 

was often vory hipfLi. 
More r teilly, Paul lv 1a )iviil IU)S ) t) 'liaLIV ( 19S2) haIvLe diiivelojw(i) :Ipa'k,.age i"' oi~rgrams (ELEI'AN) ',;'itsl:,hi t \ L ftmi )L'\'iiliko a 

LI 

'Xi'(etioially versaiii tool Cor stoc'ka's, sSill (eIt,;wd:(h1>+)'lwllilwot :t+ipiwd Io)di;tt frlO(II/
trt)[waj fish aulld:,hrtll !ul,o)p) lt>.ly WPart
 
I.s is =i ) dis tlam t' ii,' it (il ', (i )tai hiii,,-tii,.(lliO'5i f -OL t totl Lnt 'talit, and Otherrelevant ianIm tetArs reiqutireid [iii+pti latioin arlly.sis fi,'iSize-fr(,qtwni,,y ditanoily. If the em piricaleILulation of Pauly (1980) can be relied Limn to pLroivid, estimates tir" natural lortalitv thieni a

cornplete assessineri Of a fish stock iay 
 io, carried iutty l dyl :ing only a suitable ,,et of sizefrequency dlai. This lotential ima:kes Wue ELIAI.N ttIi(lqai5us iarticularly atLratCtiV(V for applica
tion to warm-watert)Olpulat i.11s in d(,v0l)piilg t0t1ult ri'S,
 

The Establishment of a Fisheries Management and Stock 
Assessment Capability in Kuwait 

Work on shrip stocks iaKti ai was inItlateil iL J978. and tIn fish st('ks in 1980. esults ofwork on shrimp have '',etr(i')trf ,<ielsiwlnr( tSte lIath(,ws 't al., lPirt I, this vol.). Catch-and-effort
data on fin fish arL,chti'd roLtintl, t[hriut.h trliiithly int!(rvitmvs of fislitrmen at landing places

(M organ 1982a). In 1981., 
 routine nIt asltren tI1IsOf Samlples Of sone species of fish in the markets 
were introduced oil a Montihly ihasis, nlid were xte 1ndedto cover iore S;pecies in 1982. Data onl size
frequencles have lei:n oitailw(i regL larly at ;eai I i\V Ooum I since 1978; although it was only

possible to sample fish popllations from 
 I to 8 tilies ter year, these cruises provide a useful source
of data for additional assessment work.
 

Starting in 198 1, a caiiltiility for aging fisii "as iltiduceid in uwait. Aging (if g rolper or
"hamoor'" (Epilleph(ls (al'u,ila), red Snapper ,,r"hlrn-ri" 
(Lufjanus coccinlus) and croaker or
"newaiby" (Oto/llh cs argenlelus) ha-s heel carried (ot utroutiney and Age-lLength Keys have bh:en
CoIstructed according to the clt ssical approach of Iholoden and Raitt (19 74 i. Because Age-Length

Ki'ys are acttaliy hiasiwd oIl age (
and lingth, ('ic'h-alid-effiirt, data, they will be referred to here as "age
length catch-effort kiys" (\ILEKs) ;is
the liorln "'agie-leigth ki-y " is deceptive in this context. This
work now proceeds routinely. Reliable AIIN a'alvses have, however, only started to becomeavailable in late 198, whtreas asse*;sment advice was requied much earlier. Therefore ELEFAN
based analyses were !arried out on several stocks. Vles: include pornfret or 'zobeidy" (Painpusargenteus) 0.Morgan 19851 and newaihy (0/oh/ihes arg'cul/ci), hoti of which are fast growing
species; hamoor, a slow growing species (Baddar and Mrgt 1981): and hamra, a very slow growing
species (see Morgani, Part 1, this vol.). Actually, the RLEI AN t,.'lcLique liou1 not have been usedin conjunction with these last two, highl-)1ngee ity sleis (l'auly 1982 ), but it was in fact applied in 
an effort to obtain prelinminary evidence of the conditiom of the stocks. 
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Mathews and Samuel (1985a, 1985b) have updated the age-based work on hamoor, hamra and 
newaiby and present assessments based on A LCEKs after full validations of the ages (Holden and 
Raitt 1974). 1lowever, these assessments were produced two years later than the size-based assess
ments. 

The object ofthis paper is to review w(ork presently com)leted or underway in Kuwait, and 
to show how the use of a combination of purely size based, and of age and age-length key based 
approaches has enriched stock assessment work in Kuwait and has produced more flexible and 
timely outtputs, without del.acting from the higher precision an(l longer-term work required for 
successful application of the more established ond butter known age-based techniques. 

The methodology for size-based estimation of' growth parameters using ELEFAN I has been 
described by Pauly and David (1 981 ) and l'anly 1982 and Part 1, this vol.), while Morgan (1985 
and Part I, this vol.) has (hescri ed fulil its application to Kuwaiti fish stocks. NIathews :,nd Samuel 
(1985a) des( rihe the ap)licatinn of age validation techniIutes to hamnor, ham ra and newaiby while 
Mathews and Samuel (1 985h) provide A lK-based stock assessments for these, species. Prices quoted 
here are 1983 weighlted anual means, derived froni data supplied by the Central Statistical Office, 
Kuwait, converted to 11S$ at exchange rates Valid in October 1981. 

Results of Stock Assessments Carried Out in Kuwait 

Various species cf fish have been studied. Table 1 summarizes some of the data on the key
 
stocks in Kuwait.
 

ZOBAIDY 

This fish provides a substantial proportion of the total finfish landings (7.7% in 1984), is very
high priced (- $5.07/kg) and is one of Kuwait's preferred species. Otoliths were exami~ied and 
found to provide fewv identifiable marks (Bedford 1982; Williams 1986). Examination showed that 
these are unreliable for age determination. The otoliths are thin, fragile and generally unsuited for 
traditional age determination. Morgan (1985) carried out an ELEFAN-based analysis, and was able 
to determine L., K, selectivity hcngth, age and size at first entry to the fishery, and to construct a 
yield surface for the fishery. He concluded that it was operating near optimum size and age at entry 
to the fishery, and that increases in effort 'Aould be unlikely to increase landings. He also noted 
that the structure of the yield surface would lead to a decrease in yield per recruit if size at entry 
were increased. The growth curve suggests that fish may reach up to -3 years. 

NEWAIBY 

This species has large, very easily readable otoliths which however, need to be broken and 
ground (Bedford 1.982; Williams 1986); it was, therefore, the first species to be aged routinely. 
Samuel and Morgan (unpublished data) provided ELEFAN-based analysis and also carried out a 
preliminary age-based analysis by comparing growth data derived from the mean lengths of samples 
of known age with an ELEFAN-based growth curve. Very similar estimates of growth and mortality 
parameters were obtained. Because both age and length data were available from only a single year
(1982), mortality rates were based on catch curve analyses only. Results of provisional age and of 
complete length-based analyses were very similar, and suggested that purely length-based assess
ments were feasible for newaiby. 

Mathews and Samuel (1985b) presented an ALCEK-based analysis, with a yield surface. Their 
data confirmed previous work which showed that length-based assessments were reliable. Newaiby 
reaches 5 years, but most of the fishery is based on 1- and 2-year olds with only a few 3- and 4-year 
olds being taken. They found that the fishery was situated fairly near the eumetric curve and that 
increases in effort would provide little or no increases in yield, while only a slight benefit would be 
provided by increasing age and size at entry to the fishery. These results confirmed the previous 



Table 1. Species selected for stock assessment in Kuwait; all are commercially important.a 

Latin English 
name name 

Pampus Silver 

argenteus pomfret 


Otolithes Silvery 

argcntcus croaker 


Epinepheius Orange spot-
tauvina ted grouper 

Lutjanus Crimson 

coccinus snapper 


Acanthopagrus Yellow-
latus finned 

black porgy 

Acanthopugrus Silvery 
cuvieri black porgy 

Ponadasys Silvery 
argenteus grunt 

Arius Giant sea 
thalassinus catfish 

Arabic name 
in Kuwait 

Zobaidy 

Newaiby 

Hamoor 

Hamra 

Sheim 


Sobaity 

Nakroor 


Chim 

Resource 
type 

Pelagic 

Demersal 

Demersal, asso-
ciated with reefs 

but occasionally-

trawled 

Demersal. asso-
ciated with reefs. 
occasionally 

trawled 

Demersal 

Demersal 

Demersal 

Demersal 

Main gear used 

in landing 

the species 


Gillnets 

Trawls, 

gill nets 


Fish traps 

(pots) 


Fish traps 

(pots) 


Trawl nets, 
set nets 


Trawl nets, 
hook and 
line, stake 

nets
 

Fish traps 
(pots) 

Trawls and 
gill nets 

Maximum Estimated 
length maximum age 
(cm) (years) 

31 3 

55 5 

-110 (reported 26 
outside Kuwait 

to exceed 159) 

85 -45 


35 -12 


-65 -14 

-- 82 -20 

65 -13-14 

Stock assessment 
technique 

used 

Size-based only (1981
1983 ). Ag!ing not 

possible tj-iate. 

Size-bw -,d and prelimi
nary age-based (1982). 

ALCEK-based (19841. 

Prelin-nar- size-bas Q 
(1982-1983). ALCEK

based (1984). 

Preliminary size-basod 
(1982-1983). ALCEK
based (1984). 

Size- and age-based 
ELEFAN (1 9 8 4 ).b 
ALCEK-based (1985) 

(projectedl. 

Preliminary ,ge-based 
only (1984) 

Preliminary size-based 
(1983). Doth age

and size-bas d
 
methods difficult to
 
apply.
 

Age-based only (1983
1984). 

aAll names according to Kuronuma and Abe (1972); all lengths are total lengths, except for Pampus aurg-enteus, of which fork length ismeasured because the lobes of the caudal fin are often damaged.busing the method of Morgan, (Part I, this vol.). 
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ELEFAN-based analyses. it was particularly significant that cohort-based estimates of Z, taken from 
ALCEKs and mortalities ohtained via th lngth converted catch curve routine of ELEFAN 11 were 
similar. 

About 4% of the 1983 fish landings were newaiby; they have fluctuated from -350 to -580 t 
during the last 3 years. Newaiby is also a moderately priced fish (US$3.63/kg); therefore, it was 
decided to suspend aging wyork temporarily, and to use available manpower for working on other 
Species about which less was known. Data available, however, suggested that further work on
 
newaiby by means of' quarterly AI,CEKs would he justified in 
 the future because growth rates 
varied between cohorts by amounts sufficient to cause potentially serious biases in growth estimates, 
and probably also in mortality estimates. 

IHAMOO 

This species provided 18':;' l th(, 1983 landings (the single biggest, contribution by weight for 
any one species) and is traditioteally one of Kuwait's most. prestigious food species. It is relatively
high pri,:ed (USS&I.09/lg) and much atention was, therefore, given to stock assessment of this 
species. Measurement of r,,gular monthly length samples was started in late 1981 and has been car
ried out since then. The otoliths of this species are large and heavy and need to be broken, ground
and heated in an alcohol flame for annual marks to be distinguished successfully. Although markedly
less easy to read thian newaiby, age determination is feisible., It was demonstrated that annual marks 
are formed, and that hamoor may reach over 20 years. Formal age validation was not completed 
until early 198-1 (Mathews and Samuel 1985a). 

Baddar and Morgan (1984) carried out a preliminary ELEFAN-based assessment in 1983, using
the first full year of length meaSurements (1982), at a time when the aging of this fish was still in 
doubt. They concluded provisionally that changes in size and age at entry were unlikely to provide 
a significant change in yield per recruit, while increases in effort might provide -40% increases iii
 
yield per recruit. They compared results of ELEFAN-based analysis with growth data based on the
 
mean lengths of samples of fish of known (but unvalidated) age, and this suggested some deviation 
of the growth curve obtained from ELEFAN I from these observed data, which justified further 
work. 

!.lathews and Samuel (19841)) provided A LCEKs, estimates of growth and mortality parameters
and were able to obtain both catch-curve and cohort-based mortality estimates. These differed 

=substantially (Z 0.89 for cohort-based, and 0.23 for catch-curve based estimates, in both 1982 
and 1983). These authors also derived a yield surface and stock assessment advice based on ALCEKs 
and showed that small changes in age and size at entry or increase of effort would not cause any 
change in yield per recruit. 

The hamoor fishery in Kuwait is situated very near the eumetric curve and at a suitably high
level of effort. This confirms earlier work of Morgan (1982b) who, using an effort index based on 
variability in catches, suggested that increases in effort were unlikely to increase landings of hamoor. 

Because hanoor is Kuwait's most important fishery both by volume and total value of the 
landings and because it is now definitely known to be a long-lived species unsuitable for purely size
based analysis, stock assessment by means of ALCEKs will be continued for the next 3-4 years. 

HAMRA 

This species is the second most important by weight (18.0%). It is a cheap species (US$1.51/kg), 
and is regarded by some Kuwaitis as a poor food species. Nevertheless, it is widely eaten in Kuwait 
by the foreign and lower income section of the population and this, together with the large weights 
landed, justified detailed stock assessment of hamra. Regular monthly measurements were initiated 
in late 1981 and have been continu,-d since. Preliminary length-based analysis (Morgan 1984) showed 
that serious deviations between derived growth curves based on ELEFAN I and growth based on 
samples of fish of known age occurred, so that this type of analysis was discontinued until hamra 
aging was formally validated. Mathews and Samuel (1985a) showed that hamra form annual marks 
and it was confirmed that these fish pronably reach up to 45 years old. Mathews and Samuel 
(1985b) provided an ALCEK-based assessment with a yield surface. They showed that increases in 
size and age at entry would be likely to provide some increases in yield per recruit, while increases 
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of effort-at the present size at entr y-would prombay decrease yiehl per recruit. The fishery ap
peared not to he situated oIO;to the eunetric curve.
 

Because of its intportlane', t his stock alst) needs to he Mutid ed or the nex, 3-4 years by means
 
of Ai'LEKs. The cohor-.h;a' 
 lionl) ity ,s iats gave Z - O.2.'.2 wh 1 CItCch-i-LrvP based estimates 
gave a value of Z - 0.089 and W 101 for 1982 and 1983, reset" ively. Samples of large and old fish
 
are difficult 1o obtain and turth "Lwork inthe older fish is rPI(t lired so as to 
Confirm the mortality

estimates inparticular and indeed Ihe %,toleo55c541i.f 
 The old(,r. larger fish presently contribute 
-. 10% of tihe landings. 

81 IEIM 

This smecies pr owi(ted o nly 20; of Kuwait*s landings in 1983j hut (with the exception of sobaiy)
is the most expensive fish lanoded (1'8$5.2,:1 1g). Alt hough lan(lings art,always low, thiis isa very
imloltant speci4.5 t:ttist 01ofeAiN d to s001i4.., i;it1y K'iuwaitis. Routine ininithly measureiments were 
ettahlished at the lf(giniiig of1 1983. ()tolith cohlleti(Jms were, e;tvahlish(,d at the same time. 

Unlike the other spueies s) fhr stud(1l, for wi(h laImiigs occur inall months of the year, 
sheim is seasonal: landings ,r11 ,lgtji"gld(, fromi l),ceinher to Vehl)ruarly so that neither length ileasure
ments nor)otoliths can he4,c(lhect,,d in :t(1(1al4 (4t0lit y for this prio(I. Iiowever, the otoliths are 
.argl, and easy to read]. AIly hrll' he ap',i 'Nwholb, n, by 81,ns of a pjlishd e .dge(Bedford 1982; Wil
liams I986. o h il lt(lit nr :gingT'h, ti.oi(n of dwt thR, ,,;e nil us is 141( r it' ial iine, W1oliths usually 
grow iy meaS h(If inaip4inal amrel(n inhe St i'Itill) ionhils. P'relimimry 0tolith reading shows that 
growth at11w ins , h,4ccurso10 from April-May to Septfenttw r-Oct o her. lormal validation 
is tieing ,'(m 141 tt am1! .\I( I K will. if .alidli n ,r04.; I'Xp)e.te(t )ipo1itiv',, 1w4 ist ructedi'(5 (5 ( 
within a year. irerlimini 1kg,' dr curvs andl imrtalitya41i5h( , iotnats hive already been ob
tained (Sanniel, n lull islod 1t4a. 'relliminary aieii " indicats that sheini reach 12-1.1 years so 
that r4liah.(grI 'th (,>tjiftat 4fi se5'4l (fnItI,EI'.\'X I may iot he p4 ssihe. Nevertheless, an assess
ment tasetl Of .\ln r.i'\ i lh o-I (fd siniullalnemlts m alysis of hliigt-Ii anti age dat'a (Part I,thisfr ie1 
vol. t was prodtcNflIl 191 S, n,unputlihl.(t data) 4n(1 will he used to ptrovide provisionalin 1It,"I. 
a5 ess5-;ellat(1vitI \01l,114n '('(tl 

SOt-IA 'ifY 

This qu(ewics tIrovid es h('ss than 1 of the landings. NIvert heless, its high price (highest, for 1983: 
US$6.27/kg) justified 1M1ention, lowev.r, even more so) than is the case with sheim, sobaity is high
ly Seasonal, Iheing takell mainly inNoveier, 1)ecen er and Janituary. It is rare and usually only a 
few (2-3 to 10-20) fish are lan(d( in any (o, (liy. f lii fishermen sell the fish directly to consumers 
without going through the maruket I)a a inmtl herfore, he supplemented where possilble hy means 
of speinwns Iklaif'(t (tirtItl' lvhstfifng with 11),1k and line. l{elitlth size-freqw'cy data are, 
therefore, unobt)lailfah and 1ily age d('ta cll Ie IIsd to(obtain estimates of growth parameters. 
Only rough ('Stinn' tes of Z may the ohit iined. Work (4i the assessment of this species continues. 
SamunI'l ta Iawa/,r (11985) 41uiifriym avKilat I (lal a fr tbis fishery. 

NAKI()OtR
 

This species is also traditionally preferred ty the estal dished population in KIuwait and provided
10% of the landings in 1983. It ismoderately expensive (JS$3.62/kg). lecause of the large volume 
and high valu, of Whe lundings, mnonthly siz(,-frequ,' 4 y d,1(4.4 were collcted in 1982 and 1983, while 
otoliths w(ere collected for a full Calentar year flron 1)82 to 1983. A preliminary ELEA N-based 
analysis was applied and suggested thal nakroor reach up t) 20 yvars (Morgan, unpu blshed data) 
but this work was not continued Iecausu the Inngvity (ftl' species mates successful ELE FAN 
application unlikely. Study (of the )urnmdotoliths showed clearimarks but these marks were irre
gular in their incidence. The growth patterns typ 4t(,l(If annual marks were conspicuously absent. 
Attempts to validate tentatively est inated ages failed, and itwas possible to show that opaque and 
hyaline zones accrued to the margin at irregular intervals and ait various times of year. Formal 
validation showed that the marks were n It aniual. Fig. 1 shows the size-frequncy distributions 
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obtained in two successive years. It may he sen that peaks and troughs for the two years did not
coincide, which suggests that the data ar unisuitahh foIr izt-fquii .y alvses. An additional 
problem arises with the tiaxononmy of this species, its it ISlikely that two similar species occur 
together and cannot presentllv he separated.

Since both Size 1ad Al r:'K-has,, atnllys('s Al ant t he iliiat lit';I le tonakroor, attempts
to study this stock were tIeiporarily susj ended. In July 1983, ill easureinent and ot olith collections 
fot nakroor were Stol)ed. 

It will be fc'Cssary to consI t01ct gr(owth Curves iisin, Iaily in arks in the otoliths of this species 
before reliahle assessment (an he provided. 

(5 v 

60 

. 45 

4 , 1983 

2 %I 19821 

20 30 40 5,.) 6 t0 80 

Total length (cm) 

Fig. 1. Siz(-fr(tiU lley ditisribuilion of nak'oo l omaIt;ti(s.,arg.,iih-'ts) samled in Ktuwaii waters inl 
t 
stjc'vvssive yvarlS. 

This species is one of the most ahndant in the catches obt-ined oil R/V Oloum during thetime span 1978-1983, when regular exploratory cruises have been conducted. lowever, chim tend 
to occur in schools of different sizes and they are also a h igh!y seasonal species, being more abundant 
in summer (May-Octoher) than in vinter. Adequate samples for size-frequericy analyses were diffi
cult to obtain. Apparetntly reliahle growth estimates have heen obtained, and may be used for stock
 
assessment 
once aging is validated. Work coitiues(5 ()I this Sl)CeiTs bIecause Mathews and Samuel 
(1984a) estimated that chim catches could reach 1,500-2,000 t/year, which could provide a substan
tial volume of very cheap (- US$1.80/kg) fish for human consuimption. 

Costs of Age and Length.Based Assessments 

Morgan (1983) provided some estimates of costs based oil 1982 data, prior to full establishment 
of the aging capahility, lie concluded that age-Iased aialyses Were substantially more expensive
than length-hased analyses. Table 2 presents a full analysis, including hidden costs. Personnel costs
include housing and home leave transportation (where supplied by KISI) and are broken up into 
junior and senior staff. Actual i.9811 salaries were used. Variation in p~ersonnel costs arises because 
staff of different experience and seniority were allocated to different activities at different times.
Foreign consultants were nire(d to assist in areas where crucial work required extra inputs, and con
sultant costs include honoraria, housing and board in Kuwait, and transportation. 

Table 2 shows that personnel costs increased up to a relatively constant level of US$66,000
7 0,000/year by 1982, although total costs increased slightly becau;e of steady increase in fish 
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Table 2. Personnel and other costs for the establishment of a stock assessment capability in Kuwait. Personnel in 
person-months/year, costs in US$/year; 198- costs were used in calculations except for fish purchases, for which the 
actual cost in each year and the conversion rate from Kuwaiti dinars to US$ for that year were used. (Prices of fish 
changed markedly in Kuwait from 1981 to 1981). 1984 personnel cost, for first 9 months ociiy. 

A. 	Fish measurements 

1B.Aging of fish
 

Training
 
,Junior 


Senior 

Validation (informal) 
Junior 

Senior 

Validation (formal) 
Junior 

Senior 

Routine reading 
Junior 

Senior 


Programming
 
Junior 


Senior 

ALCEK construction 
Senior 

Analysis 
Senior 

Management 
Senior 

Total personnel cost 

C. 	 Fish purchases 

Total operating costs 

Species covered 

aConsultant. 

1981 

(2.50) 

3.600 

(8.0) 
11,400 

(1. 0 )a 

8,500" 

(0 .5 )a 
4,300 a 

(0 .5 )a 
4,200 a 

32,000 

7,000 

39,000 

Hamoor 
llamra 
Newaiby 

Year 
1982 1983 

2.2 2.5 

3,600 3,600 

(16.0) (6.0) 
22,80) 8,500 

(1.5). ( 1.0), 

12,0001 8,500" 

(0.5) (0.5) 
700 700 

(0.5) (0.5) 
2,800 2,500 

(4.0) 
5,200 

(2.0) 
2.800 

(3.0) (1.0) 
4,300 5,106 

(9.0) (2.0) 

(0.75) 
1,000 

(0.75) 
.1,000 

(2.25) (2.25) 
6,400 6,400 

(2.0) (2.25) 
9,800 10,500 

(1.0) (1.0) 
6,900 6,900 

69,300 G6,000 

10,000 22,000 

79,300 88,000 

lamoor lHamoor 
Hamra lamra 
Newaiby Sheim 
Nakroor Sobaity 

Nakroor 

Totals 
198.1 

2.5 

6,600 14,400 

71,700 

11,300 

8,000 

(8.0)
 
11,400 20,800
 

(4.0) 

(1.5) 
9,300 18,500 

(2.25)
 
6,400 19,200
 

(2.25) 
10,500 30,800 

(1.0)
 
6,900 20,700
 

48,100 215,400 

21,000 60,000 

69,000 275,400 

Hamoor Hamoor 
Hamra Hamra 
Sheim Sheim 
Sobaity Sobaity 

Various 
Epinephelus 
spp. 
Some other 
species 
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purchases required for biological (age-related) work. The biological work is broken up into valida
tion, routine aging and construction of' age-hensgth keys, program ining and analyses. Validation is 
divided into formal validation, i.e., following the detailed procedures of Holden and Raitt (1974) 
and informal validation, i.e., preliminary examination and determination of the pattern and appear
ance of marks in otolitlhs, and the likelihood of marks being annual. Management advice should not 
be given without formal age validation although preiin mary assessment advice sometilnes needs to 
be provided on the basis of informal validation only. If only length-based assessment techniques 
had been used, the only costs required would have been those needed to cary out fish measurements 
and some programming and analysis costs, for a total of abot $30,000, i.e., - 10%"' of the total 
expended. Total capital costs are not includ ed hiit Morgan (1 983) showed that they were negligible 
(-$1,300). 

No cai)alility for aging fish hy ncains ,.fdaily markl. has bleii st-Oalislisd in Kuwait. This 
needs to he done it' all stocks arc to he aged su ccessfully, and capital costs will Ihc higher (at least 
$10,000).

Training cost was a significant element during th! first three years' work, ant this is likely to 

be true elsewhere. One weak ness of the Ku,wait project appears in the high cost of constructing 
AICIEKs. This typt ot wofrk 1'; still carriedtl it linualiy. The work is slow, delniniling and be
comes tedious once initial training is ovcr and staff are abIe to carry out calculations accurately, 
The work can be drastically redi,,dt' it is ('0lDputerized, :1mi there is a plan to do this in the near 
future in Kuwait. 

This analysis excludes all costs asso)ciated with runting the project.'s research vessel, and estab
lishing and maintaining the( land based monitoring system for olbtaining catch-and-effort data, 
both of which are essential and expensive elements in any fisheries management project. 

It is expected that the eventuial costs a:;o'iated with aging fish will decline substantially. 
In 3-1 years, essential dala ol growth and at leasL some data on mortality are likely to he avail
able for all species aimd stocks which are cornmercially significant or which could becomie so in the 
foreseeable future. I will also be p( ssi)le to chtoose the species for which Al(1EKs need to he 
constructed routinely. The application of the method for simlmI talIeotis analysis of length and age 
data developed by Mrgan (Part I, this vol.) and of th llet hod's likely extetisions will probably allow 
reductions of fish plurchaIses to lower levels in the next, 3-4 years. 

In retrospect, it is clear that age validation and ALK mortality estimation for older hamoor 
and hamra, would have been inore precise if large numhers had been sampled. Extra expenditure 
on long-lived species may be required in the immediate future; scientists planning such work should 
ensure that abundant fi,:, samples are taken for long-lived species. 

Timely Stock Assessment Advice 

Optimal use of ELEFAN (ard, where appropriate, other size based techniques) and ALK and 
other age-based procedures must be decided on a stock by stock basis. Where a hitherto unstudied 
stock needs to be managed, speedy assessments will always be better than none at all and greater 
accuracy may be sacrificed in the short run so as to obtain quick outputs. 

For instance, in Kuwait the possibility of introducing management of several stocks by means 
of establishing size limits for landings was consilered in late 1983, at a time when no age validations 
had been completed. Only ELEFAN-based analyses were available. Table 3 shows proposed size 
limits, approximate ELEFAN-based estimates of optimum s;ize at entry, and accurate estimates of 
optilum size at entry made later on by means of ALK-based assessment. Only the first two columns 
of data were available at the time. The estimated value of size at entry for nakroor is questionable 
because neither ALCJ,:Xs nor ELEFAN are likely to produce reliable estimates of growth parameters 
(althotIgh this was not known in late 1983), but both estimates for values of optimum size at entry 
for newaiby are very close, and for zobeidy, ELEFAN-based estimates are likely to be reliable. For 
the long-lived hamoor, the ELEFAN technique was thought unlikely to provide reliable stock assess
ments tPauly 1982), but iii fact little difference was found in optimum size at entry estimated by 
the two techniques. For hamnra, ALCEK estimated optimum size differed from the ELEFAN esti
mate. However, the data shown in the columns A and D of Table 3 justified the need for further 
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research hefore the introduction of new Size linlits. So that the application of1the 1,f",LEFAN tech
niques, even to very long-lived fish populations, helped in.the inaiiagenti of Kuwait's fi.;heries.
Data (A,the kind shown in co ln.ns A and 13o Table 2 ;arto weak to justify irajor changes in
mtanagem(ent p(oicy but may Ile s[fTiCi ,nt to1Wl show the iied for prudence in introducing
radically new ineastl ns witlhoult condItting sond lsuort ng esaIr h. 

Table 3. Optimum sizesa and size lit s" proposed for various K uwaiti stocks in 1983. )ata in columns (A) and 
(B)are from Mathews and Samuel (198.11). 

Species 

Proposed 
limit 

A 

Approximate 
opuhiti.o size ' 

Ii 

ALCEK-based 
optimum rize 

C 

Actual size 
at 

entry 

Zobaidv 20 16 NA -18 

Newaiby 27 33 -33 -25-26 

Nakroor 43 40 N A -40 

Itamoor 45 46 45 -40-45 

llamra 40 26 10-45 -40-45 

"All lengths refer to cm below and total length, except for Zobaidy, which is measured in terms of fork length.bRough estimates based on the size-frequency distributions of the lardings. 
CAs obtained from ,LIE FA N-based analyses. 

A Strategy for Optimizing the Benefits of Length
and Age-Based Stock Assessment 

Fisheries management studies were initiated in Kuwait in 1978, with the establishment of aseries of annual fishing ,"ruises which are being cntinued. In 1980, monif . -ing of fish catch and
effort was estahlished ani anuiual fishing statisti(s have been published ever since (Morgan 1981a;
Badar and M)rgan 1981; lakinn et al. I983 and 198-1). Previous experience of size-based analyses
(\lathews 197-1; M(rgan 19821)) sho(wed that, iisefl I as they wvere, they had m any weaknesses.
At this stage, it was decided to pursue A LCEK stoc-k assessments and at the same time, to attempt
to develop new and quicker met'hods of Stock assessment Because no effort data existed then,Morgan (1982h) established an eftor. index based on catch variability which allowed approximate
surplus yield culrve's h- b(. co nstructed. Morgat (1981) also attemI)ted to provide stock assessment
advi'e tor Gulf fish stocks on the hiasis ot' length-frequency data. 

[n 1982, the ful! im pact of'the co nt-ibutions of Pauly and David (1981) and Pauly (1982) was
felt in Kuwait. Tiey showed that the ELEFAN technique was much more powerful and flexible
than other previouisly used size-fr(equency based an alyses, but their ideas were still untried. A
two-pronged strategy was, therefore, adopted; stock assessments by means of ELEFAN I and II
would be attem1pted as soon as possible, starting on Kuwait's main stocks (zobaidy, hamra and
newaiby) and traditional ALCE K inethodology, already initiated, would be continued until reliable
independent estimates were obtained. P'rovisional stock assessments by means of ELEFAN would
be confirmed by ALCEK studies and after some years of using both approaches, choices as to
which were most appropriate for each stock would be made.This strategy has been successful. 

The Kuwaiti experience suggests that the following approach should be tried wherever an 
assessment capability is to be established for :;tocks that are previotisly unstudied. 

Establish a catch/effort daua collection system suitable to the area (in Kuwait, a system
based on interviews of fishermen was the best option).

2. On the basis of one year's worth of catch-and-effort data, consumer preferences, industry
and government priorities (if these can be ascertained), choose the main species for which 
stock assessment is required. 
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3. 

4. 

6. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Establish a system for collection of monthly size frequencies involving at least 500 fish of
 
each species being studied per month.
 
Carry out provisional ELEFAN analysis after 12 or more monthly samples for each species 
have been collected. 
Carry out provisionai stock assessments based on ELEFAN. Where ELAFAN-based assess
ments suggest that the status "luois at or near Optimum effort and ago and size at entry to 
the fishery, the assessment may be used as a justification for maintaining the status quo.
Morgan 1985) showed hat the zohaidy fishery was harvested at an optimal size and effort 
and suggestioas that size A entry for this fish be increased were successfully resisted. 

If the EILEFAN-based assessments were to s .ggest that a radical change in the man
agement of a fishery is needed, the assessment shlould be used as a justification for further
 
research, but no major management clang,1,sshould be made on the basis of the asses. ,aent
 
alone. This cant ion would Ie iarticnularly nect'ssary if t ax calcuhlaed by ELEFAN was 5
 
years or over (lWatnly 1982).
 
Conduct tormal age validation by means of annual marks in otolifhs or other hard parts

(Holden and laitt 197.1; Williams aind Bedford 1971; Williams 1986).
 
If validation is st c..essf I, carry out full stock assessment Lu;ing ALCEK-based technology,
 
and provide calch curve and cohort based estimates to total mortality, Z. If the results
 
of AILCEIK-based stock asessesments diffe" markedly 
 trom those of ELE VAN (e.g., hamoor, 
hamra), reject ElE'lAN-based assessmnts and dis,;continue application of purely size
based approach (stocks re'h ing over 5-1 U years old). Contin tIe assessMnts on the basis 
of alual (or, if necessary semi-anll; or qo.arterly I ALCEKs. 

!f Al ,F'. assessm ents pt)vide essentially similar reOIlts to ELI' IAN-based analyses, 
two options exist : 

a. 	 For small stocks, use only F LlF['AN-based assessments. For newaiby in Kuwait, 
the landings of which flUetlnalt,clrozi ' 5t) to 580 t/year, this procedure was 
adopted. The stock was too small to justify continuotis research hecauiSe cohort 
tAL' EK) and catch curve (ELFAN I) estimales of Z for the one year for which 
sound data are availald (1 982) showed very similar values (Mathews and Samuel 
19851)). The stock was too small and the fish t)o low-priced to justify continuous 
research. 

b. If the stock is sufficiently important., repeat ALCEK assessments over several 
years and su bstitt te cohort mortality estimates for earlier catch curve estimates. 
After 3-4 years, reappraise the situation. If ELEFAN-based and ALCEK esimates 
are similar, and if recruitment is relatively constant, ELEFAN-based analyses
could be chosen as the basis for assessment provided they are significantly cheaper,
but not otherwise. (This procedure, however, can be dangerous because in the 
event, of sub;.;e,,uent changes in landings the biological base necessary for accurate 
and detailed assessment is likely to he abseit; ,xJ Li5A use of lengti based assess
ments in an important stock is not prudent). If changes or trends in mortality 
rates are noticed after 3 -1 years, ALCEK estimates should be used all the time for 
stock assessment. 

If neither ELEFAN-based nor ALCEK-based approaches seem likely to provide reliable 
assessments (e.g., for nakroor in Kuwait), stock assessment must be suspended until a 
growth curve may be established on the basis of daily marks occurring in the otoliths. This 
technique should eventually be applied to any stock which is being assessed on the basis of 
ELEFAN only, so as to demonstrate conclusively that, the ELgFAN-based advice is sound, 
and to estimate t0 reliably. 
To complete ELEFAN-based and ALCEK assessments, Pauly's (1980) technique for esti
mating M (natural mortality) needs to he applied unless independent methodsof estimating 
M are available. However, independent estimates should be obtained whenever possible.
Morgan (Part I, this vol.) has proposed a combination of ELEFAN I and age-based analyses 
which allows assessment to be made without the catch-and-effort data required for con
struction of ALCEKs. His technique is likely to be particularly useful in the early stages of 
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a fishery, when the catch-and-effort data collection system is still new and untried. This 
new technique is very flexible and it will be applied to and tested on Kuwaiti populations
by contrasting results of the new with the traditional techniqlue,; it will also be used to 
reduce the cost of sampling where possible. 

Discussion 

The steps followed in developing Kuwait's assessment and management capability suggest that,
in essence, the prudent manager will follow a strategy of conservative common sense. He or she may
stop after almost any step from 1 to 10; the progression shows a change from quite timely but 
potentially inaccuate or even erroneous assessments to more and] more accurate. but more costly
results, which also take longer to achieve. It takes a long time to establish a capability for l)roducing
ALCEK-based assessments; however, on.'-e established, the capability may provide timely results. 
It is in the crucial early stages of installation of a capability that ELEFAN- and other size-based 
techniques will most W, in %%I)I-ov uL:;e especially areas here aging of fish can be done only by
 
means of daily marks. In this case EIEl 
AN I will probably be (he standard method, especially
if Morgan's (lk':t I. this vol.) modification of the original approach can be applied routinely. 

The Fisheries Management Project in Kuwait has been relatively costly because of the decision 
to apply traditional and new methods simultaneously, so as to compare them and to ensure maxi
mum precision and prudence in carrying out, assessments and in providing management advice. New 
projects may dra, on this experience. For instance, it might be possible to establish an assessment
 
project initially on the basis of length data only and 
 a minimal aging capalbility. This mininal 
capability could be used (perhaps on a consultancy basis) to separate stocks reaching up to 4-5 
years from all other stocks. Then the project could confine its attention to stocks of fish reaching
1-5 years. At a later stage, once the administrators are convinced of the usefulness of stock assess
ment advice for the fast-grc, ing fish stocks, the project could extend the aging capability to cover
 
all stocks.
 

If such a piolicy is to le ('nsid(red, one, important step should be taken: the minimal aging

capability should 
en sur,, that all major stocks where assesselnn t is thliought eventually to require
 
age-based aMlyses, shOuId be suhyjeted to as intense 
a sampling proiyran aw f aihle. Whcn, after 
perhaps 4 -5 years, a full-scale aging capalhility is installed, a backlog of biologicai m aterial will beavailable for training, validation and routine aging. This material should include stocks of potential 
as well as actual importance, if at all possible. This step would provide an invaluable perspective 
to age-based analysis: instead of having to spend 3 years establishing this capability and waiLing
for the first ALCEK analyses to become available, it would be possible to produce a number of 
ALCEK cohort-oasd mortality estimates for different species after the first 2 years of aging work. 
These results would include 4-5 cohort-based estimates f Z for each species, instead of only one 
estimate. Tiffs relatively speedy response would be likely t:) produce better, more timely manage
ment advice and to obtain more support more quickly from administrators. Again extension of 
Morgan's (Part I, this vol.) method may allow ALCEKs to be replaced for some stocks of longer
lived fish and so could lead to a reduction in the number of fish to be aged. 

Kuwaiti personnel and fish prices are very high. Both personnel costs and fish prices vary
enormously from country to country; the technical basis for the different types of stock assess
ments, however, is likely to remain similar in different areas. Personnel costs given in Table 2 in 
person-months, may be used together with personnel costs in different areas to estimate the likely
overall costs for each area. Total expenditure on fish samples may be estimated by assuming that an
absolute minimum of 50 fish/month should be obtained for each fish species whose age is to be 
validated (100 fish/month would be better) while routine aging may require 500 fish/year for each 
species, once aging is validated (more will be required for any long-lived species). These numbers, 
together with local fish prices, can be used to estimate the total budget required for purchasing
adequate numbers of fish in different areas. In Kuwait, it is also a market requirement that fresh 
fish be sold whole and uncut. In some areas, it may be possible to open the body cavities of fish and 
to remove otoliths without altering the market value; if so, it will be possible to reduce fish pur
chases to low levels. 
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Abstract 

This note summarizes, from thelpersonal and possibly prejudiced viewpoint of the chairman, someof the salient poinLs arising from a discussion at the conference on the "Theory and Application ofLength-Based Stock Assessments" held on 11-16 l'eotruary 1985, in Mazara del Vallo, Itly. The back
ground to the meeting-the increasing c.osts and technical difficulties in making the large number of agedeterminations required in traditional age-structured approaches to stock assessment, and the need forsimpler and quicker methods particularly in developing countries--is first described. This is followed
by discussion of the results of the four working groups on sampling, estimation procedures, sensitivity
analysis and comptter hardware and software. 

The basic sampling problems remain those of using an efficient sampling design and of allocatingsufficient resources to routine sampling work. Several estimation procedures are now available to esti
mate growth anid mortality, separately or together, from length data, with or without supplementary
information. Many methods are highly sensitive to the input data, and confidence regions or similar 
indications of the range of possible estimates should be given.

Finally, some comments are given on research policy and on the situations where length-based 
methods are likely to be most useful. 

Background 

Scientists assessing fish stocks with the aim of advising governments or industry about thestatus of exploited fish stocks have traditionally followed, singly or in combination, one or twogeneral techniques. These are the use of either production models (treating the population as a 
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single mass) or analytic models which examine the comlposition of I he )opulation, tr~'ating it as the 
aggregation ()tlhe recruitment, growth and mortaliy of the iuliiK n fish. In the dawn of the age 
of fish population dynamis, ,some of the earliest a:ivtic model.,( Baranov 19 18) looked at. the 
COInl)OSitiOr Of the (op)llatiai Itrms A hluit l than centuryin length. iln I')r nMor halt' a 
analytic models haw Wen has(l ahnos exchusQv on ag,. tlher, were go()()d reasons for this; the 
math matical IIat il 110tt11ci (age)sl'ilt anda0wIMthee l t ihreu:III , eas-ier Wit a paraileter 

that is a siniql,. linear tuictii o IlI1:, ,ofthi l'hiqsltris %as pslhtl aah's or
line. i) t WA using o1
liths, to deterlinl the agre; of regular large sanrgs of iFdividual fish. 

This situaiion is; changing. With the widespr,al use w1clunputtrS. simplicity (I c allatioal is 
n() longer ess(ntiil and For maiy storIks, particularly in th( tropi-',, it has oftel pro(ed difficult 
to deterlinl' the age of inlividual fhsh. Where seas-onal \ariatioii, at,. not niarla(,d l tcaiitional 
annual ring., are indistinct or ahont. he(vently divhelI(Ied tIci(lis have shownl that it is iossibhle 
tO Cotiiit (laily rin s (In the ()'inol ! fish, l)(i thi." is. u ln ui It only helitl(t1 ver -. ing. can 
ti,(1 Iftor a f(.w fish amliis,. ti rtf)hn a iln!. od fk).' '(ri ILu!i,, (.Ieral (rt()\vth rate and checking 
otl er (tt.nlatI's rather thnlli f'l :11o aol tI t; t -. wpiilg.1)ll ll lila:1 ,- l' 

Increatsed(attention ,;,tht' n' .'IIIill_,ipatlt I lhc ,i;, qeliCV dat'a in analytic as()I' ]ek-l ')'-f 

sessi' ilt . T,) somel ('xtIiit tilisw as unlertlk l h(au ()I, ell(,diffiut is of'age-structured methods, 
anl was a(ccllpallll hy a fhting that legth-strlcired Imlet!;ods w.'e inSil ) ales(way(oiilfrate, 
and at. lest (nly "p)pv :xiltlatiomts tol l)]ul" agl('-',trli"t ledllutIh (s. i low, ver, ll(rl' is now a rec(,g 
n it.ioin tiha there n:.y also il g)ot tnort ('atl i cer lg't :.lus Jlrtf(,rrit 

StockIass llt with oIf ' i\nalytic il'th((l(fs ()If sllle ,Ir' (InLn('e! [ed tII illrll ctlions: 1 fli 1 

ntmlbers ,hlroli re(rituiii :and in rtahli ly anId hilll'ges ill,.light tho(lgh g r\I~ti. il'iy (ll the 

important lli(hgical or fistery charatiristi,. e.g., fI"'tll'dil )r'lel I (n hy nets with diff rot 
Mesh SiZlS are uLICh Mull clo(.eV rlitd t(1size thaill t ole 

This (f'siza thor(,ti'al ni ,hi:( )ally str(ongly ifsize is measureda lvintat.,,t ()(Ir age tl (1o.(st 

in Uterns of weight, ather thai lngth I lIowv Iher. fplIl(,tl, with uing w(ight. MeaSLring
r. amr, 
the lengths of large sal plIs of fish is (I.lio r .ilvi 01()v1 rhllll, ( , vilat sea, tha',farg(e-scile 
weight sampling. I* 111; i:marked scasoial varialtion ill condiition fa1tor, the weight of anl idividual 
fish may Cl(,'a:-(k 1',1Ia"l'iod. Though it seems thai .\ntarctic kill may also shrink i!l length, this 
rarely happens I()l fish. Thert, a, Il lcasions,. e.g.. iaml!ilig tatIstics of coiluirteiat shrimp 
landinlgs rel, led ill miu v.\ ,1(Jt\i"ont-lr- (I1t,:li ihe ilt ill nlost.11w It iallav use1d cases
 
colleh, ng and using' l,,oo h ,% ta will he )nuic, iw()"(, ,'0H)v(,IxiIvl11.
 

'The Iilio e x 'I' l l,t i "ll I. Nax: ii I ;ttI l (d I t il 1.,(' If Iliti-s ll tl. sI apl achl'l('Sto
 
fish stock (,l :Iss.,a v:1a~Il.") and: existling inoh(k-or)
,view ()tth,., pr,,,.,)Io,,l of ",oln,, o)fih(, 

living hngth (wnqnostion dta and( pni(vidlig..,dvi,,-,parli(hlilarly t,,dIe%ohlpi))) cmilt ris (hill, are,
 

considIering the ( llhl('i(t l a(1 , ,Ijposit,,I c;n tlh,,ir r(,'search".an aialysis OIf lnglLh I [lWtI f)r IIlal (If 

The meeting which hal Ill task of making tIlis (,iamilation anrl review was organized jointly 
by the' Internat ional (enter forILivinIg Aquati l{I )sII(.,\lanli,('in(,IIt (I('I t M) andl the Kuwait 
Institute for Scie'ntific I{searclf (K!SI.), which are two of lh( bodies which have teen greatly 
concerned in length-strucLur,,d methodts I(I.\ 9 N has )((,n iarticularly actiw in devehloing lenfth
structuredn methods and encouraging r ilt)(li,.al countries, while KISR is the na-h(,ii'I me of 

hlngth-ilIItds are 
tive to tralition)al age-st rcturd nthI II.. 

The first part oIf the meeting was devoted to the Irsn tatk(111 all dIseission of papers. These 
covered a listing oy FAO staff' of a notin I er of qlu estions rus(,d in the possihle application of length
based methods in developin ,. Countries, d(escrip)tillns of mevral of the length-lased methods used in 

tional research institutes wh,,ler,,, ileinrg m'reasiigly us,, as the prai(ical alterna

stock asse',smn t, exam inatioLof tohe snsit ivdi VI" a number of' these methods to the assumptions 
made concerning data and Ilna'imeter vahles and disnussion or sm i' of the samling and other 
practical prolIens nlet in applying henglth-structured ni('thllmls (see (sirke ct al., ]art I, this vol.). 

During the Sc(lo!-d I)art 01' theI(i etig. the particiI)a;Itfs Iivid ed int) Four working groups 
discussing sampling Itll(h'ms, the analytical pro(ce(lures involwtvl in diffefreli, methods of assess

inent using length data, thI' sensitivity of thosetl' ,thi(ts, and the compu(t(if('r hardva re md software 
involved intheir apli('ation, Iretim inary reports were lre(aiented to the rniel ing at th (end of the 
week. The final rep~orts we:e agre(( to in corr('spondenc( after the ie.titgr (see reports Part I, this 
vol. by lewni;: (tat.. Sh'lher(d ( al. and .lajkl)wski ('t at.: s(t als( don'gait ;int l'aily, Part 11, this 
vol.). 

http:t)(li,.al
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Parameter Estimation-General 

The process of assessing fish stocks in order to provide advice on, e.g., long-term effects on 
catch rates and total catches of adding new vessels to a fishing fleet., can seldom be dlone in a single 
operation. When using analytic models it is necessary to estimate certain basic paraneters of the 
population (e.g., growth and mortality rates) before using these values in models (e.g., of yield 
per recruit) to provide the necessary assessments aid advice. Some of' the stages involved (sampling
of catches by research vessels or by the commercial fishing flect or calculating yield-per-recruit
curves) are in principle the sam(, whether age or length is used as the basic input to the analysis. 

Growth Alone 

The most important change that has to be made in using a length-based approach is in the way
that growth isestimated and how von Bertalanffy or other growth curves are fitted. Much of the atten
tion of the meeting was, therefore, focused on the various methods of fitting growth either alone or 
describing the mean growth pattern of individuals in the pol)pulation in coninbination with the esti
mation of related l)arameters (mortality or the relative strengths of (lifferent year-classes). This 
should not be taken as implying that in any research program lesser priority should be given to the 
other steps involved--collection of basic data. studies of the biology of the different, species, uses of 
growth and other parameters to estimate the current state of exploitation of the stock, etc.-ut as 
far as these processes are involved no major new princil)le is introduced when changing from age to 
length and the problems involved have been examined at other meetings. 

A number of methods of estimating growth were )resented (see papers by Pauly, Shepherd and 
Sparre, Part I, this vl.). The general )rincip les followed were simila:,. l'irst, individ ual length samples 
are examined to identify modes. These modes are taken as rel)resenting peaks in spawning (and 
hence, presuning no big differences in individual growth rates, also in recruitment)-once annually
in the case of temperate fish but possibly more in the case of tropical fish. A range of alternative 
sets of growth parameters are then examined to detuiaine which sel best fitted the observed modes. 
The methods differ in the way of identifying the position of the modes, the growth curve used (e.g.,
whether a factor for seasonal changes in growth rates is included) and the way in which the fit of 
data is scored. These differences and other differences as in the power or user-friendliness of the 
various computer programs arc discussed in more detail in Morgan and Pauly (Part II, this vol.). 

Under favorable circumstances, with good sampling and clear modes that progress from sample 
to sample in a consistent manner, all methods work well. With poor data and poor differentiation 
between modes few work well. For most methods there is usually a banana-shaped plateau covering 
a range of values of parameters (e.g., the K and L, of the von Bertalanffy equation) over which the 
scores (fits of data) obtained differ little. Though there will be one specific set that gives the highest 
score (e.g., the highest ESP/ASP ratio using the ELEFAN I program), there is little significance, in 
the statistical or biological sense, to distinguish this set. from other combinations of parameter values 
within the central plateau of the response surface. 

This is not surprising. The progression of modes gives the absolute rate of growth (as cm per 
year) over only the range of sizes within which clear modes can be distinguished. This can be small, 
excluding the pre-recruit fish, and the larger sizes for which the distinction between adjacent modes 
become indistinct. The rate of growth can be expressed as dl/dt = KL (1 - lt/L,,) and if l/Leo does 

=not vary much, all that can be estimated well is KL.. For example if l,'L. 0.5, then the rate of 
growth will be 0.5 K" L. To give a proper idea of the range of possible values, and to avoid undue 
attention being paid to one particular set of parameter values, it is desirable to express the results 
of any analysis that fits growth curves to length data in the form of response surfaces (see Shepherd, 
Part I, this vol., Table 2). 

Any additional information that can sharpen the peaks in the response surface, particularly 
one that tends to produce separate estimates of K and I., or to give rise to a ridge in the response 
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surface that lies at right angles to the elongated plateau ("lanana") gonerally produced by !en.th
freqtuney data, is therefore wehitme. Guesses of f,,rnm tile sizes or the biggest fish have proved

useftil. Most ilseful are age-dletermiiat ions Ot the olkst fish, eve,, if they are 
very few--as night be
 
the vase of a pr.ograUml Of iuntilIg daily rings. It 
 must e a, ititte(d illat there is a logical impracticahi
lity in the preceding sentenc, Tthe quest ion of whither agei-dLmitllations Of tt'e l,,geSt fish (which 
are the only ones that can ,, identitiid before aging) does inl fact tell ,.)e much about the oldest 
fish oronly something about the fastest growing, fish is not trivial. Mth ,ds for the formal inco)r 'aa
tion of itngt h-at-ae, data .)Kabiid, e.g.,tfrotoliti reaiings, into length methods such as EL,EFAN 
art tescribedt hy Murgig itPart I, this vI)i.). Long-term taging nttons sh mlid hie useful but short- to 
mn ed ium-tiern) ritoms n", gii in fhat ion Only ()it tile rati Oflgrowth 0f fish in tile size range
 
already well-covered hy lilit h-mlode :almy'sis.
 

During the neeting, little attintio)l wAis paid to soi mithods of sharpening the tiIstilnctlollhetw(,en adjacenlt nllude~s hy (,nswiderillg the d(,laruns (4I an o (.1-~ve, l hn th (list rih ihon at a 

particular iM1nlmet frmlh iil yical ur average di istriloi :IO(ivir a long il)( . This aplroach is of
little value whon sampling is uoni or cuvirs only a short pIeriod hut is likely ii) he, )articularly useful 
when there has h)i'in a good Ing-teril jtrograln of length sampling, and where th(, year to year
changes in year-cass strength are largetse(', ,.g., (4u1o 1 II e anmple, .1.1).1983t,18age' 86 and 

Mortality and Growth 

The slope oif tile right hand 'idC any lengt h (listrihLotiOn can tell sotm ething about the mortal
ity. The higher the mortality, the fc,% (Iti (and pirsumably large) fish, and the steeper the slope
of the right hand lin. The priii iltits involved in tstimating mortality from a length composition 
are basically similar to thos(, in using the slope of an ag'-compositiom (it.., a catch curve) but are
 
more tomplex.
 

The numliirs in a length interval of a givel witith (P4.g., a 2-tm group) depend not only on the
 
mortality rates but also how long, i()lt t he average, it takes a tish 'o 
 grow through the length interval,
i.e., how many year- 'lassis ari rilresndtol in tiht, interva. This will increase as the fish approach 
their maximum size. 

The question of the corret ago'-lc ngt rtlatoin limi use in tiils and simila; situations is not
 
simple. As pointed by Sanders (lPart I, this vol.) ti' curve of' Mean IVlgth at a given age is not tie
iul 

the same as that "Finn age at agiven ii'ngt h, ispically nair L,_ i)ti where then' is considerable 
variability I)(,tweel t , r-owth ('hrvi' Of iindiVidu-lll fish. It is. however, not clear which curlve, if any,
is he.;t to use. Th(' mat ter was not resolvid at th( meit ing (see Ri(sn herg and Pope, Part I, this 
vol.) and for the prisinit any relati)n shoul i used with cation. In practice the only relation 
likely to he ohtai nale "Ten using lng-t th-iaset NWeti i lngths at age,w(ls he an estimate of mcan 
e.g., rom pIrogrissi(ils ill moldis. 

In any case, the immnediate otitpu t from any examinat ion of a length-composition, e.g., mean 
length or slope of the right hand limt, viii he influenced by both growth and mortality. An accu
mulation of fish near L can occur either )ecause mortality (Z) is low, or because tile fish grow 
quickly towards their limiting size (i.e., K is high). More exactly stated, estimates of K and Z are
ikely to be highly correlated. Analyses of the right hand part of any length composition will be 

better at estimating the ratio Z/K rather than Z or K separately. This situation is analogous to the 
progression of modes among the smaller fish, which produce tetter estimates of the product KL. 
than of K or I., separately. 

Because of the interactions of growth and mortality it may be advantageous to use methods 
of analysis that estimate growth and mortality sir~uttaneeusly, that is, to examine sets of values of 
K, L,, t,) and Z (and also if necessary, Nt, the strength of recruitment in different years) to deter
mine which set gives tht' best fit (see )apers by Sparre and Pope, Part I, this vol.). This approach
might be expeted to give some impnrovements in the estimate of growth, as compared with the
simpler methods (ste Rosenberg and Beddington, Part I, this vol.). By putting constraints on the 
probable relative magnitudes of successive modes (from Z), as well as on their location (from K and
L.), it should be possible to reject some of the combinations of growth parameters and their asso
vini .pr] nindi 
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The disadvantage of most of these methods is that they have to make the assumption of steady
state, i.e., that Z does not change with time. This is unfortunate, because one of the biggest prob
lems in stock assessment is in determining the irnpact of fishing on the stock to separate the co
tributions of natural and fishing mortalities (NI and F) to th , lola! mortality (Z). The assessment
scientist therefore often hopes for the, maximum possible Variation in F, and hence in Z, SO as to
 
generate the strongest possible signal.
 

One method that does not depend on an 
assumplion of constant Z is the length-based version
of cohort analysis. This follows the same principles as the age-based version and like it can be ex
tended to a miiltisl wcis sit u ation to take ac-'ount of p redat ion (see Pope and Yang, Part I, this
vol.). The major practical l)r(O)hdm of ctinmating terminal fishing morality, natural mortality and
composition of the total catch are the same in the, legth -based and age-based version, though the
former also has the probh)n already lenti(,1ned above of knowing the appropriate length-age rela
tion to use in dividing the lengqhb-composition tp iit() "(ohorts". 

Assessments 

In general the final stages of producing assessments and advice to managers are exactly the
 
same whether the original data on the composition of the catches or the stock are 
in the form of 
length or age. Paramerers of growth, selection, mortality, etc. are used to estimate, for example,
the effect of increasing fishing effort by 10 (4.llowever, there are some occasions when length com
position data can be used directly. This has )een the case for one method of calculating the effect

of changes in mesh size (Gulland 1961 ). She'llherd (lPart 
 I, this vol.) gives a method of predicting

next year's stock (and hence catch rate) directly from the length com position in the current year

using a modification of a Leslie matrix.
 

Since these methods eliminate some intermediate steps and consider processes (selection,

amoLit, 
 of growth from one year to the next) which are probably more closely related to length

than to age, they should be more :'eliable as well as simpler than methods to obtain the same result

using age-based methods. Thus, age-strIuctured methods of predicting the 1986 stock from 1.985

data have always suffered when the weight of say, 
a five-year old fish in 1986 is appreciably larger

or smaller than average. To the extent that an unusually large five-year old fish in 1986 was also an
 
unusually large four-year old fish in 1985, and, therefore, grows in accordance with the normal pat
tern of a fish of that size, this particular problem is avoided. In these and other cases 
it can be seen
that the use of length-st'uc:tured methods is an improvement rather than an unavoidable approxima
tion to the ideal method. 

Sampling 

In many developing countries-and in not a few developed countries-the biggest single obstacle
to the effective application of length-structured models, or any other kinds of models for that mat
ter, is the absence of adequate samples. When there are doubts about, for example, how to match 
an observed mode at 1.5 cm in samples in Januaty to later modes at 23 cm and 28 cm in July,
additional samples say in March and May are much better than the most sophisticated models or 
the most powerful computer.

In general, therefore, the first and most important action to be taken in connection with
length-structured methods is to ensure that there is adequate sampling. This will almost always
imply an increase in the amount of sampling, often without too much concern about developing asophisticated sampling design Provided the sampling is carried out in a sensible manner, being well
spread out to give a good coverage in time and space and, if a knowledge of the total catch is important, also coverage of catches by all types of gear, the actual sampling design is not of high priority.

At some stage, however, attention should be given to the design of the sampling scheme. Is
enough (or perhaps too much) sampling being done? Is what sampling that is being done carried 
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out in the most, efficient manner? These are not, or at leas! should not be, new .ons. When 
age-structured models have heen used, the IasiC age-composition data have usually been obtained 
in two stages by applying an tgt'-l&iit.lh key to an estiniated t :gth composition. It has sometimes 
)een assumed that hecliSe ti' ntlluln rs (I'f length sallellhs usually great lv exceed the number of 

age-determinations, the sampling erot 's in the age sampliig "'IiitriLti the greatest amount to the 
final variance and thus sampling errors ini the length sampling are of a minor implirtalice. '[his 
should, however, ;)()t he tak(-n to imply that they c'an he ignored. 

If a particular us' fOr length sampling is assumed, e.g., application of tHin E,4FAN package, 
then there ale illetlds (e.g., the ja('k-knifh) to (l termii(, when further samples add no further 
information (see Levi ct l., lPart I, this vol.(). This gives an absolute upper limit to the aunoit of 
sampling. In pra'tit'e ',inlIliil i mhldipro)hahlv he stolpped earlier at the l)(,int at which the addi
tional '(oiituih ti) ,IO'('is10iI (' fialal t advice),ion the' il' ()htl)lt (e.g., inanagenem of additional 
saml~l,,s is ess h thi' Iii(liM ,! nisi l t wiuld h1w aciheved hy puttiini the resources (e.g., 
peIrsontiel) required for the a(did ionH h.n t alta liping t() o iler l )l S('St',0,11., 11111WVillt the statis
fit's ()f (',t 1 and Iishil- e h'(ort. 

Some gUi(lail(' '"l (h&sirfl)h, ht'cIs o)f sanmIling w''e nigg'.t(I! I y Iloelnig et '1l. (Part II, this 
vol.) but hecause of' the,diffelrOn 'c' Ilhtw e fi;h,,ris il hret. ()f variability in sp.ace and time,tIlt(. 

the nailire of,' tlit IlTi1 II'Oi )llm)sitill (()(, 01r 111il lolit'. tc'slei or indistinct ), the c()sts of' sampling, 
ati ernat ive IlSI' of' tlht'I t S)ili4. t'., l.MI Iin .samiliI g n t e uses to which the samiple; and the analyses 
will tiltim tlt',y 1)liu l i 'tj(, tmii ihl' It 

below which sampliolg is ()1(m)1r \vtlil(l ld' draw more than the most tentative
 

the , can i Hial rough rules (If tiuinh. 'There are limits 
that it hlangerous to) 


conclusions and allv' wh iti i'urther saini;,ling would (e hardly worthwhile. Tiese limits are in
distin(ct ani \%il ailI the valu's suggested are mily indications though any research scientist using
 
results ftiom data iowai'ds the lower SoLgtlStpd hIlit s11(0111 always give strious attention to increas
ing the inltensity ()f
0',ailpliiig.
 

Suggestims were also ilnllial' to I it, salpliilglI.sign. Tlilse foll+,w well-knowni principlles. Most 
samlling for letglh is lie result ()f several stages. Nleasurements are made of a num)er of fish taken 
from one (t stveiral lloxl's or haskets of fish landed hy one of .everal vessels landing at one of 
several l)0rts Ol a IlI't icultr (lay. Because the ,etwl'l'n-shuil ) (atrOlcft ovnQ-l)t variance is normally 
mucl'h iore than the within-slii ) ()r within-po)uat va'iini('e samles shouild he small and frequent.

A lower limit ,l tIhe Size (l the iu:lieituO : z't hy the ifeult, in taking a truly 
random sailf)l 'l ;alargt.,, pill' Il fishi. 'i ht ial urai iias is to take Ihe higger fish, though anyone 
aware of this may (vo,' n take too lmny small fish. This bias is best avoided by'(mlpennip at 10(d 
sampling completeioI)Xe's (a)!llaskt ls li fish. liI mutine s;lilling the best sample size may be around 
50 fish or less (if this ('tr'(siultlls to thle tylli('al numbiiiheir of relatively large fish in a box), but in 
the early stages (ofan invest igat i(n it Iay Ile' dhisiraleh to let each sample stand by itself. In that case 
it may be better to have larger samlehs, e.g., 2J00 in which the modes, if any, will be clearer. 

Research Policy 

The meeting showed clearly that the analysis of length composition data is a powerful and 
potentially reliable method of assessing fish stocks. What then should the director of research do? 
Should future resea.ch work in the field concentrate on massive length sampling, backed up by the 
use and development in the office of the type of models discussed at this meeting? If so, what 
additional scienti fic ol)servat ions, if any, are neeedd? \lternatively, bearing in mind the cautions 
expressed during the meeting, should collection and analysis of length data be given lower priority 
than other methods? What are the conditions under which one or another approach should be 
followed. These questions were looked at during the meeting, especially by working group IL, and 
some clear general guid(lines emerged. 

First, a prcliminary set of length saml)les should be taken, spread as far as possible throughout 
the fishing season in all major areas and taken from all the important types of fishing gear. This 
need not be a big task. For a simple fishery without a great variety of gears and not spreading over 
a large area, one or two samples a month would be perfectly adequate. 

http:resea.ch
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This preliminary set of samples should enable each fishery to be placed in one or other of the 
entries in a 2 x 2 tab le (see Shepherd et al., Part 11, this '.1)1.). '[he two classifications are whether or 
not there is a great range of sizes of fish in the fishery and whether or no there are clear modes with 
a clear progression. If there isa big range in sizes, e.g,.. the higgest fish are teln times or more the 
weight of small fish, obviously there should be I'avoraIde o tport unities f(or management s-hemes 
(e.g., closure of numrsery areas or mesh regulation) that pr't ctl small fish in order to increase the 
catches by catching bigger Ithough fewer) fish later. Such s,'hemes will ble direct ly' related to the 
sizes of fish caught, e.g., on the nursery aures a ni the outlmt from lengt -s;tructured analysis is 
likely to be of jinmediate value to th l anage. If the modes are clear and progress in a reasonable
 
manner, then it should he relatively easy to use age-structmed met hods.
 

The utost tavora)le situation is tlierefoi, where h,,'
size rangl, is %idt and the modes clear (Type
A, see Shepherd 't at.. Part II, this V ). Il 'il sit Iuation it should he possitii to, ()htalit most of the 
information :ededd for sl( ck asss.-;meitt including gr)wth and inrtalit'' ist imt>. iclh a fisheryuo 
it w(ould he reasoIall leto set up an Ixwlnsive p)ograll or ll"It sallpling fb v, years tt o allow fort%% 

possible year-e-yetair dlfftIreliTS) inthe expctation that lte' analysis ot the tki(i)taine(l would
 
)ro,ide' rnany (i t iewan wers required. At the end Of tw() years it wMould he jossibie to review prog

ress aid identify what iltll)ort;:ilt (uestion remitn tinalliswrtd and um,lify the program accordingly.
It is likely that the, lengtlh Salpillg could he rediliceul pterhtaps to a levl providing no more than 
routine nionit(oriitg witih t mlit ittlltion switched to other in.,:; (f re:earch. 'I he choice of line
 
will vary from fishery to fishery.
 

Ifthe size range is large hut modles indistiict (Tlype ,, itwill iemore difficult to use iength
based methods but any output is likely 
to In, useful. ..\ long Iiirid of continuing observations has a
 
better chance of nociWng results (e.g., by following modes or anti-modes due to unusually strong
 
or weak year- classes) tMan 
a short period ot inteise study. Length sampling sitould therefore be
 
given priority over several years lut inly Ini a ,,scan reasonatly be carried on without
such scale 
interference with other progrants. Among t hese, prioritws shlould he givein to those likely to provide
independet estimates )f gr wtb.,ih'.g., tag-ging or t(,Itlith rea(Iings. ,even it the latter can only be done 
by counting daily rings oil the otolitlhs from a few fish. 

If there isa single narrow mode that does not I-ogress sensil y aid in the extrene case stays in 
the same position mtnth after month (Type )t. us(, of' leitgth-ased nethods is difficult and can 
often be misleading. The nobserved catches are clearly a higl selectde sample of the population of 
fish in the sea either because of gear selet tin and/or due to the behavior of the fish. IGear sefection 
is highly unlikEly to be the whole ex plaiation. Fisherinen will not use a very selective gear unless 
the fish available to them are alrealy tightly selectedo by ehavior into a narrow lengalh range]. 

With such selected samnpling, examination of length data isnot likely to fell one much about 
the underlying population though some information may he estimated if sampling is very intensive 
(see levi (t al., 'art 1, this vol.). l hengtIsamling shoulI prhally he given low priority except for 
occasional sainlphs to check ther the posit ion of the mode is staying roughly the sane and atten
tion given to other methods. 

Situations in which a single narrow mode progresses in apparently sensible manner (Type C) 
probably belong to one or other of two distinct sultypes corresponding to either Type A or Type D.
Good examples of the former are provided by many penaeid shrimp stocks in which recriitment is 
concentrated in a short season. At least when heavily fished, few shrimp live to more than one year
old so that when the new year-class enters the fishery, few of the previous year-classes are left, alive. 
Nevertheless for a short period there should be two well-separated modes and most of the conclu
sions for Type A a.ply. The exception concerns mortality rates. Since each size group will be 
taken predominantly at one partietular time of year, when considering changes in catch per unit 
effort it may be difficult to selprate the effects of mortality from those of chm-ges in seasonal 
availability. 

In this favorable subtype, the progression of modes is discontinuous, or saw-toothed, with a 
regular increase through most of the year and an abrupt return to a minimum as a new batch of 
recruits enters (see Ebert, Part, I, this vol.). In the other subtype the progression is less logical and 
only matches the natural growth of a pulse of recruitment for at best part of the year. This is really 
a less extreme version of Type D and as in that type length-based analysis should be done with 
caution and collection of length data probably deserves low priority. 
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Abstract 

Sampling design considerations and spnmpling effort for length-based stock assessment are often as 
demanding as those for traditional age-based assessment. Four factors have been identified which should 
be considered in designing a program for collecting length-frequency data: 1) period of time over which 
data are aggregated, 2) width of length interval for grouping data, 3) span of time over which data are 
collected (i.e., length o study) and 1) uniformity of sampling frequency. Guidelines are presented for 
collecting length data. 
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Introduction 

Working Group I on (Iata a(ILuisition was t,(it'cst I it fOrnIulte advice ott saiiluin procedures
for users of lengtii--:aed assessinntlt methonk. Thw gtidelines which follow are hased oi a review of
thedata reqjuirements of the priit'ijil methods.No attellpt was made to fortniiate >pecifie sampling
designs. For this the raxher i., ri'dto standard fishery nianuals G(ullantd I9G: l-mer i 197-1;

Bazigos 197-1, 19,6; FA() 
 t P%1) ain :an plini texts t Mentthtall tt it1. 1971: (ot'wital 1977).

Lentth-kItseui assniettI it t'tsaSn Ii'S tmlosiis aiplki'tl vps and ;mlter-terl alter
natives to ;ts-t--,l !11 I1 tl110-. on :t11i f' ,'tMy't fi'- illiV ejt'le-- '-i ti-tt l' data. IOt>w\ver, if)ris of nqtittjintg tii'sit ititi 'i'qtit'd inttttiteliot,' h'l hthAl, assct.nent is Often as d(nlitdt ,ei 

irig as agr'-i )atvti ;t:>sn-; i t = ' O n
ami 1w t1! i v lli )ittO lla it lltt [ a t> s.sztl tilt 'sed titl 

The lngth stroIlnl'' ft poanlat ii wire)

tinle dotlt to thelavio ra lt ' i, td )I' tl ( 


l ltik,,, to V:tr\' wvith gtoi.';ar hiltitat, and Over 
ti\ oim llic t1t t i t l ltit Oll.product, It-AS .og5Ctinh n1,.s itlit4lltS'. ',X~IO 1h all' r, l-+ +at kv . '(- tile,: tttitilCat] ti IMI Lti+l tf ill+lH)- T his 1ll14 l1n5 ttlat 

Irolper weights tint .t tr ltltIt'v , t- t, Ihh lnt'l I t o lt)l ll) i', . It • t'xCittfli ill li rs('tl't' tiawl 

surveyl tsi"t.ln jql t ,ito ii t i t, truthtt atI' 1Wt1 ith'ttm 0'mt0 , iu t1wh:in tic 'ithe sizath t rit a Thus. , t t Alt,+, l'rt)nt tdiff(T'lL Stl~ali , Shl ~ I W}t ofC0' 11inlt.¢ Lllin v,, tl i-Op} ,rt tonal to 
tlt ' J)ri' LIltO' tllhi'ol i X k' 1t'ttOf stl'atti1t 'otlc lt t fit ill(it' N Iiar t uni -triattllnt . if ;a.t ilttiigeffol't ill th Si 'itOUli I p Oi ltIrt (Ill tlet -og.r'tt i lit.a[i xte'Il fil"t t la'ttllll io'., if t i l'
lll-ither Ot h t s is l i t' ; t ,titiot a ('t ,l ttell[ t gt' ofOiet mt'at11l lls- /tu Hsl'Cted, aitd the
litillI et'ri thitti I is i o tt the'lX'- ,: t twit) l t it itt ':i f t'l titt h l lit' '>1 illtt t'> lto t t inand thet (T 'E is kinlplicitiy)} ac lt' lhtt't ft)r. i-,illilarh , ill stlltdyitl, !1w, klll cot'm posit ion of the
 
'otiE1nerecial eatch, ['tihilt
ft'jtuer .it's fhOtt diffttreill sal5ttnl 11111 1ttts5iitmid Ih weighted hy the
total catch's in the unit;. lhu.", Ieittil-li st assessmln t dOe sntt ecesarily av()id havill:_, 
to collectCc h :111d catch-.per-eff'ort data2. 

L'st it ittotlal anlalysis t< t'stilllatt' g'o'xt rt ltti ,rs cal illipos' a (iff' .Illt Set ()f c.tistraintsoil the collectio~n of hent+:th-f1'P~jutllcy ditA~. FI-rt.:an~ + a M-Mt itsw hS1011 OVCWll' OUT a W~e WeO
imgraphical range ay htve' (iif',rt'itt griti\;h rates an 'r diffcirent spiav,.'Ing p(riodts ill lifferent,


areas. ('irnhiiting samlehs ft'otmt diff'rt'nuiyu may 
 lstn )M"t't-itc e thlit toital moides. Furthtr
more, lithavioral characterist ics of stitte siir,'i's [tail tto :'liiOOis if fishit II ltea!'ly nitiform iody

size. This leans that 
a given cohort of' t'sh nigiht separlte, into s'hOtis On thte iasis of htody size,and a given stiool of fish may contail sve:'. ag e pm)u11;" all "i' which have ito, poxhnaltely the sameb)o(ly size (Fr('on 1981, 1985). In tk tase it imay'% h, necels ar'V to leine t'' tat ist iea pqtlation
of iltt rest itt a narr-w t i , a stistt {i, l'th , gialIgi'al iplotl.t f t lit ctr'nl('t'rl.From the abOv,,, it ian iet Seen that sunfliuig hrlength f'etittes requires care. The intended 
use of the ilata has a dir t hearing on how the ilata should lit' etillctuti. Stutyitg variability betweensamtples is of interest otr its otwn sake hut "hothi alsit Ihe useti toi deit the luqlationt under study.The precding discussion is not itttencdeid to tis,,'trL'ctrt' tht use of' lngth-lsh d assessment butrather to caution !he reader about soe of' the pit foils. The Main goal should be ta measure some
fish and make assessments. Iitpiovent.nts in sayttiig design cait he Made oit otl0 ngoiing basis. 

Strategies 

The first steps in setting up at; asseslsment program at, generally to review the available information, formulate goals and design a reseatclt program. 1\ pilot survey is extremely useful in refiningor altering the abovv a..d can be used to help identify minimu in data requirents for both immediate and long-etn assessments and to design the sampling pirograms, For example, a few lengthfrequency samples may suggest whether modal analysis s likely to be useful (see Guidelines sec
tion).

Different methods of assessment require different data inputs. The assessment methods to betried should he carefully considered in designing the research program. It is well to collect data with 
future data needs in mind. 
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If no pilot survey is available to aid in designing sampling and research programs, the course of
action will be dictated by the urgency of the need for information and the availability of personnel
and funds. One strategy is to befin by collecting data for the most demanding assessment procedures
and models and assess the utilty/adcquacy of the data as they accumulate. This might include 
collecting otollths in case they are needed in the future. This strategy may be eXpenSive but it 
enables the research program to begin immediately and maximizes the chances for success. An alter
native sirategy, when personnel or other resources are limited, isto attempt to obtain the minimum 
data 	required for assesnient and then use this information to design future research programs.


lResearth profrais fur assn~lnt ,llu
Ihld ingeneral have the additional goals of learning about 
the variabilit V ilthe fhpupnli :11ad tile fishe(ry.'blhis alluws one to evaluate the efficiency of theIill 

sampling design, to rtelate variability in sampling results to variability in assessment results, and
 
ultimately to funiiuhit1, roles of thuml) for decidinlg when an asressnient might work, how much
 
sampling ,fftr is needtd and how sa;mli'ling should be conducted.
 

Variabilit y in the syst em call Ie studied using analysis of Variance and variance components
to estimate effects ofvarious fact Ors (allt interactions of factors) and to test for significance. For 
this, the sampling schene usetd mot; be well specified and should be as simph as possible. The jack
knife procedure can also It, used to analyze co mplicated survey desiglis. (For an introduction to
 
the jack knife technique, see Sol.al and tohlIf 1981 ;1'aly 198-1; for advanced theory see Gray and
 
Schucany 1972; Milh,r 1.97-I: 1trn 1982: I'mr altpli'-,i.s in fli,ry biology and ecoloy see Levi
 
et al., Pa1rt 1,this vol.: Sm ith 1980): liells lanlotlc rdcsil r I983: aituly 198.1 .
 

SurvWey resuIts can be evaluatetd 
as samipling is Iheing t(, ducted. For eXaplnle, for estinating
 
mean length of tihcatch in a fishing port, one can ctntinoe visitiig sh:ps (chosen at random) until
 
the estimate becomes stable. (Again, the sanlpli ng so 
 cim e must I econsidered in the evaluation).


It is difficult to know vhat precision ill length dala is req uired to have a given precision in
 
vIriouS finall assessment 
 stilliales. Levi ti al. !Part1 I, (ill vol.) prplwsedi a jacklnife-like prcedure to 
to determin \vhen ,lnttg siotlc llI ee(t that (I,,)ande'e1 ctei ELIAN ()estimates are
 
staleh. T kty poinlt is that no siliol - statistic has yet teen found which pledicts the staIlity of
 
I EIA .N Iest iiates. \s ,tX)riti't ,itCUtMnulatis, it llaylh te ssilk, tt forililatt simlpl, rles of
 
thumb for prodictiin,slalility fromilh tutffieitnts of varialility of X:riols sin-plc illicillary statis
tics like the mean, mod(e, niedian, etc.,
 

When the uses for the data are not clearly specified in advance, it is impossible to kinow what
 
precision is reqtuired. 
The group felt that a rough rule of thumlb might be to attempt a 10 tO 50%coefficient of variability in the percentkge of fish in each lengtl inmterval of interest. The acceptable
 
range of variability will depend on the relative importance of the spCies. This guideline is arbitrary

and is intended as a starting point rather than as a 
fixed 	ruIle. It reflec the precision the group felt 
might be attainable rather than the expected reliability of the assessment.
 

Mathe\Vs (Part 
 I, this vol.) and Morfanl (Part 1,this vol.) til'tiss strategies for designing and
 
modifying assessantn 
proigrams which utilize ElI A/\N I and II as key Components. They suggest

situations in which SUpplnemental length-at-age data are indicated or essential.
 

Data Requirements 

Data requirements of the length-based assessment methods must be considered when designing 
a sampling program. The following factors have been identified as important: 1) aggregation period;
2) length interval; 3) time span of study; and 4) uniformity of sampling frequency.

When sample sizes are small, it may be necessay to pool or aggregate samples collected over a 
period of time in order to have an adequate sample. Similarly, if it takes a long period of time to cover a geographic stratum then the stratum sample will be smoothed over time. For modal analysis,
this means that modes will become progressively more blurred as the aggregation period is increased. 

For some types of analysis it is important to record lengths either as raw measurements or in a 
histogriam with narrow length intervals. For example, the results from the ELEFAN I program will 
vary as the width of the length interval is varied. Since it is currently impossible to know in advance 
which interval width is best, it is best to preserve the option of experimenting with intervals of 
different widths by recording data as precisely as possible. Also, the validity of certain approxima
tions in length-converted catch curve and length cohort analyses depends on the width of the length 
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classes used (see Pauly 1984). To avoid the necessity of using iterative methods for these analyses,
the length intervals must be kept narrow. (Increasing the number of length intervals does not how
ever, improve the backward convergence of a VPA or cohort analysis (Jones 1981)). 

Some methods require length data representing the average composition over an annual (or
other) cycle. For example, in length-based cohort analysis, the total catch by length group is re
quired. This means that sampling must be can'ied out over the entire cycle (though not necessarily
with constant sampling effort if proper sampling and weighting is used). For modal analysis, there 
can be temporal gaps in sampling but the time span of the study should be long enough to allow 
examination of. the I ogression of modes. 'Simiilarly, Ebert's (Part I, this vol.1 and Damm's (Part I,
this vol.) regression tech lniqies re(1 Uire olservations (f i1M)an length to 1e obtained at several times. 

Data reqluirements of four classes of assessment models are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Sampling requirements for four classes of length-based assessment model. 

Mean length type mortality estimators 	 Modal analyses for growth study 

-	 Length-frequency data representative of the fish Samples representative of the fish population or 
population are needed, commercial catch are not needed provided the modes 

are evident and representative of age classes. (For-	 Total catch data are rot needed. 	 mortality estimation, the relative frequencies must 
represent the population.)
 

- Sampling plan depends on model to be tisd:
 

-	 Total catch data are not needed. 
o 	 Aggregate over a Year for leverton-lIIIt con

tinuous spawning model. A single sample be used,
-	 can but it is better to have 
* 	 Sample one month for discreite spawning model. sequential samples. Samples need not be taken accord
* 	 Sarmple several times spread out over a year for ing to any particular time schedule.
 

Ebert-Damm methods. Samples do not need to
 
be uniformly spaced. 
 -	 Samples should not ',e pooled over long periods of 

* 	 See also section on sampling shrimp landings, time as this blurs modes. 

--	 Lengths shoultd be measured and recorded precisely. 

Length-converted catch curves 	 Length-based VPA and cohort analysis 

-	 Length-frequency data representative of the fish - Samples representative of the catch must be taken. 
population are needed. 

-Total catch data (including discards) are needed. 
- Total catch data are not neeled. 

- Estimated catches at length should pertain to entire 
- Continuous spawning model is assumed; thus, it annual (or other) cycle. 

is best to sample over a whole year (or longer) to 
smooth curve. If lengths are grouped into narrow length intervals 

then the cohort analysis approximation can be used;- If lengths are grouped into narrow length intervals otherwise, for wide intervals the iterative length-based
then simple, approximative methods can be used virtual population analysis should be used (Pauly 
to estimate Z; otherwise, for wide intervals iterative 1984). 
techniques should be used (Pauly 1984). 

- The number of length classes used (i.e., the width of 
the intervals) does not affect the convergence proper. 
ties of the cohort analysis (Jones 1984). 
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Guidelines 

The following guidelines apply in general:
1.) Collect and preserve raw length measurements if possible (i.e., length of individual fish).

A stem-and-leaf plot (Tukey 1977; Chambers et al. 1983) is a convenient way to record
data in great detail with a minimum of writing (see Fig. 1) and enables a quick, visual
analysis of the data at the time of collection. If data must be collected as a histogram, use 
as narrow a length interval as possible. It is always possible to regroup data into longer
length intervals at the time of data analysis. If data are stored as summaries of pooled 

II ii* 
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Fig. 1. Example of a stem-and-leaf diagram for recording detailed length-frequency data in a compact form. Digits tothe left of the vertical line (stems) are the leading digits of the observations; digits to the right (leaves) are the indi
vidual trailing digits. Thu;, the line marked with an arrov represents the four lengths: 301, 302, 302 and 306 mm.
This diagram contains 181 digits whervas writing out each number would require .108 digits. See Chamlhrs et al. 
(1983) for variations. 

samples, one loses the opportunity to arrange the data into shorter length intervals and
to pool data over different periods so as to, for example: a) try new methods with more
demanding data requirements; b) study further hypotheses that may arise; c) study variabi
lity in the system and evaluate changes in sampling design.

2) When collecting commercial catch data, document the fishery including, if possible, target
species, number and type of gear, mesh size, fishing location and quantity and description
of discards. Individual vessel trip catch rates may also be collectible. When dicards are
substantial (e.g., Saila 1983) gear selectivity parameters may not be adequate for adjusting
length-frequency distributions, The sampling scheme used should also be documented. 

3) Variability between sampling units is almost universally greater than variability within
units. Thus two boxes examined from each of two ships is generally better than four boxes 
examined from one ship.

4) Provide the person doing the sampling with simple, objective rules for choosing sampling
units so that errors and biases are kept to a minimum. For example, if only half of each 
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box of fish is to be measured, have the sampler always examine the right side of the box. 
If fish are examined at sea, the sampler can draw randomly placed circles on the deck and 
measure only those fish which fall oil a circle. Care must be exercised in formulating rules 
and sampling instructions should be simple and clear. Instructions should be pretested 
before being employed in an actual sampling program. In one case, port samplers were 
told that a mninmnum of 50 fish had to be measured for the data to be usable. llhe samplers 
therefore only measLi rCd certain fish species when they cou(1d be suro of obtaining 50 
lengths. This happened to occur primarily when there were a [ot of small fish present 
which biased the results (1). P'11ily, pers. 'oiml.). 

5) 	 Monitor sampling results regularly (e.g., 1-y graphing the data). If data are plot ted soon 
after collection, one caLn Modify the sampling I)lan in response to unexp(ct,,d findings. For 
example, one might wish to increase the sam)ling frequelcy to be able to monitor the 
l)rogressioll of an u11nUlual recrultmeat event (a pcak) throuAgh :i S(,r0(c: Of l(llPt1h-l'r0(l(ency 
samples. Whenever Ptossil)le, one shoul1 graph the (ata at the tin , of analysis to get a 
feel for the relationships and to visually check assum ptionus. The llost (0on0mon types of 
plot for length-frequency analysis are the plain histogram and the hisogra m smoothed by 
a running average. An alt,,rnative method of smoothing and presenting the data would be 
a density trace (see Chanm)(rs et al. 1983). 

For modal analysis, the folloving guidelines aie suggested:
 
1) Normally, one all pool smulfles collected within a given 
 tinn', period (e.g., a monlth, a 

(luarter year) to t)oost sample sizes, bLt for very snmal (i.e., short-lividl species like shrimp 
one may need smnaller time imterval.k; to avoid missing im)ort at (vents in the life historl,. 
" hus, us' an 0ifllt(' )1 the lif sIM1n or, if not, alilaih, lhe -laxiinllnl length as ; guide toest 
the aggregation period. 

2) For protracted spawners, it i.i most important to keel) the data summarized by short time 
intervals since modes will be more subtle and aggregating samples over time blurs modes. 

3) Usually, the bigger the maximnum size the nrer age groups and, hence, the more length 
intervals should he used to record the data. (During analysis, length intervals can always be 
combined if desired.) 

4) The larger the maximum size the larger the sample should be (though this is admittedly 
difficult). 

5) Check for heterogeneity among different samnl)hs1 schooling fish and fish which occur 
over a wide geographical area (see Introduction). 

6) The group felt that the heuristic sampling recommendations shown in Table 2 (modified 
from Plauly 19841 al)lar to he appjropriate. Mathews (Part 1, this vol.) also recommends 
monthly samples of 500 !engths be c(,lierted for 12 months or more. 

Table 2. Suggested sample sizes for modal analysis. (After Pauly 1981 based on Munro 1980). 

Total sample
 
size (no. fish) Thie (in month!.) over which data for total sample were accumulated*
 

1 24 	 6 12 

1 - 99 0 	 0 0 0 0
 
100 - 499 0 0 1 2 2
 
500 - 999 1 1 3
2 4 

1,000 - 1,499 1 2 3 4 5 
1,500 - 2 3 4 	 5 5+ 

0 = not usable 2 = fair 4 = very good
1 = poor 3 = good 5 = excellent 

*It is here assumed (1) that the samples cover awide range of lengths, (2) that gear selection is accounted for and 
(3) that the sizes of the monthly samples are more or less equal if the total sample is accumulated over more than 
one month. 
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7) 	 A better idea of the likelihood of success of modal analysis call be obtained if one or more 
preliminary samples are available. Four I)atterns may be identified (see also Shepherd et al., 
Part 11, this vol.): 
a) a single mode is ,vident vihich appears stationary over time; 
h) . single mode is evident but the mode semns to progress over time; 
c) the length distribution is clearly p;lnymodal; 
d) the length distribution appears to )e vaguely polyimodal or nondescript. 
Pattern (c) is the ide:tl situation for modal analysis and requires few samples. Pattern (b) is 
usable but requires samiph.: to be co ileclted over a Ionger splan of time to see tile modal 
progression. Patteri (c) and to atlo',r ox tinit (at can also he utilized "lt with more diffi
culty, If samples are taketi over a period that is long enough, one may observe an unusual 
recruitment event (i.e., extra high or low rec,'uitment) which puts a "marker" in the length 
distribution. This marker may then be followed over tiine. 

8) 	 The bigg(r an individual saillle, the more likely it i:; t,)Ii1Ch itiratily t' iC)I)lililtioll 
hlmgm h frequelcy (ililillinag salillig i:; (one il all i.l)riitel)i ,l nuinnifr). lowev'r, two 
salilples hkihell, s j,sly montlIs apart, describe twvo (lilCrenl sttlislical populations;. Both 
populi ois an. ilnliortali- for the lIEI.AN I almlysis and he samlple-s could bw given 
(Ilull (Teiils samle may ei tItan theiiM1t bh,. one ' provide mor(, se(' infornmation 
otier. l'h a. 1 prl ilthl y thO 11e;t s;tis:et,orl" ' Il) (lMlr WoUld 1 to tise anproxii't 
ilit(ly ullifOrin Samle sizs (and inifi)rnl \veiigtiO ).IIovevvr, sallplin* daties separated 
from Other sailnpling itlir, hy Ilr'gi tenpmlra! gaps shmld l'l(I-aly neivi,extra sampling 
effort since is(ilatiil damt!s will Iti'lc to haive a high illflici, (il the LIEF'AN I (,stiniates. 

9) 	 Users of modal analysi-; techn iq ues shtuld b( a -are that imrnigration or emigiration of 
segments of a po)ulation ,'an change the shaILe of a leng.h -f'requency distribution in a 
manner that may resem modal progression due to growth and mortality. This is diffiille 

cult to guard against but may be approach (I by collecting and examining separately 
samples from different areas. 

Multispecies/Multiple Objectivcs 

In general, it will not be possible to design a sampling scheme which is optimal for each of 
several objectives (e.g., species) or even for some clearly specified but complex goal involving several 
objectives. In these situations one may b(, best off stratifying tile sampling simply for convenience 
(e.g., for logistic or administrative reasons) and using proportional allocation. One can thencuse 
post-stratification to increase precision of estimates. Cochran (1977) points out that the strata to be 
used in post-stratification must be decided upon in advance to avoid human bias. 

Strategies for the dual goals of sampl)ling lengths and ages are discussed in Morgan (Part I, this 
vol.) and NIathews ( Part, I, this vol.). Age dlata appear to Ie nl)ost critical for long-lived species which 
can be identified by havinlg a longevity of five Or more years predicte(d by preliminary EL FAN I 
(or other modal) analysis or on the basis of life history characteristics (large size, predaceous habits, 
etc.). 

Age data can be inicorporat ed into an EL,\N I datga set (Morgan, Part I, this vol.), used to 
validate or extend EILE FAN I results, or isecd to develop an age length key. If large fish are examined 
so that there is atreasonable estimate of longevity, the longevity (an be used to estilnate mortality 
directly (Alverson and Carney 1975; 1loenig and Lawing 1983 Iloenig 1983). 

The Special Case of Commercial Size Categories 

Tile catch statistics for some groups of animals, such as shrimp, are often reported as weight
landed in each of several commercial grades, e.g., number of tails per pound or kilogram. These 
statistics may constitute an important pait of the available database. Thus, it is important to con
sider how to collect and analyze this type of catch data. 

When possible, the best procedure would be to use stratified random sampling and sample
each commercial size category (stratum) independently for length frequencies. An overall length
frequency distribution could then be obtained by combining the length frequencies from each 
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stratum using weights proportional to the size of the siratum (i.e., proportional to the quantity
 
landed in the stratum).
 

The simplest method would be to estimatu the mean weight in the catch by
 

_w(i) 

-w(i) s(i) 1) 

where w(i) is the total weight in the i-th size category and s(i) is the number of tails per unit weight 
in the i-th size category,
 

The samplh mean weight can 
then be equated with the expression for mean weight of animals 
older than some age t, 

- U, exP - nK((tC to)) 
w = ZW 0 

2) 

where W., K and to are the von Bertalanffy growth parameters, Z is the total instantaneous mortal
ity rate, t. is the mean age of first capture, and U, = 1, -3, 3, -1 for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively

(Beverton and Holt 1957). This is solved iteratively for Z as suggested by Munro (1980) and Pauly

(1984). Since weight at any time t is
 

Wt = WVo(I- exp (--K(t -- t,,))) ...3)
 

it follows that the wveight at time I. is ,
 

W c = W o (1 -- exp(---K(tV --t ))), .. 4) 

This can be solved for K(t. -- tO) giving 

K(t c - t o ) = - logU (1 - (WeC/W 00) 1 13 ) 
. .5)
 

Substituting the above into the expression for mean weight gives 

w~= k o -3 Un (1- (" c I, ) 
n = 0 . 6) 

+" 

which eliminates the need to know tC and t *
 o

There are two difficulties with this approach. First, like other estimators based on samilc 

moments, it is not possible to check assumptions with a goodness-of-fit test or by graphing a rela
tionship. Second, it is difficult to know what value of W. to use. On3 possibility is to eliminate the 
smallest size group and use W. corresponding to some value between 1/(size group eliminated)
and 1/(new first size). Regardless of the value of W c used, the resulting mortality estimates will
be a function of the true mortality rate. That is, the mortality rates computed as above can be 
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used as an index of mortality provided the selectivity of the gear and the value of W used in thee

computations are not changed. An index of mortality is sufficient for some assessment models 
(Hoenig, Part 1,this vol.). Mortality estimates from the mean weight method should not be used in
conjunction with estimates o0)lained by other methods without first performing a sensitivity analysis 
of the importance of WC. 

It is tempting to try to convert mean weights in size classes to mean lengths using the allo
metric formula. Since weight is not a linear function of length, converting the mean weight to 
length does not give an unbiased estimate of mean length (Pienaar and Ricker 1968; Houghton
and Flatman 1978; Nielsen and Schoch 1980). However, over a short interval of weight, length
is an almost linear function of weight and thus converting shrimp weight classes to length may not 
causc a serious bias provided th( re are enough weight categories. The bias will depend on how finely
the shrimps are graded and how accurately the shrimps are sorted into the appropriate weight 
categories. 
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data, etc.) and (2) synthetic methods (i.e., yield-per-recruit' .nodels and catch prediction models). A comparison of length-based and traditional (i,e., age-based) methods is presented. Recommendations aregiven regarding the choice of analytical methods appropriate for four different, idealized types of length.
frequency data sets. 

Introduction 

Methods for the assessment and utilization of length composition data may be divided into a broad classification according to their pur)ose. First, there are methods which are essentiallyanalytic, ie., intended for the determination of vital parameters such as rates of growth and mortal
ity, and the elucidation of l)opulation structure. Second, there are methods which are primarilysynthetic, i.e., those intended for the combination of raw data and vital parameters to )roduce

estimates of quantities of interest for practical 
purposes such as assessment of catch rates, the

effects of mesh changes, determination of long-term yields, etc.
 

'he analytic miethocis in practice may he sulbdi 
 id cd usefully into those which determine only
growth paramet( rs, and those which aiso determine quantities related to pop' llation size and itschanges (mortality). The second (lass of synthetic methods may also he subdivided into those
which assu me or are only applicable to steady-state calculations, and those which are intended 
to
take accouont of transient effectst: (such as short-terin catch forecasts).


In practice, and largely for historic-al reasons, 
the first soubclass in each case (i,e., analytical
methods for dleteimination of growth parameters, and steady-state methods for stock assessment)has been more highly developed, but there is no compelling reason for Lhis situation, and it is nowchanging quile rapidly. Several papers presented here (locument this re,'ent trend towards morebalanced develo)ment of the whole sl)ectrun of potential methods (see, e.g., Sparre, ]art I, this

vol.; Shepherd, Part 1, this vol.; Pope, Part I. this vol.).


The methods of assessment available are summarized 
 in some detail in Tabl 1. A more detailed
discussion of the most important points is given below, concentrating particularly on those which
emerged during the discussions at this conference. 

Methods of Assessment: Analytic 

Until recently the principal methods available for the determination of growth parametersfrom length compositions were those based on the method of mixtures, originally due to Hasselblad
(1966), developed and described by Abramson (1971), but, epitomized by the work of MacDonald
and Pitcher (1979). These essentially analyze the content of length compositions without referenceto biological constraints and, thus, whilst versatile require considerable interpretative skill and care ifthey are to provide credible results. The only significant competitor to these techniques (other thansubjective analysis of modal sequences using pencil and paper) has been the method developed byPauly and David (1981) known as ELEFAN I. This is quite different (see Pauly, Part I, this vol.),
relying on the optimization of a criterion of goodness-of-f:, of assumed growth parameters and the
data, based on coincidences of expected and observed modes. 

More recently Schnute and Fournier (1980) and Fournier and Breen (1983) have developed anextended version of the method of mixtures which constrains the modal sequence to conform
(more or less) to a specified growth model, thereby greatly stabilizing the technique and reducing
the scope for error. Their work has been further developed by Sparre (Part I, this vol.) and Pope
(Part 1, this vol.) who have allowed for the analysis of several (sequential) length compositionssimultaneously and, thus, also for the reliable estimation of cohort sizes as well as mortality. This
work brings the method of mixtures to a high state of development and the results obtained seemtr, be quite reliable. These methods are characterized by being quite highly parametric (requiring a 
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Table 1. Continued 

Parameters estimated Asumptions and data requirements llarwd-erequirements Rerr.arka 

Author 
and/or 

method K L_ to 
Seajonal 

rowth Z L c 

Recruitment 
pattern atiength 

Stable 
age 

dial. 

Gen. 
v. Bert. 
crowth 

Normal 
length 
at a. 

Pulse 
saa.on 
recruit-
meint 

Samples
needed 

at least 
one reglar 

C/f 
or 

C at L 

Other 
input 

parameters 

Shephred' 

predictive 
Sandera 

Schnute and 

Fournler 

Length VPA 

Sand s age 

at length 

-

----

. 

. 

. 

-

. 

-

. 

+ 

-

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

-N 

-

-

+ 

-

-

Y 

Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

N 

y 

N 

N 

N 

Y 

N 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

f.a. 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y 

N 

Growth 

Z. growth, 
catch-at-lemgth 

by sea 

L. MIK 

Age/length 

N0icro 

Calculator 

Large 

Calculator 

Calculator 

Can alao accommodate 

seasonal flahery with 
additional lnfo-rmtlton 
-n age at end of .easan; 

sapits Z into F and M 

Fatirates Z, F at length; 

eunple asessment of 
management options 
Seasonal growth veron 
available; analyea mea

ay = yes; N  no;+ - parameter l estimated;-- parameter is not estimated; ns.a. - not applicable; C/f - catchleffort data; C at L  catch-at-age data. 

length. at age and mean 
agea at length 
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fairly large numor ()f' assum tions about- for examle-i lthe iiumor and normnality of modes. and 
Constancy or tl4'is, eoilrtality).of The method 0f Sipane, for example, may require ten or more 
paramelers 1() ht dob'lhlnined. Illaiy )f' ti-ill i('l'iil or "nuisance" parameters. This is not a
particulim disadv:( liale in prillciple. 1)Il it doe.s; rsil- (l;es ()f freedoml alnd also llealns that,
 
s -,th()(Is I(,-I It (lIitt vlilV
Ch HII I to c. m l ati a ( l itiljdill". 'The eed I'mr efliijent m inim ization
 
I'Jttines is It'HllS thatt the I t osll'St aSily ill plet ,t t (' M) Illl lili('4)I lt4 ,Ir illl, (1l 
 t 10.hey could 
h4,' illpltezll , fililyk\ wt'i'f4l Illic'l44 ' lt'5ntll ()It lt i ' r 41fe-a4\, with ;If1l4i4tiilgt)(11 t 'oc)o o('(ssor. 

\l illh ' 44 t ' 4,4 i', illtlIt i i sp n,L I f'.i-'j4 c 'll I'Ll.-\>,AN I w i:ssumptioi s
 
ti )' I it t c ilt It' t)i
(l(' ah 1wt lt i41 4 t, itl( all I' i (ill BAS Cl() Oil allm )Stiai m icrocomll

wt) 11:1\''t''a h',(d difficully.l in t1iinin iV'rglt'iict'e 4) M4) (data sets,t I(.%%tVtl', L i rt-iatrFt'IV i4ll e 

and lh,',441 t 41 se, 'IO 
t, 4,. 1t'04.t n'y t, nn, h'n'st imatf l .. n]d p)ssibyly also K. Shiepherd (Part 

, this I1. n>''c' 'v, a. ',nilv 4tt'(i:ti,,it't;I 't\lmid'It is V'y'4 Sim ila' ili spirit 14) kl ElFl'.\N I, hut uses adif'fen'lt 'ri f Ih,1pmaalt ()f'44l'lt1il . This method has not NI hf.'et tot'a, r d' . Sulhi0cted 


4'Xt4'44>44,,I t,~> "i"mI'ill' fi'l ", ')i41 Ific !e'5.',4, '14'41 
 ot t ll this i(e'cling We.., 'l'114e 2) suggest that
 
alth t it *i ht . t 'llit'n v to()ver',rstin:t,'(alK 1 I ,_, it l)4'rfo)rms (1uie i'liilhly eVe
IIJ Im v *\('a :->li t 

4441fair.v'' ,iff'i.l!- (lilal - 'I Ili. t (1, 4'. not \(,t illhw fotr sasc al 
 gowth, but he mdifi'a
ti4,44 >l t kli -, ,,,.:.:ii, I ii ti t ''1> 1414' 'h is 

mlllY : 1" )I'Il -.\ K 7 it.' lTo 4,:tili aml ,IPmP'lt ll 


1 4 ' ' ri4'(it ' lot 4 h1 1od presently avnilahhl 
'it v, 11, t l> 4,441.) c (ul h I44' ml a y f)the 

w h ic,'l ;I llp ihr111:11 nlII(In )" mi /llm l, , , 1,,I ,tc m~~l i ~ .m~i~, t r-m l la ted iltc) B ALS I(C if ilec e s
s.l' . It 111l'" 4,,%v I r4,\4' 4,. ,4>14-t )4 it'll')) ' , i I'r ', t1t't ' '1tl 1 toira , (t i!l ' ' iill'') eth(ods 

h f h i4p'4 Such t' * 4,4, I 1. I':;tIia-, ll'tI ]. thiI 4 t414(1'lil4 it,\'414114'lil.
"i4'14 

' 
,l'Ii;<i \ \'d,-45-t 41 i1' ck;,--; Id4i, I '(41li ' vtt i t l I4 (44 ;it( ,'ll" 11ph( it , ,(1iind

in1 ' it l41 111, V 'l 14 14) I4 444l 4h lii;t . Sti S
S I44 \ l4,% ' t Il ', 4'1 I till, .,I''k lt'itl nlhtii 

I lt't0H 4>c S. I ;II'lith !V t t':;Idt\ '1 L 'l , 114 1(Y - 'l' 
' llihn'140441 '4I 'hll) i 4'514,'hit'h l. tllill\Ihoth cm{ l, t:111[ i%',li ) i)( ll ;mdu tl 

re,l uire,.st wn) .'", iltd time. c t'im /l (.ti ,l , SitLnatioIlS Wvl(TVrt the(se
 
cmiditil , ill-(. :111 fl ilhh t : i ry r and 
 1110-t l11iHIMItl , (H-0sqIsarilke SP'n iti%'O 0) Vioflitiuns Of 
fill, ;ts:millipil t il",. Ih,,ir tt c: I;lllld ) .h'l'.l~ t'ecm ll ltl] ( e' ( ]) Itilideqexept' cslw(cially f'av(or' ble ( - l 
(ftillm.; m.rfl ' r v,\tpnwIir N -u~,f0Czis W'): .Vh ()f" C m rSO, stll Lsl"41l.hid ll'h ilr, 

Ycttl Lw .',4'iral aul hat 

)e, (jltctt' tdiffi'ult Itt ,' I),,'t\ , lt 


It has 1w m''irlt'1 :bv h wh(,n anlallyzilng length co')pt )sitiolns alone it carl 
I,4., , t' ifkl-rl4'4'4 d ilp]pal',lltly equtailV d1nitl5i ' lt4 'r'liIt 'iV0,iint'r

pretiltitt47. 1I Ii> nt h,1,4 4'h'i" Ii, T$l4'' , .2) t m st 4) I" l it'
41.11 41s really h'lerrnitil , ((lily the product Of tK :111,1 L . It Ill ;Wtt it''l'l,,v .! ' Ill 4il'ctutl5st .utc". The s$ ' ,ction ()f l,, i particular
144 fa\v4)4':4 

m ay h 1,4' a lit ,' 1 1l14 ii'>1 4 llmtl
tr 114.l I44t 4d: ll ' mi1 :ll'444"fish :1t)d , thus, till, addit ion of evei
 
a limited illn mil1 1t , dalt
of 4444 'tll' 41 l :144' cm4a>i(lera'leh, ,'it. T hus, ,lil-,:1Selection of theII Ihl 

largest fish 44 r4l1t1iv, al) estimate or a lower
onay (it' they pr(, t) 4l1(1 tt I ) rapid1ly gi-e a l' tii 
limit Ic whilt, 'ctlh'rall t al. Willi I, 11i4s v)l.) 'ro'id' a i'g 4rOtS 110lho f1 ' estim ion I" L, with
out growth dltat. lorin'- Prit I[. tlls '(d.) fi:s :als) dev ,h)ped a ll'4tth11( for c'nimllnilig limited age/ 

Table 2. Length composition anailysis by the 8l;IAA program of Shepherd (Part 1, this vol.) for WO!?ithes cr:'gh'Ifeus
data of 1982: table of' score fulctio l. 

Vale of K 
L, 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.10 0.,15 0.50 0.55 0.60 

't0 L 1.5 3.7 5.7 3.7 3.5 9.6 14.1 12.7 9.5 12.0
.15 2.1 2.8 3.5 3.5I 12.8] 11.3 11.1 11.9 11.3 11.2 15.1 
50 3.9 ,4.9 41.8J 11 .3 12.31 10.9 10.2 1.1.1 13.3 16.6 21.0 
55 1.7 1.8 8.5 12,64j 8.3 11.5 11.1 20.5 23.6 2,1.6 23.7
60 3.3 5.8 12.2 9.8 9.3 15.1 23.0 25.9 19.7 20.7 24.9
6 5 7.0 5.2 8.7 8.6 13.A 25.1 19.6 25.6j1 275 25,11 -. 
70 2.3 11.1 10.,4 9.5 21.2 22.2J 28.55 2 .5 23.2 16,1 8.0
75 5.5 7.7 9.0 20.0 21._j 20.0 30,0_22.6 12.2 5.8 13.2
80 3.3 9.6 12.8 18.0 29,5 32.3_j 23.0 10.6 9.0 19.3] 2. 785 8.7 15.5 16.8 F2.1.0 34.6 26A 11.5 10.6 22.2 33. 1-F2.7
90 7.6 3.3 15.8 ,32.8 31.9 15.5 9.8 f3,.3- 52.2422" -24.2--
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length data with length ctonijtiosit ions, which s.hAows ,' itsidi(ral)e Prlinise and warrants further inves
tigatlioI. 

It. has hec(' lnttif l it l'rnt that >in+,'I, point .:st111t1' ot thI' griwi I l);tlI'liiii'tt''S rart'ly results 
from tillh analy sis otf sit Cliljiosit 11)1 datl itt 'lI tthl' iir iige f KK 11 I. \'lldn'sa i Irilprducedalt' 

over a p)] lt' oL gil lhe it- f-fi ritrei .
I it' I it-l tc t llSo q'Il'hit'i 


AS all 'xaiph,. la't 
 2 pfli'>)t(s tht, ncintisst, surflace pot<uct,( v'wiin Shirtd 's mthod is 
1 ,applited to moiti hly 982 sizc t' npto.itit n dIlta o ()Polithcs aritcllcns fl'AUV~lit 'lhrt' plat'aus

re,ilt (illdicattl ill the tahic) romin w nllch it is t1mit possihle to listirt-uish tht citruic t growth paramoetr conli~iltati+>a ,(m thle,hit+,is wofttl+, lt dita :1l ,, Aihlitio+,lil da;tit iar,+therefr ,l re qtuired in 

this t'txmtic ill t ltt or It th,lla,' pltti l %lICIiWh tilt' 'it ;iril l!.!tcr co nhirlation tnay he
 
foln[d. (Onit) I iti55 of i lih-at-ag'. ta1 It 111t c' 't 'In illntiou
t 8l1i1 (S Iat h( in th,' rtgitn of
 
L_ -- 60, K -t0.2,.
 

It is illtn sti g Igti i1 tt' that 
 in ll T I' 2. +It'S ilatt, arc ltntiIIit't'i valesi'; s M+0 l itI>iit n ultijle

of'K . This hatrnim c pri-pet , . iit'jih'Oisld's iui t lt t';ifS i'oulilulitl
i !ilnd llm y t , : rsult of mis
mnatchilg Iit()tt,. 1 \'illiationlv' Of LlhI niillti'hing ,iailil It'a ivt' c tof the ll lll i1I *' ht, d iltow 

her o r sftc'iti pehritlt lltr an t ilil at itt ititor tilt g ,lttt ,-ieti
It Ih ixt[ti lM' icodaii istis. '''' t~i'~ hatl ()f' lhtwl( li l i111 exillnll aillol(ll )( I mtlllt -o I'- I'll DiStjl)lM ,t SLit'illC! is N11 tCSS011

til i't'lulll Ill ;1iV iSiSS'-lli t i'1C in t (IIO ltiin1, -u;itl til, lti I il tna l (atlaut shituld also) he 'Xalll
il('(! for (it S t lit [ t ai,illr i, 
 \.%- t'ilitaii 


t,ive in t 'lit(m I ii'i all:i., 


til ; w i1 akl igit i n i ll ., ir ;i ' ill ;11i ast quialita
li r'va rf'l t \'( l)I' i lt itli ' iLI 0ii t lIiri t i,, in ilt ,idle n(tallc,!.
 

il'hs i11 a rVit ;iinnit . It it I' Si;irt is l.)l ii ti'h : .-> , ' tilt I, i1 , ;1til I,1have the, ilpjm;ri',ll! il :n :7 ihl ~':.Iir ilVI And/ pI q[<lltll :q/ II , ' ilWt 
it iir 1, t 'his uve.)111: lV Sil111tlilall oU,,Itsl 

litrha t Sill t' i f l'ml li 'iit lttmli . lm 'tiiit,-,.i inslo l filcht \ twillW here , m 1i ltlq IIvl 
toh t iv t',i tlllmil \', ageti lin).~~i t l ;i!l,. c t+;+ledI:\ lf,1111,. lil (I-l lit, SN- I,('. program'llls), they 

h' Ip lS d is lin!)t l'~ i , I l'i' collntItlit . M 't,ti . ,rii vt ( \l ii't istilg l idttMvlristle.s, Z and
 
, r i i .lllo't(it n. ; ailtf'ilt ' . ii l hv'ii I forlt (h il h ii. ' h etlc,t 
 (if th-viv 


i l 81l:t"I tt 

of' It rt catch 

Ct'RI S (t' l' 'i\'l98L itIS l i l l i t i llaticn f c tchhod ut orti i fa'ti uthods. These 
a i tlii hut 't ioltn ttlt' lic ,v li i ,tr t S,, t, it i'li tlli this timit ;l1ols ;it,'lit(' discussedr i 
d ,tltil s'l t t'wlllioilil Nil i' I , i'i \' Il li(,iSn ml taih OtSta ltll:t'1 [ tt o ay

Ie appltie (;i ill i w. th.\Ill, di Itll,,'..\n ll 1' k , MM4,nl
,, Irt fits vti.t. i , 1iin is theV LISt! 01 
lin r t'eil't l'iil a t'iis o " i ii> i t l i' I gciteili,,t'rl'iln hongth (hla tii il l, ihei tiII (taI ages d o lrn lii.;t, i1,q',,i~t,I tV Popl, WIrli 1, til, %od~i. This olf'ectivt,lv lp.ovi(,s a catch tculrVec()r
l'etl d f'ol .rva lli'L c,diori' -17 ill 1, pl ('llilt i;ill v :i 11ll- , tiftill illothodl w mn- i of)1' further inve~stigation. 

It is nl t ,v oolr thl i tl (c in whtli . inl till Itmtl" ia oi'tas e 

!hnlu ifitinir haii n w 1 'it'as l h'iu iids't;mtld il vcilnc , whilst 


t gr(' vItI nwi oif ir'(c((' ieitar pr ter-
T ly t i elavttr are Lltam o 

tionallysis, h t i''r l liluirin litiiii8 ilit ullin ht''iln;i r atr critical slaiity i ) nioe informative 
iilly of a llbidu aal ils.( I'Se it s wit tliltThlwrl, is(e~) :1 clalss of,' Iliwltlhod.- (st,!. Titlht, 1I) ontlrally o/nly ilpl~licabh it' a staleh age corn

tpusitioli cl' he+(t:tiltt validtly, wii'h do notl es'-t il ate, gr, t h ;andl morntality (,'t ,Jfi(,icnits Scl) rately 
but 0111V in) ('01int1iiiilioln i ,t. Z K,. . Tws(- ;iit, (listinu'tivt, inl that they,) do nlot relyI (,Ii miodal 
aalylsis, hilt rn-r~il-e l y~aitre of linlitl, apll.tioln he Cill, of the rarity of' stable age o mpositionis. 

Finally. it nlitlh d h~asod on1 alililysJ.,- ()I' sex ri i1>; t tdos present e.;u h1",Sanders (P~art. 1, this vol.). 

m ilticll 
provides a quite distinctivei alid jtiissiitly valuatlt' tllirftomCi. 

This is c tlvry lli w'r, six cill I' eiasily dett'rnlined during sampling, but in such cases 

Methods of Assessment: Synthetic 

The techniCIus for in)utinlg (cluanltities such as yield and biomass per recruit once growth
parameters and selectioi cUres have boen (lotermned are classical (Beverton and Holt 1956; Ricker 
1975; Gulland 19813) and seemIto he perfc'tly ad(Juate for the purpose. The utility of yield-per
recruit as a tool for management is. however, being increasingly questioned in temperate areas, and 
there is no reason to suppose that it is any more useful elsewhere. As discussed, above techniques 
are now available which would p'rmit the analysis of time series of research vessel survey or CPUE 
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lengti compo:ltion to rovid ime series of indices of sock and r'cruitmnt, and it could well be 
that these, togelher wilh analysis of the radolff letween tatches in the short term and catch rates 
in the long term (using Itionnass-pi'-recr'ui esimates; cotuld)he more" useful. A distiu.;on of somn 
nonparametrit' methods for intterpretation Or'stock and rVcrlit data m11ay' he found in thir'lports of 
the ICES working group on the Methods of Fish Stock Assessment (Aiton. 1983, 198.11. 

Methods for the preparation Of s(ll-tt-ill 'atlisor catch rates seeim not to have-to'hecasts )f' 

been muc'h develoteld unless they have hen forg(tteln, hut preselt no grnal technikcal difficulties. 
'Ihe simple lr)toce!tle plitdst Iy She pherdf'(Part I, Iis vol.) isnot yt ready for pra-tic al ap plica
tion, but reqtuires only to he illade llore sensitive to signal anid less s-;nsiti%(e to noise illthe data,
Which should he p)ssihe. Whet her Such CalC'Ili;Itions an, f'iis, for management rI-advice to fisher
men is not clear. 

Comparisoo with Tradional (i.e., Age-Based) Methods 

As a brief and o0)Vi)usiy non exhaustiV, test of some of the lngth-iased methods,monthly size 
composition data on newai)y (()olit.'sargenteuis) fro in Kuwait ad Nporth Sea haddock (lelano
grammus aegl,'/itus) were exaniniied. Inaddition, age-hngth keys fOr the two spec'ies were available 

i ftrfor comtparison of g ln,,vh ald lnl0lt i' i illntl- cmSilllates. 
Application of s)4104 f the simpler analytic length-ltased methods for growN th paraiieter estima

tion provided response suriaCes which included the "*orlrct",stilliltes as derived from age-at-length
data although these est imates wire c.)mnonly at hOeal ImaxiimuIn and rarely "tthe global mnaxima. 
From the length-based nut hods alone itwas, therefmvr not possihle to distingi ihthe correct 
parameter combinatinn uitlss add it ina inrformation (e.g., agt-at-hngih data, independent estimates 
of L.) was available. 

It should he em tphasizeI th at the data sets ued inthese cases were sICh that oodes in the size 
composition were not readily apl)arent (e.g., see Fig. I for newaiby dala) and it is expected that the 
better the separation of modes in a samqte, the less ext ensive the plateau in the associated response
surface would be, resulting in better estimates of the growth parameter values. Ithas been shown 
both at the meeting and previously (e.g., Morgan 1983) that at least the EIIEFAN I technique
provides almost identical growth parameter estimates to traditional agi-at-length methods when 
modes in the length sample are well separated. 

0
 

o 

0 

0 ' I I I I I I I I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
Mid-length (TL,cm) 

Fig. 1. Size ,',omposition of newaiby (Otolithes argmenteus) from 
Kuwait, 4th quarter 1982. 
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In the examples studied, mean sizLdid not change signif[i(an y with time (e.g., Fi". 2) and
 
this limited the, LseVftll'iss otf lI)(et's regressiol 
 nuethod in pioxiding g owth paramitor estimaitoS. 

While not tested, the mixture models of Sparre (Pair 1,this vol.) antd Schuiite and l"ouriilier
 
(1980) might hii.tm IeenieXpected to also Prodta'( (estimteswithin the ceitect Ir 4ion fior these data
 
Sets. lowever, it Slitild he iec'ogni:.4ed that hoth (f the ini.thods retui'e ahii'lunal ipiutsm (e.g.,
 
IlLil'hlIe' 
 le,) f1orI'l ) holiort 

Bl iai:t ()I t, (e defined l(odes illlle (hita, Illt e (t the lthlod> ftr li! sinlul

01' i'ohortS I)IiSlit iIntlo sam Lii rii0ti t of IH , 'ip sImeturi''. 
he aIise i'well 

lloltl~S es timat.ion of'mr ailty ,and rowth parallrt l'ers I,thi.n 1'Aert, Part I,Pope, Part vttl.
this vol ) apptear lilpy t give ,l(qai' ''st-ts wit Nthdata sets extminl(ed. It watheret'(r,i ss(,lj
tial in this iislmihe to llc ,'tela] ilpUts ' growth paramwters f)Ir mortality rate estimation.
 
lHoweveir, with tht>e,',tjhtiiuil tlntit...;, tHie mt thods.t'xaiil 
 ,Ii ll ax't, rtalisl it antl cotlsistt'nt t'sti

oflis I ;aI't I) Iotlr Iity.
iBrr[ (ximtn a,+; m "Y h)i' p smcin~~i.t,,:.,i)t w) asi'.c ~ l,)Itn "m': tlartakii..q hy\trunlcatting ite Size, 

(list ih ltit,at tli , r aitdI iii dt' uo ting Il, ;1tp dli-t 

the data. Ill gtent'il l, mt leli'itgth-strutl intd l s ( .;i [) ;tttirl \\it'l' 


hi ' r 1, . t tii riiltli l'''thiingly anll I '-a ilvlyzing 
il t red l l('l it lim ited 

w hen Iieoli tii, t)itl wa t t:(.tt l at ), t-1 u,; rtfI' tI' :ti,.,] in'),mtthe, til i(st1 i r, itor;llitioll 
('iltelln t of ' tle(- larg'er l'i-li. Tht' t't irtt'w r t ti tl imimorttlity tar1''tl1 , l tillhI' ic--t e-

In o tl) , t irto ot I(,( wi It 'not)r[ ilt ii ' itn 't i, trih1 n.l ti)tl(.; 'attig x 'e '<t, . ilt' t iit hi h1tIl 
(ati sts inrrettd t. 'n iInet rlatv i itl'r ttils 'itititill Ini t '; i t ,laihhp ti 'Itt 'titri nut. 

' Iliil ii t )fihs t'i zlditril) ttits xittli'' k it i-; tentdet, twltto tii1wlt(h p x itril oniiiN iii fth,, 
x-it h-ret t' o tatittt I) t Iflify )tli' sina(,l(,+ \%hItl-;t i gIl,' /i"f t ,';tit H tt,.;o)ii, li..t(l 'itl th(e ' h 

ga s l meclining. all /I,tilt' agl sti'tit' l' tn 1'ish itncllti i,its-. is' p ti t' trt ' ttti I lstiit I N 

ii gltllatioll
w itifthe ' gl' t'( ttplt t f t ' t ;ill'l)],agowth (aish. y l .' ) .iZ " I 'oYadfit t t (4t1t'iiett.i t'sl u aitonI t lha ll tsI h 'ao i l Ilt't lids xx' , I'm''tased h in'troIn t hs ttlti'tf p Ct'tli-ala t' ntt tho h' l-t Illet itft.rsseil(l m iloin itt ast, podl-, atitn oi 

tihn,snel dip ,o, pit htli lsti l-itI i'tna(.ti il) is atlla n 'ou rtan orx't' tiii1as a h t tall' tliftl'm r gi it~y p(. .;tiln~aii()i! 
gener~~ually dteclilhl iillllip 

gro)wth~ and nmt pa;ra<inlle thani it i: 1,(,Ir ak,(--ihascd illth o)'s wllipre', apilart Fromll 
a ,,izpt', thl'e lrt-l-'ti0 th10' (luiVaICntmt G;,' ld!(ir f'i.ll 0ii,; il'()ri-Ma i(on 

ellt~etl .istill, :+{l-tl'ltlrc,to' the' yVoullp<ttrl Fish.aigt, 

Illthis t'oI)tpt ,t!('n,+'thl-r(lalte 
 asts ,sincill[ int-lth()ds liaViIW( ti+itcu a l a )!)r(0)Iiiat(, i) Sittlit

tbon~s stil ;N.su mv,y hata WvHOc tol't(,n have relll ilni'm)r i(iol ()o il t,11Sllh~llrI antd yotillgtIr 1~,1-o1, t ) 

thalliinial cateh datai. 
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Fig. 2. Mean length of newaiby ()tolithes urgentes) landings in Kuwait 
in 1982. 
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Conclusions 

For assess.ent 'ulpostf,, ht'ngthi-strut'iUr(l n]101hs lhave ;11ilD1potrdflt in providing someantle or 
al of the inl'ormnIa ioln ntcessary for tnatlaoWlne11n1 ifrloses. The appllicati)ll of loTgth-rolated tech
niqIjues and( tillrthiielitV with Whi' th.hs tcl, IijLh.Swill 1t)rTIM-fr is. hfl,iwiVr C'Shel\' linked to theChI;Ir ILt(Ti. ti(.s (41HIhC (ola av:6itleh Croll [ fishery lnd their quality. 

Fig. 3 atit W tllptt 1 iS ljl h ill i' t!J 'I)(- It) t isil)h, ir ili ,- i ttl('( rt,,o ft'r iz( t210W (l1(: 1trlls. v -i 

'oltltpo.il i lt(ki . 'I 'i-i A\ W i i l wr t 
 is v I ll r In lyirsohle oh )(, i n li, (t ltand 

till llli i itir'; hiiil )i'lsIdo s, i w lll 1t TiyiTii ' 1d ( ,it ta \lIslljt in i nlt is ose-vaI " llm-1~lthis iled,., shifts wvill) lile 1; fish grmv. TI'lls typ"< ()i' dcl: I i.<>u1tllly a l of:q r~crulitnl leont
hut 

per'iodt lldt ()ll-l t'lhll t' !l >T" Ill T1,Iw, C. da;l;I : Itllltlik,ll ( '[I .l', "O ,\'l' ther' anlt. , \'iouts> ll tIm L111t 
lItlld s ill tll, si;,(t, di:;lihltli,n) %%lich'! i l lq t r('ililrt,d w h yhVl I , ) is 01c sillialioin Of rnul1titph, 

C -- tOkv(rl1,1)lI611 tt, rk( : U I IM1 11a dl, ts t' l i i ttll dism lh utiorl airt ;ippaIll-t / . 

I!s iI(l IW (1 ;ltiZed thaI fo ir ltt s Icpoj.s('I sit litinns and iltnt 'tlt st ssitih, data tyel ,Ilnr-ill,
priact icf Ihenrl %%illhe< a1 ,r'td;IioIIn hf-.ltwo ll eac'h tv!.Vl 

Ti , lt'il)tir r. : of hIl. thI-lm i, :ei;s is.,sitllnt tclijqti( s in thtst, foul. illstaies will differ and
 
trel StMtlll fi!.d lms f :
 

Priorities for data Most appropriate length-based
l)ala collection method for estimating:
type Length Other type Growth Mortality 

A Low Hligh - Selection, life None None
 
history, growth,
 
mortality
 

B High Low - Growth, mortal- ELEFAN I, SRCL Ebert if stable-age 
it. recruitment and similar methods assumption reason
period data able 

C High, intensiv, Low - Growth data Mode separation tech- Length-converted
for one year for confirma niques, ELEFAN I, catch curve, mean 

Iion Sparre, Pope, etc. length melhods, 
Pope, Sparre, etc. 

D High, extensive Iligh -. Growth informa- Sparre, Pope, Morgan, Length-converted 
over many years tion Schnute/Fournier catch curve, Pope 

and Sparre 

Catch and fishing effort data have not been included in the table since these data are usually
essential information for management purposes and are collected as a matter of course in most fish
cries. However, where additional information is required to support purely length-based methods,
catch-at-length data pIrovide valuable information on nortality rates in particular. 

The table highlights the critical position of the growth parameters in length-based assessment 
techniques since in the instances where supporting in formation is desirable for length-based assess
ments such data are always the growth parameters (or at least growth increment data). Obviously,
in instances where length-based assessment methods do not contribute greatly to assessment tech
niques, growth and mortality need to be estimated independently although given the growth param
eters, size composition data can be a useful tool for estimating mortality rates. 

http:oltltpo.il
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Fig. 3. Types of size composition data. 
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Abstract 

The sources of errors related to the application of a number of length-based stock assessment 
methods are reviewed. The methods reviewed include approaches for estimating seasonal growth param
eters, total, natural and fishing mortalities, yield per recruit and for making yield predictions. Available 
techniques for examining the sensitivity of length-based methods are simulation modelling, sensitivity 
nays ,, jackknife and bootstrap procedures and the examination of response surfaces. The applicability

of these techniques to length-based stock assessments isdiscussed. 
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Th betv fti paper is to rCPorf oilti -.elieain fti okn r~ rae

duning the onference, to disc~uss ,the'senrsitivitv of:Itngth*,aed' mthods'for stock assessment4'andl
 

44<' procedures for exaing th sis"2"'M$Q4 Ki:yA 

the present, biolo~~ia stt of a populat 'i~.te present abundance, age structure and' i 
~ to hoscunde pr'~expoit~tib~4'6 ils), predicting, he effect of different' ,h 

opjtimal fishing,regh es.,Th6e'ro e~'xamined'methosfor estimating gro~vth parameters, moitahy~ ~ rates, population -abundace nd'yild per ecruit, awelas sorne methods o'riginially ,developed for~ ~~ age-sd st sassmefl buit which can'bb ise4'dfor Iegth-based stock'assssent in-bsdsoka'*dsomncir-

The grouip considered the'sensitiity of the m~ethodfs fromi"'a broad erspective, In(JUding~ ' responses to (i) using inputhdaitai collectedlin various ways'(ilu~ding incomplete, inlarcui-ate, biasul 
' 

~""''. or noisy data) from fisheric~ sytb s having differeint types of characteristics (ii) mqaking imnpreciseor incorrect assumptions regarding the 4'ystems studied and (iii) applying, input ~Values of paramieters
imprecisely estimated, uncertainj ncorrectly assumned4 or stochastically variable.4 ~ 

.. ntiepot ti, isensitivity, of the stock assessment methods is disc usse is eiwo 
.i~"" procedures for ex~im-ining "isntvtythen'follows. 

'. 

4.Method's for Estimating Growth Para'meters ' 4 .y44 

44>.,.' eneral'Com mnients 4 -- 444 44. 

.The~first Step in length-based assessment~o stoc4'>is is Usal to estimat gr5 paam
etes.Sometimes this is done simiultane'6ously woih s sally o otetmtegwhpara......such adtociis 


4-4h.'H64 umber of fish fraught 661i
n44 in~diviulaecasso otliyrts(o'xape9 7 9~4~74,4J~41 ;;Jones,1981, Wethrall et~al. Part-I, this' Vol,), ~4 '4 '' 4 4
 
.Successfulsimto
444 of grothparmeerstrm atc l I gt frquifr o ~iwLHpuf1.W~rs~romcat1~.4ientnicquncies~a one-is highly ..dependenrt on~the extcnVi to'.whidh~fi moe iqscit'.vth idviduaifc'6horti(ie.; y'ear-classe)~.44 

.44..4~4 innthese freqUen ciSes distinguishable. Ais the cohortsare'USUally assumed toL ersertdb 
weihes iovyerlapping normal d ' tiut~ns e'can,10611Lae a necessary.v niil o' tile ' 

4separability of two cohorts 4 4 4 

1,U piU 11' 2 in in,. 
'' 

in o.rQ4.4variable4i' length anagthn youer nds 'Svint ih 190 JoePat1 hi o11s4b'g n edn1 n:Pat1 hsvl) Mehd Var in4 rhepectivei associ wioth 

We' be4in egthlinCl Sta~ion of thos 'tt 
4 

tht 5o.saifof~AA'catch legt frequcies faimo 

ditio (1)willnot thees~maioniprov f grwth aaetesbry 19O; saoin errort4I s voy rl e 

'Roscieraivcie's' predureto, paretimtivolgrowth'parameters fe~4 n~ia, approrite.i.'~atiggowh 

ItpraAis very mporat l~tht a muchjj reibe i ohrts bilo icl kills f"' latb' 
abie..S '...~. 

4 
~~e gh fe u ioe4~q~'.44'~4ne are ots distn us 

4 
n~~o patdit~~i'i~ii~Viii$'.lfov'C~n ill h s 6fdtc 1igh'rq i e cie s t1 ail' s atiosf cV on

ti~l (S6T~hran N'es i Imaio g973;PalikPr~ thietd e sugetfa-osrain~ ,tii~iaks l~ T e ak 'i 
t 

5 4 prteiate.'j'ii r l no 1
Pere appro4 4 A~ n eim 4 

n~ey c f o s ~s at h ~ e x ~ u s o n "f f t e
O~ttt3"A r e u n 
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If catch length frequencies are associated with different seasons of the year, it is important to 
account for seasonal oscillations in growth. By doing so, we increase the number of growth param
eters but these additional parameters may sometimes be determined or constrained on the basis of 
a prioribiological knowledge. If possible, we strongly recommend fixing or constraining them in
 
the process of estimating growth parameters, thereby reducing the number of parameters to be
 
estimated on the basis of length frequencies. 

'T'l less easily cohorts are distinguishable in catch length frequencies, t1 ,. more pressing is the 
need to inclule infornation on fish growth that is independent of the length frequencies. This
 
information 
canlbe provided by tagging experiments or reading hard parts for age determinations
 
(see review in Prince and Pulos 1983). The improvement in growth parameter estimates based on
 
length frequencies may be sobstant ial, bUt only if the independent information on growth rates is 
provided for ages that are associated with poorly distinguishable age (lass modes in the catch length 
freqilenies. 

The selection of ctrves having more parameters than the von Bertalanffy curve, such as the 
Richards (1959) curve, is not recommended, even if modified for seasonal oscillations, unless grcwth
of a particular species is described considerably better (in the statistical sense) by such a curve. 
It is usually difficult to uniquely determine the parameters of the von Bertalanffy curve modified
 
for seasonal oscillations; the inclusion of more parameters 
may worseni the problem. 

Because the L and K estimates of the von Bertalanffy curve are strongly correlated, they are 
difficult to estimate uniquely, even if ag e class modes :re easily distinguishable in catch length fre
quencies, u nless some independ ent information on growth is availabhle. IIsually several combinations 
of L. and K valueS. can be nearly equaly well fitted to length frequencies. Not having unique values 
of L. and K may only be a major problem if either the growth curve is used for the extrapolation 
of the observed growth )attern or the L,, and K values are utilized for the estimation of the instan
taneous rate of natu ral mortality, M, on the basis of Pauly's (1982) formula. In recognizing the 
problem, we must warn against the common practice of using the values of L. and K in these ways. 

NONPARAMETRIC METHODS 

Nonparametric methods for estimating growth parameters, unlike the parametric methods
 
(see below), utilize only a part of the information contained in catch length frequencies, namely,
 
the number and positions of apparent peaks in these frequencies.
 

ELEFAN I (see Pauly and David 1981) is a now commonly used computer procedure for
 
estimating the von 
Bertalanffy growth parameters from catch length frequencies. Estimates result
ing from this technique may be strongly influenced by (i) sampling errors, (ii) variation in growth
 
rates among individual fish and among cohorts, (iii) variation in the time of recruitment of indi
vidual fish, (iv) size-selective fishing and (v) the wvay the length measurements are grouped in length 
classes, and time intervals for the analyses. Some of these influences are addressed by Hampton and 
Majkowski (Part I, this vol.) ind Rosenberg and Beddington (Part 1, this vol.). Here, we note only 
that Pauly and David's (1981) criteria for fitting the growth parameters cannot be fully justified on 
statistical grounds. 

Morgan's (Part I, this vol.) modification of EEFAN I can be applied if growth information 
independent of the length frequencies is available. It may lead to a considerable improvement in the 
estimation of growth parameters, especially if reliable information on growth is available for old 
fish. Otherwise, all the above comments on ELEFAN I also apply to Morgan's modification. 

Year-to-year variability in recro:ltment and variability in growth parameters will influence the 
reliability of results of Shepherd's (Part I, this vol.) method. Growth parameter estimates derived by
this method, as it stands at the moment, could be significantly biased by seasonal oscillations in 
growth if catch length frequencies for different seasons of the year are used as input data. However, 
this bias could be eliminated by modifying the method. Sampling errors will affect estimates derived 
from the method, but p ',ssibly to a lesser extent than those obtained from ELEFAN I. 
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PARAMETRIC METIHODS 

Parametric methods utilize not only information on the number and positions of apparent

peaks in catch length frequencies, as do the nonparametric methods, but also information 
oil their 
shape. In other words, these methods utilize more inform ation contained in length frequencies than 
do the nonparametric methods. 

Parametric methods Lsually assume that age clasi peaks in catvh length freqtuncies (an he
 
approximated by normal (list
rihu t ions. The vaidility Of this assumpf tio nIhas been (Luestioned by so me 
authors (for example, by MuNew and Sum merfelt 1978). The log normal distrihut,ions can also be 
easily usel, but the val idity o f this altroxilinatioll can) be similarly (quiestioned. 

Nonlparametr nemethos may bt suitahle for estimating growth paramet,,rs only. The para
metric methods to he reviewed in this sct ion additionally provide estimaltes of the Variance of
 
lengths within individual age clisses, 1b nun1l)e4 of fish caight froinl each 
age class and, in the case 
of miore sophisticated ilethods, the instaitaneous rates of fishing and naural mor alitics, the popu
lation aibtundMice ai1d some, otl-vr populaL itnlItrameters.
 

The giaphiciil and coplliiter methods developed and applied by 
 larding (19.19), Cassie (1954),
Bhattacharya (1967), Ilasselblad 966), MacDonald t 1969, 1975), Abramson (1971), Kumar and 
Adams (1.977) and MacDonald and Pitcher 11979) (tko not constrain fi:;h Wegrowl H by any curve. 
believe that the lack of this colnst rainl o llmakes the estimation of growt h rate more difficult and, 
in some c,,ss, less rtli.blo. 

The method div,.oped by Se'hnute an(1 lOtini'ic (198t) takes inlo m''cnt a priori informa
tion on the form ofI a ,-rowth curve, the form Of the relationship of the variat ion in length at a given 
age to age iind t heir pamlietirs. lFor this reason we ionsidler this method to be superior to the 
ilethods consi(lcrcl above in this section, providid such apriori information exists and such assUm p
tions are a ppropriate. The Schnite and .Ourli'ir (1980) lethod does not allow%' for year-to-year

changes in the tImllorial pa ilern (f recrui!nien. 
 The Pope (Part I, this vol.) and Sparre (Part I, this
vol.) methods are similar to that developed hy Schntte antd F'ournier (1980). The last method is ex
tended hy Fournier and Brreen (1983)and reen and /"ournier (1,98,1) te simultaneously estimate 
mortality rites as w'll. 

The paramet lric miethods d isClssed, unlike some nonparametric methods, have criteria for 
fitting growth and other paralnet ers which ar'e fully SupI)orable froin the statistical point of view. 
In practice sonie of the theoretical conditions Justifying these criteria may not be fulfilled (for
examPle, simple random sa mp liing). Hut if not optimal ill the precise stalistical sense, these criteria 
will likely remain re,-asonable for most appiici' iois. 

All parametric techniiiques 1meniitioned in this section result in large numlhers of parameters
being simulotaneously estimated. I lnce, the precise estimation of these parameters may be difficult, 
especially if the plausi ble ranges of the parameters to he estimated are very wide or entirely un
known. Oi the other hand, it should be realized that these methods utilize more information from 
length frequencies than do nonparanetric ones, which may compensate for the larger number of 
parameters to be estimated. Their main advantage is that they allow for the variability of lengths at 
a fixed age in the estimation process. 

Methods for Estimating Mortality Rates 

METHODS ASSUMING CONSTANT MORTALITY 

The Ebert (Part I,this vol.) and Damm (Part 1,this vol.) methods require only information on 
the changes of mean length over time. Hence, they do not fully utilize all the information in catch
length frequencies. lowever, sometimes only information on mean length is available and in such a 
case we recommend using these methods, if all assumptions associated with them are satisfied (which 
is unlikely for many species).

Several methods have been proposed for estimating from catch length frequencies, the instantaneous rate of fishing mortality (F) or the quantity Z/K, where Z isthe instantaneous rate of total 
mortality and K isa parameter of the von Bertalanffy growth equation. These methods are reviewed 
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in detail by Wetherall et al. (Part I, this vol.). The reliability of the Beverton and lolt estimator of 
Z/K is strongly dependent on the difference of the mean length, L, fron- ,ither L or L(, the length
at recruitment to the fishale stock. As 1, approaches either of these in, :., the method's ability to 
estimate ZjK decreases rapidly. The sensit ivity of the met hod to ucrt lainties in the input param
eters L and Lc was examined by Majkowski (1982a) for a tropical fish sp ecivs. 

The ettect of iudividual variability in fish itrowth Oil results )1 ti metho(dsIf(1 ,'stitating Z/K
has not )(een exe('rsively stUdi(i. Laturec and Mesliil (tP't 1, this vol.) .Aho(w that the lieverton and
 
Holt (stimnator is quite l'oblst to inldividual Var'ial)tinly, h(,CaUS( it itllizes only L. Sttldies carried
 
out by 1onCs (Part I, 
 his vol.) sutgest that methods that transform the right-hand part of length

frequenci(s may give biased results. Further studies on 
the reliahility of the metlhOds for estimating 
1"and Z/K are required. 

Sanders' (Part 1, tills %(ol.) sex-ratio methods for estimating natural and fishing mortality rates 
require tquite striCt (n(litions to be applied. lowever, in PaI-ticular situations when these reiliiire
ments hold, these melbods may I)rovide useful .stiinates. Their sensitivity to inlpult parameters, 
s implilig or individual variability has not beeni investigated. 

LENGTIH-BASEI) C(OHO)RT ANALYSIS 

On the hasis of catch length frequeicies, the von Bertalanffy growth parameters, and the
 
instantaneous rates of 
 timIrl and so-called terminal fishing mortalities, length-based cohort analysis
(Jones 197-1, 1981, Part I, this vol.: Pauly, Part 1, this vol.) estimates both the number of fish by
length class and the instanltaneous rate of fishing mortality by length class. The sensitivity of the 
method to iicertaiitties in the instantaneous rates of terminal fishing and natural mortalities is ex-
Pectcd to he siiiilar to that for age-base'd cohort analysis (Pope 1972; I lampton et il. 1984). It isalways strongly advisable t; uSP sensitivity analysis (see below) in conjtiiUctioll with cohort analysis. 

1rohlems will with the method if' length frequencies of samples do not fully reflect the
 
characteristics of .. lire catch (Jones, Pamrt 
 1, this vol.; 1,auret, a)d Miesnil, Part I, this VO.). If 
ti-ere aie substantial errors in catch length frequencis esti mated on the Iasi s of sampling, the esti
inlation of-the insitantaneous rate of fishing mortality and the fish abundance may Iw very unreliable, 
especially at lengths close to L,. This is partially Clte to low frequencies of (al-ge fish in the catch. 
In so me cir-cUistances sinootning the data in ay reduce these problems. Smoothing inay also he 
jtistified underi the asSiliI)tioln that the fishery is ol)erating at a steady state. 

ResuIts of1 len gth-IMs( d Cohot analysis are st-nsitive to changes in thie intpiit estimates of the 
growth parameters lc_ and K, be't all Uncertainty in the value (Of to is not important to this analysis.
Laurec and Nesnil (Part 1, this vol.) have approximatedI the effects of Uncertainties in L and K on 
the estimation of' the instantanetis iate of fishing mortality. Estimates of F for length classes asso
ciated with small fish are lobust to uncertainties in these growth parameters as long as the values of 
to and K are .-ornpati hle (see al)ove). Ilowever, estimates of F for lengths close to L. are strongly
affected, which confirms previous conclusions (lPereiro and Sallaes 1984 ). One way of determiining
the extent of the pro)blem in a l)artictihai al)plication is to analyze the catch data systematically 
over a plausible range of-growth )arameter vales. 

Ptreliminary analyses of the sensitivity of the method to individual variability have been carried 
dAlt by Jones (Part 1, this vol.) and Laurec and Mesnil (Part I, this vol.). Estimation problems arise in 
the region (lose to L., which emphasizes the necessity of defining a terminal group whose upper
bound is sufficiently smaller than L,. Further studies are-required on this problem. Pronounced 
individual variability in growth will make it difficult to use length-based cohort analysis when the 
fishery is not in a steady state. Individual or year-to-year vriability in growth will result in prob
lems in separating cohorts and, consequently, tends to smooth year-to-year fluctuations in recruit
inent and F. In this case, only general trends (such as a moving average) may he observed. The 
extent to which these estimates may be smoothed is unknown at present.

The sensitivity of length-based cohort analysis to changes in the length interval is caused by
sampling noise. Smoothing the length frequencies may help alleviate this problem. There is no 
apparent advantage to wider groupinlg versus smoothing particularly in steady-state conditions. 
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Methods for Predicting Future Yields 
and Estimating Total Allowable Catches 

YIELD-PER-RECRUIT ANALYSIS 

The relative sensitivity of results of yield-per-recruit (Y/R) analysis to uncertainties in input

parameter values may be different 
from the sensitivity of intermediate results of length-based stock 
assessment to the same uncertainties. A bias in an estinate of a parameter used in the Y/R analysis 
may )ropagate through the assessment procedures with the ultimate effect that the Y/R calculation 
may be magnified or reduced. This process (i be illustrated by assuming M to be overestimated 
and analyzing its eflect on Y It pred i(tions in the case of' increasing a mesh size. I'lhe( overestimated 
M Will cause this effect t( be unflderestimated. Also, as ai ('On.eq(nie of tibe overestimated M, F will 
be underestimatd by length-based cohbort analysis. The underestimated F will cause this effect to

be even further Undrestnimatd. Th(rrefore, the final effect of overestinating M oin the Y/1 
 calcula
tion will be m;gnified, 

To our inowledge, there had heen no syst ematic investigation of the sensitivity of Y/R results
derived in length-tased assessien t hefore this con feren0ce hut, sulbsequI(,ntly this problem has been
addressed by Latlrec and Nlesnil (Part 1, this vol.). 'The l)rohlcs allltiCil)alPd involve bia.es and in
accuracies occurrin(g ill 110 estination of'"in put lparainleters to N'1t analysis. We would like to note
that the Ulncertainty in t", vhbile tillim lbotant for most analyses, may affect Y!/ Ii ecatlse t,) deter
mines the age at 'ecruitinen t. ''his is only true if the age at first capt ure is n)t ((qLial to til age at 
recruitment. 

OTHER METItODS 

In the previous sections we have reviewed the sensitivity of stock assessment methods devel
oped specifically for analyzing catch length frequencies. Here, we would like to note that all tradi
tional methods developed specificaly for analyzing catch age frequencies (see reviews in Ricker
 
1975; GullanI 1977, 1982) my also be applicable to catch length frequencies, if these frequencies 
can be reliably tiransfoirned to age frequencies.

Length freqiencies cali he t ransformed to age frequlencitS using the methods reviewed above.
AlL enat ively, age for each fish caught can be d etimnl inistically estimated on the basis of a length-age
relationship, if paralel ers of such relationship cin he estimated. The last method is described and 
its reliability examined by Majkowski and Hlntpton (1983a, 1983h). This method is routinely used,
for example, for southern bluelin tuna (see Majkowski 1982a; lampton et al. 1984) and for tuna
stocks relevant to tihe International Coniission for Conservation of Atlantic Tunas. Note that the 
length-age relationship is not necessarily the saime as the age-length relationship (see Kirkwood 
1983). The problem with this aging incthod is related to individual variability in growth, which is 
not accounted for and which may lead to the underestimation of the instantaneous rate of fishing 
mortality for large fish. 

Traditional age-based stock assessment methods include age-based cohort and classical Y/R
analyses, least-square stock assessment methods, simulation methods used for predicting future 
catches and population )arameters and procedures for estimating total allowable catches (e.g.,
maximum sustainable yields, catches stabilizing the level of parental biomass). These methods have
been routinely applied for analyzing catch length frequencies of, for example, southern bluefin 
tuna (see Murphy and Majkov. ski 1981; Majkowski and Hampton 1983c; Hampton et al. 1984;
Majkowski and Caton 1984; Majkowski 1985; Hampton and Majkowski 1986).

Although the age-based methods have been applied for a much longer period than the length
based methods, their sensitivity has not been extensively studied either. Some examples of such
studies include Mandecki (1976), Mohn (1979), Orth (1979), Moreau (1980), Majkowski and 
Hampton (1983c), Hampton et al. (1984) and Hampton and Majkowski (1986). 
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Procedures for Examining the Sensitivity of Length-Based Methods 

Various procedures of very different complexity may he usetd for examining the sensitivity of
length-based stock assessment methods. They include simulation modelling, so-called sensitivity

analysis, jackknife and bootstrap techi ique1s alld examinations of response Surfaces.
 

SIMULATION MOIELLING 

Simulation modelling techniques can be used for examining responses of length-based stock 
assessment, methods to using intl (ata follected in different ways (ilcluding incomplete, inaccu
rate, biased or noisy dala) from fisheries systems havingdifferent iyelS of characteristics and making
imprecise or incorrect assu nlpi ion s regard ing the systems St tlidied. SiniU latiOins incorporating some 
stochastic processes (for example, see ,ones, IPart I, this vol. and Rosenlerg and Bleddingtoln, Part I,
this vol.) may )e alp)ropriate for investi igatiin the eff'ects of s ioulceS Ofrrors, such as differ
ent sampling schemes, on p ,rl icular nithlods. 'lh, approach of holistically ;inlull illng a fish )O)ula
tioll (i.e., following individual i'ish thriun their liwt- incrpor:tl ing 1 inuinileCr to'fstochastic processes
(for an exam)le ste lainpton and Majkowski, Part 1, this vol. l, whilst tliln( const inling, -iy )(,eused 
to assess the overall reliahility of' various imlethods of aiayzi if lngth frequencies.


When using simulalion techniques, it is jil1I)Ortanlt to re(onstruct , as closely as possible, tile
 
sampling scheme thai occurs 
in th,, real world. The sinllat ion model should define Strata and
 
clusters within those strata for h ' j)uraS(ses of sam p finfg. Oversig il1)ist i' assnllll)tiiols IMay 'es lt in
 
misleading conclusions. If' the reall samplini 
 scheme is strat ified, simultCd silnllh randml sZnlll)ling
that ignores stratification would . 'ult in overs0ti mles of' variances of parameters. If cilusterilg

occurred and it was 
neglected in silulations, these va'iances i ight be unlresltinlatod. 

If the exact sampling scheme cannot be sinulated, sil ulat ions with siinl)h, randol sampling 
may provide an approximnate indication of the rolustn(ss of' a particular method. ('ertainly, if the
lack of robustlness 0f a lnethlod is indicated by using simple random sampling, it would prove to be 
even less robust if the exact saipling schenle with a strong ctlusterinlg effect could be reproduced 
in tile simulations. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity analysis is a to chnique developed for examining the s,.nsitivity of results of mathe
matical models or procedure:: to applying input values that are imprecisely estimated, uncertain,
stochastically variable or incorrec-tly assumed (see reviews in Majkowski 19821, 1983; Majkowski
and Hampton 1983a). This technique involves simple, repetitive executions of mathematical models 
or procedures with parameter values perturbed (for example see Majkowski and Hampton 1983c;
Hampton et al. 1984; Hamptoi, and Majkowski 1986), Monte-Carlo simulations (fir example see
Majkowski and Hampton 1983h) or their analytic approximations usually based on Taylor expan
sions (for examples, see Majkowski et al. 1981; Majkowski and Hampton 1983a; Laurec and Mesnil,
Part I, this vol.). The use of such approximations may be quite adequate if values of' input param
eters are relatively well known, but even in such cases they may lead to misleading results (for an
example, see Majkowski and Hampton 1983a). When using approximation techniques, it is highly
desirable to validate them (for the methods see Majkowski et al. 1981; Majkowski and Hampton 
1983a). 

JACKKNIFE AND BOOTSTRAP TECHNIQUES 

The jackknife and bootstrap techniques may be used for reducing the bias in and evaluating
the statistical accuracy of estimates from length-based stock assessment methods. They can be
quite powerful, if correctly applied (see Efron 1982; Levi et al., Part I, this vol.). 
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In applying the .ickknife and lI)iotstral; techniques it is important to take due consideration
 
of the samnpling scliil( involV,(l. For IxaNiplt, 0ne must Jac'kknife according to some specific
 
source of variahility anl rceins\ .e in till* all sainle' relating to 
 atparticular stratun. 'Th(UghtIss
 
jackkniing ot single thenients 
 fldata will Ir'()vide little inflormation alltprove cmLnputer time-con
s0mi1lg. (!an' must lIt' tx ,r('iM,(A in the s1h1't ion of the units f'r elininat ion in the jackknife proce
dure to esusure that tle. assUilltioln ( itentical distril)otions (If Ol)Ser'at l11 clilnillated is met.
 
The 	Method may Ie very senIsitive to violation of this assutm)lion. antd seasonral ()hservations if 
growth is seasoiially varyiig (lay proide itsignific.ant violation. ht lolpulter time lecessary to 
employt, jackkni' and I)ootstrapl t ci lilueS may ihe ('onsiderahle (see Levi et al., Part I, this vol.). 

EXAMINATION O 1,'Pt )N SIS. I '* IACES 

The examillat ii Of respol)nst sUrfaces may l)e a iseful te'hnique f; the' evaluation Of effects
 
of different p'alrmeter ('mihintist ('Or0 xamp!e. ,, lind K I. lVII if 
 they (annot be us((I to
 
CoMstrlt tI fitlenc. 
 limits, they will always I)e useful for (lemOnst rating the nature of' correlation
 
prohlens.
 

Conclusions 

Not 	recognizing the existen'e of arrors likely affecting any length-tased stock assessment
 
involves three types of risk:
 

(i) 	 wrong advice on fisheries management tItay he, given due to inaccuracies of results of' 
analysts which are uillknown or igtnlredl: 

(ii) 	 CoMVIrstly, (ata collections may he tnnt,,ssarily too intense versampling) and the 
methods of their analysis ntay he lo omt)il ex resulting in the accuracy of results being
better than that reql ired to i'lintmnate t he vf oo:'..ihiliyproviling wrong advice; and 

(iii) 	 tht' systmI tLS.(I fo(r dalta C.liction al1 analysis onay unot he most o)pt)imal for the type
of' advi-e re(luil'Od. 0t1her less o.xpensiv0 .hus nay lead to more r-liahle advice.
 

The costs involved in hi 
loicwal p-rogramis. eslecially field dta colHe'tions, art. stufficielntly high to 
justify a careIful exalnnt in It) I'the-ir effect ivc'lss il(l cost-henefit relationships. Various new 
methods for leng_ h-hased stock "lssO."Slllellt are still (ilg deveh1lo)d without sulh1 rigorous examina
tions heing made,. It is isupossihIOlet (ltoetrm inl their superiority in feliority to the existing methods 
without thIsO cait'(l Ouxinati(Jns(lit lOr'both existing and new methods. 

The need for nOr a(hqttLlate tI)'Oedunets fOr examining the sensitivity of' methods of length
based stock assessment also exists. Such ir(),(,(tres range from simple recalculations of' stock assess-
Mrent result using p)(,ssil)le Iternative valu(s Of' sele('te(l input parai(lters (such aisthe instantaneous 
rate of hat ualreOrtity Ito the estimat ion of prol)a)ility distribut iins Of "ta'rget Clualltities- Such 
as the yiedit r recruit. Even a very aproxuintatt dt e'nination of the sensitivit~y is Ietter than 
(ompletely ign(ril g tIl( prohIltm. Some afipr(ximations and, from ;tmore general point, of view, 
pragmatism wiil often Ie re(quireNd in determining the selisitivity. Whlatevel the t(ehnique used for 
examining th( se,sitivity, it will hI) lrod(L.tivV only if considration is given to the ,ntire stock 
assessment plrm'lss from the(data olle.t ion to the calculalion of final results. 

Any vxamnination (if thensit ivit \' of length-hased stock assessment will reqtiire some specific 
input informatio0n in addition to that essential for stock assessment. At least, a ranmge of possible
values for inpult p.al'aleters for stock assessment will be re(uired. If possibl I more elaborate inputs
smwh as an esti iated variant e/covariance matrix or probability distributions of' input parameters 
should lie used. 
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Abstract 

The computer and calculator programs for the analysis of length-frequency data presented by
various authors at the ICLARM/KISR Conference on the "Theory and Application of Length-Based
Stock Assessment" held at Mazara del Vallo, Sicily, Italy, on 11-16 February 1985, are documented,
based in part on the work and report of Working Group IV (Chairman: J.G. Pope) of that conference.

Given are, for each of the thirteen programs documented here, (1) author(s) and (their) address(es),
(2) key reference(s), (3) a brief program description, (4) implementation language, (5) hardware and memory requirements and (6) sources of listings and test data. Complete listings in BASIC, FORTRAN 
or HP 67/97 calculator codes as well as test data are given for six of the programs documented here. 
General recommendations regarding program implementation are provided. 

Introduction 

Use of length data to provide information for mwagement goes back several decades, but
analysis has tended to be by hand and frequently has involved tedious book-keeping techniques 

*ICLARM Contribution No. 400.
aPresent address: c/o W.A. Marine Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 20, North Beach 6020, W.A.,
 
Australia. 
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using prohahility paper. The n(,n availability of' modestly priced m iCroc0 mpuL ters has provided

the appropriate environment 
 for est imation and extensioi of methods of analysis. Most or the 
programs in this 'ontrihution (;Oa Ie imtplh'l il't l )nt (ite, Apple II or IBM l'(' and their compatibles 
or similar mahilines. 

1There ar zl) ts ver'' Stlill ('o01lt1it('rs a lld if sUIffiie lt 1111(s ar' ;lv illlIe, larger)(, iwithV 

]rn'aOcllIl)tlt,'is Or small mainralnie i'llim('hills (nlilli(m)luters) lay 
 ie 'onsi(lere(d. The p)oints
 

to keept in 1111irt,are ll()t just ii jal C'StS ()f thle ('01h1)1t01" hut alsot Slporting liardwar, such 
as disk 
driis a10d a prlhto s(iiftwan' c( )ist such ;is I iying progralmminog languages (BASI(', F'OR{TRAN,
PAS('A L), o)(ratillg c()sts such us hiivit"i printer paper, discs, salary for an operator (if a mainframe 
('omputer is purchl)se ), aid v;iihihility of local support for the )omputer.)peration and support 
of at large ('oillt 'i is i'XJ)'iiive. 

The raults or s nlll (.(li)tlliters otil the ()tr liidl, art, that tlhey are slow in operat ion compared
with roain frrae machulins, and that I' ,cl'ist tlhey store fewer siglnificant igurs dturing number
 
manittpiitton, they may ac'llmlilte error.; in 
 iprograms that (0 large numtibhers (o mathematical
 
operations. Ilowever, even 
with their ohviols irohlis ofl ieliwtivoly slow sped, posisihle aCULcemflla
tion ol errors, 11(1 reihl ivwly small imor 'v, nirocoinpt(rs r(, Very Sophist icated machines that 
are capal)h, or i''rri*' ot datia ailysis i1n tlilutes that XVtold hav' t)11Vilttially ittlt)ossihle just a 
few years ag).

lish(ries lmiiattllllt of' stocks it lltrpical areas Of the world is coilllli(alt(d h'ly the high
 
sp(ies div'esity in)111 thecatl)s ;iI !' :l hwk () ie'so)urces, illciding time, for using 
traditionalmethods ()I taggi oi aging fisl andfrolt hlt pavts. Ilire, lnth-fr(equency alialysis is re(uired

small (omputr;' make it possill'. The', p'wrgamns ill this cOttritititioit are offer(d in the spirit W,
 
improving maltae(nlit 
 of coull lx fislcri's Ivy improving analysis )f hltgtlh-fr(,qu('ncy data. 

The(com ll~iter tpr(rgla'is (oiitailld ill this ll)(:1r are, to th( host abiliti(s of the ('otriltuting

authors, error-fi(,(. It is iat Iirally re(giizeId 
that such a goal i: seldom o)ltained and some l)rol)lems 
must he eXpec)te,d. Th0 ('Olti ihtuit ig aLIthOrs hti' att(mltd to antioil)ate diffiCulti(s Iy including a 
short, iintrodluttiC ) tio each pro(gramn that provides defails concerning data preparation, restrictions 
Oil %ifdaita th t (c;a hi, ts(,(, an(d their experience with resolving iroblems that they have 
(x p('rienced. 

During the ci) fero,nc, a c(lnl(iter worl: ig grupi (Workl)g Grout IV, Chailirnan: J.G. Pope), 
was estalllished which \'is res!ll))sile fir rtiililig as mlly a.-; possi)le of' tile methos(descrilhed in
 
Part I of' this vohtme,. This was d)nc, ill order to hoth servi.', Working Groulps 
I to Ill and to gain an 
appreciation of' the s(f'tware available at the metinlg. The l)rihh'ms faCing the grotilt ill imllhp(nIt
ing the various methods on a 1I) ), alnl Apple Il+, an Apple Ifc and an ACT Apricot computer and on 
various progra)nimahle ('alhulatolrs gave an app(iatiton of' th( prohlems to he expected in practice.
Similarly, the prothlenis of running the variouIs I)rogrims gave Solle al)pret'iationOif how user-friendly
and fast or slow tH10 Vari(Is pro grams werc,. \ (list inct im prssioI was formed that muItch of the 
software was at a (levelhtineit stag where m(re ('0)0rnhad Ieen given to the methodology than
 
to its ease o use,. 
 If Sl'tware, is to lW saifely ex)Ort ed, pro fessionold standilr(s of,documentation, test 
data 110(d user instrlt'tflons are essential. While in t ernat ional organ ivatio Iis such as ICIARM or FAO 
can )rovide a useful (,XtVIsiOnl ser'vic, the ultimate 'esl)onsil)ility must lie with authors. They
should try to regard adeqIlate )alkagi ng of their te(hniqu(es as essential if they wlnt them to he
 
ix tenisiVely and safely Used 
 This is partiCti larly inmportant ffor techniques that may he used by less 
ritical users than those usully fotnd lit working group meetings of the major international fishery


-onmmissions. The current lroblens are to some extent a 
natural feature of a rapidly expanding 
subject area but consolidation is important its well as innovation. 

Working Group IV, ,' hose report was incorporated into the present contril)ution, prepared
Table 1 which shows the au1thor, language, implementation, development level, distributiotn, support
available, in)pLut OUIL a1n(d underlying model of programs designedutput to process a number of the 
length-based techniques. This is intended to provide a (Juick reference to potential users of what is 
available and what chances they would have of a successful imIplermentation.
 

If you encounter problems that cannot Ite resolve(, 
 the usual cLIuse will he improper program 
or data entry. To aid you in getting a program running, the contributing authors htave provided 
sample data sets together with output so You Clii) test your implementation of their program. 
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Program Number 1 

Title ELEFAN I 

Authors D. 	Pauly and N. David 

First Author's Address 	 Daniel Pauly

International Center for 
 Living Aquatic Resources Management 
(ICLARM) 
MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines 

References Pauly, D. and N. David. 1981.-ELEFAN I, a BASIC program for the objective extraction growth parameters from length-frequency data. Meeresforsch. 28(4): 205-211.
Brey, T.and D. Pauly. 19 8 6.-Electronic length-frequency analysis: a revised and expanded user's
guide to ELEFAN 0, 1 and 2. Ber. Inst. f. Meereskd. Univ. Kiel, No. 149, 76 p.
Brey, T. 1 9 8 6 .- Estimation of annual P/B-ratio and production of marine benthic invertebrates
from length-freuuency data. Ophelia, Suppl. 4: 45-54.
Pauly, D.-A review of the ELEFAN system 
 for 	analysis of length-frequency data fish andonaquatic invertebrates. Part I, this vol. 

Description ELEFAN I can be used to estimate values of the parameters of a seasonally oscillatingversion of the von Bertalanffy growth function, given well-structured length-frequency data representative of a population of fish or aquatic invertebrates. The data need not have been sampled atregular time intervals, nor need to be weighted by CPUE. However the sample(s) investigated mustcontain at least four "peaks" representative of successive cohorts (age groups). Detailed descriptionsof the program's mode of operation, assumptions and pitfalls are given in the references above, andin other papers cited therein. ELEFAN I is used in conjunction with a separate routine for dataentry called ELEFAN 0 (Pauly, Part I, this vol. and see Table 1). 

Listing Notes 

a. 	 Language. Various versions of ELEFAN I exist in various dialects of BASIC and FORTRAN.

The versions supported by ICLARM (see below) 
are all written in BASIC.b. 	 Implementations. ELEFAN I has been implemented by various authors onto a wide range ofcomputers from a tiny Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I to a CRAY II Supercomputer. The versionsof ELEFAN I presently supported by ICLARM, which incorporate all improvements suggestedat the conference of which the present volume is the proceedings, are:i) 	 the "KIEL Package" for IBM PC and compatibles, written in BASICA and compiled usingMicrosoft Quickbasic. The package, (available from ICLARM for US$15 to cover costs)**consists of one diskette (with both compiled and uncompiled codes) and the manual of Breyand Pauly (1986). A revised, second edition of this manual will be issued in early 1988.

ii) the "KIEL Package" for the Apple II family of computers and their compatibles (CP/Mversion). This package, which runs in compiled MBASIC costs the same, and consists of thesame elements as the package in (i). A complementary diskette implementing high resolution graphics for this package (Liew 1986)"' is available for US$15.**iii) 	 the "KIEL Package" for Radio Shack TRS 80 Model I (with 32 K Expansion Interface) orModel III. Same costs and manual as versions in (i) and (ii) except that program is not com
piled (and hence rather slow). 

*The references to this and other citations in Program Numbers 1-5 may be found on p. 394.**Cheque must be drawn to a U.S. bank; UNESCO coupons (obtainable from UN outlets) are acceptable fromcountries where foreign exchange restrictions prevent issuance of US$ cheques. 
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Table 1. Example of a length-frequency data file enter'tA in the ELEFAN 0 program of the "Compleat ELEFAN"
package as output through this same program (data from Corpuz et al. 1985); ML refers to "midlength", i.e., class 
midpoint. 
Filename: MUMOR2 
Upeneus moluccensis RAGAY GULF 1980 

ML/Date 1/20/80 3/2/80 5/21/80 7/23/80 9/27/80 11/20/80 12/11/80 

5.5 1 
6.5 1 3
7.5 , 9 48.5 22 3 9 39.5 213 0 6 19 4 12

10.5 105 77 26 26 13 108 3311.5 103 198 423 61 37 245 4212.5 85 62 415 148 44 235 10113.5 68 58 289 130 115 133 97
14.5 53 24 185 75 80 107 42
15.5 15 40 32 38 30 3116.5 3 36 21 8 10 2117.5 3 It 518.5 

16 

Sum 673 
 419 1,420 499 354 897 
 407
 

n =4,669 

iv) 	 the "Cormpleat ELEFAN" for IBM XT and compatibles; a fully integrated package imple
menting ELEFAN I,all other routines discussed in Pauly (Part 1, this vol.) and many more,
and structured around hi-resolution graphics for screen, printer and plotter output (see Figs.
1 and 2). Consists of 12 diskettes (US$50) and a manual (date of issue: early 1988). 

c. 	 Hardware Requirements. The "KIEL Package" (IBM PC, Apple II(CP/M) and TRS-80 versions)
require two disk drives, video display and a printer (optional). The printer must be capable of 
printing graphics if the complementary diskette of the Apple 11 version is to be used. 

The Compleat ELEFAN requires two 360 K disk drives or (preferably) one 360 K drive and 
one hard disk, a video display (with either a Hercules card or a color graphics adapter, or their
compatibles), a graphics-capable printer (optional) and/or a two-pen plotter (l-P7470A or IBM 
7371, optional). 

d. 	 RAM Requirements. For the "KIEL Package", the RAM requirements are 	as follows: 

Version RAM 

IBM PC 102 K
 
Apple II (+,e,c) 40 K
 
(with CP/M card)
 
TRS 80 Model 1/III 38K
 

The RAM requirements for the "Compleat ELEFAN" are 512 K for all routines except 
VPA III of ELEFAN III (see Program Number 3). 

Listing Earlier versions of ELEFAN I (and related programs) were disseminated in the form of
photocopies of BASIC listings. This has now been abandoned, due to the length of the programs.
Interested users may generate listings of the "KIEL Package" from the supplied disk(s). The 
Compleat ELEFAN is supplied only in compiled form, and readers are encouraged to report prob
lems and/or bugs such that the master listings kept at ICLARM can be improved and/or corrected. 
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Species name 
Other labels 

Filename 

Sample(s) 
Close size 

Ia ~ w /L'1e'.s 

RAGAY GULF 1980 

MUMOR2 

7 
I cm 

GROWTH PARAMETERS 

Loo z 20.8 cm 
K ,0.8C , 0 

Largest ML 

Smallest ML s 

18.5 cm 

5.5 cm 

WP 
SS 
SL 
Rn 

2 
• 

00 
1 
9cm 

0 .42 

Fig. 2. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN I program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package and presenting a growth curve -orUp-neus moluccensis superimposed on the length-frequency data from which it was derived (see Table 1). 
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Program Number 2 

Title 	 ELEFAN II 

Author 	 D. Pauly 

Author's Address 	 Dr. Daniel Pauly
 
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management
 
(ICLARM)
 
MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines
 

References Pauly, P 1.982.-Studying singlespecies dynamics in tropical multispecies context,a 
p. 33-70. In D. Pauly and G.I. Murphy (eds.) Theory and management of tropical fisheries. ICLARM 
Conference Proceedings 9. 
Pauly, D., J. Ingles -nd R. Neal. 1984.-pr)lication to shrimp stocks of objective methods for the 
estimation of growth, mortality and re-iuitment-related parameters from length-frequency data 
(ELEFAN I and. ,,,. 220-234. In J.A. Gulland and B.I. Rothschild (eds.) Penaeid shrimps-their
biology and manai3 rment. Fishing News Books, Farnham, England. 312 p.

Pauly, D.-A review of the ELEFAN system for analysis of length-frequency data on fish and
 
aquatic invertebrates. Part I, this vol.
 

Description ELEFAN II is a collection of routines for analysis of length-frequency data following,
 
or immediately preceding estimation of growth parameters using ELEFAN II. 
The version of
 
ELFFAN Ii included in the "KIEL 
 Package" (see description of program number 1) includes: 

* 	 estimation of total mortality using length-converted catch curves and mean length in catch 
samples (Fig. 3) 

* 	 estimation of length-specific probabilities of capture based detailed examination ofon 

aseending, left side of length-converted catch curves
 

* 	 estimation of L. and Z/K using a modified version of the method of Wetherall et al. (Part I, 
this vol.). 

" derivation of recruitment patterns as well as some miscellaneous other routines, e.g., for 
aggregating samples. 

The version of ELEFAN II incorporated into the "Compleat ELEFAN" includes, in addition to the 
routines mentioned above (see Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6) yield-per-recruit analysis for use with any pattern 
of selection (i.e., knife-edged, logistic, etc., see Fig. 7). 

Listing Notes 

a. 	 Language 
b. 	 Implementation 
c. 	 Hardware Requirements 
d. 	 RAM Requirements same as for 

ELEFAN I 
(see Program Number 1) 

Listing 

Test Data 



LENGTH - CONVERTED CATCH CURVE
 

Filename MUMOR.: 
Loo : 20.8 cm 

K 0.8 
11 

00 
to 0 

Cutoff length (L') 
1 12 cm 

9 
0 

0 

Mean length (from L') 
: 13.6 Cm 

Z from mean length 
3.612 

4 
N 7 

SM 

Mean temperature (C) 
s 26.5 

m 
-

5 
0 

Natural mortality (M) 
= 1.663 3 

Fiehing mortality (F) 
s 3. 067 

Total mortality (Z) 
1 4.733 

1 
_____ 

Exploitation rate 

0.648 
(E) 0 1 

Relative age 

2 

(yr-to) 

Fig. 3. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN II program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package and pertaining to a length-converted catch curve based on the data in Table 1. Note that the natural mortality value used here was obtained through the empirical equation of
Pauly (1980), which was incorporated into the "Compleat ELEFAN" package. 



00 

PROBABILITIES OF CAPTURE
 

Filename s MUMOR2 1.00 

Loo 

K 

t 20.8 cm 

0.8 

to 0 0.75 

Smallest midlength 
2 5.5 Cm 

Largest midlangth 
2 18.5 cm 

Clos interval:1Icm 

No. of clasoes2 14 

4 

-4 

Jo3 

M
0 

I. 

.s5 

0.25-O > 

, 

L25 , 11.1 cm 

L50 1 11.83 cm 0 A , 1 

L75 # 12.57 cm 5.5 12.5 

Length (cm) 

Fig. 4. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN II program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package and pertaining to a resultant 
curve (the product of a selection and a recruitment curve), as derived from the left side of the length-converted catch curve in Fig. 3. 



RECRUITMENT PATTERN J 
Filename i MUMOR2
 

LoO 20.6 cm
 

K 0.8
 

C 0 
 16
 

WP 0 

to1 0 

4 J 
c 12
 

Smallest midlength: 5.5 cm E
 

Largest midlength 1 18.5 cm 

Class interval 11 cm L o 8
 
No. of classes s 14
 

Caution j 
 j 
Recruitment patterns a 
 I li
 

generated by ELEFAN I1
 

1) suggest that recruitment 0 
 ......
 
pulses have a wider 'spread' 
 One
 
in time than they really do, 
 O 'yr
 

2) allow for dlfferentiating
 
1 or 2 recruitment pulses per
 
year and not more.
 

Fig. 5. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN II program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package and pertaining to a recruitment 
pattern (as defined in Pauly, Part I, this vol.). Based on data in Table 1. Note caveats concerning interpretations of this output. 



00 

MODIFIED VETHERALL PLOT
 

Filenome = MUMOR2 


Smallest midlength 
s 5.5 cm 

Largest midlength 


1 18.5 cm 


Close intervol 
X 1 cm 

No. of classes 

t 14 cm
 

Estimate of Loo
 
19.45 cm 

Estimate of Z/K 

:3.808 


8 
E 
. 7 

-
, 6 
r 

InC 5 
-
4
4- 4 
a 
4J 

3 a 

j20 

c 

C 

z^ 5 18 

Cutoff length CL's cm) 

Fig. 6. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN II program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package and presenting a modified Wetherall Plot (see Wetherall 1986, Pauly 1986 and Wetherall et al., Part I, this vol.) based on data in Table 1. Note that deviations from linearity by rightmost points of this plot have little effect on results, due to ponderation scheme (which follows Wetherall et al., Part I, this vol.). Initial estimate ofL... obtained using this routine cfin be "fixed" in ELEFAN I, thus reducing the number of "free" parameters to be estimated by that program. 



YIELD AND BIOMASS PER RECRUIT
 

BfR YYR(10"-1 )
 

Emax s O. 7005 F
 
E.1 0  2 O.6g84 3
 

E.5 0 20.4245 0.8 

Lc/Loo ,O.5 
M/K 20.2 

0.6 2 

SELECTION :
 

Knife-edge [
 
Sel. curve E 0.4 

WARNING v YYR and BYR ar_
 
overestimated- especially 0.2
 
at high values of exploi
tation rate (E)- when thQ
 
'knife-edge'assumption if
 
unrealistic (which will 0 0 
most often be the case). 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
 

Exploitation rate (E-F/Z)
 

Fig. 7. Facsimile of a plotter output obtained with the ELEFAN II program of the "Complet ELEFAN' package. This routine foi" (relative) yield
(and biomass)-per-recruit computations can take account of logistic (or other) selection patterns (as shown in Fig. 4) using a model presented in Paulyand Soriano (1986) and hence provide more realistic (and conservative) parameter estimates than using the standard "knife-edge" assumptions. L1 
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Progran Number 3 

Title ELEFAN III 

Authors J.G. Pope, F.C. Gavanilo, Jr., D. Pauly 

Authors' Address 	 J.G. Pope 
Fisheries Laboratory, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT 
England 

F.C. Gayanilo, Jr. and D. Pauly'
 
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management
 
(ICLARM)
 
MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila
 
Philippines
 

References Pope, J.G., D. Pauly and N. David. 1981.--ELEFAN III, a BASIC 	program for thedetailed analysis of catch at length-data using Virtual Population Analysis. ICLARM (MS).Pauly, D., M.L. Palomares and F.C. Gayanilo, Jr. 1987.-VPA estimates of the monthly popula
tion, length composition, recruitment, mortality, biomass and related statistics of Peruvian anchoveta, 1953 to 1981, p. 142 -166. In D. Pauly and I. Tsukayarna (eds.) The Peruvian anchoveta andits upwelling ecosystem: three decades of change. ICLARM Studies and Reviews 15, Manila, 351 p.Pauly, D.-A review of the ELEFAN system for analysis of length-frequency data on fish and
 
aquatic invertebrates. Part I, this vol.
 

Description ELF: . III as presently available only as a part of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package
and can be used to run three different forms of Virtual Population Analysis (VPA), i.e. 

" VPA I: the original verion of (age-structured) VPA, as formulated by J.A. Gulland in 1965 
(Fig. 8) 

• VPA II: the VPA equivalent of R. Jones' length cohort analysis (Fig. 9)
• VPA III: an age-structured 	YPA run on "catch-at-age" data obtained by "slicing" from acatch-at-length matrix a set of "pseudocoho-ts", using growth parameter estimates obtained 

with ELEFAN I (Figs. 10, 11) 

The references given above give further details, notably on data requirements, assumptions and 
potential pitfalls. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language same as "Compleat ELEFAN" 
b. Implementation version of ELEFAN I 
c. Hardware Requirements 
d. RAM Requirements 640 K 

Listing same as "Compleat ELEFAN" 
version of ELEFAN I

Test Data (see Program Number 1) 

aTo whom all correspondence concerning this program should be addressed. 



VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS I
 

File ID 
-Sardine (Mor.) F N (10 4) 

Natural mortality 2 
- 0. 8 

Term. f. mortality 2 

lime Interval 
- 0.25 

No. of age grps. 
-17 1 

LEGENDS. 
catch 
Nat.losses 0 0 
survivors 6 

- - -

i16 
-

fishing 
mortality AGE GROUPS 

Fig. 8. Facsimile of a plotter output generated by the ELEFAN III program of the "Compleat ELEFAN"structured VPA (here VPA package, dnd representing a standard age-I). The data used (from Anon. 1978a, Table 1, p. 33) pertain to Moroccan sardine Sardina pilchardus. Note that rates and
the tim2 interval refer to one year. 

00 

00 



VIRTUAL POPULATT'rNANALYSIS 11
 

F	11 QnamQ
 
- MERSEN78 F NOi04)
 

Natural mortality 2
 
- 0.28 
 10 

Term.f.mortality 9 
- 0.28 

L-infinity (Loao)
 
- 130 cm 7
 

K growth constant 6
 
-0.1 
 5
 

MQan E
 
4
- 0.620 

MQan F 3
 
-0. 457 
 2
 

LEGENDSs 

i 
catch 

~Nat.losses 

0 0 
6 36 66 

survivors LENGTH (cm) 
fishing 
mortal ity 

Fig. 9.Facsimile of a plotter output generated by the ELEFAN III program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package,and representing a form of VPA
analogous to R. Jones' length-cohort analysis. The data used (from Anon. 1978b, Table 6, p. 78) pertain to a West African hake Merluccius mer
luccius stock. Note that rates are annual. 



VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS III
 

POPULATION & F 
 BIOMASS
 
FILENAME : VPA3TEST 2F -5> (in tonn1s. 0-16)
 

COHORT # : 1 7.
 

Loo : 20.5 cm -


C : 0.36 h.i
 
WP : 0.62
 
M "2 
Ft :2 


II!Lr : 3.75 cm 

Month 
 Month
 

20
 

Fl~ ~ ~ ~ ~~.......... 0 1...i..........
~ ~ ~**'* 

f1 1I 0Z 
LrD 

II 1 I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I t I H II I I I III 10 

9/66 1967 1968 1969 
 1970 8/71
 

Fig. 10. Facsimile of a plotter output generated by the ELEFAN III program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package, and representing a "pseudo
cohort" of Peruvian anchoveta (Engraulisringens) sliced by ways of a set of growth parameters from a matrix of catch-at-length data. Left upper
box summarizes input parameters, central and right upper boxes present monthly population, F and biomass estimate for this pseudocohort. Complete analysis involves successive analyses of all adjacent pseudocohorts (see references for details on method). -0c 



VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS III
 

POPULATION & F 
 BIOMASS
 
FILENAME VPA3TEST n(1O6) (in tcnnes. 106) 

MONTH :5 l7
 
YEAR :1969 T
 

Loo : 20.5 cm I 
K : 0.86 vi
 
C 0.36
WP :: 0. 62/ FILr : 3.75 cm 

19.25 
 4.25 19.25 
 4.25
 
L2n 9 th rL.gth 

20
 

Cum. birtmass: 1.517551E07 (t)
 
Total catch ! 73044. 13
 
Total pop. : 4498185 

: 0.17 
__ 

Moon F 

E 

W = oL-b 

10 

a 0. 00797 
b 3 

-- I 
z 

L mi : 5.75 cm Lz 
L mn cm18.75 


Ll'nx 3.75 cm
 
L : 18.79 cm 0

2 

Fig. 11. Facsimile of a plotter output generated by the ELEFAN III program of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package, and representing a reconstruction of the population structure of the Peruvian anchoveta (Engraulis ringens) during May 1969, as obtained by combining the population estimatesfor adjacent "pseudocohorts" (see shaded area, right side of lower box). Details on this approach may be found in the references (see also Fig. 10). 
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Program Number 4 

Title ELEFAN IV 

Authors J.L. Munro, F.C. Gayanilo, Jr., M. Soriano and D. Pauly 

Authors' Address J.L. Munro 
ICLARM South Pacific Office 
P.O. Box 438 
Honiara, Solomon Islands 

F.C. Gayanilo, Jr., M. Soriano and D. Pauly a 

International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management 
(ICLARM) 
MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines 

References Munro, J.L. 19 8 4 .- Estimation of natural mortality rates from selectivity and catch
length-frequency data. Fishbyte 2(1): 11-14.
 
Pauly, D.-A review of the ELEFAN system 
for analysis of length-frequency data on fish and
 
aquatic invertebrates. Part I, this vol.
 

Description This program uses length-frequency data representing a steady-state population (as canbe obtained, e.g., by pooling a long series of monthly samples) and selection curves obtained from
selection experiments to estimate the total natural and fishing mortality rates of stocks of fish andinvertebrates. (See Pauly, Part I, this vol.). The program is available only as a part of the "Compleat 
ELEFAN" package. 

Listing Note 

a. Language
b. Implementation
c. Hardware Requirements 

same as "Compleat ELEFAN"d. RAM Requirements 
version of ELEFAN I(Program 

Number 1) 

Listing 

Test Data Presently, only an artificial data set is available to test and demonstrate the program. Themanual of the "Compleat ELEFAN" will contain, however, at least one set of actual data (courtesyJ. Moreau, Toulouse) to illustrate both the versatility and the potential pitfalls of the program. 

aTo whom all correspondence concerning this paper should be addressed. 
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Program Number 5 

Title ELEFAN V 

Authors G.R. Morgan, M. Soriano and D. Pauly 

Auhois' Address G.R. Morgan" 
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research 
P.O. Box 24885 Safat, Kuwait 

M Soriano and D. Pauly 
:nternational Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management 
(ICLARM) 
MC P.O. Box 1501, Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines 

Re2. vences Morgan, G.R.-Incorporating age data into length-based stock assessment methods. 
Part I, this vol. 
Brey, T. and D. Pauly. 1986.-Electronic length-frequency analysis: a revised and expanded user's 
guide to ELEFAN 0, 1 and 2. Ber. Inst. f. Meereskd. Univ. Kiel No. 149, 76 p. 

Description As originally developed and implemented by G.R. Morgan, this program allows for the 
joint analysis of length-frequency data and length-at-age data. The original implementation is avail
able in the form of HP 9845B and IBM PC programs from G.R. Morgan. 

A slightly modified version of G.R. Morgan's program has been incorporated in the "KIEL 
Package" (see Programs Number 1 and 2). The package thus allows entry and analysis (jointly with 
L/F data) of length-at-age data and/or tagging-recapture data. 

The ELEFAN V program as such is a part of the "Compleat ELEFAN" package, structured 
around the estimation of growth )arameters through joint analysis of length-frequency and growth 
increment data. Growth increment data may come from three sources: 

i) tagging-recapture experiments, 
ii) transformed length-at-age data, 
iii) successive mean lengths of age groups identified through separation of length-frequency 

samples into normally distributing components. 

A routine for entry and manipulation of data in (i) and (ii) is incorporated in the ELEFAN 0 
routine of the "Compleat ELEFAN", which also contains a routine ("Modal Progression Analysis" 
or MPA) for decomposition of multimodal length-frequency samples into their normally distributed 
components (Fig. 12). 

apresent address: /o W.A. Marine Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 20, North Beach 6020, W.A. Australia. 



BHATTACHARYA'S 
METHOD OF SEPARATING NORMAL DISTRIPUTIONS
 

FilenumeN()
 

SOmple no.
 

Biggest midlength 
5 1.5 cm 

Smallest midlength 

=12.5 cmr H 

Class interval1 cm 1 L H ! ,! I , , ':!K 

No. of classes 0 
 L LLJ ILI 
= 40 12.5 

Length (cm) 

Group Population Mean Standcrd Sepo-c tior,
No. (N) (5) dev. (s. d.) irdex (S. I.) 

1 180.81 17.73 1.731 
2 122.31 28.6 2.891 4.705 
3 118.04 38.72 5. 035 2 554 

Chi-square = 6.438 . d.-F. = 23 , at 95% confidence, limit, fit is signiFicart 

Fig. 12. Facsimile of a plotter output generated by the MPA program ef the "Compleat ELEFAN" package, and showing the decomposition, using
the method of Bhattacharya (1967), of an artifijal lengtX-frequency sample into its component normal distributions. Note summary of information 
on decomposition, allowing quality control (separation index should be > 2 and X2 lower than critical vaLue). 

51.5 
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The ELEFAN V program also allows estimation of growth parameters from growth increment
data only (i.e., without simultaneously using L/F data). The appropriate routines-several of them 
new developments--allow explicit consideration of seasonal growth, and estimation of standard 
errors for all parameter estimates. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language 
b, Implementation 
c. 
d. 

Hardware Requirements 
RAM Requirements 

Consult G.R. Morgan for 
documentatic n of original 
(HP9345B) version, and 

Listing 
see ELEFAN I (Program 
Number 1) for details on 
the package of which 

Test Data fELEFAN V is a part 

Literature Cited (Program Numbers 1-5) 

Anon. 1978a. Report of the ad hoc W iking Group on Sardine (SardinapilchardusWald.). CECAF/ECAF Ser./
78/7, 35 p. FAO, Rome.

Anon. 1978b. Report of the ad hoc Working Group on Hake (Merlucciusinerluccius,Al. senegalensis,M. cadenati)in 
the Northern Zone of CECAF. CECAF/ECAF Ser./78/19. 93 p. FAO, Rome.

Bhattacharya, C.G. 1967. A simple method of resolution of a distribution into Gaussian components. Biometrics 
23: 115-135. 

Corpuz, A., J. Saeger and V. Sambilay, Jr. 1985. Population parameters of commercially important fishes in Philip
pine waters. University of the Philippines in the Visayas, College of Fisheries. Tech. Rep. D-pt. Mar. Fish 6. 
99 p.

Liew, H.C. 1986. ELEFAN with hi-res gra thics for Apple II (CP/M). Fishbyte 4(3): 10-12.
Pauly, D. 1986. On improving operation and use of the ELEFAN programs. Part II: improving the estimation of 

L . Fishbyte 4(1): 18-20.
Pauly, D. 1980 On the interrelationships between natural mortality, growth parameters and mean environmental 

temperature in 175 fish stcrck. J. Cons., Cons. Int. E-pior. Mer 39(3): 175-192.Pauly, D. and ,M.Soriano. 198C. Scme practical extensions "o Beverton and Holt's relative yield per-recruit model,
p. 491-496. In J.L. Maclean, L.B. Dizon and L.V. Hosillos (eds.) The First Asian Fisheries Forum. Asian Fish
eries Society, Manila.

Wetherall, J.A. 1986. A new method for estimating growth and mortality parameters from len gh-frequency data 
Fishbyte 4(1): 12-14. 
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Program Number 6 

Title 	 ZKAN and ZKA E2 

Authors 	 T.A. Ebert. Modification by U. Damm. 

Authors' Address 	 Dr. T.A. Ebert 
Department of Biology 
San Diego State University 
San Diego, California 98182 
USA 

and 

Dr, U. Damm 
Institut fijr Kiisten.und 
Binnen fischerei 
Laboratorium Cuxhaven 
Bei der Alten Liebe 1 
D-2190 Cuxhaven 
Federal Republic of Germany 

References Ebert, T.A.-Estimating growth and survival parameters by nonlinear regression using 

average size in catches. Part I, this vol. 
Damm, U.--Some modifications of Ebert's method to calculate gyowth and mortality param

eters from average lengths in a population. Part I, this vol. 

Description Ebert's program uses the change in average size during a year to estimate, using a non

linear approach, growth parameters and the total mortality rate of a population when recruitment 

is periodic. Mortality rate is assumed constant over the period considered while the growth param

eters estimated are those of the generalized Richards function with the von Bertalanffy parameters 

being a special case. The data must be a sequence of sizes that show a positive slope; average size 

must increase with time. The month with the smallest average size usually should be selected as the 

time of recruitment, t = 0 and the estimated mean of the first mode of the size distribution of this 

same distribution should be selected as the size at recruitment, LR . Other times of recruitment are 

assigned as fraction of a year relative to t = 0. 
Damm's modification utilizes a linear regression of average size against time to estimate the 

parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth equation in addition to allowing for the possibility of 
two recruitment episodes per year. 

Listing Notes 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Language 
Implementation 
Hardware Requirements 

Applesoft BASIC (DOS 3.3) 
Apple II+ 
Single disk drive, video display, printer (optional). If a printer is used 

the card is assumed to be in slot numiber 1, the disk controller card is 
assumed to be in slot number 6. 

d. RAM Requirements Ebert about 38 K, Damin about 26 K. 
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Listing ZKAN 

The following listing is for the version of the program revised March 1985 for running on anApple II+ mach'ne.
Program can be compiled with a TASC compiler (Microsoft). The program provides error codesand the line where the error occurred. The codes refer to p. 136 in the 1981 APPLESOFT II BASICProgramming Reference Manual, APPLE product ;'A2L0006 (030-0013-E), or Table C-1 (p. 331) irAPPLE II User's Guide by L. Poole, N'. McNiff and S. Cook (1981) published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley, California, USA. Common error codes are 53 (illegal quantity), 69 (overflow), 133(division by zero). 

Fig. 1:3. Program Listing ZKAN. 

10 REM LINE 30 IS AN ACTIVE REM USED BY THE TASC COMPILER.
20 REM LINE 30 IS NOT NEEDED FOR AN INTERPRETED BASIC.
30 REM I INTEGER I,N,R,CIJ,KK,L,ICID,IE,IG,M
 
40 D$= CHR$ (4)

50 DIM T(50),S(50),F(50,6),A(6,6),M(6,6),6(6,6),E(6),C(50)
 
60 ONERR GOTO 1800
 
70 
 HOME: VTAB 10: HTAB 3: PRINT "PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE Z,K,
 

ASYMPTOTIC"
 
80 HTAB 3: PRINT "SIZE, AND THE SHAPE PARAMETER OF THE"

90 HTAB 3: PRINT "RICHARDS FUNCTION BY NONLINEAR" 
100 HTAB 3: PRINT "REGRESSION." 
110 PRINT
 
120 HTAB 5: PRINT "T. A. EBERT, JANUARY 1984"
 
130 PRINT: PRINT: INPUT "<RETURN> TO CONTINUE .... ;F$
 
140 HOME: VTAB 10
 
150 MG = - LOG (.00001)
160 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO ENTER DATA FROM D!SK (D)"

170 INPUT "OR KEYBOARD (K)? (D/K) ";Y$

180 IFY$="D"GOTO 270
 
190 HOME: VTAB 3: INPUT "NUMBER OF DATA PAIRS = ";N

200 FOR I = 
I TO N: PRINT: INPUT "AVERAGE SIZE - ";S(I)
210 INPUT "AT T =";T(1): PRINT: NEXT I220 HOME: VTAB 10: INPUT "DO YOU WANT DATA STORED ON DISK? (YIN) " . 

Y$ 
230 IFY$= "N"GOTO 340
 
240 PRINT: INPUT "FILENAME FOR DATA = ";F$: 
 INPUT "ON DRIVE NUMBER =
 

D
 
250 PRINT D$;"OPEN";F$;",D";D: PRINT D$;"WRITE";F$: PRINT N: FOR I -

N: PRINT S(I): PRINT T(): NEXT I: PRINT D$;"CLOSE";F$ 
I TO 

260 GOTO 340 

Continued 
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Fig. 13. Continued 

270 HOME: VTAB 10
 
280 INPUT "NAME OF FILE WITH DATA? ";F$
 
290 INPUT "ON DRIVE 0? ";D
 
300 PRINT D$;"OPEN";F$;",D",D
 
310 PRINT D$;"READ",F$
 
320 INPUT N: FOR I = 1 TO N: INPUT S(I): INPUT T(I): NEXT I
 
330 PRINT D$;"CLOSE";F$
 
340 HOME: VTAB 10
 
350 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE": INPUT "WITH THIS SAME DATA SET
 

(Y/N)? ";F$ 
360 IFF$= "Y"GOTO 400 
370 HOME: VTAB 10: PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE": INPUT "WITH A 

NEW FILE (Y/N)? ";F$ 
380 IFF$r N"GOTO 1850 
390 GOTO 140 

=400 IC O:ID =O:IE = 0:IG 0: HOME: VTAB 10 
410 R 0: INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ESTIMATE Z(Y/N)? ":Y$ 

=420 IFY$= "Y"THEN IC= R + I:R R + 1 
430 HOME: VTAB 10 
440 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO ESTIMATE K (Y/N)? ";Y$ 
450 IFY$ "Y"THEN ID= R + I:R = R +1 
460 HOME: VTAB 10 
470 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ESTIMATE ASYMPTOT'C SIZE (Y/N)? ";Y$ 

=480 IFY$= "Y"THEN IE= R + I:R R + 1 
490 HOME: VTAB 10 
500 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ESTIMATE N,THE SHA . PARAMETER? (Y/N)";

Y$
 
=510 IFY$= "Y"THEN IG R + I:R = R+ 1 

520 HOME: VTAB 5 
530 HTAB 5: PRINT "INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS" 
540 HTAB 10: INPUT "Z = ";Z: HTAB 10: INPUT "K = ";K 
550 HTAB 10: INPUT "MAXIMUM SIZE = ";A 
560 HTAB 10: INPUT "SIZE AT RECRUITMENT ";SR 
570 HTAB 10: INPUT "SHAPE PARAMETER, N=":NR 

580 REM F(I,C1) ISS() - F, THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION 
590 REM F(I,IC) ISTHE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO Z 
600 REM F(I,ID) !STHE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO K 
610 REM F(I,tE) ISTHE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO A, ASYMPTOTIC SIZE 
620 REM F(I,IG) ISTHE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO N,THE SHAPE 

PARAMETER 
Continued 
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Fig. 13. Continued 

630 HOME: VTAB 10
 
640 PRINT "DO YOU WANT RESULTS SENT TO A": INPUT "PRINTER? (Y/N) ";
 

P$
 
650 IF P$< >"Y"THEN GOTO 680
 
660 HOME : VTAB 10: INPUT "TURN ON PR INTER, THEN <RETURN>";Y$
 
670 PRINT D$;"PR#1'I
 
680 C1 =R+ 1
 
690 ZS = IO00:KS = 1000:AS = I000:NS = 1000
 
700 HTAB 5: PRINT "ESTIMATES OF PARAMETERS"
 
710 HOME: PRINT SPC( 3):"Z', SPC( 8);"K"; SPC( 8),"A", SPC( 8);"N"
 
720 PRINT
 
730 P1 = EXP (Z) - I.P3 = 1 - EXP (-Z)
 
740 D 1 / NR
 
750 A9 = LOG (A / SR)'A8 = (A / SR) ( - D)
 
760 FOR I= 1 TO N FOR J 0 TO C I.F(I,J) 0:0 NEXT J: NEXT I
 

=770 B (A^D -SR 'D)/ A^D
 
780 KK= INT(MG/Z+.5)
 
790 FOR J= I TON
 
800 FOR I = 0 TO KK
 
810 Al = EXP(-Z - !)
 
820 A5 = EXP ( - K* (I + T(J)))
 
830 BI = I -B*A6
 

=
840 A2 BI ( -NR) 
850 F(J,C1) =F(JR + 1)+ A1 * A2 
860 A3 = I A1 
870 F(J,IC) = F(J,IC) +A3 * A2 
880 A4 =Bl I ( -(NR + 1)) 

=
890 A5 (I + T(J)) * A6 
900 F(J,ID) -F(J,ID) + Al A4 A5 
910 F(J,IE) =F(J,IE) +A1 *A6* A4 
920 A7= - LOG (BI) 
930 F(J,IG)=F(J,IG)+A * A2 *(A7 + A6*A8* A9 (NR*B))
 
940 NEXT I
 
950 F(J,IC) = A * (F(J,R + 1)- PI * F(J,IC))/ EXP (Z)
 
960 F(J,C1) = P3* F(J,C1)
 
970 F(J,ID)= -A* NR* B* P3* F(JID)

980 F(J,IE)=-A * P3 /SR * (A /SR) (1/NR - 1)*
F(JIE) +F(J,CI)
990 F(J,IG) = A * P3 * F(J,IG) 
iOOO F(J,C1)=S(J)-A*F(J,CI) 
1010 NEXTJ 

Continued 
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Fig. 13. Continued 

1020 	 REM MULTIPLY THE MATRIX F BY ITS TRANSPOSE.
 
1030 FOR I = 1TO R: FOR J = I TO CI:A(I,J) =0: NEXT J: NEXT I
 
1040 FOR I= ITOR:FORJ= I TOC1 FORL =1 TON
 
1050 	 A(I,J) = A(I,J) +F(L,I) * F(L,J): NEXT L: NEXT J: NEXT I 
1060 GOSUB 1160
 
1070 FOR I= 0 TO R:E(I) = 0.: NEXT I
 
1080 FOR I= 1TO R
 
1090 FORG = 1TOR
 
1100 -(I) = E(I) + B(,,G) * A(G,C 1): NEXT G: NEXT I
 
1110 Z = Z+ E(IC):K K +E(ID):A= A + E(IE):NR = NR +E(IG)

1120 PRINT INT (Z * 10000 + .5)/ 10000; SPC( 3); INT (K* 10000 + .5),


10000; SPC( 3); INT (A* 10000 +.5)/ 10000; SPC( 3); INT (NR *
 
10000 +.5)/ 10000
 

1130 	IFABS (ZS - Z)<.00001 AND ABS (KS - K)<.00001 AND ABS (AS -

A)<.00001 AND ABS (NS - NR) <.00001 THEN GOTO 1340
 

=
1140 ZS Z:KS =K:AS = A:NS = NR
 
1150 GOTO 730
 
1160 FOR I 1TO P: FOR J = ITO RB(I,J)=0: NEXT J: NEXT I
 
1170 FORJ= ITOR
 
1180 B(J.J) =1: NEXT J
 

=
1190 FOR J= ITOR:FORI JTO R
 

1200 IFA(I,J) < >0 THEN 1230
 
1210 NEXT I
 
1220 Pr(iNT D$;"PR#O" PRINT "SINGULAR MATRIX": GOTO 1770
 
1230 FORM= 1TOR
 
1240 S = A(J,M):A(JM) = A(I,M):A(I,M) = S:S = B(J,M):B(J,M) =B(I,M):B(,m) =
 

S.NEXT M 
1250 T = I/A(J,J) 
1260 FOR M = 1TO R:A(J,M) =T * A(J,M):B(J,M) =T * B(J,M): NEXT M 
1270 FOR L= ITOR 
1280 IFL =JTHEN 1310 
1290 T = -A(L,J) 
1300 FOR M = ITO R:A(L,M) =A(L,M) + T * A(J,M):B(L,M) = B(LM) + T * 

B(J,M): NEXT M
 
1310 NEXT L
 
1320 NEXT J
 
1330 RETURN
 
1340 PRINT. PRINT "--- - ----------------
":PRINT: PRINT
 

SPC(10);"FINAL VALUES"
 
1350 IFIC< >0THEN PRINT"Z = ";Z
 

Continued 
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Fig. 13. Continued 

1360 IF ID< >0 THEN PPINT "K	= ";K
 
=
1370 IF IE< >OTHEN PRINT"A ";A
 
=
1380 IF IG< >0 THEN PRINT"N ";NR
 

1390 PRINT: PRINT
 
1400 IF N - R <1 GOTO 1530
 
1410 SS=0
 

=1420 FOR I = 1TO N:SS SS + F(I,C1)* F(I,C1): NEXT I 
1430 PRINT "RESIDUAL SS = ";SS
 

=
1440 MS SS /(N-R)
 
1450 PRINT: PRINT "MEAN SQUARE ERROR = ";MS
 

=
1460 FOR I = I TO R:M(I,I) SQR (B(II) * MS): NEXT I
 
1470 PRINT: PRINT "STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PARAMETERS": PRINT
 

"WITH ";N - R;" DF"
 
1480 PRINT. RINT
 
1490 IF IC < 0 THEN PRINT "SD FOR Z = ";M(IC,IC)
 
1500 IF ID< >0 THEN PRINT"SD FOR K= ";M(ID,ID)
 
1510 FIE < >0 THEN PRINT "SD FOR A = ";M(IE,IE)
 
1520 IF IG< >0 THEN PRINT "SD FOR N= ";M(IGIG) 
1530 IFP$= "Y"THEN PRINT: PRINT: GOTO 1560 
1540 PRINT: INPUT "<RETURN> TO CONTINUE...";F$ 
1550 HOME: VTAB 5 
1560 PRINT " VALUES FOR PLOTTING": PRINT 
1570 PRINT" TIME"," SIZE" 
1580 PRINT 
1590 FORJ =0 TO 11 

=1600 F 0
 
1610 FORI =OTOKK
 
1620 Al = EXP(-Z*I)
 
1630 A6 = EXP(-K*(I+JI 12))
 

= I 1640 BI B *A6 
1650 A2=1B1 ^(-NR) 

=1660 F F +Al * A2: NEXT I 
1670 F =F*P3*A 
"080,PRiNT INT (J / 12 * 100 + .5)I00, INT (F* 1000 .5)I 1000 

1690 NEXT J 
1700 IFP$= "Y"THEN PRINT: PRINT: GOTO 1730 
1710 PRINT: INPUT "<RETURN> TO CONTINUE...";F$ 
1720 HOME: VTAB 5 
1730 PRINT" RESIDUALS": PRINT 
1740 PRINT "OBS',"CALC","RESID." 

Continued 
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Fig. 13. 	Continued 

1750 	 PRINT :FOR J = 1 TO N:RI = INT (S(J)* 1000 +.5) / I000:R2 =S(J)
F(J,CI):R2 = INT (R2 * 1000 + .5) / I000:R3 = INT (F(J,C)*I10000 
+ .5)/ 10000 

1760 	 PRINT R1,R2,R3: NEXTJ 
1770 	PRINT D$;"PRO"
 
1780 	 PRINT PRINT 
1790 GOTO 350
 
1800 PRINT "SYSTEM WILL NOT CONVERGE.": PRINT: PRINT "TRY OTHER
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES" 
1810 PRINT "OR FIX ONE OR MORE PARAMETERS" 
1820 POKE 216,0:ER = PEEK (222): PRINT "ERROR NUMBER IS ";ER:PK 

PEEK (219)* 256 t PEEK (218): PRINT "IN LINE NUMBER ";PK 
1830 PRINT: PRINT :PRINT: INPUT "<RETURN> TO CONTINUE.,.";Y$ 
1840 GOTO 340 
1850 	END
 

Test Data ZKAN 

Test data are provided in Ebert (Part I, this vol.) and a test run is provided here using data forfemale shrimp (Penaeussemisulcatus) in Kuwait (Mathews et al., Part I, this vol.). The data are
presented in the accompanying table. The 1981 data were first run and they converged on solutions
for three parameters, Z, K and 1,., n was fixed at -1 (i.e., von Bertalanffy curve). The estimate of
 
L,, was 55.0 mm, K = 1.31 year- Iand Z = 3.72 year-
 I .The 	1979 data would not converge onsimultaneous estimates of three parameters but by fixing I.,= 55 mm, Z and K could be estimated 

-as shown in the sample output: Z = 2.473 year 1 and K = 0.725 year - 1. 
Because estimates are found numerically, initial guesses are required and these initial values can

be very important in achieving convergence. With the 1979 data, initial estimates of Z = 2 and K = 1
lead to 	a solution as will Z = K = 0.1. 1lowever, Z = K = 2 will not lead to convergence.

If parameter estimates show divergence over several iterations and Z or K become negativethen try new initial estimates using the average of your initial guesses and the results of the first
iteration. Frequently these new guesses will prevent overshooting ,he solutions with increasing 
amplitude. 

If there is a clear directional trend in the changes in parameters and convergence is not achieved,
then a unique solution )robably is not possible and it. will be necessary to fix one or more of the 
parameters. The first parameter to fix probably should be n, the shape parameter. Fix it at -1 sothe growth model is von Bertalanffy. The second parameter to fix probably should be L., which can be done using the largest observed size or sorae independent estimate, as obtained e.g., using the 
method of Wetherall et al. (Part I, this vol.). 
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The sample output provides printer output for data and solutions for the 1979 Penaeussemi
sulcatusdata shown in the table below. 

Data for female i-enaeus semisulcatus in the Kuwait fishery (Mathews et al., Part 1, this vol ), L mean length,n = number in sample, t = time since recruitment, which is the time since the minimum mean size for the year,
recruitment length, LH , is 22 mm for the 1979 data and 26 mm for the 1981 data, L. = 55 mm was estimated 
for the 1981 data. 

1979 1981
Month T, n t L n 

Jan 42.533 30 - 20 3 -
Feb 35.458 107  - -
Mar 34.672 122  -
Apr 26.191 105  - - -
May 23.639 6,13 0.000  - -
Jun 25.266 924 0.083 - - -Jul 27.983 586 0.167 27.835 593 0.000
Aug 28.590 1,383 0.250 27.524 542 0.083
Sep 29.467 82! 0.333 31.049 553 0.167
Oct 30.513 152 0.417 34. 4 392 0.250
Nov 32.327 202 0.500 40.357 370 0.333
Dec 36.275 240 0.583 36.077 26 0.417 

Sample Outl)ut
 

Program to estimate Z, K, asymptotic
 
size, and the shape parameter of the
 
Richards function by nonlinear
 
regression.
 

T. A. Ebert, January 1984
 

Return to continue ....
 
Do you want to enter data from disk (D)
 
or keyboard (K)? (D/K) K
 
Number of data pairs = 8
 

Average size = 23.639
 
at T = 0
 

Average size = 25.266
 
at T = .08333
 

Average size = 27.983
 

at T = .16667
 

Average size = 28.590
 

at T = .25000
 

Average size = 29.467
 
at T = .33333
 

Average size = 30.513
 
at T = -',1667
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Average size = 32.327
 
at T = .50000
 

Average size = 36.275
 

at T = .58333
 

Do you want data stored on disk? (Y/N) Y
 

Filename for data 
= P.semisulcatus F79
 
on drive number = I
 
Do you want to continue
 
with this same data set (Y/N)? Y
 
Do you want to estimate Z (YIN)? Y
 
Do you wish to estimate K (Y/N)? Y
 
Do you want to estimate asymptotic size (Y/N)? N
 
Do you want to estimate N, the shape parameter? (Y/N) N
 

Initial values of parameters
 
Z = 2
 

K = 1
 
Maximum size = 55
 
Size at recruitment = 22
 
Shape parameter, N = -1
 

Do you want results sent to a
 
printer? (Y/N) Y
 
Turn on printer, then return
 

estimates of parameters
 
Z K A N
 

2.289 .6846 55 -1
 
2.4646 .7252 
 55 -1
 
2.4727 .7247 
 55 -1
 
2.4728 .7247 
 55 -1
 
2.4728 .7247 
 55 -1
 

Final Values
 
Z = 2.4727882
 
K = .724702148
 

Residual SS = 7.14000006
 

Mean square error = 1.19000001
 

Standard deviations of parameters
 
with 6 DF
 

SD for Z = .543618308
 
SD for K = .0795544698
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Values for plotting
 
Time Size
 
0 	 23.496
 
.08 25.342
 
.17 27.08
 
.25 28.717
 
.33 30.257
 
.42 31.707
 
.5 33.072
 
.58 34.357
 
.67 35.567
 
.75 36.706
 
.83 37.778
 
.92 38.787
 

Residuals
 

Obs. Calc. Resid.
 

23.639 23.496 
 .1429
 
25.266 25.342 
 -.0763
 
27.983 27.081 
 .9025
 
28.59 28.717 -.1267
 
29.467 30.257 
 -.7899
 
30.513 31.707 
 -1.1941
 
32.327 33.072 -.7451
 
36.275 34.357 
 1.9179
 

Listing E2 

The program "E2" was written for an "Apple 1I+" microcomputer in "Applesoft" BASIC.
Beyond the input formatting. no use is made of special features of this version of BASIC. On line
202, a logical expression (T (i) > = D) is used in a calculation, which might not be supported by

all versions of BASIC. This expression needs to be 1 if true, and 0 if false.
 

The program 
prompts for the input values; note that all time-related inputs are expressed in 
fractions of a year; correspondingly, output values of K and Z are in year- 1. 

Weights may be given to the data points; this can reduce variability due to small sample size.
If weighting is not desired, weights of Ican be entered. 

The search algorithm which is applied is rather straightforward. K is incremented in steps ofI and the response function is calculated. When the response increases, i.e., when the desired mini
mum is surpassed, the search direction is reversed and the step size is reduced by an arbitrary
amount. The procedure is repeated until the search reaches a minimum. This algorithm is simple
and rather robust, though not very fast. It may come to a premature stop in the case of a wide, ill
defined minimum, where function response depends largely on rounding errors. This, however, is adifficult case for any minimization algorithm. During the iteration, the current value of K is printed
on the video screen, along with the corresponding value of the response function, which may be
the sum of squares of deviations or the difference between the current value of L. and the input
value-depending on the option chosen. 
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Test Data E2 

Full test data and outputs are given in Damm (Part 1, this vol.). 

Fig. 14. Listing Program H2. 

LISTING IRZO(;R. E2 

1 REM F'ROERG E2 
2 REM F'ROGRAHMI ER! l.hONH,- DE(. _"FLER: t'?04
 
I0 DIM L (Y10 (F'" . , '. F:,
 
20 HOME : PRIHT "I-I-
 - RprAM [L,_', IMNATI -OE! 1IH NANDMTOR-FA" PR INT
 
21 RRI IT L [I'Y P f-: FE-1 PS F iEH TIlE .E;,FEi ":F"1FPINT
 

-I.22 PR INT t-) I:iA L 'I-.I.I IIiN Hif t 'M I _I' F-[F.(NiE:'F'I T'-I"FOE': THF I:kE OIF [i(-O I:,EFIP FI IMENTL ,'F-' ":-F'r: I'[
 
FRF41R F'IFH I- "FGOE' FI-i ['- OF
2.4 'I "IY fF, OiPID ',n:5 I-II-IE- EILO_ ',I ,'FI~ ,l I:FI HTI, L RE T 'l ''lU T '()1 "-F'I 

,5 FE- I NT " ' i l't .1t-1. FIHFM :IT " - F'!:'[ N I
 
D'MI P 3FT1'):,. 1 H I H 23 : F I NT
26 P: INIT _ 1-' F F F:17 1 JI I ' ASLIJHED 


27 FR I HIT " FFI,I -f FEi - l] rE'i_ , . I Oh,
L LFo ni F-,'I. 
29 PRINT ..................
 

0 RR I FI - IHPJ_ "f IM'HF F OF FP01H-I',I'I '-'";!,1

40 HOME FRI I',T-"ffITEIB [I I I H 1 HE I HI N,h, " F:
I AID FACT(30f PR INT 

I-E 10,F TDOIS 0": 

42 F'R IlN "YEW-,, T -) (T TI III O F IF 


41 F':IN TIIME 1'IS_1- FM',,EH F'_, I OF F'RlN',IT 
IFFF:1I[THEN]. " : PRIIT
 

47 PRINrIT "'WE I GH IHE; F TE'P HP' F''.:{ F'IPLE S1ZE F'IP'PNT
 
44 PR I NT "OPF- IMO ' BE 1F NEI C TF IFIF'W I IJTO TATNTED. ": RINT '; PRINT
 
50 FOB: I II TO I
 
51 INFIJT"T- "; "T )
 
52 TA FEE 1- 7 :HF1A 12: INPUT "L- L. f)
 

VTAB (7./)53 1 FEEF. .HTA 24: IIIP'. IT W=- ';ItdF1 

55 NE XT
 
6) SW = ': FOR 1 1 TO N : 
 ,W SW (I : NEXT
 
62 FOR' I = 1 TO N: N I) = W I) 
 W"1' I: NEXT 
1 FF INT : F'RI VIT "YOU MAY HA ''E F'F:IINT
 
174 PR I HT TOP F91 
 "EST I NiES OF- ALL PROFAMETERS (1)"


I 5 FR'INT TAP (8) :"ESTIMATES FOB: A F.YEI, L-IF F. (2)"

17,6 FRIFIN PA(4) "IESTIIATES FO. GI1'-'ErI 
 L-INF. AND K(.)":PRINT
 
17 I NF'UT " WIAT DO YOL LIFIE "'
 
1"- IF 0 . OR 0 - 1 THEt I 7 
1.9 HOME : OH C GOTE-' 15, 141, 140
 
140 INPUT "K= F1-1.
 
141 INFUT "L-,NF L.8
 
145 FRIIT: PRINTIFIME FROM FIRST TO SECOND RECRUITMENT = ":INPUT D 
15C) IF 0 = 7 THEN 2(W 
160 SS = 1':'':o':1'' IF' '1 LL = IC000C)C: ST =.1 
180 S)=O - 1 '1' P 0-1-'1: F' 1 =0: P'2 =0: F' = 0: F'4 =0:P5 =0:F'6 =0 
19C: IF 0 - l THEN CO SS, 
191 IF D = 2 THEN CO ALS 1-8 -- IU) 
192 PRINT F 
197 K = F':-IST 
20C) FOR I = I TO N,! 
202 T2(1) = I -(T(I) : = P) + TI) - D 
210 El = EXF (-K * T(I) 

Continued 
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Fig. 14. Continued 

22C E2 = EXF' (-K: *T2 (1))
 
225 XiI El --E2:X2 = E2
 
23 SC = _-4-(I) t.J(I
 
240 S1 = S1 + X1 *W(I)
 
15C $2 = $2 + X2 *W(I) 
260 PO = PO + L(I) * L(I) * W(I)
 
27) Pl F + XI -m X1 * W(I)
 
280 F2 F2 - X2 -* X2 * W(I)
 
290 F'3 = F + L(1)I W'
Xl 9(1) 
300 F4 [4 +L() *- X2 * W(I) 

10 F5 F5 XI * X2 * I(1)
 
390 NEXT I
 
400 0 f = F'O S0 * $S / N
 

.428 01 = PI -$I $ / N 
40 C 2 F02 - 2 * 82 / N 
440 03 - SO o S1 / NF' $7 

4504 = F'0 - $0 o S- / N
 
460 05 P- -1 S$2 / N 
500 CC 0 * 02 -- 07* 05
 
510 DI (0 - 02 -- 04 - 05) /CC
 
520 B2 '04 01 Cl--r. " 05) / CC
 
530 DD 91 * 07 D 2 04
 
531 IF ADS (LU - L8. C' THEN 194
 
540 R2 = DD / O
 
600 LU (S:) - Dl1 S1 - D2* $2) / N
 
610 SS = PO+ N * LU * LU + Bi * B1 * P + B2 * B2 P2
* 
620 S -LU*SO-B1*F3-B2-F4+LU*BI*SI+LU*B2*S2+BI*B2*F'5
 

621 SS SS + S + S
 
629 IF 0 = 3 THEN LU = LB : IF 0 = 3 THEN 640
 
6*h IF 0 = I ]HEN 622 
631 IF ABS(LU - L8) e CO THEN 180
 
632 GOO 634
 
633 IF SS < CO THEN 180
 
634 S3T = ST -* --7 / 19
 
635 IF ABS (ST) .05XTQ01 THEN 64)
 
636 GOTO 180
 
640 P = D1 / B2
 
650 PRINT : PRINT : FRINT
 
65i FRINT "P- ";K;" L-INF.= ":LU: FRINT
 
653 PRINT "FIRST RECRUITMENT : ";F* 100; ": PRINT : IF <> I THEN 660 
654 PRINT "SUN SQUARES = " :SS" R"2= ";R2 
660 FRINT FRINT : FRINT "ENTER A LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA PAIR WHICH"
 
661 FRINT " WILL BE CONVERTED TO LR (LENGTH AT T =0)"
 

" '
 664 INPUT "T T
 
665 VTAB PEEl (-37):HTAB 15: INPUT "L= ":L
 
670 LR = LU - (LU - L) *. EXF ([:.* T)
 
680 VIAB PEEK (17): HTAB 25: FRINT "LR= "; LR: PRINT
 
690: Z = LOG (( -- B2 - EXF' (K) * (LU - LR)) / ( - B2 - LU + LR)) - K
 
700 PRINT "Z ": Z
 
8OO FRINT : FRINT "DO YOU WANT TO ": PRINT
 
801 PRINT " SEE INPUT TIMES AND LENGTHS (1)''
 
802 PRINT "SEE EXPECTED LENGTHS AND RESIDUALS (2)"
 
803 PRINT" TRY OTHER PARAMETER VALUES (2)"


" A
804 PRINT TAB(26); TERMIN TE (4)" 
810 PRINT : INPUT 0 
82(0 IF 0 OR 0 > 4 THEN 81C 

Continued 
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Fig. 14. Continued 
U330 
9,'C 

91C) 

ON C') i3O-O 9)1, 94(-),', 1 
HOME Fr IlNT" T1 
FOR I I TO N 

* 99 
12 .. CE. LENGTH": PRINT 

SI FRINT T (i' f? (12) T2 , I FrAD (24) :L (I 
91:2 M'KXI 
915 
94 C 

GuTO 
H)ME 

,c.)
:P I r I- "C'AL C L ENG TH11, 1)LA1L WE I GHTr F ILL1 FRINT 

95C. FOR .[ = 10 TN 
,,,1 
t5j 

Q 5 

L. = L 't I.PP 
PRINT .- T 
MI: XT I 

FI-
12) 

r 
I , 

I) 
--L- 

--EXF 
r P 

- -T 
. 

,[ 
I .-L-,) 

D-E. 

W I) 
F, T 2 1 

9 55 GOO 
'99 END 
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Program Number 7 

Title 	 LGTFRQ 

Author 	 P. Sparre 

Author's Address 	 P. Sparre 
Danish Institute for Fisheries and Marine Research 
Charlottenlund Slot 
2920 Charlottenlund 
Denmark 

Reference Spar-e, P.-A method for estimation of growth, mortality and gear selection/recruitment 
parameters from length-frequency samples weighted by catch per effort. Part I, this vol. 

I 

Description TbV program utilizes data from multiple length-fretuency samples (in form of catch per
unit of effort) to estimate the von Bertalanffy growth parameters, total mortality rates and gear 
selection/recraitment parameters for any given fish stock. 

The length frequencies are separated into normally distributed components and the mean 
length values of each normally distributed cormponent us-1 to estimate the growth parameters. A 
measure of goodness of fit is provided using a chi squared criterion. 

The method allows for continuous recruitment to the stocks although a pronounced season
ality in recruitment is required in order tj separate components of the length-frequency samples. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language FORTRAN 77 
b. Implementation VAX 11/750 
c. Hardware Requirements Printer 
d. RAM Requirements Large in VAX version but can be reduced to microcomputer capabi

lity by replacement of the NAG minimization subroutine EO4FCF. 

Listing Because of the length of this program and since many subroutines are available as NAG 
library functions, a complete listing of the program is not given here. 

A comprehensive user's manual is available upon request from the author. 
In order to present the salient features of this program, a detailed flowchart of the operations 

involved is included here (Figs. 15, 16, 17 and 20). 

Flowchart 

The central part of the LGTFRQ program is formed by the NAG minimization subroutine 
EO4FCF and the subroutine LSQFUN which defines the object function to be minimized by 
EO4FCF. 

Subroutine LSQFUN is extensively described in Sparre (Part I, this vol.) and will not be further 
discussed here. 

Some features of EO4FCF are given a superficial discussion here. For a comprehensive descrip
tion the reader is referred to the NAG-library manual. However, a detailed knowledge on the 
mnethod behind EO4FCF is not required for running LGTFRQ. 
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The present version of the LGTFRQ program constitutes about 30 pages of FORTRAN code. 
The major part of this deals with input and output, and it is not considered worthwhile to re
produce the complete program here. 

The essential part of LGTFRQ is the subroutine LSQFUN. 
Fig. 15 shows a summary flowchart for the LGTFRQ program. 

IISTA RtI 

subrutine : INVUTDATA 
Read input dala from file on disk 

NO response YES 

Fsthfoti f e0 ain subroutine: TftSTRANhsE N TDAine 
Esinae parameers by ealculae a table wils pslace b 
q iniioins the csi *2-cr ETri R surface aints. lowest fhep Select 

Tmoin for hl raph subrouines 

1 
Fig3 15. Flowchart for the main program of LGFRQ. 

2.onFie and at tbeparameter gahInput 

Fig. 16 shows the flowchart for the main input subroutine, INPUTDATA. Except for the sub
routine by which the initial guesses of parameters are read, PARAMETERS, these subroutines are
quite simple ones. The subroutine PARAMETERS is further explained in the flowchart of Fig. 17. 
The "status" of a parameter can be one of the three alternatives: 

1. Basic parameter; 
2. Fixed parameter; and 
3. Parameter proportional to a basic parameter. 
A "basic parameter" is a parameter the value of which is estimated by miinizing the chi

squared criterion. Theuser must supply an initial guess on a basic parameter. The final value of abasic parameter is calculated by the NAG-subroutine E04FCF. 
A "fixed" parameter will not have its value changed by EO4FCF, e.g., LGTFRQ allows for an 

estimation of some growth parameters while other growth parameters are kept constant. 
A parameter proportional to a basic parameter is a parameter the value of which is estimated 

by EO4FCF, but under the constraint that it is proportional to a basic parameter. For example, we 
may estimate the cohort strengths under the constraint that all spring cohort strengths are equal and 
that all autumn cohort strengths are equal. 

The concept of a proportional parameter may also be applied to the assumptions relative to 
total mortality. For some of the growth and selection parameters, the proportionality concept may 
be useful as well. 
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subroutine: OPTIONS g 

o t : INLIMITmisubroutine 

Read limits of the problemn
 

lulbroutine 
SIMDATA create 

subroutine : MOBS h put file of 

simulated dataRead observations 

m subroutine : STRUC
 
Create sarle/cohor struc e pure
 

ofinput data
 

fsubroutine :PARAMETERS 
Read or create in~itial guess on parameters 

Read ranges of paran eters for reponce surface 

Fig. 16. Flowchart for the main input subroutine, INPUTDATA. 

Calculationsonpu input) 

The following is a superficial description of some basic features of the model behind theminimization routine E04FCF and some guidelines for running the program. 

Es 4FCF minimizes a sum of square. In the present application this sum is the sum of squaresof residuals (see Fig. 18 and Sparre, Part 1, this vol.). The sum of squares is also called the object 
function. 

The object function is a function of the parameters specified as basic parameters (cf. section 
on input). 

The estimation problem may be considered as that of finding the lowest point on the response 
surface in the (n + 1) dimensional parameter space (Fig. 19), where n is the number of basic param
eters: 

{CHI**2 (PARAM), PARAM I 

Where PARAM is the n-dimensional vector of basic parameters (PARAM is a subvector of 
THETA). 

EO4FCF works in an iterative manner which may be considered a "walk" in the response 
surface in search of the lowest point. 

Fig. 20 shows the flowchart for the search on the response surface. 
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S wth- and seIection/recruitn.ntAnd their status parameters 

Fread .. lo t value of rmar Z and es et s a rZ h tin ePerodAndE
 
1 T statusl their status 

andTRANGrTES 

YES 	 STwiO 

c.utmn oe t fostuptu r sng- cohort Appearing in th/c 
d. tunInit alg u ant t alspar their status of the p e a tcont I (cnrc ddt a ry m ro 	 onagn 

Thacl anngorand onifencR
If tire paranvcters enterrd 

CO T N E(correct data and try again) 

Fig. 17. Flowchart for input of parameters, subroutine PARAMETERS. 

surutn can producThe 	 e tefloingrN fotputaTalofrea dat aletofreueces). crimntfrat
 
Output
 

There are two kinds of output:
1. 	 Tables and graphs of input data. (Not processed or slightly processed observations and' 

initial guesses of parameter values). This is performed by the subroutine PRINTPUT. 
2. 	 Tables and graphs of output data. (Estimates of parameters and the estimated dynamis

of the fish stock in question). This is performed by the routines PRRESULTS, GOUTPUTand TESTRANGE. 

Tables and Graphs of Input Data 

The subroutine PRINTPUT can produce the following output: 
a. 	 Table of raw data (length frequencies).
b. 	 Graphs showing the length frequencies as bars. 
c. 	 Sample/cohort structure. 
d. 	 Initial gucJs on parameters. It also shows the status of the parameters and the correspond

ing THETA-index. 

Tables and Graphs of Results 

Subroutine PRRESULTS prints a table with the estimated basic parameters, in case the option
for that was chosen. 

http:Iection/recruitn.nt
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Fig. 18. sitowing residuals, i.e., difference between observed and pre
dicted frequencies; the routine EOI4FCF is used to ininimize the sum of 
the squares of these residuals. 

Subroutine TESTRANGE produces a taLle with response surface points, in case the option for 
that was chosen. The subsequent uses of the graph subroutines will be based on the lowest point on 
the response surface found in ti.2 table. 

Subroutine GOUTPUT produces three types of graphs together with tables. They are all printed 
on a lineprinter. The graphs offered by GOUTPUT are: 

a. Giovth curves. 
b. Resolution of frequencies into normally distributed components. 
c. Graphs showing the residuals together with the original observations. 
The program may provide a large number of messages on input errors or warnings on sus

picious input values. These are self-explanatory and are not shown here. 

Test Data 

Test data for the program are provided in Sparre (Part I, this vol.) and also in the user manual 
available from the author. 
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X(0) 
 // 02
 

Fig. 19. Schematic ripresentalion )f"tihtmilnimization of chi
squared using ihe NAG, suhroutine EO. FCl" (se, txt). 

evahial' L51,11UN flr esti mn,flii pauii, 
g.r. .r,Iurutt \2('(I)}.it \2i"(Iti hii))I 
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prin monitfr infrnum, n on thestep 

N 2 ( -1(2 ) )I NO0 
epsilonr A~~(2) 

Yl S 

I:ON INUL 

Fig. 20. Flowchart for the estimation process (see also Fig. 19), "the 
walk on response surface". The slop criterion "epsilon" may be specified 
by the user. Actually, EOlFCF uses several diffeient stop-criteria. 
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Program Number 8 

Title 	 SRLCA 

Author 	 J.G. Shepherd 

Author's Address 	 Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Fisheries Laboratory 
Lowestoft 
Suffolk NR33 OIT 
United Kingdom 

Reference Shepherd, J.G.-A 	weakly parametric method for estimating growth parameters from 
length composition data (Part I, this vol.). 

Description The program fits growth curves to the modes in a time series of length composition
data to estimate the parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth equation. A goodness of fit criterion, 
which is similar to a correlation coefficient between the data and a test function constructed from 
the growth curve is used to select the growth curve which most appropriately describes the data. 
The criterion is designed to take account of data in proportion to its quantity and likely reliability
without pre-processing, and not to be unduly sensitive to possible modes created by sampling noise. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language FORTRAN 77 
b. Implementation Apricot 
c. Hardware Requirements Printer 
d. RA i Requirements About 48 K 

Listing 

Fig. 21 gives a complete listing of the SRLCA program. 

Fig. 21. Listing Program SRLCA. 

PROGRAM SRLCA
 
C 
C LENGTH COMPOSITION ANALYSIS PROGRAM
 
C WRITTEN BY J G SHEPHERD, SEPTEMBER 1984
 
C (PERFORMS SIMILAR ANALYSIS TO PAULY'S ELEFAN I)
 
C 
C 
 WARNING : PROGRAM UNDER DEVELOPMENT
 
C NOT GUARANTEED BUG-FREE
 
C USE AT YOUR OWN RISK
 

Continued 
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Fig. 21. Continued 

C 
, , K K
REAL TS(1 2 ),LENG(50),NUM(12,50- LMIN


)),LINF( I I ),TZERO(2)
REAL K (11),SCORE(11, 11),TMIN(51),NUMA(21,12) ,NUMT(21) ,DISCR(I 
REAL INC,LLINF,LLZERO,CUMS(50),LZERO,TSCORE(2),TZ(11,11) 
INTEGER AGE,AGE1
 
CHARACTER FILENAME*10, EXFLORE*2,ANSWER* i,TITLE*80
 
COMMON HL,LENG,PI,CUMS,NDIST,TS,NUM,RK, TMIN
 
PI=3. 14159
 

LP=6
 

OPEN(6,FILE='F'RN')
 
WRITE(*,'('' ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE ')')
 

READ(*, '(A) ') FILENAME
 
OPEN (2)0, FILE=FILENAME)
 
READ (200, '(A)') TITLE 
READ(200, *)LMIN,NL, INC 
READ (200, *) NDIST, (TS(I), I=1,NDIST-) 
DO 810 L=1,NL 

READ(20('),*)LENG(L),(NUM(I,L),I=I,NDIST)
 

810 CONTINUE
 

LENG (NL+1) =LENG (NL) +INC
 
CLOSE ('200)
 

C 

IC) WRITE(*,' ('' DATA IS FOR ',A80) ')TITLE 
WRITE(*, '(A) ') ' EXplore or EValuate?' 
READ(*, ' (A) ')EXFLORE 
IF (EXPLORE.EQ. 'EX') THEN
 
WRITE(*,'('NO. OF VALUES FOR L-INFINITY? 
'')') 
READ (*, *) NLINF 

ELSE 

NLINF=l 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,'(''"VALUES FOR L-INFINITY ?'')')
READ (*, *) (L INF (I) , I =1, NL INF) 

C --

NLZERO=2 
DO 10) I=I,NLZERO 

TZERO (1) =0. 25* (1-1) 
100 CONTINUE 

C 
IF (EXPLORE.EQ. 'EX') THEN 

WRITE(*,'(''NO. OF VALUES FOR K ? '')') 
READ(*,*) NK 

ELSE 

NK= 1 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*, '(''VALUES FOR K? 
READ( *) (K (1) ,I =l1 NK) 

'') ') 

IF(EXPLORE.EQ. 'EV') THEN 
WRITE(*,'(A)')'VALUE FOR T-ZERO ?' 
READ(*,*) TZ(1,1)
 

ENDIF
 

Continued 

http:EXPLORE.EQ
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Fig. 21. Continued 

c 

!F(EXPLORE.EQ. 'EX') THEN
 
r)O 20C) ILINF=I,NLINF
 
LLINF=LINF ( ILINF)
 
DO 30) IK=!1NK
 

DO 500 ILZERO=I,NLZERO
 
CALL SUMF'RD(KK, LL.INF,TZERO(TLZERO),TSCORE(ILZERO))
 

500 	 CONTINUE
 
A=TSCORE (1)
 
B=TSCORE (2)
 
SCORE(ILINF, H:I)=SORT(A*A+i±B*B)
 
PHI=ATAN2 (B, A)
 
"TTZ=PHI/ (2*PI)
 
IF(TTZ.LT.O) TTZ=T*-Z+1
 
TZ (ILINF, IK)=TTZ 

300 CONTINUE
 
200 CONTINUE
 

C -----------------------------------------------------------------

WRITE(LF, C' 'LENGTH COMPOSITION ANALYSIS BY SRLCA FOR ',A80)
 
&TITLE
 

WRITE(LP, ' (20X, ' 'TABLE OF SCORE FUNCTION"')') 
WR I TE (LP, 80'0) 
WRITE (LP, 8010) (K (I ) , I 1 ,NK) 
WRITE(LF', ' () ')
 

DO 801 ILINF=!,NLINF
 
WRITE(LP,8020)L)INF(ILINF) , 
 (SCORE (ILINF, II) ,K), IK=1,NK) 

801 CONTINUE
 
WRITE(LF', '(IHO/,20X, ' 'TABLE OF T-ZERO' ') ') 
WR I TE (LP, 80:0)
 
WRITE(LF',8010), (K(IK), IK=1,NK)
 
WRITE(LP, ' (/) ')
 

DO 800 ItINF=1,NLINF
WRITE 	(LP,8021)LINIF(ILINF) , (TZ (ILINF, 	 IK.'),IINK 

800 	 CONTINUE
 
ENDIF
 
IF (EXPLORE.E0.'EV')THEN 
CALL SUMPRD(KI(1),LINF(1) ,TZ (1, 1) ,SUM) 
WRITE(LP, 'C' '1 LENGTH COMPOSITION ANALYSIS BY SRLCA FOR -',A80) 

&T I TLE 
WRITE (LP, 6000) K (1),LINF(1),TZ(1, 1) 
LLINF=LINF (1) 
LEASTAGE=INT (TMIN (1)-0.5) 
INCAGE=i-LEASTAGE 
DO 900 L=I,NL 

IF (LENG(L+1).LT.LLINF) THEN
 
TMAX=TMIN (L+I)
 
DO 901 ID=1,NDIST
 

AGEMIN=TMIN (L)-TS (ID) +0.5
 
AGEMAX=TMAX-TS (ID) +0.5
 
MINAGE=INT (AGEMIN)
 
MAXAGE=INT (AGEMAX)
 
NAGE=MAXAGE-MI NAGE+ 1
 

Cont.nued 
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Fig. 21. Continued 
DO 902 AGEM INAGFE,MAXKGE 

FRACT=1 
FA..-,1
! F N A bE." r 1)t - . / (AGEMAX-AGEMIN)
 

IF (N0GE. T. 1. HD. AGE. E0. MINAGE) 
FRAC =(Mr ,H-N-L i"AGEMIN)*FRAC-[ 

.F , , E. -t..I .A N[D. 0 . E . MAXAGE) 
F F:ACT-[ rAG{.( rX-'0X'ADE )*FRACTI , 

AtI! ~ ( I'I f,:ui
A[L + '.t 

IF (AGE!.GI ( [.A') A1 -20 
NIMA_ 1 iI , I) L )i (AGE m,...M(.AGE _ '-FRA."T*NUM(ID, 
NUMT(AGE)=NI ,L.PI AGEI)-+FRACF*NUM(IDL) 

902 CONT I NUEI 
901 CONT I I.ILIF 

KWRITF(L.FP,b.0Q:3 ) L..ENG(L ,TM]I',Ii) ,CUMS(L) 
&,. '1T1 ;,,.,-*-TM IN,(Lt)+TMIN',ILi t)) -TS;,ID).+0..5), ID=INIDIST) 

END I F 
900 	CONT INUE
 

WRITE (LF:',. ",
 
DO 910 DGI- t , U
 

WRI TE II:, ) AGE (NI(:. (AGE, ID) , I D= 1 NDIST
 
DO 920 ID - 1 "11,[-


NUI"LMA(AGKDE [) - 0.()
 
920 CONT i[INUE
 
910 CONF I NUE
 

W 'I , 1 ' DO MORE ? ' ') ')
 

READ(*,'-, ' ) ANSWER
 
IF (A',SWEF;.EQ. 'Y') THEN
 
GOTO 1000
 

END I F
 
STOP 

999 WRITE (-, ' , 'ERROR ON OPENING FILE !S ' ',13) ) IOS 
6000 FORMAT (.///, ' EVAUIJ- 1 ON OF SOIUT I ON FOR 

&, /, K - ,FI0.-2; 

&, / 'L--INFINIrY = , FO. 1 
&,./,'T-ZEFRO = ,F6.L'
 
&,/ / .'EI'IH GRPF AGE CUM. SCORE
 
h, AGE-GROPIF' FLUS OR MINLS N YEAF:S')
 

6001 FORMAF(FIO. 1,2FO.2, 121)
 
6002 FORMAT(///, ' AGE COMFPO IT ON',/// AGE NUMBERS AT AGE')
 
6003 FORMAT (14, 12F6.1)
 
9020 FORMAT (1 HO/, F5. )
 
8000 FORMAT (1 HO/,20X,' V ALUE OF K ')
 
8010 FORMAT(1H0, 4X, 'L--INF .ilF6.2)
 
8020 FORMAT(1H .X ,F6.2) ,lF6.I)
 
8021 FORMAT(IH ,3X,F6.2,IiF6.2)
 

END
 
C -----------------------.--------------------------------------

SLBROUTINE SUMPRD(KK,LLINF,TZEROSUM)
 
REAL LENG(50), TS(12),NUM(12,50),TMIN(51),LLINF,LLZERO,CUMS(50)
 

.,DISCR(12),KK
 

COMMON NL,LENGFI.CUMS,NDIST,TS,NUM,RK,TMIN
 
RK= 1 / [:K
 
LLZERO=LLINF* (1--EXP (KIK*TZERO))
 

Continued 
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Fig. 21. Continued 

SUM=O. 0 
DO 400 L=I,NL+I
 

IF (LENG (L) . IT.LIINF) THEN
 
TMIN (L) =RQ*(-LOG (..LINF-LLZERO) / (LLINF--LENG (L)
 

END I F
 
400 CONT I NUE
 

DO 600 L =I. , NL 
IF (LEN G' L.-) .L.T.L. I_ [ tHEN 

T-N A X -....... [N ( I. 1-t ) 
DEL T:-IMA X- TM IN (L
T BAR- 5 (TMA X+ T111'1,,.. 

DIFF'I\I IFI Pi -[I ).T) / )TFI-PE_ 

DO 700ll I I): ,I)S 

Fp17I* 2.r '[S ) 1,F,D~'~ v L',[ 'i F 0;( . .(T ErAFR-- S( IrD) ) 

3D F ': ; N I F, I T 

IN700 CONT I _[[:,
IF (L.G.)CtUMS . C:!:UI.M )CU~L-!
 

ENDIF
 
600 CONT I NUE
 

RETURN
 
END 

Test of Shepherd's Method (SRLCA) 

The method proposed by Shepherd (Part 1, this vol.) had not been extensively tested before
the meeting, and was run on various data sets during the meeting in order to acquire a better under
standing of the virtues and vices of the method. 

Tests on simulated data are preferable to real data for testing purposes, since the correct 
answer is known unambiguously. Unfortu:'ately it. was not possible to get any of the simulation 
programs working in time for rew data to be generatWd, and simulated data were in short supply.
However, tests were possible on the crudely simulated data of both 1,'. Jones and P. Sparre (Part I,
this vol.), as were tests on data where age information is also avilable (North Sea Haddock and 
Kuwaiti Newaiby), which constitute a good second best. Various tests of sensitivity were also con
ducted. 

TEST ON SIMULATED DATA 

Jones' Simulation Based on North Sea Haddock 

Simulated population length compositions for a haddock-like stock had been presented in
Table 2 of the paper by Jones (Part I, this vol.). These simulate a steady state under several levels of 
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total mortality, assuming constant. recruitment and Z, but some variation of length-at-age. The data 
are therefore quite well-behaved and should not present any problem for any useful method (real

data will almO)st taiuINly be less well-behaved fh an this).
 

SRLCA; was rtItit! o single length compositiIls foir Z 0.5, 1 .0and 2.0, to 
 examine the
sensitivity for Z under steady-state conditions:. In each case 11 values Of L. were specified for the
 
exploratory phase, with K running fron 0.1 to 
0.6 and L. from -10 to 90 cm.
 

In each case a 
well- defined ridge of high values of the score function was obtained, running

from high K, low 1) to low K, high L, . This typiical hehavior indicatiiig the strong correlation of
 
the paraneiters i discussed repeatedly in vtrious parts Of this volume.
 

In sori1c ('aS(ts the,( wee)'( weak l ca" maxima onl the ridge, but as discussed elsewhere, theje
 
are of little sign ifican c,. The ro'sult's in the txI table below therefore indicate the best values of K
 
in each case for a variety of values of L , togtqher with th( 
 true values. 

Value of K for various selected L., values. 

Combined Approx. 
L Z = 0.5 Z 1 Z = 2 data 

50 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.60 30 
60 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.45 27 
70 0.35 0.35 0A0 0.35 25 
80 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 24 

Clearly the level of / has little effect on the results, and since the true value of K is 0.42 for

L = 58 i11,tht resUlt; in the setond row are, q ite close to 
the correct results (true confidence 
intenals canno he given )ut are almost certainly wiler than the ± 0.05 to which K can be deter
minled fro it(he tables used heret, although it may well be that K is being overestimated by about 
10% even if L is spec ified correctly. 

Aks a further test, the three h ngt ( m1 )osit 1(ios wvere combin(d as tlUugh to ey were three 
individual sequential estimates in a singl( data set.. This very crudely sim ulates the effect of changing
Z slowly and taking samples at ,))rt)ppri:itely Ionk inItervals of time. The result; for these combined 
data are also given inlhetl :dle, and art for practical purposes idtlntical to those obtained on the, 
individual composil iws. 

The availahe v,rsiol clf' B.;ILCAtonly providi es imputed age comp)sitions by the simple cohort
slicing methId, ht t(so were for completeness compared with the known true age compositions: 
the restlts are giyen in the text t.blehelow. 

Comparison of age composilions. 

Z=0.5 
 Z=1 Z=2
 
SitLCA 'rue SRLCA True SRLC., True 
L, 55, L. = 60, L, = 75,"Age" K = 0.5 K = 0.45 K = 0.35 

3 6,374 G,065 3,860 3,679 1,396 1,353

4 3,350 3,679 1,232 1,353 
 121 183

5 2,033 2,231 410 498 

6 979 1,353 128 183 

4 
0 

25
3


7 543 821 42 67 0 +

8 264 498 
 16 25 

9 239 302 7 9 0 

0 +
 
+ 
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In each case, values of K and L, were ,nkeii 'ro)im th,, of good 'solutions giving a high 
score. For the fir;t age the a rlalneltt natr i(. ' to abot 10% or so,few I&:ups 1s no, terl'r 
beconiing vorse itn relative sl- L.c ila tn;sio's, tA ,' d" . Iw ('X ,sin(( 1lllll)elS at, ' ' eiltd et, 
age fbr hird+, IiSh 11111 IIIhi fIly dcpeiiill i;a ()It th, I (:)1',I-.. usid. V ,ry sim ilar restl's were oh
raiiled front the cnoliineil dat a(,t. 

Thi,,. i llts indiczlt, that SlI.( \ . 1-qlali t)l' l-l.,'ri iniig tf lox';thI iranu ters to vithii 
all oi t IHY (,11 I 1 -tt i wt, :11(l Ilt titi' il t)l ' d( oIllpo ition itllo age groups 
1pr xidd la> :is il i : ,ila .v Fr tFi.ii ':.t tIWI) Mr tilIl'('c agf' griuinns 0,uly. There seem s to hi s ime 
eviihI i , lr ;I ln st ilt t'll'ia li >lig lyI iivirl.otiiat KI, . beO results are atllost completely 
uinaff(cli'ti it iXlx I Iiltl i it iw, 1.,i x ,,'I \ hll li{] ta sots. 

P. Sparre's Sina:iI;: ion tdf a Tropical Fish 

hll . i , 'ip s tiII I;Ih-dI' ll) oil!LI; .2al fish xx'tic available in the paper of1 Sparre

(Pall It . tl tl IIii ,H'Ii ii ii x',riability, vi ni
Ii 'llh,- it -;: iFn ll, v'ar class strerigth, seasonal 
Iimpl , ln c)l H ,IIill ;111I , ,.i , iii,)tti PiixvthI. '!h,,seI (1:it;l. fast-grow ing fish subjectiir ii lIItt fIn- at 

toi Inwit;Iit (il;- I' ;, Li;il\' -\'xiii tst(.tip -" I \. (x()ii.; 11,! alhxv fr nultiple" i 

[ t ( ',' I~ lt11W ll',N 1 '.%]Ilill{! ,! V, :I!. , 11 q ;+, ) *l i ) ~ '}.' ,V i 'l
 

S I I, \ Nxi I' l I,) ,(li ,i:k) - a i N5j I , Ii\ tlll )t I O I; I( h Iit\xv(-lit 0.0I and 
1 .0. A 'atl, l 11-, i i f'llit-li- ll 
outit i 'lear hi.IH ;ix , . 'I oft ri 1111 v;llis; lt i,_. i I)ielow . 

;t(i iLlIt t' i sxitV -1 iid!-i (vll i Hi l l Itf tfil( co' \va>, obtaiitl'd, xvith
li, li , , c I t)i tilt K ;I1I(I giVe 

Best values of !. for skhiftdI , .. 

K K1,o 

50 0.95 48 
5 0.75 i o.80 43 

60 O.65 39 
65 0.55 36 

True vaue 50 0.8 (meal) 40 

The correct 'talls aP( 10 - 50 twi and K - .80. The value of K at tihe correct L,) is therefore 
overestimated, hut F'r iIther ( higlue,') values of L.__ tIhe value of Ki,, is correct to about 10%, al
though t hew is aIsx'>ttliilt in, pil l ., wit I ,, ni.e.,the invers, c(irelaton (if the Iparameters
is not jetrfctw i. 'l h iiiti'l'tit Ill iIn tiPlis o.f aiges colirr(,;londinig to the solution L.,,, 55, K = 0.8 
shows that the dth-, or-llt I ,'i-l(tifiid. ilitese restults art, satisfactory, surplisingI,ly so conii it.il 


sile'ing tlt -, tili,_ s-isiiaiil llollil iiM (lI' !_,'oxvt h an lite striii;g d(u lel( pulse of (ectitmi ent. The 
'er iSoillihly;N ,l'iiu ith. dilt ' l111 c t it -l ' l I-ais ioial iv dut- to the eveil spread of "santiles" over 
the year. 'lhi d)1uhII i illtl, I ' expectedl(ni-iat ]ii i it axv, 'ill tI)g ePtalt all ilcolect s'l tion 
(:ol)(I'is l d)t gilltlohiltf th iii r o- "!:tIuSi"ut tllhl is no sign of goi)d valueS of the sCOre fulic
tioiu (-orr(esp tldili, . ;iltliiii. 'Tlhe-(, :l;,nIftir this u l'. pe'c'edly desirahle h havior is notit) sa('h-i .
knw-n, aidl itlulil iroliil'1 mit hi t;ukIlli- fr " ,td. 

'li l-it'lli(d is it ire,,o'i, t iticaiahl lit dt,,jtint! orc t na;tiug snaso am odulation of growth, 
but may possilly ho, m(odified to allow for ithis ftiI Oher 
modified to allow for and estIiate nmlti!hl pulses- il' reruitnint , nloP wh(ether such a modification 
is necessary: if Lhe phello le non i., st )ong e(lotugh to u'-,ate (istinct 

isnot uli-ar Wh 0 ii how it Could be 

mo)des it should be easily visible 
on the response surfaces. 
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TEST ON DATA FOR WHICH AGE IS AVAILABLE 

Newaiby (Otolithes argenteuis) from Kuwait 

The data for this stock were available and the data from 12 monthly samples in 1982 were
 
analyzed using SIMCA, 
 -or I,. between 40 and 90 cm, and K between 0.1 and 0.6. The topography
of the response sui face in this case is not 1.vry c'ear: there are (as usual) high values of the score 
function for high K and L_, but there is a W0,,;O outlying "spur" (a ridge joined to the main plateau) 
running as follows: 

Locus of solutions along "spur". 

L. K KL. 

40 n/a 
.15 0.30? 13 
50 0.25 to 0.30 14 
55 0.25 14 
60 0.20 12 
65 n/a -

Note: n/a =not apparent. 

Since it is known that almost all methods of analysis, modal progression or matching are liable 
to give spurious solutions at mtultiple,; of the true value of K, and there are indeed further ridges on 
the plateau in positions which correspond approximately to such harmonics, an informed analyst 
would prefer solutions corresponding to small K L. among possible alternatives. 

= =The solution at L_ 55 cn:, K 0.25 was therefore selected, evaluated and compared with 
the result.s from age determination. In general, these results were, similar to those obtained using 
age data (NMorgan 1984) although the I,,, value was a little lower than the 60.0 cm calculated from 
age data using the same dlat, set. 

Modified (truncated) versions of this data set from which all data corresponding to the largest 
and smallest, components of the samples had been removed, were also used to determine the sen
sitivity of the method to such surgery (see Shepherd et al., Part 11, this vol.). 

North Sea Groundfish Survey Haddock Data 

These annual survey data were analyzed for L. between 50 and 100 cm and K between 0.1 
and 0.6. The response surface shows only a weak ridge running as follows: 

L. K KLo 

50 0.40 20 
55 0.35 19 
60 0.35 21 
65 0.30 20 
70 0.25 18 
75 0.25 19 
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The solution at L. = 60, K = 0.35 was selected, evaluated and compared with the results from 
age determination. These results were almost identical to those obtained from age-at-length data. 

OTHER DATA SETS 

MacDonald's Pike Data 

This traditional data set has been analyzed by MacDonald and Pitcher (1979), and by Schnute 
and Fournier (1 980), and age determinations by scale reading are also available. 

The analysis by SRLCA for Lo between 50 and 100 cm and K between 0.1 and 0.6 indicates 
a clear ridge as follows: 

K KL, 

50 0.5 to 0.6 28 
60 0.35 21 
70 0.30 21 
80 0.25 20 
90 0.20 18 

Analysis of mean length-at-age data indicates that L. is probably well beyond Lma. (74 cm),
but previous estimates of K and L, have not been published. The solution at L. = 90, K = 0.20 
leads to modal lengths very close (within a few en) of the mean lengths at age, and to the modal 
lengths determined by t)ievious authors. 

Using SRLCA the major part of the score is determined by the smaller fish, and the method 
would be expected to be rather insensitive to truncation of the length composition. To test this, 
the same data were run after truncation at 60, 50 and 40 cm. In the first two cases a clear ridge
is still visible in the response surface, but begins to disappear when the data are truncated at 40 cm 
(this corresponds to throwing away about half of the data, presumably a fairly evere test) 

The results for the crest of the ridge are: 

K 
< 60 cm < 50 cm < 40cm 

60 0.35 0.40 0.30 
70 0.30 0.25 0.35 
80 0.25 0.30 0.30 
90 0.20 0.25 0.25 

100 0.20 0.20 0.20 

For the larger values of L. at least the results are fairly stable (bearing in mind that the map
ping resolution is only 0.05 in K), and the method is continuing to indicate essentially the same 
solution (with K;,i 20). Therefore, this test confirms that the method is not unduly sensitive to 
truncation of the data for larger fish. 
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it has been observed (P. Sparre, pers. comm.) that ELEFAN I can sometimes be quite sensitive 
to the size of length interval used. SRLCA, on the other hand, would not be expected to be so 
sensitive (one would expect loss of precision in location of good solutions rather than systematic 
bias). 

Thus, the data were aggregated into 4-cm groups anu' re-analyzed. 
The results still indicate a fairly clear ridge in the score function, running as follows: 

LW K
 

60 0.45 
70 0.35 
80 0.25 
90 1.20 

100 0.25 

but the ridge is broader and the crest less well-defined than in the original data grouped into 2-cm 
intervals. 

Penaeid Shrimp Data (Kuwait) 

These data are for a very high growth, high modality stock (normally only one cohort is 
apparert in the data) and are believed to exhibit strong seasonal modulation of growth rate (C.P.
Mathews, pers. comm.). True gnuwth pa"ameters are not known, but results of previous investiga
tions (including tagging) indicate that K isabout 1.0 and L. is about 60 mm, although the range of 
acceptable estimates is wide. 

Analysis using SR LCA indicates a broad, weak ridge corresponding roughly to KL. = 130 ± 
60 for L. between 60i and 110 n,,with no clear indication of preferred solution. The conventional 
results lie right on the boundary of this range, and would almost certainly not be selected from the 
SRLCA analysis. 

It is not clear whether this discrepancy indicates a failure of the method, since the conven
tional analysis is uncertain, IIowever, the indication of high K and/or L., from SRLCA could easily
be due to its present failure to allow for seasonal modulation of growth. Since these shrimp are only
caught during the growth season any method which ignores seasonal growth modulation is likely to 
overestimate KLoo. The results should therefore probably be taken as cautionary, in that SRLCA 
may not be suitable in its present form for stok with strong seasonal growth modulation and high 
mortality. 

Conclusions 

The results of these tests are very encouraging in that the method seems to have performed
well (sometimes surprisingly well) on almost all the data sets pres2nted to it. The tests on simulated 
data are the most informative, and further such tests should be carried out. Results to date suggest
that SRLCA may have a tendency to overestimate K and/or L .Since the method "fails" when the 
true solution (typically a ridge of high score values corresponding roughly to constant values of the 
product KL,, merges into the background (high values of score for high K and high L.), the 
tendency to overestimate them may be due to the detaiied definition of the score function. 
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In general the method seems to be quite robust to
 
* 
 seasonality of recruitment, including (perhaps suprisingly) multiple pulses of recruitment, 
" grouping into length intervals, 
* truncation of data for large fish. 
The method at present does not allow for seasonal modulation of growth rates, and will only

correctly estimate the nean growth rate if individuals live for several seasonal cycles, and the data 
are well spread over the cycle. 

The ability to map and scan the "response surface" is very valuable for qualitative interpreta
tion of the results. The lack of proper con fidence levels for the comparison of score values is a
deficiency (but not so much as no indication at all of pi:ecision of the results). Most of the results 
above have been based on deviations of the score function much less than the 2:1 suggested by
Shepherd (Part I, this vol. as possibly corresponding to a high degree of confidence, and this cri
terion may be unrealistically stringent. 
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Program Number 9 

Title SAPPH 

Author J.G. Pope 

Author's Address J.G. Pope 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Directorate of Fisheries Research 
Fisheries Laboratory 
Lowestoft 
Suffolk NR33 01-IT 
United Kingdom 

Reference Pope,J.G. and Y. Jiming.--Phalanx analysis: an extension of Jones' length cohort analysis 
to multispecies cohort analysis. Part I, this vol. 

Description The program utilizes catch-at -length data for ;everal species to construct a inultispecies 
extension to Virtual Population Analysis (VPA) which takes some account of predation as a source 
of natural mortality. The number of fish eaten by other fish included in the analyses between 
lengths l , and 1, is calculated using estimates of predator/prey size ratio and the average population 
numbers of predators and prey species. 

The results not only allow estimates of F and Z by length group by species but also allow 
examination of the effects of management intervention such as mesh size and fishing effort changes. 
In addition size specific predator/prey changes brought about by fishing can also be examined. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language FORTRAN 77 
b. 
c. 

Implementation 
Hardware Requirements 

Apricot 
Printer 

CRT display 

d. RAM Requirements 
Single disk drive 
About 62 K 

Listing A flowchart of the program is shown in Pope (Part I, this vol.) together with a summary of 
test data. Since the program is still under development, a full listing is not given here. 
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Program Number 10 

Title HRLCF 

Author J.G. Shepherd 

Author's Address J.G. Shepherd 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Direct orate of Fisheries Research
 
Fisheries lahoratoly
 
Lowestoft
 
Suffolk Nl{33 1]tl'
 
United l, ingdom
 

Reference Shepherd, J.G.--Towards a method for short-term forecasting of catch rates based ol 
length composition. Part 1, this vol. 

Description Th , programn uilizes a time s(eries of length cotiposit ion data (a ('I' UE or research 
vessel survey) t og(,tlIheei.:itlh estimates of growth paralflters to estimate the future size composi
tion of the !l)oplatiOtI at any time. Comparisons between the actual catCh at length and the pre
dicted catch at length on the basis of no mortality may be used to provide mortality/selection 
estimates. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language FORTRAN 77 
b. Implementation Apricot 
c. Hardware Requirements Printer 

CRT monitor 
single disk drive 

d. RAM Requin:ments About 4111 

Listing Since the program is still under development a full listing is not given here. 
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Program Number 11 

Title Sex Ratio 1 and Sex Ratio 2 

Author M.J. Sanders 

Author's Address M.J. Sanders 
Fisheries 1ReSources and Environmental Division 
FAO 
Via Terni di Cara(alla 
00100 tRome 
Italy 

Reference Sanders, M.,l.---Estimating mortalities from length- or age-specifi"c sex ratios. Part I, this
 
vol.
 

Description 

a. Sex Ratio I 

DESCRIPTION: The progran estimates the fishing and natural mortality coefficients (F and M)

from knowledge of the catch numbers by length (.)r age,) class, the toal mortality coefficient (Z)

and age at first capture (t), for each sex, \Vhen the catch num ire by length class, the lower
 
length limit for kach class (L) is converted to age (t) using predc ., mined values for the growth
 
constants in the *standard' von Bertalanffy equal ion.
 
The operative equation is:
 

td tm (ZA -M A) / ZA.(NA0 (- - (t - A )ZA 
mo td c 

_ C 

CB ( 1)/z.(B ex]) (_MB Z (1t B- Bt d ~> t ( B B'l B 3N o B d C 
C 

CBwhere CA- t / t is the catch number ratio, NI and NB are the stockt d m t d o o 

A Bnumbers at zero age, t and t are the maximum ages, and A and B refers to
In m 

the sexes. 

The program has two options; OPTION 1 when NI= MB = M assumed 
OPTION 2 when FA =FB = F assumed 

Catch number ratios are estimated, after assuming a value of M (OPTION 1) or F (OPTION 2), foreach pair of tA and tB The extent of proportional 'correlation' beiween the estimated and observedd 
catch number ratios, is then used to identify whether the trial value of M or F is a 'best choice' 
value. This involves determining the linear (geometric mean) correlation and regression parameters;
the coefficient of determination (r 2 ), the y-intercept (u), the slope (v), 

rbe 

as well as the sum of the 
squared differences (Z D2 ) between the estimated and observed catch number ratios. The ideal
'best choice' is taken as when the r is maximized, u is zero, v is unity, and Z D 2 is minimized. 
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A = B

WARN INGS: No solutions are possible with OPTION 2 when t t

C C" 

All mortality coefficients should be input as annual vaues. The units for the ages at first capture 
should be in years. The program estimation of and CB,---.t is based on N A = NB = 

10,000. 	 0 0 

b. Sex Rutio 2 

DESCRI 'ION: The program estimates 1he fishing and natural mortality coefficients (F and M) 
ftoni k nov ietlt. u. tile -.,,.i :unilt . ,cng h (or age) class, the total mortality coefficient (Z), 
the age vt first captlre (t(,and 	the age at the end of the first fishing season sex. AlsoI, (ts), for each 

required is the fishing sea,;( )n duration (A t ) which is taken as being the same for each sex. When
 
the catch num-bets are, y length, class, the lower length limit for each class (l~ ) is required to be
 
converted to age (tI ),Llsillg re-let eriol: ed V'aI luts for the growth constants in the 'standard' von 
Bertalanffy eqti11on1. 
The oper; tive equati)ns ar,: 

CA
CA 
 C + 	 + CA 

td---- i t d--- 1;ttS - + t S+l in. 
B 	 '-B 

d M d s s ts+ s+ IM 

td-- ts (Z-M) /(Z-M( !-At)).NoeXi (-Lc -(Z-M l-ZAt)) td- 0)) 
I(7-exp-Z-M (I -A t) ts d)A 	 At 

At 

in which td = t when Ld 	> t (2) 

ts----> ts+l 
 (Z-)/(Z-M(I-At)).Noo exp 	(-Mtc-(Z-Ml-At)td-tc)-Ml-At 

•(exp(-(Z-M(l-At)) (td-(ts+(I-At)))) - exp (--4(1-At)))) ..(3) 

At
 

in which td = t s+( I-At) when td<ts+(-At);and td- (ts+(t"At))=At when td> ts + J;
 

C = (Z-M)/Z.N exp)-Mt -(Z-M( I-At)) (ts-tc)-3 M( l-At)-(Z-M( I-At)) 
At 

-Z(t d-(t Il+(l-At))))
 

2 

in which td = t +l+(l-At)when td < t +1+ (I-At);

2 	 S2 

^A /B 	 A Band wnere C 	 is the catch number ratio, N and N are the stock 
d in td t 	 0 0 

A B 
numbers at zero age, t and t are the maximum ages ,and A and B refers to the sexes,
 

m m
 

The program has two options: 	 OPTION 1 when MA M1 = M assumed 
OPTION 2 when FA = FB = F assumed 

http:Z-)/(Z-M(I-At)).No
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Catch number ratios are estimated, after assuming a value of M (OPTION 1) or F (OPTION 2), for 
each pair of tA and tB. The extent of proportional 'correlation' between the estimated and observed 
catch number ratios is then used to identify whether the trial value of M or F is a 'best choice' 
value. This involves determining the linear (geometric means) correlation and regression parameters;
the coefficient of determination (r 2 ), the y-intercept ku), the slope (v); as vell as the sum of the 
squared differences between the observed and estimated catch number ratios ( : D2 ). The ideal 'best 
choice' is taken as when the r2 is maximized, u is zero, v is unity, and : I)2 is minimized. 

WARNINGS: All mortality coefficients should he input as annual values. The units for the ages at 
first capture and at the end of the first fishing season should be years. The program estimation of 

A
c- aid CB--- is 	based on N = N" = 10,000. 

Listing Notes 

a. Language 	 -I1)67/97 programming language 
b. 	 Implementation Hewlett Packard 

LIP 67/97 
c. Hardware lRequ irements 	 Nil 
d. RAM R(quirements 	 About 12K each program 

Listing 

A coaipdete listing is given in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 22. Prog~raim Li~dl. 	 SEX RATIO I Option I 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 	 ENTRY
STEP CODE
 

012 F:? 56-s1 02s £T05 35 00054 060 
Pe," CLRL 16 -,, o . 055 0 00 
0 4 P., 16- i 030 tLBLI 21 01 800 
05 
006 

CL Rr0-557 
CL:-: -a 02 F Li 

1 
3 6 11 

,81 
e5 

P 
X -35 

07 
00,! 

p?
ETL'0 .3 

.0 
,RVL200 034 

R 
- 36 24'' 

36 0.0 
E0 .L@1860 F.CLJ 36436 46 

009 P.."S 51 035 - -4f 061 - -4f 
018 ETOI 35 0.1 036 Lf 32 2 -7 
@1! 
012 

.F 
ITSC22 3 

5 037 
IL 

R!L3 
-24 

,63 RCLO 
64 

36 00 
-24 

1' 
014 

P 
ST7 

5C 
35 C 

039 
04[i 

Hc 
RTH 

2. 
24 

065 
06 

PRTX 
RTH 

-14 
24 

015 . 51 041 .tLEL2 21 02 0,7 *LEL3 21 03 
0 6 ST'4 3. 04 042 RCLB 36 12 0, SPC 16-11 
0.7 
0 1 , 

"S 
P 

5 
1-5 1 

443 
044 

RCLI 
-

36 e A1 
-4 5 

069 
0O7 

SCD 
, -. 

35 IJ 
-4 1 

019 ST00 
02? F.S 
62T'j TI 

35 

35 

0 
5-

845 
046 
04? 

RCLe 
" 

0H2 

36 00 
-35 
-22 

071 
072 

73 

sT 
FR h 
ISE7 

35 11. 
-14 
3 01 

022 R."O s: 04 PCLI 36 46 074 F'L4 36 F4 
827 STC2 3 e 049 .'CLI 36 01 e7f -55 
024 R.,S 5I5a 

,250.3 051O 
x 
-

-35 
-45 

076 
e77 

F,T 
STOW 

-14 
75 12 

02. P/S 51 35233 070 RCLD 36 14 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP 	 ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
='
 ......CT2! -,_14 1i-s,I7 IT 3 163 ENTt -1 

080 F'T --14 122 G2'2 2" 02 164 PCL 3 06
0! PZ3 1--51 12] F.:_ 1- 165 
052 	 0$EI 124 FCLS 36 152 .1 	 166 RCL9 39 03 
Cl7 	 p:S 16

'
034 	 FCL5 36 05 u, 'f' 5" 16,P PCL7 
PR5 -= L9 II'.., -14 

0Po 	 PRT' -14 ls 57', 35 11 17P -
-4c, 

""-" 13125 P.. 5! 171 +-,
h24 1 LFLC 21 13 	 12,-:,,

0.9 *L L4 1 I1 131 £F', 16-.i 1c 	 '090 	 OSF4, -6.X 0.4 133 " £Tt5 5-5,5 0.3 174 PCL4 36, 0409 035? 23 03 13? -t -3, 1
 
7 2236 0?5CL 134 ST-3 5-5s e.5 176 ..._ 36 0
 

39 7,: 1 T-2F4c 5 .,'
 
T,JT 35 46 
 175 	 PL 3c09 1?7

094It E:2 23 02 13 C FT -14 1-5 O
.95 SJ - 1 137 F..LI 3S 0c 19 ..
 
096 	 F'CLC e 13 13 PFT; -14 10097 7,lt 	 -244,,t.,'V 121 '40 CTT L- 4= 1l . -24
 
095 Fe ic-51 14i7 cT,-, 35 14 10
 
0g- 141 FFT< -14 L. ":,'

100 P-. 1 
 14 CL 30 11 	 1L4 1
101 	 FULE 36 15 143 X:" -41 	 185 F.BLE: 
102 -	 144 T 56 1-0.. 

Ai t" F"LL 

104 FPT. -14 146 fL. 1.. *1
 

17 P 14 	 87, STOE 
3P 11 	 FOLE
105 	 gTF; f=I 1j47 ...lO3 T 	 ~11? --- ,5 189 £CL6 :e 06 

106 F 51 14 :,' 53 190 x 
107 ,LEL 140 C5-521 12 	 C;+ 0': . F.. 
1a? 0SF4 -63 ?4 150 F.s 51 24 
109 1 'TR -LPL 21 14 193 CHS -235 	 151 
l11 	 6i-11 
 152 	 ET' -7 e9 194 ,"L4 36 04 

' 
-	 S
I 1 159 1-i 	 195 kJL_ 36 0112 59T£ 35 12 154 PI--5 19 -24 
113 FRT: -14 155 c. c6e5 197 + -55 
114 FL7 36 0 156 RCL a6 138 PF,. -14 
115 	 5i 46 PL4 0435., 	 157 3 1- 15 

1 E, 055 23 02 1 5' -3 200 P.,t.' -14 
S17 STOE 35 15 159 KCLP 36 09 203 PS-
L. .:L 36 1, 160 -24 	 2L2 RCL 16 0' 

119 	 Fr -4 161 - -	 203 FRTl' -14 
120 	 S70. 3f 12 162 ENTt -21 204 R.fS --

PROGRAM LISTING 
SEX RATIO 1 	 Opion 2
 

STEP 	 ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
001 ,LE1. . 2! 1 I's 105 CLF. 16-,3 809 R.I 51 
802 P,-S 16-51 006 CLX -51 e.. STOI 35 e1 
80 3 CLRCL 16-53 0r7 .'S 51 01 PS 51 

,04 	 PS 16-51 001N STOE 35 00 012 ST02 35 02 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
o'3 I" 
 C65 PRTX -14 117 STOA 35 11

6!41 TC 06635 8" RTh 24 113 SEC I6-1l 
015 E'S 51 067 *LEL 21 03 
 1i5 X:' -41

01 ST'4 35 04 66 SC 16-11i 128 STOB 35 12
 

5i 017
069
6: STOD 35 14 121 PqTX -14010 P1: "7-- X:'" -4! [4 36 80 
P 15 11) 5 00 0 7 11, 35 1! 123 RCL? 36 o7 
-
 072 P... -14 124 - -45f-D' STr, ., Cl 073 P'3B1 23 125 3! 35-I46 

022 3 074
1i RCL4 3- 04 126 I_,o, 23 12
023 S 35 02 
 7 , -5. 127 STO 3.5 15024 pF 50 76 FFTX -14 12, PLP 36 11.... 077" 


026 F 5, 


f!2=, c." 7 STOE:IP
 

F,,S 
 130
073 POLO 3" 14 12s PP.TXSTO 3-1
027 F':3 i6-51 075 STO'i 35=1" 131 P2S 16-51
 
0"'- TOS 35 0.
05 PRT -14 12 FCLO 36 00p23 P 3 51 031030 .LE:L! P'F3 1.-, 13 F'S1 21 032 &.0 38 13-c 8734 PL 6 

82.! 1 
 01 0.3 P.: 16-5sI35 
 -45
832 1,,,.# 38 1 0-4 POL5 3c [If 13. SrOI 35 46033 .L2 36o02 09-5 +-.5,5= 137'. P:S 16-51 
03a -24 896 FPTX -14. 132: --E"2 23.'-8: 
035 - -45 037 STOC 35 13 135 0C 6-" 
036 LH 32 03,.3 RTh 24 140 £OLE 36 15

e" - ,I ", ," -C03,7 RCL3 36 03 039 ,*LBL~l 21 11 14 - -24 
0..38 -24 690 PSP4 -63 04 142 I.X 52 
039 CHS -2.2. 891 &3E.. 23 03 14' RTP,-14
040 RTh 24 092 RCLO 36<OP 144 STOO 35 1! 
84! *L.BL2 21 02 093 RO_-L? 36 07 145. R.'S" 51 
042 R;LE' 3612 094 - -45 146 *LPLC 21 13 
043 RS.L! 3.=81 095 STOI 
 35 46 147 SPC 16-11.49 ".- -45 0969-e44' LnPS6 23 2C FT-,6 378 14F4- i
 
045 POLO 36 8,., 097 STOE 35 15 149 R. -31
 

-35 093 RCLC 36 13 158 ST+9 35-55 9
 
047 Ch'S -22 099 STOP7.O 35 12a 1514f RCL9 14-C R5' 36 0943 RLl 36 46 100 F'S 1-1 142 -1n 

-9PCi 36 0 101 POLO 36 00 153 RCLS 36 03-35 102950 P,-:3 1-- 154 PRTY -14
 
- -45 13 ROL? 36 07 15 I -24
 

052 V 023 104 -45 15 35 14
 
5 1 01 0os T1I 35 46 17 PRTX -14
 

0 a54 16-51 15 RCLic 36 11
10660 P6, 
C5L5 3 00 107 0'02 23 02 159 ,.Y -41 

05=6 0 00 103 P1:3 16-51 162 2+ 5609R7 8 8 109 RCLE 15 1 - 1436 16_ ROL 36 
653 x -3T 110 -24 162 RCL9 36 I11 
059 OLO 36 0 111 l 572 163 - -45 
860 RCLI 36 46 112 PPTX -14 1645, 
061 - -45 114 STOR 35 11 165 ST+6 35-55 06 
062 x -35 114 P.S 51 166 R."S 51 

663 ROLe 36 00 115 LBLB 21 12 167 kL.L 21 14 

064 -24 1!6 0DSP4 -63 64 163 DSP9 -63 09 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
16. SPC 16-11 187 - 205 RCL6 3F 86 
i70 P.-. 16-S1 P-r 1,86 8TL1B 3 12 206."- . -3i . 

171 'LS 36 8, 1,9 x -F 2I7 RCL9 35 F 
17 
1173 

RCLF 
RCL 4 

36 06 
36 04 

15c", RCL4 04 2620 
pFI209 

" 
CHS 

-24 
-2

17 . -35 1 C -2 0 4 -CL0 , 
175 RCL9 36 09 1093 -21 'L9 3.. 
17-26 -. 4 19i .:HSF 21 
177 - 45 l5 PL.. 7 -. 

17,'8 EHTt -21 196 + -55 214 P 'T; -14 
179 ENTt - • 197 2; LE ,- 1f 
18 RCL6....... 36 06czP 19P FF. -,-14 2.TY- T 
1I 15. 217 F-S 16
12 R9CL_ 36 P 200 1.I 218 PcL6 ct 06 

- LE 219 PPTX -14 
184 PCL7? 36 e; 2 E42 R 
185 X.'l" -41 20 LTOE 35 15 
186 - -45 284 RCLE 36 15 

PROGRAM LISTING 

SEX &ATIO.2 Option i 

STEP ENIRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 

00, *LBLA 21 1! 026 ST, 35-55 07 051 PCLF 36 e8 
002 I 01 27 FCL2 36 02 e52 -55 
063 STOC 35 13 028 RCLC 36 13 053 ST;% 35 0 
004 ST+9 35-55 09 029 "-- P54 PCL6 36 06 
005 RI -31 030 ST+6 35-55 , 055 X5 53 
0ME ST01 35 0! 831 ROL! 36 01 056 ROL9 36 
007 -3 32 057 

60' RCL 36 14 033 R.LC 3 13 058 CHS -2 
89 yy 31 034 x -35 059 RCL' 36 07 

81 1 FCLR 36 1, 035 ST+5 3,5-55 805 060 + -55 
811 
012 

RCLD 3 6 11 
31 

036 
037 

fL1 
PCLC 

3, e1 
36 13 

061 
062 

P,. 
'TO1 

16-51 
3,5 0,i 

01' - -45 033 x -35 063 P S 16-51 
014 CHI -22 039 ST+4 35-5, 04 064 RCL4 3C 04 
815
01C 

LN,32 
CT, 

40
41 

12I
L 

16 26H36 
46
46 

865
66 

.
RCL9 3c 09 

017 PCLI 36 04 042 ..T 24 067 -24 
01, , -35 04- *LLP 21 12 068 CH" -2 
019 cLO 36 1, 844 sF. 16-Li e69 FOLS 36 05 
020 
021 ST+2 

-,
3.5 5-f 6 

4.f 
46 

RCL 4
RCL6 

3g4
,3 06 

70
071 P8 

-
16-Si 

022
823 KCL2 3e 02

53 0474 * 
1RCL9 -36 08 ,720.3 STOe-,L1 35 036 N1 

024 RCLC 36 1 049 ,-24 74 PS 16-,
e25.- 50 H- 87.5 x -35 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 

876 .CrT3 127 RTN 24 102 "3 84 

05 129 .1Lpp 21 1 1S3 RCL5 36 0f 
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Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

PROGRAM LISTING 

SEX RATIO 2 Option 2; 

STEP 

001 
01 
803 
804 
8.5
806 
067 

ENTRY 

*LBLn, 

STOC 
ST+5+ 

RISTOI 
P, 

CODE 

21 li 
o 
1F 

5-355 09,, 
-71155 0{21
-31 

STEP 

4s4 
04 

@ S 

ENTRY 

L9 
-

CHb 

PCL 
+-

e 0
P6 

CODE 

36 ,. 
-24 

36 83 

35 00
-736 86 

STEP 

05 
.6

83 

09S 
09I10'
101 

ENTRY 

RCL4 

,s 

RCL 3 
XL:H.?:P'L6 

CODE 

36 84 
3CL93609 

3C 03 
5 -..36 6 

00o RCL 
08o' y1x 
0, RCLP. 
011 RfLD 
-"U? 

814 (-We015 LH-

16 3T02T2 
817 FCL! 

36 14 

3r 1 
36 14

31 
-

35 2 
56. e., 

0 
O5 
egg 
87 

86!
862 

06e 
064 

", 

C-=95
RCL7 

P2
STO! 

,-45 
F::L' 

-24 

36.07 
-5 

1651 
35 01 

16-f'1 
36 64 

1502 
16 2? 16: 

106 
1 

IOE' 
1'7 

111 

PCL9 36 9 
-24 

-' 

F'CL, " 36 1iP'CLC' 36 i4 

PC L,' 31 

LN 
X2,'-" 

PCL? 36 93 
P13 PCLC 

S.06 
fP U+l 

FLS Z 

36 

55 
. 

1 0.66 

063 
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1H 
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36 e 
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t 0V -c 
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114 
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Il 

STO E 
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36 1AH 12 
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023 
02 
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0.35 
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057 
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041 
P.,2 

F. 
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- 5.5 
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03 
024 
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24 
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35 03 

-
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3,. 15 
-55 

843 .L-LELE 21 12 890 (H? -22 177 .044 SF6 1-1! OQ RCLD 36 14 
52 
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047 Z -S 894 PFTX -14 14! PULl "6 01 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
142 R2L 36 14 16S RCL? -6 07 194 -

147 x -35 169 XY -41 195 ST0I. 35 11 

-24 17 - -4-, 196 PRTX 
I45 RCL2 3, 02 = 171 -24 197 R 1'14C + -5--, 17"117 T1 
 198 PRTX -14

147 PRTX -14 1777-Jl -5 19 SF-

14P PSL? 06
36 03 
 14 F)L4 o4 20 ROLl 36 45 

14- 9 -41 j53 79[ RCL-, 36 06
1 k0 56 176 PL 6 0 22 ;, -35 

6 1iC 17-4 
 203 RCLa 36 05152 P'9 
 51 17F CY'- 2..,2

153 iLLD 2, 14 i? 
 ' 36. 25 CHS-"'D
 
154 PZS 4-
 1 + CL4 7C20043515,5 RCL'L 0 9 
 -6 -24 267 ROLS 36,09
1-, PRTV 26 -2435 66 192 -4 2CL_ 
157 ' 36 0 1 . 1. 54 269 + -c 
15,- -35 1 P,:Rf 4,,c 21It -CC,1 210, T,', 


159 RfL9 36 09 '95 LL .. 216 4C 
-
 212 PPTT-4
 

1-45 17 TO 5 46 213 PENT
IL-. 
1 ' E T -2I
I;3 Ed,, 1,. 36-L44245-2 199 RO'LS 36 05 215 LR'L, 2! 16Ii 

19-
16' FL3~ 36 66 RCLE" 36 12 216 CLPG 16-53 
I I -. 217 FK 2 16-11 
1;. PO~ 736 I9 - 192 - -45 219 C Fv 1.-53-7- .5017 1L6-5i
90=_ .'L 


422 C-'SC 

PROGRAM LISTING
 

SEX RATIO 2 
 (Card 1) 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
001 *LL a 21 1 11 019 P," 5! 05 - 45
B02 P1 16-51 :9 S,2 
 35 02 036 OL 36 14
00? CL 16-53 020 F' 1,-5i 37 - -24664 PZ S 16-51 62! R."' .5, 039 X 0 1,-45... -7 ,e : 16-4,9
605 CLRC 16-53 2 ST'O 3_ 14 03. 0 00 
0PC CLX -5: p? P" 5' 046 x -35 
0k, IF0 L9 3 5TOf 21 841 CH$ -22009 £108 35 00 .. FCL O 35 e#.042
 
0 ..- 51
'S 
 047 CHS -2

0 6 TO! 35 ol 0 
- L;'LE 36 14 44 1 01 
11 PC 0"?L - -45 045 + -55
012 £T02 "35 02 @29 CL1 46 0460 36 RCLP, 6 12

013 ."S 5' or x -5 847 PCLl 36 01 
':. F'I -, 31 - -45 040 - -4501 5 STOO 35 00 ,32 STOC RCL n35 13 649 36 14

016 R.. 51 033 RCL2 36 02 050 -94

017 SrOI 35 01 034 PCLE 36 12 051 PCLC 36 13 

Continued 
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Fig. 22,Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 

163.183RCLI 36 46 1 -35 
3 CK, -o. . I4 - -4 155 S-T 35-55 03 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE 
 STEP ENTRY CODE 
 STEP ENTRY CODE
 
285 PRTX -14 
 209 RCLE 36 15 212 53206 pCL 3, 11 210 RCL9 36 11 213 ST+6 35-55 06207 XY -41 211 
 -- 4 
 214 F'S 
 51
 

PROGRAM LISTING
 

SEX RATIO 2 (Card 2)
 

STEP ENTRY CODE 
 STEP ENTRY CODE 
 STEP ENTRY CODE
001 *LELe. 21 16 11 
 041 CHS -2 
 81 CH002 P$' 16-51 042 082 33
013 CLP 16-53 
 43 CHS -22 - -4Be- P S 16-51 044 1 8b4
01 RCL2 36 
065 CLRG 16-53 
 + -kL 36 01-5!ItX 84- RCLE 3 12 036 -45

80. P'S 
 , 
 047 RCLI 11LD
7 087 
 36 14

8OE CTOO 35 U0 042 ---- I R _1 
0129 P.S 51 1 RCLD 76 14
0112 STC1 35 0! 5 8SS RCLC 36 13-24 o9o x01 P."S 51 051 R8LC 36 13 091 1 -35

8!
 

Ii2 ST02 35 02Y -5 899"2 P3 36 14... R:fDL
o13 P.'S 51 053 CHS -2 093 - -458 1 4 PEf le -4f1
1e' 
 33 
 894 RCLI 36 46
815,.T,1 35 0
oi -95 -3551 e'5056 FC'C 36 13 096 + -c
017 &TOl 35 01 P7 -24 e97 CHS -22
ois 51 0.'S 36 00 7

058 RCLO 098 
e19 E702 35 2 
 e59 RCLI 36 46 
 0 -35
ONL F.. 16-51 860 - -45 100 RCLC 36 13021 R."S 51 061 x -31 lei -24
0? STO 35 1 0 62 T03 35 03 161 R;L@ 36 0002 P.S 
 51 063 RCLB 36 12 103 PCLJ 36 46
92 :LEL1 21 Of 864 RCL2 V6 02 104 - -4c
 
8 2.- L 36 ( 865 1 8 1a5 x -3
 

166 
 + -ff 
 186 ST+3 35-55 83
827 F E! 36 14 067 
 7 1 0
0. - -45 
-

18.068 X>? 16-44 
 -62
829 RC1 36 46 
 869 0 00 
 ie9 5 85030 x -35 e70 P212 36 14 
 110 FCL9 36 14
01 - -45 071 +11 2 82
032 STOC 35 13 
 072 X,0? 16-45 112 87 RCL2 36 02 
 e73 o 
 113 034 RCLB 36 12 
 874 RCLD 36 14 
 LI. P22 36 02
035 - -45 075 -21 115 + -55836 R1L0 36 '4I 876 R LC 36 13 116 CHS -22
037 
 0-24 -35877 
 1 RCL9 36 12
038 X<3? 16-45 078 CHS -22 118 
 + -55039 
 8 07 e 33Z 119 X1O? 16-45
840 -35 
 080 RCLC 36 13 
 120 0 Be
 

Continued
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 

12 RL0 36 80 155 ST+3 35-55 07 I9 P .. 16-51 
122 x -35 15- RCLI 36 al 19k RCL7 36 7 
123 RCL2 3 0 157 RCLI 36 46 191 
124 RhL1 36 I x -35 192 STC'I 35 46 
125 - -d 1 CHS -22 19 p. I -5 

x
12t RCLD 36 14 1C0 e 33 194 2 0SE101
 
2 -2 161 1 195 Pz 16-5I
 

122 R-LC 3 1 162 0 00 196 PCLE .615
 
129 .x -1 163 EHTt -Z 197 -34 
130 -55 164 4 04 192 1"N 52 
131 1 165 y 31 199 PRT- -14 
132 RCLD 36 14 16 . -35 200 T 35 11 
133 - -45 167 RL 36 23 2I1 P. =1 
?' F.Li 4 162 -35 202 *LL , 12 

1I5 -35 163 PTV -14 203 SPC 16-11 

1F6 -55 17 hTN 24 204 FT+2 5-55 08 
. p.LC 3 13 -2 205 F-1 

13C -5 172 DSP4 -63 04 2 06 ,T+ 3.,,5 09 

.
-45 77- ,, -41 709 RCL 36 0< 
142 202 17 STOP 3512 210 PRTN -14
 

1.- 177 P T' -1z 21! 

--
144 PCLI 36 46 172 RCOe 36_ 0 212 STOE .,.3515
145 -35 179 RLTL7 36 07 213 FRT:<' -14
14 -55 CO-- 15 214 RCL 36 11 
147 CHSe121 STiI 35 46 215 ,- -41 
147 122 F 3 0 216 56Cf 2. 

149 RCLO 36 40 18 STOE 5 15 217 RCLE 3615
1424 +2LA 3 218 RCL.4 36 1!
5 

151 £LO 36 60 PFTY!5 -14 219 - -415 

152 RCLIR 36 46 16 STOE27 5 12 F E't 
153 -45 187 FZ:1 16-51 221 ST+A 35-55 I6 
151... P -35 1 PL_ 36 0 222 ..S 51 

PROGRAM LISTING
 

SEX RATIO 2 (Card 3)
 

STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE
 

661 *L6La 21 16 11 09 R./"S 51 817 STO 35 @1 
02 p S 16-f1 810 STO! 35 61 81E ./S 51 

663 CLR9 16-53 Oi1 P..,cS 51 015 ST02 35 02 
004 P S 16-51 612 ST02 35 02 62? R.'S 51 
805 CLR9 16-53 I R'S 51 21 *LBLI 1 0. 
666 CLX -51 614 P E' 16-51 022 RCLO 36 00C 
807 R'S 51 815 STO 35 00 
608 STOO 35 60 616 R/S 51 024 CH -22 

Continued 
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Fig. 22. Continued 

STEP ENTR'r CODE STEP ENTRY CODE STEP ENTRY CODE 
,-. 1 i1 50 RCLS p5
36 0. -5
 

+ -5f 05 PRCL6 36 05 07 -LN 3,2 RC.L4f 26 e4 077 PRTX -14
 
08 FCL1 76 e: 
 05 -35 0'S r 
029 - -24 
 054 F,LL:, 3 0- Q73

03- CH 
 " 055  -24 030 FCLE 36 11011 RCL2 36 02 856 -- 45 -
032 + -55 857 EN'T' -21 H2 CTGE 
 35 15
P TY
03---1PF7 -14 05' EdTt '. 03 RCLE 36 f5
t SF2 16-11 059 2L65 36 0t 054 ,CLC 36 e6635 RT.H 24 
 0 g 


-3
036 ,!.LL 
 2! 11 061 K'2L9 
 36 09 0S6 RCL9 36 09
037 DSe4 -6.3 04 .62 - ,4 7  -24

03 PRT, -14 
 06 PCL? 36 07 
 P8L GUS -22039 GEBI 23 EI i6XZY -42 PPQ FCL4 ?6 04
840 RJ -3: 065 - -15 LIS RCLS 36 04041 PRT," -14 
 066 
 -241
042 P.& 16-51 067 T.,5T-.5C5 i.- ,92
043 B 23 017 .L -35 893 PF'TX -14

044 F,, 1_-5, 059 RCL4 35 84 
 094 RCLE 36 15
045 R.S 51 
 070 X2 53 P,95 PFT.846 *LBLS 21 12 71 FCL9 36 09 
 091- PS 16-51

47 SP 
 - 9)3 072  -24 897 RCL6 36 06

0';" SPC 16-11I e-T ,.0 LL':P37 - 9' PRTX I1
 
049 PzS 16-5i e F .L - 99 S 

-4 
5i 

User Instructions - Sex Ratio I 

Step Input OutputInstructions data/units Keys data/units 

1 Enter both sides of appropriate option card 

2 Clear storages a 

3 Ente' parameter values - Tot. mortality coef. ZA R/S 
C
 

- Age at first capture tA R/S
C 

- Crowth constants L R/S 

KA R/S 

tA R/S 

- Tot, mortality coef, Z B R/S 

B
- Age at first capture t R/S
C 

- Growth constants L R/S 

KB R/S 

o R/S Continued 
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User Instructions: Sex Ratio 1 (Continued) 

Step Instructions 
Input 

data/units Keys 
Output 

data/units 

4 

5(a) 

Enter trial value of M (O'TION I) or F (OI'TION 2) 

Enter lower length limits of length class; commencing 

M or F 

L d 

STO 7 

from the class containing the longer fish. Ld 
LB 

A LA 
d 

iA 
d 

LB 

or td 

A 

d^/3B 

5(b) Enter lower age limits of age class; commencing from 

the class containing the oldest fish. 

t d 

tB 

AAC 

B tA 

dtd6A 

tB 
d 

6 B 

6 Enter CA and C. for length or age class CA CA 

7 Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each length or age class; 

progressing towards the class containing the 

CB C CB 

CA/C B 

smallest or youngest fish 

Estimate the linear (geometric mean) correlation D r2 

and regression parameters, and sum of squared 

deviation of estimated against observed catch 

number ratios. 

u 

v 

2 D2 

Repeat steps 2 to 8 for other trial values of M or F 

until 'best choices' identified from value of r2 , u, 

v and . 92 

* CA 0 t ard C B 
tm td 

t 
tM 

abbreviated to CA and C . 
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User Instructions: Sex Ratio 2 

Step Instructions 
Input 

data/units Keys 
Output 

data/units 

1* 

2 

3 

Enter both sides of appropriate option card 
(Card 1 or Card 2) 

Clear storage keys 

Enter parameter values - Tot. mortality coef. ZA 

a 

R/S 

4 

5 

- Age at first capture 

- Age of cnd firsL season 

- Tot. mortality coef. 

- Age at first capture 

-- Age at end first season 

- SvaAn duration 

Enter trial value of M (OI'TION 1)or F (OI'7ON 2) 

Enter lower age limits of age class; commencing 

from the class containing the oldest fish 

tA 
C 

tA 
5 

ZB 

tB 
C 

tB 
9 

A t 

M or F 

A 
td 

d 
td 

STO 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

7 

4 
B t 

^CA** 

6A 

B
td 

6B 

6 Enter CA and C. for age class CA 
Ca C 

CA 

B 

7 Repeat steps 5 and 6. for each age class; progressing 

towards the class containing the youngest fish 

CA/CB 

8 

9 

Enter side I of Card 3 

Estimate linear (geometric mean) correlation B 2 

and regression parameters, and sum of squared 

deviations of estimated against observed catch 

number ratios 

u 

v 

2 D 2 

Continued 
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User Instructions: Sex Ratio 2 (Continued) 

Step Instructions 
Input 

data/units Keys 
Output 

data/units 

10 Repeat steps 2 to 8 for other trial values of M or F 

until 'best choices' identified from the values of 

r 22,u, v, and 1. D. 

* When the data are as frequencies by length class, the 

lower length of the class must be converted to its age 

equivalent before proceeding through the above 

step 1. This can he achieved by the following: 

1 Enter side I of Card 3 

2 

3 

4 

Clear storages 

Enter parameter values - rowth constants 

- Growth constants 

Enter lower length limits of length class, 

proceeding through all classes as required 

Lk 

KA 

tA 

0 

L. 

K n 

KB 

0 

LA 
d 

LB 
d 

a 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

R/S 

A LA 
d 

t Atd 

LB 
d 

tB 

** CA 
St 

and C1 
-d -m 

abbreviated to C 
A 

and C 
B 
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Program Number 12 

Title 	 RJ33 

Author 	 R. Jones 

Author's Address 	 R. Jones
 
Marine Laboratories
 
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries for Scotland
 
PO Box 101, Aberdeen ABG 8DB 
Scotland, United Kingdom 

Reference Jones;, R. - An investigation of length composition analysis using simulated length com
positions (Part 1, this vol.). 

Program Description: Length Composition Analysis 

This program processes length .:omposition data to give estimates of the long-term effects on 
yield per recruit of changes ;.imesh size and/or fishing effort. 

The outputs also include: 

1. 	 Length cohort analysis, including estimates of mortality rate by length group. 
2. 	 The cohort analysis table includes estimates of the values of Z/K by the Beverton and Holt 

method. For each length group, a value of Z/K is calculated from the relatior.3hip: 

Z/K = (L. - L )/(L --LC)
 

Where L. is the lower limit of the length group concerned and -is the mean value for all lengths 
- Lc. 

3. 	 The cohort analysis table includes estimates of F/S, for each length group, where S is the pro
portion retained, at the length concerned, by the mesh size in use. 

4. 	 Immediate effects of changes in mesh size and/or fishing effort. 
5. 	 Intermediate effects of changes in mesh size and/or fishing effort. 

Inputs to the program require: 

1. 	 A data file, information about which is given in program lines 370-630. 
2. 	 Growth and natural mortality parameters. 
3. Selectivity data (selection 	factor and siope of selection curve at the 50% length). 

input options include: 

1. 	 An allowance for discarding of fish and the possibility that some discarded individuals may 
survive. 

2. 	 The adjustment of numbers landed at each length in such a way that the sum of products of 
numbers multiplied by average weights adds up to some input value of the weight landed. 
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3. 	 Various options for grouping large individuals that may or may not be larger than the input
 
Value Of'L,.
 

This version handles one length composition only, and test data and worked numerical exam
ples suitable for testing the program can he found in Jones (1984). Selectivity curves are calculated 
using a logistic function. 

Listing 

A complete listing of the program is given in Fig. 23. 

Fig. 	23. lasting of J33 program. 

FILE NAME --- RJ33.A S PRINTEO AT 10:21 ON 25-Sep-86
 

2-) LENGTH COMPOSITION tANOLYSIS-CALCULATES LONG TERM EFFECTS OF 
30 CHANGES IN FISHING EEFOPT AND MESH S IZE FROM LENGTH COMP.DATA 
35 TH IS VEPS ION HANDLES ONE LENGTH COMPOS IT ION ONLY 
, INCI.UIIN6 INTEPMEI!l 'TE EFFCTS AOL' ALLOWANCE FOP DISCARI.IN0L 

50 COHORT ANA L 1 'i'PLE ItICLUDES ,A LU ES OF !/[' BY BEU.AND HOLT' NETHOD. 
G20 	 1,AA AA, AA4AA kA A AA 0A AAA AAA4, 	 ~AAAA AA AAAA AA~k A. AAAAAA A AAAA 
70 EXTEN[,
 
01 INPUT OUTI'Pt'F TO FILE( I OR i'J i)i ;:$
 

: "
90 IF X$ ':' THEN F', ' , * \ GOTO 110 
100 INPUT*ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME* ;FF 
110 OPEN F'. FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 11% 
1.20 FIR INT 1Y. 'RIj3 ' 
130 PR INT t1 E''N1TH C0MPOS If ON ANALYS I5 
1,.0 PRINTl 1 '.;.1 ;',FOP INTERMED IATE EEFECTS' 
15 ) PP INT " ------
160 D II-, H ( 0 W (50) ., 
190 DIM P'50' RI'0.,
 
200 'I;i G(7 % 1 -' ,5(50 ),S0 5C.7,% 
220 DIM I .YI,, C,, F 5'. 
230 DIt. lT(5i ' "Kl 
241( DIM P2(5C, T 1 1'3 L , 0 
2', DIM PET :.05%Q3, .LL,509)5
230 Z1$'IHI IIIII l .tf LI i.ttt It.114 tt.tt : *1. .1*1 
:!7t III 441 II i l t I ll fIIIIII IA 
 . l f ll l~ l
 

7') II' . II 1il tt 4I III . It.MIIt 1,. t1:
 

280 Z3, ' 	 tt!lttII.l 
11,14#0ll11.11 141l1l.41 fll ttlli 
.11,


290 -'I'4 1 1 tt11-14 4tt4111It:tlt ttlttttt| 	 ti:.lll 

295 Z5I ='t III I I I I 	 lt
Ilil IIII 
 lll i: 
296 Z t= ' II1II, IIIft1 I 1tI tII II f tfftftt14 

300 P1= 'CM, N. LANDED P.IOMASS IT F11IT F2LDT SF ILDT F2[,T S2/S1 C 
NEW P IOMAS NEWl CATCH N. LAN[IS WT.LANDE[I AY.WT' 

310 P2=' CM REMOYALS NUMBERS Fi' FLIT DT 
/S! NLUM PERS L IOMASS 3/K'
 
320 P31: 
 ATTAINING
 

IN SEA'
 
330 P4$=' 
 LENGTHS' 
3 440 5.=P5............. ......... ....................................................
 

Continued 

http:141l1l.41
http:11,14#0ll11.11
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Fig. 23. Continued 

550 P6,=' CM N.LANDED AY. WTS TOTAL WIS PROPS.RET 
N.CAUGHT N.REMOVED MO1SEA (NET)/355 P71-' CM N.LANDED N.CAUGHT NEW LANDINGS BY NO.


W LANDINGS Pr WE I.!
 
257 ROD' 


AA 1360 &lIiiiis 1* Hi Iliii iII!iii flli 1ilI! 1#tt~ttIl141 111 I1IttttI'ttsIIli 
370 "tIPUT. n'
 
3]0 L INEl- 5 :41', APE FILE HEAD N1'V
 
400 1~L-N0. LEN 1, -,!Tdiijp ',':
 
A](0 VMCL'rNe'. ?EP LEITH QPOUP OF 


. 
LOllb' ; NuT CATCHS"420 I ET(L: :-P : PrTI0 IFlT IN' ON FOr: ',[

4 I , r:r: -li T ' '! , ! r " 
I LE, TH GROUP(NO ZEROS ALLOWED) 

440 CC, O[IGINAL MEH S'V:
15) A S'M T LL T LENGTH F0P i LEi 
T LEt l nrOUP
 
-160 i . G f IUt I. ; 1" r
JTE,,jrI1, 
4 '70 1,,)( tIETL1R"
 
40 0 1 . W1T. IN TH' ,

490 PRU'hI r U L14O- TH2 


( , r I, P1 U T . ,/ L' I' Il r41, 

VIELiE: IN 
C'. AMP: h SI4 S IZES IN MM.500 IF LENGTHS ARE IT mH nO.iU.,53,) O ? ' 10 F*Pt-
.

K iLINES
H 2070,2120I 11111liiil l it l iill ;I1.1IIIIl AND 2776IIIll .]l l l ll l l i l l [l l
 

520 INPUT'NnME OF RIUT FILE'; I
 
530 O)PEN Pl FuRI'- [u-UT [[
 
540 INPUT 12,H !
 
550 INPUT 12),H2( 

557 INPUT 12, ,t%

583 INPUT 12,S(L%) FOR L%=1" TO N1.
 
590 INPUT 12,1-ET(LM' FOR L.1% 
 TO Nt". 
6O.: INPUT 12. PP
 
610 INPUT 12 , Uf
 
620 INPUT 12,1 \ INPUT #2,61 
\INPUT 12,A2 \INPUT t2,A3
 
£30 CLOSE :
 
6,40 PR[NT 1 ; ' .
 
650 PRINT!!% Hi,


,".0 

680 INPUT'DO 


660 NIN t-: !12"±+1% 

YOU WANT TO ALLOW FOR DISCARDS(YES=1.NO=0)*;j5
 
690 IF ]S=l GOTO 710
 
700 PET L'.'', FOR 1 N1
. Lr "1% TO 
'10 INPRU0' vYOU [WOT SUM OF PROIUCTE TO BE COMPATIBLE 1ITH INPUT WEIGHT'.37 
71' PROP=1 \ TF J5=0 THEN 7K'
 
720 INPUT'WHAT 1POPORT ION OF P 
 SC ORPS SUPUIVES' , PROP 

7-15 SP=0 \ SP-'=O 
750) 
 IAk A I ; k 14l4 A j A t A , jkjjAkk4k' 

4 
A A.AAA AAA!. kAAAA760 ' OPT IONr TU REEISE INPUT NOS0. ACCORD ING TO SUM OF PRODUCTS7-) n()WO-AI±GFA(L.n1_. t.2 FOP L%=I% TO N1% 

780 03=0 
800 TI.O 
810 TI=TI+ L%)AS(L') FOR L% '% TO N17' 
820 IF 37=0 THEN TI=l ELSE TI BPt/Ti 
830 BB=O 
840 VV:O 
850 S(L%=TIkS(L%) FOR L%=1% TO N1%
 
PGO VV=V+S(L%) FOR L%=1% TO NI% 
870 BB=BB+W(L%)AS(L%) FOR 
L%=l% TO NI%
 
880 U3=U3+Vj 
900 A4=0 
910 FOR LI=l TO N1 
930 P(Ll)=S(LI)
 
940 A4=A4FP(LI)AW(Ll)
 

Continued 

http:WEIGHT'.37
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Fig. 2:3. Continued 

950 P (L1) -P( 1. )/P.ET ( L )
 
960 NEXT LI
 
970 PR INT I %, 1P5l
 
980 FOR LI= TO N1.
 
990 SC( L!)-S(LI)/RET(LI)
 

1000 C! AI fG,14LI -I)
 
1010 S5(LI )=S3G(L1 ) ( 1 -PROP (1-RET L) ) )
 
1030 PI., C]-S-'L1 );W(L1) ;S(L1)W(L! ;RET(L1) ;SG(L1) ;S5(L1)INTlI-L,USING Z, 

1050 NEXT LI
 
1060 LL L')=S<L,.) FOR L%3'13 TO NI".
 
1070 PEINTJI13 UX;
 
1000 PRIN'11%.
 
1090 PRINTI!2,'TOTAL WT.
 
1100 PR1Nftl% l D;
 
III,)0 PR INT i I . LnN[,ELI
 
1120 PRINTI1%.11 ESH SIZE PRINTfI'. .CC; \ PRINTIl%
 
1140 PRINTi I3'PROP. OF [,I'3CARIIS THAT SURVIVE =';PROP
 
1150 FOR L%-.1% TO NI"
 
1160 P(L)O-0
 
11.70 P(L%)=P(LX) +S5(L3
 
1180 NEXT L%
 
1190 N9%,N85=()
 
1200 FOR L%=1% TO N[I
 
1210 L5%=N1%-LZ+ 1%
 
1220 IF P(L5%) 0 THEN N9=1Z 
1230 IF N,,,:O THEN NSZ=N8%4% 
1240 NEXT L%
1250 NlZ=NI'/.-N03 \ NI =N13 

1260 
1270 INPUT OPTIONS 
1273 INPUT'DO YOU WtANT TO GROUP LARGE INDIIUIDUALS '.]]8 
1274 IF 338=0 THEN 12C0 
1275 lPUT'LARGEST I.ENGTH GROUP REOUIRED ',XXX( 
1276 GOSUP 1:20 
1.280 INPUT'WHAT IS LTNEF'.Y* 
1.290 CI=AI+G1,NI
 
1300 IF YI CI THEN 133,0
 
1310 PRINT'LINF IS NOT LARGER THAN 
LARGEST LENGTH'
 
1320 GOSUP 42O
 
1330 PR INI 'CHrOSFE, FROM THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS'
 
1310 PRINT '1.TO INPUT N/P AS A SINGLE VALUE'
 
1350 PRINT"2.TO CALCULATE K FROM AN ANNUAL GROWTH INCREMENT'
 
1360 PRINT-3.TO CALC. K FROM CONVENTIONAL LINF & K VALUES'
 
1370 PRINT',4.TO INPUT A VALUE OF K' 
1380 INPUT'WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE',J.5 
1390 IF 35=! 50TO 1620 
1400 INPUT'14HAT IS M',M5 
1.110 IF J5,'>2 GOTO 1480 
1420 PRINT'INPUT 2 LENGTHS SEPARATED BY A YEAR'S GROWTH' 
1430 INPUT'FIRST LENGTH',L6 
1440 IIJPUT'SECONDi LENGTH', L7 
1450 KI=(Y1-L6)/(Y1--L'' 
1460 KI=LOGiI) 
1470 GOTO 1590 
1480 IF J5<",3 GOTO 1580 
1490 PRINT'INPUT CONVENTIONAL VALUES OF LINF & K'
 
1500 INPUT'WHAT IS LINF',G2
 
1510 INPUT'WHAT IS K',G3
 
1520 PRINT'AT WHAT LENGTH [1O YOU WANT THE 2 GROWTH CURVES'
 
1530 INPUT'TO COINCIDE',I,
 

Continued 

http:PRINT',4.TO
http:PRINT-3.TO
http:PRINT"2.TO
http:PRINTI1%.11
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Fig. 23. Continued 

1.540 L7=Y1-G2+(G2-L6)AEXP (-63)
 
1550 L7=L7/(Y1-L6)
 
1560 ,I=-LOG(L7)
 
1570 GOTO 1590
 
15830 INPUT'WHAT IS K',Kl
 
1590 XI=MS/Kl
 
1600 PRINTF =;'I 
 M/t =;X1 
1610 GOTO 1630
 
1620 INPUT WHAT IS M/:'.XI

1624 PRINT 
 INPUT A VALUE OF M FOR ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS* 
1626 INPUT MV"
 
1630 INPUT'WHAT IS FINAL F/Z.E]
 
1632 AB9=0 
\ M2=0 \ A5=0 \ L33=$1?
 
1640 PRINT 'ENTER MINIMUM LANDING SIZE FQR NEW 
 MESH'
 
1642 INPUT'USE D'UMMY VALUE IF NOT REOUIRED';ML.
1650 INPIWT'WHAT IS SELECTION FACTOR(LENGTHS IN CM. MESH SIZE IN MM.) ,SI1660 PRINT'WHAT IS SLOPE Oi SELECTION CURVE FOR ORIGINAL MESH SIZE'
 
1670 PRINT'(MESIH SIZE IN MM.)
 
1680 INPUT 522
 
1700 INPUT'DO YOU WANT 
 COHORT ANALYSIS ONLY(YES=I,0=NO)' :15 
1750 IF 15=1 THEN 
Ahg=! \ GOTO 1950

1760 
 INPUT'HOW MANY INTERMEDIATE YEARS DO YOU WANT';N!NT

1800 INPUT ' IS THERE A CHANGE IN MESH SIZE' ;M2
 
1310 IF M2.=0 GOTO 1910
 
1820 PPINT'WHAT IS NEW MESH SIZE
 
1840 INPUT X22 
1.860 PRINT*WHAT IS SLOPE OF SELECTION CURVE FOR THIS MESH SIZE 7
 
1880 INPUT 132
 
1900 KI=MS/Xl
 
1910 INPUT'WHAT !I PERCENTAGE CHANGE 
 IN EFFORT',AS 
1920 A5=A5/10. . 
1.930 PRINT'CHOOSE FROM 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS"
 
1932 PRINT'0=MINIMUM OUTPUT'
 
1933 PRINT'I=MAXIMUM 
 OUTPUT'
 
1938 INPUT'WHAT 
 IS YOUR CHOICE';15 

1950 I PROPORTIONS PETAINED ,Se AND S7. ALSO RATIOS S6/S7=G(M%,L%)
1980 PRINTtr% 
1990 PRINTtII ?5T
 
2000 PRINT1I' 
 SELECTION CURVES' 
2002 IF M2=0 THEN 2012
2010 PRINTKZ,'MESH SIZE ;CC; ''X22 \ GOTO 2020
 
2012 PRINTt1Z,'MESH SIZE 
 ',CC

2020 FOR. L%=1% TO NI%
 
2030 LBAR=Al+GIA(L%-0.5)

2050 PRINT -,USING ,AI+GIA(L%-I%);
Itttt 

2070 L50=SIX22/10%
 
2080 SLP=L33
 
2090 GOSUP 0590
 
2100 S6=PR
 
2110 SL.P=S22
 
2120 L50=SIACC/10
 
2130 GOSUB 4590
 
2140 S7=PR
 
2150 IF S7>0 THEN G(L%)=S6/S7 ELSE G(L%)=I.0

2160 IF M2=0 THEN 2172
 
2170 PRINT1% USING-It.**** 
tt. *tt,S7,S6; \ GOTO 2190
 
2172 PRINT*1% USING'*t#.*#t*',S7;
 

Continued 
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Fig. 23. Continued 
2174 G(L%)=I.O
 
2190 PRINT1I%
 
2200 NEXT L%
 
2240
 
2250
 
2260 LENGTH COHORT ANALYSIS
 
2270 IF 15,''1 GOTO 2340
 
2280 PRINT1/ P5b
 
2290 PRINTI1%'COHORT ANALYSIS'
 
2295 PRINTA1%
 
2300 PRINTII%'LINF 'YI:*M K 
= 'Xl;'FINAL F/ = 'E ;'M 'M5= 
2'05 PRINT.l'SELEcTION FACTOR=';SI;'SLOPE AT 50% POINT=';S22;'MESH SIZE=';CC

2307 PRINTI:IX
 
2310 PRINTt1% P2f
 
2320 PRINTt1v P3b
 
2330 PRINT11% P4$b
 
2340 X3=P(N1)/Ej
 
2350 C2=Al fN1kG1
 
2360 CI=C2-G]
 
2365 SUMP=SP \ SOPPL=SPR
 
2270 IF JJ=1 THEN 2400
 
2380 SUMP=SUMP.F(NI)
2i-'0 SOF L=SOPPL- O.SAPCNI) CI1 C2)
 

2400 IF I5.:i GOTO 2420
 
2410 PRINTfI% USING Z2$,CI;P(N1),X3
 
2420 S4=P(N!.
 
2430 S5=0
 
2440 V4=0
 
2450 Z2=M5/(I-EI)
 
2460 F2=Z2-MS
 
2470 F1=0
 
2480 F3=3
 
2490 FOR I1=2 TO N.
 
2500 31=NI-I1+1
 
2510 J2=Jl+l
 
2520 C2=C2-G1
 
2530C1=C1-GI
 
2540 AG=YI-CI 
2550 A7=YI-C2 
2560 1=A6,') 
2570 DI1=X1/2 
2580 B1=I DIA1 
2590 X4=X3 
2600 X3=BlA(X4AB1+P(Jl))
 
2610 S4=S4+P(II)

2620 IF Tl-=C2 GOTO 2640
 
2630 9=S4/X3
 
2640 E2=P(J)/(X3-X4)
 
2650 H1=X3/X4
 
2660 Z1=LOG(HI)
 
2670 R(JI)=E2AZI
 
2680 Z2=M5/(I-E2)
 
2690 F2=Z2-M5
 
2700 DT(J3)=Zl/Z2
 
2710 SUMP=SUMP+P(JI)
 
2720 S0PPL=SOPPL+O.5AP(JI)A(CI+C2)
 
2730 BVBAR=SOPPL/SUMP
 
2740 BEV=(Y1-BVBAR)/(BVBAR-Cl)
 
2750 V4(JI)=(X3-X4)/Z2
 
2760 V4(JI)=V4(J1)AW(JI)
 

Continued 
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Fig. 23. Contiuued 
2770 V4=V4+V4(Jt)
 
2772 LBAR=CI*0.5AGI
 

2774 SLP-S22
 
2776 L50=SIACC/10%
 
2778 GOSUB 4590
 
2780 IF 15C.l GOTO 2300
2790 PRINT1I% 
USING Z2$,CI;P(uI);X 3 ;E2;R(JI);DT(JI);F2;F2/PR;Z2;V4(Jl)/W(JI);V
 
31) ;BE'
 
2800 NEXT I]
 
2810 ['T(NI)=DT(NI-I)
 
2810 CIAI. 
2850 MG=N1-1
 
2860 V4(NI)=V4(MG)
 
2870 V4=VI+V4(MG)
 
2371 IF 15K 1 THEN 2380
 
2872 PRINTfI%' Z/K IN FINAL COL.CALCULATED BY BEV. AND HOLT METHOD'
2873 PRINTt1%' S1 IN COL. V!S1 
REFERS TO PROPS RETAINED IN SELECTION CURVE T
 
LE"
 
2874 PRINTI1% 
2880 IF AP9=1 GOTO 4170
 
2890
 
2900 1AA-. 
2910 1 NEW VALUES OF FLIT, H(L%) 
2920 CI=AI
 
2930 NG=N1-1
 
2940 FOR LI=I TO NO 
2950 C2=CI+GI 
2960 HiLi)=0 
2980 IF P(LI)=O THEN X=O\GOTO 3000
 
2990 X=R(LI )AS5(LI).G(LI )A(1+A5)!P(LI)
 
3000 H'L1)=H:L1)fX
 
3020 C1-C2
 
3030 NEXT Li 
3040 C2=CI4GI
 
3050 H(NI)=H(NG)
 
3060 I
 

3070
 
3080 NEW VALUES OF FIT FOP CALCULATING INTERMEDIATE EFFECTS H(L%)3090 F2DT<LI%1=H(LI%) FOR 
LI%=1% TO NI% 
3100 FOR YOPT=% TO NINT+l 
2110 IF YOPT=NINT+-I GOTO 3310 
3120 FOP 1=1% TO N1% 
31.30 J1=N1%+i%-i 
3140 X=0.5ADT(JI) 
3150 H<JI)=F2DT(J!) 
3160 IF Jl=1% GOTO 3280
 
3170 J2=Jl
 
3180 J2=22-1%
 
3190 X=X+DT(J2) 
3200 IF X.YOPT GOTO 3230 
3210 H(J2)=F2DT(J2) \ IF J2=1% GOTO 3280
 
3220 GOTO 3180
 
3230 X=X-YOPT
 
3240 X=X/DT(J2)
 
3250 H(J2)=XR(J2)+( -X)AF2DT(J2)
 
3260 IF J2=1 GOTO 3280 
3270 H(K')=R(K%) FOR F%=1% TO J2-1%
 
3280 GOSUB 4720
 
3290 NEXT I
 

Continued 
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Fig. 23. Continued
 
3300 IF YOPT<NINT+l GOTO 3380
 
3310 H(Ll/)=F21T(Ll%) 
FOR Li,'=I% TO NI%
 
3320 JI=NI
 
3330 GOSUB 4720
 
3340 AAA.AAAA: kA AA A AAAAA4AAAA&AAA
 
3350 DETERMINATION OF NEW LANDINGS 
3360 B WT. ANDBf TW B2
 
3370 BY NO. U2
 
3380 
 IF 15- 1 G0TO 3410
 
3400 PRINTt.2 P.!
 
3410 UU=0 \ Xx\c 
3420 T1=O
 

"/ "
3430 FOR Ll= TO 
N1
 
3440 C2=CIGI
 
3450 L2=L141
 
3460 B3=W(Ll)A'F3(L1)
 

3470 B1=0 
3480 U!=0
 
3490 VI=V4(LI)AF9(LI
 
3500 V5(Ll)=VI
 
3520 B5=B3AG(LI)iS5(L1 )A(1+45)
 
3530 BS=B5#RET(L! )/( l-PROr'A( I-RET(LI)))

3540 B6=B5/W-:Li)
 
3550 C6=G(LI ALL (LI) .W(LI )A(I+A5)
 
3560 UI=U 14 IiC.
 
3570 IJ=UU+CS
 
3580 TW=-T, .'
 
3590 XX=XX+SS(Ll)AG,'L )A.RET(L1)
 
3600 B4=D -1.D'.
 
93510 V2:V2+y[ 

3630 ?2(L ) =U 
3,0'40 IF 15,1 GOTO 36G,2
3650 PRINTtl% USING ZltC!;LL(L1);V4)(L] )IDT(L1);R(LI);H(L1);S88(L1);S99(L1) ;G(1
);F3(LI);V5(L!);P 2 (LI)/RET(LI);P 2
 (LI);P 2 (LI)kW(LI);W(LI)
 
3660 82=82+B 
3670 U2=U24LI1 
363' VS=Vr+1')1 
3690 C1=C2
 
2700 NEXT Li
 
3710 IF I5,.>1 GOTO 3740
 
3720 PRINT I11 P5i 
3 7 3 PRINTtI': USING Z3S .V-.,V3,U2,B2 
3731 PRINTII% 
3732 PRINTti% "SEE TAB. 7, JONES 1984 FAO FISH. TECH. PAP. 256 FOR COL. HEADINGS"
 
3733 PRINTtI% P5+
 
3734 PRINTt*I 
3740 IF YOPT=NINT+1 GOT 3770 
3750 PRINTt.%'NEW 
LANDINGS AFTER',YOP1,1YEARS'
 
3760 GOTO 3790
 
3770 PRINTt1% P5$ 
3771 PRINTtl%'NEW LONG TERM LANDINGS' 
3780 PRINT1% .------------------------------------------------
3790 .F GOTOM2=0 3840 
3800 PRINTtI%*SEL. FACTOR',SI'PERC. CHANGE IN EFFORT',100AAT
 
3810 PRINTIOLDi MESHI,CC,ISLOPE',S22
3920 PRINTfIZ'NEW MESH', X22,'SLOPE-,L33 
3830 GOTO 3850 
3840 PRINT1':'PERC. CHANGE 
IN EFFORT',100AA5 
3845 PRINTtI% 

Continued 
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Fig. 23. Continued 

3850 PRINTtl%'PERC. CHANGES IN LANDINGS' 
3870 PRINTDI%' 
 BY WEIGHTS 
 BY NUMBERS'
 
3880 '2=I00A(B2-.A4)/A4
 
3890 U4=:IC0-A(U2--U3)/U3
 
3900 V3=100A(VS-V4)/V,/v.
 
3920 TW I00A(TW-BB)/PB
 
3950 PRINTtli%' 
 D2,14

3960 PR INTl I % PERCEN'rAGE CHANGE =V3
IN B IOMASS 

3975 PRINTI1%,Pr
 
3977 NEXT YrI'T
 
3900 PRINTtl%, 'IMMEDIATE EFFECTS'
 
3981 PRINT1T,-----------------------3952 PRINTtI%,*A 
 ASSUMING NO 
CHANGE IN PROPORTIONS RETAINED.'
3984 PRINT IIX,'B 
 ASSUMING 
PROPORTION RETAINED=O BELOW MINIMUM LANE'ING SIZE A
1.0 ABOYE MINIMUM LANDING SIZE" 
3980 IF M2=0 THEN 4170
 
4000 YY=lOO :(BF-UU)/DB
 
4030 Cl=Al
 
4040 SUM=0\SUNW=0\SX3 70\SX4=0
 
4044 PRINTt1%,pl,
 
4046 PRINTII%,PO'
 
4050 FOR Ll=l% TO N1%
 
4060 C2=CIUGl
 
4070 IF C1,"MLS THEN X'-O 
ELSE X=1.0
 
4060 XI IG(LI)AS6(L1 )ARET(Ll)A(]+A)
 
4090 X2=XIl,'w(LI)
 
4092 X3=G(LI)AXAS6 (LI)A(.l+A5)
 
,1094 X4=X3AW(L1)

4100 PRINTI1%,USING Z5$,CI;S(LI);S6(Ll);XII:X3;X2;X4
 
4110 SUM=SUM4X!I
 
4120 SUMW=SUMW+X2
 
4122 SX3=SX3+X2
 
4124 SX4=SX4 X,i
 
4130 CI=C2
 
4140 NEXT tl
 
4145 PRINTtI%,P5,
 
4147 PRINTt1%,'TOTAL';
 
4150 PRINTH %,JSING ZG$,SUM;SX3;SLIMW;SX4
 
4152 X4=I00A(BB-SX4)/BL

4154 PRINTI1%'IMMEDIATE 
LOSSES FROM CHANGES IN 
MESH SIZE'
 
4155 PRINT t1%,'MINIMUM LANDING SIZE =';MLS
4156 PRINTf%,'A -;Yy 
4158 PRINT*1%,'B ';X4

4170 PRINT4CHOOSE FROM 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS'
 
4180 PRI.71.TO VARY 
EXPLOITATION PATTERN ONLY'
 
4190 PRINT*2.TO 
VARY GROWTH PARAMETERS'
 
4200 PRINT'3.RETURN TO 
BEGINNING OF 
INPUT OPTIONS'
4205 PRINT'4.TO VARY 
DETAIL OF OUTPUT ONLY'
 
4210 PRINT'54.STOP 
PROGRAM'
 
4220 INPUT'WHAT 
IS YOUR CHOICE',J7
 
4230 IF J7=1 
THEN 1632
 
4235 IF 
J7=2 THEN 1280 
4237 IF J7=4 THEN 1930
 
4240 IF J7=5 GOTO 4990
 
4250 GOTO 1280
 
4260 A A AA AA# AAAAAAAAA A A4270 ENSURES THAT LAST 
LENGTH INTERVAL IS 
LESS THAN 0.9ALINFINITY
 
4280 :AAA.A'A A 
A A AAAAAAAA A AAAA A AAAA AAAo A 

Continued 

http:PRINT'4.TO
http:PRINT*2.TO
http:PRI.71.TO
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Fig. 23. ContinuVd
 
4290 PRINT-DO YOU WONT PROGRAM TO ENSURE THAT LARGEST GROUP DOES NOT EXCEED 0.
 
LINF IN ITY (YES=i ,NoO)
 
4300 INPUT J03
 
4310 IF JJ2=1 THEN XXX=O.9AyI
 
4314 010 1220
 
4316 RETURiM
 
4320 CI=: I \ TOT=O \ NG=Nl%
 
4325 XXX=XY041
 
4:330 TOSO=
 
4340 TOSSvO
 
4350 TOS3=O
 
4360 FOR LI=1 TO N6
 
4370 C2=CI+GI
 
4380 IF C2$XXX THEN 4460
 
4390 TOT=TOT+P(LI)
 
4400 TOS=TOS+S(LI)
 
4410 TOS5=TOS5+SS(LI)
 
4420 TOS6=T0SG+S6(L])
 
4430 SOPPL=SOPPL+O.5AP(L1)A(CI+C2)
 
4440 SUMP=SUMP+P(LI)
 
4450 N1=NI%-I,
 
4460 C1=C2 
4470 NEXT Li
 
4480 NI=HI%
 
4490 SUMP=SUMp p(NI%)
 
4500 SOPPL=SOPPL+P(N %)A( (CI-(0.5AGI))-((LI-NlZ),kG ))
 
4505 SP=SUMP \ SPR=SOFPL
 
4510 P(N1/)-T0T+P(N!%)
 
4520 SS(NI%)=1O5+S5NIW
 
4530 S(NIS):TOS+S(N1%
 
4540 S6(NI%)=TOSG+Sr,(N%)
 
4550 LL(NI%):S(N!%)
 
4560 LBAR=SOPPL/SUMP
 
4570 W(NI%)=A3ALDAR;A2
 
4580 RETURdN
 
4590
 
4600 
4610 ! POOPOiRIOS NPiINED BY CODEND (PR) USING LOGISTIC SELECTION CU RVE 
4620 RI= SLPA(LBAR-L50/0.2276 
4630 IF ?I:50 GOTO 4680 
4640 IF R!1-30 GOTO 4670 
4650 PR=EXP(RI)/(I+EXP<RI)) 
4660 GOTO 4690
 
4670 PR=O \ GOTO 4690
 
4620 PR=1.0
 
4690 RETURN
 

4710 I CONVERSION FACTORS E3(L%) 
4720 R(NI'=R(N6) 
4730 S8=0 
4740 S9w0 
4750 N7=NI+1 
4760 R(N7)=R(NI) 
4770 B2=0 
4780 U2=0 
4790 V3=0 
4800 CI=Al 
4810 X50 
4820 X9=0 
4830 X6=R(1) 
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Fig. 23. Continued 

4840 ;8=H(I)
 
4850 rOR Li=l TO 3]
 
4860 C2=CI+GI
 
4870 L2=LI.1i
 
400 E4=0.5(X5+XG)
 

4890 S9=SS*E4E
 
4900 ES=O.S54(XS+X9)
 
4910 q9=S9+E5
 
4920 R2=$3-S9
 

-
4930 SSO(LIrS '
 
4940 S99(L)=$9
 
4950 F3(L1)=EXP(R2)
 
1960 X5=R(LI) \ XG=R(L2) X9=H(L1) \ X8=W(L2) 
4970 NEXT LI 
4980 RETURN 
4990 END 

Literature Cited 

Jones, R. 1984. Assessing tile effects of change in exploitation pattern using length composition data. FAO Fish. 
Tech. Pap. 256, 118 p. 
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Program Number 13 

Title 	 LFSiM 

Author 	 J. Hampton 
Division of Fisheries Research 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 
GPO Box 1538 
Hobart, 'asrnania 7001 
Australia 

Reference Hampton, J. and J. Majkowski. - A simulation model for generating catch length
frequency data (Part 1, this vo!.).
 

Program Description Program LFSIM generates catch length-frequency data for an exploited fish 
population. Presently, 8 year classes are simulated which produce 48 monthly length frequency
samples each containing 5 age classes. These specifications can be easily altered by the user. 

OUTPUT: Two data files are produced. 

(i) COHORT.DAT - contains LF data for separate year classes. 
(ii) LFDATA.DAT  contains LF data for 48 monthly samples. These data represent catch

at-length data and are formatted for direct input, e.g., to the ELEFAN 
I and II programs. 

Modules 

FUNCTION GAUSS 

This function generates random normal variates. 

Arguments : a - mean
 
b - standard deviation
 

Variables : a, b, c, ix
 

Associated modules : 	 RAN (intrinsic FORTRAN function) 

FUNCTION GROWTH 

This function determines the length of a fish at a given age using the seasonally oscillating 
VBGF of Pauly and Gaschiitz (1979) 

Arguments : 	 age - age of fish in years
 
t s - age at the onset of the first seasonal oscillation
 
L. - asymptotic length for this fish 
K - growth constant for this fish
 

Variables : age,C,D,K, Lo, to, t8 , twopi
 

456 
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SUBROUTINE SE-ECT 

This module is the "workhorse" of the program. It increments the two LF matrixes LFREQ
and LF. Within this module, the following sequence of operations is undertaken: 

(i) 	 Determine a time of encounter/natural death, x. 
(ii) 	 If x > t (see master list), disregard thi fish and return to (i).
(iii) 	 Decide whether this fish died due to natural causes 0: was encountered by the fishing 

gear. If the former, return to(i). 
(iv) 	 Determine the age at th ltime of r(,.r itm(n t. 
(v) 	Determine the age at encounter. 
(vi) 	 Determine the growth parnmeters lIax, k and ' 
(vii) 	 Determine the length at encounter. 
(viii) 	Determine the prol)al)ility of'retention by the gear. 
(ix) 	 Decide ifthe fish is caught or escaes. If ca.;1gh t, store data. 
(x) 	 Determine time of'next encounter/death. Repeat steps (ii), (iii), (v), and (vii) to (x) until 

the fish is Calight, dies naturally or lives eynd the maximum time t. 

Arguments: : ix 0  ear class strength 
anl -- mean age (yrs) at recruitment for fish spawned from major 

)eak 
an2 - mean age (yrs) at recruitnent for fish spawned from minor 

peak 
ascli - SD (yrs) of major peak 
asd2 - SD (yrs) of minor peak 
p - proportion of total recruits contributed by major peak 
a and b - parameters of the selection curve 
f -- instantaneous rate of encounter 
m - instantaneous rate of natural mortality 
t - maximum age of fish contributing to the fishery 
i - number of year class 
iselec - flag: 0 = no selection; 1 = selection 
nc  number caught from this cohort (output)

Variables a, age, alpha, am I, am2, asdl, asd2, h, f, imth, iselec, iset, ixO, ix, k,
kin, ksd, kx, len, len2, If, lfreq, lmax, lmaxm, lmaxsd, m, nc, ntp, pc, 
pctest, pmn, t)mtest, t, ts, x, y 

Associated modules : GAUSS, GROWTH, RAN, SPAWN 

FUNCTION SPAWN 

This function determines the age of individual fish at Yecruitment (t = 0). Presently, all fish
should have a positive age at t = 0; however, this could easily be changed if code were added to 
ensure that fish were not encountered or did not (lie with a negative age. Initially, a decision is 
reached using RAN as to which spawning distribution (cohort) the fish comes from. Age is then 
randomly sampled from this normal d istributio n. 

Arguments am 1,am2, asd 1,asd2, p - see above for definitions 

Associated modules : GAUSS 
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Listing Notes 

a. language FORTRAN 77
 
1). Implementation Currently on 
VAX but should run on any DEC machine 
c. Hardware Recluirements Printer, Plotter 
d. RAM R(equirements About 84 K 

Listing 

A conplete listing of this progrnm is given in Fig. 24. 

Fig. 2-I Listing of L"FSIM pitigrni. 

c * LIST OF HAJOF Ut-F.IELES (not including indexes) " 
c A ----------------------
c * a (SELECT - parwroeter of the selection curve 
 " 
c * a (nHLl._. mean of a norm l distrru ion ,

S "* age - age at encounter of an indiv.idual fish oh
 
C * alph - rand,,m number for survivorshlip function (SELECT) 
 -o "* amril - mean a.ge at recrui tient of fish from maj or spamin peakc * af2r- rean agO at recrui tmer.t of fish from minor spaionin1 peak

c * a-dl standri d di at ion of rmajrr -pan ,inqpeak.

c 
 ": ard2 standard ce,,intl, n of r r-,r Epaini peak
 
c * b (SELECI) p r,m ter 
 of the se,zo tion curve 

A b (" .3S-, standard deiat ior, of a normal diEtribution * o *k c (GPOTH, - coer icient of sea-oral gioth .A 
c * c (13rL15&) - ,our ogf I ,: r ind,,r rJ L-i - £o - i- qO,.tt pat i' rietc'r (re2::t to I .U99 

A f i r rate 

c * raget - total catch b, age cln for 

qear
 
C - a:nt'reour of encount r b- the fis-hi gr 

a single year class
 
C nith - month nu mber for LF
 
c -: i-elec - flag to indicate ,ihethi E e l rion operates 
 A
 
o - I -et - flaq to indicate [ioter a fi I hn: been previousl,*,: encountered 

* c - a; - reed to RAH trandom number gene r arr
 
c A i<I - number of recrui to 
 for a y'e.r cla-
o k, - grow.th con_ tant for a f ih .o "*rkin - rea value of qro'th cons tart * o *,: ksd - standard deviation of groith constaC,t "* . ": let, - length of an encountered f ih -c *k lent - length class nurmber for mot,,hIp LF -c - If - catch riurber by Iength clas b not th of capture -c * lfreq catch number by length cla-_ by month for a year class 
c * Irax asy'p-iptotic length for a f'sh * c * lman , - roean as-'proptotic len h .i)L.c -k lra:-d - standard de,'iaton, of arptotic length -
o * Itot -- total catch by' month for a penr class -* 

A: to - the anstantaneous rate of natural mortalr to * c -k nc - total catch from a year class * c A:r ntp - icnth number from recrui trernt fr a year clssass 
c -k nyc - number of ',ear classes simulated * C : P - pruprtion of total recruito contributed by roajor spawnini peakc * pc - probability of retention by the fishin gear -c - petest - random number to determine if fis h is retained * o ": pro - probabili ty of a gi,,ven death being from natural causes -# protest - random number to deterrnne if f n dies from natural cause-s -. c * q - random number to determine t,o iw.ih ich spanr ing peak a fish belongs -" 
o  rn - mean year class strength 
c * rsd - standard deviation of year class strenqth
L -k t - ta--imum aqe of fish co-tributing to the fishery
- * tO - grc-.ith parameter 

o *,- tE- - age of fish at onset of the first 
-, 

seas:nal growth oscillation -k 

Continued 
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Fig. 21. Continued 

c * tuop 1 - cor t ant
 
c A- "4 - time f'romn recrui 
 trent to encounter,/death for a fish ..c * \ - number of recrui ts for a year class * 

-ky -. the aqe of a f Mat re cr u tren t (t =0 

-"--. ---- -"---c ,-A -A-A - AA.-. A--A--- A- ..A-- " " - . 

C
 
prT'C rA If - in a
 
real f , 
 , - 1 n 61n 4c k t'i a 
c,,rm-n-,r b-I-,- iJ tip Itlfr.q i,., 5,'O) ,lf'[4S:GCI) ,lrnaxrn,I,.r,lmayt.=d~lkrd
o r, . rr. i t n,' O . f E t 5 ",d :jt te )t 5c ccc, rult-fA -0 ee t 1 


I , r-- -rn: lrd-jta.dat ty pc- ne aCCe-:
opentujr = ' r t ',  = 
'sequer t 131 

rreco vd.-1
 
'' jr, 1 '7, t .
 P-' YAt .dat typp =- rne,, acce.sz= sequential

* rd -ec 12 1i'-

c " A I pa-e foraU te r2 spawn i r,, ac-t ii t -kk-k-A 

cii 

p LiL 'D 

A A inputn i prar-eterE for year class strength determination **A-h* 

r rrd=i00 ('
I-F=d .CI-,I 


C: 
C "--A---- riput parareters for growth "--k-k 
C 

I rnE 'rn -1q0. 

lma:E d=4.
 
krn= . 5
 
k Ed= 0f.013'
 
tC0=f-0.0
 
C=O. 4 

d:=1 . CI 

cA= 4Q -p---..- p,,u . I Bt ior, an d f isher y p ar ame ter- s k,'''tOd=l . 

n 

C f = -1 .0. 
'- k*k' : param-e-ter- for ge-ar s-elec'ti-ido uai ty (logistic "'':'-A--A-----1 po curve)n and fi hrcaam tr 

do 20 k.x.=l, 60c 
1 toCt (P.x CI
 
do 10 i =1lS60
 

10 1 f r eq (k:x x:.) =0
 
20 conti nue 

do 30 k x=1, 5 
30 iaget(kx,)=O
 

c -vkk-& ear cl as-- strength determi nat ion ": '. 

Continued 
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Flu. 2.1. Continued 

c 
xO=gauss(rm,rsd) 

ixO=xO+0 .5 
c 
C
c 

c 
**-. 

-
calculation of length and age at 

in the current y'ear 
capture for 
cla-s 

all fi.h .,-*. 

ur 

cal• 
ite(2 

c t <: udac 
1002>1 ,xO,nc 

s , ad2 p ,a ,fm t e cna • 

tirn te(2 ,1uri(n tp ,rtp=},.24) 

do 6O len=1,6i 
do 55 n tp=1, , 

55 
I tot(ntp)=1 to t n tp) --I f req( ntplen) 
continue 
t~r i te(2, O1'') Irl,(Ifreqn tp ,ier) ,r,tpl = 1 24) 

GO con t nu.? 

.ur i t e( 2 , I 1 
I -,-, t, r, n tp = 

wrnite( 2 , 1 0 0 
0'krnp Ftp-'5,4S2 

l , 24 

d o 70 1 en-25,6
do 75 nV[=j,:.
I to.:, t P ') 

= 
1to.,thL[,t p )+I freq (rt p, 1e n) 

75 conr, inu.
 
Srite(2,1,0i;i l' r 
.K I t r eq .ntp ,len) ,n tp=25, 48)


70 con : nu,:
 
,,in te(2,iOO5 
 ltot n pi,,ntp=25, 4$:
 

w ri re 2,10 t t pritp,Li)
h 
do SO ien-I
 
do 85 ntp-I ,nn-

I tot r t p.,I= r ' r I n tp if-Ifreq(ntp,ien)
 

S 	 con t 1 nue
 
.ri te(2,_ i 04let,n (ifreq(rtp,len) ,ntp=49,60)
 

so 	 c n 
I 

t i nu
 
,.r ite(2, 100 )( t.
t,:,rr, VpI n tp=49,C0)
 
da 95 j,t ot=I ,5

n'I =(i ",tort-J_ + 2+l
 

m2=ml+l I
 
do 90 n tp =ml ,nW
imaqetn''rn., lJt) Vgt(i ,,tol)+lto tin tp)i 


90 	 con tij 
95 con t ir1i
 

.J~2 re T',k Lgkx
ln , -. ,k L ,.-c 
0i Contlr, u 

c *k i" the f'ollw'Iing code compiles If 
data in months .*-.* 
c 

tw.rite(I , 1009) 
Mmna x = 4 :3 

do, 120 irr, th=l ,r,,max
 
mul t=imth./12

ire = i r t h -u 12 

if(irem.eq.O) irem=I2 
do 110 len2=1,30
 
xm=I en2*2-0 .5
 
if(lf(imth,len2).eq.O)co 
tc 110
 
wr 
i te( 1,1006) irth, 'rml ,lf( imth,len2) , irem 

110 continue 
120 continue
 

wr i te( I ,1003) 
1009 format(" 48 19 
 2 7.5 43.5')

1008 format( 9999 0 0 99 9')
1002 formatilyear class number',A,' recruitment',f7.0, 

' number caught',i5/)
1003 format(55x,'time period',/,' lengh 'l4,4x,12i4/) 

Continued
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Fig. 24. Continued 

1004 	 forrnat( i 7,> ,12i 4,4x ,12i4) 
1005 format(l1 ,1'S( -''l1 x,12i4,, 12i4./)100C fcrrnst(1>:,i 2, f'.1,iG,4-x,i2,4x,'i5") 

1007 	 f'rmat(///,2Sx,'c-atch by a-ge c1as',//1x,5('year',i2,iG,3x)) 
stop 

en d
 
C 

c -*-**k FLIHCT IOiN SF *I**-k 
C 

function spvs 'n( rrl , am2, asdl ,a-d2,p) 
comrnon"j j', 

q-ran(ix)
 
if(q . e. 
i f ( q .-. 

p 
p) 

sp:su,n cq - c (u rr, , a-dl 
p sin=.3u E 1, ar2 , -:d2, 

return 

end 

c 
c -,*-.,** Fil I CT I 'PH i2R'.OITH *--k-,**4, 
C 

functico,n rth( age, t-, max ,k) 
real lmax, k 
cornrmn,. llocP "d, tO rc 

tiopi=6.2 31-5 
qroth=l r,,a,"(I- e-p-(kAd*-(aqe-t0)+ck-di two-p i s i n( twop *( age- ts )) 

ret~urnr 

end 
C 

C ***>: SIBRIT lIE SELECT *k**--
C 

subr:utine se:-Iect a ,arnl ,arn2,adl,acd2,p,a,b,fr, t, , ,elenc) 
real m , ln D :r,i,1,u, lr,-,a .i=d, ksd n-a-x, 
ccrnro-c 	 .:,bluc-d til,,-,lfreq(60,60),lf(45 ,G0) ,lriaxri,km,lmaxsd,ksd
 
commonr.'j j- I K 

j =0 

do ,C0 k:=l, a 
iset=0 
x=0. 

=
 -
y=spaur( arnil,an2,a dl ,a d2,p) 
go to 11
 

10 i-et=l
 
11 alpha=ran(ix)
 

x =x+ ( -( al olI-alpha))/(f+rn) )
 
if(x.t.t)go to 20
 
p=m/ ( f+m)
 
pmte- t=r an ( ix ) 
if(prnt-- t.lt prmyc to 20 
if(iset.eq.0,]=j+l 
age=x+, 
t = 	 .5 q-0 


fWicet.eq.l0cc to 
12 
imax =gau ss k imam,lmax d) 
P.,=3au ss ( km, kPEd) 

12 	 continue 
len=gro,.-,rth( age, ts=,lma', k)+0.b 
pc=l/( ifexp (-( aFbkler ) )) 
if(i-elec.eq.0)pc=l
 

pctest=ran(i:) 
if(pctest.gt.pc)co to 10 
nc=ncF~l 

if(len.t.60.or .Ien .1 t .1)prinrt *,len,age,lmax ,k 

Continued
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Fig. 2-1. Continued 

n tp=xA-12+1
iF( n t p.qt.G-0) pr ir, t n tp age , x 
1freq n tp I c-nr'I =1 f r eq jntp len )+I 
irrith=( i-t)A12-1n cp 
len2=( 1 en+1)/2
i f(irnth._qe . 1.and. irnth.le. 48)f (irnth,1en2)=1f (imthlen2)+ l 

20 	 con t in ue
 
re u
un
 
end
 

C 
C -k-A-k--A-* FLI'--:T I CI. GA LIES "''*-
C 

fu nct i cr =q( a,l) 
crmrnon., 13 ',1i 
c~C
 

do 1 i=1,12 
c=c+r r,(n . 

continue 
qau--E---=(kC-'G. )-*L,+-a 

return
 
en d 
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Sohva soh'a 288
 
Squid .1. 15, 18, 19, 32, 33, 147, 166
 
StiZOSICi io 11011 vilnIIr 1i 187
i,'u c 
Shnti'phrus spp. 19
 
Slotephorus zollinigiri 26
 

Taius h/nilrons,set porgy 
Teleost 18, 20
 
Thunnus alalunga 7.1
 
7'hunnus albacares 19, 31
 
Thunnus nlacco'ii 371, see also Tuna, bluefin
 
Trachurus Irachurus 287, 288, 298
 
Trout, coral ser Ilec/ropoinsheopardus
 
''ina 368, 371, 372
 

bluefin 7.1, 368,371,372
 
skipjack, see(atsuivonus pelanis
 

Upenens molucc'nsis 377-379
 

Walleye, sic Slizoshidin vitreun vilreum
 
Whiting 182
 

Zoarces viviunrus 76
 
Zobady 323,324, 330,331,334,see also Pampus 

argenteus 


